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LIFE OF WASHINGTON.

P

CHAPTER I.

GENEALOGY OF THE WASHINGTON FAMILY.

The Washington family is of an ancient English stock, the

genealogy of which has been traced up to the century immedi-
ately succeeding the Conquest. At that time it was in posses-

sion of landed estates and manorial privileges in the county of

Durham, such as were enjoyed only by those, or their descend-

ants, who had come over from Normandy with the Conqueror,

or fought under his standard. When William the Conqueror
laid waste the whole country north of the Humber, in punish-

ment of the insurrection of the Northumbrians, he apportioned

the estates among his followers, and advanced Normans and
other foreigners to the principal ecclesiastical dignities. One
of the most wealthy and important sees was that of Durham.
Hither had been transported the bones of St. Cuthbert from
their original shrine at Lindisfarne, when it was ravaged by
the Dane«. That saint, says Camden, was esteemed by princes

and gentry a titular saint against the Scots.* His shrine,

therefore, had been held in peculiar reverence by the Saxons,
and the see of Durham endowed with extraordinary privileges.

William continued and increased those privileges. He needed
a pf>werful adherent on this frontier to keep the restless North-
umbrians in order, and check Scottish invasion ; and no doubt
considered an enlightened ecclesiastic, appointed by the crown,
a safer depositary of such power than an hereditary noble.

Having placed a noble and learned native of Loraine in the

diocese, therefore, he erected it into a palatinate, over which
the bishop, as Count Palatine, had temporal as well as spiritual

Camden, BHt. iv. M^.
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jurisdiction. He built a strong castle for his protection, and
to serve as a barrier against the Northern foe. He made him
lord high admiral of the sea and waters adjoining his palatinate,

lord warden of the marches, and conservator of the league
between England and Scotland. Thenceforth, we are told, the
prelates of Durham owned no earthly superior within their

diocese, but continued for centuries to exercise every right

attached to an independent sovereign.*

The bishop, as Count Palatine, lived in almost royal state

and splendor. He had his lay chancellor, chamberlains, secre-

taries, steward, treasurer, master of the horse, and a host of

minor officers. Still he was under feudal obligations. All
landed property in those warlike times implied military service.

Bishops and abbots, equally with great barons who held estates

immediately of the crown, were obliged, when required, to

furnish the king with armed men in proportion to their do-

mains
; but they had their feudatories under them, to aid them

in this service.

The princely prelate of Durham had his barons and knights,
who held estates of him on feudal tenure, and were bound to

serve him in peace and war. They sat occasionall}^ in his

councils gaje martial splendor to his court, and were obliged

to have horse and weapon ready for service, for they lived in a
belligerent neighborhood, disturbed occasionally by civil war,
and often by Scottish foray. When the banner of St. Cuthbert,
the royal standard of the province, was displayed, no armed
fei^atory of the bishop could refuse to take the field-f

Some of these prelates, in token of the warlike duties of their

diocese, engraved on their seals a knight on horseback, armed
at all points, brandishing in one hand a sword, and holding
forth in the other the arms of the see. J

Among the knights who held estates in the palatinate on
these warlike conditions was William de Hertburx, the

progenitor of the Washingtons. His Korman name of William
would seem to point out his national descent ; and the family
long continued to have Norman names of baptism. The sur-

name of De Hertburn was taken from a village on the palati-

nate, which he held of the bishop in knight's fee
;
probably the

same now called Hartburn, on the banks of the Tees. It had
become a custom among the Norman families of rank, about the

time of the Conquest, to take surnames from their castles or es-

* Annals of Roger deHovdoen. Hutchinson's Durham, voL ii Col-
lectanea Curiosa^ vol. ii. 83.

t Robert de Graystanes, Amj. Sac. p. 746,
t naraden, Brit. iv. 349.
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ates ; it was not until some time afterwards that surnamest
became generally assumed by the people.*

How or when the De Hertburns first acquired possession

of their village is not known. The}" may have been companions
in arms with Robert de Brus (or Bruce), a noble knight of

Normandy, rewarded by William the Conqueror with great

possessions in the Xorth, and among others, with the lordships

of Hert and Hertness in the county of Durham.
The first actual mention we find of the family is in the

" Bolden Book," a record of all the lands apj)ertaining to the

diocese in 1183. In this it is stated that William de Hertburn
had exchanged his village of Hertburn for the manor and
village of Wessyngton, likewise in the diocese

;
paying the

bishop a quit-rent of four pounds, and engaging to attend him
with two greyhounds in grand hunts, and to furnish a man-at-
arms whenever military aid should be required of the palatinate.*

The family changed its surname with its estate, and thence-

forward assumed that of De Wessyngton. f The condition

of military service attached to its manor will be found to have
been often exacted, nor was the service in the grand hunt an
idle form. Hunting came next to war in those days, as the
occupation of the nobility and gentry. The clergy engaged in

it equally with the laity. The hunting establishment of the
Bishop of Durham was on a princely scale. He had his for-

* Lower, On Surnames^ vol. i. p. 43. Fuller says that the custom of
surnames was brought from France in Edward the Confessor's time,
about fifty years before the Conquest; but did not become universally
settled until some hundred years afterwards. At first they did not de-
jficeud hereditarily on the family. Fuller, Church History. Roll Battle
\hbey.

t The Bolden Book. As this ancient document gives the first trace
of the Washington family, it merits especial mention. In 1183 a survey
was made, by order of Bishop de Pusaz, of all the lands of the see held
in demesne, or by tenants in villanage. The record was entered in a
book called the Bolden Biike; the parish of Bolden occurring first in al-

phabetical arrangement. The document commences in the following
manner; ** Inclpit liber qui vocatur ' Bolden Book. ' Anno Dominice
Incarnationis, 1183," etc.

The following is the memorandum in question:

—

*' Willus de Herteburn habet Wessyngton (excepta ecclesia et terra
ecclesie part in en) ad examb. pro villa de Herteburn quam pro hac qui-
etam clamavit: Et reddit 4 L. Et vadit in mac/na caza cum 2 Leporar.
Et quando commune auxilium venerit debet dare 1 Militem ad plus de
auxilio,'- etc. Collectanea Curiosa, vol. ii. p. 89.

The Bolden Buke is a small folio, deposited in the oflBce of the
bishop's auditor of Durham.

I The name is probably of Saxon origin. It existed in England prior
to the Conquest. The village of Wassengtone is mentioned in a Saxon
charter as grantf^d by King Edgar in 973 to Thorney abbey. Collectanea
T<ypo(jrapfu(:a, iv. 55,
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ests, chases, and parks, with their train of foresters, rangers,

and park-keepers. A grand hunt was a splendid pageant, in

which all his barons and knights attended him, with horse and
hound. The stipulations with the Seignior of Wessyngton
show how strictly the rights of the chase were defined. All the

game taken by him in going to the forest belonged to the
bishop ; all taken on returning belonged to himself.*

Hugh de Pusaz (or De Pudsay) during -whose episcopate we
meet with this first trace of the De Wessyngtons, was a nephew
of King Stephen, and a prelate of great pretensions ; fond of

appearing with a train of ecclesiastics and an armed retinue.

When Eichard Coeur de Lion put everything at pawn and sale

to raise funds for a crusade to the Holy Land, the bishop re-

solved to accompany him. More wealthy than his sovereign,
he made magnificent preparations. Besides ships to convey
his troops and retinue, he had a sumptuous galley for himself,

fitted up with a throne or episcopal chair of silver, and all the
household, and even culinary utensils, were of the same costly

material. In a word, had not the prelate been induced to stay
at home, and aid the king with his treasures, by being made
one of the regents of the kingdom, and earl of Northumberland
for life, the De Wessyngtons might have followed the banner
of St. Cuthbert to the holy wars.

Nearly seventy years afterwards we find the family still re-

taining its manorial estate in the palatinate. The names of

Bondo de Wessyngton and William his son appear on charters

of land, granted in 1257 to religious houses. Soon after oc-

curred the wars of the barons, in which the throne of Henry
III. was shaken by the De Mountforts. The chivalry of the
palatinate rallied under the royal standard. On the list of

loyal knights who fought for their sovereign in the disastrous

battle of Lewes (1264), in which the king was taken prisoner,

we find the name of William Weshington, of Weshington.f
During the splendid pontificate of Anthony Beke (or Beak),

the knights of the palatinate had continually to be in the sad-
dle, or buckled in armor. The prelate was so impatient of

rest that he never took more than one sleep, saying it was un-
becoming man to turn from one side to another in bed. He
was perpetually, when w^ithin his diocese, either riding from
one manor to another, or hunting and hawking. Twice he
assisted Edward I. with all his force in invading Scotland. In

* Hutcbinson's Durham, vol. ii. p. 489.
* This list of knights was inserted in the Bolden Book as an additional

entry. It is cited at full length by Hutchinson, Hist. Durham, vol. i.

p. 220.
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the progress northward with the king, the bisliop led the ran,

marching a daj' in advance of the main body, with a mercenary

force, paid by himself, of one thousand foot and five hundred horse.

Besides these he had his feudatories of the palatinate ; six

bannerets and one hundred and sixty knights, not one of

whom, says an old poem, but surpassed Arthur himself, though

endowed with the charmed gifts of Merlin.* We presume the

De Wessyngtons were among those preux chevaliers, as the

banner of St. Cuthbert had been taken from its shrine on the

occasion, and of course all the armed force of the diocese was
bound to follow. It was borne in front of the arm}' by a monk
of Durham. There were many rich caparisons, says the old

poem, many beautiful pennons, fluttering from lances, and
much neighing of steeds. The hills and vallej^s were covered

with sumpter horses and wagons laden with tents and provis-

ions. The Bishop of Durham in his warlike state appeared,

we are told, more like a powerful prince, than a priest or

prelate.f

At the surrender of the crown of Scotland by John Baliol,

which ended this invasion, the bishop negotiated on the part

of England. As a trophy of the event, the chair of Scone,

used on the inauguration of the Scottish monarchs, and con-

taining the stone on which Jacob dreamed, the palladium of

Scotland, was transferred to England and deposited in West-
^ininster Abbey, t

^^H^^ * "Onques Artous pour touz ces charmes,

^^^^^^ Si beau prisent ne ot de Merlin."
^^^^^H Siege of Karlavarock ; an old Poem in Norman^^^^^^

French.
t Robert de Graystanes, Ang. Sac. p. 746, cited by Hutchinson, vol. i.

p. 239.

t An extract from an inedited poem, cited by Nicolas in his transla-

tion of the Siege of Carlavarock, gives a striking picture of the palati-

nate in those days of its pride and splendor :

—

" There valor bowed before the rood and book,
And kneeling knighthood served a prelate lord,

Yet little deigned -he on such train to look,

Or glance of ruth or pity to afford.*

" There time has heard the peal rung out at night.

Has seen from every tower the cressets stream,
When the red bale-fire, on you western height.

Had roused the warder from liis fitful dream.

I
Has seen old Durham's lion l)anner float

O'er the proud bulwark, that, with giant prid«
And feet deep plunged amidst the circling moat,
The efforts of the rovin^iScoL defied."
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In the reign of Edward III. we find the De Wossyngtons
still mingling in chivalrous scenes. The name of Sir Stephen
de Wessyngton appears on the list of knights (nobles cheva-
liers) who were to tilt at a tournament at Dunstable in 1334.
He bore for his device a golden rose on an azure field.*

He was soon called to exercise his arms on a sterner field.

In 1346, Edward and his son, the Black Prince, being absent
with the armies in France, King David of Scotland invaded
Northumberland with a powerful army. Queen Philippa, who
had remained in England as regent, immediately took the field,

calling the northern prelates and nobles to join her standard.
They all hastened to obey. Among the prelates was Hatfield,

the Bishop of Durham. The sacred banner of St. Cuthbert
was again displayed, and the chivalry of !:lie palatinate assisted

at the famous battle of Nevil's Cross, near Durham, in which
the Scottish army was defeated and King David taken prisoner.

Queen Philippa hastened with a victorious train to cross the
sea at Dover, and join King Edward in his camp before Calais.

The prelate of Durham accompanied her. His military train

consisted of three bannerets, forty-eight knights, one hundred
and sixty-four esquires, and eighty archers, on horseback.f
They all arrived to witness the surrender of Calais (1346), on
which occasion Queen Philippa distinguished herself by her
noble interference in saving the lives of its patriot citizens.

Such were the warlike and stately scenes in which the De
Wessyngtons were called to mingle by their feudal duties as

knights of the palatinate. A few years after the last event

(1350), William, at that time lord of the manor of Wessj'ng-
ton, had licence to settle it and the village upon himself, his

wife, and " his own right heirs." He died in 1367, and his

son and heir, William, succeeded to the estate. The latter is

mentioned under the name of Sir AVilliam de Weschington, as

one of the knights who sat in the privy council of the county
during the episcopate of John Eordham.t During this time
the whole force of the palatinate was roused to pursue a foray

of Scots, under Sir William Douglas, who, haying ravaged
the country, were returning laden with spoil. It was a fruit

of the feud between the Douglases and the Percys. The
marauders were overtaken by Hotspur Percy, and then took
place the battle of Otterbourne, in which Percy was taken
prisoner and Douglas slain. §

* Collect. Topog. et Genealog. tom. iv. p. 395.

t Collier's Eccles. Hist, book vi. cent. xiv.

t Hutchinson, vol. 11.

§ " Theare the Dowglas lost his life,

And the Percye was led away."
Fordun, quoted by Surtee's Hist, Durham, rol. 1.
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For upwards of two hundred years the De Wessyngtons had
now sat in the councils of the j>alatinate ; had mingled with

horse and hound in the stately hunts of its prelates, and fol-

lowed the hanner of St. Cuthbert to the field
;
hut Sir William,

just mentioned, was the last of the family that rendered this

feudal service. He was the last male of the line to which the

inheritance of the manor, by the licence granted to his father,

was confined. It passed away from the De Wessyngtons,

after his death, by the marriage of his only daughter and heir,

Dionisia, with Sir William Temple of Studley. By the year

1400 it had become thfe property of the Blaykestons."*

But though the name of De Wessyngton no longer figured on

the chivalrous roll of the palatinate, it continued for a time to

flourish in the cloisters. In the year 1416, John de Wessyng-
ton was elected prior of the Benedictine convent attached to

the cathedral. The monks of this convent had been licensed

by Pope Gregory VII. to perform the solemn duties of the

cathedral in place of secular clergy, and William the Con-

queror had Qrdained that the priors of Durham should enjo}''

all the liberties, dignities, and honors of abbots ; should hold

their lands and churches in their own hands and free disposi-

tion and have the abbot's seat on the left side of the choir

—

thus taking rank of every one but the bishop.f

In the course of three centuries and upwards, which had
since elapsed, these honors and privileges had been subject to

repeated dispute and encroachment, and the prior had nearly

been elbowed out of the abbot's chair by the archdeacon. John
de Wessyngton was not a man to submit tamely to such in-

fringements of his rights. He forthwith set himself up as the

champion of his priory, and in a learned tract, ^' De Juribus et

Possessionibus Ecclesiae Dunelm," established the validity of

the long controverted claims, and fixed himself firmly in the

abbot's chair. His success in this controversy gained him
much renown among his brethren of the cowl, and in 1426 he

presided at the general chapter of the order of St. Benedict,

held at Northampton.
The stout prior of Durham had other disputes with the

bishop and the secular clergy touching his ecclesiastical func-

tions, in which he was equally victorious, and several tracts

remain in manuscript in tho dean and chapter's library--

weapons hung up in the church armory as memorials of his

polemical battles.

Finally, after fighting divers good fights for the honor of his

* Hutchinson's Durham, vol. ii. p. 489.

t Dugdale, MorKUtticon Aufjiicanum, torn. i. p. 231. London, ed. 1846.
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priory, ana filling the abbott's chair for thirty years, he died,

to use an ancient phrase, '^in all the odor of sanctity," in 1446,
and was buried like a soldier on his battle-field, at the door of

the north aisle of his church, near to the altar of St. Benedict.

On his tombstone was an inscription in brass, now unfortunately

obliterated, which may have set forth the valiant deeds of this

Washington of the cloisters."*

By this time the primitive stock of the De Wessyngtons had
separated into divers branches, holding estates in various parts

of England; some distinguishing themselves in the learned

professions, others receiving knighthood for public services.

Their names are to be found honorably recorded in county
histories, or engraved on monuments in time-worn churches
and cathedrals, those garnering places of English worthies. By
degrees the seignorial sign of de disappeared from before the

family surname, which also varied from Wessyngton to Was-
sington, Wasshington, and finally, to Washington.f A parish

in the county of Durham bears the name as last written, and
in this probably the ancient manor of Wessyngton was situated.

There is another parish of the name in the county of Sussex.

The branch of the family to which our Washington imme-
diately belongs sprang from Laurence Washington, Esquire, of

Gray's Inn, son of John AVashington, of Warton, in Lancashire.

This Laurence Washington was for some time mayor of North-
ampton, and on the dissolution of the priories by Henry VIII.
he received, in 1538, a grant of the manor of Sulgrave, in North-
amptonshire, with other lands in the vicinity, all confiscated

property formerly belonging to the monastery of St. Andrew's.
Sulgrave remained in the family until 1620, and was com-

monly called "Washington's manor." t

* Hutchinson's Durham, vol. ii. passim.
+ *' The de came to be omitted," says an old treatise, " when English-

men and English manners began to prevail upon the recovery of lost

credit."

—

Bestitution of Decayed Intelligence in Antiquities. Lend.
1634.

About the time of Henry VI. , says another treatise, the de or d' was
generally dropped from surnames, when the title of armifjer, esquier,

amongst the heads of families, and generosus, or gentylman, among
younger sons was substituted. Lower, on Surnames, vol. i.

X The manor of Garsdon in Wiltshire has been mentioned as the home-
stead of the ancestors of our Washington. This was the residence of
Sir Laurence Washington, second son of the above-mentioned grantee
of Sulgrave. Elizabeth, granddaughter of this Sir Laurence, married
Robert Shirley, Earl Ferrars and Viscount of Tamworth. Washington
became a baptismal name asaong the Shirleys ; several of the Earls
Ferrers have borne it.

The writer of these pages visited Sulgrave a few years since. It was
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One of the direct descendants of the grantee of Sulgrave was
Sir William Washington, of Packington, in the county of Kent.
He married a sister of George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham,
the unfortunate favorite of Charles I. This may have attached

the Sulgrave Washingtons to the Stuart dynasty, to which they
adhered loyally and generously throughout all its vicissitudes.

One of the family, Lieutenant-colonel James Washington, took

up arms in the cause of King Charles, and lost his life at the

siege of Pontefract castle. Another of the Sulgrave line, Sir

Henry Washington, son and heir of Sir William, before men-
tioned, exhibited in the civil wars the old chivalrous spirit of

the knights of the palatinate. He served under Prince Rupert
at the storming of Bristol, in 1643, and when the assailants

were beaten off at every point, he broke in with a handful of

infantry at a weak part of the wall, made room for the horse to

follow, and opened a path to victory.*

He distinguished himself still more in 1646, when elevated

to the command of Worcester, the governor having been cap-

turedby the enemy. It was a time of confusion and dismay.

The king had fled from Oxford in disguise and gone to the

parliamentary camp at Newark. The royal cause was desper-

ate. In this crisis Sir Henry received a letter from Fairfax,

who, with his victorious army was at Haddington, demanding
the surrender of Worcester. The following w^as Colonel Wash-
ington's reply :

—

" Sir,—It is acknowledged by your books and by report of

3'our own quarter, that the king is in some of your armies.

That granted, it may be easy for you to procure his Majesty's
commands for the disposal of this garrison. Till then I shall

make good the trust reposed in me. As for conditions, if I shall

be necessitated, I shall make the best I can. The worst I know
and fear not ; if I had, the profession of a soldier had not been

in a quiet rural neighborhood, where the farm-houses were quaint and
antiquated. A part only of the manor house remained, and was in-

habited by a farmer. The Washington crest, in colored glass, was to

be seen in a window of what was now the buttery. A window on which
the whole family arras were emblazoned had been removed to the resi-

dence of the actual proprietor of the manor. Another relic of the an-
cient manor of the Washingtons was a rookery in a venerable grove hard
by. The rooks, those stanch adherents to old family abodes, still

hovered and cawed about their hereditary nests. In the pavement of
the parish church we were shown a stone slab bearing effigies on plates
of brass of Laurence Washington, gent., and Anne his wife, and their
four sons and eleven daughters. The inscription in black letters was
dated 1564.

* Clarendon, book viL
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begun, nor so long continued by your Excellency's humble
servant,

" Henry Washington."*

In a few days Colonel Whalley invested the city with fiv«

thousand troops. Sir Henry despatched messenger after mes-
senger in quest of the king to know his pleasure. None of

them returned. A female emissary was equally unavailing.

Week after week elapsed, until nearly three months had ex-

pired. Provisions began to fail. The city was in confusion.

The troops grew insubordinate. Yet Sir Henry persisted in

the defense. General Fairfax, with 1,500 horse, and foot, was
daily exj^ected. There was not powder enough for an hour's

contest should the city be stormed Still Sir Henry *^ awaited
His Majesty's commands."
At length news arrived that the king had issued an order

for the surrender of all towns, castles, and forts. A printed

copy of the order was shown to Sir Henry, and on the faith of

that document he capitulated (19th July, 1646) on honorable

terms, won by his fortitude and perseverance. Those who be-

lieve in hereditary virtues may see foreshadowed in the con-

duct of this Washington of Worcester, the magnanimous con-

stancy of purpose, the disposition to "hope against hope," which
bore our Washington triumphantly through the darkest days of

our Revolution.

We have little note of the Sulgrave branch of the family

after the death of Charles I. and the exile of his successor.

England, during the Protectorate, became an uncomfortable

residence to such as had signalized themselves as adherents to

the house of Stuart. In 1655, an attempt at a general insur-

rection drew on them the vengeance of Cromwell. Many of

their party who had no share in the conspiracy, yet sought
refuge in other lands, where they might live free from moles-

tation. This may have been the case with the two brothers,

John and Andrew Washington, great-grandsons of the grantee

of Sulgrave, and uncles of Sir Henry, the gallant defender of

Worcester. John had for some time resided at South Cave, in

the East Kiding of Yorkshire ;
* but now emigrated with his

brother to Virginia, which colony, from its allegiance to the

exiled monarch and the Anglican Church, had become a

favorite resort of the Cavaliers. The brothers arrived in

* Greene's Antiquities of Worcester, p. 273.

t South Cave is near the Humber. " In the vicinity is Cave Castle,

an embattled edifice. It has a noble collection of paintings, including
a portrait of General Washington, whose ancestors possessed a portion
of the estate."—Lewes, Topog. Did, vol. i. p. 530,
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\'irginia in 1657, and purchased laads in Westmoreland
County, on the Northern Neck, between the Potomac and Kap-
pahannock rivers. John married a Miss Anne Pope, of the

same county, and took up his residence on Bridges Creek, near

where it falls into the Potomac. He became an extensive

planter, and, in process of time, a magistrate and member of

the House of Burgesses. Having a spark of the old military

fire of the family, we find him, as Colonel Washington, leading

the Virginia forces, in cooperation with those of Maryland,
against a band of Seneca Indians, who were ravaging the

settlements along the Potomac. In honor of his public services

and private virtues the parish in which he resided was called

after him, and still bears the name of Washington. He lies

buried in a vault on Bridges Creek, which, for generations, was
the family place of sepulture.

The estate continued in the family. His grandson Augus-
tine, the father of our Washington, was born there in 1694.

He was twice married; first (April 20th, 1715), to Jane,

daughter of Caleb Butler, Esq., of Westmoreland County, by
whom he had four children, of whom only two, Lawrence and
Augustine, survived the years of childhood ; their mother died

November 24th, 1728, and was buried in the family vault.

On the 6th of March, 1730, he married in second nuptials,

Mary, the daughter of Colonel Ball, a young and beautiful girl,

said to be the belle of the Northern Neck. B}^ her he had four

sons, George, Samuel, John Augustine, and Charles ; and two
daughters, Elizabeth, or Betty, as she was commonly called,

and Mildred, who died in infancy.

George, the eldest, the subject of this biography, was born
on the 22d of February (11th, 0. S.) 1732,, in the homestead
on Bridges Creek. This house commanded a view over many
miles of the Potomac, and the opposite shore of Maryland. It

had probably been purchased with the property, and was one of

the primitive farmhouses of Virginia. The roof was steep, and
sloped down into low projecting eaves. It had four rooms on
the ground floor, and others in the attic, and an immense chim-

ney at each end. Not a vestige of it remains. Two or three

decayed fig-trees, with shrubs and vines, linger about the place,

and here and there a flower grown wild serves " to mark where
a garden has been." Such, at least, was the case a few years

since ; but these may have likewise passed away. A stone *

marks the site of the house, and an inscription denotes its be-

ing the birth-place of Washington.
We have entered with some minuteness into this gciiealogi-

* Placed there by George W. P. Custis, Fsq.
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cal detail, tracing the family step by step through the pages of

historical documents for upwards of six centuries ; and we have

been tempted to do so b}^ the documentary proofs it gives of

the lineal and enduring worth of the race. We have shown
that, for many generations, and through a variety of eventful

scenes, it has maintained an equality of fortune and respect-

ability, and whenever brought to the test has acquitted itself

with honor and loyalty. Hereditary rank may be an illusion

;

but hereditary virtue gives a patent of innate nobleness beyond
all the blazonry of the Heralds' College.

CHAPTER II.

-HIS EARLY EDUCA-
TION. LAWRENCE WASHINGTON AND HIS CAMPAIGN IN THE
WEST INDIES. DEATH OF WASHINGTON'S FATHER. THE
WIDOWED MOTHER AND HER CHILDREN. SCHOOL EXER-
CISES.

Not long after the birth of George, his father removed to an
estate in Stafford County, opposite Fredericksburg. The house
was similar in style to the one at Bridges Creek, and stood on
a rising ground overlooking a meadow which bordered the

Rappahannock. This was the home of George's boyhood; the

meadow was his play-ground, and the scene of his early ath-

letic sports ; but this home, like that in which he was born, has
disappeared; the site is only to be traced by fragments of

bricks, china, and earthenware.

In those days the means of instruction in Virginia were limited,

and it was the custom among the wealthy planters to send
their sons to England to complete their education. This was
done by Augustine Washington with his eldest son Lawrence,
then about fifteen years of age, and whom he no doubt con-

sidered the future head of the family. George was yet in early

childhood : as his intellect d.'vwned he received the rudiments
of education in the best establishment for the purpose that the

neighborhood afforded. It was what was called, in popular par-

lance, an " old field school-house ;
" humble enough in its pro-

tensions, and kept by one of his father's tenants named Hobby,
who, moreover, was sexton of the parish. The instruction

doled out by him must have been of the simplest kind, read-

ing, writing, and ciphering, perhaps ; but George had the

benefit of mental »ud mor^l culture at home, from an excellent

father.
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Several traditional anecdotes have been given to the world

somewhat prolix and trite, but illustrative of the familiar and
practical manner in which Augustine Washington, in the daily

intercourse of domestic life, impressed the ductile mind of his

child with high maxims of religion and virtue, and imbued him
with a spirit of justice and generosity, and, above all, a scru-

pulous love of truth.

When George was about seven or eight years old his brother

Lawrence returned from England, a well-educated and accom-

plished youth. There was a difference of fourteen years in

their ages, which may have been one cause of the strong at-

tachment which took place between them. Lawrence looked

down with a protecting eye upon the boy whose dawning in-

telligence and perfect rectitude won his regard ; while George
looked up to his manly and cultivated brother as a model in

mind and manners. We call particular attention to this

brotherly interchange of affection, from the influence it had
on all the future career of the subject of this memoir.
Lawrence Washington had something of the old military

spirit of the family, and circumstances soon called it into action.

Spanish depredations on British commerce had recently provoked
reprisals. Admiral Vernon, commander-in-chief in the West
Indies, had accordingly captured Porto Bello, on the Isthmus
of Darien. The Spaniards were preparing to revenge the l^low

;

the French were fitting out ships to aid them. Troops were
embarked in England for another campaign in the West Indies

;

a regiment of four battalions was to be raised in the colonies and
sent to join them at Jamaica. There was a sudden outbreak of mili-

tary ardor in the province ; the sound of drum and fife was heard

in the villages, with the parade of recruiting parties. Lawrence
AVashington, now twenty-two years of age, caught the infection.

He obtained a captain's commission in the newly raised regiment,

and embarked with it for the West Indies in 1740. He served

in the joint expeditions of Admiral Vernon and General Went-
worth, in the land forces commanded by the latter, and acquired

the friendship and confidence of both of those officers. He
was present at the siege of Carthagena, when it was bombarded
by the fleet, and when the troops attempted to escalade the

citadel. It was an ineffectual attack; the ships could not get

near enough to throw their shells into the town, and the scaling-

ladders proved too short. That part of the attack, however,
with which Lawrence was concerned, distinguished itself by
its bravery. The troops sustained unflinching a destructive

fire for several hours, and at length retired with honor, their

small force having sustained a loss of about six hundred in

killed and wounded.
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We have here the secret of that martial spirit so often cited

of George in his boyish days. He liad seen liis brotlier fitted

out for the wars. He had heard by letter and otherwise of the

warlike scenes in which he was mingling. All his amusements
took a military turti. He made sokliers of his schoolmates

;

they had their mimic parades, reviews, and sham fights ; a boy
named William Bustle was sometimes his c(5mpetitor, but
George was commander-in-chief of Hobby's school.

Lawrence Washington returned home in the autumn of 1742,

the campaigns in the West Indies being ended, and Admiral
Vernon and General Wentworth being recalled to England.
It was the intention of Lawrence to rejoin his regiment in that

country, and seek promotion in the army, but circumstances

completely altered his plans. He formed an attachment to

Anne, the eldest daughter of the Honorable William Fairfax of

Fairfax County; his addresses were well received, and they became
engaged. Their nuptials were delayed by the sudden and un-

timely death of his father, which took place on the 12th of April,

1743, after a short but severe attack of gout in the stomach,

and when but forty-nine years of age. George had been absent

from home on a visit during his father's illness, and lust

returned in time to receive a parting look of affection.

Augustine Washington left large possessions, distributed

by \uill among his children. To Lawrence, the estate on the

banks of the Potomac, with other real property, and several

shares in iron works. To Augustine, the second son by the

first marriage, the old homestead and estate in Westmoreland.
The children by the second marriage were severally well provided

for, and George, when he became of age, was to have the house
and lands on the Rappahannock.

In the month of July the marriage of Lawrence with Miss
Fairfax took place. He now.gave up all thoughts of foreign

service, and settled himself on his estate on the banks of the

Potomac, to which he gave the name of Mount Vernon, in

honor of the Admiral.
Augustine took up his abode at the homestead on Bridges

Creek, and married Anne, daughter and coheiress of William
Aylett, Esquire, of Westmoreland County.

George, now eleven years of age, and the other children of

the second marriage, had been left under the guardianship of

their mother, to whom was intrusted the proceeds of all their

property until they should severally come of age. She proved
herself worthy of the trust. Endowed with plain, direct good
sense, thorough conscientiousness, and prompt decision, she

governed her family strictly, but kindly, exacting deference while
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slie inspired affection. George, being her eldest son, was
tliouglit to he lier favorit, yet she never gave him undue prefer-

ence, and the implicite deference exacted from him in chiklhood

continued to be habitually observed by to him to the day of her

death. He inherited from her a high temper and a spirit of

command, but her early precepts and example taught him to

restrain and govern that temper, and to square his conduct on
the exact principles of equity and justice.

Tradition gives an interesting picture of the widow, with her
little flock gathered round her, as was her daily wont, reading
to them lessons of religion and morality out of some standard
work. Her favorite volume was Sir Matthew Hale's Contem-
plations, moral and divine. The admirable maxims therein

contained, for outward action as well as self-government, sank
deep into the mind of George, and, doubtless, had a great in-

fluence informing his character. They certainly were exempli-
fied in his conduct throughout life. This mother's manual,
bearing his mother's name, Mary Washington, written with
her own hand, was ever preserved by him with filial care, and
may still be seen in the archives of Mount Vernon. A precious

document ! Let those who wish to know the moral foundation
of his character consult its pages.

Having no longer the benefit of a father's instructions at

home, and the scope of tuition of Hobb}'^, the sexton, being too

limited for the growing wants of his pupil, George was now sent
to reside with Augustine Washington, at Bridges Creek, and
enjoy the benefit of a superior school in that neighborliood,kept

by a Mr. Williams. His education, however, was plain and
practical. He never attempted the learned languages, nor
manifested any inclination for rhetoric or belles-lettres. His
object or the object of his friends, seems to have been confined
to fitting him for ordinary busir3fis. His manuscript school-

books still exist, and are models of neatness and accuracy.

One of them, it is true, a ciphering-book, preserved in the libra-

ry at MountVernon, has some school-boy attempts at calligraphy:

nondescript birds, executed with a flourish of the pen, or profiles

of faces, probably intended for those of his schoolmates the rest

are all grave and business-like. Before he was thirteen years
of age he had copied into a volume forms for all kinds of mercan-
tile and legal papers ; bills of exchange, notes of hand, deeds,

bonds, and the like. This early self-tuition, gave him through-
out life a lawyer's skill in drafting documents, and a merchant's
exactness in keeping accounts ; so that all the concerns of his

various estates, his dealings with his domestic stewards and
foreign agents, his accounts with government, and all his finan-
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cial transactions are to this day to be seen posted up in "books,

in his own liandwriting, monuments of his method and unwearied
accuracy.

He was a self-disciplinarian in physical as well as mental
matters, and practiced himself in all kinds of athletic exercises,

such as running, leaping, wrestling, pitching quoits, and tossing

bars. His frame even in infancy had been large and ]>owerful,

and he now excelled most of his playmates in contests of agility

and strength. As a proof of his muscular power, a place is still

pointed out at Fredericksburg, near the lower ferry, where, when
a boy, he flung a stone across the Kappahannock. In horse-

manship, too, he already excelled, and was ready to back and
able to manage the most fiery steed. Traditional anecdotes re-

main of his achievements in this respect.

Above all, his inherent probity and the principles of justice

on which he regulated all his conduct, even at this early period

of life, were soon appreciated by his schoolmates ; he was re-

ferred to as an umpire in their disputes, and his decisions were
never reversed. As he had formerly been military chieftain,

he was now legislator of the school ; thus displaying in boyhood
*i type of the future man.

CHAPTER HI.

PATERNAL CONDUCT OP AN" ELDER BROTHER. THE FAIRFAX
FAMILY.

—

Washington's code of morals and manners.—
soldiers' TALES. THEIR INFLUENCE.—WASHINGTON PRE-

PARES FOR THE NAVY. A MOTHER's OBJECTIONS. RETURN
TO SCHOOL. STUDIES AND EXERCISES. A SCHOOL-BOY PAS-

SION. THE LOWLAND BEAUTY. LOVE DITTIES AT MOUNT
VERNON. VISIT TO BELVOIR. LORD FAIRFAX. HIS CHAR-
ACTER. FOX-HUNTING A REMEDY FOR LOVE. PROPOSITION
FOR A SURVEYING EXPEDITION.

The attachment of Lawrence Washington to his brother

George seems to have acquired additional strength and tender-

ness on their father's death ; he now took a truly paternal in-

terest in his concerns, and had him as frequently as possible a

guest at Mount Vernon. Lawrence had deservedly become
a popular and leading personage in the countr}-. He was
a member of the House of Burgesses, and Adjutant-general of

the district, with the rank of major, and a regular salary. A
frequent sojourn with him brought George into familiar inter-
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course with the family of his father-iii-law, the Hon. William

Fairfax, who resided at a beautiful seat called Belvoir, a few

miles helow Mount Vernon, and on the same woody ridge bor-

dering the Potomac.
William Fairfax was a man of liberal education and intrinsic

worth ; he had seen much of the world, and his mind had been

enriched and ripened by varied and adventurous experience.

Of an ancient English family in Yorkshire, he had entered the

army at the age of twenty-one ; had served with honor both in

the East and West Indies, and officiated as Governor of New
Providence, after having aided in rescuing it from pirates. For

some years past he had resided in Virginia, to manage the im-

mense landed estates of his cousin. Lord Fairfax, and lived at

Belvoir in the style of an English country gentleman, sur-

rounded by an intelligent and cultivated family of sons and
daughters.

An intimacy with a family like this, in which the franknes ;

afid simplicity of rural and colonial life were united with Euro-

jiean refinement, could not but have a beneficial effect in

moulding the character and manners of a somewhat home-bred

school-boy. It was probably his intercourse with them, and

his ambition to acquit himself well in their society, that set

him upon compiling a code of morals and manners which still

exists in a manuscript in his own handwriting, entitled " Rules

for Behavior in Compan}' and Conversation." It is extremely

minute and circumstantial. Some of the rules for personal de-

portment extend to such trivial matters, and are so quaint and

formal as almost to provoke a smile; but, in the main, abetter

manual of conduct could not be put into the hands of a youth.

The whole code evinces that rigid propriety and self control to

which he subjected himself, and by which he brought all the

impulses of a somewhat ardent temper under conscientious

government.
Other influences were brought to bear on George during his

visit at Mount Vernon. His brother Lawrence still retained

some of his military inclinations, fostered, no doubt, by his

j)')st of Adjutant-general. William Fairfax, as we have shown,

had been a soldier, and in many trying scenes. Some of Law-

rence's comrades, of the provincial regiment, who had servcMl

with him in the West Indies, were occasional visitors at Mount
Vernon ; or a ship of war, possibly one of Vernon's old fleet,

would anchor in the Potomac, audits officers be welcome guests

at the tables of Lawrence and his father-in-law. Thus military

scenes on sea and shore would become the topics of conversation.

The capture of Porto Bello j the bombardment of Carthagena

;
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old stories of cruisiiigs in the East and West Indies, and cam
paigns against the pirates. We can picture to ourselves George,

a grave and earnest boy, with an expanding intellect, and a deep-

seated passion for enterprise, listening to such conversations

with a kindling spirit and a growing desire for military life.

In this way most probably was produced that desire to enter

the navy which he evinced when about fourteen years of age.

The opjjortunity for gratifying it appeared at hand. Ships of

war frequented the colonies, and at times, as we have hinted,

were anchored in the Potomac. The inclination was encourag-

ed by Lawrence Washington and Mr. Fairfax. Lawrence re-

tained pleasant recollections of his cruisings in the fleet of Ad-
miral Vernon, and considered the naval service a popular path
to fame and fortune. George was at a suitable age to enter

the navy. The great difficulty was to procure the assent of

his mother. She was brought, however, to acquiesce ; a mid-
shipman's warrant was obtained, and it is even said that the

luggage of the youth was actually on Board of a man of

war, anchored in the river just below Mount Yernon.
At the eleventh hour the mother's heart faltered. This was

her eldest born. A son, whose strong and steadfast character

promised to be a support to herself and a protection to her other

children. The thought of hi« being completely severed from
her and exposed to tlie hardships and perils of a boisterous pro-

fession, overcame even her resolute mind, and at her urgent
remonstrances the nautical scheme was given up.

To school, therefore, George returned, and continued his studies

for nearly two years longer, devoting himself especially to math-
ematics, and accomplishing himself in those branches calculated

to fit him either for civil or military service. Among these,

one of the most imjiortant in the actual state of the country
was land surveying. In this he schooled himself thoroughly,

using the highest processes of the art ; making surveys about the

neighborhood, and keeping regular field books, some of which
we have examined, in which the boundaries and measurements
of the fields surveyed were carefully entered, and diagrams
made, with a neatness and exactness as if the whole re-

lated to important land transactions instead of being mere
school exercises. Thus, in his earliest days, there was perseve-

rance and completness in all his undertakings. Kothing was
left half done, or done in a hurried and slovenly manner. The
habit of mind thus cultivated continued throughout life ; so

that however complicated his tasks and overwhelming his cares,

in the arduous and hazardous situations in which he was often

placed, he found time to do eveything, and to do it well. He
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liad acquired the magic of method, wliicli of itself works

wonders.

In one of these manuscript memorials of his practical studies

and exercises, we have come upon some documents singularly

in contrast with all that we have just cited, and with his ap-

parently uuromantic character. In a word, there are evidences

in his own handwriting, that, before he was fifteen years of

age, he had conceived a passion for some unknown beauty, so

serious as to disturb his otherwise well-regulated mind, and to

make him really unhapp}'. Why this juvenile attachment was
a source of unhappiness we have no positive means of ascertain-

ing. Perhaps the object of it may have considered him a mere
school-boy, and treated him as such ; or his own shyness may
have been in his way, and his " rules for behavior and conver-

sation " may as yet have sat awkwardly on him, and rendered

him formal and ungainly when he most sought to please. Eveu
in later years he was apt to be silent and embarrassed in female

society. " He was a very bashful young man," said an old

lady, whom he used to visit when they were both in their non-

age. "I used often to wish that he would talk more."

Whatever may have been the reason, this early attachment
seems to have been a source of poignant discomfort to him. It

clung to him after he took a final leave of school in the autumn
of 1747, and went to reside with his brother Lawrence at

Mount Vernon. Here he continued his mathematical studies

and his practice in surveying disturbed at times by recurrences

of his unlucky' passion. Though by no means of a poetical

temperament, the waste pages of his journal betray sev-

eral attempts to pour forth his amorous sorrows in verse. They
are mere commonplace rhymes, such as lovers at his age are

apt to write, in which he bewails his " poor restless heart,

wounded by Cupid's dart," and '' bleeding for one who remains
pitiless of his griefs and woes."

The tenor of some of his verses induce us to believe that he
never told his love ; but, as we have already surmised, was pre-

vented by his bashfulness.

" Ah, woe is me, that I should love and conceal

;

Long have I wished and never dare reveal."

It is difficult to reconcile one's self to the idea of cool and se-

date Washington, the great champion of American liberty, a
woe-worn lover in his youthful days, " sighing like furnace,"

and inditing plaintive verses about the groves of Mount Ver-
non. We are glad of an opportunity, however, of penetrating

to his native feelings, and finding that under his studied de-
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coram and reserve he had a heart of flesli throbbing with the

warm impulses of human nature.

Being a favorite of Sir William Fairfax, he was now an oc-

casional inmate of Belvoir. Among the persons at present re-

siding there was Thomas, Loifd Fairfax, cousin of William Fair
fax, and of whose immense landed property the latter was the

agent. As this nobleman was one of Washington's earliest

friends, and in some degree the founder of his fortunes, his

character and history are worthy of especial note.

Lord Fairfax was now nearly sixty years of age, upwards of

six feet high, gaunt and raw-boned, near-sighted, with light

gray eyes, starp features, and an aquiline nose. However un-

gainly his present appearance, he had figured to advantage in

London life in his younger days. He had received his educa-

tion at the University of Oxford, where he acquitted himself

with credit. He afterwards held a commission, and remained
for some time in a regiment of horse called the Blues. His title

.and connections, of course, give him access to the best society,

in which he acquired additional currency by contributing a

paper or two to Addison's " Spectator," then in great vogue.

In the height of his fashionable career, he became strongly

attached to a young lady of rank
;
paid his addresses, and was

accepted. The wedding day was fixed ; the wedding dresses

were provided, together with servants and equipages for the

matrimonial establishment. Suddenly the lady broke her en-

gagement. She had been dazzled by the superior brilliancy of

a ducal coronet.

It was a cruel blow, alike to the affection and pride of Lord
Fairfax, and wrought a change in both character and conduct.

From that time he almost avoided the sex, and became shy and
embarrassed in their society, excepting among those with whom
he was connected or particularly intimate. This may have
been among the reasons which ultimately induced him to aban-

don the gay world and bury himself in the wilds of America.
He made a voyage to Virginia about the year 1739, to visit his

vast estates there. These he inherited from his mother, Cath-

arine, daughter of Thomas, Lord Culpepper, to whom they had
been granted by Charles II. The original grant was for all the

lands lying between the Rappahannock and Potomac rivers
;

meaning thereby, it is said, merely the territory on the North-

ern Neck, east of the Blue Ridge. His lordship, however, dis-

covering that the Potomac headed in the Alleghany Mountain's
returned to England and claimed a correspondent definition of

his grant. It was arranged by compromise ; extending his

domain into the Alleghany Mountains, and comprising,

ftmong other lands, a great portion of the Shenandoah Valley.
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Lord Fairfax had been doliglited with liis visit to Virginia.

The amenity of the climate, the niagnific^ence oi the forest

scenery, the abundance of game,—all pointed it out as a favored

land. . He was pleased^ too, with the frank, cordial character of

the Virginians, and their independent mode of life ; and re-

turned to it with the resolution of taking up his abode there

for the remainder of his days. His early disappointment in

love was the cause of some eccentricities in his conduct
;
yet

he was amiable and courteous in his manners, and of a liberal

and generous spirit.

Another inmate of Belvoir at this time was George William
Fairfax, about twenty-two years of age, the eldest son of the

proprietor. He had been educated in England, and since his

return had married a daughter of Colonel Carey, of Hampton,
on James Kiver. He had recently brought home his bride and
her sister to his father's house.

The merits of Washington were known and appreciated by
tho Fairfax family. Though not quite sixteen years of age, h^
no longer seemed a boy, nor was he treated as such. Tall,

athletic, and manly for his years, his early self-training, and
the code of conduct he had devised, gave a gravity and decision

to his conduct ; his frankness and modesty inspired cordial

regard, and the melancholy, of which he speaks, may have pro-

duced a softness in his manner calculated to win favor in ladies'

eyes. According to his own account, the female society by
which he was surrounded had a soothing effect on that melan-
ancholy. The charms of Miss Carey, the sister of the bride,

seemed even to have caused a slight fluttering in his bosom,
which, however, was constantly rebuked by the remembrance
of his former passion—so at least we judge from letters to his

youthful confidants, rough drafts of which are still to be seen

in his tell-tale journal.

To one whom he addresses as his dear friend Robin, he
writes :

" My residence is at present at his lordship's, where I

might, was my heart disengaged, pass my time very pleasantly,

as there's a very agreeable young lady lives in the same house
(Col. George Fairfax's wife's sister); but as that's only adding fuel

to fire, it makes me the more uneasy, for by often and unavoid-
ably being in company with her, revives my former passion for

your Lowland Beauty ; whereas was I to live more retired

from young women, I might in some measure alleviate my
sorrows, by burying that chaste and troublesome passion in the

grave of oblivion," etc.

Similar avowals he makes to another of his young corre-

apondents, whom he styles, " Dear friend John ;
" as also to a
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female confidant, styled, " Dear Sally," to whom he acknowl-

edges that the company of the "very agreeable young lady,

sister-in-law of Col. George Fairfax/' in a great measure cheers

his sorrow and dejectedness.

The object of this early passion is not positively known»
Tradition states that the " lowland beauty '\ was a Miss Grimes,
of Westmoreland, afterwards Mrs. Lee, and mother of General
Henry Lee, who figured in revolutionary history as Light
Horse Harry, and was always a favorite with Washington, prob- •

ably from the recollections of his early tenderness for the

mother.

Whatever may have been the soothing effect of the female
society by which he was surrounded at Belvoir, the youth
found a more effectual remedy for his love melancholy in the

company of Lord Fairfax. His lordship was a staunch fox-

hunter, and kept horses and hounds in the English style. The
hunting season had arrived. The neighborhood abounded with
sport ; but fox-hunting in Virginia required bold and skillful

horsemanship. He found Washington as bold as himself in

the saddle, and as eager to follow the hounds. He forthwith

took him into peculiar favor ; made him his hunting compan-
ion ; and it was probably under the tuition of this hard-riding

old nobleman that the youth imbibed that fondness for the

chase for which he was afterwards remarked.
Their fox-hunting intercourse was attended with more im-

portant results. His lordship's possessions beyond the Blue
Kidge had never been regularly settled nor surveyed. Law-
less intruders—squatters as they were called, were planting
themselves along the finest streams and in the richest valleys,

and virtually taking possession of the country. It was the

anxious desire of Lord Fairfax to have these lands examined,
surveyed, and portioned out into lots, preparatory to ejecting

these interlopers or bring them to reasonable terms. In
Washington, notwithstanding his youth, he beheld one fit for

the task—^having noticed the exercises in surveying which he
kept up while at Mount Vernon, and the aptness and exactness

with which every process was executed. He was well calcu-

lated, too, by his vigor and activity, his courage and hardihood,

to cope with the wild country to be surveyed, and with its still

wilder inhabitants. The proposition had only to be offered to

Washington to be eagerly accepted. It was the very kind of

occupation for which he had been diligently training himself.

All the preparations required by one of his simple habits were
soon made, and in a very few days he was ready for his first

expedition into the wilderness.
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CHAPTER IV.

EXPEDITION BEYOND THE BLUE RIDGE. THE VALLEY OF THE
SHENANDOAH. LORD FAIRFAX. LODGE IN THE WILDER-
NESS. SURVEYING. LIFE IN THE BACKWOODS. INDIANS.
WAR DANCE. GERMAN SETTLERS. RETURN HOME.

WASHINGTON AS PUBLIC SURVEYOR. SOJOURN AT GREEN-
WAY COURT.—HORSES, HOUNDS, AND BOOKS. RUGGED EX-

PERIENCE AMONG THE MOUNTAINS.

It was in the month of March (1748), and just after he had
completed his sixteenth year, that Washington set out on horse-

back on this surveying expedition, in company with George
William Fairfax. Their route lay by Ashley's Gap, a pass

through the Blue Ridge, that beautiful line of mountains which
as yet, almost formed the western frontier of inhabited Virginia.

Winter still lingered on the tops of the mountains, whence
melting snows sent down torrents, which swelled the rivers and
occasionally rendered tliem almost impassable. Spring, how-
ever, was softening the lower parts of the landscape and smiling

in the valleys.

They entered the great Valley of Virginia, where it is about
twenty-five miles wide ; a lovely and temperate region, diversi-

fied by gentle swells and slopes, admirably adapted to culti-

vation. The Blue Ridge bounds it on one side, the North
Mountain, a ridge of the Alleghaiiies, on the other; while

through-it flows that bright and abounding river, which, on ac-

count of its surpassing beauty, was named by the Indians the

Shenandoah—that is to say, " the daughter of the stars."

The first station of the travellers was- at a kind of lodge in

the wilderness, where the steward or land-bailiff of Lord Fair-

fax resided, with such negroes as were required for farming pur-

poses, and which Washington terms ^' his lordship's quarters."

It was situated not far from the Shenandoah, and about twelve

miles from the site of the present town of Winchester.
In a diary kept with his usual minuteness, Washington

speaks with delight of the beauty of the trees and the richness

of the land in the neighborhood, and of his riding through a

noble grove of sugar maples on the banks of the Shenandoah
;

and at the present day the niag:iificence of the forest which
still exist in this favored region justifies his eulogium.
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He looked around, however, with an eye to the profitahle

rather than the poetical. The gleam of poetry and romance,
inspired hy his " lowland beauty," occurs no more. The real

business of life has commenced with him. His diary affords

no food for fancy. Everything is practical. The qualities of

the soil, the relative value of sites and localities, are faithfully

recorded. In these his early habits of observation and his ex-

ercises in surveying had already made him a proficient.

His surveys commenced in the lower part of the valley, some
distance above the junction of the Shenandoah with the Poto-

mac, and extended for many miles along the former river. Here
and there partial " clearings " had been made by squatters and
hardy pioneers, and their rude husbandry had produced
abundant crops of grain, hemp, and tobacco; civilization, how-
ever, had hardly yet entered the valley, if we may judge from
the note of a night's lodging at the house of one of the settlers

—Captain Hite, near the site of the present town of Winches-
ter. Here, after supper, most of the company stretched them-
selves in backwoods style, before the fire ; but Washington was
shown into a bedroom. Fatigued with a hard day's work at

surveying, he soon undressed ; but instead of being nestled

between sheets in a comfortable bed, as at the maternal home
or at Mount Yernon, he found himself on a couch of matted
straw, under a threadbare blanket, swarming with unwelcome
bedfellows. After tossing about for a few moments, he was
glad to put on his clothes again, and rejoin his companions
before the fire.

Such was his first experience of life in the wilderness ; he
soon, however, accustomed himself to " rough it," and adapt
himself to fare of all kinds, though he generally preferred a
bivouac before a fire, in the open air, to the accommodations of

a woodman's cabin. Proceeding down the valley to the banks
of the Potomac, they found that river so much swollen by the

rain which had fallen among the Alleghanies, as to be unford-

able. To while away the time until it should subside, they
made an excursion to examine certain warm springs in a valley

among the mountains, since called the Berkeley Springs. There
they camped out at night, under the stars ; the diary makes no
complaint of their accommodations ; and their camping-ground
is now known as Bath, one of the favorite watering-places of

Virginia. One of the warm springs was subsequently appropri-

ated by Lord Fairfax to his own use, and still bears his name.
After watching in vain for the river to subside, they procured

a canoe^ on which they crossed to the Maryland side, swimming
their horses. A weary day's ride of forty miles up to the left
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side of the river, in a continual rain, and over wliat Washington
pronounces the worst road ever trod by man or beast, brought
them to the house of a Colonel Cresap, opposite the south

branch of the Potomac, where they put up for the night.

Here they were detained three or four days by inclement

weather. On the second day they were surprised by the ap-

pearance of a war party of thirty Indians, bearing a scalp as a

trophy. A little liquor procured the spectacle of a war dance.

A large space was cleared, and a fire made in the centre, round
which the warriors took their seats. The principal orator made
a speech, reciting their recent exploits, and rousing them to

triumph. One of the warriors started up as if from sleep, and
began a series of movements, half-grotesque, half-tragical j the

rest followed. For music, one savage drummed on a deer-skin,

stretched over a pot half-filled with water ; another rattled a

gourd, containing a few shot, and decorated with a horse's tail.

Their strange outcries, and uncouth forms and garbs, seen by
the glare of tjie fire, and their whoops and yells, made them ap-

pear more like demons than human beings. AH this savage
gambol was no novelty to Washington's companions, experi-

enced in frontier life ; but to the youth, fresh from school, it

was a strange spectacle, which he sat contemplating with deep
interest, and carefully noted down in his journal. It will be
found that he soon made himself acquainted with the savage
character, and became expert at dealing with these inhabitants

of the wilderness.

From this encampment the party proceeded to the mouth of

Patterson's Creek, where they recrossed the river in a canoe,

swimming their horses as before. More than two weeks were
now passed by them in the wild mountainous regions of Fred-
erick County, and about the south branch of the Potomac, sur-

veying lands and laying out lots, camped out the greater part

of the time, and subsisting on wild turkeys and other game.
Each one was his own cook ; forked sticks served for spits, and
chips of wood for dishes. The weather was unsettled. At one
time their tent was blown down ; at another they were driven

out of it by smoke ; now they were drenched with rain, and
now the straw on which Washington was sleeping caught fire,

and he was awakened by a companion just in time to escape a
scorching.

The only variety to this camp life was a supper at the house
of one Solomon Hedge, Esquire, His Majesty's justice of the

pea<;e, where there were no forks at table, nor any knives but
such as the guests brought in their pockets. During their sur-

veys they were followed by numbers of people, some of them
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squatters, anxious, doubtless, to procure a cheap title to the
laud they had appropriated ; others, Germau emigrants, with
their wives and children, seeking a new liomein the wilderness.

Most of the latter could not speak English ; but when spoken
to, answered in their native tongue. They appeared to Wash-
ington ignorant as Indians, and uncouth, but " merry, and full

of antic tricks." Such were the progenitors of the sturdy yeo-
manry now inhabiting those parts, many of whom still preserve
their strong German characteristics.

"I have not slept above three or four nights in abed," writes
Washington to one of his young friends at home; "But after

walking a good deal all the day I have lain down before the
fire upon a little straw or fodder, or a bear skin, whichever was
to be had, with man, wife, and children, like dogs and cats

;

and happy is he who gets the berth nearest the fire."

Having completed his surveys, he set forth from the south
branch of the Potomac on his return homeward, crossed the
mountains to the great Cacapehon, traversed the Shenandoah
Valley, passed through the Blue Ridge, and on the 12th of

April found himself once more at Mount Vemon. For his ser-

vices he received, according to his note-book, a doubloon per
day when actively employed, and sometimes six pistoles.*

The manner in which he had acquitted himself in this ardu-

ous expedition, and his accounts of the country surveyed, gave
great satisfaction to Lord Fairfax, who shortly afterwards
moved across the Blue Kidge, and took up his residence at the
place heretofore noted as his " quarters." Here he laid out a
manor, containing ten thousand acres of arable grazing lands,

vast meadows, and noble forests, and projected a spacious manor
house, giving to the place the name of Greenway Court.

It was probably through the influence of Lord Fairfax that

Washington received the appointment of public surveyor. This
conferred authority on his surveys, and entitled them to be re-

corded in the county offices ; and so invariably correct have
these surveys been found that, to this day, wherever any of

them stand on record, they receive implicit credit.

For three years he continued in this occupation, which proved
extremely profitable, from the vast extent of country to be sur-

veyed and the very limited number of public surveyors. It

made him acquainted, also, with the country, the nature of the

soil in various parts, and the value of localities; all which
proved advantageous to him in his purchases in after years.

Many of the finest parts of the Shenandoah Valley are yet

owned by members of the Washington family.

* A pistole is $3. GO.
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Wliile thus employed for months at a time surveying the

lands beyond the Blue Ridge, he was often an inmate of Green-

way Court. The j^rojected manor house was never even com-

menced. On a green knoll overshadowed by trees was a long

stone building one story in height, with dormer windows, two

wooden belfries, chimneys studded with swallow and martin

<-oops, and a roof sloping down in the old Virginia fashion, into

low projecting eaves that formed a verandah the whole length

of the house. It was probably the house originally occupied

by his steward or land agent, but was now devoted to hospitable

purposes, and the reception of guests. As to his lordship, it

was one of his many eccentricities, that he never slept in the

main edifice, but lodged apart in a wooden house not much
above twelve feet square. In a small building was his office,

where quit-rents were given, deeds drawn, and business trans-

a<3tedwith his tenants.

About the knoll were out-houses for his numerous servants,

black and white, with stables for saddle-horses and hunters, and
kennels fur his hounds ; for his lordship retained his keen hunt-

ing propensities, and the neighborhood abounded in game.
Indians, half-breeds, and leathern-clad woodsmen loitered about

the place, and partook of the abundance of the kitchen. His
lordship's table was plentiful but plain, and served in the Eng-
lish fashion.

Here Washington had full opportunity, in the j^roper seasons,

6f indulging his fondness for field sports, and once more ac-

companj^ing his lordship in the chase. The conversation of

Lord Fairfax, too was full of interest and instruction to an
inexperienced youth, from his cultivated talents, his literary

ste, and his past intercourse with the best society of Europe,
nd its most distinguished authors. He had brought books,

too, with him into the wilderness, and from Washington's diary

we find that during his sojourn here he was diligently reading
the history of England, and the essays of the " Spectator."

8uch was Greenway Court in these its palmy days. We
visited it recently and found it tottering to its fall, mouldering
in the midst of a magnificent country where nature still flour-

iKhes in full luxuriance and beauty.

Three or four years were thus passed by Washington, the
greater part of the time beyond the Blue Kidge, but occasionally
with his brother Lawrence at Mount Vernon. His rugged
and toilsome expeditions in the mountains, among rude scenes
and rough people, inured him to hardships, and made him apt
at expedients

; while his intercourse with his cultivat(!d brother,

nd with the various members of tlie I'airfax fiunily, had a
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liappy effect in toning up his mind and manners, and counter^

acting the careless and self-indulgent habitudes of the wilder-

CHAPTEE. V.

ENGLISH AXD FRENCH CLAIMS TO THE OHIO VALLEY. WILD
STATE OF THE COUNTRY. PROJECTS OF SETTLEMENTS. THE
OHIO COMPANY. ENLIGHTENED VIEWS OF LAWRENCE WASH-
INGTON. FRENCH RIVALRY. CELERON DE BIENVILLE. HIS

SIGNS OF OCCUPATION. HUGH CRAWFORD. GEORGE CRO-

GHAN, A VETERAN TRADER, AND MONTOUR, HIS INTERPRETER.
THEIR MISSION FROM PENNSYLVANIA TO THE OHIO TRIBES.

CHRISTOPHER GIST, THE PIONEER OF THE YADKIN. AGENT
OF THE OHIO COMPANY. HIS EXPEDITION TO THE FRONTIER.
REPROBATE TRADERS AT LOGSTOWN. NEGOTIATIONS WITH
THE INDIANS. SCENES IN THE OHIO COUNTRY. DIPLOMACY
AT PIQUA. KEGS OF BRANDY AND ROLLS OF TOBACCO.
gist's return across KENTUCKY. A DESERTED HOME.
FRENCH SCHEMES. CAPTAIN JONCAIRE, A DIPLOMAT OF THE
WILDERNESS. HIS SPEECH AT LOGSTOWN. THE INDIAN's
LAND. " WHERE ?

"

During the time of Washington's surveying campaigns among
tlie mountains, a grand colonizing scheme had been set on foot,

destined to enlist him in hardy enterprises, and in some degree
to shape the course of his future fortunes.

The treaty of peace concluded at Aix-la-Chapelle, which had
put an end to the general war of Europe, had left undefined
the boundaries between the British and French possessions in

America ; a singular remissness, considering that they hiid

long been a subject in dispute, and a cause of frequent conflicts

in the colonies. Immense regions were still claimed by both
nations, and each was now eager to forestall the other by getting

possession of them, and strengthening its claim by occupancy.

The most desirable of these regions lay west of the Alle-

ghany Mountains, extending from the lakes to the Ohio, and em-
bracing the valley of that river and its tributary streams. An
immense territory, possessing a salubrious climate, fertile soil,

fine hunting and fishing grounds, and facilities by lakes and
rivers for a vast internal commerce.
The French claimed all this country quite to the Alleghany

Mountains by the right of discovery. In 1673, Padre Mar-
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quette, with his companion, Joliet, of Quebec, both subjects of

the crown of France, had passed down the Mississippi in a canoe

quite to the Arkansas, thereby, according to an alleged maxim
in the law of nations, establishing the right of their sovereign,

not merely to the river so discovered and its adjacent lands,

but to all the country drained by its tributary streams, of which
the Ohio was one ; a claim, the ramifications of which might
be spread, like the meshes of a web, over half the continent.

To this illimitable claim the English opposed a right derived,

at second hand, from a traditionar}'- Indian conquest. A treaty,

they said, had been made at Lancaster, in 1741, between com-

missioners from Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia, and
the Iroquois or Six Nations, whereby the latter, for four hund-

red pounds, gave up all right and title to the land west of the

Alleghany Mountains,even to the Mississippi,which land, accord-

ing to their traditions^ had been conquered by their forefathers.

It is undoubtedly true that such a treaty was made, and such

a pretended transfer of title did take place, under the influence

of spirituous liquors ; but it is equally true that the Indians in

question did not, at the time, possess an acre of the land conveyed

;

and that the tribes actually in possession scoffed at their pre-

tensions, and claimed the country as their own from time imme-
morial.

Such were the shadowy foundations of claims which the two
nations were determined to maintain to the uttermost, and
which ripened into a series of wars, ending in a loss to Eng-
land of a great part of her American possessions and to France
of the whole.

As yet in the region in question there was not a single white
ttleraent. Mixed Iroquois, tribes of Delawares, Shawnees,

and jingoes, had migrated into it early in the century from the

J^'rench settlements in Canada, and taken up their abodes about
the Ohio and its branches. The French pretended to hold them
under their protection ; but their allegiance, if ever acknowl-
edged, had been snapped of late years by the influx of fur

traders from Pennsylvania. These were often rough lawless men,
half Indians in dress and habits, prone to brawls, and some-
times deadly in their feuds. They were generally in the

employ of some trader, who, at the head of his retainers and a
-string of pack-horses, would make his way over mountains and

li rough forests to the banks of the Ohio, establish his head-
quarters in some Indian town, and disperse his followers to traffic

among the hamlets, hunting-camps and wigwams, exchanging

Ilankets, gaudy-colored (^loth, trinketry, ])owder, shot, and rum,

11^
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with these western tribes was springing up and hecoming mono
polized by the Pennsylvanians.

To secure a participation in this trade, and to gain a foot-

hold in this desirable region, became now the wish of some of

the most intelligent and enterprising men of Virginia and
Maryland, among whom were Lawrence and Augustine Wash-
ington. With these views they projected a scheme, in con-

nection with John Hanbury, a wealthy London merchant to

obtain a grant of land from the British government, for the

purpose of forming settlements or colonies beyond the Alle-

ghanies. Government readily countenanced a scheme by which
French encroachments might be forestalled, and prompt and
quiet possession secured of the great Ohio Valley. An as-

sociation w^as accordingly chartered in 1749, by the name of
" the Ohio Company,'^ and five hundred thousand acres of land

was granted to ifr west of the Alleghanies, between the Mon-
ongahela and Kanawha rivers, though part of the land might
be taken up north of the Ohio, should it be deemed expedient.

The Company were to pay no quit-rent for ten years ; but they
were to select two fifths of their lands immediatel}- ; to settle

one hundred families upon them within seven years; to build

a fort at their own expense, and maintain a sufficient garrison

in it for defense against the Indians.

Mr. Thomas Lee, president of the council of Virginia, took

the lead in the concerns of the company at the outset, and by
many has been considered its founder. On his death, which
soon took place, Lawrence Washington had the chief manage-
ment. His enlightened mind and liberal spirit shone forth in

its earliest arrangements. He wished to form the settlements

with Germans from Pennsylvania. Being dissenters, how-
ever, they would be obliged, on becoming residents within the

jurisdiction of Virginia, to pay parish rates, and maintain a

clergyman of the Church of England, though they might not

understand his language nor relish his doctrines. Lawrence
sought to have them exempted from this double tax on purse

and conscience.
" It has ever been my opinion," said he, " and I hope it

ever will be, that restraints on conscience are cruel in regard
!|

to those on whom they are imposed, and injurious to the coun-

try imposing them. England, Holland, and Prussia I may
quote as examples, and much more Pennsylvania, which has

flourished under that delightful liberty, so as to become the

admiration of every man who considers the short time it has

been settled This colony (Virginia) was greatly

settled in the latter part of Charles the First's time, and during
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rlie usurpation, by the zealous churchmen ; and that spirit,

which was brought in, has ever since continued; so that, ex-

cept a few Quakers, we have no dissenters. But what has
been the consequence ? We have increased by slow degrees,

whilst our neighboring colonies, whose natural advantages are

greatly inferior to ours, have become populous.'"

Such were the enlighte^ied views of this brother of our
Washington, to whom the latter owed much of his moral and
mental training. The Compan}^ proceeded to make prepara-

tions for their colonizing scheme. Goods were imported from
England suited to the Indian trade, or for presents to the
chiefs. Rewards were promised to veteran warriors and hunters
among the natives acquainted with the woods and mountains,
for the best route to the Ohio. Before the Company had re-

ceived its charter, however, the French were in the field.

Early in 1749, the Marquis de la Galisonnierre, Governor of

Canada, despatched Celeron de Bienville, an intelligent

officer, at the head of three hundred men, to the banks of the
Ohio, to make peace, as he said, between the tribes that had
become embroiled with each other during the late war, and to

renew the French possession of the country. Celeron de
Bienville distributed presents among the Indians, made speeches
"ominding them of former friendship, and warned them not to

ade with the English.

He furthermore nailed leaden plates to trees, and buried
"thers in the earth, at the confluence of the Ohio and its

tributaries, bearing inscriptions purporting that all the lands
on both sides of the rivers to their sources appertained, as in -

foregone times, to the crown of France.* The Indians gazed
at these mysterious plates with wondering eyes, but surmised
their purport. '' They mean to steal our country from us,"

murmured they ; and they determined to seek protection from
the English.

Celeron finding some traders from Pennsylvania trafficking

among the Indians, he summoned them to depart, and wrote
by them to James Hamilton, Governor of Pennsylvania,
t'.'lling him the object of his errand to those parts, and his

surprise at meeting with English traders in a country to which
England had no pretensions ; intimating that in future any
intruders of the kind would be rigorously dealt with.

His letter, and a report of his proceedings on the Ohio
loused the solicitude of the Governor and council of Pennsyl-
vania, for the protection of their Indian trade. Shortly after.

* One of these plates, bearing date August 10, 1749, was found in re-

cciitjrears at the confluence of the Muskingum with the Ohio.
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wards, one Hugh Crawford, who had been trading with the

Miami tribes on the Wabash, brought a message from them,

speaking of the promises and threats with which the l^rencli

were endeavoring to shake their faith, but assuring the gov-

ernor that their friendship for the English "would last while

the sun and moon ran round the world." This message was
accompanied by three strings of wampum.

Governor Hamilton knew the value of Indian friendship, and
suggested to the Assembly that it would be better to clinch it

with presents, and that as soon as possible. An envoy accord-

ingly was sent off early in October, who was supposed to liave

great influence among the western tribes. This was one
George Croghan, a veteran trader, shrewd and sagacious, who
had been frequently to the Oliio country with pack-horses and
followers, and made himself j^opular among the Indians by
dispensing presents with a lavish hand. He was accompanied
by Andrew Montour, a Canadian of half Indian descent, who
was to act as interpreter. They were provided with a small

present for the emergency ; but were to convoke a meeting of

all the tribes at Logstown, on the Ohio, early in the ensuing
spring, to receive an ample present Avhich would be provided
by the Assembly,

It was some time later in the same autumn .that the Ohio
Company brought their plans into oi)eration, and despatched
an agent to explore the lands upon tbe Ohio and its branches
as low as the Great Falls, take note of their fitness for cultiva-

tion, of the passes of the mountains, the courses and bearings

of the rivers, and the strength and disposition of the native

tribes. The man chosen for the ])urpose was Christopher Gist,

a hardy pioneer, experienced in woodcraft and Indian life, who
had his home on the banks of the Yadkin, near the boundary
line of Virginia and Xcu'tli Carolina. He was allowed a woods-
man or two for the service of the expedition. He set out ou
the 31st of October, from the banks of the Potomac, by an In-

dian path which the hunters had pointed out, leading from
Wills' Creek, since called Fort Cumberland, to the Ohio.

Indian paths and buffalo tracks are the primitive highways of

the wilderness. Passing the Juniata, he crossed the ridges

of the Alleghany, arrived at Shannopin, a Delaware village on
the southeast side of the Ohio, or rather of that upper branch
of it now called the Alleghany, swam his horses across that

river, and descending along its valley arrived at Logstown, an
important Indian village a little below the site of the present

city of Pittsburgh. Here usually resided Tanacharisson, a

Seneca chief of great note, being head sachem of the mixed
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tribes which liad luigrated to tlie Oliio aiid its branchos. lie

was generallv suriiamed the Half-king, being subordinate to

the Iroquois confederacy. The chief was absent at this time,

as were most of his people, it being the hunting season. George
('roghan, the envoy from Pennsylvania, with Montour his

interpreter, had passed through Logstown a week previously,

on his way to the Twightwees and other tribes, on the Miami
branch of the Ohio. Scarce any one was to be seen about the

village but some of Croghan's rough people, who^n he had left

behind—•• reprobate Indian ' traders," as Gist terms them.

They regarded the latter with a jealous eye, suspecting him of

some rivalship in trade, or designs on the Indian lands ; and
intimated significantly that '• he would never go home safe."

Gist knew the meaning of such hints from men of this stamp
in the lawless depths of the wilderness ; but quieted their

suspicions by letting them know that he was on public busi-

ness, and on good terms with their great man, George Croghan,

to whom he despatched a letter. He took his departure from
Logstown, however, as soon as possible, preferring, as he said,

the solitude of the wilderness to such company.

At Beaver Creek, a few miles below the village, he left the

river and struck into the interior of the present State of Ohio.

Here he overtook George Croghan at Muskingum, a town of

Wyandots and Mingoes. He had ordered all the traders in his

employ who were scattered among the Indian villages, to rally

at this town, where he had hoisted the English flag over his

residence, and over that of the sachem. This was in conse-

quence of the hostility of the French, who had recently cap-

tured, in the neighborhood, three white men in the employ of

Frazier, an Indian trader, and had carried them away prisoners

to Canada.
Gist was well received by the j)eople of Muskingum. They

were indignant at the French violation of their territories, and
the capture of their " English brothers." They had not for-

gotten the conduct of Celeron de Bienville in the previous

year, and the mysterious plates which he had nailed against

trees and sunk in the ground. " If the French claim the

rivers which run into the lakes," said they, " those which run
into the Ohio belong to us and to our brothers the English."

And they were anxious that Gist should settle among them,
and build a fort for their mutual defense.

A council of the nation was now held, in which Gist invited

them, in the name of the Governor of Virginia, to visit that

province, where a large present of goods awaited them, sent by
their father, the great king, over the water to his Ohio children.
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The invitation was graciously receivetl, but no answer could be
given until a grand council of the western tribes liud been held,

which was to take place at Logstown in the ensuing spring.

Similar results attended visits made by Gist and Croghan
to the Delawares and the Shawnees at their villages about the

Scioto Eiver ; all promised to be at the gathering at Logstown.
From the Shawnee village, near the mouth of the Scioto, the

two emissaries shaped their course north two hundred miles,

crossed the Great Moneami, or Miami River, on a raft, swim-
ming their horses

; and on the ITlh of February arrived at the

Indian town of Piqua.
These journeyings had carried Gist about a wide extent of

country beyond the Ohio. It was rich and level, watered with
streams and rivulets, and clad with noble forests of hickory,

walnut, ash, poplar, sugar-maple, and wild cherry trees. Oc-
casion {illy there were spacious plains covered with wild rye

;

natural meadows, with blue grass and clover ; and buffaloes,

thirt}^ and forty at a time, grazing on them as in a cultivated

pasture. Deer, elk, and wild turke3\s abounded. "Nothing
is wanted but cultivation," said Gist, " to make this a most
delightful country." Cultivation has since proved the truth oi

his words. The country thus described is the present State of

Ohio.

Piqua, where Gist and Croghan had arrived, was the princi-

pal town of the Twightwees or Miamis
; the most powerful

confederacy of the West, combining f6ur tribes, and extending
its influence even beyond the Mississippi. A king or sachem
of one or other of the different tribes presided over the whole.

The head chief at present was the king of the Piankeshas.

At this town Croghan formed a treaty of alliance in the name
of the Governor of Pennsylvania with two of the Miami tribes.

And Gist was promised by the king of the Piankeshas that the

chiefs of the various tribes would attend the meeting at Logs-
town to make a treaty with Virginia.

In the height of these demonstrations of friendship, two
Ottawas entered the council-house, announcing themselves as

envo3^s from the French Governor of Canada to seek a renewal

of ancient alliance. They were received with all due cere-

monial ; for none are more ceremonious than the Indians. The
French colors were set up beside the English, and the ambas-
sadors opened their mission. ''Your father, the French king,"

said they, " remembering his children on the Ohio, has sent

them these two kegs of milk,"—here with great solemnity,

they deposited two kegs of brandy,— " and this tobacco "—here

they deposited a roll ten pounds in weight. " He has made a
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clean road for you to come and see liini and liis officers ; and
urges you to come, assuring j'ou that all past differences will

be forgotten.''

The Piankesha chief replied in the same figurative style.

" It is true our father has sent for us several times, and has

said the road was clear ; but I understand it is not clear—it is

foul and bloody, and the French have made it so. , We have
cleared a road for our brothers, the English ; the French have
made it bad, and have taken some of our brothers prisoners.

This we consider as done to ourselves." So saying, he turned
liis back upon the ambassadors, and stalked out of the council-

house.

In the end the ambassadors were assured that the tribes of

the Ohio and the Six Nations were hand in hand with their

brothers, the English ; and should war ensue with the French,
they were ready to meet it.

So the French colors were taken down ; the " kegs of milk "

and roll of-tobacco were rejected ; the grand council broke up
with a war dance, and the ambassadors departed, weeping and
liowling, and predicting ruin to the Miamis.
When Gist returned to the Shawnee town, near the movith

of the Scioto, and reported to his Indian friends there the alli-

ance he had formed with the Miami confederacy, there was
great feasting and speech-making, and firing of guns. He had
now happily accomplished the chief object of his mission

—

nothing remained but to descend the Ohio to the Great Falls.

This, however, he was cautioned not to do. A large party of

Indians, allies of the French, were hunting in that neighbor-

hood, who might kill or capture him. He crossed the river, at-

tended only by a lad as a travelling companion and aid, and
])roceeded cautiously down the east side until within fifteen

miles of the Falls. Here he came upon traps newly set, and
Indian footprints not a day old, and heard the distant report of

^'uns. The story of Indian hunters then was true. He was in a
dangerous neighborhood. The savages might come upon the

tracks of his horses, or hear the bells put about their necks,

when turned loose in the wilderness to graze.

Abandoning all idea, therefore, of visiting the Falls, and con-

tenting himself with the information concerning them which
he had received from others, he shaped his course on the 18th
of March for the Cuttawa, or Kentucky River. From the top
"f ;i mountain in the vicinity he had a view to the southwest
as far as the eye could reach, over a vast woodland country in

the fresh garniture of spring, and watered by abundant streams;
but as yet only the bunting-ground of savage tribes, and the
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scene of their sanguinary combats. In a word, Kentucky lay

spread out before him in all its wild magnificence, long before

it was behsld by Daniel Boone.

For six weeks was this hardy pioneer making his toilful way
up the valley of the Cuttawa, or Kentucky Eiver, to the banks
of the Blue Stone ; often checked by precipices, and obliged to

seek fords at the heads of tributary streams ; and happy when
he could find a buffalo path broken through the tangled forests,

or worn into the everlasting rocks.

On the 1st of May he climbed a rock sixty feet high, crown-

ing a lofty mountain, and had a distant view of the Great
Kanawha, breaking its way through a vast sierra ; crossing that

river on a raft of his own construction, he had many more
weary days before him, before he reached his frontier abode on
the banks of the Yadkin. He arrived there in the latter part

of May, but there was no one to welcome the wanderer home.
There had been an Indian massacre in the neighborhood, and
he found his house silent and deserted. His heart sank within
him, until an old man whom he met near the place assured

him his family were safe, having fled for refuge to a settle-

ment thirty-five miles off, on the banks of the Roanoke. There
he rejoined them on the following day.

While Gist had been making his painful way homeward,
the two Ottawa ambassadors had returned to Fort Sandusky,
bringing word to the French that their flag had been struck in

the council-house at Piqua, and their friendship rejected and
their hostility defied by the Miamis. They informed them
also of the gathering of the western tribes that was to take

place at Logstown, to conclude a treaty with the Virginians.

It was a great object with the French to prevent this treaty,

and to spirit up the Ohio Indians against the English. This
they hoped to effect through the agency of one Captain Joncaire,

a veteran diplomatist of the wilderness, whose character and
story deserve a passing notice.

He had been taken prisoner when quite young by the Iroquois,

and adopted into one of their tribes. This was the making of

his fortune. He had grown up among them, acquired their

language, adapted himself to their habits, and was considered

by them as one of themselves. On returning to civilized life

he became a prime instrument, in the hands of the Canadian
government, for managing and cajoling the Indians. Some-
times he was an ambassador to the Iroquois

; sometimes a

mediator between the jarring tribes ; sometimes a leader of

their warriors when employed by the French. When in 1728
the Delawares and Shawnees migrated to the banks of the
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Ohio, Joncaire was the agent who followed them, and prevailed

on them to consider themselves under French protection. When
the French wanted to get a commanding site for a post on the

Iroquois lands, near Niagara, Joncaire was the man to manage
it. He craved a situation where he might put up a Avigwam,

and dwell among his Iroquois brethren. It was granted, of

course, " for was he not a son of the tribe—was he not one of

themselves ? " By degrees his wigwam grew into an important

trading post : ultimately it became Fort Niagara. Years and
years had elapsed; he had grown gray in Indian diplomacy, and
was now sent once more to maintain French sovereignty over

the valley of the Ohio.

He appeared at Logstown accompanied by another French-
man, and forty Iroquois warriors. He found an assemblage of

the western tribes, feasting and rejoicing, and firing of guns,

for George Croghan and Montour the interpreter were there,

and had been distributing presents on behalf of the Governor
of Pennsylvania.

Joncaire was said to have the wit of a Frenchman and the

eloquence of an Iroquois. He made an animated speech to

tlie chiefs in their own tongue, the gist of which was that

their father Onontio (that is to say, the Governor of Canada)
desired his children of the Ohio to turn away the Indian
traders, and never to deal with them again on pain of his dis-

pleasure ; so saying, he laid down a wampum belt of uncommon
size, by way of emphasis to his message.

For once his eloquence was of no avail ; a chief rose indig-

nantly, shook his finger in his face, and stamping on the

ground, " This is our land,'' said he. " What right has
Onontio here ? The English are our brothers. They shall live

among us as long as one of us is alive. We will trade with
them and not with you : " and so saying he rejected the belt of

wampum.
Joncaire returned to an advanced post recently established

on the upper part of the river, whence he wrote to the Governor
of Pennsylvania :

" The Marquis do la Jonquiere, Governor
of New Framce, having ordered me to Avatch that the English
make no treaty in the Ohio country, I have signified to the

traders of your government to retire. You are not ignorant that

all these lands belong to the King of France, and that the

English have no right to trade in them." He concluded by
reiterating the threat made two years previously'' by Celeron
de Bienville against all intruding fur traders.

In the meantime, in the face of all these protests and men-
aces, Mr, Gist, under sanction of the Virginia Legislature,
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proceeded in the same year to survey the lands within the grant

of the Ohio Company, lying on the south side of the Ohio
Kiver, as far down as the Great Kanawha. An old Delaware
sachem, meeting him while thus employed, propounded a

somewhat puzzling question. " The French," said lie, " claim

all the land on one side of the Ohio, the English claim all tlie

land on the other side—now where does the Indians' land lie ?
"

Poor savages ! Between their " fathers," the French, and
their "brothers," the English, they were in a fair way of being

most lovingly shared out of the whole country.

CHAPTER VI.

PREPARATIOXS FOR HOSTILITIES. WASHINGTON APPOINTED
DISTRICT ADJUTANT-GENERAL. MOUNT VERNON A SCHOOL
OF ARMS.—ADJUTANT MUSE, A VETERAN CAMPAIGNER.—JACOB
VAN BRAAM, THE MASTER OF FENCE. ILL HEALTH OF WASH-
INGTON'S BROTHER LAWRENCE. VOYAGE WITH HIM TO THE
WEST INDIES. SCENES AT BARBADOES. TROPICAL FRUITS.

BEEFSTEAK AND TRIPE CLUB. RETURN HOME OF WASH-
INGTON.—DEATH OF LAWRENCE.

The French prepared for hostile contingencies. They
launched an armed vessel of unusual size on Lake Ontario,

fortified their trading house at Niagara, strengthened tlioir

outposts, and advanced others on the upper waters of the Ohio.

A stir of warlike preparations was likewise to be observed

among the British colonies. It was evident that the adverse

claims to the disputed territories, if pushed home, could only

be settled by the stern arbitrament of the sword.

In Virginia, especially, the war spirit was manifest. The
province was divided into military districts, each having an
adjutant-general, with the rank of major, and the pay of one
hundred and fifty pounds a year, whose duty was to attend to

the organization and equipment of the militia.

Such an appointment was sought by Lawrence Washington
for his brother George. It shows what must have been the

maturity of mind of the latter, and the confidence inspired by
his judicious conduct and aptness for business, that the post

should not only be sought for him, but readily obtained, though
he was yet but nineteen years of age. He proved himself

worthy of the appointment.

He now set about preparing himself, with his usual method
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and assiduit}*, for his new duties. Virginia had among its

floating population some military relics of the late Spanish war.

Among these was a certain Adjutant j\Iuse, a Westmoreland
volunteer, who had served with Lawrence Washington in the

campaigns i^i the West Indies, and had been with him in the

attack on Carthagena. He now undertook to instruct his

brother George in the art of war, lent him treatises on military

tactics, put him through the manual exercise, and gave him
some idea of evolutions in the field. Another of Lawrence's

campaigning comrades was Jacob Van Braam, a Dutchman by
birth, a soldier of fortune of the Dalgetty order ; who had been

in the British army, but was now out of service, and, professing

to be a complete master of fence, recruited his slender purse in

this time of military excitement, by giving the Virginian youth
lessons in the sword exercise.

Under the instructions of these veterans. Mount Vernon,
from being a quiet rural retreat, where Washington, three years

previously, had indited love ditties to his "lowland beauty,"

was suddenly transformed into a school of arms, as he practiced

the manual exercise with Adjutant Muse, or took lessons on
the broadsword from Van Braam.
His martial studies, however, were interrupted for a time by

the critical state of his brother's health. The constitution of

Lawrence had always been delicate, and he had been obliged

repeatedly to travel for a change of air. There were now pul-

monary symptoms of a threatening nature, and by advice of his

physicians he determined to pass a winter in the West Indies,

taking with him his favorite brother George as a companion.
They accordingly sailed for Barbadoes on the 28th of Sep-

tember, 1751. George kept a journal of the voyage with log-

book brevity ; recording the wind and weather, but no events

worth citation. They landed at Barbadoes on the 3d of Novem-
ber. The resident physician of the place gave a favorable re-

port of Lawrence's case, and held out hopes of a cure. The
brothers were delighted with the aspect of the country, as they
drove out in the cool of tlie evening, and beheld on all sides

fields of sugar cane and Indian corn and groves of tropical trees,

in full fruit and foliage.

They took up their abode at a house pleasantly situated about
a mile from town, commanding an extensive prospect of sea and
land, including Carlyle Bay and its shipping, and belonging to

Captain Crofton, commander of James Fort.

Barbadoes had its theatre, at which Washington witnessed
Cor the first time a dramatic representation, a species of amuse-
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ment of which he afterwards became fond. It was in the

present instance the doleful tragedy of George Barnwell. " The
character of Barnwell, and several others," notes he in his

journal, "were said to be well performed. There was music
adapted and regularly conducted." A safe but abs'temious crit-

icism, f

Among the hospitalities of the place the brothers were invited

to the house of a Judge Maynards, to dine with an association

of the first people of the place, who met at each others house
alternately every Saturday, under the incontestably English
title of '• The Beefsteak and Tripe Club." Washington notes

with admiration the profusion of tropical fruits with which the

table was loaded, " the granadilla, sapadella, pomegranate,
sweet orange, water-lemon, forbidden fruit, and guava." Tlie

homely prosaic beefsteak and tripe must have contrasted

strangely, though sturdily, with these magnificent poetical

fruits of the tropics. But John Bull is faithful to his native

habits and native dishes, whatever may be the country or clime,

and would set up a chop-house at the very gates of paradise.

The brothers had scarcely been a fortnight at the island when
George was taken down by a severe attack of small-pox. Skill-

ful medical treatment, with the kind attentions of friends, and
especially of his brother restored him to health in about three

weeks ; but his face always remained slightly marked.
After his recovery he made excursions about the island,

noticing its soil, productions, fortifications, public works, and
the manners of its inhabitants. While admiring the productive-

ness of the sugar plantations, he was shocked at the spend-
thrift habits of the planters, and their utter want of manage-
ment.

" How wonderful," writes he, " that such people should be in

debt, and not be able to indulge themselves in all the luxuries,

as well as the necessaries of life. Yet so it happens. Estates

are often alienated for debts. How persons coming to estates

of two, three, and four hundred acres can want, is to me most
wonderful." How much does this wonder speak for his own
scrupulous principle of always living within compass.
The residence at Barbadoes failed to have the anticipated

effect on the health of Lawrence, and he determined to seek the

sweet climate of Bermuda in the spring. He felt the absence

from his wife, and it was arranged that George should return

to Virginia, and bring her out to meet him at that island.

Accordingly, on the 22d of December, George set sail in the

Industry, bound to Virginia, where he arrived on the 1st of

February, 1752, after five weeks of stormy winter seafaring.
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Lawrence remained through the winter at Barbadoes ; but

the very mildness of the climate relaxed and enervated him
He felt the want of the bracing winter weather to which
he had been accustomed. Even the invariable beauty of

the climate, the perpetual summer, wearied the restless invalid.

"This is the finest island of the West Indies," said he ; "but
I own no place can please me without a change of seasons. We
soon tire of the same prospect." A consolatory truth for the

inhabitants of more capricious climes.

Still some of the worst symptoms of his disorder had disap-

peared, and he seemed to be slowly recovering ; but the nervous

restlessness and desire of change, often incidental to his malady,

had taken hold of him, and early in March he hastened to Ber-

muda. He had come too soon. The keen air of early spring

brought on an aggravated return of his worst symptems. "I
have now got to my last refuge," writes he to a friend, "where
I must receive my final sentence, which at present Dr. Forbes
will not pronounce. He leaves me, however, I think, like a

criminal condemned, though not without hopes of reprieve. But
this I am to obtain by meritoriously abstaining from flesh of

every sort, and all strong liquors, and by riding as much as I

can bear. These are the onlv terms on which I am to hope for

life."

He was now afflicted with painful indecision, and his letters

perplexed his family, leaving tlieni uncertain as to his move-
ments, and at a.loss how to act. At one time he talked of re-

maining a year at Bermuda, and wrote to his wife to come out

with George and rejoin him there ; but the very same letter

shows his irresolution and uncertainty, for he leaves her com-
ing to the decision of herself and friends. As to his own move-
ments, he says, " Six weeks willjdetermine me what to resolve

on. Forbes advises the south of France, or else Barbadoes."

The very next letter, written shortly afterwards in a moment
of despondency, talks of the possibility of "hurrying home to

his grave !

"

The last was no "empty foreboding. He did indeed hasten
back, and just reached Mouiit Vernon in time to die und6r his

own roof, surrounded by his family and friends, and attended
in his last moments by that brother on whose manly affection

his heart seemed to repose. His death took place on the 26th
July, 1752, when but thirt3'-four years of age^^ He was a noble-

spirited, pnre-minded, accomplished gentlenian ; honored by
the public, and beloved by his friends.. Th^paternal care evei'

manifested by him for his youthful brother, 'George, and the

influence his own character and conduct must have had upon
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him in his ductile years, should link their memories together in

history, and endear the name of Lawrence Washington to every

American.
Lawrence left a wife and an infant daughter to inherit his

ample estates. In case his daughter should die without issue,

the estate of Mount Vernon, and other lands specified in hi.**

will, were to be enjoyed by her mother during her lifetime, and
at her death to be inherited by his brother George. The lattef

was appointed one of the executors of the will ; but such was
the implicit confidence reposed in his judgment and integrity,

that, although he was but twenty years of age, the management
of the affairs of the deceased was soon devolved upon him almost

entirely. It is needless to say that they were managed with
consummate skill and scrupulous fidelity.

CHAPTER VIL

COUNCIL OF THE OHIO TRIBES AT LOGSTOWX. TREATY WITH
THE ENGLISH. GIST's SETTLEMENT. SPEECHES OF THE HALF-
KING AND THE FRENCH COMMANDANT. FRENCH AGGRES-
SIONS. THE RUINS OF PIQUA. WASHINGTON SENT ON A
MISSION TO THE FRENCH COMMANDER. JACOB VAN BRAAM,
HIS INTERPRETER. CHRISTOPHER GIST, HIS GUIDE. HALT
AT THE CONFLUENCE OF THE MONONGAH^LA AND ALLE-
GHANY. PROJECTED FORT. SHINGISS, A DELAWARE SACHEM.
LOGSTOWN. THE HALF-KING. INDIAN COUNCILS. IN-

DIAN DIPLOMACY. RUMORS CONCERNING JONCAIRE. IN-

DIAN ESCORTS. THE HALF-KING, JE8KAKAKE, AND WHITE
THUNDER.

The meeting of the Ohio tribes, Delawares, Sliawnees, and
Mingoes, to form a treaty of alliancs with Virginia, took place

at Logstown, at the appointed time. The chiefs of the Six
Nations declined to attend. '•' It is not our custom," said they
proudly, '^ To meet to treat of affairs in the woods and weeds.

If the Governor of Virginia wants to speak with us, and de-

liver us a present from our father (the king), we will meet him
at Albany, where we expect the Governor of New York will be
present." *

At Logstown, Colonel Fry and two other commissioners from
Virginia concluded a treaty with the tribes above named, by
which the latter engaged not to molest any English settlers

* Lettfer of Col. Johnson to Goy. Clinton, Doc. Hist N. K, 11. 624.
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south of the Ohio. Tanacharissoii, the half-king, now advised

that his brothers of Virginia should build a strong house at the

forks of the Monongahela, to resist the designs of the French.

Mr. Gist was accordingly instructed to layout a town and build

a fort at Chartier's Creek, on the east side of the Ohio, a little

below the site of the present city of Pittsburg. He commenced
a settlement, also, in a valley just beyond Laurel Hill, not far

from the Youghioglieny, and prevailed on eleven families to

join him. The Ohio Company, about the same time, established

a trading-post, well-stocked with English goods, at Wills'

Creek (now the town of Cumberland.)
The Ohio tribes were greatly incensed at the aggressions of

the French, who were erecting posts within their territories,

and sent deputations to remonstrate, but without effect. The
half-king, as chief of the western tribes, repaired to the French
l>ost on Lake Erie, where he made his complaint in person.

'• Fathers," said lie, '' you are the disturbers of this land by
building towns, and taking the country from us by fraud and
force. We kindled a lire a long time ago at Montreal, where
we desired you to stay and not to come and intrude upon our
laud. I now advise you to return to that place, for this land
is ours.

'' If you had come in a j^eaceful manner, like our brothers

the English, we should have traded with joii as we do with
them ; but that you should come and build houses on our land,

and take it by force, is what we cannot submit to. Both you
and the English are white. We live in a country between you
both ; the land belongs to neither of you. The Great Being
allotted it to us as a residence. So, fathers, I desire you, as I

liave desired our brothers the English, to withdraw, for 1 will

keep 3'ou both at arm's length. Whichever most regards this

request, tliat side will we stand by and consider friends. Our
brothers the English, have heard these, and I now come to tell

it to you, for I am not afraid to order you off this land."
*• Child,*' replied the French commandant, "you talk foolishly.

You say this land belongs to you ; there is not the black of

my nail yours. It is my land, and I will have it, let who will

stand up against me. I am not afraid of flies and mosquitoes,
for as such I consider the Indians. I tell you that down the
river I will go, and build upon it. If it were blocked up I have
forces sufficient to burst it open and trample down all who
oppose me. ^ly force is as the sand upon the sea-shore.

Tlierefore here is your wampum ; I fling it at you."
Tanacharisson returned, wounded at heart, both by the

language and the haughty manner of the French commandant.
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He saw the ruin impending over his raoe, but looked with hope
and trust to the English as the power least disposed to wrong
the red man.
French influence was successful in other quarters. Some of

the Indians who had been friendly to the English showed signs

of alienation. Others menaced hostilities. There were reports

that the French were ascending the Mississippi from Louisiana.

France, it was said, intended to connect Louisiana and Canada
by a chain of militarj' posts, and hem the English within the

Alleghany Mountains.
The Ohio Company compl-ained loudly to the Lieutenant-

governor of Virginia, the Hon. Robert Dinwiddie, of the hostih^

conduct of the French and their Indian allies. They found in

Dinwiddie a ready listener; he was a stockholder in the Com-
pany.

A commissioner, Captain William Trent, was sent to expost-

ulate with the French commander on the Ohio for his aggres-

sions on the territory of His Britannic Majesty ; he bore pres-

ents also of guns, powder, shot, and clothing for the friendly

Indians.

Trent was not a man of the true spirit for a mission to the

frontier. He stopped a short time at Logstown, though th';

French were one liundred and fifty miles further Uj) the river,

and directed his course to Piqua, the great town of the Twight-
wees, where Gist arid Croghan had been so well received by the

Miamis, and the French flag struck in the council-house. All

now was reversed. The place had been attacked by the French
and Indians ; the Miamis defeated with great loss ; the Eng-
lish traders taken prisoners ; the Piankesha chief, who had so

proudly turned his back upon the Ottawa ambassadors, had
been sacrificed by the hostile savages, and the French flag

lioisted in triumph on the ruins of the town. The whole
aspect of affairs was so threatening on the frontier, that Trent
lost heart, and .returned home without accomplishing his

errand.

Governor ^nwiddie now looked round for a person more
fitted to fulfill a mission which required physical strength and
moral energy, a courage to cope with savages, and a sagacity to

negotiate with white men. Washington was pointed out as

possessed of those requisities. It is true he was not yet
twenty-two years of age, but public confidence in his judgment
and abilities had been manifested a second time, by renewing
his appointment of adjutant-general, and assigning him the

northern division. " He was acquainted, too, with the matters
in litigation, having been in the bosom councils of his deceased
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brother. His woodland experience titled him for an expedi'

tion tlirough the -vvilderness, and liis great discretion and self-

command for a negotiation with wily commanders and fickle

savages. He was accordingly chosen for the expedition.

By his letter of instructions he was directed to repair to.

Jjogstown, and hold a communication with Tanacharisson,

Monacatoocha, alias Scarooyadi, the next in command, and the

other sachems of the mixed tribes friendly to the English, in-

form tliem of the purport of his errand, and request an escort

t<^ the head-quarters of the French commander. To that com-
mander he was to deliver his credentials, and the letter of

Governor Dinwiddle, and demand an answer in the name of

His Britannic Majesty ; but not to wait for it beyond a week.

On receiving it, he was to request a sufficient escort to protect

him on his return.

He was, moreover, to acquaint himself with the numbers and
force of the French stationed on the Ohio and in its vicinity

;

their capability of being reinforced from Canada ; the forts they
had erected; where situated, how garrisoned; the object of

their advancing into those 2)arts, and how they were likely to

be supported.

Washington set off from Williamsburg on the 30th of Octo-

ber (1753). the v#V' day on which he received his credentials.

At Fredericksburg he engaged liis old '• master of fence," Jacob
Van Braam, to accompany him as interpreter; though it would
appear from subsequent circumstances, that the veteran swords-

man was but indifferentl}^ versed eitlier in French or English.

Having provided himself at Alexandria with necessaries for

the jouriiev, lie proceeded to Winchester, then on the frontier,

where he procured horses, tents, and other travelling equip-

ments, and then pushed on by a road newly opened to AVills'

Creek (town of Cumberland), where he arrived on the 14th of

November.
Here lie nr.et with Mr. Gist, the intrepid pioneer, who had

explored the Ohio in the employ of the Company, and whom
he engaged to accompany and pilot him in the present expedi-

tion. He secured the services also of one John Davidson as

Indian inteipreter, and of four frontiersmen, two of whom were
Indian traders. With this little band, and his swordsman and
interpreter, Jacob Van Braam, he set forth on the loth of

November, tlirough a wild country rendered almost impassable
by recent storms of rain and snow.
At the mouth of Turtle Creek, on the Monongahela, he found

John Frazier, the Indian trader, some of whose people, as here-

tofore stated; had been sent off prisoners to Canada. Frazier
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himself had recently been ejected hy the French from (he

Indian village of Venango, where he had a gunsmith's est;il»-

lishment. According to his account the French general who
had commanded on this frontier was dead, and the greater j)art

of the forces were retired into winter quarters.

As the rivers were all swollen so that the horses had to swim
them, Washington sent all the baggage down the Monongahela
in a canoe under care of two of the men, who had orders to

meet him at the confluence of that river with the Alleghany,
where their united waters form the Ohio.

"As I got down before the canoe,'' writes he in his journal,
" I spent some time in viewing the rivers, and the land at th(?

Fork, which I think extremely well situated for a fort, as it has

the absolute command of both rivers. The land at the point is

twenty or twenty-five feet above the common surface of the

water, and a considerable bottom of flat, well-timbered land all

around it, very convenient for building. The rivers are each a

quarter of a mile or more across, and run here very nearly at

right angles ; Alleghany bearing northeast, and Monongahela
southeast. The former of these two is a very rapid and swift-

running water, the other deep and still, without any perceptible

fall." The Ohio Company had intended to build a fort about
two miles from this place, on the southeast fRde of the river

;

but Washington gave the fork the decided preference. French
engineers of exj^erience proved the accuracy of his military eye,

b}'- subsequently choosing it for the site of Fort Duquesne, noted
in frontier history.

In this neighborhood lived Shingiss, the king or chief sachem
of the Delawares. Washington visited him at his village, to

invite him to the council at Logstown. He was one of the

greatest warriors of his tribe, and subsequently took up the

hatchet at various times against the English, though now he
seemed favorably disposed, and readily accepted the invitation.

They arrived at Logstown after sunset on the 24th of Nov-
ember. The half-king was absent at his hunting lodge on

Beaver Creek, about fifteen miles distant; but Washington had
runners sent out to invite him and all the other chiefs to a

grand talk on the following day.

In the morning four French deserters came into the village.

They had deserted from a compan}^ of one hundred men, sent up
from New Orleans with eight canoes laden with provisions. Wash-
ington drew from them an account of the French force at New Or-

leans, and of the forts along the Mississippi, and at the mouth
of the Wabash, by which they kept up a communication with the

lakes ; all which he carefully noted down. The desei'ters were on
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tlirii- way to Pliiladelpliia, conducted by a Pennsylvania trader.

About three o'clock the half-king arrived. Washington had

a private conversation with him in his tent, through Davidson,

the interpreter. He found him intelligent, patriotic, and
proudly tenacious of his territorial rights. We have already

cited from AVashington's papers, the account given by this

chief in this conversation, of his interview with the late French
commander. He stated, moreover, that the French had built

two forts, differing in size, but on the same model, a plan of

which he gave, of his own drawing. The largest was on Lake
Erie, the other on French Creek, fifteen miles apart, with a

wagon road between them. The nearest and levelest way to

them was now impassable, lying through large and miry savan-

nas ; they would have, therefore, to go by Venango, and it

would take five or six sleeps (or days) of good travelling to

reach the nearest fort.

On the following morning at nine o'clock the chiefs assembled
in the council-house ; where Washington, according to his in-

structions, informed them that he was sent by their brother,

the Governor of Virginia, to deliver to the French commandant
a letter of great importance, both to their brothers the English
and to themselves ; and that he was to ask their advice and as-

sistance, and some of their 3'oung men to accompany and pro-

vide for him on the way, and be his safeguard against the
" French Indians " who had taken up the hatchet. He con-

cluded by presenting the indispensable document in Indian di-

plomacy, a string of wampum.
The chiefs, according to etiquette, sat for some moments

silent after he had concluded, as if ruminating on what had
been said, or to give him time for further remark.

The half-king then rose and spoke in behalf of the tribes,

assuring him that they considered the English and themselves
brothers, and one people ; and that they intended to return the

French the " speech-belts," or wampums, which the latter had
sent them. This, in Indian diplomacy, is a renunciation of all

friendly relations. An escort would be furnished to Washing-
ton composed of Mingoes, Shannoahs, and Delawares, in token
of the love and loyalty of those several tribes ; but three days
would be required to prepare for the journey. -

Washington remonstrated against such delay ; but was in-

formed that an affair of such moment, where three speech-belts

were to be given up, was not to be entered into without due
consideration. Besides, the young men who were to form the

escort were absent hunting, and the half-king could not suffer

the party to go without sutHcient protection. His own French
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speech-belt, also, was at his hunting lodge, whither he must go
in quest of it. Moreover, the Shannoah chiefs were yet absent
and must be waited for. In short, Washington had his first

lesson in Indian diplomacy, which for punctilio, ceremonial,

and secret maneuvering, is equal at least to that of civilized

life. He soon found that to urge a more speedy departure

would be offensive to Indian dignity and decorum, so he was
fain to await the gathering together of tlie different chiefs with
their speech-belts.

In fact there was some reason for all this caution. Tidings
had reached the sachems that Captain Joncaire had called a

meeting at Venango, of the Mingoes, Delawares and other

tribes, and made them a speech, informing them that the

French, for the present, had gone into winter quarters, but
intended to descend the river in great force, and fight the

English in the spring. He had advised them, therefore, to

stand aloof, for should they interfere, the French and English
would join, cut them all off, and divide their land between
them.

AVith these rumors preying on their minds, the half-king

and three other chiefs waited on Washington in his tent in the

evening, and after representing that they had complied Avith

all the requisitions of the Governor of -Virginia, endeavored to

draw from the youthful ambassador the true purport of his

mission to the French commandant. Washington liad antici-

pated an inquiry of the kind, knowing how natural it was that

these poor people should regard with anxiety and distrust

every movement of two formidable powers thus pressing upon
Ihem from oppposite sides ; he managed, however, to answer
them in such a manner as to allay their solicitude without

transcending the bounds of diplomatic secrecy.

After a day or two more of delay and further consultations

in the council house, the chiefs determined that but three of

their number should accompany the mission, as a greater

number might awaken the suspicions of the French. Accord-
ingly, on the 30th of November Washington set out for the

French post, having his usual party augmented by an Indian
hunter, and being accompanied by the half-king, an old Shan-
noah sachem named Jeskakake, and another chief, called some-
times Belt of Wampum, from being the keeper of the speech-

belts, but generally bearing the sounding appellation of White
Thunder.

I
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CHAPTER VIII.

vKRIVAL AT VEXANGO. CAPTAIN JOXCAIRE. B^ROXTIER REV-

KLKY. DISCUSSIONS OVER THE BOTTLE. THE OLD DIPLOMA-
TIST AND THE YOUNG. THE HALF-KING, JESKAKAKE, AND
WHITE THUNDER STAGGERED. THE SPEECH-BELT. DEPART-
URE. LA FORCE, THE WILY COMMISSARY.- FORT AT FRENCH
CREEK. THE CHEVALIER LEGARDEURDE ST. PIERRE, KNIGHT
OF ST. LOl'IS. CAPTAIN REPARTI. TRANSACTIONS AT THE
FORT. ATTEMPTS TO SEDUCE THE SACHEMS. MISCHIEF
BREWING ON THE FRONTIER. DIFFICULTIES AND DELAYS
IN PARTING. DESCENT OF FRENCH CREE^. ARRIVAL AT
VENANGO.

ALTHOU(rH tlie (listunce to ^'enallgo, by the route taken, was
not alwve seventy miles, yet sucli was the inclemency of the

weather and the diihculty of travelling, that Washington and
his party did not arrive there until the 4th of December. The
French colors were flying at a house whence John Frazier, the

English trader, liad been driven. AVashington repaired thither,

and inquired of three French officers whom he saw tliere where
the commandant resided. One; of them promptly replied that

he '' had the connnand of the Ohio." It was, in fact, the re-

doubtable Captain Joncaire, the veteran intriguer of the fron-

tier. On being apprised, however, of the nature of Washing-
ton's errand, he informed him that there was a general officer

at the next fort, where he advised him to apply for an answer
to the letter of which Ik; was the bearer.

In the meantime, he invited Washington and his party to a

supper at head-<]uarters. It proved a jovial one, for Joncaire

appears to have be<"n somewhat of a boon (companion, and there

is always ready though rough hospitality in the wilderness..

It is true, AVashington, for so young a man, may not have had
the most convivial air, but there may have been a moist look of

promise in the old soldier Van Braam.
Joncaire and his brother officers pushed the bottle briskly.

'• The wine," says Washington, " as they dosed themselves

j»retty plentifully with it, soon banished the restraint which at

first appeared in their conversation, and gave a license to their

tongues to reveal their sentiments more freely. They told me
that it was their absolute design to take possession of the Ohio,
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and by G— they would do it ; for that although they were sen
sihle the English could raise two men for their one, yet the^

knew their motions were too slow and dilatory to prevent any
undertaking. They pretend to have an unbounded right to the

river from a discovery made by one La Salle sixty years ago,

and the rise of this expedition is to j^revent our settling on the
river or the waters of it, as they heard of some families moving
out in order thereto."

Washington retained his sobriety and his composure through
out all the rodomontade and bacclianalian outbreak of the mer-
curial Frenchmen ; leaving tlie task of pledging them to his

master of fence, Van Braam, who was not a man to flinch from
potations. He took careful note, however, of all their revelations,

and collected a variety of information concerning the rrencsli

forces ; how and where they were distributed ; the situations

and distances of their forts, and their means and mode of ob-

taining supplies. If the veteran diplomatist of the wilderness
had intended this revel for a snare, he was completely foiled b}'

his youthful competitor.

On the following da}' there was no travelling on account of

excessive rain. Joncaire, in the meantime, having discovered
that the half-king was with tlie mission, expressed his surprise

that he had not accompanied it to his quarters, on the preceding
day. Washington, in truth, had feared to trust the sachem
within the reach of the polite Frencliman. ^^othing would do
now but Joncaire must have the sachems at head-quarters.

Here his diplomac}- was triumphant. He received them with
open arms. He was enraptured to see them. His' Indian
brothers ! How could they be so near without coming to visit

him ? He made them presents : but, above all, plied them so

potently with liquor, that the poor half-king, Jeskakake, and
White Thunder forgot all about their wrongs, their speeches,
their speech-belts, and all the business they had come upon

;

paid no heed to the cautions of their English friends, and were
soon in a complete state of frantic extravagance or drunken
oblivion.

The next day the half-king made his appearance at Washing-
ton's tent, perfectly sober and very much crestfallen. He de-

clared, however, that he still intended to make his speech to

the French, and offered to rehearse it on the spot ; but Washing-
ton advised him not to waste his ammunition on inferior game
like Joncaire and his comrades, but to reserve it for the com-
mandant. The sachem was not to be persuaded. Here, lie

said, was the place of the council^fire, where they were accus-

tomed to transact their business with the Fi'enchj and as {•)
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Joncaire, he had all the jnanagemeiit of French affairs with

the Indians.

AVashington was fain to Attend the council-fire and listen to

the speech. It was much the same in purport as that which he
had made to the French general, and he ended by offering to

return the French speech-belt ; but this Joncaire refused to re-

ceive, telling him to carry it to the commander at the fort.

All that day and the next was the party kept at Venango by
the stratagems of Joncaire and his emissaries to detain and se-

duce the sachems. It was not until 12 o'clock on the 7tli of

December, that Washington was able to extricate them out of

their clutches and commence his journey.

A French commiissary by tlie name of La Force, and three

soldiers, set off in company with him. La Force went as if on
ordinary business, but he proved one of the most active, daring,

and mischief-making of those anomalcgtis agents employed by
the French among the Indian tribes. It is probable that he
was at the bottom of many of the perplexities experienced by
Washington at Venango, and now travelled with him for the

prosecution of his wiles. He will be found, hereafter, acting

a more prominent part, and ultimately reaping the fruit of his

evil doings.

After four days of weary travel through snow and rain, and
mire and swamj), the party reached the fort. It was situated

on a kind of island on the west fork of French Creek, al)out

fifteen mik»s south of Lake Erie, and consisted of four liouses,

foiTning a hollow square, defended by bastions made of palis-

ades twelve feet high, picketed, and pierced for cannon and
small arms. Within the bastions were a guard-house, chapel,

and other buildings, and outside were stables, a smith's forge,

and log-houses covered with bark, for the soldiers.

On the death of tlie late general, the fort had remained in

charge of one Captain Keparti until within a week past, when
the Chevalier Legardeur de St. Pierre had arrived, and taken
command.
The reception of Washington at the fort was very different

from the unceremonious one experienced at the outpost of

Joncaire and his convivial messmates. When he presented
himself at the gate, accompanied by his interpreter, Van Braam
he was riiet by the officer second in command and conducted
in due military form to his superior, an ancient and silver-hair-

ed chevalier of th« military order of St. Louis, courteous but
ceremonious, mingling the polish of the French gentleman of

the old school with the precision of the soldier.

Having announced his errand through his interi)reter, Van
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Braam, Washington offered liis credentials and the letter of

Governor Dinwiddle, and was disposed to proceed at once to

business with the prompt frankness of a young man unhack-
neyed in diplomacy. The chevalier, however, politely requested

him to retain the documents in his possession until his prede-

cessor, Captain Reparti, should arrive, who was hourly expected

from the next post.

At two o'clock the captain arrived. The letter and its ac-

companying documents were then offered again, and received

in due form, and the chevalier and his officers retired witli

them into a private apartment, where the captain, who under-

stood a little English, officiated as n translator. The transla-

tion heing finished, Washington was requested to walk in and
bring his translator Van Braam, with him, to peruse and cor-

rect it, which he did.

In this letter, Dinwjddie complained of the intrusion of

French forces into the Ohio country, erecting forts and making
settlements in the western parts of the colony of Virginia, so

notoriously known to be the property of the crown of Great
Britain. He inquired by whose authority and instructions the

French Commander-general had marched this force from Caiuida,

and made this invasion ; intimating that his own action would
be regulated by the answer he should receive, and the tenor of

the commission with which he was lionored. At the same time
lie required of the commandant his peaceable departure, and
that he would forbear to prosecute a purpose "so interruptive

of the harmony and good understanding which His Majesty
was desirous to continue and cultivate with the most catholic

king."

The latter part of the letter related to the youthful envoy.

"I persuade myself you will receive and entertain Major Wash-
ington with the candor and politeness natural to your nation,

and it will give me the greatest satisfaction if you can return

him with an answer suitable to my wishes for a long and last-

ing peace between us."
'

The two following days were consumed in councils of tlie

chevalier and his officers over the letter and the necessary reply.

Washington occupied himself in the meantime in observing
and taking notes of the plan, dimensions, and strength of the

fort, and of everything about it. He gave orders to his peoj^le,

also, to take an exact account of the canoes in readiness, and
others in the process of construction, for the conveyance of

troops down the river in the ensuing spring.

As the weather continued stormy, with much snow, and the

horses were daily losing strength, he sent them down, unlader
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to Venango, to await his return by water. In tlie meantime,

he discovered that busy intrigues were going on to induce the

half-king and the other sacliems to abandon him, and renounce

all friendship with the English. Upon learning this, he urged
the chiefs to deliver up their " speech-belts " immediately, as

the}' had promised, thereby shaking off all dependence upon
the French. They accordingly pressed for an audience that

very evening. A private one was at length granted them by
the commander, in presence of one or two of his officers. The
half-king reported the result of it to Washington. The vener-

able but astute chevalier cautiously evaded the acceptance of

the proffered wampum ; made man}'' professions of love and
friendship, and said he wished to live in peace and trade amic-

ably with the tribes of the Ohio, in proof of which he would send
down some goods immediately for them to Logstown.
As Washington understood, privately, that an officer was to

accompany the man employed to convey these goods, he sus-

pected that the real design was to arrest and bring off all

straggling English traders they might meet with. What
strengthened this opinion was a frank avowal which had been
made to him by the chevalier, that he had orders to capture

every British subject who should attempt to trade upon the

Ohio or its waters.

Captain Reparti, also, in reply to his inquiry as to what had
been done with two Pennsylvania traders, who had been taken
with all their goods, informed him that they had been sent to

Canada, but had since returned home. He had stated, further-

more, that during the time he held command, a white boy had
been carried captive past the fort by a party of Indians, who
had with them, also, two or three white men's scalps.

All these circumstances showed him the mischief that was
brewing in these parts, and the treachery and violence that

pervaded the frontier, and made him the more solicitous to ac-

complish his mission successfully, and conduct his little band
in safety out of a wily neighborhood.

On the evening of the 14th, the Chevalier de St. Pierre de-

livered toAVashington his sealed reply to the letter of Governor
Dinwiddiff. The purport of previous conversations with the

chevalier, and the whole complexion of affairs on the frontier,

left no doubt of the nature of that reply

The business of his mission being accomplished, Washington
prepared on the 15th to return by water to Venango ; but a
secret influence was at work which retarded every movement.
"The commandant," writes he, "ordered a plentiful store of

liquor and ])rovisions to be put on board our canoes, and ap-
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peared to Le extremely complaisant, tliougli lie was exerting
every artifice which he could invent to set our Indians at

variance with us, to prevent their going until after our depart-

ure—presents, rewards, and everything which could be sug-

gested by him or his officers. I cannot say that ever in my
life I suffered so much anxiety as I did in this affair. I saw
that every stratagem which the most fruitful brain could in-

vent was jjracticed to win the half-king to their interest, and
that leaving him there was giving them the opportunity they
aimed at. I went to the half-king, and pressed him in the

strongest terms to go; he told me that the commandant would
not discharge him until the morning. I then went to the

commandant and desired him to do their business, and com-
plained to him of ill treatment ; for, keeping them, as they
were a part of my company, was detaining me. This he jirom-

ised not to do, but to forward my journey as much as he could.

He protested he did not keep them, but was ignorant of the

cause of their stay ; though I soon found it out. He had prom-
ised them a present of guns if they would wait until the morn-
ing. As I was very much pressed by the Indians to wait this

day for them, I consented, on the promise that nothing should

binder them in the morning."
The next morning (16th) the French, in fulfillment of their

promise, had to give the present of guns. They then endeav-

ored to detain the sachems with liquor, which at any other

time might have prevailed, but Washington reminded the half-

king that his royal word was pledged to depart, and urged it

upon him so closely that exerting unwonted resolution and
self-denial, he turned his back upon the liquor and embarked.

It was rough and laborious navigation. French Creek was
swollen and turbulent, and full of floating ice. The frail canoes

were several times in danger of being staved to pieces against

the rocks. Often the voyagers had to leap out and remain in

the water half an hour at a time, drawing the canoes over

shoals, and at one place to carry tliem a quarter of a mile across

a neck of land, the river being completely dammed by ice. It

was not until the 22d that they reached Venango.
Here Washington was obliged, most unwillingly, to part

company with the sachems. White Thunder had hurt himself

and was ill and unable to walk, and the others determined to

remain at Venango for a day or two and convey him down the

river in a canoe. There was danger that the smooth-tongued
and convivial Joncaire would avail himself of the interval to ply

the poor monarchs of the woods with flattery and liquor.

Washington endeavored to put the worthy half-king on his
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guard, knowing that lie had once before shown himself but lit-

tle proof against the seductions of the bottle. The sachem,

however, desired him not to be concerned ; he knew the French
too well for anything to engage him in their favor ; nothing
should shake his faith to his English brothers ; and it will be

found that in these assurances he was sincere.

CHAPTEE TX.

RETURN" FROM VEXANGO. A TRAMP ON FOOT. MURDERING
TOWN. THE INDIAN GUIDE.—TREACHERY. AN ANXIOUS
NIGHT. PERILS ON THE ALLEGHANY RIVER. QUEEN ALI-

QUIPPA. THE OLD WATCH-COAT. RETURN ACROSS THE BLUE
RIDGE.

Ox the 2oth of December, Washington and his little party-

set out by land from Venango on their route homeward. They
had a long winter's journey before them, through a wilderness
beset with dangers and difficulties. The pack-horses, laden
with tents, baggage, and provisions, were completely jaded; it

was feared they would give out. Washington dismounted,
gave up his saddle-horse to aid ii> transporting the baggage,
and requested his companions to do the same. None but the

drivers remained in "the saddle. He now equipped himself in

an Indian hunting-dress, and with Van Braam, Gist, and John
Davidson, the Indian interpreter, proceeded on foot.

The cold increased. There was deep snow that froze as it

fell. The horses grew less and less capable of travelling. For
three days they toiled on slowly and wearily. Washington
was impatient to accomplish his journey, and make his r<r^^rt

to the governor; he determined, therefore, to hasten some di5
tance in advance of the party, and then strike for the For*- -'

the Ohio by the nearest course directly through the wooo-
He accordingly put the cavalcade under the command of Y-v
Braam, and furnished him with money for expenses ; thep Cit

encumbering himself of all superfluous clothing, buckijr.g Him-
self up in a watch-coat, strapping his pack on his shoulders,
containing his papers and provisions, and taking gun in hand,
he left the horses to flounder on, and struck manfully ahead,
a<;companied only by Mr. Gist, who had equipped himself in
like manner.
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At night they lit a fire, and "camped "by it in the woods.
At two o'clock in the morning they were again on foot, and
pressed forward until they struck the southeast fork of Beaver
Creek, at a place hearing the sinister name of Murdering Town
—])rohably the scene of some Indian massacre.

Here Washington, in planning his route, had intended to

leave the regular path, and strike through the woods for

Sliannopins Town, two or three miles above the Fork of the

Oliio, where he hoped to be able to cross the Alleghany Eiver
on the ice.

At Murdering Town he found a party of Indians, who ap-

peared to have known of his coming, and to have been waiting
for him. One of them accosted Mr. Gist, and expressed great

joy at seeing him. The wary woodsman regarded him narrowly,

and thought he had seen him at Joncaire's. If so, he and his

comrades were in the Trench interest, and their lying in wait

boded no good. The Indian was very curious in his inquiries

as to when they had left Venango ; how they came to be traveh

ling on foot; where they had left their horses, and when it was
])robable the latter would reach this place. All these questions

increased the distrust of Gist, and rendered liim extremely
cautious in reply.

The route hence to Shannoj^ins Town lay through a track-

less wild, of which the travellers knew nothing ; after some con-

sultation, therefore, it was deemed expedient to engage one of

the Indians as a guide. He entered upon his duties with alac-

rity, took Washington's pack lipon his back, and led the way
by what he said Mas the most direct course. After travelling

briskly for eight or ten miles Washington became fatigued, and
his feet were chafed ; he thought, too, tliey were taking a di-

rection too much to the northeast ; he came to a halt, therefore,

and determined to light a fire, make a shelter of the bark and
branches of trees, and encamp there for the night. The Indian
demurred; he ofiPered, as Washington was fatigued, to carry

his gun, but the latter was too wary to part with his weapon.
The Indian now grew churlish. There were Ottawa Indians in

the woods, he said, who might be attracted by their fire, and sur-

prise and scalp them ; he urged, therefore, that they should con-

tinue on; he would take them to his cabin, where they would be
safe.

Mr. Gist's suspicions increased, but he said nothing. Wash-
ington's also were awakened. They proceeded some distance

further : the guide paused and listened. He had hea.d, he
said, the report of a gun toward the north ; it must be from
his cabin ; he accordingly turned his steps in that direction.
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AYasliington began to apprehend an ambuscade of savagos.

He knew the hostility of many of them to the English, and

what a desirable troph}:- was the scalp of a white man. The
Indian still kept on toward the north; he pretended to hear

two whoops—they were from his cabin—it could not be far

off.

They went on two miles further, when Washington signified

his determination to encamp at the first water they should find.

The guide said nothing, but kept doggedly on. After a little

while they arrived at an opening in the woods, and emerging

from the deep shadows in which they had been travelling,

found themselves in a clear meadow, rendered still more|j|ight

by the glare of the snow upon the ground. Scarcely had they

emerged when the Indian, who was about fifteen paces ahead,

suddenly turned, leveled his gun, and fired. Washington was

startled for an instant, but, feeling that he was not wounded,

demanded quickly of Mr. Gist if he was shot. The latter an-

swered in the negative. The Indian in the meantime had run

forward, and screened himself behind a large white oak, where

he was reloading his gun. They overtook and seized him.

Gist would have put him to death on the spot, but Washington
humanely prevented him. They permitted him to finish the

loading of his gun ; but, after he had put in the ball, took the

weapon from him, and let him see that he was under guard.

Arriving at a small stream they ordered the Indian to make
a fire, and took turns to watch over the guns. While he was
thus occupied, Gist, a veteran woodsman, and accustomed to

hold the life of an Indian rather cheap, was somewhat incom-

moded by the scruples of his youthful commander, which might
enable the savage to carry out some scheme of treachery. He
observed to Washington that, since he would not suffer the

Indian to be killed, they must manage to get him out of the

way, and then decamp with all speed, and travel all night to

leave this perfidious neighborhood behind them; but first it

was necessary to blind the guide as to their intentions. He
accordingly addressed him in a friendly tone, and adverting to

the late circumstance, pretended to suppose that he had lost

his way, and fired his gun merely as a signal. The Indian,

whether deceived or not, readily chimed in with the explana-

tion. He said he now knew the way to his cabin, which was
at no great distance. "Well, then," replied Gist, "you can go
home, and as we are tired we will remain here for the night,

and follow your track at daylight. In the meantime here is a

cake of bread for you, and you must give us some meat in the

morning."
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Whatever niiglit have been the original designs of tlie sai^

age, he was evidently glad to get off. Gist followed him
cautiously for a distance, and listened until the sound of his

footsteps died away ; returning then to Washington, they pro-

ceeded about half a mile, made another hre, set their compass
and fixed their course by the light of it, then leaving it burn-

ing, puslied forward, and travelled as fast as possible all night,

so as to gain a fair start should any one pursue them at day-

light. Continuing on the next day, they never relaxed their

speed until nightfall, when they arrived on the banks of the

Alleghany Kiver, about two miles above Shannopins Town.
A\jl|rshington had expected to find the river frozen complete-

ly over ; it was so only for about fifty yards from each shore,

while great quantities of broken ice were driving down the

main channel. Trusting that he had out-travelled pursuit, he
encamped on the border of the river ; still it was an anxious

night, and he was up at daybreak to devise some means of

reaching the opposite bank. !No other mode presented itself

than by a raft, and to construct this they had but one poor

hatchet. With this they set resolutely to work and labored all

day, but the sun went down before their raft was finished.

They launched it, however, and getting on board, endeavored

to propel it across with setting poles. Before they were half

way over the raft became jammed between cakes of ice, and
they were in imminent peril. Washington planted his pole on
the bottom of the stream, and leaned against it with all his

might, to stay the raft until the ice should pass by. The rapid

current forced the ice against the pole with such violence that

he was jerked into the water, where it was at least ten feet

deep, and only saved himself from being swept away and
drowned by catching hold of one of the raft logs.

It was now impossible, with all their exertions, to get to

either shore ; abandoning the raft, therefore, they got upon an
island, near which they were drifting. Here they passed the

night exposed to intense cold, by which the hands and feet of Mr.
Gist were frozen. In the morning they found the drift ice

wedged so closely together, that they succeeded in getting from
the island to the opposite side of the river; and before night

were in comfortable quarters at the house of Frazier, the In-

dia-n ^i-ader, at the mouth of Turtle Creek on the Monon-
gahela.

Here they leari^ed from a war party of Indians that a band
of Ottawas, a tribe in the interest of the French, had massacred
a whole family of whiteg oil the banks of the Great Kanawha
Eiver.
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At Prazier's they were detained two or three days, endeavor^

iiig to procure horses. In this interval Washington liad again

occasion to exercise Indian diplomacy. About three miles

distant, at the mouth of the Youghiogheny River, dwelt a

female sachem, Queen Aliquippa, as the English called, her,

whose sovereign dignity had been aggrieved, that the party,

on their way to the Ohio, had passed near her royal wigwam
without paying their respects to her. *

Aware of the importance, at this critical juncture, of securing

the friendship of the Indians, Washington availed himself of

the interruption of his journey, to pay a visit of ceremony to

this native princess. Whatever anger she may have felt at

past neglect, it was readily appeased by a present of his old

watch-coat ; and her good graces were completely secured by

a bottle of rum, which, he intimates, appeared to be peculiarly

acceptable to her majesty.

Leaving Frazier's on the 1st of January, the}^ arrived on the

2d at Gist's residence, sixteen miles from the Monongahela.

Here they separated, and Washington, having purchased a

horse, continued his homeward course, passing horses laden

with materials and stores for the fort at the Fork of the Ohio,

and families going out to settle there.

Having crossed the Blue Kidge and stopped one day at

Belvoir to rest, he reached Williamsburg on the 16th of

January, where he delivered to Gerernor Dinwiddie the letter

of the French commandant, and made him a full report of the

events of his mission.

We have been minute in our account of this expedition, as

it was an early test and development of the various talents and
characteristics of Washington.
The prudence, sagacity, resolution, firmness, and self-devotion

manifested by him throughout; his admirable tact and self-

possession in treating with field aliavages and crafty white men
;

the soldier's eye with which he had noticed the commanding and
defensible points of the country, and everything that would
bearupon military operations ; and the hardihood with whicli

he had acquitted himself during a wintry tramp through the

wilderness, thrpugh constant storms of rain and snow, often

sleeping on the ground, without a tent, in the open air, and in

danger from treacherous foes,—all pointed him out, not merely

to the governor, but to the public at large, as one eminently

fitted, notwithstanding his youth, for important trusts, involving

civil as well as military duties. It is an expedition that may
be considered the foundatron of his fortunes. From that

moment he was the rising hope of Virginia.
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CHAPTER X.

REPLY OF THE CIIEYALIEK I)E ST. PIERRE. TRENT's MISSIOX
TO THE FkOXTIER. WASHINGTON RECRUITS TROOPS.
DIXWIDDIE AXD the house of BURGESSES. IXDEPEXDEXT
COXDUCT OF THE VIRGIXIAXS. EXPEDIEXTS TO GAIX RE-

CRUITS. JACOB VAX BRAAM IX SERVICE. TOILFUL MARCH TO
wills' creek. COXTRECCEUR AT THE FORK OF THE OHIO.

trext's refactory troops

The reply of the Chevalier de St. Pierre was such as might
have been expected from that courteous but wary commander.
He should transmit, he said, the letter of Governor Dinwiddie

to liis General, the Marquis Duquesne, " to whom," observed

he, " it better belongs than to me to set forth the evidence

and reality of the riglits of the king, my master, upon the lands

situated along the river Ohio, and to contest the pretensions

of the king of Great Britain thereto. His answer shall be a

law to me. ... As to the summons you send me to retire, I

do not think myself obliged to obey it. Whatever may be

your instructions, I am here by virtue of the orders of my
"general ; and I entreat you, sir, not to doubt one moment but

that I am determined to conform myself to them with all the

exactness and resolution which can be expected from the best

officer.". . .

" I made it my j^articular care," adds he, " to receive Mr.

Washington with a distinction suitable to your dignity, as well

as his own quality and great merit. I flatter myself that he

will do me this justice befor0^ou, sir, and that he will signify

to you, in the manner I do myself, the profound respect with

which I am, sir," etc.*"

This soldier-like and punctilious letter of the chevalier- was
considered evasive, and only intended to gain time. The in-

formation given by Washington of what he had observed on the

frontier convinced Governor Dinwiddie and his council that the

French were preparing to descend the Ohio in the spring, and
take military possession of the country. Washington's
journal was printed and widely promulgated throughout the

«olonies and England, and awakened the nation to a sense of

* London Mag., June 1754.
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the impending clanger, and the necessity of prompt measures

to anticipate the French movements.

Caj^tain Trent was despatched to the frontier, commissioned

to raise a company of one hundred men, march with all speed

to the Fork of the Oliio, and finish as soon as possible the fort

commenced there by the Ohio Company. He was enjoined to

act only on the defensive, but to capture or destroy whoever
sliouhl oppose the construction of the works, or disturb the

settlements. The choice of Captain Trent for this service,

notwithstanding his late inefficient expedition, was probably

owing to his being brotlier-in-law to George Croglian, who had
g^o^^^l to l>e quite a personage of consequence on tlie frontier,

where he had an establishment or trading-house, and was sup-

posed to have great influence among the western tribes, so as

to able at any time to jjersuade many of them to take up tlie

hatchet.

Washington was empowered to raise a company of like force

at Alexandria ; to procure and forward munitions and supplies

for the projected fort at the Fork, and ultimately to have com-
mand of both companies. When on the frontier he was to take

counsel of George Croghan and Andrew Montour the interpre-

ter, in all matters relating to the Indians, they being esteemed
perfect oracles in that department.

Governor Dinwiddie in the meantime called upon the gover-

nors of the other provinces to make common cause against the

foe ; he endeavored, also, to effect alliances with the Indian
tribes of the south, the C'atawbas and Cherokees, by way of

counterbalancing the Chippewas and Ottawas, wdio were
devoted to the French.

The colonies, liowever, felt as yet too much like isolated ter-

ritories ; the spirit of union was wanting. Some pleaded a

want of military funds; some questioned the justice of the

cause ; some declined taking any hostile step that might involv(^

them in a war, unless they should have direct orders from the

crown.

Dinwiddie convened the House of Burgesses to devise meas-
nr«s for the public security. Here his high idea of ^prerogative

.ind of gubernatorial dignity met with a grievous countercheck
from the dawning spirit of independence. High as were the

powers vested in the colonial government of Virginia, of which,
though but lieutenant-governor, he had the actual control

;

they were counterbalanced by the power inherent in the people,

growing out of their situation and circumstances, and acting

through their representatives.

There was no turbulent fiuttions opposition to government in
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Virginia ; no " fierce domocrac}-," the rank growth of crowded
cities, and a fermenting pojDulace ; but there was the independ-
ence of men, living apart,in patriarchal style on their own rural

domains ; surrounded b}^ their families, dependants, and slaves,

among whom their will was law,—and there was the individual-

ity in character and action of men prone to nurture peculiar

notions and habits of thinking, in the thoughtful solitariness

of country life.

AVhen Dinwiddie propounded his scheme of operations ontlie

Ohio, some of the burgesses had the hardihood to doubt the

claims of the king to the disputed territory ; a doubt which
the governor reprobated as savoring strongly of a most dis-

loyal French spirit ; he fired, as he says, at the thought ^Hhat
an English legislature should presume to doubt the right of

His Majesty to the interior parts of this continent, tlie back
part of his dominions !

"

Others demurred to any grant of means for military j)urposes

which might be construed into an a(!t of hostility. To meet
this scruple it was suggested that the grant might be made for

the purpose of encouraging and protecting all settlers on the

waters of the Mississippi. And under this specious plea ten

thousand pounds were grudgingly voted ; but even this mod-
erate sum was not put at the absolute disposition of the govern-

or. A committee was appointed with whom he was to confer

as to its appropriation.

This precaution Dinwiddie considered an insulting invasion

of the right he possessed as governor to control the purse as

well as the sword ; and he complained bitterly of the Assembly,
as deeply tinctured witli a republican way of thinking, and
disposed to encroach on the prerogative of the crown, '" which
he feared would render them more and more difiicult to be
brought to order."

Ways and means being provided, Governor Dinwiddie aug-

mented the number of trooj^s to be enlisted to three hundred,

divided into six companies. The command of the whole, as

before, was offered to Washington, but he shrank from it, as a

charge too great for his youth and inexperience. It was given,

therefore, to Colonel Joshua Fry, an English gentleman of worth
and education, and Washington was m^de second in command,
with the rank of lieutenant-colonel.

The recruiting, at first, went on slowly. Those who offered

to enlist, says Washington, were for the most part loose, idle

persons without house or home, some without shoes or stockings,

some shirtless, and many without coat or waistcoat.

He was young in the recruiting service, or he would have
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known that such is generally the stuff of which armies are

made. In this country, especialh', it has always been difficult

to enlist the active yeomanry by holding out merely the pay
of a soldier. The means of subsistence are too easily obtained

by tlie industri;>us, for them to give up home and personal in-

dependence for a mere daily support. Some may be tempted
by a love of adventure ; but in general, they require some
prospect of ultimate advantage that may " better their condi-

tion."

Governor Dinwiddie became sensible of this, and resorted to

an expedient rising out of the natural rescmrces of the country,

which has since been frequently adopted, and always with
efficacy. He proclaimed a bounty of two hundred thousand
acres of land on the Ohio River, to be divided among the offi-

cers and soldiers who should engage in this expedition ; one

thousand to be laid off contiguous to the fort on the Fork, for

the use of the garrison. This was a tempting bait to the

sons of farmers, who readily enlisted in the hope of having, at

the end of a short campaign, a snug, farm of their own in this

land of promise.

It was a more difficult matter to get officers than soldiers.

Very few of those appointed made their appearance ; one of the

captains had been promoted ; two declined ; Washington found
himself left, almost alone, to manage a number of self-willed,

undisciplined recruits. Happily he had with him, in the rank
of lieutenant, that soldier of fortune, Jacob Van Braam, his

old "master of fence,"' and travelling interpreter.

In his emergency he forthwith nominated him captain, and
wrote to the governor to confirm the appointment, represent-

ing him as the oldest lieutenant and an experienced officer.

On the 2d of April Washington set off from Alexandria for

the new fort, at the Fork of the Ohio. He had but two com-
panies with liim, amounting to about one hundred and fifty

men : the remainder of the regiment was to follow under Colonel

Fry with the artillery, which was to be conveyed up the Poto-

mac. While on the march he was joined by a detachment
under Captain Adam Stephen, an officer destined to serve with
him at distant periods of his military career.

At Winchester he found it impossible t) obtain conveyances
by gentle means, and was obliged reluctantly to avail himself
of the militia law of Virginia, and impress horses and wagons
for service

;
giving the owners orders on government for their

appraised value. Even then, out of a great number impressed,
lie obtained but ten, after waiting a week ; these, too, were
grudgingly furnished by farmers with their worst horses, so
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that in steep and difficult passes, they were incompetent to the

draught, and the soldiers had continually to put their shoulders

to the wheels.

Thus slenderly fitted out, Washington and his little force

made their way toilfully across the mountains, having to pre-

pare the roads as they went for the transportation of tlie cannon,

,

which were to follow on with the other division under Colonel Fry.

They cheered themselves with tlie thoughts tliat tliis hard
work would cease when they should arrive at tlie comjjany's

trading-post and storehouse at Wills' Creek, where Captain

Trent was to have pack-horses in readiness, with which tliey

might make the rest of the wa\" by light stages. Before

arriving there they were startled by a rumor that Trent and
all his men had been captured by the French. With regard to

Trent, the news soon proved to be false, for they found him at

Wills' Creek on the 20th of April. AYith regard to his men
tliere was still an uncertainty. He had recently left tliem at

the Fork of the Ohio, busily at work on the fort, under the

command of his lieutenant, Frazier, late Indian trader and
gunsmith, but now a provincial officer. If the men had been
captured, it must have been since the captain's departure.

AVashington was eager to press forward and ascertain the truth,

but it was impossible. Trent, inefficient as usual, had faik'd

to provide pack-horses. It was necessary to send to AVinches-

ter, sixty miles distant, for baggage wagons, and await their

arrival. All uncertainty as to the fate of the men, however,

was brought to a close by their arrival, on the 25th, conducted
by an ensign, and bringing with them their working imple-

ments. The French might well boast that they had again been
too quick for the Englisli. (Japtain Contrecoeur, an alert offi-

cer, had embarked al)out a thousand men witli field-])ieces, in a

fleet of sixty batteaux and tliree hundred canoes, dropped down
the river from Yenango, and suddenly made his ai)pearance

before the fort, on which the men were working, and which
was not half completed. Landing, drawing up his men, and
planting his artillery, he summoned the fort to surrender,

allowing one hour for a written reply.

What was to be done ! The whole garrison did not exceed
fifty men. Captain Trent was absent at Wills' Creek ; Frazier,

his lieutenant, was at his own residence at Turtle Creek, ten

miles distant. There was no officer to reply but a young ensign

of the name of AYard. In his perplexity he turned for counsel
to Tanacharisson, the half-king, who was present in the fort.

The chief advised the ensign to plead insufficiency of rank and
powers, and crave delay until the arrival of his superior officer.
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The ensign repaired to the Frencli camp to offer this excuse in

person, and was accompanied hy tlie half-king. They were

courteously received, hut Contreca'ur was iniiexihle. There
must be instant surrender, or he would take forcible possession.

All that the ensign could obtain was permission to depart with

his men, taking with ihem their working tools. The capitula-

tion ended. Contrecceur, with true French gayety, invited the

ensign to sup with him ; treated him with the utmost polite-

ness, and wished him a pleasant journey, as he set off the next

morning with his men laden with their working tools.

Such was the ensign's storj^ He was accompanied by two
Indian warriors, sent by the half-king to ascertain where the

detachment was, what was its strength, and when it might be ex-

pected at the Ohio. They bore a speech from that sachem to

Washington, and another, with a belt of wampum for the

Governor of Virginia. In these he plighted his steadfast faith

to the English, and claimed assistance from his brothers of Vir-

ginia and Pennsylvania.

One of these warriors Washington forwarded on with the

speech and wampum to Governor Dinwiddie. The other he
prevailed on to return to the half-king, bearing a speech from
him, addressed to the " sachems, warriors of the Six United
Nations, Shannoahs and Delawares, our friends and brethren."

In this he informed them that he was on the advance with a

part of the army, to clear the road for a greater force coming
with guns, ammunition, and provisions ; and he invited the

half-king and another sachem to meet him on the road as soon

as possible to hold a council.

In fact, his situation was arduous in the extreme. Kegard-
ing the conduct of the French in the recent occurrence an overt

act of war, he found himself thrown with a handful of raw re-

cruits far on a hostile frontier, in the midst of a wilderness,

with an enemy at hand greatly superior in number and disci-

pline
;
provided with artillery, and all the munitions of war, and

within reach of constant supplies and reinforcements. Beside
the French that had <3ome from Venango, he had received credi-

ble accounts of anotlier party ascending the Ohio ; and of six

hundred Chippewas and Ottawas marching down Scioto Creek
to join the hostile camp. Still, notwithstanding the accumulat-
ing danger, it would not do to fall back, nor show signs of ap-

prehension. His Indian allies in such case might desert him.
The soldiery, too, might grow restless and dissatisfied. H«
was already annoyed by Captain Trent's men, who, having en-

listed as volunteers, considered themselves exempt from th«

rigor of martial law ; and by their example of loose and re-

L
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fractory conduct, threatened to destroy t])«^ subordination of his

own troops.

In this dilemma he called a council of war, in Avhich it was
determined to proceed to the Ohio Company storehouse, at the

mouth of Redstone Creek ; fortify themselves there, and wait

for reinforcements. Here they might keep up a vigilant watch
upon the enem}^, and get notice of any hostile movement in

time for defense, or retreat ; and should they be reinforced suf-

ficiently to enable them to attack the fort, they 'could easily

drop down the river with their artillery.

With these alternatives in view, Washington detached sixty

men in advance to make a road; and at the same time wrote to

Governor Dinwiddie for mortars and grenadoes, and cannon of

heavy metal.

Aware that the Assembly of Pennsylvania was in session,

and that the Maryland Assembly would also meet in the course

of a few days, he wrote directly to the governors of those pro-

vinces, acquainting them with the hostile acts of the French,

and with his perilous situation ; and endeavoring to rouse them
to cooperation in the common cause. We will here note in ad-

vance that his letter was laid before the Legislature of Pennsyl-
vania, and a bill was about to be passed making appropriations

for the service of the king ; but it fell through, in consequence
of a disagreement between the Assembly and the governor as

to the mode in which the money should be raised ; and so no
assistance was furnished to AVashington from that quarter.

The youthful commander had here a foretaste, in these his in-

cipient campaigns, of the jierils and perplexities which awaited
him from enemies in the field, and lax friends in legislative

councils in the grander operations of his future 3'ears. Before
setting off for Redstone Creek, he discharged Trent's refractory

men from his detachment, ordering them to wait Colonel Pr^^'s

commands ; they, however, in true spirit of volunteers from the

backwoods, dispersed to their several homes.
It may be as well to observe, in this place, that both Captain

Trent and Lieutenant Prazier were severely censured for being
absent from their post at the time of the Prench summons.
" Trent's behavior," said Washington, in a letter to Governor
Dinwiddle, " has been very tardy, and has convinced the world

of what they before suspected—his great timidit}'. Lieutenant
Prazier, though not altogether blameless, is much more excus-

able, for he would not accept of the commission until he had a

promise from his captain that he should not reside at the fort,

nor visit it above once a week, or as he saw necessity." In
fact, Washington subsequently^ recommended Prazier for the

office of adjutant.
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CHAPTEK XI.

MARCH TO THE LITTLE MEADOWS. RUMORS FROM THE OHIO.

—

CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE BANKS OF THE YOUGHIOGHENY.
ATTEMPT TO DESCEND THAT RIVER. ALARMING REPORTS.
SCOUTING PARTIES. PERILOUS SITUATION OF THE CAMP.
GIST AND LA FORCE. MESSAGE FROM THE HALF-KING.

FRENCH TRACKS. THE JUMONVILLE SKIRMISH. TREATMENT
OF LA FORCE. POSITION AT THE GREAT MEADOWS. BELLI-

GERENT FEELINGS OF A YOUNG SOLDIER.

On tlie 29th of April Wasliington set out from Wills' Creek
at the head of one hundred and sixty men. He soon overtook

those sent in adv^anee to wcn-k the road ; they had made but
little progress. It was a difficult task to break a road through
the wilderness sufficient for the artilUny coming on with Col-

onel Fry's division. All hands were now set to work, but with
all their labor they could not accomplish more than four miles

a day. They were toiling through Savage Mountain and that

dreary forest region beyond it, since bearing the sinister name
of " the Shades of Death." On the 9th of May they were not

further than twenty miles from Wills' Creek, at a place called

the Little Meadows.
Every day came gloomy accounts from the Ohio ; brought

chiefly by traders, wlio, with pack-horses bearing their effects,

were retreating to the more settled parts of the country. Some
exaggerated the number of the French, as if strongly rein-

forced. All represented them as diligently at work construct-

ing a fort. By their account Washington perceived the

French had chosen the very place which he had noted in his

journal as best fitted for the purpose.

One of the traders gave information concerning La Force,

the French emissary who had beset Washington when on his

mission to the frontier, and acted, as he thought, the part of a

Rpy. He had been at Gist's new settlement beyond Laurel
Hill, and was prowling about the country with four soldiers at

his heels on a pretended hunt after deserters. Washington
suspected liim to be on a reconnoitering expedition.

It was reported, moreover, that the French were lavishing
presents on the Indians about the lower part of the' river, to

draw them to their standard. Among all these flying reports
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and alarms Washington was gratified to learn that the half-

king was on his way to meet him at the head of fifty warriors.

After infinite toil through swamps and forests, and over rug-
ged mountains, the detachment arrived at the Youghiogheny
Kiver, where they were detained some days constructing a
bridge to cross it.

This gave Washington leisure to correspond with Governor
Dinwiddie, concerning matters wliich had deeply annoyed him.
By an ill-judged economy of the Virginia government at this

critical juncture, its provincial officers received less pay than
that allowed in the regular army. It is true the regular
officers were obliged to furnish their own table, but their

superior pay enabled them to do it luxuriously ; wliereas the
provincials were obliged to do hard duty on salt provisions and
water. The provincial officers resented this inferiority of pay
as an indignity, and declared that nothing j^revented them
from throwing up their commissions but unwillingness to re-

cede before approaching danger
Washington shared deeply this feeling. " Let him serve

voluntarily, and he would with the greatest pleasure in life de-

vote his services to the expedition—but to be slaving through
woods, rocks, and mountains, for the shadow of pay—" writes

he, " I would rather toil like a day laborer for a maintenance,
if reduced to the necessity, than serve on such ignoble terms."
Parity of pay was indispensable to the dignity of the service.

Other instances of false economy were pointed out by him,
forming so many drags upon the expedition that he quite

despaired of success. ''Be the consequence what it will, how-
ever,'^ adds he, " I am determined not to leave the regiment,
but to be among the last men that leave the Ohio ; even if I

serve as a private volunteer, which I greatly prefer to the es-

tablishment we are upon .... I have a constitution hardy
enough to encounter and undergo the most severe trials, and I

flatter myself resolution to face what any man dares, as shall

be proved when it comes to the test.

And in a letter to his friend Colonel Fairfax

—

'- For my own
part," writes he, " it is a matter almost indifferent whether 1

serve for full pay or as a generous volunteer ; indeed, did my
circumstances corresjiond with my inclinations, I should not
hesitate a moment to prefer the latter

;
/'or the motives that

haoe led^me here are pure and noble. Ihad no view of ac-

quisition hut that of honor^ hy servingfaithfidlij my king and
countryP

Such were the noble impulses of Washington at the age of

twenty-two, and such continued to actuate him throughout life.
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11)We have put the latter part of the quotation in italics, as

plicable to the motives which in after life carried liim into Wxa

Kevolution.

While the bridge over the Youghiogheny was in the course

of construction, the Indians assured Washington he would
never be able to open a wagon-road across the mountains to

Kedstone Creek ; he embarked, therefore, in a canoe with a

lieutenant, three soldiers, and an Indian guide, to try whether
it was possible to descend the river. The}' had not descended
above ten miles before the Indian refused to go furtlier. Wasli-

ington soon ascertained the reason. " Indians," said he, " ex-

pect presents—nothing can be done without them. The French
take this method. If you want one or more to conduct a party,

to discover the country, to hunt, or for any particular purpose,

they must be bought ; their friendship is not so warm as to

prompt them to these services gratis." The Indian guide in

the present instance was propitiated by the promise of one of

Washington's ruffled shirts and a watch-coat.

The river was bordered by mountains and obstructed by
rocks and rapids. Indians might thread such a labyrinth in

their light canoes, but it would never admit the transportation

of troops and military stores. Wasliington kept on for thirty

miles, until he came to a place wliere the river fell nearly forty

feet in the space of fifty yards. There he ceased to explore,

and returned to camp, resolving to continue forward b}^ land.

On the 23d Indian scouts brought word that tlie French
were not above eight hundred strong, and that about half their

number had been detached at night on a secret expedition.

Close upon this report came a message from the half-king, ad-

dressed "to the first of His Majesty's officers wiiom it may
concern."

" It is reported," said he, " that the French army is coming
to meet Major Washington. Be on your guard against them
my brethren, for they intend to strike the first English they
shall see. They have been on their march two days. I know
not their number. The half-king and the rest of the chiefs

will be with you in five days to hold a council."

In the evening Washington was told that the French were
crossing the ford of the Youghiogheny about eighteen miles
distant. He now hastened to take a position in a pljice called

the Great Meadows, where he caused the bushes to be cleared

away, made an intrenchment, and prepared what he termed
" a charming field for an encounter."

A party of scouts were mounted on wagon horses, and sent
out to reconnoiter. They returned without having seen an
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enemy. A sensitiveness prevailed in the camp. They were
surrounded by forests, threatened by unseen foes, and hourly

in danger of surprise. There was an ahirni about two o'clock

in the night. The sentries fired upon what they took to be

prowling foes. The troops sprang to arms, and remained on
the alert until daybreak. Not an enemy was to be seen. The
roll was called. Six men were missing, who had deserted.

On the 25th Mr. Gist arrived from his place, about fifteen

miles distant. La Force had been there at noon on the i)re-

vious day, with a detachment of fifty men, and Gist had since

come upon their track within five miles of the camp. Wasli-

ington considered La Force a bold, enterprising man, subtle

and dangerous; one to be particularly guarded against. He
detached seventy-five men in pursuit of him and his prowling
band.

About nine o'clock at night came an Indian messenger from
the half-king, who was encamped with several of his peo])le

about six miles off. The chief had seen tracks of two French-

men, and was convinced their whole body must be in ambush
near by.

Washington considered this the force which had been hover-

ing about him for several days, and determined to forestall

their hostile designs. Leaving a guard with the baggage and
ammunition, he set out before ten o'clock, with forty men, to

join his Indian ally. They groped their way in single file, by
footpaths through the woods, in a heavy rain and murky dark-

ness, tripping occasionally and stumbling over each other,

sometimes losing the track for fifteen or twenty minutes, so

that it was near sunrise when they reached the camp of the

half-king.

That chieftain received the youthful commander with great

demonstrations of friendship, and engaged to go hand in hand
with him against the lurking enemy. He set out accordingly,

accompanied b\' a few of his warriors and his associate

sachem Scarooyadi or Monacatoocha, and conducted Wash-
ington to the tracks which he had discovered. Upon these

he put two of his Indians. They followed them up like

hounds, and brought back word that they had traced them to

a low bottom surrounded by rocks and trees, where the Frencli

w^ere encamped, having built a few cabins for shelter from the

rain.

A plan was now concerted to come upon them by surprise

;

Washington with his men on the right; the half-king with his

warriors on the left ; all as silently as possible. Washington
was the first upon the ground. As he advanced from among
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the rocks and trees at the liead of his men, the French caught

sight of him and ran to their arms. A sharp firing instantly

took phice, and wus kept up on botli sides for about fifteen

minutes. Washington and his party were mostexj^osed and re-

ceived all the enemy's fire. The halls whistled around him

;

one man was killed close by him, and three others wounded.

The French at lengtli, haying lost several of their number,

gave way and ran. They were soon overtaken; twenty-one

were captured, and but one escaped, a Canadian, who carried

the tidings of the affair to the fort on the Ohio. The Indians

would liave massacred tlie prisoners had not Washington pre-

vented them. Ten of the French liad fallen in the skirmish,

and one had been wounded. Washington's loss was the one killed

and three wounded which we have mentioned. He had been
in the hottest fire, and having for the first time heard balls

whistle about him, considered his escape miraculous. Jumon-
ville, the French leader, had been shot through the head at the

first fire. He was a young officer of merit, and his fate was
made the subject of lamentation in prose and verse—chiefly

through political motives.

Of the twenty-one prisoners, the two most important were
an officer of some consequence named Drouillon, and the subtle

and redoubtable La Force. As Washington considered the

latter an arcli mischief-maker, he was rejoiced to have him in

his power. La Force and his companion would fain have as-

sumed the sacred characters of ambassadors, pretending they

were coming with a summons to him to depart from the ter-

ritories belonging to the crown of France.

Unluckily for their pretensions, a letter of instructions,

found on Jumonville, betrayed their real errand, wliich was to

inform themselves of the roads, rivers, and other features of

the country as far as the Potomac ; to send back from time to

time, by fleet messengers, all the information they could collect,

and to give word of tlie day on which they intended to serve

the summons.
Their conduct had been conformable. Instead of coming in

a direct and open manner to his encam])ment, when they had
ascertained where it was, and delivering their summons, as they
would have done had tlieir designs been frank and loyal, they

"^lad moved back two mih\s, to one of tlie most secret retire-

ments, better for a deserter than an ambassador to encamp in,

and stayed there, within five miles of his camp, sending spies

to reconnoiter it, and despatching messengers to Contreca?ur to

inform him of its position and numerical strength, to the end,

no doubt, that he might sond a sufficient detacliment to enforce
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the summons as soon as it should he given. In fact, the foot

prints which had first led to the discovery of the French lurk-

ing-place, were those of two " runners " or swift messengers,
sent hy Jumonville to the fort on the Ohio.

It would seem that La Force, after all, was hut an instru-

ment in the hands of his commanding officers, and not in their f

full confidence
; for when the commission and instructions found

on Jumonville were read hefore him, he professed not to have
seen them hefore, and acknowledged, with somewhat of an air

of ingenuousness, that he believed they had a hostile ten-

dency.*

Upon the whole, it was the opinion of Washington and his

ofiicers that tlie summons, on which so much stress was laid,

was a mere specious pretext to mask their real designs and be

used as occasion might require. " That they were spies rather

than anything else," and were to be treated as prisoners of

war.

The half-king joined heartily in this opinion : indeed, had
the fate of the prisoners been in his hands, neither diplomacy
nor anything else would have been of avail. "They came with
hostile intentions," he said ;

" they had bad hearts, and if his

English brothers were so foolish as to let them go, he would
never aid in taking another Frenchman."
The prisoners were accordingly conducted to the camp at the

Great Meadows, and sent on the following day (29th), under a

strong escort to Governor Dinwiddle, then at Winchester.
Washington had treated them with great courtesy ; had
furnished Drouillon and La Force with clothing from his own
scanty stock, and, at their request, given them letters to the

governor, bespeaking for them "the respect and favor due to

their character and personal merit."
A sense of duty, however, obliged him, in his general de-

spatch, to put the governor on his guard against La Force. "I
really think, if released, he would do more to our disservice than
fifty other men, as he is a person whose active spirit leads him
into all parties, and has brought him acquainted with all parts

of the country. Add to this a perfect knowledge of the Indian
tongue, and great influence with the Indians."

After the departure of the prisoners, he wrote again respect-

ing them :
" I have still stronger presumption, indeed almost

confirmation, that they were sent as spies, and were ordered to

wait near us, till they were fully informed of our intentions,

situation and strength, and were to have acquainted their com-

1754.
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mander therewith, and to have been hirking here for reinforce-

ments before they served the summons, if served at all.

"I doubt not but they will endeavor to amuse you with
many smooth stories, as they did me ; but they were confuted in

them all, and, by circumstances too plain to be denied, almost
made ashamed of their assertions.

"I have heard since they went away, they should say they
called on us not to fire ; but that I know to be false, for I was
the first man that ap^n-oached them, and the first whom they
saw, and immediately they ran to their arms, and fired briskly

till they were defeated." .... ^' I fancy they will have
tlie assurance of asking the privileges duo to an embass}^, when
in strict justice they ought to be hanged as spies of the worst
sort."

The situation of Washington was now extremely perilous.

Contreca'ur, it was said, had nearly a thousand men with him
at the fort, besides Indian allies ; and reinforcements -were on
the way to join him. The messengers sent by Jumonville,
previous to the late affair, must have ai)prised him of the weak-
ness of the encampment on the Great Meadows. Washington
hastened-to strengthen it. He wrote by express also to Col-

onel Fr}', who lay ill at Wills' Creek, urging instant reinforce-

ments ; but declaring his resolution to "fight with very un-
equal numbers rather than give up one inch of what he had
gained.

The half-king was full of light. Ho sent the scalps of the
Frenchmen slain in the late skirmish, accompanied by black
wampum hatchets, to all his allies, summoning them to take

up arms and join liiin at Kedstone Creek, ''for their brothers,

the English, had now begun in earnest." It is said he would
even have sent the scalps of the prisoners had not Washington
interfered.* He went off for his home, promising to send down
the river for all the Mingoea and Shawnees, and to be back at

the camp on theoOtli, with thirty or forty warriors, accompanied
b}' their wives and (children. To assist him in tlie transporta-

tion of his people a. id their effects thirty ukui were detached,

and twenty horses.

" I shall expect every hour to be attacked,'' writes WashingtoD
to Governor Dinwiddie, on the 29th, " and by unequal numbers,
which I must withstand, if there are five to one, for I fear the

consequence will be that we shall lose the Indians if we suffer

ourselves to be driven back. Your honor may depend I will

not be surprised, let them come at what hour they will, and

•Letter from Virginia. Lond'ni TAr/r/. 1754.
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this is as much as I (^an promise ; hut my hest endeavors shall

not be wanting to effect more. I douht not, if you liear I am
beaten, but you will hear at the same time tiiat we have done
our duty in fighting as long as there is a shadow of hope.*'

The fact is, that Washington was in a high state of military

excitement. He was a young soldier ; had been for the first

time in action, and been successful. The letters we have
already quoted show, in some degree, the fervor of his mind,
and his readiness to brave the worst ; but a short letter written

to one of his brothers, on the 31st, lays open the recesses of his

heart.

" We expect every hour to be attacked by superior force ; but
if they forbear but one day longer we shall be prepared for

them We have already got intrencliments, and are

about a palisade, which, I hope, will be finished to-day. The
Mingoes have struck the French, and, I hope, will give a good
blow before they have done. I ex]>ect forty odd of them here

to night, which, with our fort and some reinforcements from
Colonel Fry, will enable us to exert our noble courage with
spirit."

Alluding in a i)ostcript to the late affair, he adds; *' I fort-

unately escaped without any wound ; for the right wing, where
I stood, was exposed to, and received all the enemy's fire ; and
it was the part where the man was killed and the rest wounded.
1 heard the bullets ichistle, arid, believe me, there is so)nething

charming in the soundP
This rodomontade, as Horace Walpole terms it, reached the

ears of George II. " He would not say so," observed the king,

dryly, " if he had been used to hear many." *

Washington himself thought so when more experienced in

warfare. Being asked, many years afterwards, whether he
really had made such a speech about the whistling of bullets,

"If I said so," re[)liedhe quietly, "it was when I was young."t
He was, indeed, but twenty-two years old when he said it ; it

was just after his first battle; he was flushed with success,

and was writing to a brother.

* This anecdote has hitherto rested on the authority of Horace Wal-
pole, who gives it in his memoirs of George II., and in his correspond-
ence. He cites the rodomontade as contained in the express despatched
by Washington, whom he pronounces a '" brave braggart." As no de-

spatch of Washington contains any rodomontade of the kind, as it is

quite at variance with the general tenor of his character, and as Horace
Walpole is well known to have been a ''great gossip dealer," apt to

catch up any idle rumor that would give piquancy to a paragraph, the

story has been held in great distrust. We met with the letter recently,

however, in a coluinn of the London Mrr/azine for 1754, page 370, into

which it must have found its way not long after it was written.

t Ghordon, Rist. Am. VTar, vol. ii. p. 203.
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CHAPTEE XII.

SCARCITY IN THE CAMP. DEATH OF COLONEL FRY. PROMO-
TIONS. MACKAY AND HIS INDEPENDENT COMPANY. MAJOR
MUSE.— INDIAN CEREMONIALS. PUBLIC PRAYERS IN CAMP.
ALAR S. INDEPENDENCE OF AN INDEPENDENT COMPANY.
AFFAIRS AT THE GRHfAT MEADOWS. DESERTION OF THE

INDIAN ALLIES. CAPITULATION OF FORT NECESSITY. VAN
BRAAM AS AN INTERPRETER. INDIAN PLUNDERERS. RE-
TURN TO WWiLIAMSBURG. VOTE OF THANKS OF THE HOUSE
OF BURGESSES. SUBSEQUENT FORTUNES OF THE HALF-KING.
COMMENTS ON THE AFFAIR OF JUMONVILLE AND THE CON-

DUCT OF VAN BRAAM.

Scarcity Legan to prevail in the camp. Contracts had been
made with George Croghan for flour, of which he had large

quantities at liis frontier establishment ; for he was now trad-

ing witli the army as well as with the Indians. None, how-
ever, made its appearance. There was mismanagement in the

commissariat. At one time the troops were six days without
flour: and even then had only a casual supply from an Ohio
trader. In this timeof scarcity the half-king, his fellow-sachem

ScarooA'adi, and thirty or forty warriors, arrived, bringing with
them their wives and children—so many more hungry mouths
to be supplied. Washington wrote urgently to Croghan to send
forward all the flour he could furnish.

Xews came of the death of Colonel Fry at Wills' Creek, and
tliat he was to be succeeded in command of the expedition by
Colonel James Innes of North Carolina, who was actually at

Winchester with tliree hundred and flfty North Carolina trooi)s.

Washington, who felt the increasing responsibilities and difli-

("ultie.s of liis situation, rejoiced at tJie prospect of being under
the command of an experienced officer, who had served in com-
pany with his brother Lawrence at the siege of Carthagena.

The colonel, however, never came to the camp, nor did the

North Carolina troops render any service in the campaign—the

fortunes of which might otherwise have been very different.

By the death of Fry the command of the regiment devolved

on Washington. Finding a blank major's commission among
Fry's papers, he gave it to Captain Adam Stephen, who had
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cor.ducted himself with spirit. As there would necessarily be

other changes, he wrote to Governor Dinwiddle in behalf of

Jacob Van Braam. "He has actea as captain ever since we
left Alexandria. He is an experienced officer, and worthy of

the command he has enjoyed."

The palisaded fort was now completed, and was named Fort
Necessity, from the pinching famine that had prevailed during
its construction. The scanty force in camp was augmented to

three hundred, by the arriA-al from Wills' Creek of tlie men
who had been under Colonel Fry. With tliem came the surgeon
of the regiment. Dr. James Craik, a Scotchman by birtli, and
one destined to become a faithful and confidential friend of

Washington for the remainder of his life.

A letter from Governor Dinwiddle announced, however, that

Captain Mackay would soon arrive with an iitdependent com-
pany of one hundred men, from South Carolina.

The title of independent company had a sound ominous of

trouble. Troops of the kind, raised in the colonies, under di-

rection of the governors, were paid by the Crown, and the offi-

cers had king's commissions; such, doubtless, had Captain
Mackay. "I should have been particularly obliged," writes

Washington to Governor Dinwiddle, "if you had declared

whether he was under my command, or independent of it. I

hope he will have more sense than to insist upon any unreason-

able distinction, because he and his officers have commissions
from His Majesty. Let him consider, though we are greatly

inferior in respect to advantages of profit, yet we have the

same spirit to serve our gracious king as they have, and are as

ready and willing to sacrifice our lives for our country's good.

And here, once more, and for the last time, I must say, that it

will be a circumstance which will act upon some officers of this

regiment, above all measure, to be obliged to serve upon such
different terms, when their lives, their fortunes, and their oper-

ations are equally, and, I dare say, as effectually exposed as

those of others, who are happy enough to have the king's com-
mission."

On the 9th arrived Washington's early instructor in military

tactics, Adjutant Mu&e, recently appointed a major in the regi-

ment. He was accompanied by Montour, the Indian interpre-

ter, now a provincial captain, and brought witli him nine
swivels, and a small supply of powder and ball. Fifty or sixty

horses, were forthwith sent to Wills' Creek, to bring on further

supplies, and Mr. Gist was urged to hasten forward the artillerj'.

Major Muse was likewise the bearer of a belt of wampum
*nd ^ speech, from Governor Dinwiddle to the half-king ; with
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medals for the chiefs, and goods for presents ainong the friendly

Indians, a measure which had been suggested by Washington.
They were distributed with that grand ceremonial so dear to

the red man. The chiefs assembled, painted and decorated in

all their savage finery ; AYashington wore a medal sent him by
the governor for such occasions. The wamjjum and speech

having been delivered, he advanced, and with all due solemnity

decorated the chiefs and warriors with the medals, which they

were to wear in remembrance of their father the king of

England.
Among the warriors thus decorated was a son of Queen Ali-

quippa, the savage princess whose good graces Washington had
secured in the preceding year by the present of an old watch-

coat, and whose friendship was important, her town being at

no great distance from the French fort. She had requested that

her son might be admitted into the war councils of the camp,
and receive an English name. The name of Fairfax was ac-

cordingly given to him, in the customary Indian form ; the

half-king being desirous of like distinction, received the name
of Diuwiddie. The sachems returned the compliment in kind,

by giving Washington the name of Connotaucarius ; the mean-
ing of which is not explained.

William Fairfax, Washington's paternal adviser, had recently

counselled him, by letter, to have public prayers in his camp
;

especially when there were Indian families there ;
this was ac-

cordingly done at the encampment in the Great Meadows, and
it certainly was not one of the least striking pictures presented

in this wild campaign—the youthful coini^ander, presiding

with calm seriousness over a motley assemblage of half-equipped

soldiery, leathern-clad hunters and woodsmen, and painted

savages with their wives and children, and uniting them all in

solemn devotion by his own example and demeanor.

On the 10th there was agitation in the camp. Scouts hurried

in with word, as AVashington understood them, that a party of

ninety Frenchmen were approaching. He instantly ordered

out a hundred and fifty of his best men
;
put himself at their

head, and leaving Major Muse with the rest, to man the fort

and mount the swivels, sallied forth " in the full hope," as he
afterwards wrote to Governor Dinwiddie, " of procuring him
another present of French prisoners."

It was another effervescence of his youthful military ardor,

and doomed to disappointment. The report of the scouts had
been either exaggerated or misunderstood. The ninety

Frenchmen in military array dwindled down into nine French
deserters.
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According to tlieir account, the fort at the Fork was coni'

pleted, and named Duquesne, in honor of tlie Governor of Can-
ada. It was proof against all attack, excepting with bombs, on
the land side. The garrison did not exceed five hundred, but

two hundred more were hourly expected, and nine hundred in

the course of a fortnight.

Washington's suspicions with respect to La Force's party were
justified by the report of these deserters ; they had been sent

out as spies, and were to show thr summons if discovered or

overpowered. The French commander, they added, had been
blamed for sending out so small a party.

On the same day Captain Mackay arrived, with his independ-

ent company of South Carolinians. The cross-purposes whicli

Washington had apprehended, soon manifested themselves.

The captain was civil and well disposed, but full of formalities

and points of etiquette. Holding a commission direct from the

king, he could not bring himself to acknowledge a provincial

officer as his superior. He encamped separately, kept separate

guards, would not agree that AVashington should assign any
rallying place for his men in case of alarm, and objected to

receive from him the parole and countersign, though necessary

for their common safety

Washington conducted himself with circumspection, avoiding

everything that might call up a question of command, and
reasoning calmly whenever such question occurred; but he
urged the governor, by letter, to prescribe their relative rank
and authority. " He thinks you ha.ve not a power to give com-
missions that will" command him. If so, I can very confidently

say that his absence would tend to the public advantage."

On the 11th of June, Washington resumed the laborious

march for Redstone Creek. As Captain Mackay could not

oblige his men to work on the road unless they were allowed

a shilling sterling a day, and as Washington did not choose

to pay this, nor to suff-^r them to march at their ease while

his own faithful soldiers were laboriously employed, he left

the captain and his independent company as a guard at Fort
Necessity, and undertook to complete the military road with
his own men.

Accordingly, he and his Virginia troops toiled forward
through the narrow defiles of the mountains, working on the

road as they went. Scouts were sent out in all directions, to

prevent surprise. While on the march he was continually beset

by sachems, with their tedious ceremonials and speeches, all

to very little purpose. Some of these chiefs were secretly in

the French interest ; few rendered any real assistance, and all

expected presents.
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At Gist's establishment, about thirteen miles from Fort

Xfeessity, Washington received certain intelligence that ample

n'iiifor«:e'ments had arrived at Fort I>uqnesne, and a large force

would instantly be detached against him. Coming to a halt,

he began to throw up intrenchments, calling in two foraging

parties, and sending word to Captain Mackay to join him with

all speed. The captain and his comjmny arrived in the even-

ing ; the foraging parties the next morning. A council of war

was held, in which the idea of awaiting the enemy at this

phu'e was unanimously abandoned.

A rapid and toilsome retreat ensued. There was a defi-

ciency of horses. Wiishington gave up his own to aid in trans-

j»orting the military munitions, leaving his baggage to be

brought on b}'' soldiers, whom he paid liberally. The other

officers followed his example. The weather was sultry; the

I'oads were rough
;

provisions were scanty, and the men
<lispirited by hunger. The Virginia soldiers took turns to

<lrag the swivels, but felt almost insulted by the conduct of the

South Carolinians, who, piquing themselves upon their as-

sumed privileges as '' king's soldiers," sauntered along at their

ease; refusing to act as pioneers, or participate in the extra

labors incident to a hurried retreat.

On the 1st of July they reached the Great Meadows. Here
the Virginians, exhausted by fatigue, hunger, and vexation,

declared they would carry the baggage and drag the swivels

no further. Contrary to his original intentions, therefore,

Washington determined to halt here for the present, and
fortify, sending off expresses to hasten supplies and reinforce-

ments from Wills' Creek, where he had reason to believe that

two independent companies from Kew York were by this time

arrived.

The retreat to the Great Meadows had not been in the least

too precipitate. Captain de Villiers, a brother-in-law of Jumon-
ville, had actually sallied forth from Fort Duquesne at the

hejul of upwards of five hundred French, and several hundred
Indians, eager to avenge the death of his relative. Arriving

about dawn of day at Gist's plantation, he surrounded the

works which AVashington had hastily thrown up there, and
fired into them. Finding them deserted, he concluded that

those of whom he came in seandi had made good their retreat to

the settlements, and it was too late to pursue them. He was
on the j»oir.t of returning to Fort ])uquesne, when a deserter

arrived, who gave word that Washington had come to a

halt in the Great Meadows, where his trooj)s were in a starv-

ing condition ; for his own part, he added, hearing that
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the ^French were coming, he had deserted to them to escape

starvation.

De Villiers ordered the fellow into confinement ; to be re-

warded if his words proved true, otherwise to he hanged. He
then pushed forward for the Great Meadows.*

In the meantime Washington had exerted himself to en-

large and strengthen Fort Necessity, nothing of which had
been done by Captain Mackay and his men, while encamped
there. The fort was about a hundred feet square, protected

by trenches and palisades. It stood on the margin of a small

stream, nearly in the centre of the Great Meadows, which is a

grassy plain, perfectly level, surrounded by wooded hills of a

moderate height, and at that place about two hundred and
fifty yards wide. AVashington asked no assistance from the

South Carolina troops, but set to work with his Virginians,

animating them by word and example ; sharing in the labor of

felling trees, hewing off the branches, and rolling up the trunks
to form a breastwork.

At this critical juncture he was deserted by his Indian
allies. They were disheartened at the scanty preparations for

defense against a superior force, and offended at being sub-

jected to military command. The half-king thought he had
not been sufiiciently consulted, and that his advice had not

been sufficiently followed ; such, at least, were some of the

reasons which he subsequently gave for abandoning the youth-

ful commander on the approach of danger. Tlie true reason

was a desire to put his wife and children in a place of safety.

Most . of his warriors followed his example ; very few, and
those probably who had no families at risk, remained in the

camp.
'Early in the morning of the 3d, while Washington and his

men were working on the fort, a sentinel came in wounded and
bleeding, having been fired upon. Scouts brought word shortly

afterwards that the French were in force, about four miles off.

Washington drew up his men on level ground outside of the

works, to await their attack. About 11 o'clock there was a

firing of musketry from among trees on rising ground, but so

distant as to do no harm
;
suspecting this to be a stratagem

designed to draw his men into the woods, he ordered them to

keep quiet and refrain from firing until the foe should show
themselves, and draw near.

The firing was kept up, but still under cover. He now fell

back with his men into the trenches, ordering them to fire

whenever they could get sight of an enemy. In this way there

* Hazard's Register of Pennsylvania, vol. iv. p. 22,
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was skinnisliing througliout tlie day; tlie French and Indians

advancing as near as tlie covert of the woods wonld permit,

wliich in the nearest place was sixty yards, but never into open

sight. In the nieanwhil ' the rain fell in torrents ; the harassed

and jaded troops were haU' drowned iji their trenches, and many
of their muskets were rendered unfit for nse.

About eight at night the French recpiested a parley. Wash-
ington hesitated. It might be a stratagem to gain admittance

for a spy intd the fort. The recpiest was repeated, with the

addition that an officer might be sent to trc'at with them, under
their parole for liis safety^ Unfortunately^ the Chevalier de

Peyrouney, engineer of the regiment, and the only one who
could speak French correctly, was wounded and disabled.

Washington had to send, therefore, his ancient swordsman and
interpreter, Jacob Van Braam. The captain returned twice

with sej^arate terms, in which the garrison was required to sur-

render ; both were rejected. He returned a third time, with
written articles of ca[>itulation. They were in French. As no
implements for writing were at liand, Van Braam undertook to

translate them by word of mouth. A candle was brought, and
held close to the jKiper while he read. The rain fell in torrents

;

it was difficult to keep the light from being extinguished. The
captain rendered the capitulation, article by article, in mongrel
English, while Washington and his officers stood listening,

endeavoring to disentangle the meaning. One article stipu-

lated that on surrendering the fort they should leave all their

military stores, munitions, and artillery in possession of the

French. This was objected to, and was readily modified.

The main articles, as Washington and his officers understood
them, were, that they should be allowed to return to the set-

tlement.^ without molestation from French or Indians. That
tliey should marcli out of the fort with the honors of war,

drums beating and colors flying, and with all their effects and
military stores excepting the artillery, which should be de-

stroyed. That they should be allowed to deposit their effects in

some secret place, and leave a guard to protect them until they
rould send horses to bring tliem away—their horses having
been nearly all killed or lost during the action. That they
should give their word of honor not to attempt any buildings

or improvements on the lands of His Most Christian Majesty,
for the space of a year. That the prisoners taken in the skir-

mish of Jumonville should be restored, and until their delivery

Captain Van Braiim and Captain Stobo should remain with the

French as hostages.*

Horace Walpole, in a flippant notice of this capitulation, says : ''The
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The next morning, accordingly, ^Yasllington and his men
marched out of their forlorn fortress with the lionors of war,

bearing with them their regimental colors, but leaving behind

a large flag, too cumbrous to be transported. Scarcely had they

begun their march, however, when in defiance of the terms of

capitulation, they were beset by a large body of Indians, allies

to the French, who began plundering the baggage, and commit-
ting other irregularities. Seeing that the French did not, or

could not, prevent them, and that all the baggage which could

not be transported on the shoulders of his troops would fall into

the hands of these savages, Washington ordered it to l>e de-

stroj'^ed, as well as the artillery, gunpowder, and other military

stores. All this detained him until ten o'clock, when he set

out on his melancholy march. He had not proceeded above a
mile when two or three of the wouiuded men were reported to

be missing. He immediately detached a few men back in quest

of them, and continued on until three miles from Fort Neces-
sity, where he encamped for the night, and was rejoined hy
the stragglers.

In this affair, out of the Virginia regiment, consisting of

three hundred and five inen, officers included, twelve had been
killed, and forty-three wounded. The number killed and
wounded in Captain Mackay's company is not known. The
loss of the French and Indians is supposed to have been much
greater.

In the following day's march the troops seemed jaded and
disheartened; they were encumbered and delayed by the
wounded

;
provisions were scanty, and they had seventy weary

miles to accomplish before they could meet with supplies.

Washington, however, encouraged them hy his own steadfast

and cheerful demeanor, and by sharing all their toilg and pri-

vations ; and at length conducted them in safety to Wills'

Creek, where they found ample provisions in the military maga-
zines. Leaving them here to recover their strength, lie pro-

ceeded with Captain Mackay to Williamsburg, to make his

military report to the governor.

A copy of the capitulation was subsequently laid before the
Virginia House of Burgesses, with explanations. Notwith-
standing the unfortunate result of the campaign, the conduct
of Washington and his officers was proj^erly appreciated, and
they received a vote of thanks for their bravery, and gallant

defense of their country. Three hundred pistoles (nearly

French have tied up the hands of an excellent /an^aroji, a Major Wash-
ington, whom tliey took and ensraged not to serve for one year." (Cor-
respondence, vol. iii. p. 73.) Walpole, at this early date, seems to have
considered Washington a perfect fire-eater.
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eleven hundred dollars) also were voted to be distributed among
the privates who had been in action.

From the vote of thanks two oftieers were excepted ; Major

Muse, who was charged with cowardice, and Washington's un-

fortunate master of fence and blundering interpreter, Jacob

Van Braam, who was accused of treachery, in purposely mis-

interpreting the articles of ca})itulation.

In concluding this chapter, we will anticipate dates to record

the fortunes of the half-king after his withdrawal from the camp.

He and several of his warriors, with their wives and children,

retreated to Aughquick, in the back part of Pennsylvania, where

George Croghan had an agency, and was allowed money from

time to time for the maintenance of Indian allies. By the by,

Wa.shington, in his letter to William Fairfax, expressed himself

much disappointed in Croghan and Montour, who proved, he

said, to be great pretenders, " and by vainly l)oasting of their

interest with the Indians, involved the country in great calam-

ity, causing dei)endence to be placed where there was none.'' *

For, with all tlieir boast, the}-- never could induce above tliirt}'-

fighting men to join tlie camp, and not more than half of those

rendered any service.

As to the half-king, he expressed himself perfectly disgusted

with the white man's mode of warfare. The French, he said,

were cowards; the English, fools. Washington Avas a good

num, but wanted experience : he would not take advice of the

Indians, and was always driving them to fight according to his

notions. For this reason he (the half-king) had carried off his

wife and diildren to a place of safety.

After a time the chieftain fell dangerously ill, and a conjuror

or " medicine man " was summoned to inquire into the cause

or nature of his malady. He gave it as his opinion that the

French had bewitched him, in revenge for the great blow he

had struck them in the affair of Jumonville ; for the Indians

gave him the whole credit of tliat success, he having sent round

the French scalps as tropliies. In the opinion of the conjurer

all the friends of the chieftain concurred, and on his death,

wliich took ])la«-e shortly afterwards, there was great lamenta-

tion, mingled with threats of immediate vengea.ice. The fore-

going particulars are gathered from a letter written by John
Harris, an Indian trader, to the Governor of Pennsylvania, at

the request of the half-king's friend and fellow-sachem, Mona-
ratoocha, otherwise! called Scarooyadi. " I humbly ])resume,"

concludes John Harris, " that his death is a very great loss,

especially at this critical time."

* Letter to W. Fairfax, Aug. lUh, 1754.

Pennsylvania Archives toI. ii. p. 178.
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NOTE.

We have been thus particular in tracing the affair of the Great Mead-
ows, step by step, guided by the statements of Washington himself and
of one of his officers present in the engagement, because it is another
of the events in the early stage of his military career, before the justice
and magnanimity of his character were sufficiently established, which
has been subject to misrepresentation. When the articles of capitula-
tion came to be correctly translated and published, there were passages
in them derogatory to the honor of Washington and his troops, and w hich,
it would seem, had purposely been inserted for their humiliation by the
French commander ; but which, they protested, had never been rightly
translated by Yan Braam. For instance, in the written articles, they
were made to stipulate that for the space of a year, they would not work
on any establishment beyond the mountains; whereas it had been trans-

lated by Yan Braam "on any establishment on the lands of the king of
France,''^ which was quite another thing, as most of the land beyond the
mountains was considered by them as belonging to the British crown.
There were other points, of minor importance, relative to the disposi-

tion of the artillery; but the most startling and objectionable one was
that concerning the previous skirmish in the Great Meadows. This was
mentioned in the written articles as Vassassinat du Sieur deJumonville,
that is to say, the murder of De Juraonville: an expression from which
Washington and his officers would have revolted with scorn and indig-

nation; and which, if truly translated, would in all probability have
caused the capitulatfon to be sent back instantly to the French com-
mander. On the contrary, they declared it had been translated to them
by Yan Braam the death of De Jumonville.
M. de Yilliers, in his account of this transaction to the French gov-

ernment, avails himself of these passages in the capitulation to cast a slur

on the conduct of Washington. He says: "We made the English
consent to sign that they had assassinated my brother in his camp."

—

^' We caused them to abandon the lands belonging to the king.—We
obliged them to leave their cannon, which consisted of nine pieces,"

etc. He further adds: " The English, struck with panic, took to flight,

and left their flag and one of their colors." We have shown that the
flag left was tlie unwieldy one belonging to the fort, too cumbrous to be
transported by troops who could not carry their own necessary baggage.
The regimental colors, as honorable symbols, were scrupulously carried

off by Washington, and retained by him in after years.

M. de Yilliers adds another incident intended to degrade his enemy.
He says, "One of my Indians took ten Englishmen, whom he brought
to me, and whom I sent back by another." These, doubtless, were the
men detached by Washington in quest of the wounded loiterers; and
who, understanding neither French nor Indian, found a difficulty in

explaining their peaceful errand. That they were captured by the
Indian seems too much of a gasconade.
The public opinion at the time was that Yan Braam had been sub-

orned by De Yilliers to soften the offensive articles of the capitulation

in translating them, so that they should not wound the pride nor awaken
the scruples of Washington and his officers, yet should stand on record
against him. It is not probable that a French officer of De Yilliers'

rank would practice such a base perfidy, nor does the subsequent treat-

ment experienced by Yan Braam from the French corroborate the
charge. It is more than probable the inaccuracy of translation origin--

ated in the ignorance of the precise weight and value of words in the
two languages, neither of which was native to him, and between which
he was the blundering agent of exchange.
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CHAPTER XIII.

FOUNDING OF FORT CUMBERLAXD. SECRET LETTER OF STOBO.

THE INDIAN MESSENGER. PROJECT OF DINWIDDIE. HIS

PERPLEXITIES. A TAINT OF REPUBLICANISM IN THE COL-

ONIAL ASSEMBLIES. DINWIDDIE's MILITARY MEASURES.
WASHINGTON QUITS THE SERVICE. OVERTURES OF GOVERNOR
SHARPE OF MARYLAND. WASHINGTON'S DIGNIFIED REPLY.

QUESTIONS OF RANK BETWEEN ROYAL AND PROVINCIAL
TROOPS. TREATMENT OF THE FRENCH PRISONERS. FATE OF

LA FORCE. ANECDOTES OF STOBO AND VAN BRAAM.

Early in August Washington rejoined his regiment, which
liad arrived at Alexandria by the way of Winchester. Letters

from Oovernor Dinwiddie urged him to recruit it to the former

number of three hundred men, and join Colonel Innesat Wills'

Creek, where that officer was stationed with Mackay's inde-

pendent company of South Carolinians, and two independent

companies from New York ; and had been employed in erect-

ing a work to serve as a frontier post and rallying point ; which
work received the name of Eort Cumberland, in honor of the

Duke of Cumberland, captain-general of the British army.

In the meantime the Erencli, elated by their recent triumph,

and thinking no danger at hand, relaxed their vigilance at Fort

Duquesne. Stobo, who was a kind of prisoner at large there,

found means to send a letter secretly by an Indian, dated July
2S, and directed to the commander of the English troops. It

was accomi)anied b}^ a plan of the fort. " There are two hun-

dred men here," writes he, "and two hundred expected; the

rest have gone off in detachments to the amount of one thou-

sand, besides Indians. None lodge in the fort but Contrecoiur

and the guard, consisting of forty men and five officers; the

rest lodge in bark cabins around the fort. The Indians have
access day and night, and come and go when they please. If

one hundred trusty Shawnees, Mingoes, and Delawares were
picked out, they might surprise the fort, lodging themselves

under the palisades by day, and at night secure the guard with
their tomahawks, shut the sally-gate, and the fort is ours."

One part of Stobo's letter breathes a loyal and generous

spirit of self-devotion. Alluding to the danger in which he and
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Van Braaiii, liis fellow-liostage, niiglit be involved, lie says.
'^ Consider the good of the expedition without regard to us.

AVhen we engaged to serve the country it was expected we
were to do it with our lives. For my part, I would die a hun-
dred deaths to have the pleasure of possessing this fort but one
day. They are so vain of their success at the jNIeadows it is

worse than death to hear them. Haste to strike.'' *

The Indian messanger carried the letter to Aughquick and
delivered it into tlie hands of George Oroghan. The Indian
chiefs who were with him insisted upon his opening it. He
did so, but on finding the tenor of it, transmitted it to the Gov-
ernor of Pennsylvania. The secret information communicated
by Stobo, may have been the cause of a j^roject suddenl}^ con-

ceived by Governor Dinwiddie, of a detachment which, by a
forced march across the mountains, might descend upon the

French and take Fort Duquesne at a single blow ; or, failing

that, might build a rival fort in its vicinit3\ He accordingly

wrote to Washintgon to march forthwith for Wills' Creek, with
such companies as were complete, leaving orders with the of-

ficers to follow as soon as they should have enlisted men suf-

ficient to make up their companies. "The season of the year,"

added he, "calls for despatch. I depend upon your usual dili-

gence and spirit to encourage your people to be active on this

occasion."

The ignorance of Dinwiddie in military affairs, and his want
of forecast, led him perpetually into blunders. Washington
saw the rashness of an attempt to dispossess the French with
a force so inferior that it could be harassed and driven from
place to place at their pleasure. Before the troops could be

collected, and munitions of A\ar provided, the season would be

too far advanced. There would be no forage for the horses
;

the streams Avould be swollen and unfordable ; the mountains
rendered impassable by snow, and frost, and slippery roads.

The men, too, unused to campaigning on the frontier, would
not be able to endure a winter in the wilderness, with no better

shelter than a tent ; especially in their present condition, des-

titute of almost everything. Such are a few of the cogent

reasons urged by Washington in a letter to his friend William
Fairfax, then in the House of Burgesses, which no doubt was
shown to Governor Dinwiddie, and probably had an effect in

causing the rash project to be abandoned.
The governor, in truth, was sorely perplexed about this time

* Hazard's JJefjfis^e?* of Penn. iv. .329.
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bv contradictions and cross-purposes, both in military and civil

affairs. A body of tliree hundred and fifty x^orth Carolinian

troops had been enlisted at high pay, and were to form the chief

reinforcement of Colonel Innes at Wills' Creek. By the time

they reached Winchester, however, the provincial military

chest was exhausted, and future pay seemed uncertain ; where-

upon they refused to serve any longer, disbanded themselves

tumultuously, and set off for their homes without taking leave.

The governor found the House of Burgesses equally unman-
ageable. His demands for supplies were resisted on what he

considered presumptuous pretexts ; or granted sparingly, un-

der mortifying restrictions. His high Tory notions were out-

raged by su«h republican conduct, '' There appears to me,"

said he, '"an infatuation in all the assemblies in this part of

the world." In a letter to the Board of Trade he declared that

the only way effectually to check the progress of the French,

would be an act of parliament requiring the colonies to contrib-

ute to the common cause, independently of assemblies ; and in

another, to the Secretary of State, he urged the policy of com-
pelling the colonies to their duty to the king by a general poll-

tax of two and sixpence a head. The worthy governor would
liave made a fitting counselor for the Stuart dynasty. Subse-

(juent events have shown how little his policy was suited to

compete with the dawning republicanism of America.

In the month of October the House of Burgesses made a

grant of twenty thousand pounds for the public service ; and
ten thousand more were sent out from England, beside a sup-

ply of fire-arms. The governor now applied himself to military

matters with renewed spirit ; increased the actual force to ten

companies ; and, as there had been difficulties among the

different kinds of troops with regard to precedence, he reduced

them all to independent companies ; so that there would be no
officer in a Virginia regiment above the rank of captain.

This shrewd measure, upon which Dinwiddie secretly prided

liimself as calculated to put an end to the difficulties in ques-

tion, immediately drove Washington out of the service ; con-

Bidering it derogatory to his character to accept a lower com-
mission than that under which bis conduct had gained him a

vote of thanks from the Legislature.

Governor Sharpe of Maryland, appointed by the king com-
nifmder-in-chief of all the forces engaged against the French,

sought to secure his valuable services, and autliorized Colonel

Fitzhugh, whom he had placed in temporary command of the

army, to write to him to that effect. Tlie reply of Washing-
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ton (15th Nov.) is full of dignity and spirit, and shows ho^y

deeply he felt his military degradation.
" You make mention," says he, " of mj^ continuing in the

service and retaining my colonel's commission. This idea has

tilled me with surprise ; for if you think me capahle of holding

a commission that has neither rank nor emolument annexed to

it, you must maintain a very contemptible opinion of my weak-
ness, and believe me more empty than the commission itself."

After intimating a suspicion that the project of reducing the

regiment into .independent companies, and thereby throwing
out the higher officers, " was generated and hatched at Wills'

Creek,"—in other words, was an expedient of Governor Din-
widdle, instead of being a peremptory order front England^ he

adds, '^ Ingenuous treatment and plain dealing I at least ex-

pected. It is to be hoped the project will answer ; it shall

meet with my acquiescence in everything except ])ersonal ser-

vices. I herewith inclose Grovernor Sharpe's letter, which I

beg you will return to him with my acknowledgments for the

favoi; he intended me. Assure him, sir, as you truly may, of

my reluctance to quit the service, and the pleasure I should

have received in attending his fortunes. Inform him, also, that

it was to obey the call of honor and the advice of my friends

that I declined it, and not to gratify any desire I had to leave

the military line. My feelings are strongly bent to arms."
Even had Washington hesitated to take this step, it would

have been forced upon him by a further regulation of govern-

ment, in the course of the ensuing winter, settling the rank of

officers of His Majesty's forces when joined or serving with the

provincial forces in North America, " which directed that all

such as were commissioned by the king, or by his general com-
mander-in-chief in North America, should take rank of all

officers commissioned by the governors of the respective pro-

vinces. And further, that the general and field officers of the

provincial troops should have no rank when serving with the

general and field officers commissioned by the crown ; but that

all captains and other inferior officers of the royal troops should

take rank over provincial officers of the same grade, having
older commissions." •

These regulations, originating in that supercilious assump-
tion of superiority which sometimes overruns and degrades

true British pride, would have been spurned by Washing-
ton, as insuHing to the character and conduct of hiss

high-minded brethren of the colonies. How much did this open
disparagement of colonial honor and understanding, contribute

to wean from England the affection of her American subjects,
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auil prepare the way for their ultimate assertion of indcpeiul-

ence.

Another cause of vexation to Washington was the refusal of

Governor Dinwiddie to give up the French prisoners, taken in

the affair of De Jumonville, in fulfillment of the articles of

capitulation. His plea was, that, since the capitulation, the

French had taken several British subjects, and sent them pris-

oners to Canada, he considered himself justifiable in detaining

those Frenchmen which he had in his custody. He sent a

flag of truce, however, offering to returning the officer Drouillon,

and the two cadets, in exchange for Captains Stobo and Van
Braam, whom the French held as hostages ; but his offer was
treated with merited disregard. Washington felt deeply

mortified by this obtuseness of the governor on a point of

military punctilio and honorable faith, but his remonstrances

were unavailing.

The French prisoners were clothed and maintained at the

public expense, and Drouillon and the cadets were allowed to

go at large ; the private soldiers were kept in confinement.

La Torce, also, not having acted in a military capacity, and
having offended against the peace and security of the frontier,

by his intrigues among the Indians, was kept in close durance.

Washington, who knew nothing of this, was shocked on visit-

ing Williamsburg to learn that La Force was in prison. He
expostulated with the governor on the subject, but without

effect ; Dinwiddie was at all times pertinacious, but jiarticu-

larly so when he felt himself to be a little in the wrong.

As we shall have no further occasion to mention La Force,

in connection with the subject of this work, we will anticipate

a page of his fortunes. After remaining two years in confine-

ment he succeeded in breaking out of prison, and escaping into

the country. An alarm was given, and circulated far and wide,

for such was the opinion of his personal strength, desperate

courage, wily cunning, and great influence over the Indians,

thatr the most mischievous results were apprehended should he
regain the frontier. In the meantime he was wandering about
the country, ignorant of the roads, and fearing to make inquir-

ies, lest his foreign tongue should betray him. He reached
King and Queen Court House,about thirty miles from Williams-
burg, when a countryman was struck with his foreign air and
aspect. La Force ventured to put a question as to the dis-

tance and direction of Fort Duquesne, and his broken English
convinced the countryman of his being the French prisoner,

whose escape had been noised about the country. Watch-
ing an oppoi-tunity he seized him, and rej^ardless of offers
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of great bribes, conducted him back to the prison of Williams*
burg, where he was secured with double irons, and chained to

he floor of his dungeon.
The refusal of Governor Dinwiddie to fulfill the article of

the capitulation respecting the prisoners, and the rigorous

treatment of La Force, operated hardly upon the hostages,

Stobo and Van Braam, who, in retaliation, were confined in

prison in Quebec, though otherwise treated with kindness.
They, also, by extraordinary efforts, succeeded in breaking
prison, but found it more difficult to evade the sentries of a

fortified place. Stobo managed to escape into the country

;

but the luckless Van Braam sought concealment under an arch
of a causeway leaning from the fortress. Here he remained
until nearly exhausted by hunger. Seeing the Governor of

Canada passing by, and despairing of being able to effect his

escape, he came forth from his hiding-place, and surrendered
himself, invoking his clemency. He was remanded to prison,

but experienced no additional severity. He was subsequently
shipped by the governor from Quebec to England, and never
returned to Virginia. It is this treatment of Van Braam,
more than anj^thing else, which convinces us that the suspi'

cion of his being in collusion with the French in regard to the
misinterpretation of the articles of capitulation, was groundless.

He was simply a blunderer.
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' CHAPTER XIV.

KETURX TO QUIET LIFE. FRENCH AND ENGLISH PREPARE FOR
HOSTILITIES. PLAN OF A CAMPAIGN. GENERAL BRADDOCK.

HIS CHARACTER. SIR JOHN ST. CLAIR, QUARTERMASTER-
GENERAL. HIS TOUR OF INSPECTION. PROJECTED ROADS.

ARRIVAL OF BRADDOCK. MILITARY CONSULTATIONS AND
PLANS. COMMODORE KEPPEL AND HIS SEAMEN. SHIPS AND
TROOPS AT ALEXANDRIA. EXCITEMENT OF WASHINGTON.
INVITED TO JOIN THE STAFF OF BRADDOCK. A MOTHER's
OBJECTIONS. WASHINGTON AT ALEXANDRIA. GRAND COUN-
CIL OF GOVERNORS. MILITARY ARRANGEMENTS. COLONEL
WILLIAM JOHNSON. SIR JOHN ST. CLAIR AT FORT CUMBER-
LAND. HIS EXPLOSIONS OF WRATH. THEIR EFFECTS.

INDIANS TO BE ENLISTED. CAPTAIN JACK AND HIS BAND OF
BUSH-BEATERS.

Having resigned his commission, and disengaged himself

from public affairs, Washington's first care was to visit his

mother, inquire into the state of domestic concerns, and attend

to the welfare of his brothers and sisters. In these matters he

was ever his mother's adjunct and counselor, discharging faith-

fully the duties of an eldest son, who should consider himself

a second father to the family.

He now took up his abode at Mount Vernon, and prepared

to engage in those agricultural pursuits, for which, even in his

youthful days, he had as keen a relish as for the profession of

arms. Scarcely had he entered upon his rural occupations,

however, when the service of his country once more called

him to the field.

The disastrous affair at the Great Meadows, and the other

acts of French hostility on the Ohio, had roused the attention

of the British ministry. Their ambassador at Paris was in^

stnicted to complain of those violations of the peace. The
court of Versailles amused him with general assurances of amit}^,

and a strict adherence to treaties. Their ambassador at the

court of St. James, the Marquis de Mirepoix, on the faith of

liis instructions, gave the same assurances. In the meantime,
however, French ships were fitted out, and troops embarked, to

carry out the schemes of the government in America. So pro-

found was the dissimulation of the court of Versailles, that
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even their own ambassador is said to have been kept in ignor-

ance of their real designs, and of the hostile game they were
playing, while he was exerting himself in good faith to lull the
suspicions of England, and maintain the international peace.

When his eyes, however, were opened, he retiirned indignantly
to France, and upbraided the cabinet with the duplicity of which
he had been made the unconscious instrument.
The British government now prepared for military operations

in America ; none of them professedly aggressive, but rather to

resist and counteract aggressions. A plan of campaign was
devised for 1755, having four objects.

To eject the French from lands which they held unjustly, in

the province of Nova Scotia.

To dislodge them from a fortress which they had erected at

Crown Point, on Lake Champlain, within what was claimed as

British territory.

To dispossess them of the fort which they had constructed
at Niagara, between Lake Ontario and Lake Eri
To drive them from the frontiers of Pennsylvania and

Virginia, and recover the valley of the Ohio.

The Duke of Cumberland, captain-general of the British
army, had the organization of this campaign ; and through his

patronage Major-general Edward Braddock was intrusted with
the execution of it, being appointed generalissimo of all the
forces in the colonies.

Braddock was a veteran in service, and had been upwards
of forty years in the Guards, that school of exact discipline

and technical punctilio. Cumberland, who held a commission
in the Guards, and was bigoted to its routine, may have con-

sidered Braddock fitted, by his skill and preciseness as a
tactician, for a command in a new country, inexperienced in

military science, to bring its raw levies into order, and to settle

those questions of rank and etiquette apt to arise where regular
and provincial troops are to act together.

The result proved the error of such an opinion. Braddock
was a brave and experienced officer ; but his experience was
that of routine, and rendered him pragmatical and obstinate,

impatient of novel expedients " not laid down in the books,"
but dictated by emergencies in a " new country," and his

military precision, which would h5,ve been brilliant on parade,
was a constant obstacle to alert action in the wilderness.*

* Horace Walpole, in his letters, relates some anecdotes of Braddock,
which give a familiar picture of liim in the fashionable life in which he
had mingled in London, and are of value, as letting us into the private
cliaracter of a man whose name has become proverbial in American his-
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BraJdock was to lead in person the grand enterprise of the

campaign, tliat destined for the frontiers of Virginia and Penn-
sylvania ; it was the enterprise in which Washington became
enlisted, and, therefore, claims our especial attention.

Prior to the arrival of Braddock, came out from England
Lieutenant-colonel Sir John St. Clair, deputy quartermaster-

general, eager to make himself acquainted with the field of

operations. He made a tour of inspection, in company with

Governor Sharpe, of INIaryland, and appears to have been dis-

mayed at sight of the impracticable wilderness, the region of

Washington's campaign. From Fort Cumberland, he wrote in

February to Governor Morris, of Pennsylvania, to have the

road cut, or repaired, toward the head of the river Youghio-
gheny, and another opened from Philadelphia for the transporta-

tion of supplies. "No general," writes he, "will advance with
an army without having a communication open to the prov-

inces in his rear, both for the security of retreat, and to facili-

tate the transport of provisions, the supplying of which must
greatly depend on your province." *

Unfortunately the Governor of Pennsylvania had no money
at his command, and was obliged, for expenses, to apply to

his Assembly, " a set of men," writes he, " quite unacquainted
with every kind of military service, and exceedingly unwilling
to part Avitli money on any terms." However, by dint of ex-

ertions, he procured the appointment of commissioners to

explore the country, and survey and lay out the roads required.

At the head of the commission was George Croghan, the Indian
trader, whose mission to the Twightwees we have already
spoken of. Times had gone hard \vith Croghan. The French
had seized great quantities of his goods. The Indians, with
whom he traded, had failed to pay their debts, and he In^l be-

come a bankru})t. . Being an efficient agent on the fvontier,

tory. " Braddock." says Walpole, ** is a very Iroquois in d'sposition.
He had a sister, whf), liavini: gamed away all her JlLtio fortune at Balli,
hanged herself with a truly Englisli deliberation, leaving a lote on Ihe
table with these lines :

' To die is landing on some silert shore,' etc.

When Braddock was told of it, he only said :
* PoorFap^y I I always

thought she would play till she would be forced to tuck heiself up.'
''

Braddock liims^df had been somewhat of a spendthrift He was touchy
also, and punctilious. " He once had a duel," says Walpole, " with Col-
onel Glumley, Lady Bath's brother, who had been his yeat friend . As
tliey were going to engage, Glumley, who had good Mumor and wit
(Braddock had the latter) said :

' Braddock, you are a poor dog ! here,
take my purse ; if you kill me you will be forced to ru.:i away, and then
you will not have a shilling to support you.' Brad^^ock refused the
purse, insisted on the duel, was disarmed, and would not even ask for
bis life."

* Colonial Records, vi. 300.
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and among the Indians, he still enjoyed the patronage of the

Pennsylvania government.
When Sir John St. Clair had finished his tour of inspection,

he descended Wills' Creek and the Potomac for two hundred
miles in a canoe to Alexandria, and repaired to Virginia to

meet General Braddook. The latter had landed on the 20th of

February at Hampton, in Virginia, and proceeded to Willianis-

Inirg to consult with Governor Dinwiddie. Shortly afterwards

he was joined there by Commodore Keppel, whose squadron of

two ships of war, and several transports, had anchored in the

Chesapeake. On board of these ships were two prime regi-

ments of about five hundred men each; one commanded by Sir

Peter Halket, the other by Colonel Dunbar ; together with a

train of artillery, and the necessary munitions of war. The reg-

iments were to be augmented to seven hundred men each, by
men selected by Sir John St. Clair from Virginia companies
recently raised.

Alexandria was fixed upon as the place where the troops

should disembark, and encamp. The ships were accordingly

ordered up to that place, and the levies directed to repair

thither.

The plan of the campaign included the use of Indian allies.

Governor Dinwiddie had already sent Christopher Gist, the

jiioneer, Washington's guide in 1753, to engage the Cherokees
and Catawbas, the bravest of the Southern tribes, who he had
no doubt would take up the hatchet for the English, peace being
first concluded, through the mediation of his government, be-

tween them and the Six Nations ; and he gave Braddock reason

to expect at least four hundred Indians to join, him at Fort
Cumberland. He laid before him also contracts that he had
made for cattle, and promises that the Assembly of Pennsyl-
vania had made of fiour; these, with other supplies, and a

thousand barrels of beef on board of the transports, would
furnish six months' provisions for four thousand men.

General Braddock apprehended difticulty in procuring
wagons and horses sufficient to attend him in his march. Sir

John St. Clair, in the course of his tour of inspection, had met
with two Dutch settlers, at the foot of the Blue Pidge, who
engaged to furnish two hundred wagons, and fifteen hundred
carrying horses, to be at Fort Cumberland ^early in May.

Governor Sharpe was to furnish above a hundred wagons for

the transportation of stores, on the Maryland side of the

Potomac.
Keppel furnished four cannons from his ships, for the attack

on Fort Duquesne, and thirty picked seamen to assist in drag-
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ging the mover tlie mountains ; for "soldiers,"' said lie, "cannot
be as well acquainted with tlie nature of purchases, and making
use of tackles, as seamen." They were to aid also in pass-

ing the troops and artillery on floats or i:\ boats, across the

rivers, and were under the command of a midshipman and
lieutenant.*

'• Everything,'' writes Captain Robert Orme, one of the

general's aides-de-camp, "seemed to promise so far the greatest

success. The transports were all arrived safe, and the men in

liealth. Provisions, Indians, carriages, and horses were already

provided ; at least were to be esteemed so, considering the au-

thorities on which tlie\' were promissed to the general."

Trusting to these arrangements, Braddock proceeded to

Alexandria. The troops had all been disembarked before his

arrival,- and the Virginia levies selected by Sir John St.

Clair, to join the regiments of regulars, were arrived. There
were beside two companies of hatchet men, or carpenters

;

six of rangers ; and one troop of light horse. The levies having
been clothed, were ordered to march immediately for Win-
chester, to be armed, and the general gave them in charge,

of an ensign of the 44th, " to make them as like soldiers as

possible."! The light horse were retained by the general as

liis escort and body-guard.

The din and stir of warlike preparation disturbed the quiet of

of Mount Vernon. Washington looked down from his rural

retreat ujjon the ships of war and transports, as they passed up
the Potomac, with the array of arms gleaming along their decks.

Tlie booming of cannon echoed among his groves. Alexandria
was but a few miles distant. Occasionally he mounted his

horse, and rode to that place ; it was like a garrisoned town,

teeming with troops, and resounding with the drum and fife.

A brilliant campaign was about to open under the auspices of an
txperienced general, and'with all the means and appurtenances
of European warfare. How different from the starveling ex-

peditions he had hitherto been doomed to conduct ! What an
opj)ortuiiity to efface the memory of his recent disaster ! All

h:g tboughts of rural life were put to flight. The military part
of his character was again in the ascendant ; his great desire

wa.s to join the expedition as a volunteer.

It was reported to General Braddock. The latter was
apprised by Governor Dinwiddle and others, of Washington's
personal merits, his knowledge of the country, and his ex-

perience in frontier service. The consequence was, a letter

* Keppel's Life of Keppelf p. 205
t Orme's Journal,
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from Captain Bobert Orme, one of Braddock's aides-de-camp,

written by the general's order, inviting Washington to join

his staff ; the letter concluded with frank and cordial expres-

sions of esteem on the part of Orme, which were warmly re-

ciprocated, and laid the foundation of a soldierlike friendship

between them.

A volunteer situation on the staff of General Braddock offered

no emolument nor command and would be attended with con-

siderable exj^ense, beside a sacrifice of his private interests,

having no person in whom he had confidence, to take charge of

his affairs in his absence ; still he did not hesitate a moment
to accept the invitation. In the position offered to him, all

the questions of military rank which had hitherto annoyed him
would be obviated. He could indulge his passion for arms
without any sacrifice of dignity, and he looked forward with
high anticipation to an opportunity of acquiring military ex-

perience in a corps well organized, and thoroughly disciplined,

and in the family of a commander of acknowledged skill as a
tactician.

His mother heard with concern of another projected ex-

pedition into the wilderness. Hurrying to Mount Vernon, she
entreated him not again to expose himself to the hardships and
perils of these frontier campaigns. She doubtless felt the value

of his presence at home, to manage and protect the complicated
interests of the domestic connection, and had watched with
solicitude over his adventurous campaigning, where so much
family welfare was at hazard. However much a mother's pride

may have been gratified by his early advancement and renown,
she had rejoiced on his return to the safer walks of peaceful life.

She was thoroughly practical and prosaic in her notions, and
was not to be dazzled by military glory. The passions for arms
which mingled with the more sober elements of Washington's
character, would seem to have been inherited from his father's

side of his house; it was, in fact, the old chivalrous spirit of the

De Wessyngtons.
His mother had once prevented him from entering the navy,

when a gallant frigate was ab hand, anchored in the waters of

the Potomac ; with all his deference for her, which he retained

through life, he could not resist the appeal to his martial

sympathies, which called him to the head-quarters of General
Braddock at Alexandria.

His arrival was hailed by his young associates. Captains
Orme and Morris, the general's aides-de-camp, who at once re-

ceived him into frank companionship, and a cordial intimacy
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commenced between them, tliat continued tlirougliout the cum-

paign.

He experienced a courteous reception from tlie general, who
expressed in flattering terms the impression he had received of

his merits. Washington soon appreciated the character of the

geueraL He found liim stately and somewhat haughty, exact

in matters of military etiquette and discipline, positive in giv-

ing an opinion, and ohstinate in maintaining it; but of an hon-
orable and generous, though somewhat irritable nature.

There were at that time four governors, besides Dinwiddie,
assembled at Alexandria, at Braddock's request, to concert a
plan of military operations—Governor Shirley of Massachu-
setts, Lieutenant-governor Delancey of New York, Lieutenant-
governor Sharpe of Maryland, Lieutenant-governor Morris of

Pennsvlvania. Washington was presented to them in a man-
ner that showed how well his merits were already appreciated,

Shirle}' seems particularly to have struck him as the model of

a gentleman and statesman. He was originally a lawyer, and
had risen not more by his talents, than by his implicit devo^
tion to the crown. His son William was military secretary to

Braddock.
A grand council was held on the 14th of April, composed of

General Braddock, Commodore Keppel, and the governors, at

which the general's commission was read, as were his instruc-

tions from the king, relating to a common fund, to be estab-

lished by the several colonies, toward defraying the expenses of

the campaign.
The governors were prepared to answer on this head, letters

to the same purport having been addressed to them by Sir

Thomas E-obinson, one of the king's secretaries of state, in the

])receding month of October. They informed Braddock that

they had applied to their respective Assemblies for the establish-

ment of such a fund, but in vain, and gave it as their unanimous
opinion, that such afund could never be established in the colonies

without the aid of Parliament. They had found it impractica-
ble, also, to obtain from their respective governments the pro-

portions expected from them by the crown toward military ex-

penses in America; and suggested that ministers should find

out some mode of compelling them to do it; and that, in the

meantime, the general should make use of his credit upon gov-
ernment, for current expenses, lest the expedition should come
to a stand.*

In discussing the campaign, the governors were of opinion
that New York should be made the centre of operations, as it

* Colonial llkcords, vol. vl. p. 360.
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afforded easy access by water to tlie heart of the French pos-

sessions in Canada. Braddock, however, did not feel at liberty

to depart from his instructions, which specified the recent es-

tablishments of the French on the Ohio as the objects of his

expedition.

Niagara and Crown Point were to be attacked about the same
time with Fort Duquesne, the former by Governor Shirley, with

his.own and Sir William PepperelPs regiments, and some Xew
York companies ; the latter by Colonel William Johnson, sole

manager and director of Indian affairs ; a personage worthj^ of

especial note.

He was a native of Ireland, and had come out to this country

in 1734, to manage the landed estates owned by his uncle, Com-
modore Sir Peter Warren, in the Mohawk country. He had
resided ever since in the vicinity of the Mohawk River, in the

province of New York. By his agency, and his dealings with

the native tribes, he had acquired great wealth, and become a

kind of potentate in the Indian country. His influence over

the Six Nations was said to be unbounded ; and it was prin-

cipally with the aid of a large force of their warriors that it

was expected he would accomplish his part of the campaign.

The end of June, " nearly in July," was fixed upon as the time

when the several attacks upon Forts Duquesne, Niagara, and
Crown Point should be carried into execution ; and Braddock
anticipated an easy accomplishment of his plans.

The expulsion of the French from the lands wrongfully held

by them in Nova Scotia, was to be assigned to Colonel Law-
rence, lieutenant-governor of that province ; we will l>riefly add,

in anticipation, that it was effected by him with the aid of troops

from Massachusetts and elsewhere, led by Lieutenant-colonel

Monckton.
The business of the Congress being finished, General Brad-

dock would have set out for Fredericktown, in Maryland, but

few wagons or teams had yet come to remove the artillery.

Washington had looked with wonder and dismay at the huge
paraphernalia of war, and the world of superfluities to be trans-

ported across the mountains, recollecting the difficulties he

had experienced in getting over them with his nine swivels,

and scanty supplies. " If our march is to be regulated by the

slow movements of the train," said he, " it will be tedious,

very tedious, indeed."

His predictions excited a sarcastic smile in Braddock, as be-

traying the limited notions of a young provincial officer, little

acquainted with the march of armies.

In the meanwhile. Sir John St. Clair, who had returned to
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the frontier, was storming at the camp at Fort Cumberland.

The road required of the Penns3"lvania government had not

been commenced. George Croghan and the other commission-

ers were but just arrived in camp. Sir John, according to

Croghan, received them in a very disagreeable manner : would
not look at their draughts, nor suffer any representations to be

made to him in regard to the province, "but stormed like a

lion rampant ;
" decharing that tlie want of the road and of tlie

provisions promised by Pennsylvania had retarded the expedi-

tion, and might cost them their lives from the fresh numbers
of French that miglit be poured into the country.—" That
instead of marching to the Ohio, he would in nine days march
Ids army into Cumberland Count}^ to cut the roads, press

horses, wagons, etc.—That he would not suffer a soldier to

handle an axe, but by fire and sword oblige the inhabitants to

do it Tiiat he would kill all kinds of cattle, and carry

away the horsos, burn the houses, etc. ; and that if the French
defeated them, % the delays of Pennsylvania, he would, with

liis sword dra\\'n, pass through the province and treat the in-

habitants as a parcel of traitors to his master. That lie would
write to England by a man-of-war ; shake Mr. Penn's proprie-

taryship, and represent Pennsylvania as a disaffected province.

.... He told us to go to the general, if we pleased, who would
give us ten had coords for one that he had givenP
The explosive wrath of Sir John, which was not to be ap-

peased, shook the souls of the commissioners, and they wrote
to Governor Morris, urging that people might be set at work
upon the road, if the Assembly had made provision for opening
it ; and that flour might be sent without delay to the mouth of

Canococheague Kiver, " as being the only remedy left to pre-

vent these threatened mischiefs." *

In reply, Mr. Richard Peters, Governor Morris' secretary,

wrote in his name :
" Get a number of hands immediately, and

further the work by all possible methods. Your expenses will

be paid at the next sitting of Assembly. Do your duty, and
oblige the general and quartermaster if possible. Finish the

road that will be wanted first, and then proceed to any other

that may be thought necessary."

An additional commission, of a different kind, was intrusted

to George Croghan. Governor Morris by letter requested him
to convene at Aughquick, in Pennsylvania, as many warriors

a.s possible of the mixed tribes of the Ohio, distribute among
them wampum belts sent for the purpose, and engage them to

* Colonial Records, vol. vl. p. 868.
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meet General Braddock when on the march, and render him all

the assistance in their power.

In reply, Croghan engaged to enlist a strong body of Indians,

being sure of the influence of Scarooyadi, successor to the half-

king, and of his adjunct, White Thunder, keeper of the speech-

belts.* At the instance of Governor Morris, Croghan secured

the services of another kind of force. This was a band of

hunters, resolute men, well acquainted with the country', and
inured to hardships. They were under the command of Captain

Jack, one of the most remarkable characters of Pennsylvania,

a complete hero of the Avilderness. He had been for many
years a captive among the Indians ; and, having learnt their

ways, had formed this association for the protection of the

settlements, receiving a commission of captain from the Gover-
nor of Pennsylvania. The band had become famous for its ex-

ploits, and was a terror to the Indians. Captain Jack was at

present protecting the settlements on the Canococheague ; but
promised to march by a circuitous route and join Braddock with
his hunters. "They require no shelter for the night," writes

Croghan ;
" they ask no pay. If the whole army was composed

of such men there would be no cause of apprehension. I shall

be with them in time for duty."*

NOTE.

The following extract of a letter, dated August, 1750, gives one of the
stories relative to tliis individual:

—

" The 'Black Hunter,' the 'Black Rifle,' the 'Wild Hunter of Juni-
ata,' is a white man; his history is this: He entered the woods with a
few enterprising companions ; built his cabin; cleared a little land, and
amused himself with the pleasures of fishing and hunting. He felt

happy, for then he had not a care. But on an evening when he re-

turned from a day of sport, he found his cabin burnt, his wife and
children murdered. From tliat moment he forsakes civilized man;
hunts out caves, in which he lives; protects the frontier inhabitants
from the Indians; and seizes every opportunity of revenge that offers.

He lives the terror of the Indians and the consolation of the whites. On
one occasion, near Juniata, in the middle of a dark night, a family were
suddenly awakened from sleep by the report of a gun ; they jumped from
their huts, and by the glimmering light from the chimney saw an In-
dian fall to rise no more. The open door exposed to view the wild hun-
ter. ' I have saved your lives,' he cried, then turned and was buried in
the gloom of night."—Hazard's Eegiater of Penn. vol. iv. p. 389.

^Colonial Becords, vol. vi. p.. 375.

Hazard's Register of Penn. vol. iv. p. 416
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CHAPTER XV.

WASHTXGTOX PKOCLAIMED AIDE-DE-CAMP. DISAPPOINTMENTS
AT FREDERICKTOWX, BEXJAMIX FRAXKLIN AXD BRAD-
DOCK. COXTKACTS. DEPARTURE FOR WILLS' CREEK.
ROUGH ROADS. THE GEXERAL IX HIS CHARIOT. CAMP
AT FORT CUMBERLAXD. HUGH MERCER. DR. CRAIK.
MILITARY TACTICS. CAMP RULES. SECRETARY PETERS.
IXDIAXS IX CAMP. IXDIAX BEAUTIES. THE PRIXCESS
BRIGHT LIGHTXIXG. ERRAXD TO WILLIAMSBURG. BRAD-
DOCK's OPIXIOX OF COXTRACTORS AXD IXDIAXS. ARRIVAL
OF CONVEYANCES.

General Braddock set out from Alexandria' on the 20th
of Aprih Wasliington remained behind a few days to arrange
Ills affairs, and then rejoined him at Fredericktown, in Mar}^-

land, where, on the 10th of May, he was proclaimed one of the
general's aides-de-camp. The troubles of Braddock had already

commenced. The Virginian contractors failed to fulfill their

engagements ; of all the immense means of transportation so

confidently promised, but fifteen wagons and a hundred draught-
horses had arrived, and there was no prospect of more. There
was equal disappointment in provisions, both as to quantity and
quality ; and he liad to send round the country to buy cattle for

the subsistence of the troops.

Fortunately while the general was venting his spleen in an-

athemas against army contractors, Benjamin Franklin arrived

at Fredericktown. That eminent man, then about forty-nine

years of age, had been for many years member of the Pennsyl-
vania Assembly, and was now postmaster-general for America.
The Assembly understood that Braddock was incensed against

them, supposing them adverse to the service of the war. They
liad procured Franklin to wait upon him, not as if sent by
them, but as if he came in his capacity of postmaster-general,

to arrange for the sure and speedy transmission of despatches
between the commander-in-chief and the governors of the
provinces.

He was well received, and became a daily guest at the
general's table. In his autobiography, he gives us an instance
of the blind confidence and fatal prejudices by which Braddock
was deluded throughout this expedition. ^' In conversation with
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him one day," writes Franklin, " he was giving me some account
of his intended progress. ^ After taking Fort Duquesne,' said
he, ' I am to proceed to Niagara ; and, having taken that, to

Frontenac, if the season will allow time : and I suppose it will,

for Duquesne can hardly detain me above three or four days
;

and then I can see nothing that can obstruct my march to

Niagara.'

'^Having before revolved in my mind," continues Franklin,
"the long line his army must make in their march by a very
narrow road, to be cut for them througli the woods and bushes,
and also wliat I had heard of a former defeat of hfteen hundred
French, who invaded tlie Illinois country, I had conceived some
doubts and some fears for the event of the campaign ; but I

ventured only to say, ^ To be sure, sir, if you arrive well before

Duquesne with these fine troops, so well provided witli artillery,

the fort, though completely fortified and assisted witli a veiy
strong garrison, can probably make but a short resistance.

The only danger I apprehend of obstruction to your march, is

from the ambuscades of the Indians, who, by constant practice,

are dexterous in laying and executing them ; and the slender

line, nearly four miles long, which your army must make, may
expose it to be attacked by surprise on its flanks, and to be cut
like thread into several pieces, which, from their distance,

cannot come up in time to support one another."

"He smiled at my ignorance, and replied: ^ These savages
may indeed be a formidable enemy to raw American militia,

but upon the king's regular and disciplined troops, sir, it is

impossible they should make an impression/ I was conscious

of an impropriety in my disputing with a military man in

matters of his profession, and said no more." *

As the whole delay of the army was caused by the want of

conveyances, Franklin observed one day to the general that it

was a pity the troops had not been landed in Pennsylvania,
where almost every farmer had his wagon. " Then, sir," re-

plied Braddock, " you who are a man of interest there can prob-
ably procure them for me, and I beg you will." Franklin con-

sented. An instrument in writing was drawn up, empowering
him to contract for one hundred and fifty wagons, with four

horses to each wagon, and fifteen hundred saddle or pack-horses
for the service of His Majesty's forces, to be at Wills' Creek
on or before the 20th of May ; and he promptly departed for

Lancaster to execute the commission.
After his departure, Braddock, attended by his staff and his

* Autobiography of Franklin, Sparks' edition, p. 190.
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guard of light liorse, set off for Wills' Creek by the way of

Winchester, the road along the north side of tlie Potomac not
being yet made. '• This gave him/' writes Washingtonj " a good
opportunity to see tlie absurdity of the route, and of damning
it very heartily." *

Three of Washington's horses were knocked up before they
reached Winchester, and he had to purchase others. This was
a severe drain of his campaigning purse ; fortunately he was
in the neighborhood of Greenway Court, and was enabled to

replenish it by a loan from his old friend Lord Fairfax.

The discomforts of the rough road were increased with the

general, by his travelling with some degree of state in a chariot

which he had purchased of Governor Sharpe. In this he
dashed by Dunbar's division of the troops, which he overtook

near Wills' Creek; his body guard of light horse galloping on
each side of his chariot, and his staff accompanying him; the

drums beating the Grenadiers' March as he passed. In this

style, too, he arrived at Fort Cumberland, amid a thundering
salute of seventeen guns.f

By this time the general discovered that he was not in a

region fitted for such display, and his travelling chariot was
abandoned at Fort Cumberland ; otherwise it would soon have
become a wreck among the mountains beyond.

By the 19th of May, the forces were assembled at Fort Cum-
berland. The two royal regiments, originally one thousand
strong, now increased to fourteen hundred, by men chosen from
the Maryland and Virginia levies ; two provincial companies of

carpenters, or pioneers, thirty men each, with subalterns and
captains ; a company of guides, composed of a captain, two aids,

and ten men ; the troop of Virginia light horse, commanded by
Captain Stewart ; the detachment of thirty sailors with their

officers, and the remnants of two independent companies from
New York, one of which was commanded by Captain Horatio
Grates, of whom we shall have to speak much hereafter, in the

course of this biography.

Another person in camp, of subsequent notoriety, and who
became a warm friend of Washington, was Dr. Hugh Mercer,
a Scotchman, about thirty-three years of age. About ten years

previously he had served as assistant surgeon in the forces of

Charles Edward, and followed his standard to the disastrous

field of Culloden. After the defeat of the " chevalier," Mercer
had escaped by the way of Inverness to America, and taken up

Draft of a letter, among Washington's papers, addressed to Major
John Carlyle.

* Journal of the Seameii'a detachment.
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his residence in Virginia. He was now with the A'irgiiiia

troopS; rallying under the standard of the House of Hanover,
in an expedition led by a general who had aided to drive the

chevalier from Scotland.*

Another young Scotchman in the camp was Dr. James
Craik, who had become strongly attached to Washington, being f

about the same age, and having been with him in the affair of

the Great Meadows, serving as surgeon in the Virginia regi-

ment, to which he still belonged.

At Fort Cumberland, Washington had an opportunity of

seeing a force encamped according to the plan approved of by
the council of war; and military tactics, enforced with all the

precision of a martinet.

The roll of each company was called over morning, noon,

and night. There was strict examination of arms and accou-

trements ; the commanding officer of each company being an-

swerable for their being kept in good order.

The general was very particular in regard to the appearance
and drill of the Virginia recruits and companies, whom he had
put under the rigorous discipline of Ensign Allen. " They
performed their evolutions and firing as well as could be ex-

pected," writes Captain Orme, " but their languid, spiritless,

and unsoldier-like appearance, considered with the lowness and
ignorance of most of their officers, gave little hopes of their

future good behavior." f He doubtless echoed the opinion of

the general ; how completely were both to be undeceived as to

their estimate of these troops !

The general held a levee in his tent every morning, from
ten to eleven. He was strict as to the morals of the camp.
Drunkenness was severely punished. A soldier convicted of

theft was. sentenced to receive one thousand lashes, and to be
drummed out of his regiment. Part of the first part of the

sentence was remitted. Divine service was performed every
Sunday, at the head of the colors of each regiment, by the

chaplain. There was the funeral of a captain who died at this

encampment. A captain's guard marched before the corpse,

the captain of it in the rear, the firelocks reversed, the drums
beating the dead march. When near the grave, the guard
formed two lines, facing each other ; rested on their arms,

muzzles downwards, and leaned their faces on the butts. The
corpse was carried between them, the sword and sash on the

coffin, and the officers following two and two. After the chaplain

* Braddock had been an officer under the Duke of Camberland in his
campaign against Charles Edward,

t Orme's Journal,
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of the regiment had read the service, the guard fired three

volleys over the grave, and returned.*

Braddock's camp, in a word, was a com2:>lete study for

Washington, during the halt at Fort Cumberland, where he

had an opportunity of seeing military routine in its strictest

forms. He had a specimen, too, of convivial life in the camp,
which the general endeavored to maintain, even in the wilder-

ness, keeping a hospitable table ; for he is said to have been
somewhat of a bon vivant, and to have had with him " two
good cooks, who could make an excellent ragout out of a pair

of boots, had they but materials to toss them up w4th." t
There was great detention at the fort, caused by the want

of forage and supplies, the road not having been finished

from Philadelphia. Mr. Richard Peters, the secretary of

Governor Morris, was in camp, to attend to the matter. He
had to bear the brunt of Braddock's complaints. The general

declared he would not stir from Wills' Creek until he had the

governor's assurance that the road would be open in time.

3[r. Peters requested guards to protect the men while at work,

from attacks by the Indians. « Braddock swore he would not

furnish guards for the wood-cutters—" let Pennsylvania do
it

! " He scoffed at the talk about danger from Indians.

Peters endeavored to make him sensible of the peril which
threatened him in this respect. Should an army of them
led by French officers, beset him in his march, he would not

be able, with all his strength and military skill, to reach Fort
Duquesne without a body of rangers, as well on foot as horse-

back. The general, however, " despised his observationt." t

Still, guards had ultimately to be provided, or the work on the
road would have been abandoned.

Braddock, in fact, was completely chagrined and disap-

pointed about the Indians. The Cherokees and Catawbas,
whom Dinwiddle had given him reason to expect in such
numbers, never arrived.

George Croghan reached the camp with but about fifty

warriors, whom he had brought from Aughquick. At the
general's request he sent a messenger to invite the Delawares
and Shawnees from the Ohio, who returned with two chiefs of

the former tribe. Among the sachems thus assembled were
some of Washington's former allies, Scarooyadi, alias Mona-
catoocha, successor to the half-king, White Thunder, the keeper
of the speech-belts, and Silver Heels, so called, probably, from
being swift of foot.

* Orme'8 Journal. Journal of the SeamerVs detachment.
t Preface to Winthrop Sargent's Introductory Memoir,
\ Colonial Records, vi. 396.
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Notwithstanding his secret contempt for the Indians, Brad-
dock, agreeably to his instructions, treated them with great

ceremony. A grand council was held in his tent, where all his

officers attended. The chiefs, and all the warriors, came
painted and decorated for war. They were received with mili-

tary honors, the guards resting on their fire-arms. The gen-
eral made them a speech through his interpreter, exj)ressing

the grief of their father, the great king of England, at the

death of the half-king, and made them presents to console

them. They in return promised their aid as guides and
scouts, and declared eternal enmity to the French, following
the declaration with the war song, "making a terrible noise."

The general, to regale and astonish them, ordered all the
artillery to be fired, " the drums and fifes playing and beating
the point of war ;

" the fete ended by their feasting, in their

own camp, on a bullock which the general had given them, fol-

lowing up their repast by dancing tlie war dance round a fire,

to the sound of their uncouth drums and rattles, "making night
hideous" by howls and yellings.

" I have engaged between fgrty and fifty Indians from the

frontiers of your province to go over the mountains with me,"
writes Braddock to Governor Morris, "and shall take Croghan
and Montour into service." Croghan was in effect, put in

command of the Indians, and a warrant given to him oi

captain.

For a time all went well. Tlie Indians had their separate
camp, where they passed half the night singing, dancing, and
howling. The British were amused by their strange cere-

monies, their savage antics, and savage decorations. The
Indians, on the other hand, loitered by day about the English
camp, fiercely painted and arrayed, gazing with silent admira-
tion at the parade of the troops, their marchings and evolu-

tions, and delighted witli the horse-races, with which tlie

young officers recreated tliemselves.

Unluckily the warriors had brought their families witlithem
to Wills' Creek, and the women were even fonder than the men
of loitering about the British camp. They were not destitute

of attractions ; for the young squaws resemble the gypsies,

having seductive forms, small hands and feet, and soft voices.

Among those who visited the camp was one who no doubt
passed for an Indian princess. She was the daughter of the
sachem White Thunder, and bore the dazzling name of Bright
Lightning.* The charms of these wild-wood beauties were
soon acknowledged. " The squaws," writes Secretary Peters,

* Seamen's Journal.
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•• bring in money plenty ; the officers are scandalously fond of

them.'-*

The jealousy of the warriors was aroused ; some of them be-

came furious. To prevent discord, the squaws Avere forbidden

to come into the British camp. This did not prevent their

being sought elsewhere. It was ultimately found necessar}-,

for the sake of quiet, to send Bright Lightning, with all the

other women and chiklren, back to Aughquick. White Thun-
der and several of tlie warriors, accompanied them for their

protection.

As to the three Delaware chiefs, they returned to the Ohio,

promising the general they would collect their warriors together,

and meet liim on his march. They never kept their word.
'• These people are vilhiins, and always side with the strongest,"

savs a shrewd journalist of the expedition.

During the halt of the troops at Wills' Creek, Washington
had been sent to AVilliamsburg to bring on four thousand
pounds for the military chest. He returned, after a fortnight's

absence, escorted from Winchester by eight men, " which
eight men," writes he, *• were two days assembling, but I be-

lieve would not have been more than as many seconds dispers-

ing if I had been attacked."

He found the general out of all patience and temper at the

delays and disappointments in regard to horses, wagons, and
forage, making no allowance for the difficulties incident to a
new countr}', and to the novel and great demands upon its

scanty and scattered resources. He accused the army contract-

ors of want of faith, honor, and honesty ; and in his moments
of passion, which were many, extended the stigma to tlie whole
«-ountry. This stung the patriotic sensibility of Wasliington,
and overcame his usual self-command, and the proud and pas-

sionate commander was occasionally surprised by a well-merited

rebuke from his aide-de-camp. " We have frequent disputes

on this head," writes Washington, " which are maintained with
warmtli on botli sides, especially on his, as he is incapable of

arguing without it, or of giving up any point he asserts, be it

ever so incompatible with reason or common sense.

The same pertinacity was maintained with respect to the

Indians. George Croghan informed Washington that the

sachems considered themselves treated with sliglit, in never
being consulted in war matters. That he hiniseli had repeatedly

offered the services of the warriors under his command as scouts

and outguards, but his offers liad been rejected. Washington
ventured to interfere, and to urge their importance for such

* Letter of Peters to Governor Morris.
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purposes, especially now, when they were approaching the

stronghold of the enemy. As usual, the general remained
bigoted in his belief of the all-sufficiency of well-disciplined

troops.

Either from disgust thus caused, or from being actually dis-

missed, the warriors began to disappear from the camp. It is

said that Colonel Innes, whowas to remain in command at Fort

Cumberland, advised the dismissal of all but a few to serve as

guides ; certain it is, before Braddock recommenced his march,

none remained to accompany him but Scarooyadi, and eight of

his warriors.*

Seeing the general's impatience at the non-arrival of convey-

ances, Washington again represented to him the difficulties he

would encounter in attempting to traverse the mountains with

such a train of wheel-carriages, assuring him it would be the

most arduous part of the campaign ; and recommended, from
his own experience, the substitution, as much as possible, of

pack-horses. Braddock, however, had not been sufficiently

harassed by frontier campaigning to depart from his European
modes, or to be swayed in his military operations by so green

a counselor.

At length the general was relieved from present perplexities

by the arrival of the horses and wagons which Franklin had
undertaken to procure. That eminent man, with liis charac-

teristic promptness and unwearied exertions, and by his great

personal popularity, had obtained them from the reluctant

Pennsylvania farmers, being obliged to pledge his own res))on-

sibility for their being fully remunerated. He performed this

laborious task out of pure zeal for the public service, neither

expecting nor receiving emolument ; and, in fact, experiencing

subsequently great delay and embarrassment before he was re-

lieved from the pecuniary responsibilities thus patriotically in-

curred.

The arrival of the conveyances put Braddock in good humor
with Pennsylvania. In a letter to Governor Morris, he alludes

to the threat of Sir John St. Clair to go through that province
with a drawn sword in his hand. " He is ashamed of his having
talked to 3'^ou in the manner he did," Still the general made

* Braddock's own secretary, William Shirl9y, was disaffected to bini.

Writing about him to Governor Morris, he satirically observes; " We
have a general most judiciously chosen for being disqualified for the ser-

vice he is employed in, in almost every respect." And of the secondary
officers: " As to them, I don't think we have much to boast. Some are
insolent and ignorant; others capable, but rather aiming at showing
their own abilities than making a proper use of them.

—

Colonial
BecordSj vi. 405.
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Franklin's contract for wagons the sole instance in wliicli he

had not experienced deceit and villain}'. " I hope, however,

in spite of all this," adds lie, '' that we shall pass a merry
Christmas together."

CHAPTER XVI.

MARCH FROM FORT CUMBERLAND. THE GREAT SAVAGE MOUN-
TAIN. CA:IP at THE LITTLE MEADOWS. DIVISION OF THE
FORCES. CAPTAIN JACK AND HIS BAND. SCAROOYADI IN

DANGER. ILLNESS OF WASHINGTON. HIS HALT AT THE
YOUGHIOGHENY. MARCH OF BRADDOCK. THE GREAT MEAD-
OWS. LURKING ENEMIES. THEIR TRACKS. PRECAUTIONS
THICKETTY RUN. SCOUTS. INDIAN MURDERS. FUNERAL

OF AN INDIAN WARRIOR. CAMP ON THE MONONGAHELA.
AVASHINGTON's ARRIVAL THRRE.^-MARCH FOR FORT DU-
QUESNE. THE FORDING OF THE MONONGAHELA. THE
BATTLE. THE RETREAT. DEATH OF BRADDOCK.

On the 10th of June, Braddock set off from Fort Cumber-
land with his aides-de-camp, and others of his staff, and his

body-guard of light horse. Sir Peter Halket, with his brigade,

had marched three days previously ; and a detachment of six

Imndred men, under the command of Colonel Chapman, and
the supervision of Sir John St. Clair, had been employed up-

wards of ten days in cutting down trees, removing rocks, and
opening a road.

The march over the mountain proved, as Washington had
foretold, a '•' tremendous undertaking." It was with difficulty

the heavily laden wagons could be dragged up the steep and
rugged roads, newly made, or imperfectly repaired. Often
they extended for three or four miles in a straggling and broken
line, with the soldiers so dispersed, in guarding them, that an
attack on any side would have thrown the whole in confusion.

It was the dreary region of the great Savage Mountain, and the

"Shades of Death" that was again made to echo with the din

of arms.

What outraged Washington's notions of the abstemious fru-

gality suitable to campaigning in the "backwoods," was the

great number of horses and wagons required by the officers for

the transportation of their baggage, camp (Hpiipage, and a

thousand articles of artificial necessity. Simple himself in his
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tastes and habits, and manfully indifferent to j^ersonal indul-

gences, he almost doubted whether such sybarites in the camp
could be efficient in the field.

By the time the advanced corps had struggled over two
mountains, and through the intervening forest, and reached

(16th June) the Little Meadows, where Sir John St. Clair had
made a temporary camp, General Braddock had become aware
of the difference between campaigning in a new country, or on
the old well-beaten battle-grounds of Europe. He now of his

own accord turned to Washington for advice, though it must
have been a sore trial to his pride to seek it of so young a man

;

but he had by this time sufficient proof of his sagacity, and his

knowledge of the frontier.

Thus unexpectedly called on, Washington gave his counsel

with becoming modesty, but with his accustomed clearness.

There w^as just now an opportunity to strike an effective blow
at Fort Duquesne, but it might be lost by delay. The garrison,

according to credible reports, was weak ; large reinforcements

and supplies, which were on their way, would be detained by
the drought, which rendered the riverby which they must come
low and unnavi gable. The blow must be struck before they
could arrive. He advised the general, therefore, to divide his

forces ; leave one part to come on with the stores and baggage,

and all the cumbrous appurtenances of an army, and to throw
himself in the advance with the other part, composed of his

choicest troops, lightened of everything superfluous that might
impede a rapid march.

His advice was adopted. Twelve hundred men selected out

of all the companies, and furnished with ten field-pieces, were
to form the first division, their provisions and other necessaries

to be carried on pack-horses. The second division, with all the

stores, munitions, and heavy baggage, was to be brought on
by Colonel Dunbar.
The least practicable part of the arrangement was with re-

gard to the officers of the advance. Washington had urged a
retrenchment of their baggage and camp equipage, that as many
of their horses as possible might be used as pack-horses. Here
was the difficulty. Brought up, many of them, in fashionable

and luxurious life, or the loitering indulgence of country quar-

ters, they were so encumbered with what they considered in-

dispensable necessaries, that out of two hundred and twelve
horses generally appropriated to their use, not more than a

dozen could be spared by them for the public service. Wash-
ington, in his own case, acted up to the advice he had given.

He retained no more clothing and effects with him than w^ould
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aT>out half fill a portmanteau, and gave up his best steed as a

pack-horse—which lie never heard of afterwards.*

During the halt at the Little ]\[eadows, Captain Jack and

liis band of forest rangers, whom Croghan had engaged at

Governor Morris' suggestion, made their appearance in the

camp; armed and equipped with rifle, knife, hunting-shirts,

leggings, and moccasins, and looking almost like a band of

Indians as they issued from tlie woods.

The captain asked an interview with the general, by whom,
it would seem, he was not expected. Braddock received him in

his tent, in his usual stiff and stately manner. The "Black
Kifle" spoke of himself and his followers as men inured to

liardships, and accustomed to deal with Indians, who preferred

stealth and stratagem to open warfare. He requested his com-

pany should be employed as a reconnoitering party to beat up
the Indians in their lurking-places and ambuscades.

Braddock, who had a sovereign contempt for the chivalry of

the woods, and despised their boasted strategy, replied to the

liero of the Pennsylvania settlements in a manner to which he

ha^l not been accustomed. " There was time enough," he said,

'•for making arrangements ; and he had experienced troops, on

whom he could completely rely for all purposes."

Captain Jack withdrew, indignant at so haughty a reception,

and informed his leathern-clad followers of his rebuff. They
forthwith shouldered their rifles, turned their backs upon the

camp, and, headed by the captain, departed in Indian file

through the woods, for the usual scenes of their exploits, where
men knew their value, the banks of the Juniata or the Con-
ococheague.t

On the 19th of June Braddock's first division set out, with
less than thirty carriages, including those that transported am-
munition for the artillery, all strongly horsed. The Indians

marched with the advanced party. In the course of the day,

Scarooyadi and his son being at a small distance from the litie

of march, were surrounded and taken by some French and In-

dians. His son e.scaped, and brought intelligence to his war-

riors ; they hastened to rescue or revenge him, but found him
tied to a tree. The French had been disposed to shoot him, but
their savage allies declared they would abandon them should

• Letter to J. Augustine Washington. Sparks, ii. 81.

"t On the Conococheagne and Juniata is left the history of their ex-
ploits. At one time you may hear of tlie hand near Fort Augusta, next
at Fort Franklin, then at London, then at Juniata,—rapid were the
movements of this hardy hand.—Hazard's Jte(j, Penn. Iv. 390; also. 7,

1{>4.
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tliey do so ; Laving some tie of frieiulsliip or kindred with the

cliieftain, who thus rejoined the troops unharmed.
Washington was disappointed in liis anticipations of a rapid

march. The general, though he had adopted his advice in the

main, could not carry it out in detail. His military education

was in the way ; bigoted to the regular and elaborate tactics of

Europe, he could not stooj) to the make-shift expedients of a

new country, where every difficulty is encountered and mastered
in a rough-and-ready style. "1 found," said Washington,
" that instead of pushing on with vigor, without regarding a

little rough road, they were halting to level every molehill, and
to erect bridges over every brook, by which means we were four

days in getting twelve miles."

For several days Washington had suffered from fever, ac-

companied by intense headache, and his illness increased in

violence to such a degree that he was unable to ride, and had
to be conveyed for a part of the time in a covered wagon. His
illness continued without intermission until the 23d, " when I

was relieved," says he, " by the general's absolutely ordering

the physician to give me Dr. James' powders : one of the most
excellent medicines in the world. It gave me immediate relief,

and removed my fever and other complaints in four days'

tim«."

He was still unable to bear the jolting of the wagon but it

needed another interposition of the kindly-intended authority

of General Braddock, to bring him to a halt at the great cross-

ings of the Youghiogheny. There the general assigned him a

guard, provided him with necessaries, and requested him to re-

main, under care of his physician. Dr. Craik, until the arrival

of Colonel Dunbar's detachment, which was two days' march in

the rear
;
giving him his word of honor that he should, at all

events, be enabled to rejoin the main division before it reached

the French fort.*

This kind solicitude on the part of Braddock, shows the real

estimation in which he was held by that officer. Doctor Craik

backed the general's orders, by declaring that should Washing-
ton persevere in his attempts to go on in the condition he then
was, his life would be in danger. Orme also joined his entreat-

ies, and promised, if he would remain, he would keep him in-

formed by letter of every occurrence of moment.
Notwithstanding all kind assurances of Braddock and his

aide-de-camp Orme, it was with gloomy feelings that Washing-
ton saw the troops depart, fearful he might not be able to re-

join them in time for the attack upon the fort, which, he aS'

* Letter +,o .Tolin Augustine Washington. Sparks, ii. 80,
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siired liis brother aide-cle-camp, he would not miss for five

hundred pounds.

Leaving Washington at the Youghiogheny, we will follow the

march of Braddock. In the course of the first day (June 24th,)

he came to a deserted Indian camp
;
judging from the number

of wigwamSj there must have been about one hundred and
seventy warriors. Some of the trees about it had been stripped,

and painted with threats, and bravadoes, and scurrilous taunts

written on them in the French language, showing that there

were white men with the savages.

The next morning at daybreak, three men venturing beyond
the sentinels were shot and scalped

;
parties were immediately

sent out to scour the woods, and drive in the stray horses.

The day's march passed by the Great Meadows and Fort

Necessity, the scene of Washington's capitulation. Several

Indians were seen hovering in the woods, and the light horse

and Indian allies were sent out to surround them, but did not

succeed. In crossing a mountain beyond the Great Meadows,
the carriages had to be lowered with the assistance of the

sailors, by means of tackle. The camp for the night was about

two miles beyond Fort Necessity. Several French and Indians

endeavored to reconnoiter it, but were fired upon by the ad-

vanced sentinels.

The following day (26th) there was a laborious march of but

four miles, owing to the difficulties of the road. The evening

halt was at another deserted Indian camp, strongly posted oji

a high rock, with a steep and narrow ascent ; it had a spring

in the middle, and stood at the termination of the Indian path

to tlie Monongahela. By this pass the party had come which
attacked Washington the year before, in the Great Meadows.
The Indians and French too, who were hovering about the

army, had just left this camj). The fires they had left were
yet burning. The French had inscriljed their names on some
of the trees with insulting bravadoes, and the Indians had des-

ignated in triumph the scalps they had taken two days i)re-

viously. A party was sent out with guides, to follow their

tracks and fall on them in the night, but again without success.

In fact, it was the Indian boast, that throughout this march of

Braddock, they saw him every day from tlie mountains, and
expected to be able to shoot down his soldiers "like pigeons."

The march continued to be toilful and difficult ; on one day
it did not exceed two miles, having to cut a passage over a

mountain. In cleaning their guns the men were ordered to

draw the charge, instead of firing it off. No fire was to be

lighted in front of the jjickets. At night, the men were to

take their arms into the tents with them.
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Further on the precautions became still greater. On the ad-

vanced pickets the men were in two divisions, relieving each

other every two hours. Half remained on guard with fixed

bayonets, the other half lay down by their arms. The picket

sentinels were doubled.

On the 4th of July they encamped at Thicketty Eun. Tlie

country was less mountainous and rocky, and the woods, con-

sisting chiefly of white pine, were more open. The general

now supposed himself to be within thirty miles of Fort Duquesne.
Ever since his halt at the deserted camp on the rock beyond
the Great Meadows, he had endeavored to prevail upon the

Croghan Indians to scout in the direction of the fort, and bring
him intelligence, but never could succeed. They had probably
been deterred by the number of French and Indian tracks, and
by the recent capture of Scaroo3'adi. This day, however, two
consented to reconnoiter; and shortly after their departure,

Christopher Gist, the resolute pioneer, who acted as guide to

the general, likewise set off as a scout.

The Indians returned on the 6th. They had been close to

Fort Duquesne. Tliere were no additional works there ; they
saw a few boats under tlie fort, and one with a white flag com-
ing down the Oliio; but there were few men to be seen, and
few tracks of any. They came upon an unfortunate officer,

shooting within half a mile of the fort, and brought a scalp as a

troi>hy of his fate. None of the passes between the camp and
fort were occupied ; the}' believed there were few men abroad
reconnoitering.

Gist returned soon after them. His account corroborated

theirs ; but he had seen a smoke in a valley between the camp
and the fort, made probably by some scouting i)arty. He had
intended to prowl about the fort at night, but had been dis-

covered andDursued by two Indians, and narrowly escaped with
his life.

On the same day, during the march, three or four men loiter-

ing in the r^ar of the grenadiers were killed and scalped.

Several of the grenadiers set off to take revenge. They came
upon a party of Indians, who held up boughs and grounded
their arms, the concerted sign of amity. Not perceiving or

understanding it, the grenadiers fired upon them, and one fell.

It proved to be the son of Scarooyadi. Aware too late of

their error, the grenadiers brought the body to tlie camp. The
conduct of Braddock was admirable on the occasion. He sent

for the father and the other Indians, and condoled with them
on the lamentable occurrence ; making them the customary
j^resents of expiation. But what was more to the point, he
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caused the youth to be buried with the honors of war; at his

request the officers attended the funeral, and a A'olley was fired

over the grave.

These soldierlike tributes of respect to tlie deceased, and
sympathy with the survivors, soothed the feelings and gratified

the pride of the father, and attached him more firmly to the

service. "We are glad to record an anecdote to the contrary to the

general contempt for the Indians with which Braddock stands

charged. It speaks well for the real kindness of his heart.

We will return now to Washington in his sick encampment
on the banks of the Youghioghen}', where he was left repining

at the departure of the troops without him. To add to his an-

noyances, his servant, John Alton, a faithful Welshman, was
taken ill with the same malady, and unable to render him any
services. Letters from his fellow aides-de-camp showed him
the kind solicitude that was felt concerning him. At the gen-

eral's desire, Captain Morris wrote to him, informing him of

their intended halts.

*' It is the desire of every individual in the family," adds he,
*' and the general's positive commands to you, not to stir, but
by the advice of the person [Dr. Craik] under whose care you
are, till j'ou are better, which we all hoj^e will be very soon.'''

Orme, too, accordijig to promise, kept him informed of the in-

cidents of the march ; the frequent night alarms, and occasional

.scalping parties. The night alarms AYashington considered

mere feints designed to harass the men and retard the march

;

the enemy, he was sure, had not sufficient force for a serious at

tack ; and he was glad to learn from Orme that the men were
in high spirits and confident of success.

He now considered himself sufficiently recovered to rejoin

the troops, and his only anxiety was that he should not be able

to do it in time for the great blow. He was rejoiced, therefore,

on the 3d of July, by the arrival of an advanced party of one
hundred men convoying ])rovisions. Being still too weak to

mount his horse, he set off with the escort in a covered wagon

;

and after a most fatiguing journey, over mountain and tlirough

forest, reached Braddock's camp on the 8th oi J uly. It was on
the east side of tfie Monongahela, about two miles from the

river, in the neighborhood of the town of Queen Aliquippa,
and about fifteen miles from Fort Duquesne.

In consequence of adhering to technical rules and military

forms. General Braddock had consumed a month in marching
little more than a hundred miles. The tardiness of his pro-

gress was regarded with surprise and impatience even in

Europe j where his patron, the Duke of Brunswick, was watch-
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ing the events of the campaign he had planned. " The Duke,"
writes Horace Walpole, " is much dissatisfied at the slowness

of General Braddock, icho does not march as if he was at all

ivnpatient to be scaljyed.^'* The insinuation of the satirical wit

was unmerited. Braddock was a stranger to fear : but in his

movements he was fettered by system.

Washington was warmly received on his arrival, especially

by his fellow aides-de-camp, Morris and Orme. He was just in

time, for the attack upon Fort Duquesne was to be made on the

following day. The neighboring country had been reconnoi-

tered to determine upon a plan of attack. The fort stood on
the same side of the Monongahela with the camp ; but there

was a narrow pass between them of about two miles, with the

river on the left and a very high mountain on the right, and in

its present state quite impassable for carriages. The route de-

dermined on was to cross the Monongahela by a ford immedi-
ately opposite to the camp

;
proceed along the west bank of the

river, for about five miles, then recross by another ford to the

eastern side, and push on to the f6rt. The river at these fords

was shallow, and the banks were not steep.

According to the plan of arrangement, Lieutenant-colonel

Gage, with the advance, was to cross the river before daybreak,

march to the second ford, and recrossing there, take post to

secure the passage of the main force. The advance was to be
composed of two companies of grenadiers, one hundred and sixty

infantry, the independent company of Cautain Horatio Gates,

and two six-pouiulers.

Washington, who had already seen enough of regular trooi)s

to doubt their infallibility in wild bush-fighting, and who knew
the dangerous nature of the ground they were to traverse, ven-

tured to suggest, that on the following day the Virginia ran-

gers, being accustomed to the country and to Indian warfare,

might be thrown in the advance. The proposition drew an
angry reply from the general, indignant very probably, that a

young provincial officer should presume to school a veteran like

himself.

Early next morning (July 9th), before , daylight, Colonci

Gage crossed with the advance. He was followed, at some
distance, by Sir John St. Clair, quartermaster-general, with a

working part}^ of two hundred and fifty men, to make roads for

the artillery and baggage. They had with them their wagons
of tools, and two six-pounders. A party of about thirty savages

rushed out of the woods as Colonel Gage advanced, but were
put to flight before they had done any harm.
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By sunrise the main body turned out in full uniform. At
the beating of ''the general/' their arms, which had been

cleaned the night before, were charged with fresh cartridges.

The officers were perfectly equipped. All looked as if arrayed

for a fete, rather than a battle. Washington, who was still

weak and unwell, mounted his liorse, and joined the staff of

the general, who was scrutinizing everytiring with the eye of a

martinet. As it was supposed the enemy would be on the

watch for the crossing of the troops, it had been agreed that

they should do it in the greatest order, with bayonets fixed,

colors flying, and drums and fifes beating and playing.* The;y

accordingly made a gallant appearance as they forded the

Monongahela, and wound along its banks, and through the

open forests, gleaming and glittering in morning sunshine,

and stepping buo3^antly to the " Grenadiers' March."
Washington, with his keen and youthful relish for military

affairs, was delighted with their perfect order and equipment,

so different from the rough bush-fighters, to which he had been
accustomed. Roused to new life, he forgot his recent ailments,

and broke forth in expressions of enjoyment and admiration,

as he rode in company with his fellow aides-de-camp, Orme and
Morris. Often, in after life, he used to speak of the effect

upon him of the first sight of a well-disciplined European army,
marching in high confidence and bright array, on the eve of a

battle.

About noon they reached the second ford. Gage, with the

advance, was on the opposite side of the Monongahela, posted

according to orders ; but the river bank had not been sufficiently

sloped. The artillery and baggage drew up along the beach
and halted until one, when the second crossing took place,

drums beating, fifes playing, and colors flying as before.

When all had passed, there was again a halt close by a small

stream called Frazier's Run, until the general arranged the

•rder of march.
First went tlie advance, under Gage, preceded by the engi-

neers and guides, and six light horsemen.
Then, Sir John St. Clair and the working party, with their

wagons and the two six-pounders. On each side were thrown
out four flanking parties.

Then, at .some distance, the general was to follow with tlie

main body, the artillery and baggage were preceded and flanked

by light liorse and squads of infantry ; while the Virginian
and other provincial troops, were to form the rear-guard.

The ground before them was level until about half a mile

from the river, where a rising ground, covered with long grass,

* Orme's Journal,
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low bushes, and scattered trees, sloped gently up to a range of

hills. The whole country, generally speaking, was a forest,

with no clear opening but the road, which was about twelve

feet wide and flanked by two ravines concealed by trees and
thickets.

Had Braddock been schooled in the warfare of the woods, or

had he adopted the suggestions of Washington, which he re-

jected so impatiently, he would have thrown out Indian scouts

or Virginian rangers in the advance, and on the flanks, to beat

\\l)
the woods and ravines ; but, as has been sarcastically olv

served, he suffered his troops to march forward through the

centre of the plain, with merely their usual guides and flanking

parties, "as if in a review in St. James's Park."
It was now near two o'clock. The advanced party and the

working party had crossed the plain and were ascending the

rising ground. Braddock was about to follow with the main
body, and had given the word to march, when he heard an ex-

cessively quick and heavy firing in front. Washington, who
was with the general, surmised that the evil he had apprehended
had come to pass. For want of scouting parties ahead, the ad-

vance parties were suddenly aud warmly attacked. Braddock
ordered Lieutenant-colonel Burton to hasten to their assistance

with the vanguard of the main body, eight hundred strong.

The residue, four hundred, were halted, and posted to protect

the artillery and baggage.

The firing continued with fearful yelling. There was a ter-

rible uproar. By the general's orders an aide-de-camp spurred

forward to bring him an account of the nature of the attack.

Without waiting for his return the general himself, finding the

turmoil increase, moved forward, leaving Sir Peter Halket with
the command of the baggage.*
The van of the advance had indeed been taken by surprise.

It was composed of two companies of pioneers to cut the road,

and two flank companies of greimdiers to protect them. Sud-
denly the engineer who preceded them to mark out the road

gave the alarm, " French and Indians ! " A body of them was
approaching rapidly, cheered on by a Frenchman in gayly

fringed hunting-shirt, whose gorget showed him to be an officer.

There was sharp firing on both sides at first. Several of the

enemy fell ; among them their leader ; but a murderous fire

broke out from among trees and a ravine on the right, and the

woods resounded with unearthly whoops and yellings. The
Indian rifle was at work, leveled by unseen hands. Most of

*Orine's Journal.
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tlie grenadiers and many of tlie pioneers were shot down. Tlie

survivors were driven in on the advance.

Gage ordered his men to fix bayonets and form in order of

battle. They did so in liurry and trepidation. He would
liave scaled a hill on the right whence there was the severest

tiring. Xot a platoon would quit the line of march. They
were inore dismayed by the yells than by the rifles of the unseen
savages. The latter extended themselves along the hill and in

the ravines; but their whereabouts was only known by their

demoniac cries and the puffs of smoke from their rifles. The
soldiers fired wherever they saw the smoke. Their officers

tried in vain to restrain them until they should see their foe.

All orders were unheeded
; in their fright they shot at random,

killing some of their own flanking 2)arties, and of the vanguard,
as they came running in. The covert fire grew more intense.

In a short time most of the officers and many of the men of the

advance were killed or wounded. Colonel Gage himself re-

ceived a wound. The advance fell back in dismay upon Sir

John St. Clair's corps, which was equally dismayed. The can-

non belonging to it were deserted.

Colonel Burton had come up with the reinforcement, and
was forming his men to face the rising ground on the right,

when both of the advanced detachments fell back upon him,
and all now was confusion.

By this time the general was upon the ground. He tried to

rally the men. " They would fight," they said, "if they could
see their enemy; but it was useless to fire at trees and bushes,

and they could not stand to be shot down by an invisible foe."

The colors were advanced in different places to separate the

men of the two regiments. The general ordered the offic(!rs to

form the men, tell them off into small divisions, and advance
with them ; but the soldiers could not be prevailed upon either

by threats or entreaties. Tlie Virginia troops, accustomed to

the Indian mode of fighting, scattered themselves, and took
post behind trees, whence they could pick off the lurking foe.

In this way they, in some degree, protected the regulars.

Washington advised General Byaddock to adopt the same plan
with the regulars; but he persisted in forming them into pla-

toons ; consequently^ they were cut down from behind logs and
trees as fast as they could advance. Several attc^mpted to take
to the trees, without orders, but the general stormed at them,
called them cowards, and even struck them with the flat of his

sword. Several of the Virginians, who had taken post and
were doing good service in tliis manner, were slain b^^ the fire

of the regulars, directed wherever a smoke appeared among the
tree*.
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The officers beliaved with consummate bravery ; and Wash-
ington beheld with admiration those who, in camp or on the

march, had appeared to him to have an almost effeminate regard

for personal ease and convenience, now exposing themselves to

imminent death, with a courage that kindled with the thicken-

ing horrors. In the vain hope of inspiriting the men to drive

off the enemy from the flanks and regain the cannon, they

would dash forward singly or in groups. They were invariably

shot down ; for the Indians aimed from their coverts at every

o:ie on horseback, or who appeared to have command.
Some were killed by random- shots of their own men, who,

crowded in masses, fired with affrighted rapidity, but without

aim. Soldiers in the front ranks were killed by those in the

rear. Between friend and foe, the slaughter of the officers was
terrible. All this while the woods resounded with the un-

earthly yellings of the savages, and now and then one of them,
hideously painted, and ruffling with feathered crest, would rush
forth to scalp an officer who had fallen, or seize a horse gallop-

ing wildly without a rider.

Throughout this disastrous day, Washington distinguished

himself by his courage and presence of mind. His brother

aids, Orme and Morris, were wounded and disabled early in the

action, and the whole duty of carrying tlie orders of the general

devolved on him. His danger was imminent and incessant.

He was in every part of the field, a conspicuous mark for the

murderous rifle. Two horses were shot under him. Four
bullets passed through his coat. His escape without a wound
was almost miraculous. Dr. Craik, who was on the field at-

tending to the wounded, watched him with anxiety as he rode

about in the most exposed manner, and used to say that he ex-

pected every moment to see him fall. At one time he was sent

to the main body to bring the artillery into action. All there

was likewise in confusion ; for the Indians had extended them-
selves along the ravine so as to flank the reserve and carry

slaughter into the ranks. Sir Peter Halket had been shot

down at the head of his regiment. The men who should have
served the guns were paralyzed. Had they raked the ravines

with grape-shot the day might have been saved. In his ardor

AVashington sprang from his horse, wheeled and pointed a

brass field-piece with his own hand, and directed an effective

discharge into the woods ; but neither his efforts nor example
were of avail. The men could not be kept to the guns.

Braddock still remained in the centre of the field, in the

desperate hope of retrieving the fortunes of the day. The
Virginia rangers, who had been most efficient in covering his
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position, were nearly all killed or wounded. His secretary,

Shirley, had fallen by his side. ]Many of liis officers had been
slain within his sight, and many of his guard of Virginia light

horse. Five horses liad been killed under him ; still he kept
his ground, vainly endeavoring to check the tliglit of his men,
or at least to effect their retreat in good order. At length a
bullet passed through his right arm, and lodged itself in his

lungs. He fell from his horse, but was caught by Captain
Stewart of the Virginia guards, who, with tlie assistance of

another American, and a servant, placed him in a tumbril. It

was with much difficulty they got him out of the field—in his

despair he desired to be left there.*

The rout now became complete. Baggage, stores, artillery,

everything was abandoned. The wagoners took each a horse

out of his team, and fled. The officers were swept off with the

men in this headlong flight. It was rendered more precipitate

by the shouts and yells of the savages, numbers of whom rushed
forth from their coverts, and pursued the fugitives to the river

side, killing several as they dashed across in tumultuous con-

fusion. Fortunately for the latter, the victors gave up the pur-

suit in their eagerness to collect the spoil.

The shattered army continued its flight after it had crossed

the Monongahela, a wretched wreck of the brilliant little force

that had recently gleamed along its banks, confident of victory.

Out of eighty-six officers, twenty-six had been killed, and thirty-

six wounded. The number of rank and file killed and wounded
was upwards of seven hundred. The Virginia corps had suf-

fered the most ; one company had been almost annihilated, an-

other, beside those killed and wounded in the rafiks, had lost

all its officers, even to the corporal.

About a hundred men were brought to a halt about a quarter

of a mile from the ford of the river. Here was Braddock, with
his wounded aides-de-camp and some of his officers. Dr. Craik
dressing his wounds, and Washington attending him with
faithful assiduity. Braddock was still able to give orders, and
had a faint hope of being able to keep possession of the ground
until reinforced. Most of the men were stationed in a very ad-

vantageous spot about two hundred yards from the road ; and
Lieutenant-colonel Burton posted out small parties and senti-

nels. Before an hour had elapsed most of the men had stolen

off. Being thus desetted, Braddock and his officers continued
their retreat ; he would have mounted his horse, but was unable,

and had to be carried by soldiers. Orme and Morris were

* Journal of the Seamen's detachmenU
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placed on litters borne hy horses. Thej^ were subsequently
joined by Colonel Gage with eighty men wliom he had rallied.

Washington in the meantime, notwithstanding his weak
state, being found most efficient in frontier service, was sent to

Colonel Dunbar's camp, forty miles distant, with orders for

him to hurry forward provisions, hospital stores, and wagons
for the wounded, under the escort of two grenadier companies.
It was a hard and a melancholy ride throughout the night and
the following day. The tidings of the defeat preceded him,
borne by the wagoners, who had mounted tlieir horses, on
Braddock's fall, and fled from the field of battle. They had
arrived, haggard, at Dunbar's camp at mid-day ; the Indian
yells still ringing in their ears. " All was lost

! '' they cried.

" Braddock was killed ! They had seen wounded officers borne
off from the field in bloody sheets ! The troops were all cut to

pieces !
" A panic fell upon the camp. The drums beat to

arms. Many of the soldiers, wagoners, and attendants, took to

flight ; but most of them were forced back by the sentinels.

Washington arrived at the camp in the evening, and found
the agitation still prevailing. The orders which he brought
were executed during the night, and he was in the saddle

early in the morning accompanying the convoy of supplies.

At Gist's plantation, about thirteen miles off, he met Gage and
his scanty force escorting Braddock and his wounded officers.

Captain Stewart and a sad remnant of the Virginia light horse

still accompanied the general as his guard. The captain had
been unremitting in his attentions to him during the retreat.

There was a halt of one day at Dunbar's camp for the repose

and relief of the wounded. On the 13th they resumed their

melancholy march, and that night reached the Great Meadows.
The proud spirit of Braddock was broken by his defeat. He

remained silent the fir^t evening after the battle, only ejaculat-

ing at night, "Who would have thought it !
" He was equally

silent the following day
;
yet hope still seemed to linger in his

breast, from another ejaculation: "We shall better know how
to deal with them another time ! " *

He was grateful for the attentions paid to him by Captain

Stewart and Washington, and more than once, it is said, ex-

pressed his admiration of the gallantry displayed by the Vir-

ginians in the action. It is said; moreover, that in his last

* Captain Orrae, who gave these particulars to Dr. Franklin, says

that Braddock "died a few minutes after." This, according to his ac-

count, was on the second day; whereas the general survived upwards of

four days. Orme, being conveyed on a litter at some distance from the
general, could only sneak of his moods from hearsay.
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moments, lie apologized to Washington for the petulance with
which he had rejected his advice, and bequeathed to him his

favorite charger, and his faithful servant, Bishop, who had
helped to convey him from the field.

Some of these facts, it is true, rest on tradition, yet we
are willing to believe them, as the}^ impart a gleam of just

and generous feeling to his closing scene. He died on the

night of the 13th, at the Great Meadows, the place of Wash-
ington's discomfiture in the previous year. His obsequies were
j)erformed before break of day. The chaplain having been
wounded, Washington read the funeral service. All was done
in sadness, and without parade, so as not to attract the atten-

tion of lurking savages, who might discover and outrage his

grave. It is doubtful even whether a volley was fired over it,

that last military honor which he had recently paid to the re-

mains of an Indian warrior. The place of his sepulture, how-
ever, is still known, and pointed out.

Keproach spared him not, even when in his grave. The
failure of the expedition was attributed, both in England and
America, to his obstinacy, his technical pedantry, and his mili-

tary conceit. He had been continually warned to be on his

guard against ambush and surprise, but without avail. Had
he taken the advice urged on him by Washington and others, to

employ scouting parties of Indians and rangers, he would never
have been so signally surprised and defeated.

Still his dauntless conduct on the field of battle shows him
to have been a man of fearless spirit ; and he was universally

allowed to be an accomplished disciplinarian. His melancholy
end, too, disarms censure of its asperity. Whatever may have
been his faults and errors, he in a manner expiated them by the

hardest lot that can befall a brave soldier, ambitious of renown
—an unhonored grave in a strange land ; a memory clouded by
misfortune and a name forever coupled with defeat.

NOTE.

In narrating the expedition of Braddock, we have frequently cited
the journals of Captain Orme and of the " Seamen's detachment."
'I'hey were procured in England by the Hon. Joseph li. Ingersoll, while
Minister at the Court of St. James, and recently published by the His-
torical Society of Pennsylvania, ably edited and illustrated with an ad-
mirable Introductory Memoir by Winthrop Sargent, Esq., member of
that bociety.
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CHAPTEE XYII.

ARRIVAL AT FORT CUMBERLAND. LETTERS OF WASHINGTON
TO HIS FAMILY. PANIC OF DUNBAR

The obsequies of the unfortunate Braddock being finished,

tlie escort continued its retreat with the sick and wounded.
Washington, assisted by Dr. Craik, watched with assiduity

over his comrades, Orme and Morris. As the horses which
bore their litters were nearly knocked up, he despatched mes-
sengers to the commander of Fort Cumberland requesting that

others might be sent on, and that comfortable quarters might
be prepared for the reception of those officers.

On the 17th, the sad cavalcade reached the fort, and were
relieved from the incessant apprehension of pursuit. Here,
too, flying reports had preceded them, brought by fugitives

from the battle ; who with the disposition usual in such cases

to exaggerate, had represented the whole army as massacred.

Fearing these reports might reach home, and affect his family,

Washington wrote to his mother, and his brother, John Augus-
tine, apprising them of his safety. "The Virginia troops,"

says he, in a letter to his mother, " showed a good deal of

bravery, and were nearly all killed The dastardly be-

havior of ^those they called regulars exposed all others, that

were ordered to do their duty, to almost certain death ; and, at

last, in despite of all the efforts of the officers to the contrary,

they ran, as sheep jiursued by dogs, and it was impossible to

rally them."
To his brother he writes : "As I have heard, since my

arrival at this place, a circumstantial account of my death and
dying speech, I take this early opportunity of contradicting

the first, and of assuring you that I have not composed the

latter. But, by the all-powerful dispensations of Providence, I

have been protected beyond all human probability, or expecta-

tion ; for I had four bullets through my coat, and two horses

shot under me, yet escaped unhurt, though death was leveling

my companions on every side of me !

" We have been most scandalously beaten by a trifling

body of men ; but fatigue and want of time prevent me from
giving you any of the details, until I have the happiness of

seeing you at Mount Vernon, which I now most earnestly wish
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for, since we are driven in thus far. A feeble state of health

obliges me to halt liere for two or three days to recover a little

strength, that I may thereby be enabled to proceed homeward
with more ease."

Dunbar arrived shortly afterward with the remainder of the

army. No one seems to have shared more largely in the panic

of tlie vulgar than that officer. From the moment he received

tidings of the defeat, his camp became a scene of confusioiv

All the ammunition, stores, and artillery were destroyed, to

prevent, it was said, their falling into the hands of the enemy

;

but as it was afterwards alleged, to relieve the terror-stricken

commander from all incumbrances, and furnisli him with more
horses in his flight toward the settlements.*

At Cumberland his forces amounted to fifteen hundred
effective men ; enough for a brave stand to protect the frontier,

and recover some of the lost honor ; but he merely paused to

leave the sick and wounded under care of two Virginia and
Maryland companies, and some of the train, and then continued
his hasty march, or rather flight, through the country, not

thinking himself safe, as was sneeringly intimated, until he
arrived in Philadelphia, where the inhabitants could protect

liini.

Tlie true reason why the enemy did not pursue the retreat-

ing army was not known until some time afterwards, and
added to the disgrace of the defeat. They were not the main
force of tlie French, but a mere detachment of 72 regulars, 146
Canadians, and 637 Indians, 855 in all, led by Captain de
Beaujeu. De Contreca?ur, the commander of Fort Duquesne,
had received information, through his scouts, that the English,

three thousand strong, were within six leagues of his fort.

Despairing of making an effectual defense against such a

superior force, he was balancing in his mind whether to abandon
his fort without awaiting their arrival, or to capitulate on
honorable terms. In this dilemma Beaujeu prevailed on him
to let him sally forth with a detachment to form an ambush,
and give check to the enemy. De Beaujeu was to have taken
post at the river, and disputed the passage at the fort. For
tliat purpose he was hurrying forward when discovered by
the pioneers of Gage's advance party. He was a gallant

officer, and fell at the beginning of the fight. The whole
number of killed and wounded of French and Indians, did not
exceed seventy.

Such was the scanty force which the imagination of the

panic-stricken army had magnified into a great host, and from
* Franklin's Autobiography.
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which they had fled in breathless terror, abandoning tlie wliole

frontier. No one could be more surprised than the French
commander himself, when the ambuscading party returned in

triumph with a long train of pack-horses laden with booty, the
savages uncouthly clad in the garments of the slain, grenadier
caps, officers' gold-laced coats, and glittering epaulettes

;

flourishing swords and sabres, or firing off muskets, and utter-

ing fiendlike yells of victory. Biit when De Contrec(Pur was
informed of the utter rout and destruction of the much dreade<l

British army, his joy was complete. He ordered the guns of

the fort to be 'fired in triumph, and sent out troops in pursuit
of the fugitives.

The affair of Braddock remains a memorable event in Ameri-
can history, and has been characterized as "the most extraor-

dinary victory ever obtained, and the furthest fliglit ever

made." It struck a fatal blow to the deference for British

prowess, which once amounted almost to bigotry througliout

the provinces. "This whole transaction," observes Franklin,

in his autobiography, " gave us the first suspicion that our
exalted ideas of the prowess of British regular troops had not

been well founde'^

CHAPTER XVIII.

COSTS OF CAMPAIGXING. MEASURES FOR PUBLIC SAFETY.
WASHINGTON IN COMMAND. HEAD-QUARTERS AT WINCHES-
TER. LORD FAIRFAX AND HIS TROOP OF HORSE. INDIAN
RAVAGES. PANIC AT WINCHESTER. C^VUSE OF THE ALARM.
—^OPERATIONS ELSEWHERE. SHIRLEY AGAINST NIAGARA.
JOHNSON AGAINST CROWN POINT. AFFAIR AT LAKE GEORGE.
DEATH OF DIESKAU.

Washington arrived at Mount Vernon on the 26th of July,

Btill in feeble condition from his long illness. His campaigning,

thus far, had trenched upon his private fortune, and impaired

one of the best of constitutions.

In a letter to his brother Augustine, then a member of

Assembly at Williamsburg, he casts up the result of his fron-

tier experience. " I was employed," he writes, " to go a jour-

ney in the winter, when I believe few or none would have

undertaken it and what did I get by it ?—my expenses borne !

I was then appointed, with trifling pay, to conduct a handful
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of men to the Ohio. What did I get by that ? Why, after

putting myself to a considerable expense in equipping and
providing necessaries for the campaign, I went out, was soundly
beaten, and lost all ! Came in, and had my commission taken
from me, or, in other words, my command reduced, under pre-

tense of an order from home (England). I then went out a

volunteer with General Braddock, and lost all my horses, and
many other things. But this being a voluntary act, I ought
not to have mentioned it ; nor should I have done it, were
it not to show that I have been on the losing order ever since

I entered the service, which is now nearly two years."

What a striking lesson is furnished by this brief summary

!

How little was he aware of the vast advantages he was acquir-

ing in this school of bitter experience !
" In the hand of

Heaven he stood," to be shaped and trained for its great pur-

pose ; and every trial and vicissitude of his early life but fitted

him to cope with one or other of the varied and multifarious

duties of his future destiny."

But though under the saddening influence of debility and
defeat, he might count the cost of his campaigning, the martial

spirit still burned within him. His connection with the army,
it is true, had ceased at the death of Braddock, but his mili-

tary duties continued as adjutant-general of the northern di-

vision of the province, and he immediately issued orders for

the county lieutenants to hold the militia in readiness for parade
and exercise, foreseeing that, in the present defenseless state

of the frontier, there would be need of their services.

Tidings of the rout and retreat of the army had circulated

far and near, and spread consternation throughout the country.

Immediate incursions both of French and Indians were appre-

hended ; and volunteer companies began to form, for tlie pur-

pose of marching across the mountains to the scene of danger.

It wa.s intimated to Washington that his services would again
be wanted on the frontier. He declared instantly that he was
ready to serve his country to the extent of his powers ; but
never on the same terms as heretofore.

On the 4th of August, Governor Dinwiddle convened the

Assembly to devise measures for the public safety. The sense

of danger had quickened the slow patriotism of the burgesses

;

tliey no longer hehl back supplies; forty thousand pounds
were promptly voted, and orders issued for thy raising of a

regiment of one tliousand men.
Washington's friends urged him to present himself at Wil-

liumuburg a.s a candidate for the command j they were confident
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of his success, notwithstanding that strong interest was making
for the governor's favorite, Colonel Innes.

With mingled modesty and pride, Washington declined to

be a solicitor. The only terms, he said, on which he would
accept a command, were a certainty as to rank and emoluments,
a right to appoint his field-officers, and the supply of a sufficient

military chest ; but to solicit the command, and, at the same
time, to make stipulations, would be a little incongruous, and
carry with it the face of self-sufficiency. ''If," added he, ^'the

command should be offered to me, the case will then be altered,

as I sliould be at liberty to make such objections as reason, and
my small experience, have pointed out."

While this was in agitation, he received letters from his

mother, agaiu imploring him not to risk himself in these

frontier wars. His answer was characteristic, blending the
filial deference with which he was accustomed from childhood
to treat her, with a calm patriotism of the Roman stamp.

" Honored Madam : If it is in my power to avoid going to

the Ohio again, I shall ; but if the command is pressed upon me
by the general voice of the country, and offered upon such terms
as cannot be objected against, it would reflect dishonor on me
to refuse it ; and that, I am sure, must, and ought, to give you
greater uneasiness than my going in an honorable command.
Upon no other terms will I accept it. At present I have no
proposals made to me, nor have I any advice of such an inten-

tion, except from private hands."
On the very day that this letter was despatched (Aug. 14th),

he received intelligence of his appointment to the command on
the terms specified in his letters to his friends. His commis-
sion nominated him commander-in-chief of all the forces raised

or to be raised in the colony. The Assembly also voted three

hundred pounds to him, and proportionate sums to the other
officers, and to the privates of the Virginia companies, in con-

sideration of their gallant conduct, and their losses in the late

battle.

The officers next in command* under him were Lieutenant-
colonel Adam Stephen, and Major Andrew Lewis. The former,
it will be recollected, had been with him in the unfortunate
affair at the Great Meadows ; his advance in rank shows that
his conduct had been meritorious.

The appointment of Washington to his present station was
the more gratifying and honorable from being a popular one,

made in deference to public sentiment ; to which Governor
Dinwiddie was obliged to sacrifice his strong inclination in favor
of Colonel Innes. It is thought that the governor never after-
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^arcls regarded Washington witli a friendlj^ eye. His conduct
•wards him subsequently was on various occasions cold and
nigracious. *

It is worthy of note that the early popularity of Washington
.vas not the result of brilliant achievements nor signal success

;

11 the contrary, it rose among trials and reverses, and may
almost be said to have been the fruit of defeats. It remains an
lonorable testimony of Virginian intelligence, that the ster-

ing, enduring, but undazzling qualities of Washington were
thus early discerned and appreciated, though only heralded by
misfortunes. The admirable manner in which he had conducted
himself under these misfortunes, and the sagacity and practical

wisdom he had displayed on all occasions, w^ere universally

icknowledged ; and it was observed that, had his modest coun-

sels been adopted by the unfortunate Braddock, a totally dif-

ferent result might have attended the late campaign.
An instance of this high appreciation of his merits occurs

in a sermon preached on the 17th of August by the E-ev. Samuel
Davis, wherein he cites him as "that heroic youth. Colonel

Washington, ichom I cannot but hope Providence has hitherto

ffreserved in so signal a mannerfor some important service

to his country.'^ The expressions of the worthy clergyman
may have been deemed enthusiastic at the time ; viewed in

ronnection with subsequent events they appear almost pro-

}»hetic.

Having held a conference with Governor Dinwiddie at Wil-
iiamsburg, and received his instructions, Washington repaired,

lithe 14th of Septernber, to Winchester, where he fixed his

}iead-<|uarters. It was a place as yet of trifling magnitude, but
important from its position ; being a central point where the
:aain roa(.ls met, leading from north to south, and east to west,

;ind commanding the channels of traffic and communication be-

tween some of the most important colonies and a great extent
' f frontier.

Here he was brought into frequent and cordial communica-
' ion with his old friend Lord Fairfax. The stir of war had re-

vived a spark of that military fire which animated the veteran
nobleman in the days of his youth, when an officer in the
' ;iv;ilry regiment of the Blues. He was a lord-lieutenant of
tlif county. Greenway Court was his head-quarters. He had
or^^anized a troop of horse, which occasionally was exercised
.il"'Ut the lawn of his domain, and he was now as prompt to
iiixunt his steed for a cavalry parade as he ever was for a fox

•Spark's Writings of Wasldngton, vol. ii. p. 61, note^
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chase. The arrival of Washington frequently brought the old

nobleman to Winchester to aid the young commander with his

counsels or his sword.

His services were soon put in requisition. Washington,
having visited the frontier posts, established recruiting places,

and taken other measures of security, had set off for Williams-
burg on military business, when an express arrived at Winches-
ter from Colonel Stephen, who commanded at Fort Cumberland,
giving the alarm that a body of Indians were ravaging the
country, burning the houses, and slaughtering the inhabitants,

tlie express was instantly forwarded after Washington ; in the
meantime. Lord Fairfax sent out orders for.the militia of Fair-

fax and Prince William counties to arm and hasten to the de-

fense of Winchester, where all was confusion and affright.

One fearful account followed another. The whole country be-

yond it was said to be at the mercy of the savages. They had
blockaded the rangers in the little fortresses or outposts pro-

vided for the protection of neighborhoods. They were advanc-
ing upon Winchester with fire, tomahawk, and scalping-knife.

The country people were flocking into the town for safety—the
townspeople were moving off to the settlements beyond the
Blue Ridge. The beautiful valley of the Shenandoah was likely

to become a scene of savage desolation.

In the height of the confusion Washington rode into the
town. He had been overtaken by Colonel Stephen's express.

His presence inspired some degree of confidence, and he suc-

ceeded in stopping most of the fugitives. He would have taken
the field at once against the savages, believing their numbers
to be few ; but not more than twenty-five of the militia could
be mustered for the service. The rest refused to stir—they
would rather die with their wives and children.

Expresses were sent off to hurry up the militia ordered out
by Lord Fairfax. Scouts were ordered out to discover the
number of the foe, and convey assurances of succor to

the rangers said to be blocked up in the fortresses, though
Washington suspected the latter to be " more encompassed by
fear than by the enemy." Smiths were set to work to furbish
up and repair such fire-arms as were in the place, and wagons
were sent off for musket balls, flints, and provisions.

Instead, however, of animated cooperation, Washington was
encountered by difficulties at every step. The wagons in

question had to be impressed, and the wagoners compelled by
force to assist. " No orders," writes he, " are obej^ed, but such
as a party of soldiers or my own drawn sword enforces. With-
out this, not a single horse, for the most earnest occasion, can
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r,e had—to such a pitch has the insolence of these people ar-

rived, bv having every point hitherto submitted to them.

However, I have given up none, where his Majesty's service

! tM|uires the contrary, and wliere my proceedings are justified

>v my instructions ; nor will I, unless they execute what they
• lireaten—that is, blow out our brains.''

One is tempted to smile at this tirade about the " insolence

f the people," and this zeal for "His Majesty's service," on
• he part of Washington ; but he was as yet a young man and a

young officer ; loyal to his sovereign, and with high notions

<»f military authority, which he had acquired in the camp of

Braddock.
What he thus terms insolence was the dawning spirit of in-

ependence, which he was afterwards the foremost to cherish

md promote ; and which, in the present instance, had been

I)rovoked by the rough treatment from the military, which the

wagoners and others of the yeomanry had experienced when
employed in Braddock's campaign, and by the neglect to pay
them for their services. Much of Washington's difficulties also

trose, doubtlessly, from the inefficiency of the military laws,

:'>r an amendment of which he had in vain made repeated ap-

plications to Governor Dinwiddle.

In the meantime the panic and confusion increased. On
>unday an express hurried into town, breathless with haste and
lerror. The Indians, he said, were but twelve miles off; they

liad attacked the house of Isaac Julian ; the inhabitants were
living for their lives. Washington immediately ordered the

Avn guards to be strengthened ; armed some recruits who had

iu.st arrived, and sent out two scouts to reconnoiter the enemy,
t was a sleepless night in Winchester. Horror increased with

the dawn ; before the men could be paraded a second express

arrived, ten times more terrified than the former. The Indians

were within four miles of the town, killing and destroying all

before them. He had heard the constant firing of the savages

and the shrieks of their victims.

The terrorof Winchester now passed all bounds. Washington
put himself at the head of about forty raen^ militia and recruits,

and pushed for the scene of carnage.

The result is almost too ludicrous for record. The whole
cause of the alarm proved to be three drunken troopers, carous-

ing, hallooing, uttering the most unheard of imprecations, and
ever and anon firing off their pistols. Washington interrupted

them in the midst of their revel and blasphemy, and conducted
them prisoners totowr.
The reported attack on the house of Isaac Julian proved
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equally an absurd exaggeration. The ferocious parfcy of Indians

turned out to be amulatto and a negro inquest of cattle. They
had been seen by a chiki of Julian, who alarmed his father, who
alarmed the neighborhood.

" These circumstances," says Washington, " show what a

panic prevails among the people ; how much they are all

alarmed at the most usual and customary cries ; and yet how
impossible it is to get them to act in any respect for their com-
mon safety.''

They certainly present a lively picture of the feverish state of

a frontier community, hourly in danger of Indian ravage and
butchery ; than which no kind of warfare is more fraught with

real and imaginary horrors.

The alarm thus originating had spread throughout the country.

A captain, who arrived with recruits from Alexandria, reported

that he had found the road across the Blue Ridge obstructed by
crowds of people flying for their lives, whom he endeavored in

vain to stop. They declared that Winchester was in flames

!

At length the band of Indians, whose ravages had produced

this consternation throughout the land, and whose numbers
did not exceed one hundred and fifty, being satiated with car-

nage, conflagration, and plunder, retreated, bearing oif spoils

and captives. Intelligent scouts sent out by Washington,
followed their traces, and brought back certain intelligence

that they had recrossed the Alleghany Mountains and returned

to their homes on the Ohio. This report allayed the public

panic, and restored temporary quiet to the harassed frontier.

Most of the Indians engaged in these ravages were Delawares

and Shawnees, who, since Braddock's defeat, had been gained

over by the French. A principal instigator was said to be

Washington's old acquaintance, Shengis, and a reward was
offered for his head.

Scarooyadi, successor to the half-king, remained true to the

English, and vindicated his people to the Governor and Coun-
cil of Pennsylvania from the charge of having had any share in

the late massacres. As to the defeat at the Monongahela, " it

was owing," he said, " to the pride and ignorance of that great

general (Braddock) that came from England. He is now dead

;

but he was a bad man when he was alive. He looked upon us

as dogs, and would never hear anything that was said to him.

We often endeavored to advise him, and tell him of the danger

he was in with his soldiers ;
but he never appeared pleased with

us, and that was the reason that a great many of our warriors

left him."*
* Hazard's Register of Penn. V. 252,266.
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Scarooyadi was ready with his warriors to take up the hatchet

again with their English brothers against the French. " Let

us unite our strength," said he ;
" you are numerous, and all

the English governors along your sea-shore can raise men
enough ; but don't let those that come from over the great seas

be concerned any more. T/iey are unfit to fight in the woods.

Let tis go ourselces—we that came out of this ground^
No one felt more strongly than Washington the importance,

at this trying juncture, of securing the assistance of these

forest warriors. *' It is in their power," said he, " to be of infinite

use to us ; and without Indians, we shall never be able to cope

with these cruel foes to our country." *

Washington had now time to inform himself of the fate of

the other enterprises included in this year's plan of military

operations, We shall briefly dispose of them, for the sake of

carrying on the general course of events. The history of

Washington is linked with the history of the colonies. The
defeat of Braddock paralyzed the exjDedition against Niagara.

Many of General Shirley's troops, which were assembled

at Albany, struck with the consternation which it caused

throughout the country, deserted. Most of the bateau men,
who were to transport stores by various streams, returned

home. It was near the end of August before Shirley was in

force at Oswego. Time was lost in building boats for the lake.

Storms and head winds ensued ; then sickness : military inca-

pacity in the general completed the list of impediments. De-

ferring the completion of the enterprise until the following

year, Shirley returned to Albany with the main part of his

forces in October, leaving about seven hundred men to garrison

the fortifications he had commenced at Oswego.
To General William Johnson, it will be recollected, had been

confided the expedition against Crown Point, on Lake Cham-
plain. Preparations were made for it in Albany, whence the

troops were to march, and the artillery, ammunition, and stores

t^> be conveyed up the Hudson to the carrying-place between
that river and Lake St. Sacrament, as it was termed by the

French, but Lake George, as Johnson named it, in honor of his

sovereign. At the carrying-place a fort was commenced, sub-

sequently called Fort Edward. Part of the troops remained
under General Lyman to complete and garrison it ; the main
force procee<led un<ler General Johnson to Lake George, the

plan being to descend that lake to its outlet at Ticonderoga, in

Lake ('hamplaiii. Ifaviiig to attend the arrival of bateaux for-

warded for the purpose from Albany by the carrying-place,

Letter lo DinwiUdie,
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Johnson encamped at the south end of the lake. He had with
him hetween five and six thousand troops of New York and
New England, and a cost of Mohawk warriors, loyally devoted
to him.

It so happened that a French force of upwards of three thou-

sand men, under the Baron de Dieskau, an old general of high
reputation, had recently arrived at Quebec, destined against

Oswego. The baron had proceeded to Montreal, and sent for-

ward thence seven hundred of his troops, when news arrived of

the army gathering on Lake George for the attack on Crown
Point perhaps for an inroad into Canada. The public were- in

consternation
;
yielding to their importunities, the baron took

post at Crown Point for its defense. Beside his regular troops,

he had with him eight hundred Canadians, and seven hun-
dred Indians of different tribes. The latter were under the
general command of the Chevalier Legardeurde de St Pierre,

the verteran officer to whom Washington had delivered the
despatches of Governor Dinwiddie on his diplomatic mission
to the frontier. The chevalier was a man of great influence

among the Indians.

In the meantime Johnson remained encamped at the south
end of Lake George, awaiting the arrival of his bateaux. The
camp was protected in the rear by the lake, in front by a bul-

wark of felled trees ; and was flanked by thickly wooded swamps.
On the Ttli of September, the Indian scouts brought word

that they had discovered three large roads made through the

forests toward Fort Edward. An attack on that post was ap-

prehended. Adams, a hardy wagoner, rode express with orders

to the commander to draw all the troops within the works.

About midnight came other scouts. TJiey had seen the French
within four miles of the carrying-place. They had heard the
report of a musket, and the voice of a man crying for mercy,
supposed to be the unfortunate Adams. In the morning Col-

onel Williams was detached with one thousand men, and two
hundred Indians, to intercept the enemy in their retreat.

Within two hours after their departure a heavy fire of musk-
etry, in the midst of the forest, about three or four miles off,

told of a warm encounter. The drums beat to arms ; all were
at their posts. The firing grew sharper and sharper, and
nearer and nearer. The detachment under Williams was
evidently retreating. Colonel Cole was sent with three hundred
n^en to cover their retreat. The breastwork of trees was man-
red. Some heavy cannon were dragged up to strengthen the

fort. A number of men were stationed with a field-piece on an
eminence on the left flank.
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In a short time fugitives made their appearance ; first singly

then in masses, flying in confusion, with a rattling fire behind

them, and the horrible Indian war-whoop. Consternation seized

upon the ciimp, especially when the French emerged from the

forest in battle array, led on by the Baron Dieskau, the gallant

commander of €rown Point. Had all his troops been as daring as

himself, the camp might have been carried by assault ; but the

Canadians and Indians held back, posted themselves behind
trees, and took to bush-fighting.

The baron was left with his regulars (two hundred grena-

diers) in front of the camp. He kept up a fire by platoons, but

at too great a distance to do much mischief ; the Canadians and
Indians fired from their coverts. The artillery played on them
in return. The camp, having recovered from its panic, opened
a fire of musketry. The engagement became general. The
French grenadiers stood their ground bravely for a long time,

but were dreadfully cut up by the artillery and small arms.

The action slackened on the part of the French, until, after a

long contest, they gave way. Johnson's men and the Indians

then leaped over the breastwork, and a chance-medley fight

ensued, that ended in the slaughter, rout, or capture of the

enemy.
The Baron de Dieskau had been disabled by a wound in the

leg. One of his men, who had endeavored to assist him, was
shot down by his side. The baron, left alone in the retreat,

was found by the pursuers leaning against the stump of a tree.

As they approached, he felt for his watch, to insure kind treat-

ment by delivering it up. A soldier, thinking he was drawing
forth a pistol to defend himself, shot him through the hips.

He was conveyed a prisoner to the camp, but ultimately died

of his wounds.
The baron had really set off from Crown Point to surprise

Fort Edward, and, if successful, to push on to Albany and
Schenectady, lay them in ashes, and cut off all communication
with Oswego. The Canadians and Indians, however, refused

to attack the fort, fearful of its cannon; he had changed his

plan, therefore, and determined to surprise the camp. In the

encounter with the detachment under Williams, the brave Cheva-
lier Legardeur de St. Pierre lost his life. On the part of the

Americans, Hendrick, a famous old Mohawk sachem, grand ally

of General Johnson, was slain.

Johnson himself received a slight wound early in the action,

and retired to his tent. He did not follow up the victory as he
should have done, alleging tliat it was first necessary to build

a strong fort at his encampment, by way of keeping up a com-
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munication witH Albany, and by the time this was completed,
it would be too late to advance against Crown Point. He ac-

cordingly erected a stockaded fort, which received the name of

William Henry ; and, having garrisoned it returned to Albany.
His services, although they gained him no laurel-wreath, were
rewarded by government with live thousand pounds, and a bar-

onetcy
; and he was made superintendent of Indian Affairs.*

CHAPTER XTX.

REFORM IN THE MILITIA LAWS. DISCIPLINE OF THE TROOPS.

DAGWORTHY AND THE QUESTION OF PRECEDENCE. WASH-
INGTON'S JOURNEY TO BOSTON. STYLE OF TRAVELLING.
CONFERENCE WITH SHIRLEY. THE EARL OF LOUDOUN.
MILITARY RULE FOR THE COLONIES. WASHINGTON AT NEW
YORK. MISS MARY PHTLIPSE.

Mortifying experience had convicted Washington of the

inefhcency of the militia laws, and he now set about effecting

a reformation. Through his great and persevering efforts,

an act was passed in the Virginia Leigislature giving prompt
operation to courts-martial; punishing insubordination, mutiny,

and desertion with adequate severity ; strengthening the au-

thority of a commander, so as to enable him to enforce order

and discipline among officers as well as privates ; and to avail

himself, in time of emergency, and for the common safety, of

the means and services of individuals.

This being effected, he proceeded to fill up his companies,

and to enforce this newly defined authority within his camp.
All gaming, drinking, quarreling, swearing, and similar ex-

cesses, were prohibited under severe penalties.

In disciplining his men, they were instructed not merely in

ordinary and regular tactics, but in all the strategy of Indian

warfare, and what is called " bush-fighting,"—a knowledge
indispensable in the wild wars of the wilderness. Stockaded

forts, too, were constructed at various points, as places of refuge

and defense, in exposed neighborhoods. Under shelter of these,

the inhabitants began to return to their deserted homes. A
shorter and better road, also, was opened by him between Win-

* Johnson's Letter to the Colonial Governors, Sep. 9th, 1753. London
Mag. 1755, p. 544. Holmes' Am. Annals, vol. ii. p. 63. 4th ed. 1829.
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Chester and Cumberland, for the transmission of reinforcements

and supplies.

His exertions, however, were impeded bj one of those

questions of precedence, which had so often annoyed him,
arising from the difference between crown and provincial

commissions. Maryland having by a scanty appropriation

raised a small militia force, stationed Captain Dagworthy, with
a company of thirty men, at Fort Cumberland, which stood
within the boundaries of that province. Dagworthy had served
in Canada in the preceding war, and had received a king's

commission. This he liad since commuted for half-j)ay, and,

of course, had virtually parted with its privileges. He was
nothing more, therefore, than a Maryland provincial captain, at

the head of thirty men. He now, however, assumed to act

under his royal commission, and refused to obey the orders of

any officer, however high his rank, who merely held his com-
mission from a governor. Nay, when Governor, or rather

Colonel Innes, who commanded at the fort, was called away to

North Carolina by his private affairs, the captain took upon
himself the command, and insisted upon it as his right.

Parties instantly arose, and quarrels ensued among the infe-

rior officers
;

grave questions were agitated between the gov-

ernors of Maryland and Virginia, as to the fort itself ; the for-

mer claimimg it as within his province, the latter insisting that,

as it had been built according to orders sent by the king, it

was the king's fort, and could not be subject to the authority

of Maryland.
Washington refrained from mingling in this dispute ; but

intimated that if the commander-in-chief of the forces of Vir-

ginia must yield precedence to a Maryland captain of thirty

men, he should have to resign his commission, as he. had been
compelled to do before, by a question of military rank.

So difficult was it, however, to settle these disputes of pre-

cedence, especially where the claims of two governors came in

collision, that it was determined to refer the matter to Major-
general Shirley, who had succeeded Braddock in the general

command of the colonies. For this purpose Washington was
to go to Boston, obtain a decision from Shirley of the point in

dispute, and a general regulation by which these difficulties could
be prevented in future. It was thought, also, that in a conference
with the commander-in-chief he might inform himself of the
military measures in contemplation.

Accordingly, on the 4th of February (17.56), leaving Colonel
Adam Stephen in command of the troops, Washington set out
on his mission, accompanied by his aide-de-camp, Captaiu
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George Mercer of Virginia, and Captain Stewart of the Virginia

light horse ; the officer who had taken care of General Braddock
in his last moments.
In those days the conveniences of travelling, even between

our main cities, were few, and the roads execrable. The party

therefore, travelled in Virginia style, on horseback, attended

by their back servants in livery.* In this way they accom-
plished a journey of five hundred miles in the depth of winter,

stopping for some days at Philadelphia and New York. Those
cities were then comparatively small, and the arrival of a party

of young Southern officers ottracted attention. The late disas-

trous battle was still the theme of every tongue, and the honor-

able way in which these young officers had acquitted themselves
in it, made them objects of universal interest. Washington's
fame, especially, had gone before him, liaving been spread by
the officers who had served with liim, and by the public honors
decreed him by tbe Virginia Legislature. " Your name," wrote
his former fellow-campaigner, Gist, in a letter dated in the

preceding autumn, " is more talked of in Philadelphia than that

of any other person in the army, and every -body seems willing

to venture under your command."
With these prepossessions in liis favor, when we consider

Washington's noble person and demeanor, his consummate
horesmanship, the admirable horses he was accustomed to ride,

and the aristocratical st3de of liis equipments, we may imagine
the effect produced by himself and his little cavalcade, as they
clattered through the streets of Philadelphia, and New York,
and Boston. It is needless to say, their sojourn in each city

was a continual fete.

* We have hitherto treated of Washington in his campaigns in the
wilderness, frugal and scanty in his equipments, often, very probably,
in little better than hunter's garb. His present excursion through some
of the Atlantic cities presents him in a different aspect. His recent inter-

course with young British officers had probably elevated his notions as

to style in dress and appearance ; at least we are inclined to suspect so
from the following aristocratical order for clothes, sent shortly before
the time in question, to his correspondent in London.

'• 2 complete livery suits for servants ; with a spare cloak, all other

necessary trimmings for two suits more. I would have you choose the
livery by our arms, only as the field of the arms is white, I think the

clothes had better not be quite so, but nearly like the inclosed. The
trimmings and facings of scarlet, and a scarlet waistcoat. If livery lace

is not quite disused. I should be glad to have the cloaks laced. I like

that fashion best, and two silver-laced hats for the above servants.
"1 set of horse furniture, with livery lace, with the Washington crest

on the housings, &c. The cloak to be of the same piece and color of the

clothes.
"3 gold and scarlet sword-knots. 4 silver and blue do. 1 fashionable

gold-laced hat."
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The mission to General Shirley was entirely successful as to

the question of rank. A written order from the commander-in-

chief determined that Dagworthy was entitled to the rank of a

provincial captain only, and of course, must on all occasions

give precedence to Colonel Washington, as a provincial field-

officer. The latter was disappointed, however, in the hope of

getting himself and his officers put upon the regular establish-

ment, with commissions from the king, and had to jemain sub-

jected to mortifying questions of rank and etiquette, when serv-

ing in company with regular troops.

From General Shirley he learnt that the main objects of the

ensuing campaign would be the reduction of Fort Niagara, so

as to cut off the communication between Canada and Louisiana,

the capture of Ticonderoga and Crown Point, as a measure of

safety for New York, the besieging of Fort Duquesne, and the

menacing of Quebec by a body of troops which were to advance

by the Kennebec River.

The official career of General Shirley was drawing to a close.

Though a man of good parts, he had always, until recently,

acted in a civil capacity, and proved incompetent to conduct

military operations. He was recalled to England, and was to

be superseded by General Abercrombie, who was coming out

with two regiments.

The general command in America, however, was to be held

by the Earl of Loudoun, who was invested with powers almost

equal to those of a viceroy, being placed above all tlie colonial

governors. These might claim to be civil and military repre-

sentatives of their sovereign within their respective colonies
;

but even there, were bound to defer and yield precedence to

this their official superior. This was part of a plan devised

long ago, but now first brought into operation, by which the

ministry hoped to unite the colonies under military rule, and
oblige the assemblies, magistrates, and people to furnish quar-

ters and provide a general fund subject to the control of this

military dictator.

Beside his general command, the Earl of Loudoun was to be

governor of Virginia and colonel of a royal American regiment
of four battalions, to be raised in the colonies, but furnished
with officers who, like himself, had seen foreign service. The
campaign would open on his arrival, which, it was expected,

would be early in the spring ; and brilliant results were anti-

cijjated.

Washington remained ten days in Boston, attending, with
great interest, the meetings of the Massachusetts Legislature,

in which the plan of military operations was ably discussed
;
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and receiving the most hospitable attentions from the polite

and intelligent society of the place, after which he returned to

New York.
Tradition gives very different motives from those of business

for his two sojourns in the latter city. He found there an early

friend and schoolmate, Beverly Robinson, son of John Robin-
son, Speaker of the Virginia House of Burgesses. He was
living happily and prosperously with a young and wealthy
bride, having married one of the nieces and heiresses of Mr.
Adolphus Philipse, a rich land-holder, whose manor-house is

still to be seen on the banks of the Hudson. At the house of

Mr. Beverly Robinson, where Washington was an honored
guest, he met Miss Mary Philipse, sister of and co-heiress with
Mrs. Robinson, a young lady whose personal attractions are

said to have rivaled her reputed wealth.

We have already given an instance of Washington's early

sensibility to female charms. A life, however, of ccmstant ac-

tivity and care, passed for the most part in the wilderness and
on the frontier, far from fdiiale society, had left little mood or

leisure for the indulgence of the tender sentiment ; but made
him more sensible, in the present brief interval of gay and so-

cial life, to the attractions of an elegant woman, brought up in

the polite circle of New York.

That he was an open admirer of Miss Philipse is an histori-

cal fact ; that he sought her hand, but was refused, is tradi-

tional, and not very probable. His military rank, his early

laurels, and distinguished presence, were all calculated to win
favor in female eyes ; but his sojourn in New York was brief

;

he may have been diffident in urging his suit with a lady ac-

customed to the homage of society and surrounded by ad-

mirers. The most probable version of the story is, that he was
called away by his public duties before he had made sufficient

approaches in his siege of the lady's heart to warrant a sum-
mons to surrender. In the latter part of March we find him
at Williamsburg attending the opening of the Legislature of

Virginia, eager to promote measures for the protection of the

frontier and the capture of Fort Duquesne, the leading object

of his ambition. Maryland and Pennsylvania were erecting

forts for the defense of their own borders, but showed no dis-

position to cooperate with Virginia in the field ; and artillery,

artillerymen, and engineers were wanting for an attack on
fortified places. Washington urged, therefore, an augmenta-
tion of the provincial forces, and various improvements in the

militia laws.

While thus engaged, he received ii letter from a friend and
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confidant in Xew York, warning him to hasten back to that

oity before it was too late, as Captain Morris, wlio had been
his fellow aide-de-camp under Braddock, was laying close siege

to Miss Philipse. Sterner alarms, however, summoned him in

another direction. Expresses from Winchester brought word
that the French had made another sortie from Fort Duquesne,
accompanied by a band of savages, and were spreading terror

and desolation through the country. In this moment of ex-

igency all softer claims were forgotten ; Washington repaired

in all haste to his post at W^inchester, and Captain Morris was
left to urge his suit unrivaled and carry off the prize.

CHAPTER XX.

TROUBLES IN THE SHENANDOAH VALLEY.—GREENWAY COURT
AXD LORD FAIRFAX IN DANGER. ALARMS AT WINCHESTER.
WASHINGTON APPEALED TO FOR PROTECTION. ATTACKED

BY THE VIRGINIA PRESS. HONORED BY THE PUBLIC. PRO-
JECTS FOR DEFENSE. SUGGESTIONS OF WASHINGTON. THE
GENTLEMEN ASSOCIATORS. RETREAT OF THE SAVAGES. EX-

PEDITION AGAINST KITTANNING. CAPTAIN HUGH MERCER.
SECOND STRUGGLE THROUGH THE WILDERNRSS.

Keport had not exaggerated the troubles of the frontier. It

was marauded by merciless bands of savages, led in some in-

stances by Frenchmen. Travellers were murdered, farm-houses,

burnt down, families butchered, and even stockaded forts, or

houses of refuge, attacked in open day. The marauders had
crossed the mountains and penetrated the valley of the Shen-
andoah ; and several persons had fallen beneath the tomahawk
in the neighborhood of Winchester.

Washington's old friend. Lord Fairfax, found himself no
longer safe in his rural abode. Greenway Court was in the

midst of a woodland region, affording a covert approach for the

stealthy savage. His lordship was considered a great chief,

whose scalp would be an inestimable trophy for an Indian war-
rior. Fears were entertained, therefore, by his friends, that

an attempt would be made to surprise him in his greenwood
castle. His nephew. Colonel Martin of the militia, who resided

with him, suggested the expediency of a removal to the lower
settlements, beyond the Blue Ridge. The high-spirited old
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nobleman demurred ; his heart cleaved to the home which he
had formed for himself in the wilderness. " I am an old man/'
said he, *' and it is of little importance whether I fall by the

tomahawk or die of disease and old age ; but you are young,
and, it is to be hoped, have many years before you, therefore

decide for us both ; my only fear is, that if we retire, the whole
district will break up and take to flight ; and this fine country,

which I have been at such cost and trouble to improve, will

again become a wilderness."

Colonel Martin took but a short time to deliberate. He
knew the fearless character of his uncle, and perceived what
was his inclination. He considered that his lordsliip had nu-

merous retainers, white and black, with hardy huntsmen and
foresters to rally round him, and that Greenway Court was at

no great distance from Winchester ; he decided, therefore, that

they should remain and abide the course of events.

Washington, on his arrival at Winchester, found the inhabi-

tants in great dismay. He resolved immediately to organize a
force, composed partly of troops from Fort Cumberland, partly

of militia fnom Winchester and its vicinity, to put himself at

its head, and " scour the woods and suspected places in all the

mountains and valleys of this part of the frontier, in quest of

the Indians and their more cruel associates."

He accordingly despatched an express to Fort Cumberland
with orders for a detachment from the garrison; "but how,"
said he "are men to be raised at W^inchester, since orders are

no longer regarded in the county ?
"

Lord Fairfax, and other militia officers with whom he con-

sulted, advised that each captain should call a private muster
of his men, and read before them an address, or " exhortation "

as it was called, being an appeal to their patriotism and fears,

and a summons to assemble on the 15th of April to enroll them-
selves for the projected mountain foray.

This measure was adopted ; the private musterings occurred;

the exhortation was read ; the time and place of assemblage
appointed ; but, when the day of enrollment arrived, not more
than fifteen men appeared upon the ground. In the meantime
the express returned with sad accounts from Fort Cumberland.
Ko troops could be furnished from that quarter. The garrison

was scarcely strong enough for self-defense, having sent out

detachments in different directions. The express had narrow-
ly escaped with his life, having been fired upon repeatedly, his

horse shot under him, and his clothes riddled with bullets.

The roads, he said, were infested by savages ; none but hunters,

who knew how to thread the forests at night, could travel with
safety.
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Horrors accumulated at Winchester. Every hour brought
its tale of terror, true or false, of houses burnt, families mas-
sacred, or beleaguered and famishing in stockaded forts. The
danger approached. A scouting party had been attacked in the

Warm Spring Mountain, about twenty miles distant, by a large

body of French and Indians, mostly on horseback. The cap-

tain of the scouting party and several of his men had been
slain, and the rest put to flight.

An attack on Winchester was apprehended, and the terrors

ot the people rose to agony. They now turned to Washington
as their main hope. The women surrounded him, holding up
their children, and imploring him with tears and cries to save

them from the savages. The youthful commander looked

round on the suppliant crowd with a countenance beaming with
pity, and a heart wrung with anguish. A letter to Governor
Dinwiddle shows the conflict of his feelings. " I am too little

acquainted with pathetic language to attempt a description of

these people's distresses. But what can I do ? I see their

situation : I know their danger, and participate their sufferings,

without having it in my power to give them further relief than
uncertain promises."—" The supplicating tears of the women,
and moving petitions of the men, melt me into such deadly

sorrow, that I solemnly declare, if know my own mind, I could

offer myself a willing sacrifice to the butchering enemy pro-

vided that would contribute to the people's ease.'^

The unstudied eloquence of this letter drew from the govern-

or an instant order for a militia force from the upper counties

to his assistance; but the Virginia newspapers, in descanting
on the frentier troubles, threw discredit on the army and its

officers, and attached blame to its commander. Stung to the

quick by this injustice, Washington publicly declared that

nothing but the imminent danger of the tim^s prevented him
from instantly resigning a command from which he could never
reap either honor or benefit. His sensitiveness called forth

strong letters from his friends, assuring him of the high sense

entertained at the seat of government, and elsewhere, of his

merits and services. "Your good health and fortune are the

toast of every table," wrote his early friend. Colonel Fairfax, at

that time a member of the governor's council. "Your en-

deavors in the service and defense of your country must re-

dound to your honor."

"Our hopes, dear George," wrote Mr. Robinson, the Speaker
of the House of Burgesses, " are all fixed on you for bringing
our affairs U) a happy issue. Consider what fatal consequences
to your country your resigning the command at this time may
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be, especially as there is no doubt most of the officers will follow

your example."
In fact, the situation and services of the youthful commander,

shut up in a frontier town, destitute of forces, surrounded by
savage foes, gallantly, though despairingly, devoting himself

to the safety of a suffering people, were properly understood

throughout the country, and excited a glow of enthusiasm in

his favor. The Legislature, too, began at length to act, but

timidly and inefficiently. " The country know^s her danger,"

writes one of the members, " but such is her parsimony that

she is willing to wait for the rains to wet the powder, and the

rats to eat the bowstrings of the enemy, rather than attempt to

drive them from her frontiers."

The measure of relief voted by the Assembly was an addi-

tional appropriation of twenty thousand pounds, and an increase

of the provincial force to fifteen hundred men. With this it

was proposed to erect and garrison a chain of frontier forts, ex-

tending through the ranges of the Alleghany Mountains, from
the Potomac to the borders of North Carolina ; a distance of

between three and four hundred miles. This was one of the

inconsiderate projects devised by Governor Dinwiddle.

Washington, in letters to the governor and to the speaker of

the House of Burgesses, urged the impolicy of such a plan,

with their actual force and means. The forts, he observed,

ought to be within fifteen or eighteen miles of each other, that

their spies might be able to keep watch over the intervening

country, otherwise the Indians would pass between them un-

perceived, effect their ravages, and escape to the mountains,

swamps, and ravines, before the troops from the forts could be

assembled to pursue them. They ought each to be garrisoned

with eighty or a hundred men, so as to afford detachments of

sufficient strength, without leaving the garrison too weak ; for

the Indians are the most stealthy and patient of spies and
lurkers ; will lie in wait for days together about small forts of

the kind, and, if they find, by some chance prisoner, that the

garrison is actually weak, will first surprise and cut off its

scouting parties, and then attack the fort itself. It was evi-

dent, therefore, observed he, that to garrison properly such a

line of forts, would require, at least, two thousand men. And
even then, a line of such extent might be broken through at

one end before the other end could yield assistance. Feint

attacks, also, might be made at one point, while the real attack

was make at another, quite distant ; and the country be over-

run before its widely-posted defenders could be alarmed and
concentrated. Then must be taken into consideration the im-
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mense cost of building so many forts, and the constant and con-

suming expense of supplies and transportation.

His idea of a defensive plan was to build a strong fort at

Winchester, the central point, where all the main roads met,

of a wide range of scattered settlements, where tidings could

soonest be collected from every quarter, and whence reinforce-

ments and supplies could most readily be forwarded. It was
to be a grand deposit of military stores, a residence for com-
manding officers, a place of refuge for the x^^omen and children

in time of alarm, when the men had suddenly to take the field

;

in a word, it was to be the citadel of the frontier.

Beside this, he would have three or four large fortresses

erected at convenient distances upon the frontiers, with power-

ful garrisons, so as to be able to throw out, in constant succes-

sion, strong scouting parties, to range the country. Fort Cum-
berland he condemned as being out of the province, and out of

the track of Indian incursions ; insomuch that it seldom received

an alarm until all the mischief had been effected.

His representations with respect to military laws and regula-

tions were equally cogent. In the late act of the Assembly for

raising a regiment, it was provided that, in cases of emergency,
if recruits should not offer in sufficient number, the militia

might be drafted to supply the deficiencies, but only to serve

until December, and not to be marched out of the province. In
this case, said he, before they have entered upon service, or got

the least smattering of duty, they will claim a discharge; if they

are pursuing an enemy who has committed the most unheard-

of cruelties, he has only to step across the Potomac, and he is

safe. Then as to the limits of service, they might just as

easily have been enlisted for seventeen months as seven. They
would then have been seasoned as well as disciplined ;

" for we
find by experience," says he, " that our poor ragged soldiers

would kill the most active militia in five days' marching."
Then as to punishments : death it was true, had been decreed

for mutiny and desertion; but there was no punishment for

cowardice ; for holding correspondence with the enemy ; for

(juitting or sleeping on one's post—all capital offenses, accord-

ing to the military codes of Europe. Neither were there pro-

visions for quartering or billeting soldiers, or impressing wagons
and other conveyances, in times of exigency. To crown all, no
court-martial could sit out of Virginia ; a most embarrassing
regulation, when troops were fifty or a hundred miles beyond
the frontier. He earnestly suggested amendments on all these

)K>ints, as well as witli regard to the soldiers' pay ; which was
less than that of the regular troops, or the troops of most of the
other provinces.
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All these suggestions, showing at this youthful age that fore-

thought and circumspection wliich distinguished him through-

out life, were repeatedly and eloquently urged upon Governor
Dinwiddie, with very little effect. The plan of a frontier

line of twenty-three forts was persisted in. Fort Cumberland
was pertinaciously kept up at a great and useless expense of

men and money, and the militia laws remained lax and in-

efficient. It was decreed, however, that the great central fort

at Winchester recommended by Washington, should be erected.

In the height of the alarm, a company of one hundred gentle-

men, mounted and equipped, volunteered their services to

repair to the frontier. They were headed by Peyton Randolph,
attorney-general, a man deservedly popular throughout the

province. Their offer was gladly accepted. They were de-

nominated the " Gentlemen Associators," and great expecta-

tions, of course, were entertained from their gallantry and de-

votion. They were empowered, also, to aid with their judg-

ment in the selection of places for frontier forts.

The " Gentlemen Associators," like all gentlemen associators

in similar emergencies, turned out with great zeal and spirit,

and immense popular effect, but wasted their fire in preparation,

and on the march. Washington, who well understood the

value of such aid, observed dryly in a letter to Governor Din-
widdie, " I am heartily glad that you have fixed upon these

gentlemen to point out the places for erecting forts, but regret

to find their motions so slow." There is no doubt that they
would have conducted themselves gallantl}-^, had they been put
to the test ; but before they arrived near the scene of danger
the alarm was over. About the beginning of May, scouts

brought in word that the tracks of the marauding savages

tended toward Fort Duquesne, as if on the return. In a little

while it was ascertained that they had recrossed the Alleghany
Mountains to the Ohio in such numbers as to leave a beaten
track, equal to that made in the preceding year by the army of

Braddock.
The repeated inroads of the savages called for an effectual

and permanent check. The idea of being constantly subject to

the irruptions of a deadly foe, that moved with stealth and
mystery, and was only to be traced by its ravages, and counted

by its footprints, discouraged all settlement of the country.

The beautiful valley of the Shenandoah was fast becoming a

deserted and a silent place. Her people, for the most part, had
fled to the older settlements south of the mountains, and the

Blue Ridge was likely soon to become virtually the frontier line

of the province.
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We have to record one signal act of retaliation on the per-

fidious tribes of the Ohio, in which a person whose name subse-

(|uently became dear to Americans, was concerned. Prisoners

wIk) had escaped from the savages reported that Shingis, Wash-
ington's faithless ally, and another sachem, called Captain
Jacobs, were the two heads of the hostile bands that had deso-

lated the frontier. That they lived at Kittanning, an Indian
town, about forty miles above Fort Duquesne; at which their

warriors were fitted out for incursions, and whither they returned

with their prisoners and plunder. Captain Jacobs was a darr

ing fellow, and scoffed at palisaded forts. "He could take

any fort," he said, " that would catch fire."

A party of two hundred and eighty provincials, resolute

men, undertook to surprise and destroy this savage nest. It

was commanded by Colonel John Armstrong ; and with him
went Dr. Hugh Mercer, of subsequent renown, who had re-

t eived a captain's commission from Pennslyvania, on the 6th
of March, 1756.

Armstrong led his men rapidly, but secretly, over mountain
and through forest, until, after a long and perilous march,
they reached the Alleghany. It was a moonlight night when
they arrived in the neighborhood of Kittanning. They were
guided to the village by whoops and yells, and the sound of the

Indian drum. The warriors were celebrating their exploits by
the triumphant scalp-dance. After a while the revel ceased,

and a ^umber of fires appeared here and there in a corn-field.

They were made by such of the Indians as slept in the open
air, and were intended to drive off the gnats. Armstrong and
his men lay down " quiet and hush," observing everything nar-

rowly, and waiting until the moon should set, and the warriors

be asleep. At length the moon went down, the fires burned
low ; all was quiet. Armstrong now roused his men, some of

whom, wearied by their long march, had fallen asleep. He
divided his forces

;
part were to attack the warriors in the corn-

field, part were despatched to the houses, which were dimly
seen by the first streak of day. There was sharp firing in both
quarters, for the Indians, though taken by surprise, fought
bravely, inspired by the war-whoop of their chief, Captain
Jacobs. The women and children fled to the woods. Several

of the provincials were killed and wounded. Captain Hugh
Mercer received a wound in the arm, and was taken to the top

of a hill. The fierce chieftain, Captain Jacobs, was besieged in

his house, which had port-holes ; whence he and his warriors

made havoc among the assailants. The adjoining houses were
set on fire. The chief was summoned to surrender himself.
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He replied he was a man, and would not be a prisoner. He
was told he would be burnt. His reply was, " he would kill

four or five before he died." The flames and smoke approached.
" One of the besieged warriors, to show his manhood, began to

sing. A squaw at the same time was heard to cry, but was
severely rebuked by the men." *

In the end, the warriors were driven out by the flames ; some
were shot. Among the latter was Captain Jacobs, and his

gigantic son, said to be seven feet high. Fire was now set to

all the houses, thirty in number. " During the burning of the

houses," says Colonel Armstrong, "we were agreeably enter-

tained with a quick succession of charged guns, gradually firing

oft" as reached by the fire, but much more so with the vast ex-

plosion of sundry bags, and large kegs of powder, wherewitli

almost every house abounded." The colonel was in a strange
condition to enjoy such an entertainment, having received a

wound from a large musket-ball in the shoulder.

The object of the expedition was accomplished. Thirty or

forty of the warriors were slain ; their stronghold was a smok-
ing ruin. There was danger of the victors being cut off by a
detachment from Fort Duquesne. They made the best of their

way, therefore, to their horses, which had been left at a dis-

tance, and set off rapidly on their march to Fort Lyttleton,

about sixty miles north of Fort Cumberland.
Colonel Armstrong had reached Fort Lyttleton on the 14th

of September, six days after the battle, and fears were enter-

tained that he had been intercepted by the Indians and was
lost. He, with his ensign and eleven men, had separated from
the main body when they began their march and had taken
another and what was supposed a safer road. He had with
him a woman, a boy, and two little girls, recaptured from the

Indians. The whole party ultimately arrived safe at Fort

Lyttleton, but it would seem that Mercer, weak and faint from
his fractured arm, must have fallen behind, or in some way be-

come separated from them, and had a long, solitary, and pain-

ful struggle through the wilderness, reaching the fort sick,

weary, and half famished.f We shall have to speak hereafter

of his services when under the standard of Washington, whose
friend and neighbor he subsequently became. $

* Letter from Col. Armstrong.
t " We hear that Captain Mercer was fourteen days in getting to Fort

Lyttleton. He had a miraculous escape, living ten days on two dried
clams and a rattlesnake, with the assistance of a few berries." New
York Mercury for October 4, 1756.

t Mercer was a Scotchman, about thirty-four years of age. About ten
years previously he had served as assistant-surgeon inthe forces of Charles
Edward, and followed his standard to the disastrous field of Culloden.
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CHAPTER XXI.

POUNDING OP PORT LOUDOUN.

—

WASHINGTON\s TOUR OF IN-

SPECTION. INEFFICIENCY OF THE MILITIA SYSTEM. GEN-
TLEMEN SOLDIERS. CROSS-PURPOSES WITH DINWIDDIE.
MILITARY AFFAIRS IN THE NORTH. DELAYS OF LORD LOU-
DOUN. ACTIVITY OF MONTCALM. LOUDOUN IN WINTER
QUARTERS.

Throughout the summer of 1756, Washington exerted him-
self diligently in carrying out measures determined upon for

frontier security-. The great fortress at Winchester was com-
menced, and the work urged forward as expeditiously as the

delays and perplexities incident to a badly organized service

would permit. It received the name of Fort Loudoun, in honor
of the commander-in-chief, whose arrival in Virginia was hope-
fully anticipated.

As to the sites of the frontier posts, they were decided upon
by Washington and his officers, after frequent and long consul-

tations
;
parties were sent out to work on them, and men re-

cruited, and militia drafted to garrison them. Washington
visited occasionally such as were in progress, and near at hand.
It was a service of some peril, for the mountains and forests

were still infested by prowling savages, especially in the neigh-
borhood of these new forts. At one time when he was recon-

noitering a wild part of the country, attended merely by a ser-

vant and a guide, two men were murdered by the Indians in a
solitary defile shortly after he had passed through it.

In the autumn, he made a tour of inspection along the whole
line, accompanied by his friend. Captain Hugh Mercer, who
had recovered from his recent wounds. This tour furnished
repeated proofs of the inefficiency of the militia system. In
one place he attempted to raise a force with which to scour a
region infested by roving bands of savages. After waiting
several days, but five men answered to his summons. In
another place, where three companies had been ordered to the

After the defeat of the " Chevalier," he had escaped by the way of In-
vemes* to America, and taken up his residence on the frontier of Penn-
•yWaoia.
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relief of a fort, attacked by the Indians, all that could be mus-
tered were a captain, a lieutenant, and seven or eight men.
When the militia were drafted, and appeared under arms,

the case was not much better. It was now late in the autumn
;

their term of service, by the act of the legislature, expired in

December—half of the time, therefore, was lost in marching
out and home. Their waste of provisions was enormous. To
be put on allowance, like other soldiers, they considered an in-

dignity. They would sooner starve than carry a few days'

provisions on their backs. On the march, when breakfast was
wanted, they would knock down the first beeves they met with
and, after regaling themselves, march on till dinner, when they
would take the same method ; and so for supper, to the great

oppression of the people. For the want of proper military

laws, they were obstinate, self-willed, and perverse. Every in-

dividual had his own crude notion of things, and would under-

take to direct. If his advice were neglected, he would think

himself slighted, abused, and injured, and, to redress himself,

would depart for his home.
The garrisons were weak for want of men, but more so from

indolence and irregularity. Not one was in a j^osture of de-

fense ; few but might be surprised with the greatest ease. At
one fort, the Indians rushed from their lurking-place, pounced
upon several children playing under the walls, and bore them
off before they were discovered. Another fort was surprised,

and many of the people massacred in the same manner. In
the course of his tour, as he and his party approached a fort,

he heard a quick firing for several minutes ; concluding that

it was attacked, they hastened to its relief, but found the gar-

rison were merely amusing themselves firing at a mark or for

wagers. In this way they would waste their ammunition as

freely as they did their provisions. In the meantime, the in-

habitants of the country were in a wretched situation, feeling

the little dependence to be put on militia, who were slow in

coming to their assistance, indifferent about their preservation,

unwilling to continue, and regardless of everything but of their

own ease. In short, they were so apprehensive of approaching
ruin, that the whole back country was in a general motion to-

wards the southern colonies.

From the Catawba, he was escorted along a range of forts by
a colonel, and about thirty men, chiefly officers. " With this

small company of irregulars," says he, " with whom order, reg-

ularity, circumspection, and vigilance were matters of derision

and contempt, we set out, and, by the protection of Providence,

reached Augusta Court-house in seven days, without meeting
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the enemy ; otherwise, we must have fallen a sacrifice, through

the indiscretion of these whooping, hallooing, gentlemen sol-

diers !

"

How lively a picture does this give of the militia system at

all times, when not subjected to strict military law.

What rendered this year's service peculiarly irksome and
embarrassing to Washington, was the nature of his correspond-

ence with Governor Dinwiddie. That gentleman, either from
the natural hurry and confusion of his mind, or from a real dis-

position to perplex, was extremely ambiguous and unsatisfac-

tory in most of his orders and replies. " So much am I kept

in the dark," says Washington, in one of his letters, " that I

do not know whether to prepare for the offensive or defensive.

What would be absolutely necessary for the one would be quite

useless for the other." And again :
" The orders I receive are

full of ambiguity. I am left like a wanderer in the wilderness,

to proceed at hazard. I am answerable for consequences, and
blamed, without the privilege of defense."

In nothing was this disposition to perplex more apparent

than in the governor's replies respecting Fort Cumberland.
Washington had repeatedly urged the abandonment of this

fort as a place of frontier deposit, being within the bounds of

another province, and out of the track of Indian incursion ; so

that often the alarm would not reach there until after the mis-

chief had been effected. He applied, at length, for particular

and positive directions from the governor on this head. " The
following," says he, "is an exact copy of his answer: ^ Fort
Cumberland is a king's fort, and built chiefly at the charge of

the colony, therefore properly under our direction until a new
governor is appointed.' Kow, whether I am to understand this

aye or no to the plain simple question asked, Is the fort to be
continued or not ? I know not. But in all important matters

I am directed in this ambiguous and uncertain way."
Governor Dinwiddie subsequently made himself explicit on

this point. Taking offense at some of Washington's comments
on the military affairs of the frontier, he made the stand of a
self-willed and obstinate man, in the case of Fort Cumberland;
and represented it in such light to Lord Loudoun, as to draw
from his lordship an order that it should be kept up : and an
imjdied censure of the conduct of Washington in slighting a
post of such paramount importance. " £ cannot agree with
Colonel Washington," writes his lordship, " in not drawing in

the i)osts from the stockade forts, in order to defend tliat ad
vanced one ; and I shoiihl imagine mu(;h more of the frontier

will be exposed by retiring your advanced posts near Witt
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Chester, where I understand he is retired; for, from your letter

I take it for granted he has before this executed his plan, with
out waiting for any advice. If he leaves any of the great quan-
tity of stores behind, it will be very unfortunate, and he ought
to consider that it must lie at his own door."

The powerfully supported Dinwiddie went so far as to order

that the garrisons should be withdrawn from the stockades and
i^ioall frontier forts, and most of the troops from Winchester, to

strengthen Fort Cumberland, which was now to become head-
quarters ; thus weakening the most important points and places,

to concentrate a force where it was not wanted, and would be
out of the way in most cases of alarm. By these meddlesome
moves, made by Governor Dinwiddie from a distance, without
knowing anything of the game, all previous arrangements were
reversed, everything was thrown into confusion, and enormous
losses and expenses were incurred.

"Whence it arises, or why, I am truly ignorant," writes

Washington to Mr. Speaker Robinson, " but my strongest rep-

resentations of matters relative to the frontiers are disregarded
as idle and frivolous ; my propositions and measures as partial

and selfish ; and all my sincerest endeavors for the service of

my country are perverted to the worst purposes. My orders

are dark and uncertain ; to-day approved, to-morrow disap-

proved."

Whence all this contradiction and embarrassment arose has
since been explained, and with apparent reason. Governor
Dinwiddie had never recovered from the pique caused by the

popular elevation of Washington to the command in preference

to his favorite, Colonel Innes. His irritation was kept alive by
a little Scottish faction, who were desirous of disgusting Wash-
ington with the service, so as to induce him to resign, and make
way for his rival. They might have carried their point during
the panic at Winchester, had not his patriotism and his sympa-
thy with the public distress been more powerful than his self-

love. He determined, he said, to bear up under these embar-
rassments in the hope of better regulations when Lord Loudoun
should arrive

; to whom he looked for the future fate of Vir-
ginia.

While these events were occurring on the Virginia frontier,

military affairs went on tardily and heavily at the north. The
campaign against Canada, which was to have opened early in

the year, hung fire. The armament coming out for the purpose
under Lord Loudoun, was delayed through the want of energy
and union in the British cabinet. General Abercrombie, who
was to be next in command to his lordship, and to succeed to
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General Shirley, set sail in advance for Xew York with two

regiments, but did not reacli Albany, the lieadHjuarters of mili-

tary operation, until the 25th of June. He billeted his soldiers

upon the town, much to the disgust of the inhabitants, and

talked of ditching and stockading it, but postponed all exterior

enterprises until the arrival of Lord Loudoun ; then the cam-

paign was to open in earnest.

On the 12th of July, came word that the forts Ontario and

Oswego, on each side of the mouth of the Oswego Kiver, were

menaced by the French. They had been imperfectly construc-

ted by Shirley, and were insufficiently garrisoned, yet contained

a great amount of military and naval stores, and protected the

vessels which cruised on Lake Ontario.

Major-general Webb was ordered by Abercrombie to hold

himself in readiness to march with one regiment to the relief

of these forts, but received no further orders. Everything

awaited the arrival at Albany of Lord Loudoun, which at length

took place, on the 29th of Jul3\ There were now at least ten

thousand troojjs, regulars and provincials, loitering in an idle

camp at All)any, yet relief to Oswego was still delayed. Lord
Loudoun was in favor of it, but the governments of New York
and New England urged the immediate reduction of Crown
Point, as necessary for the security of their frontier. After

much debate, it was agreed that General Webb should march
to the relief of Oswego. He left Albany on the 12th of August,

but had scarce reached the carrying-place, between the Mohawk
River and Wood Creek, when he received news that Oswego
was reduced, and its garrison captured. While the British

commanders had debated. Field-marshal the Marquis de Mont-
calm, newly arrived from France, had acted. He was a dif-

ferent kind of soldier from Abercrombie or Loudoun. A capa-

cious mind and enterprising spirit animated a small, but active

and untiring frame. Quick in thought, quick in speech,

quicker still in action, he comprehended everything at a glance,

and moved from point to point of the province with a celerity and
secrecy that completely baffled his slow and pondering antagon-

ists. Crown Point and Ticonderoga were visited, and steps

taken to strengthen their works, and provide for their security
;

then hastening to Montreal, he put himself at the head of a

force of regulars, Canadians, and Indians ; ascended the St.

Lawrence to Lake Ontario ; blocked up the mouth of the Os-

Iwego
by his vessels, landed his guns, and besieged the two

forts ; drove the garrison out of one into the other ; killed the

commander. Colonel Mercer, and compelled the garrisons to
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mense amount of military stores, ammunition, and provisions

;

one hundred and twenty-one cannon, fourteen mortars, six ves-

sels of war, a vast number of bateaux, and three chests of money.
His blow achieved, Montcalm returned in triumph to Montreal,

and sent the colors of the captured forts to be hung up as tro-

phies in the Canadian churches.

The season was now too far advanced for Lord Loudoun to

enter upon any great military enterprise ; he postponed, there-

fore, the great northern campaign, so much talked of and de-

bated, until the following year ; and having taken measures for

the protection of his frontiers, and for more active operations in

the spring, returned to New York, hung up liis sword, and
went into comfortable winter quarters.

CHAPTER XXII.

WASHINGTON VINDICATES HIS CONDUCT TO LORD LOUDOUN.
HIS RECEPTION BY HIS LORDSHIP. MILITARY PLANS.

LORD LOUDOUN AT HALIFAX. MONTCALM ON LAKE GEORGE.
HIS TRIUMPHS. LORD LOUDOUN's FAILURES. WASHING-

TON AT WINCHESTER. CONTINUED MISUNDERSTANDINGS
WITH DINWIDDIE. RETURN TO MOUNT VERNON.

Circumstances had led Washington to think that Lord
Loudoun " had received impressions to his prejudice by false

representations of facts," and that a wrong idea prevailed at

head-quarters respecting the state of military affairs in Virginia.

He was anxious, therefore, for an opportunity of placing all

these matters in a proper light ; and understanding that there

was to be a meeting in Philadelphia in the month of March,
between Lord Loudoun and the southern governors, to consult

about measures of defense for their respective provinces, he
wrote to Governor Dinwiddle for permission to attend it.

" I cannot conceive," writes Dinwiddle in reply, " what ser-

vice you can be of in going there, as the plan concerted will, in

course, be communicated to you and the other officers. How-
ever, as you seem so earnest to go, I now give you leave."

This ungracious reply seemed to warrant the suspicions en-

tertained by some of Washington's friends, that it was the busy
pen of Grovernor Dinwiddle which had given the " false repre-

sentation of facts " to Lord Loudoun. About a month, there-

fore, before the time of the meeting, Washington addressed a
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long letter to his lordship, explanatory of military ai^airs in the
quarter where he had commanded. In this he sot forth the

various defects in the militia laws of Virginia ; the errors in

its system of defense, and the inevitable confusion which had
thence jesulted.

Adverting to his own conduct :
'^ The orders I receive," said

he, " are full of ambiguity. I am left like a wanderer in tlie

wilderness to proceed at hazard. I am answerable for conse-

quences, and blamed, without the privilege of defense. . . .

It is not to be wondered at if, under such peculiar circumstances,

I should be sick of a service which promises so little of a

soldiers reward.
'• I have long been satisfied of the impossibility of continu-

ing in this service without loss of honor. Indeed, I was fully

convinced of it before I accepted the command the second time,

seeing the cloudy prospect before me ; and I did, for this

reason, reject the offer, until I was ashamed any longer to re-

fuse, not caring to expose my character to public censure. The
solicitations of the country overcame my objections, and in-

<luced me to accept it. Another reason has of late operated to

continue me in the service until now, and that is, the dawn of

hope that arose, when I heard your lordship was destined, by
His Majesty, for the important command of his armies in

America, and appointed to the government of his dominion of

Virginia. Hence it was that I drew my hopes, and fondly pro-

nounced your lordship our patron. Although I have not the

honor to be known to your lordship, yet your name was familiar

to my ear, on account of the important services rendered to His
Majesty in other parts of the world."

The manner in which Washington was received by Lord
Loudoun, on arriving in Philadelphia, showed him at once,

that his long, explanatory letter had produced the desired
effect, and that his character and conduct were justly appre-
ciated. During his sojourn in Philadelphia, he was frequently
consulted on points of frontier service, and his advice was
generally adopted. On one point it failed. He advised that
an attack should be made on Fort Duquesne, simultaneous with
the attempts on Canada. At such time a great part of the
garrison would be drawn away to aid in the defense of that
j>rovince, and a blow might be struck more likely to insure the
peace and safety of the southern frontier, than all its forts and
defenses.

Lord Londonn, however, was not to be convinced, or at least

persuaded. According to his plan, the middle and southern
provinces were to maintain a merely defensive warfare ; and
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as Virginia would be required to send four hundred of her

troops to the aid of South Carolina, she would, in fact, he left

weaker than before.

Washington was also disappointed a second time, in the hope
of having his regiment placed on the same footing as the reg-

ular army, and of obtaining a king's commission ; the latter he
was destined never to hold.

His representations with respect to Fort Cumberland had the

desired effect in counteracting the mischievous intermeddling

of Dinwiddie. The Virginia troops and stores were ordered to

be again removed to Fort Loudoun, at Winchester, which once
more became head-quarters, while Fort Cumberland was left to

be occupied by a Maryland garrison. Washington was in-

structed, likewise, to correspond and co-operate, in military

affairs, with Colonel Stanwix, who was stationed on the Pennsyl-
vania frontier, with five hundred men from the Royal American
regiment, and to whom he would be, in some measure, subordi-

nate. This proved a correspondence of friendship, as well as

duty
; Colonel Stanwix being a gentleman of high moral worth,

as well as great ability in military affairs.

The great plan of operations at the north was again doomed
to failure. The reduction of Crown Point, on Lake Champlain,
which had long been meditated, was laid aside and the capture

of Louisburg substituted, as an acquisition of far greater im-
portance. This was a place of great consequence, situated on
the isle of Cape Breton, and strongly fortified. It commanded
the fisheries of Newfoundland, overawed New England, and was
a main bulwark to Acadia.

In the course of July, Lord Loudoun set sail for Halifax
with all the troops he could collect, amounting to about six

thousand men, to join with Admiral Holbourne, who had just

arrived at that port with eleven ships of the line, a fire-ship,

bomb-ketch, and fleet of transports, liaving on board six thousand
men. W^ith this united force Lord Loudoun anticipated the

certain capture of Louisburg.
Scarce had the tidings of his lordship's departure reached

Canada, when the active Montcalm again took the field, to

follow up the successes of the preceding year. Fort William
Henry, Avhich Sir Wm. Johnson had erected on the southern
shore of Lake George, was now his object ; it commanded the

lake, and was an important protection to the British frontier,

A brave old officer, Colonel Monro, with about five hundred
men, formed the garrison ; more than three times that number
of militia were intrenched near by. Montcalm had, early in

the season, made three ineffectual attempts upon the fort ; he
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now trusted to be more successful. Collecting his forces from

Crown Point, Ticonderoga, and the adjacent posts, with a con-

siderable number of Canadians and Indians, altogether nearly

eight thousand men, he advanced up the lake, on the 1st of

August, in a fleet of boats, with swarms of Indian canoes in the

advance. The fort came near being surprised ; but the troops

encamped without it abandoned their tents and hurried within

the works. A summons to surrender was answered by a brave

defiance. MontAlm invested the fort, made his approaches,

and battered it with his artillery. For five daj^s its veteran

commander kept up a vigorous defense, trusting to receive

assistance from General Webb, who had failed to relieve Fort

Oswego in the preceding year, and who was now at Fort Edward,
about fifteen miles distant, with upwards of five thousand men.

Instead of this, Webb, who overrated the French forces, sent

him a letter, advising him to capitulate. The letter was in-

tercepted by Montcalm, but still forwarded to Monro. The
obstinate old soldier, however, persisted in his defense, until

most of his cannon were burst, and his ammunition expended
At length, in the month of August, he hung out a flag of truce,

and obtained honorable terms from an enemy who knew how to

appreciate his valor. Montcalm demolished the fort, carried

off aU the artillery and munitions of war, with vessels employed
in the navigation of the lake, and having thus completed his

destruction of the British defences on this frontier, returned

once more in triumph with the spoils of victory, to hang up
fresh trophies in the churches of Canada.

Lord Loudoun in the meantime formed his junction with
Admiral Holbourne at Halifax, and the troops were embarked
with all diligence on board of the transports. Unfortunately,

the French were again too quick for them. Admiral de Bois

de la Mothe had arrived at Louisburg, with a large naval and
land force ; it was ascertained that he had seventeen ships of

the line, and three frigates, quietly moored in the harbor ; that

the place was well fortified and supplied with provisions and
ammunition, and garrisoned with six thousand regular troops,

three thousand natives, and thirteen hundred Indians.

Some hot-heads would have urged an attempt against all such

array of force, but Lord Loudoun was aware of the probability

of defeat, and the disgrace and ruin that it would bring upon
British arms in America. He wisely, though ingloriously, re*

turned to N<;w York. Admiral Holbourne; made a silly de-

monstration of his fleet off the harbor of Loiiisljurg, approach-

ing witliin two miles <»f the batteries, but ri^tired on secung the

French admiral pn;puring to unmoor. He afterwards returned
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with a reinforcement of four ships of the line ; cruised befor«

Louisburg, endeavoring to draw the enemy to an engagement,
which De la Motlie had the wisdom to decline ; was overtaken
by a hurricane, in which oixe of his ships was lost, eleven were
dismasted, others had to throw their guns overboard, and all

returned in a shattered condition to England. Thus ended
the northern campaign by land and sea, a subject of great mor-
tification to the nation, and ridicule and triumph to the enemy.
During these unfortunate operations to thf north, Washing-

ton was stationed at Winchester, shorn of part of his force by
the detachment to South Carolina, and left with seven hundred
men to defend a frontier of more than three hundred and fifty

miles in extent. The capture and demolition of Oswego by
Montcalm had produced a disastrous effect. The whole country

of the Five Nations was abandoned to the French. The fron-

tiers of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia were harassed

by repeated inroads of French and Indians, and Washington
had the mortification to see the noble valley of the Shenandoah
almost deserted by its inhabitants, and fast relapsing into a

wilderness.

The year wore away on his part in the harassing service of

defending a wide frontier with an insufficient and badly organ-

ized force, and the vexations he experienced were heightened

by continual misunderstandings with Governor Dinwiddle.

From the ungracious tenor of several of that gentleman's let-

ters, and from private information, he was led to believe that

some secret enemy had been making false representations of

his motives and conduct, and prejudicing the governor against

him. He vindicated himself warmly from the alleged aspersions,

proudly appealing to the whole course of his public career in

proof of their falsity. '' It is uncertain," said he, " in what
light my services may have appeared to your honor ; but this I

know, and it is the highest consolation I am capable of feeling,

that no man that ever was employed in a public capacity has

endeavored to discharge the trust reposed in him with greater

honesty and mpre zeal for the country's interest than I have
done ; and if there is any person living who can say, with jus-

tice, that I have offered any intentional wrong to the public, I

will cheerfully submit to the most ignominious punishment
that an injured people ought to inflict. On the other hand, it

is hard to have my' character arraigned, and my actions con-

demned, without a hearing."

His magnanimous appeal had but little effect. Dinwiddle
was evidently actuated by the petty pique of a narrow and illib-

eral mind, impatient of contradiction, even when in error.
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He took advantage of his official station to vent his spleen and
gratify his petulance in a variety of ways incompatible with

the courtesy of a gentleman. It may excite a grave smile at

the present day to find Washington charged hy this very small-

minded man with looseness in his way of writing to liim ; with

remissness in his duty towards him; and even with imperti-

nence in the able and eloquent representations which he felt

compelled to make of disastrous mismanagement in military

affairs ; and still more, to find his reasonable request, after a

long course of severe duty, for a temporary leave of absence to

attend to his private concerns, peremptorily refused, and that

with as little courtesy as though he were a mere subaltern

seeking to absent himself on a party of pleasure.

The multiplied vexations* which Washington had latterly

experienced from this man, had preyed upon his spirits, and
contributed, with his incessant toils and anxieties, to under-

mine his health. For some time he struggled with repeated

attacks of dysentery and fever, and continued in the exercise of

his duties ; but the increased violence of his malady, and the

urgent advice of his friend Dr. Craik, the army surgeon, in-

duced him to relinquish his i)ost towards the end of the year

and retire to Mount Vernon.
The administration of Dinwiddie, however, was now at an

end. He set sail for England in January, 1758, very little re-

gretted, excepting by his immediate hangers-on, and leaving

a character overshadowed by the imputation of avarice and
extortion in the exaction of illegal fees, and of downright de-

linquency in regard to large sums transmitted to him by gov-

ernment to be paid over to the jirovince in indemnification of

its extra expenses ; for the disposition of which sums he failed

to render an account.

He was evidently a sordid, narrow-minded, and somewhat
arrogant man ; bustling rather than active

;
prone to meddle

with matters of which he was profoundly ignorant, and ab-

surdly unwilling to have his ignorance enlightened.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

WASHINGTOX RECOVERS HIS HEALTH. AGATX IX COMMAXD AT
FORT LOUDOUX. ADMTXISTRATIOX OF PITT. LOUDOUX SUC-

CEEDED BY GEXERAL ABKRCROMBIE. MILITARY ARRAXGP>
MEXTS. WASHIXGTOX COMMAXDER-IX-CHIEF OF THE VIR-

GIXIA FORCES. AMHERST AGAIXST LOUISBURG. GEXERAL
"WOLFE. MOXTGOMERY. CAPTURE OF LOUISBURG. ABER
CROMBIE OX LAKE GEORGE. DEATH OF LORD HOWE. RE-

PULSE OF ABERCROMBIE. SUCCESS OF BRADSTREET AT
OSWEGO.

PoR several months Washington was 'afflicted by returns of

his malady, accompanied by symptoms indicative, as he thought,

of a decline. " My constitution," writes he to his friend Colonel

Stanwix, " is much impaired, and nothing can retrieve it but
the greatest care and the most circumspect course of life. This
being the case, as I have now no prospect left of })referment in

the military way, and despair of rendering that immediate ser-

vice which my country may require from the person command-
ing its troops, I have thoughts of quitting my command and
retiring from all public business, leaving my post to be tilled

by some other person more capable of the task, and who may,
perhaps, have his endeavors crowned with better success than
mine have been."

A gradual improvement in his health, and a change in his

prospects, encouraged him to continue in what really was his

favorite career, and at the beginning of April he was again in

command at Fort Loudoun. Mr. Francis Fauquier had been
appointed successor to Dinwiddie, and, until he should arrive,

]\[r. John Blair, president of the council, had, from his office,

charge of the government. In the latter Washington had a

friend wlio appreciated his character and services, and Avas dis-

posed to carry out his plans.

The general aspect of affairs, also, was more animating.

Under the able and intrepid administration of William Pitt,

who had control of the British cabinet, an effort was made to

retrieve the disgraces of the late American campaign, and to

carry on the war with greater vigor. The instructions for a

common fund were discontinued ; there was no more talk of

taxation by parliament. Lord Loudoun, from whom so much
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ha<l "been anticipated, had disappointed by his inactivity, and been
relieved from a command in which he liad attempted much and
done so little. His friends alleged that his inactivity' was
owing to a want of unanimity and cooperation in the colonial

governments, which paralyzed all his well-meant efforts.

Franklin, it is probable, probed the matter with liis usual sagac-

ity when he characterized him as a man " entirel}^ made up of

indecision."—" Like St. George on the signs, he was always on
horseback, but never rode on."

On the return of his lordship to England, the general com-
mand in America devolved on Major-general Abercrombie, and
the forces were divided into three detached bodies

; one, under
Major-general Amherst, was to operate in the north with the

fleet under Boscawen, for the reduction of Louisburg and the

island of Cape Breton; another, under Abercrombie himself,

was to proceed against Ticonderoga and Crown Point on Lake

,

Champlain ; and the third, under Brigadier-general Forbes,

who had the charge of the middle and southern colonies, was
to undertake the reduction of Fort Duquesne. The colonial

troops were to be supplied, like the regulars, with arms, ammu-
nition, tents and j^rovisions, at the expense of government, but

clothed and paid by the colonies ; for which the king would rec-

ommend to Parliament a proper compensation. The provin-

cial officers appointed by the governors, and of no higher rank
than colonel, were to be equal in command, when united in

service with those who held direct from the king, according to

the date of their commissions. By these wise provisions of Mr.
Pitt, a fertile cause of heartburnings and dissensions was re-

moved. •

It was. with the greatest satisfaction Washington saw his

favorite measure at last adopted, the reduction of Fort Du-
quesne ; and he resolved to continue in the service until that

object was accomplished. In a letter to Stanwix, who was now
a brigadier-general, he modestly requested to be mentioned
in favorable terms to General Forbes, " not," said he, " as a

person who would depend upon him for further recommendation
to military preferment (for I have long conquered all such in-

clinations, and shall sers'e this campaign merely for the pur-

pose of affording my best endeavors to bring matters to a con-

clusion), but as a person who would gladly be distinguished in

some measures from the common run of provincial officers, as

I understand there will be a motley herd of us." He had the

satisfaction subsequently, of enjoying the fullest confidence of

General Forbes, who knew too well the sound judgment and
practical ability evinced by him in the unfoitunate campaign
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of Braddock not to be desirous of availing liimself of his

counsels.

Washington still was commander-in-chief of the Virginia

troops, now augmented, by an act of the Assembly, to Uvo reg-

iments of one thousand men each; one led by himself, the

other by Colonel Byrd ; the whole destined to make a part of

the army of General Forbes in the expedition against Fort
Duquesne.
Of the animation which he felt at the prospect of serving in

this long-desired campaign, and revisiting with an effective

force the scene of past disasters, we have a proof in a short

letter, written during the excitement of the moment, to Major
Francis Halket, his former companion in arms.

" My dear Halket,—Are we to have you once more among
us ? And shall we revisit-together a hapless spot, that proved
so fatal to many of our former brave companions ? Yes

;

and I rejoice at it, hoping it will now be in our power to

testify a just abhorrence of the cruel butcheries exercised on
our friends in the unfortunate day of General Braddock's de-

feat ; and, moreover, to show our enemies that we can practice

all that lenity of which they only boast, without affording any
adequate proof."

Before we proceed to narrate the expedition against Fort
Buquesne, however, we will briefly notice the conduct of the

two other expeditions, which formed important parts in the

plan of military operations for the year. And first, of that

against Louisburg and the Island of Cape Breton.

Major-general Amherst, who conducted this expedition, em-
barked with between ten and twelve ^thousand men, in the fleet

of Admiral Boscawen, and set sail about the end of May, from
Halifax, in -Nova Scotia. Along with him went Brigadier-

general James Wolfe, an officer j^oung in years, but a veteran

in military experience, and destined to gain an almost romantic
celebrity. He may almost be said to have been born in the

camp, for he was the son of Major-general Wolfe, a veteran
officer of merit, and when a lad had witnessed the battles of

Dettingen and Fontenoy. While a mere youth he had dis-

tinguished himself at the battle of Laffeldt, in the Netherlands
;

and now, after having been eighteen years in the service, he
was but thirtj^-one years of age. In' America, however, he was
to win his lasting laurels.

On the 2d of June, the fleet arrived at the Bay of Gabarus,
about seven miles to the west of Louisburg. The latter place
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was garrisoned by two thousand five liundred regulars, and
three hundred militia, and subsequently reinforced by upwards
of four hundred Canadians and Indians. In the harbor were
six ships-of-the-line, and five frigates ; three of which were
sunk across the mouth. For several days the troops were pre-

vented from landing by boisterous weather, and a heav}^ surf.

The French improved that time to strengthen a chain of forts

along the shore, deepening trenches, and constructing bat-

teries.

On the 8th of June, preparations for landing were made before

daybreak. The troops were embarked in boats in tliree divi-

sions, under Brigadiers Wolfe, Whetmore, and Laurens. The
landing was to be attempted west of the harbor, at a place feebly

secured. Several frigates and sloops previously scoured the

beach with their shot, after which Wolfe pulled for shore with
his division ; the other two divisions distracting the attention

of the enemy, b}^ making a show of landing in other 2:)arts.

The surf still ran high, the enemy pened a fire of cannon and
musketry from their batteries, many boats were upset, many
men slain, but Wolfe pushed forward, sprang into the water
when the boats grounded, dashed through the surf with his

men, stormed the enemy's breastworks and batteries, and drove
them from the shore. Among the subalterns who stood by
Wolfe on this occasion, was an Irish youth, twenty-one years

of age, named Itichard Montgomery, whom, for his gallantry,

Wolfe promoted to a lieutenancy, and who was destined, in

after years, to gain an imperishable renown. The other divis-

ions effected a landing after a severe conflict; artillery and
stores were brought, on shore, and Louisburg was formally

invested.

The weather continued boisterous ; the heavy cannon, and the

various munitions necessary for a siege, were landed with dif-

ficulty. Amherst, moreover, was a cautious man, and made
his approaches slowly, securing his camp by redoubts and
epaulementg. The Chevalier Drucour, wlio commanded at Louis-
l>urg, called in his outposts, and prepared for a desperate de-

fense ; keeping up a heavy fire from his batteries, and from the
ships in the harbor.

Wolfe, with a strong detachment, surprised at night and
took possession of Light-house Point, on the northeast side of

the entrance to the harbor. Here he threw up batteries in
addition to those already there, from which he was enabled
greatly to annoy both town and sliipping, as well as to aid
Amherst in his slow, but regular and sure approaches.
On the 21st of July, the three largest of the enemy's ships
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were set on iire by a borabsliell. On the night of the 2oth

two others of tlie ships were boarded, sword in hand, from boats

of the squadron ; one, being aground, was burnt, tlie other was
towed out of the harbor in triumph. The brave Drucour kept

up the defense until all the ships were either taken or destroyed

;

forty, out of fifty-two pieces of cannon dismounted, and his

works mere heaps of ruins. When driven to capitulate, he re-

fused the terms proposed, as being too severe, and when
threatened with a general assault, by sea and land, determined

to abide it, rather than submit to what he considered a humilia-

tion. The prayers and jjetitions of the inhabitants, however,

overcame his obstinacy. The place was surrendered, and he
and his garrison became prisoners of war. Captain Amherst,
brother to the general, carried home the news to England,

with eleven pairs of colors, taken at Louisburg. There were
rejoicings throughout the kingdom. The colors were borne in

triumph through the streets of London, with a parade of horse

and foot, kettle drums and trumpets, and the thunder of artil-

lery, and were put up as trophies in St. Paul's Cathedral.

Boscawen, who was a member of Parliament, received a un-

animous vote of praise from the House of Commons, and the

youthful Wolfe, who returned shortly after the victory to Eng-
land, was hailed as the hero of the enterprise.

We have disposed of one of the three great expeditions con-

templated in the plan of the year's campaign. The second was
that against the French forts on Lakes George and Champlain.

At the beginning of July, Abercrombie was encamped on the

borders of Lake George, with between six and seven thousand
regulars, and upwards of nine thousand provincials from New
England, New York, and New Jersey. Major Israel Putnam
of Connecticut, who had served on this lake, under Sir William
Johnson, in the campaign in which Dieskau was defeated and
slain, had been detached with a scouting party to reconnoiter

the neighborhood. After his return and report, Abercrombie
prepared to proceed against Ticonderoga, situated on a tongue

of land in Lake Champlain, at the mouth of the strait com-
municating with Lake George.

On the 5th of July, the forces were embarked in one hundred
and twenty-five whale-boats, and nine hundred bateaux, with

the artillery on rafts. The vast flotilla proceeded slowly down
the lake, with banners and pennons fluttering in the summer
breeze; arms glittering in the sunshine, and martial music
echoing along the wood-clad mountains. With Abercrombie
went Lord Howe, a young nobleman, brave and enterprising,

full of martial enthusiasm^ and endeared to the soldiery by the
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generosity of his disposition, and the sweetness of his manners.

On the first night they bivouacked for some hours at Sab-

bath-day Point, but reembarked before midnight. The next
day they landed on a point on the western shore just at the en-

trance of the strait leading to Lake Champlain. Here they
were formed into three columns, and pushed forward.

They soon came upon the enemy's advanced guard, a bat-

talion encamped behind a log breastwork. The French set fire

to their camp, and retreated. The columns kept their form,

and pressed forward, but, through ignorance of their guides,

became bewildered in a dense forest, fell into confusion, and
blundered upon each other.

Lord Howe urged on with the van of the right centre column.
Putnam, who was with him, and more experienced in forest

warfare, endeavored in vain to inspire him with caution. After

a time they came upon a detachment of the retreating foe, who,
like themselves, had lost their way. A severe conflict en-

sued. Lord Howe, who gallantly led the van, was killed at the

onset. His fall gave new ardor to his troops. The enemy
were routed, some slain, some drowned, about one hundred and
fifty taken prisoners, including five officers. Nothing further

was done that day. The death of Lord Howe more than counter-

balanced^e defeat of the enemy. His loss was bewailed not
merely by the arm}', but by the American people ; for it is

singular how much this young nobleman, in a short time, had
made himself beloved. The point near which the troops had
landed still bears his name ; the place where he fell is still

pointed out ; and Massachusetts voted him a monument in

Westminster Abbey
With Lord Howe expired the master-spirit of the enterprise.

Abercrombie fell back to the landing-place. The next day he
sent out a strong detachment of regulars, royal provincials, and
bateaux men, under Lieutenant-colonel Bradstreet of New York,
to secure a saw-mill, which the enemy had abandoned. This
done, he followed on the same evening with the main forces,

and took post at the mill, within two miles of the ford. Here
he was joined by Sir William Johnson, with between four and
five hundred savage warriors from the Mohawk River.

Montcalm had called in all his forces, between three and four
thousand men, and was strongly posted behind deep intrench-

ments and breastworks eight feet high ; with an abatis, of

felled trees, in front of liis lines, presenting a horrid barrier,

with their jagged boughs pointing outward. Abercrombie was
deceived as to the strength of the French works; his engineers
persuaded him they were formidable only in appearance, but
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really weak and flimsy. Without waiting for the arrival of his

cannon, and against the opinion of his most judicious officers,

he gave orders to storm the works. Never were rash orders

more gallantly obeyed. The men rushed forward with fixed

bayonets, and attempted to force their way through, or scramble

over the abatis, under a sheeted fire of swivels and musketry.
In the desperation of the moment, the officers even tried to cut

their way through with their swords. Some even reached the

parapet, where they were shot down. The breastwork was too

high to be surmounted, and gave a secure cover to the enemy.
Kepeated assaults were made, and as often repelled, with dread-

ful havoc. The Iroquois warriors, who had arrived with Sir

William Johnson, took no part, it is said, in this fierce conflict,

l>ut stood aloof as unconcerned spectators of the bloody strife

of white men.
After four hours of desperate and fruitless fighting. Aber-

crombie, who had all tlie time remained aloof at the saw-mill,

gave up the ill-judged attempt, and withdrew once more to

the landing-place, with the loss of nearly two thousand in

killed and wounded. Had not the vastly inferior force of

Montcalm prevented him from sallying beyond his trenches,

the retreat of the British might have been pushed to a head-

long and disastrous flight.

Abercombie had still nearly four times the number of the

enemy, with cannon, and all the means of carrying on a siege

tvith every prospect of success • but the failure of this rash

assault seems completely to have dismayed him. The next day
he reembarked all his troops, and returned across that lake where
his disgraced banners had recently waved so proudly.

While the general was planning fortifications on Lake
George, Colonel Bradstreet obtained permission to carry into

effect an expedition which he had for some time meditated,

and which had been a favored project with the lamented Howe.
This was to reduce Fort Frontenac, the stronghold of the Frencli

on the north side of the entrance of Lake Ontario, commanding
the mouth of the St. Lawrence. This post was a central

point of Indian trade, whither the tribes resorted from all parts

of a vast interior, sometimes a distance of a thousand miles, to

traffic away their peltries with the fur-traders. It was, more-
over, a magazine for the more southern posts, among which
was Fort Duquesne on the Ohio.

Bradstreet was an officer of spirit. Pushing his way along
the valley of the Mohawk and by the Oneida, where he was
joined by several warriors of the Six Nation^ he arrived at

Oswego in August, with nearly three thousand men, the gj:eater
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pjlrt of tliem j>roviiicial troops of New York and jNEussacliusetts.

Embarking atX)s\vego in open boats, lie crossed Lake Ontario,

and landed within a mile of Frontenac. The fort mounted
sixty guns, and several mortars, jet, though a place of such
importance, the garrison consisted of merely one hundred and
ten men, and a few Indians. These either fled, or surrendered

at discretion. In the fort was an immense amount of mer-

chandise and military stores, i:)art of the latter intended for the

supply of Fort Daquesne. In the harbor were nine armed
vessels, some of them carrying eighteen guns, the whole of the

enemy's shipping on the lake. Two of these Colonel Bradstreet

freighted with part of the spoils of the fort, the others he de-

stroyed ; then haTing dismantled the fortifications, and laid

waste everything which he could not carry away, he recrossed

the lake to Oswego, and returned with his troops to the army
on Lake George.

I

CHAPTER XXIV.

SLOW OPERATIOXS.-^WASHIXGTOX ORDERS OUT THE MILITIA.

MI.SSION TO WILLIAMSBURG.—HALT AT MR. CHAMBERLAYNE's.
MRS. MARTHA CUSTIS. A BRIEF COURTSHIP. AN ENGAGE-

MENT. RETURN TO WINCHESTER. THE RIFLE DRESS. IN-

DIAN SCOUTS.—WASHINGTON ELECTED TO THE HOUS» OF BUR-
GESSES.—TIDINGS OF Amherst's success.—the new road
TO fort DUQUESNE. MARCH FOR THE FORT. INDISCREET
conduct OF MAJOR GRANT. DISASTROUS CONSEQUENCES.
WASHINGTON ADVANCES AGAINST FORT DUQUESNE. END OF
THE EXPEDITION. WASHINGTON RETURNS HOME. HIS MAR-
RIAGE.

Operations went on slowly in that part of the year's cam-
paign in which Washington was immediately engaged—the

expeclition against Fort Duquesne. lirigadier-general Forbes,

who was commander-in-chief, was detained at Philadel[»hia by
those delays and cross-purposes incident to military affairs in

a new country. Colonel Bouquet, who was to command the

advanced division, took his station, with a corps of regulars,

at Raystown, in the centre of Pennsylvania. There slowly

assembled troops from various parts. Three thousand Penn-
sylvanians, twelve hundred and fifty South Carolinians, and a
few hundred men from elsewhere.

Washington, in the meantime, gathered together hi| scattered
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regiments at Winchester, some from a distance of two Iiunclred

miles, and diligently dis< iplined his recruits! He had two
Virginia regiments under him, amounting, when complete,

to about nineteen hundred men. Seven hundred Indian war-

riors, also, came lagging into his camp, lured by the prospect

of a successful campaign,
f

The president of the council had given Washington a dis-

cretionary power in the present juncture to order out 'militia

for the purpose of garrisoning the fort in the absence of the

regular troops. Washington exercised the power with extreme
reluctance. He considered it, he said, an affair of too im-

portant and delicate a nature for him to manage, and appre-

hended the discontent it might occasion. In fact, his syui-

pathies were always with the husbandmen and the laborers of

the soil, and he deplored the evils imposed upon them by
arbitrary drafts for military service—a scruple not often indulged
by youthful commanders.
The force thus assembling was in want of arms, tents, field-

equipage, and almost every requisite. Washington had made
repeated representations, by letter, of the destitute state of the

Virginia troops, but without avail ; he was now ordered by Sir

John St. Clair, the quartermaster-general of the forces, under
General Forbes, to repair to Williamsburg, and lay the state of

the case before the council. He set off promptly on horseback,

attended by Bishop, the well-trained military servant, who
had served the late General Braddock. It proved an eventful

iourney, though not in a military point of view. In cross-

ing a ferry of the Pamunkey, a branch of York Eiver, he fell

in company with a Mr. Chamberlayne, who lived in the neigh-

borhood, and who, in the spirit of Virginia hospitality, claimed
him as a guest. It was with difficulty Washington could be

prevailed on to halt for dinner, so impatient was he to arrive

at Williamsburg, and accomplish his mission.

Among the guests at Mr. Chamberlayne's was a young and
blooming widow, Mrs. Martha Custis, daughter of Mr. John
Dandridge, both patrician names in the province. Her hus-

band, John Parke Custis, had been dead about three years,

leaving her with two young children, and a large fortune. She
is represented as being rather below the middle size, but ex-

tremely well shaped, with an agreeable countenance, dark hazel

eyes and hair, and those frank, engaging manners, so captivat-

ing in Southern women. We are not informed^vhether Wash-
ington had met with her before

;
probably not during her

widowhood, as during that time he had been almost continually

on. the flintier. We have shown that, with all his grarl"-- ^ud
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reserve, lie was quickly susceptible to female cliarms ; and they
may have had a greater effect upon him when thus casually

encountered in fleeting moments snatched from the cares and
perplexities and rude scenes of frontier warfare. At any rate,

his heart appears to have been taken by surprise.

The dinner, which in those days was an earlier meal than at

present, seemed all too short. The afternoon passed away like

a dream. Bishop was punctual to the orders he had received

on halting; the horses pawed at the door; but for once Wash-
ington loitered in the path of duty. The horses were counter-

manded, and it was not until the next morning that he was
again in the saddle, spurring for Williamsburg. Happily the

White House, the residence of Mrs. Custis, was in ISTew Kent
County, at no great distance from that city, so that he had op-

portunities of visiting her in the intervals of business. His time
for courtship, however, was brief. Military duties called him
back almost immediately to Winchester ; but he feared, should

he leave the matter in suspense, some more enterprising rival

might supplant him during his absence, as in the case of Miss
Philipse, at Kew York. He improved, therefore, his brief op-

portunity to the Utmost. The blooming widow had many
suitors, but Washington was graced with that renown so en-

nobling in the eyes of women. In a word, before they separat-

ed, they had mutually plighted their faith, and the marriage
was to take place as soon as the campaign against Fort Duquesne
was at an end.

Before returning to Winchester, Washington was obliged to

hold conferences with Sir John St. Clair and Colonel Bouquet,
at an intermediate rendezvous, to give them information re-

specting the frontiers, and arrange about the marching of his

troops. His constant word to them was forward ! forward

!

For the precious time for action was slipping awav, and he
feared their Indian allies, so important to their security while
on the march, might, with their usual fickleness, lose patience

and return home.
On arriving at Winchester, he found his troops restless and

discontented from prolonged inaction ; the inhabitants impa-
tient of the burdens imposed on them, and of the disturbances

of an idle camp; while .the Indians, as he apprehended, had
deserted outright. It was a great relief, therefore, when he
received orders from the commander-in-chief to repair to Fort
Cumberland. He arrived there on the 2d of July, and pro-

ceeded to open a road between that post and head-quarters, at

Raystown, thirty miles distant, where Colonel Bouquet was
stationed.
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His troops were scantily suj^plied with regimental clothing.

The weather was oppressively warm. He now conceived the

idea of equipping them in the light Indian hunting garh, and
even of adopting it himself. Two companies were accordingly

equipped in this style, and sent under the command of Major
Lewis to head-quarters. " It is an unbecoming dress, I own,

for an officer," writes Washington, "but convenience rather

than show, I think, should be consulted. The reduction of bat-

horses alone would be sufficient to recommend it, for nothing is

more certain than that less baggage would be required."

The experiment was successful. " The dress takes very

well here," writes Colonel Bouquet ;
'' and, thank God, we see

nothing but 'shirts and blankets. . . . Their dress should

be one pattern for this expedition." Such was probably the

origin of the American rifle dress, afterwards so much worn in

warfare, and modeled on the Indian costume.

The army was now annoyed by scouting parties of Indians

hovering about the neighborhood. Expresses passing between

the posts were fired upon ; a wagoner was shot down. Wash-
ington sent out counter-parties of Cherokees. Colonel Bouquet
required that each party should be accompanied by an officer

and a number of white men. Washington complied with the

order, though he considered them an encumbrance rather than

an advantage. "Small parties of Indians," said he, "will more
effectually harass the enemy by keeping them under continual

alarms, than any parties of white men can do. I^oy small

parties of the latter are not equal to the task, not being so

dexterous at skulking as Indians; and large parties will be dis-

covered by their spies early enough to have a superior force

opposed to them." With all his efforts, however, he was never

able fully to make the officers of the regular army appreciate

the importance of Indian allies in these campaigns in the

wilderness.

On the other hand, he earnestly discountenanced a proposi-

tion of Colonel Bouquet, to make an irruption into the enemy's

country with a sbrong party of regulars. Such a detachment

he observed, could not be sent without a cumbersome train of

supplies, which would discover it to the enemy, who must at

that time be collecting his whole force at Fort Duquesne ; the

enterprise, therefore, would be likely to terminate in a mis-

carriage, if not in the destruction of the party. We shall see

that his opinion was oracular.

As Washington intended to retire from military life at the

close of this campaign, he had proposed himself to the electors

of Frederick County as their representative in the House of
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Burgesses. The election was coming on at Winchester ; his

friends pressed him to attend it, and Colonel Bouquet gave

him leave of absence ; but he declined to absent himself from
his post for the promotion of his political interests. There
were three competitors in the field, yet so high was the public

opinion of his merit, that, though Winchester had been his

head-quarters for two or tliree years past, and he had occa-

s^ionally enforced martial law with a rigorous hand, he was
elected by a large majority. The election was carried on some-

what in tlie English style. There was much eating and drink-

ing at the expense of the candidate. Washington appeared on
the hustings by proxy, and his representative was chaired

about the town with enthusiastic applause and huzzaing for

Colonel Washington.
On the 21st of July arrived tidings of the brilliant success

of that part of the scheme of the 3'ear's campaign conducted

by General Amherst and Admiral Boscawen, who had reduced

the strong town of Louisburg and gained possession of the

island of Cape Breton. This intelligence increased Washing-
ton's impatience at the delays of the expedition with which he

was connected. He wished to rival these successes by a bril-

liant blow in the South. Perhaps a desire for personal dis-

tinction in the eyes of the lady of his choice may have been at

the bottom of this impatience ; for we are told that he kept

up a constant correspondence with her throughout the cam-
paign

Understanding that the commander-in-chief had some
thoughts of tlirowing a body of light troops in the advance, he
wrote to Colonel Bouquet, earnestly soliciting his inlluence to

have himself and his Virginia regiment included in the detach-

ment. " If any argument is needed to obtain this favor," said

he, " I hope, without vanity, I may be allowed to say, that

from long intimacy with these woods, and frequent scouting in

them, my men are at least as well acquainted witli all the

passes and difficulties as any troops that will be enqdoyed."

He soon learnt to Ids surprise, however, that the road to

which his men were accustomed, and which had been worked
by Braddock's troops in liis campaign, was not to be taken in

the present expedition, but a new one opened through the

lieart of Pennsylvania, from Raystown to Fort Duquesne, on
the track generally taken by the northern traders. He in-

stantly commenced long and repeated remonstrances on the

subject ; representing that P>raddock's road, from recent ex-

amination, only needed partial repairs, and showing by clear

calculation that an army could reach Fort Duquesne by that
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route in thirty-four days, so that the whole campaign might be
effected by the middle of October ; whereas the extreme labor

of opening a new road across mountains, swamps, and through
a densely wooded country, would detain them so late, that the

season would be over before they could reach the scene of ac-

tion. His representations were of no avail. The officers of

the regular service had received a fearful idea of Braddock's
road from his own despatches, wherein he had described it as

lying " across mountains and rocks of an excessive height,

vastly steep, and divided by torrents and rivers," whereas the
Pennsylvania traders, who were anxious for the opening of the

new road through their province, described the country through
which it would pass as less difficult, and its streams less suIj-

ject to inundation ; above all, it was a direct line, and fifty

miles nearer. This route, therefore, to the great regret of

Washington and the indignation of the Virginia Assembly,
was definitely adopted, and sixteen hundred men were im-
mediately thrown in the advance from Kaystown to work
upon it.

The first of September found Washington still encamped at

!Fort Cumberland, his troops sickly and dispirited, and the

brilliant expedition which he had antici2)ated dwindling down
into a tedious operation of road-making. In the mean time,

his scouts brought him word that the whole force at Fort
Duquesne on the 13th of August, Indians included, did. not
exceed eight hundred men : had an early campaign been
pressed forward, as he recommended, the place by this time
would have been captured. At length, in the month of Sep-
tember, he received orders from General Forbes to join him
with his troops at Raystown, where he had just arrived, hav-
ing been detained by severe illness. He was received by the
general with the highest marks of respect. On all occasions,

both in private and at councils of war, that commander treated

his opinions with the greatest deference. He, moreover,
adopted a plan drawn out by Washington for the march of the
army

; and an order of battle which still exists, furnishing a
proof of his skill in frontier warfare.

It was now the middle of September
;
yet the great body of

men engaged in opening the new military road, after incredible
toil, had not advanced above forty-five miles, to a place called

Loyal Hannan, a little beyond Laurel Hill. Colonel Bouquet,
who commanded the division of nearly two thousand men sent
forward to open this road, had halted at Loyal Hannan to

establish a military post and deposit.

He was upwards of fifty miles from Fort Duquesne, and was
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tempted to adopt the measure, so strongly discountenanced by
Washington, of sending a j^arty on a foray into the enemy's
country. He accordingly detached Major Grant with eight

hundred picked men, some of them Highlanders, others, in

Indian garb, the part of Washington's Virginian regiment sent

forward by him from Cumberland under command of Major
Lewis.

The instructions given to Major Grant were merely to recon-

noiter the country in the neighborhood of Fort Duquesne, and
ascertain the strength and position of the enemy. He con-

ducted the enterprise with the foolhardiness of a man eager for

personal notoriety. His whole object seems to have been by
open bravado to provoke an action. The enemy were apprised,

through their scouts, of his approach, but suffered him to ad-

vance unmolested. Arriving at night in the neighborhood of

the fort, he posted his men on a hill, and sent out a party of

observation, who set fire to a log house near the walls and re-

turned to the encampment. As if this were not sufficient to

put the enemy on the alert, he ordered the reveille to be beaten
in the morning in several places ; then, posting Major Lewis
with his 2^rovincial troops at a distance in the rear to protect

the baggage, he marshalled his regulars in battle array, and sent

an engineer, with a covering party, to take a plan of the works
in full view of the garrison.

Not a gun was fired by the fort; the silence which was
maintained was mistaken for fear, and increased the arrogance

and blind security of the British commander. At length,

when he was thrown off his guard, there was a sudden sally of

the garrison, and an attack on the flanks by Indians hid in

ambush. A scene now occurred similar to that at the defeat of

Braddock. The British officers marshaled their men according

to European tactics, and the Highlanders for some time stood

their ground bravely; but the destructive fire and horrid yells

of the Indians soon produced panic and confusion. Major
Lewis, at the first noise of the attack, left Captain Bullitt,

with fifty Virginians, to guard the baggage, and hastened with
the main part of his men to the scene of action. The contest

was kept uy for some time, but the confusion was irretrievable.

The Indians sallied from their concealment, and attacked with
the tomahawk and scalping-knife. Lewis fought hand to hand
with an Indian brave, whom he laid dead at his feet, but was
surrounded by others, and only saved his life by surrendering

•himself to a French officer. Major Grant surrendered himself

in like manner. The whole detachment was put to the rout

with dreadful carnage.
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Captain Bullitt rallied several of the fugitives, and prepared
to make a forlorn stand, as the onl}' chance where the enemy
was overwhelming and merciless. Despatching the most valu-

able baggage with the strongest horses, he made a barricade

with the baggage wagons, behind which he posted his men,
giving them orders how they were to act. All this was the

thought and the work almost of a moment, for the savages, hav-

ing finished the havoc and plunder of the field of battle, were
hastening in pursuit of the fugitives. Bullitt suffered them to

come near, when, on a concerted signal, a destructive tire was
Oldened from behind the baggage wagons. They were checked
for a time ; but were again pressing forward in greater num-
bers, when Bullitt and his men held out the signal of capitula-

tion, and advanced as if to surrender. When within eight

yards of the enemy, they suddenly leveled their arms, poured
a most effective volley, and then charged with the bayonet.

The Indians fled in dismay, and Bullitt took advantage of this

check to retreat with all speed, collecting tlie wounded and the

scattered fugitives as he advanced. The routed detachment
came back in fragments to Colonel Bouquet's camp at Loyal
Hannan, with the loss of twenty-one officers and two hundred
and seventy-three privates killed and taken. The Highlanders
and the Virginians were those that fought the best and suffered

the most in this bloody battle. Washington's regiment lost six

officers and sixty-two privates.

If Washington could have taken any pride in seeing his pres-

ages of misfortune verified, he might have been gratified by
the result of this rash "irruption into the enemy's country,"'

which was exactly what he had predicted. In his letters to

Governor Eauquier, however, he bears lightly on the error of

Col. Bouquet. " From all accounts I (;an collect," says he, " it

appears very clear that this was a very ill-concerted, or a very
ill-executed plan, perhaps both ; but it seems to be generally

acknowledged that Major Grant exceeded his orders, and that

no disposition was made for engaging."
Washington, who was at Raystown when the disastrous

news arrived, was publicly complimented by General Forbes,

on the gallant conduct of his Virginian troops, and Bullitt's

behavior was " a matter of great admiration." The latter was
80on after rewarded with a major's commission.

As a further mark of the high opinion now entertained of

provincial troops for frontier service, Washington was given

the command of a division, partly composed of his own men, tg

keep in the advance of the main body, clear the roads, throw
out scouting parties, and repel Indian attacks.
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It was the 5th of November before the whole army assembled

at Loyal Ilannan. Winter was now at liaud, and upwards of

fifty miles of wilderness were yet to be traversed, by a road

not yet formed, before they could reach Fort Duquesne. Again,

Washington's predictions seemed likely to be verified, and the

expedition to be defeated by delay ; for in a council of war it

was determined to be impracticable to advance further with

the army that season. Three prisoners, however, who were
brought in, gavef?nch an account of the weak state of the gar-

rison at Fort Diupiesne, its want of provisions, and the defe<'-

tion of the Indians, that it was determined to push forward.

The march was accordingly resumed, but without tents or bag-

gage, and with only a light train of artillery.

Washington still kept the advance. After leaving Loyal
Hannan, the road presented traces of the late defeat of Grant;
being strewed with human bones, the sad relics of fugitives cut

down by the Indians, or of wounded soldiers who had died on
the retreat ; they lay mouldering in various stages of decay,

mingled with the bones of horses and of oxen. As they ap-

proached Fort Duquesne these mementos of former disasters

became more frequent ; and the bones of those massacred in

the defeat of Braddock, still lay scattered about the battlefield,

whitening in the sun.

At length the army arrived in sight of Fort Duquesne, ad-

vancing with great precaution, and expecting a "igorous de-

fense ; but that formidable fortress, the terror and scourge of

the frontier, and the object of such warlike enterprise, fell with-

out a blow. The recent successes of the English forces in

Canada, particularly^ the capture and destruction of Fort Fronte-

nac, had left the garrison without hope of reinforcements and
supplies. The whole force, at the time, did not exceed five

hundred men, and the provisions were nearly exhausted. The
commander, therefore, waited only until the English army was
within one day's march, when he embarked his troops at night
in bateaux, blew up his magazines, set fire to the fort, and re-

treat(^d down the Ohio, by the light of the flames. On the 25th
of November, AVa.shington, with the advanced guard, marched
in, and planted the British flag on the yet smoking ruins.

One of the first offices of the army was to collect and bury,

in one common tomb, the bones of their fellow soldiers who had
fallen in the battles of Braddock and Grant. In this pious

duty it is said every one joined, from the general down to the

private soldier ; and some veterans assisted, with heavy hearts

and frequent cqaculations of poignant feeling, who had been
present in the scenes of defeat and carnage..
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The ruins of the fortress were now put in a defensible state^

and garrisoned by two hundred men from Washington's regi-

ment ; the name was changed to that of Fort Pitt, in honor of

the illustrious British minister, whose mea&nres had given vigor

and effect to this year's camj^aign ; it has since been modified

into Pittsburgh, and designates one of the most busy and j)opu-

lous cities of the interior.

The reduction of Fort Duquesne terminated, as Washington
had foreseen, the troubles and dangers of the southern frontier.

The French dominion of the Ohio was at 'Sn end ; the In-

dians, as usual, paid homage to the conquering power, and a

treaty of peace was concluded with all the tribes between the

Ohio and the lakes.

With this campaign ended, for the present, the military

career of Washington. His great object was attained, the res-

toration of quiet and security to his native province ; and,

having abandoned all hope of attaining rank in the regular

army, and his health being much impaired, he gave up his

commission at the close of the year, and retired from the ser-

vice, followed by the applause of his fellow-soldiers, and the

gratitude and admiration of all his countrymen.
His marriage with Mrs. Custis took place shortly after his

return. It was celebrated on the 6th of January, 1759, at the

White House, the residence of the bride, in the good old hospi-

table style of Virginia, amid a joyous assemblage of relatives

and friends.

CHAPTER XXV.

PLAN OP OPERATIONS FOR 1759. INVESTMENT OF FORT
• NIAGARA. DEATH OF PRIDEAUX. SUCCESS OF SIR WIL-
LIAM JOHNSON. AMHERST AT TICONDEROGA. WOLFE AT
QUEBEC. HIS TRIUMPH AND DEATH. FATE OF MONT-
CALM. CAPITULATION OF QUEBEC. ATTEMPT OF DE LEVI
TO RETAKE IT. ARRIVAL OF A BRITISH FLEET. LAST
STAND OF THE FRENCH AT MONTREAL. SURRENDER OF
CANADA.

Before following Washington into the retirement of domes-
tic life, we think it proper to notice the events which closed

the great struggle between England and France for empire in

America. In that struggle he had first become practiced in
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arms, and schooled in the ways of the world ; and its results

will be found connected with the history of his later years.

General Abercrombie had been superseded as commander-in.

chief of the forces in America by Major-general Amlierst, who
had gained great favor by the reduction of Louisburg. Ac-
cording to the plan of operations for 1759, General Wolfe, who
had risen to fame by his gallant conduct in the same affair,

was to ascend the St. Lawrence in a fleet of ships of war, with
eight thousand men, as soon as the river should be free of ice,

and lay siege to Quebec, the capital of Canada. General Am-
lierst, in the meantime, was to advance, as Abercrombie had
done, by Lake George, against Ticonderoga and Crown Point,

reduce tliose forts, cross Lake Champlain, push on to the St.

Lawrence, and cooperate with Wolfe.

A third expedition, under Brigadier-general Prideaux, aided
l>y Sir William Johnson and his Indian warriors, was to attack

Fort Niagara, which controlled the whole country of the Six

Nations, and commanded the navigation of tlie great lakes, and
the intercourse between Canada and Louisiana. Having re-

duced this fort, he was to traverse Lake Ontario, descend the

I

St. Lawrence, capture Montreal, and join his forces with those

of Amherst.
Lv The last-mentioned expedition was the first executed. Gen-
Beral Prideaux embarked at Oswego on the first of July, with a

large body of troops, regulars and provincials—the latter partly

from New York. He was accompanied by Sir William John-
non, and his Lidian braves of tlie Mohawk. Landing at an
inlet of Lake Ontario, within a f^w miles of Fort Niagara, he
advanced, without being opposed, and proceeded to invest it.

Tlie garrison, six hundred strong, made a resolute defense.

The siege was carried on by regular ai)proaclies, but pressed

with vigor. On the l^Oth of July, Prideaux, in visiting his

trenches, was killed by the bursting of a cohorn. Informed
l)y express of this misfortune. General Amherst detached from
tlie main army Brigadier-general Gage, the officer who had led

Braddock's advance, to take the; command.
In the meantime, the siege had been conducted by Sir

William Johnson with courage and sagacity. He was destitute

of military .science, but had a natural aptness for warfare,

especially for the rough kind carried on in the wilderness.

Being informed by his scouts that twelve hundred regular

troops, drawn from Detroit, Venango, and Presque Isle, and

I

led by D'Aubry, with a number of Indian auxiliaries, were
• hastening to the rescue, he detached a force of grenadiers and

light infantry, with some of liis Mohawk warriors, to inter-
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cept them. They came in sight of each other on the road, he-

tween Niagara Falls and the fort, within the thundering sound
of the one, and the distant view of the other. Johnson's
"braves" advanced to have a parley with the hostile redskins.

The latter received them with a war-whoop, and Frenchman
and savage made an impetuous onset. Johnson's reguhirs and
provincials stood their ground firmly, while his red warriors

fell on the flanks of the enemy. After a sharp conflict, the

French were broken, routed, and pursued through the woods,

with great carnage. Among the prisoners taken were seven-

teen officers. The next day Sir William Johnson sent a

trumpet, summoning the garrison to surrender, to spare the

effusion of blood, and prevent outrages by the Indians. They
had no alternative ; were permitted to march out with the

honors of war, and were protected by Sir William from his

Indian allies. Tlius was secured the key to the communication
between Lakes Ontario and Erie, and to the vast interior re-

gion connected with tliem. The blow alarmed the French for

the safety of Montreal, and De Levi, the second in command
of their Canadian forces, hastened up from before Quebec, and
took post at the fort of Oswegatchie (now Ogdensburg), to de-

fend the passes of the St. Lawrence.
We now proceed to notice the expedition against Ticonderoga

and Crown Point. In the month of July, General Amherst
embarked with nearly twelve thousand men, at the upper part of

Lake George, and proceeded down it, as Abercrombie had done

in the preceding A'ear, in a vast fleet of whale-boats, bateaux,

and rafts, and all the glitter and parade of war. On the 22d,

the army debarked at the lower part of the lake, and advanced
toward Ticonderoga. After a slight skirmish with the advanced
guard, they secured the old post at the saw-mill.

Montcalm was no longer in the fort ; he was absent fur tne

protection of Quebec. The garrison did not exceed four Imn-

dred men. Bourlamarque, a brave officer, who commanded, at

first seemed disposed to make defense ; but, against such over-

whelming force, it would have been madness. J^isniantling the

fortifications, therefore, he abandoned them, as he did like\yise

those at Crown Point, and retreated down tlie lake to assemble

forces, and make a stand at the Isle Aux Noix, for the protec-

tion of Montreal and the province.

Instead of following him up, and hastening to cooperate with

Wolfe, General 'Amherst proceeded to repair the works at Ti-

conderoga, and erect a new fort at Crown Point, though neither

were in present danger of being attacked, nor would be of use*

if Canada were conquered, Amherst, however, was one of those
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cautious men, who in seeking to be sure, are apt to be fatally

slow. His dela^' enabled the enemy to rally their forces at Isle

Aux Noix, and call in Canadian reinforcements, while it de-

prived Wolfe of that cooperation which, it will be shown, was
most essential to the general success of the campaign.

Wolfe, with his eight thousand men, ascended the St. Law-
rence in the fleet in the month of June. With him came
Brigadiers Monckton, Townshend, and Murray, 3^outhful and
brave like himself, and, like himself, already schooled in arms.

Monckton, it will be recollected, had signalized himself, when a

colonel, in the expedition in 1755, in which the French were
driven from Nova Scotia. The grenadiers of the army were
commanded by Colonel Guy Carleton, and part of the light in-

fantry by Lieutenant-colonel William Howe, both destined to

celebrity in after years, in the annals of the American Revolu-
tion. Colonel Howe was brother of the gallant Lord Howe,
whose fall in the preceding 3'ear was so generally lamented.

Among the officers of the fleet, was Jervis, the future admiral,

and ultimately Earl St. Vincent, and the master of one of the

ships was James Cook, afterwards renowned as a discoverer.

About the end of June, the troops debarked on the large,

j)opulous, and well-cultivated Isle of Orleans, a little below
Quebec, and encamj)ed in its fertile fields. Quebec, the citadel

of Canada, was strong by nature. It was built round tlie point

of a rocky promontory, and flanked by precipices. The crystal

current of the St. Lawrence swept by it on , the right, and the

River St. Charles flowed along on the left, before mingling
with that mighty stream. The place was tolerably fortified,

I>ut art had not yet rendered it, as at the present day, impreg-
nable.

Montcalm commanded the post. His troops were more nu-
merous than the assailants ; but the greater part were Cana-
<lian8, many of them inhabitants of Quebec ; and he had a host

of savages. His forces were drawn out along the northern
shore below the city, from the river St. Charles to the Falls of

Montmorency, and their position was secured by deep intrench-

ments.

The night .after the debarkation of Wolfe's troops a furious

storm caused great damage to the transports, and sank some of

the small craft. While it was still raging, a number of fire-

ships, sent to destroy the fleet, came driving down. They
were boarded intrepidly by the British seamen, and towed out

of the way of doing harm. After much resistance, Wolfe es-

tablished batteries at the west point of the Isle of Orleans, and
at Point Levi, on the right (or south) bank of the St. Lawrence
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within cannon range of the city—Colonel Guy Carleton, com-

mander at the former battery ; Brigadier Monckton at the latter.

Prom Point Levi bombshells and red-hot shot Avere discharged
;

many houses were set on fire in the u]3per town, the lower town
was reduced to rubbish; the main fort, however, remained un-

harmed.
Anxious for a decisive action, Wolfe, on the 9th of July,

crossed over in boats from the Isle of Orleans, to the north bank
of the St. Lawrence, and encamped below the Montmorency.
It was an ill-judged position, for there was still that tumultuous
stream, with its rocky banks, between him and the camp of

Montcalm ; but the ground he had chosen was higher than that

occupied by the latter, and the Montmorency had a ford below
the falls, passable at low tide. Another ford was discovered,

three miles within land, but the banks were steep, and shagged
with forest. At both fords the vigilant Montcalm had thrown
up breastworks, and posted troops.

On the 18th of July, Wolfe made a reconnoitering expedi-

tion up the river with two armed sloops, and two transports

with troops. He passed Quebec unharmed, and carefully noted
the shores above it. Rugged cliffs rose almost from tlie water's

edge. Above them, he was told, was an extent of level ground,

called the Plains of Abraham, by which the upper town miglit

be approached on its weakest side ; but how was tliat plan to

.be attained, when the cliffs, for the most part, were inaccessible

and every practicable place fortified ?

He returned to Montmorency disappointed, and resolved to

attack Montcalm in his camp, however difficult to be approach-

ed, and however strongly posted. Townshend and Murray,
with their brigades, were to cross the Montmorency at low tide,

below the falls, and storm the redoubt thrown up in front of

the ford. Monckton, at the same time, was to cross with part

of his brigade, in boats from Point Levi. The ship Centurion,

stationed in the channel, was to check the fire of a battery

which commanded the ford ; a train of artillery, jilanted on an
eminence, was to enfilade the enemj^'s entrenchments ; and two
armed, flat-bottomed boats, were to be run on shore, near the

redoubt, and favor the crossing of the troops.

As usual, in complicated orders, part were misunderstood or

neglected, and confusion was the consequence. Many of the

boats from Point Levi ran aground on a shallow^ in the river,

where they were exposed to a severe fire of shot and shells.

AVolfe, who was on the shore, directing everything, endeavored
to stop his impatient trooj^s until the boats could be got afloat,

and the men landed. Thirteen companies of grenadiers and
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two hundred provincials were the first to land. Without wait-

ing for Brigadier Monckton and his regiments ; without waiting

for the cooperation of the troops under Townshend ; without

waiting even to be drawn up in form, the grenadiers rushed

impetuously towards the enemy's entrenchments. A sheeted

fire mowed them down, and drove them to take shelter behind

the redoubt, near the ford, which the enemy had abandoned.

Here they remained, unable to form under the galling fire to

which they were exposed, whenever they ventured from their

cov^ert. Monckton's brigade at length was landed, drawn up in

order, and advanced to their relief, driving back the enemy.
Thus protected, the grenadiers retreated as precipitately as

they had advanced, leaving many of their comrades wounded
on the field, who were massacred and scalped in their sight by
the savages. The delay thus caused was fatal to the enterprise.

The day was advanced ; the weather became stormy ; the tide

began to make ; at a later hour, retreat, in the case of a second

repulse, would be impossible. Wolfe, therefore, gave up the

attack, and withdrew across the river, having lost upwards of

four hundred men, through this headlong impetuosity of the

grenadiers. The two vessels which had been run aground,

were set on fire, lest they should fall into the hands of the

enemy. *

Brigadier Murray was now detached with twelve hundred
men, in transports, to ascend above the town, and cooperate

with Rear Admiral Holmes, in destroying the enemy's shipping
and making descents upon the north shore. The shipping
were safe from attack ; some stores and ammunition were de-

stroyed, some prisoners taken, and Murray returned with the

news of the capture of Fort Niagara^ Ticonderoga, and Crown
Point, and that Amherst was preparfng to attack the* Isle Aux
Noix.

AVolfe, of a delicate constitution and sensitive nature, had
been deeply mortified by the severe check sustained at the

Falls of Montmorency, fancying himself disgraced; and these

successes of his fellow-connnanders in other parts increased his

self-upbraiding. The difficulties multiplying around him, and
the delay of General Amherst in hastening to his aid, })reyed

incessantly on his spirits ; he was dejected even to des^^ondency,

and declared he would never return without success, to be ex-

posed, like other unfortunate commanders, to the sneers and re-

proaches of the populace. The agitation of his mind, and his

acute sensibility, brought on a fever, whicli for some time in-

capacitated him from taking the field.

Wolfe's Letter to Pitt, Sept. 2d, 1759.
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In tlie midst of his illness he called a council of war, in which
the whole plan of operations was altered. It was determined
to convey troops above the town, and endeavor to make a

diversion in that direction, or draw Montcalm into the open

field. Before carrying this plan into effect, Wolfe again re-

connoitered the town in company with Admiral Saunders, hut

nothing better suggested itself.

The brief Canadian summer was over ; they were in the

month of September. The camp at Montmorency was broken
up. The troops were transported to Point Levi, leaving a

sufficient number to man the batteries on the Isle of Orleans.

On the fifth and sixth of September the embarkation took place

above Point Levi, in transports which had been sent up for

the purpose. Montcalm detached De Bougainville with fifteen

hundred men to keep along the north shore above the town,

watch the movements of the squadron, and prevent a landing.

To deceive him, Admiral Holmes moved with the ships of war
three leagues beyond the place where the landing was to be

attempted. He was to drop down, however, in the night, and
protect the landing. Cook, the future discoverer, also, was
-employed with others to sound the river and place buoys op-

posite the camp of Montcalm, as if an attack were meditated
in that quarter.

Wolfe was still suffering Under the effects of his late fever.

" My constitution," writes he to a friend, " is entirely ruined,

without the consolation of having done any considerable service

to the state, and without any prospect of it." Still he was un-

remitting in his exertions, seeking to wipe out the fancied dis-

grace incurred at the Falls of Montmorency. It was in this

mood he is said to have composed and sung at his evening mess
that little campaigning song still linked with his name :

" Why, soldiers, why
Should we be raelancholy, boys ?

Why, soldiers, why ?

Whose business 'tis to die."

Even when embarked in his midnight enterprise, the pre-

sentynent of death seems to have cast its shadow over him. A
midshipman, who was present,* used to relate that, as Wolfe
sat among his officers, and the boats floated down silently with
the current, he recited, in low and touching tones, Gray's Elegy
in a Country Churchyard, then just published. One stanza

may especially have accorded with his melancholy mood
;

" The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power,
And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave

Await alike the inevitable hour,
The paths of glory lead but to the grave."

* Afterwards Professor John Robinson of Edinbiu-gh.
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'• Xow, gentlemen," said lie, when lie had finislied, ^' I Avould

rather be the author of that poem than take Quebec."
The descent was made in flat-bottomed boats, past midniglit,

on the 13th of September. They dropped down silently with
the swift current. " Qui va la f " (who goes there ? ) cried a

sentinel from the shore. ^^La France,''^ replied a captain in

the first boat, who understood the French language. ''A quel

regimentf^ was the demand. '' De La Heine''^ (the queen's),

replied the captain, knowing that regiment was in De Bougain-
ville's detachment. Fortunately, a convoy of provisions was
expected down from De Bougainville, \vhich the sentinel sup-

posed this to be. " Passe" cried ho, and the boats glided on
without furtlier challenge. The landing took place in a cove

near Cape Diamond, which still bears Wolfe's name. He had
marked it in reconnoitering, and saw that a cragged path strag-

gled up from it to the Heights of Abraham, which might be
climbed, though with difficulty, and that it appeared to be
slightly guarded at top. Wolfe was among the first that landed
and ascended up the steep and narrow path, where not more
than two could go abreast, and which had been broken up by
cross ditches. Colonel Howe, at the same time, with the light

infantry and Highlanders, scrambled up the woody precipices,

helping themselves by the roots and branches, and putting to

flight a sergeant's guard posted at the summit. Wolfe drew
up tlie men in order as they mounted ; and by the break of day
found himself in possession of the fateful Plains of Abraham.
Montcalm was thunderstruck when word was brought to him

in his camp that the English were on th'e heights, threatening
the weakest part of the town. Abandoning his intrenchments,
he hastened across the river St. Charles and ascended the

heights which slope up gradually from its banks. His force

was equal in number to that of the English, but a great part
was made up of colony troops and savages. When he saw the

formidable host of regulars he had to contend with, he sent off

<wift messengers to summon De Bougainville with his'detacli-

ment to his aid ; and De Vaudreuil to reinforce him with fifteen

liundred men from the camp. In the meantime he prepared to

flank the left of the English line and force them to the opposite

precipices. Wolfe saw his aim, and sent Brigadier Townshend
to counteract him with a regiment which was formed eiipotence,

and supported by two battalions, presenting on the left a double
front.

The French, in their haste, thinking they were to repel a mere
scouting' party, had brought but three light field-pieces with
them ; the English had but a single gun, which the sailors had
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dragged up the heights. With these they cannonaded each
otliei" for a time, Montcalm still waiting for the aid he had
summoned. At length, about nine o'clock, losing all patience,

he led on his disciplined troops to a close conflict with small

arms, the Indians to support them by a galling tire from
thickets and corn-fields. The French advanced gallantl}', but
irregularly; firing rapidly, but with little effect. The Eng-
lish reserved their fire until their assailants were within forty

yards, and then delivered it in deadly vollej^s. They suffered,

however, from the lurking savages, who singled out the officers.

Wolfe, who was in front of the line, a conspicuous mark, was
wounded by a ball in the wrist. He bound his handkerchief
round the wound and led on the grenadiers, with fixed

bayonets, to charge the foe, who began to waver. Another
ball struck him in the breast. He felt the wound to be mortal,

and feared his fall might dishearten the troops. Leaning on a

lieutenant for support, " Let not my brave fellows see me
drop," said he faintly. He was borne off to the rear ; water
was brought to quench his thirst, and he was asked if he would
have a surgeon. "It is needless," he replied; "it is all over

with me." He desired those about him to lay him down. The
lieutenant seated himself upon the ground, and supported
him in his arms. " They run ! they run ! see how they run !

"

cried one of the attendants. " Who run ? " demanded Wolfe,
earnestly, like one aroused from sleep. " The enemy, sir

;

they give way everywhere." The spirit of the expiring hero

flashed up. " Gro, one of you, my lads, to Colonel Burton ; tell

him to march Webb's regiment with all speed down to Charles'

E-iver, to cut off the retreat by the bridge." Then turning
on his side, " Now, God be praised, I will die in peace !

"

said he, and expired,*—soothed in his last moments by the

idea that victory would obliterate the imagined disgrace of

Montmorency.
Brigadier Murray had indeed broken the centre of the enem}',

and the " Highlanders were making deadly havoc with their

claymores, driving the French into the town or down to their

works on the river St. Charles. Monckton, the first brigadier,

was disabled by a wound in the lungs, and the command de-

volved on Townshend, who hastened to re-form the troops of

the centre, disordered in pursuing the enemy. By this time

De Bougainville appeared at a distance in the rear, advancing
with two thousand fresh troops, but he arrived too late to re-

trieve the day. The gallant Montcalm had received his death-

wound near St. John's Gate, while endeavoring to rally his

flying troops, and had been borne into the town.

* Hist. Jour, of Capt. t/ohn Knox, vol, i, p. 79.
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Townshencl advanced with a force to receive De Bougain-

ville ; but the latter avoided a combat, and retired into woods
and swamps, where it was not thought prudent to follow him.

The English liad obtained a complete victorj-^, slain about five

hundred of the enemy, taken above a thousand prisoners and
among them several officers, and had a strong position on the

Plains of Abraham, which they hastened to fortify with re-

doubts and artillery, drawn up the heights.

The brave Montcalm wrote a letter to General Townshend,
recommending the prisoners to British humanity. When told

by his surgeon that he could not survive above a few hours

;

'* So much the better," replied he ; I shall not live to see the

surrender of Quebec." To De Kamsey, the French king's

lieutenant, who commanded the garrison, he consigned the

defense of the city. "To your keeping," said he, "I com-
mend the honor of France. I'll neither give orders, nor inter-

fere any further. I have business to attend to of greater mo-
ment than your ruined garrison, and this wretched country.

My time is short—I shall pass this night with God, and pre-

pare myself for death. I wish you all comfort ; and to be
happily extricated from your present perplexities." He then
called for his chaplain, who, with the bishop of the colony,

remained with him through the night. He expired early in

the morning, d^^ing like a brave soldier and a devout Catholic.

Never did two worthier foes mingle their life-blood on the battle-

field than Wolfe and Montcalm.*
Preparations were now made by the army and the fleet to

make an attack on both upper and lower town ;
but the spirit

of the garrison was broken, and the inhabitants were clamorous

for the safety of their wives and children. On the 17th of.

September, Quebec capitulated, and was taken possession of

by the British, who hastened to put it in a complete posture of

defense. A garrison of six thousand effective men was placed

in it, under the command of Brigadier-general Murray, and
victualed from the fleet. General Townshend embarked with
Admiral Saunders, and returned to England ; and the wounded
General Monckton was conveyed to New York, of which he
afterwards became governor.

Had Amherst followed up his success at Ticonderoga the

preceding summer, the year's campaign would have ended, as

had been projected, in the subjugation of Canada. His cau-

tious delay gave De Levi, the successor of Montcalm, time to

rally, concentrate the scattered French forces, and struggle for

the salvation of the province.

* Knox, Ilist. Jour. vol. i. p. 77.
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In the following spring, as soon as the river St. Lawrence
opened; he approached Quebec, and landed at Point au Tremble,
about twelve miles off. The garrison had suffered dreadfully

during the winter from excessive cold, want of vegetables and
of fresh provisions. ]Manj had died of scurvj', and niaii}' more
were ill. Murray, sanguine and injudicious, on hearing that

De Levi was advancing with ten tliousand men, and five hundred
Indians, sallied out with his diminished forces of not more than

three thousand. English soldiers, he boasted, were hal>ituated

to victory ; lie had a fine train of artillery, and stood a better

chance in the field than cooped up in a .wretched fortification.

If defeated, he would defend the place to the last extremity,

and then retreat to the Isle of Orleans, and wait for reinforce-

ments. More brave than discreet, he attacked the vanguard of

the enemy ; the battle which took place was fierce and san-

guinary. Murray's troops had caught his own headlong valor,

and fought until near a third of their number were slain. They
were at lengtli driven back into the town, leaving their boasted

train of artillery on the field.

De Levi opened trenches before the town the very evening of

the battle. Three French ships, which had descended the

river, furnished him with cannon, mortars, and ammunition.
By the 11th of IMay, he had one bomb battery, and three bat-

teries of cannon. • Murray, equally alert within the w\alls,

strengthened his defenses, and kept u]) a vigorous fire. His
garrison was now reduced to two hundred and twenty effective

men, and he himself, with all his vaunting spirit, was driven

almost to despair, when a British fleet arrived in the river.

The whole scene was now reversed. One of the French frigates

was driven on the rocks above Cape Diamond ; another ran on
shore, and was burnt ; the rest of their vessels were either taken

or destroyed. The besieging army retreated in the night,

leaving provisions, implements, and artillery behind them ; and
so rapid was their flight, that Murray, who sallied forth on the

following day, could not overtake them.
A last stand for the preservation of the colony was now made

by the French at Montreal, where De Vaudreuil fixed his head-

quarters, fortified himself and called in all possible aid. Cana-
dian and Indian.

The cautious, but tardy Amherst was now in the field to

carry out the plan in which he had fallen short in the previous

year. He sent orders to General Murray to advance by water
against Montreal, with all the forces that could be spared from
Quebec ; he detached a body of troops under Colonel Haviland
from Crown Point, to cross Lake Champlain, take possession of
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tlie Isle Aiix Xoix, and push on to tlie St. Lawrence, while ho

took the roundabout way with his main army by the iNFohawk

and Oneida rivers to Lake Ontario ; thence to descend the St.

Lawrence to Montreal.

Murray, according to orders, embarked his troops in a great

number of small vessels, and ascended the river in characteristic

style, publishing manifestoes in the Canadian villages, dis-

arming the inhabitants, and exacting the oath of neutrality.

He looked forward to new laurels at Montreal, but the slow and

sure Amherst had anticipated him. That worthy general, after

delaying on Lake Ontario to send out cruisers, and stopping to

repair petty forts on the upper part of the St. Lawrence, which

had been deserted by their garrisons, or surrendered without

tiring a gun, arrived on the 6th of September at the island of

Montreal, routed some light skirmishing parties, and presented

himself before the town. Yaudreuil found liimself threatened

by an army of nearly ten thousand men, and a host of Indians,

for Amherst had called in the aid of Sir 'William Johnson, and
liis Mohawk braves. To withstand a siege in an almost open
town against such superior force, was out of the question,

especially as Murray from Quebec, and Haviland from Crown
Point, were at hand with additional troops. A capitulation

accordingly took place on- the 8th of September, including the

surrender not merely of Montreal, but of alt Canada.

Thus ended the contest between France and England for

dominion in America, in which, as has been said, the first gun
was fired in Washington's encounter with De Jumonville. A
French statesman and diplomatist consoled himself by the per-

suasion that it would be a fatal triumph to England. It would
remove the onl}'^ check by which her colonies were kept in awe.
" They will no longer need her protection," said he

;
" she will

call on them to contribute toward supporting the burdens they

have helped to bring on her, and thei/ will answer hy striking

off all dependence^ *

* Count de Vergennes, French ambassador at Constantiaople.

I
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CHAPTEK XXYI.

HTS RURAL LIFE. MOUNT VERNON AND ITS VICINITY.
ARISTOCRATICAL DAYS OF- VIRGINIA. WASHINGTON'S MAN-
AGEMENT OF HIS ESTATE. DOMESTIC HABITS. FOX HUNT-
ING. LORD FAIRFAX. FISHING AND DUCK-SHOOTING. THE
POACHER. LYNCH LAW. AQUATIC STATE. LIFE AT ANNA-
POLIS. WASHINGTON IN THE DISMAL SWAMP.

For three months after his marriage, Washington resided

with his bride at the " White House." During his sojourn there

he repaired to Williamsburg, to take his seat in the House of

Burgesses. By a vote of the House, it had been determined
to greet his installation by a signal testimonial of respect.

Accordingly, as soon as he took his seat, Mr. Robinson, tlie

Speaker, in eloquent language, dictated by the warmth of pri-

vate friendship, returned thanks, on behalf of the colony, for

the distinguished military services he had rendered to his

country. •

Washington rose to reply
; blushed—stammered—trembled,

and could not utter a word. " Sit down, Mr. Washington,"
said the Speaker, with a smile ;

" your modesty equals your
valor, and that surpasses the power of any language I possess."

Such was Washijigton's first launch into civil life, in which
he was to be distinguished by the same judgment, devotion,

courage, and magnanimity exhibited in his military career.

He attended the House frequently during the remainder of the
session, after which he conducted his bride to his favorite abode
of Mount Yernon.

Mr. Custis, the first husband of Mrs. Washington, had left

large landed property, and forty-five thousand pounds sterling

in money. One third fell to his widow in her own right ; two
thirds were inherited equally by her two children,—a boy of

six, and a girl of four years of age. By a decree of the General
Court, Washington was intrusted with the care of the property
inherited by the children ; a sacred and delicate trust, which
he discharged in the most faithful and judicious manner ; be-

coming more like a parent, than a mere guardian to them.
From a letter to his correspondent in England, it would ap-

pear that he had long entertained a desire to visit that countrv.
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Had he done so, his acknowledged merit and military services

would have insured him a distinguished reception ; and it has

been intimated, that the signal favor of government might
have changed the current of his career. We believe him, how-
ever, to have been too pure a patriot, and too clearly possessed

of the true interests of his country, to be diverted from the

course which he ultimately adopted. His marriage, at any.

rate, had put an end to all travelling inclinations. In his let-

ter from Mount Vernon, he writes :
" I am now, I believe,

fixed in this seat, with an agreeable partner for life, and I hope
to find more happiness in retirement than I ever experienced

in the wide and bustling world."

This was no Utopian dream transiently indulged, amid the

cliarms of novelty. It was a deliberate purpose with him, the

result of innate and enduring inclinations. Throughout the

whole course of his career, agricultural life appears to have been
his beau ideal of existence, which haunted his thoughts even

amid the stern duties of the field, and to which he recurred

with unflagging interest whenever enabled to indulge his nat-

ural bias.

Mount Vernon was his harbor of repose, where he repeatedly

furled his sail, and fancied himself anchored for life. No im-

pulse of ambition tempted him hence ; nothing but the call of

his country, and his devotion to the public good. The place

was endeared to him by the remembrance of his brother Law-
rence, and of the happy days he had passed here with that

brother in the days of boyhood ; but it was a delightful place

in itself, and well calculated to inspire the rural feeling.

The mansion was beautifully situated on a swelling height,

crowned with wood, and commanding a magnificent view up
and down the Potomac. The grounds immediately about it

were laid out somewhat in the English taste. The estate was
apportioned into separate farms, devoted to different kinds of

culture, each having its allotted laborers. Much, however, was
still covered with wild woods, seamed with deep dells and
runs of water, and indented with inlets ; haunts of deer, and
lurking-places of foxes. The whole woody region along the

Potomac from Mount Vernon to Belvoir, and far beyond, with
its range of forest and hills, and picturesque promontories,

afforded sport of various kinds, and was a noble hunting-ground.
Washington had hunted through it with old Lord Fairfax in

his stripling days; we do not wonder that his feelings through-
out life incessantly reverted to it.

* No estate in United America," observes he, in one of his

letters, " is more pleasantly situated. In a high and healthy
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country ; in a latitude between the extremes of lieat and cold

;

on one of the finest rivers in the world ; a river well stocked
with various kinds of fish at all seasons of the year, and in tlie

spring with shad, herrings, bass, carp, sturgeon, etc., in great

abundance. The borders of the estate are washed by more than
ten miles of tide-water : several valuable fislieries appertain to

it \ the whole shore, in fact, is one entire fishery."

These were, as yet, the aristocratical days of Virginia.

The estates were largo, and continued in the same families by
entails. Many of tlie wealthy planters were connected with
old families in England. The young men, especially tlie

elder sons, were often sent to finish their education there, and
on their return brought out the tastes and habits of the mother
country. The governors of Virginia were from tlie higher
ranks of society, and maintained a corresponding state. The
" Established," or Episcopal Church, predominated throughout
the ancient " dominion," as it was termed ; each couiity was
divided into parishes, as in England,—-each with its parochial

church, its parsonage and glebe. Washington was vestryman
of two parishes, Fairfax and Truro ;

the parochial church of the

former was at Alexandria, ten miles from Mount Vernon ; of

the latter, at Pohick, about seven miles. The church at Po-
hick was rebuilt on a plan of his "own, and in a great measure
at his expense. At one or other of these churches he attended

every Sunday, when the weather and the roads permitted.

His demeanor was reverential and devout. Mrs. Washington
knelt during the prayers ; he always stood, as was the custom
at that time. Both were communicants.
Among his occasional \isitors and associates were Captain

Hugh Mercer and Dr. Craik ; the former, after his narrow es-

capes from the tomahawk and scalping-knife, was quietly

settled at Fredericksburg ; the latter, after the campaigns on

the frontier were over, had taken up his residence at Alexan-
dria, and was now Washington's family physician. Both Avere

drawn to him by campaigning ties and recollections, and were
ever welcome at Mount Vernon.
A style of living prevailed among the opulent Virginian fami-

lies in those days that has long since faded away. The liouses

were spacious, commodious, liberal in all their appointments,

and fitted to cope with the free-handed, open-hearted hospitality

of the owners. Nothing. was more common than to see hand-

some services of plate, elegant equipages, and superb carriage

horses—all imported from England.
The Virginians have always been noted for their love of

horseSj a manly passion which, in those days of opulence, they
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indulged without regard to expense. The rich planters vied

Avith each other in their studs, importing the best English

stocks. Mention is made of one of the Kandolphs of Tuckahoe,

who built a stable for his favorite dapple-gray horse, Shakes-

peare, with a recess for the bed of the negro groom, who always

slept beside him at night.

Washington, by his marriage, had added above one hundred
thousand dollars to his already considerable fortune, and was
enabled to live in ample and dignified style. His intimacy

with the Fairfaxes, and his intercourse with British officers of

rank, had perhaps had their influence on his mode of living.

He had his chariot and four, with black postilions in livery,

for the use of Mrs. Washington and her lady visitors. As for

himself, he always appeared on horseback. His stable was well

filled and admirably regulated. His stud was thoroughbred

and in excellent order. His household books contain registers

of the names, ages, and marks of his various horses ; such as

Ajax, Blueskin, Valiant, Magnolia (an Arab), etc. Also his

dogs, chiefly fox-hounds, Vulcan, Singer, Ringwood, Sweetlips,

Forester, Music, Rockwood, Truelove, etc.*

A large Virginia estate, in those days, was a little empire.

The mansion-house was the seat of government, with its numer-
ous dependencies, such as kitchens, smoke-houses, workshops,

and stables. In this mansion the planter ruled supreme; his

steward or overseer was his prime minister and executive offi-

cer ; he had his legion of house negroes for domestic service,

and his host of field negroes for the culture of tobacco, Indian
corn, and other crops, and for other out-of-door labor. Their
quarter formed a kind of hamlet apart, composed of various

huts, with little gardens and poultry yards, all well stocked,

and swarms of little negroes gamboling in the sunshine. Then
there were large wooden edifices for curing tobacco, the staple

and most profitable production, and mills for grinding wheat
and Indian corn, of which large fields were cultivated for the

supply of the family and the maintenance of the negroes.

* In one of his letter-books we find orders on his London agent for
riding equipments. For example:

—

1 man's riding-saddle, liogskin seat, large plated stirrups and every-
thing complete. Double-reined bridle and Pelham bit, plated.

A very neat and fashionable Newmarket saddle-cloth.

A large and best portmanteau, saddle, bridle, and pillion.

Cloak-bag, surcingle; cheeked saddle-cloth, holsters, etc.

A riding-frock of a handsome drab-colored broadcloth, with plain
double friit buttons.

A riding-waistcoat of superfine scarlet cloth and gold lace, with but-
tons like those of the coat.

Ifc
A blue surtout coat.W A neat switch whip, silver cap.
Black velvet can for servant.
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Among the slaves were artificers of all kinds, tailors, shoe-

makers, carpenters, smiths, wheelwrights, and so forth ; so that

a plantation produced everything within itself for ordinary use
;

as to articles of fashion and elegance, luxuries and expensive

clothing, they were imported from London ; for the planters

on the main rivers, especially the Potomac, carried on an im-

mediate trade with England.^ Their tobacco was put up by
their own negroes, bore their own marks, was shipped on board
of vessels which came up the rivers for the purpose, and con-

signed to some agent in Liverpool or Bristol, with whom the

planter kept an account.

The Virginia planters were prone to leave the care of their

estates too much to their overseei*s, and to think personal labor

a degradation. Washington carried into his rural affairs the

same method, activity, and circumspection that had distin-

guished him in military life. He kept his own accounts, posted

up his books and balanced them with mercantile exactness.

We have examined them, as well as his diaries recording his

daily occupation, and his letter-books, containing entries of

shipments of tobacco, and correspondence with his London
agents. They are monuments of his business habits.*

The products of his estate also became so noted for the faith-

fulness, as to quality and quantity, with which they were put
up, that it is said any barrel of flour that bore the brand of

George Washington, Mount Vernon, was exempted from the

customary inspection in the West India ports.

f

He was an early riser, often before daybreak in the winter

when the nights were long. On such occasions he lit his own
fire and wrote or read by candle-light. He breakfasted at seven

in summer, at eiglit in winter. Two small cups of tea and
three or four cakes of Indian meal (called hoe-cakes), formed his

* The following letter of Washington to his London correspondents
will give an idea of the early intercourse of the Virginian planters with
the mother country:

" Our goods by the Liberty , Capt. Walker, came to hand in good
order, and soon after his arrival, as they generally do when shipped in a
vessel to this river [the Potomac], and scarce ever when they go to any
others; for it don't often happen that a vessel bound to one river has
goods of any consequence to another; and the masters, in these cases,

keep the packages till an accidental conveyance offers, and for want of
better opportunities frequently commit them to boatmen who care very
little for the goods so they get their freight, and often land them wher-
ever it suits their convenience, not where they have engaged to do so.

A ship from London to Virginia may be in Rappahan-
nock or any of the other rivers three months before I know anything of
their arrival, and may make twenty voyages without my seeing or even
hearing of the captain."

t Speech of the Hon. Robert C Winthrop, on laying the corner-stone
of Washington's Monument,
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frugal repast. Immediately after breakfast he mounted his

liorse and visited those parts of the estate where any work was
going on, seeing to everything with his own eyes, and often

aiding with his own hand.

Dinner was served at two o'clock. He ate heartily, but was
no epicure, nor critical about his food. His beverage was small

beer or cider, and two glasses of old Madeira. He took tea, of

which he was very fond, early in the evening, and retired

for the night about nine o'clock.

If confined to the house by bad weather, he took that occa-

sion to arrange his papers, post up his accounts, or write letters
;

passing part of his time in reading, and occasionally reading

aloud to the family.

He treated his negroes with kindness ; attended to their

comforts ; was particularly careful of them in sickness ; but
never tolerated idleness, and exacted a faithful performance of

all their allotted tasks. He had a quick eye at calculating each
man's capabilities. An entry in his diary gives a curious in-

stance of this. Four of his negroes, employed as carpenters,

were hewing and shaping timber. It appeared to him, in notic-

ing the amount of work accomplished between two succeeding
mornings, that they loitered at their labor. Sitting down
quietly he timed their operations ; how long it took them to get

their cross-cut saw and other implements ready ; how long to

clear away the branches from the trunk of a fallen tree ; how
long to hew and saw it ; what time was expended in considering

and consulting, and after all, how much work was effected dur-

ing the time he looked on. From this he made his computation
how much they could execute in the course of a day, working
entirely at their ease.

At another time we find him working for a part of two
days with Peter, his smith, to make a plough on a new inven-

tion of his own. This after two or three failures, he accom-
plished. Then, when less then his usual judgment, he put his

• two chariot horses to the plough, and ran a great risk of spoil-

ing them, in giving his new invention a trial over ground
thickly swarded.
Anon, during a thunderstorm, a frightened negro alarms the

house with word that the mill is giving way, upon which there
is a general turn-out of all the forces, with Washington at their

^w head, wheeling and shoveling gravel, during a pelting rain, to

Hcheck the rushing water.

W Washington delighted in the chase. In the hunting season,

J when he rode out early in the morning to visit distant parts of
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dogs with him for the chance of starting a fox, which he oc-

casionally did, though he was not always successful in killing

him. He was a bold rider and an admirable horseman, though
he never claimed the merit of being an accomplished fox-hunter.

In the height of the season, however, he would be out with the

foxhounds two or three times a week, accompanied by his

guests at Mount Vernon and the gentlemen of the neighl)()r-

hood, especially the Fairfaxes of Belvoir, of which estate his

friend George William Fairfax v/as now the proprietor. On
such occasions there would be a hunting dinner at one or other

of those establishments, at which convivial repasts Washington
is said to have enjoyed himself with unwonted hilarity.

Now and then his old friend and instructor in the noble art

of venery. Lord Fairfax, would be on a visit to his relatives at

Belvoir, and then the hunting was kept up v/ith unusual spirit.*

His lordship, however, since the alarms of Indian war had
ceased, lived almost entirely at Greenway Court, where Wash-
ington was occasionally a guest, when called by public business

to Winchester. Lord Fairfax had made himself a favorite

throughout the neighboihood. As lord-lieutenant and custos

rotulorum of Frederick County, he presided at county courts

held at Winchester, where, during the sessions, he kept open
table. He acted also as surveyor and overseer of the public

roads and highways, and was unremitting in his exertions and
plans for the improvement of the country. Hunting, however,

was his passion. When the sport was poor near home, he

would take his hounds to a distant part of the country, establish

himself at an inn, and keep open house and open table to every

person of good character and respectable appearance who chose

to join him in following the hounds.

It was probably in quest of sport of tlie kind that he now
and then, in the hunting season, revisited his old haunts and
former companions on the banks of the Potomac, and then the

beautiful woodland region about Belvoir and Mount Vernon
was sure to ring at early morn with the inspiring music of the

hound.
The waters of the Potomac also afforded occasional amuse-

* Hunting memoranda from Washington's journal, Mount Vernon :

—

Nov, 22.—Hunting with Lord Fairfax and his brother, and Colonel
Fairfax.
NoVo 25.—Mr. Bryan Fairfax, Mr. Grayson, and Phil. Alexander came

here by sunrise. Hunted and catched a fox witli these, Lord Fairfax,

his brother, and Col. Fairfax—all of whom, with Mr. Fairfax and Mr.
Wilson of England, dined here. 26th and 29th.—Hunted again with
the same company.

Dec. 5.—Fox-hunting with Lord Fairfax and his brother, and Colonel
Fairfax. Started a fox and lost it. Dined at Belvoir, and returned in

the evening.
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ment in fishing and shooting. The fishing was sometimes on

a grand scale, wlien tlie herrings came up the river in shoals,

and the negroes of Mount Vernon were marshaled forth to draw
tlie seilie, which was generally done with great success. Canvas-

back ducks abounded at the proper season, and the shooting of

them was one of Washington's favorite recreations. The river

])order of his domain, however, was somewhat subject to invasion.

Vn oysterman once anchored his craft at the landing-place, and
listurbed the quiet of the neighborhood by the insolent and
llsorderly conduct of himself and crew. It took a campaign
of three days to expel these invaders from the premises.

A more summary course was pursued with another interloper.

This was a vagabond who infested the creeks and inlets which
bordered the estate, lurking in a canoe among the reeds and
bushes, and making great havoc among the canvas-back ducks.

He had been warned off repeatedly, but without effect. As
Washington was one day rl.^ing about the estate he heard the

report of a gun from the margin of the river. Spurring in

that direction he dashed through the bushes and came upon the

culprit just as he was pushing his canoe from shore. The latter

raised his gun with a menacing look
; but Washington rode

into the stream, seized the painter of the canoe, drew it to

shore, sprang from his horse, wrested the gun from the hands
of the astonished delinquent, and inflicted on hi n a lesson in
" lynch law " that effectually cured him of all inclination to

trespass again on these forbidden shores.

The Potomac, in the palmy days of Virginia, was occasionally

the scene of a little aquatic state and ostentation among the

rich planters who resided on its banks. They had beautiful

barges, which, like their land equipages, were imported from
England ; and mention is made of a Mr. Digges who always

received Washington in his barge, rowed b}'- six negroes, ar-

rayed in a kind of uniform of check shirts and black velvet

caps. At one time, according to notes in Washington's diary,

the whole neighborhood is thrown into a paroxysm of festivity,

by the anchoring of a l^ritish frigate (the JBoston) in the river,

just in front of the hospitable mansion of the Fairfaxes. A
succession of dinners and breakfasts takes place at Mount
Vernon and Bel voir, with occasional tea parties on board of the

frigate. The commander, Sir Thomas Adams, his officers, and
^lis midshipmen, are cherished guests, and have the freedom of

Huoth establishments.

H" Occasionally he and Mrs. Washington would pay a visit to

H^napolis, at that time seat of government of Maryland, and
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the legislature. The society of these seats of provincial govern-

ment was always polite and fashionable, and more exclusive

than in these republican days, being, in a manner, the outposts

of the English aristocracy, .where all places of dignity or profit

were secured for younger sons, and poor, but proud relatives.

During the session of the legislature, dinners and balls abounded,

and there were occasional attempts at theatricals. The latter

was an amusement for which Washington always had a relish,

though he never had an opportunity of gratifying it effectually.

Neither was he disinclined to mingle in the dance, and we
remember to have heard venerable ladies, who had been belles

in his day, pride themselves on having had him for a partner,

though, they added, he was apt to be a ceremonious and grave

one.*

In this round of rural occupation, rural amusements, and
social intercourse, Washington passed several tranquil years,

the halcyon season of his life. His already established repu-

tation drew many visitors to Mount Vernon ; some of his

early companions in arms were his occasional guests, and his

friendships and connections linked him with some of the most
prominent and v/orthy people of the country, who were sure to

be received with cordial, but simple and unpretending hos-

pitality. His marriage was unblessed with children ; but those

of Mrs. Washington experienced from him parental care and
affection, and the formation of their minds and manners was
one of the dearest objects of his attention. His domestic con-

cerns and social enjoyments, however, were not permitted to

interfere with his public dutieai. He was active by nature, and
eminently a man of business by habit. As judge of the county
court, and member of the House of Burgesses, he had numer-
ous calls upon his time and thoughts, and was often drawn from
home; for whatever trust he undertook, he was sure to fulfill

with scrupulous exactness.

About this time we find him engaged with other men of

enterprise, in a project to drain the great Dismal Swamp, and
render it capable of cultivation. This vast morass was about

* We have had an anmsing picture of Annapolis, as it was at this

period, furnished to us, some years since, by an octogenarian who had
resided there in his boyhood. " In those parts of the country," said he,
" where the roads were too rough for carriages, the ladies used to ride

on ponies, followed by black servants on horseback ;
*' in this way his

mother, then advanced in life, used to travel, in a scarlet cloth riding-

habit, which she had procuied from England. Nay, in this way, on
emergencies," he added, '' the young ladies from the country used to

come to the balls at Annapolis, riding with their hoops arranged ' fore
and aft, like lateen sails ; and after dancing ail night, would ride home
again in the morning."
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thirty miles long, and ten miles wide, and its interior but little

known. With his usual zeal and hardihood he ex^^lored it on

horseback and on foot. In many parts it was covered with

dark and gloomy woods of cedar, cypress, and hemlock, or de-

ciduous trees, the branches of which were hung with long droop-

ing moss. Other parts were almost inaccessible, from the

density of brakes and thickets, entangled with vines^ briers,

and creeping plants, and intersected by creeks and standing

pools. Occasionally the soil composed of dead vegetable fibre,

was over his horse's fetlocks, and sometimes he had to dismount

and make his way on foot over a quaking bog that shook be-

neath his tread.

In the centre of the morass he came to a great piece of water,

six miles long, and three broad, called Drummond's Pond, but

more poetically celebrated as the Lake of the Dismal Swamp.
It was more elevated than any other part of the swamp, and
capable of feeding canals, by which the whole might be trav-

ersed. Having made the circuit of it, and noted all its char-

acteristics, he encamped for the night upon the firm land which
bordered it, and finished his explorations on the following day.

In the ensuing session of the Virginia Legislature, the asso-

ciation in behalf of which he had acted^ was chartered under
the name of the Dismal Swamp Company ; and to his observa-

tions and forecast may be traced the subsequent improvement
and prosperity of that once desolate region.

CHAPTER XXVII.

TREATY OF PEACE. PONTIAc's WAR. COURSE OF PUBLIC
EVENTS. BOARD OF TRADE AGAINST PAPER CURRENCY. RE-

STRICTIVE POLICY OF ENGLAND. NAVIGATION LAWS. DIS-

CONTENTS IN NEW ENGLAND. OF THE OTHER COLONIES.

PROJECTS TO RAISE REVENUE BY TAXATION. BLOW AT THE
INDlfilPENDENCE OF THE JUDICIARY. NAVAL COMMANDERS
EMPLOYED AS CUSTOM-HOUSE OFFICERS. RETALIATION OF
THE COLONISTS. TAXATION RESISTED IN BOSTON. PASS-

i:jG OF THE STAMP ACT. BURST OF OPPOSITION IN VIR-

GINIA. SPEECH OF PATRICK HENRY.

^ Tidings of peace gladdened the colonies in the springof 1763.

HpChe definitive treaty between England and France had been
Hiigncd at Fontainebleau. Now, it was trusted, there would be
IBto end to those horrid ravages that had desolated the interior
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of the country. "The desert and 'the silent place would rejoice,

and the wilderness would blossom like the rose."

The month of May proved the fallacy of such hopes. In
that month the famous insurrection of the Indian tribes broke

out, which, from the name of the chief who was its prime mover
and master spirit, is commonly called Pontiac's War. The
Delawares and Shawnees, and other of those emigrant tribes of

the Ohio, among whom Washington had mingled, were foremost

in this conspiracy. Some of the chiefs who had been his allies,

had now taken up the hatchet against the English. The plot

was deep laid, and conducted with Indian craft and secrecy.

At a concerted time an attack was made upon all the posts

from Detroit to Fort Pitt (late Port Duquesne). Several of

the small stockaded forts, the places of refuge of woodland
neighborhoods, were surprised and sacked with remorseless

batcher3^ The frontiers of Pennsylvania, Maryland and Vir-

ginia were -laid waste; traders in the wilderness were plundered

and slain ; hamlets and farm-houses were wrapped in flames,

and their inhabitants massacred. Shingiss, with his Delaware
warriors blockaded Port Pitt, which, for some time, was in

imminent danger. Detroit, also, came near falling into the

hands of the savages. It needed all the influence of Sir

William «Tohnson, that potentate in savage life, to keep the

Six Nations from joining this formidable conspiracy; had they

done so, the triumph of the tomahawk and scalping knife would

have been complete ; as it was, a considerable time elapsed be-

fore the frontier was restored to tolerable tranquillity.

Fortunately, Washington's retirement from the army prevent-

ed his being entangled in this savage war, which raged through-

out the regions he had repeatedly visited ; or rather his active

spirit had been diverted into a more peaceful channel, for he

was at this time occupied in the enterprise just noticed, for

draining the great Dismal Swamp.
Public events were now taking a tendency which, without

any political aspiration or forethought of his own, was destined

gradually to bear him away from his quiet home and individual

pursuits, and launch him upon a grander and wider sphere of

action than any in which he had hitherto been engaged.

The prediction of the Count de Vergennes was in the process

of fulfillment. The recent war of Great Britain for dominion

in America, though crowned with success, had engendered a

a progeny of discontents in her colonies, Washington was
among the first to perceive its bitter fruits. British merchants

had complained loudly of losses sustained by the depreciation

of the colonial paper, issued during the late war, in times ot
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emergency, and liad addressed a memorial on the subject to

Mie Board of Trade. Scarce was peace concluded, wlien an
rder from the board declared that no paper, issued by colonial

assemblies, should thenceforward be a legal tender in the pay-

ment of debts. Washington deprecated this '' stir of the mer-
thants " as peculiarly ill-timed; and expressed an apprehension
that tlie orders in question '• would set the whole countrv in

flames."

We do not profess, in this personal memoir, to enter into a

wide scope of general history, but shall content ourselves with
a glance at the circumstances and events which gradually
kindled the conflagration tlius apprehended by the anxious mind
uf Washington.
Whatever might be the natural affection of the colonies for

the mother country,—and there are abundant evidenqps to prove
tliat it was deep-rooted and strong,—it had never been properly
reciprocated. They yearned to be considered as children ; they
were treated by her as changelings. Burke testifies that her
policy toward them from the beginning had been purel}^ com-
mercial, and her commercial policy wliolly restrictive. It was
the system of a monoijoly."

Her navigation laws had shut their ports against foreign

vessels ; obliged them to export their productions onl}^ to coun-

tries belonging to the British crown ; to import European goods

solely from England, and in English ships ;
and had subjected

the trade between the colonies to duties. All manufactures,

too, in the colonies that might interfere with those of the mother
country had been either totally prohibited, or subjected to in-

tolerable restraints.

The acts of Parliament, imposing these prohibitions and re-

strictions, had at various times produced sore discontent and

opposition on the part of the colonies, especially among those

of New England. The interests of these last were chiefly com-

mercial, and among them the republican spirit predominated.

They had sprung into existence during that part of the reign of

James I. when disputes ran high about kingly prerogatives and
popular privilege.

The Pilgrims, as they styled themselves, who founded Ply*

mouth colony in 1620, had been incensed while in England by
what they stigmatized as the oppressions of the monarchy, and
^he Established Church. They had sought the wilds of America
or the indulgence of freedom of opinion, and had brought with

^hem tlie spirit of independence and self-government. Those

hwho
folhjwed them in the reign of Chavles I., were imbued with

^e same spirit, and gave a lasting character to the people of

pew England.
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Other colonies, having been formed under other circumstances,

might be inclined toward a monarchical government, and dis-

posed to acquiesce in its exactions
; but the republican spirit

was ever alive in New England, watching over " natural and
chartered rights," and prompt to defend them against any in-

fringement. Its example and instigation had gradually an ef-

fect on the other colonies ; a general impatience was evinced

from time to time of parliamentary interference in colonial af-

fairs, and a disposition in the various provincial legisl atures to

think and act for themslves in matters of civil and religious, as

well as commercial polity.

There was nothing, however, to which the jealous sensibilities

of the colonies were more alive than to any attempt of the

mother country to draw a revenue from them by taxation.

Erom the earliest period of their existence, they had maintained

the principle that they cculd only be taxed by a legislature in

which they were represented. Sir E-obert Walpole, when at

the head of the British Government, was aware of their jealous

sensibility on this point, and cautious of provoking it. When
American taxation was suggested, " it must be a bolder man
than himself," he replied, " and one less friendly to commence,
who should venture on such an expedient. Eor his part, he

would encourage the trade of the colonies to the utmost ; one

half of the profits would be sure to come into the royal ex-

chequer through the increased demand for British manufactures.

This/' said he sagaciously, " is taxing/ them more agreeably to

their own constitution and laicsJ'

Subsequent ministers adopted a widely different policy.

During the progress of the Erench war, various projects were
discussed in England with regard to the colonies, which were

to be carried into effect on the return of peace. The open

avowal of some of these, plans and vague rumors of others, more
than ever irritated the jealous feelings of the colonists, and put

the dragon spirit of New England on the alert.

In 1760, there was an attempt in Boston to collect duties on
foreign sugar and molasses imported into the colonies. Writs
of assistance were applied for by the custom-house officers,

authorizing them to break open ships, stores, and private

dwellings, in quest of articles that had paid no duty ; and to

call the assistance of others in the discharge of their odious

task. The merchants opposed the execution of the writ on
constitutional grounds. The question was argued in court,

where James Otis spoke so eloquently in vindication of American
rights, that all his hearers went away ready to take arms against

writs of assistance. " Then and there," says John Adams, who
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was present, "was the first scene of opposition to the arbitrary

cla'ims of Great Britain. Then and there American Indepen-

dence was horn."

Another ministerial measure was to instruct the provincial

governors to commission judges, not as theretofore " during

good behavior/' but "during the king's pleasure." New York
was the first to resent this blow at the independence of the

judiciary. The lawj^ers appealed to the public through the

press against an act which subjected the halls of justice to the

I)rerogative. Their appeals were felt beyond the bounds of the

province, and awakened a general spirit of resistance.

Thus matters stood at the conclusion of the war. One of the

first measures of ministers, on the return of peace, was to en-

join on all naval officers stationed on the coasts of the American
colonies the performance, under oath, of the duties of custom-

liouse officers, for the suppression of smuggling. This fell

ruinously upon a clandestine trade which had long been con-

nived at between the English and Spanish ^colonies, profitable

to both, but especially to the former, and beneficial to the

mother country, opening a market to her manufactures.

"Men-of-war," says Burke, "were for the first time armed
with the regular commissions of custom-house officers, invested

the coasts, and gave the collection of revenue the air of hosile

contribution They fell po indiscriminately on all sorts

of contraband, or supposed contraband, that some of the most
valuable branches of trade were driven violently from our

ports, which caused an universal consternation throughout
the colonies." *

As a measure of retaliation, the colonists resolved njot to

purchase British fabrics, but to clothe themselves as much as

IK)ssible in home manufactures. The demand for British goods
in Boston alone was diminished upwards of £10,000 sterling in

the course of a year.

In 1764, George Grenville, now at the head of government,
ventured upon the policy from which Walpole had so wisely

abstained. Early in March the eventful cuestion was debated,
" wliether they had a right to tax America.'^ It was decided
in the affirmative. Next followed a resolution, declaring it

proper to charge certain stamp duties in the colonies and plan-

tations, but no immediate step was taken to carry it into effect.

Mr. Grenville, however, gave notice to the American agents in

London, that he should introduce such a measure on the ensu-

ing session of Parliament. In the meantime Parliament per-

ituated certain duties on sugar and molasses—heretofore sub-

* Burke on the State of the Nation.
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jects of complaint and opposition—now reduced and modified so

as to discourage smuggling, and thereby to render them m6re
productive. Duties, aiso, were imposed on other articles of

foreign produce or manufacture imported into the colonies.

To reconcile the latter to these impositions, it was stated that

the revenue thus raised was to be appropriated to their protection

and security ; in other words, to the support of a standing
army, intended to be quartered upon them.

We have here briefly stated but a part of what Burke terms
an " infinite variety of paper chains," extending through no
less than twenty-nine acts of Parliament, from 1660 to 1764,

by which the colonies had been held in thraldom.

The New Englanders were the first to take the field against

the x^roject of taxation. They denounced it as a violation of

tlieir rights as freemen; of -their chartered rights, by which
they were to tax themselves for their supj^ort and defense ; of

their rights as British subjects, wlio ought not to be taxed but

by themselves or their representatives. They sent petitions

and remonstrances on the subject to the king, the lords, and
the commons, in wliicli they were seconded by New York and
Virginia. Franklin appeared in London at the head of agents

from Pennsylvania, Connecticut and South Carolina, to depre-

cate, in person, measures so fraught with mischief. The most
eloquent arguments were used by British orators and statesmen

to dissuade Grenville from enforcing them. He was warned of

the sturdy independence of the colonists and the spirit of re-

sistance he might provoke. All was in vain. Grenville, " great

in daring and little in views" says Horace Walpole, " was charm-

ed to have an untrodden field before him of calculation and ex-

periment." In March, 1765, the act was passed, according to

which all instruments in writing were to be executed on stamp-

ed paper, to be purchased from the agents of the British gov-

ernment. What was more : all offenses against the act could

be tried in any royal, marine, or admiralty court throughout the

colonies, liowever distant from the place where the offense had
been committed ; thus interfering m ith that most inestimable

right, a trial by jury.

It was an ominous sign that the first burst of opposition to

this act should take place in Virginia. That colony had hither-

to been slow to accord with the republican spirit of New Eng-
land. Pounded at an earlier period of the reign of James L,

before kingly prerogative and ecclesiastical supremacy had been
made matters of doubt and fierce dispute, it had grown up in

loyal attacliment to king, clmrch, and constitution ; was aristo-

cratical in its tastes and habits, and had been remarked above
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all the other colonies for its sympathies with the mother coun-

try. Moreover, it had not so many pecuniary interests involv-

ed in these questions as had the people of New England, being
an agricultural rather than a commercial province ; but the

Virginians are of a quick and generous spirit, readily aroused

ou all points of honorable pride, and they resented the stamp
act as an outrage on their rights.

Washington occupied his seat in the House of Burgesses,

when, on the 29th of May, the stamp act became a subject of

discussion. We have seen no previous opinions of his on the

subject. His correspondence hitherto had not turned on politi-

cal or speculative themes ; being engrossed by either military

or agricultural matters, and evincing little anticipation of the

vortex of public duties into which he was about to be drawn.
All his previous conduct and writings show a loyal devotion

to the crown, with a patriotic attachment to his country.

It is probable that on the present occasion that latent patriot-

ism received its first electric shock.

Among the burgesses sat Patrick Henry, a young lawyer who
had recently distinguished himself by pleading against the

exercise of the royal prerogative in church matters, and who
was now for the first time a member of the House. Rising in

his place, he introduced his celebrated resolutions, declaring

that the General Assembl^'^ of Virginia had the exclusive right

and power to lay taxes and impositions upon the inhabitants,

and that whoever maintained the contrary should be deemed
an enemy to the colony.

The Speaker, Mr. Uobinson, objected to the resolutions, as

inflammator}'. Henry vindicated them, as justified by the nat-

ture of the case ; went into an able and constitutional discus-

sion of colonial rights, and an eloquent exposition of the manner
in wliich they had been assailed; wound up by one of those

daring flights of declamation for which he was remarkable, and
startled the House by a warning flash from history: "Caesar

had his Brutus, Charles his Cromwell, and George the Third

—

Q Treason ! treason ! ' resounded from the neighborhood of the

Chair)—may profit by their examples," added Henry. " Sir, if

this be treason (bowing to the Speaker), make the most of it
!

"

The resolutions were modified, to accommodate them to the

scruples of the Speaker and some of the members, but their

spirit was retained. The Lieutenant-governor (Fauquier),

startled by this patriotic outbreak, dissolved the Assembly and
issued writs for a new election ; but the clarion had sounded.
*'The resolves of the Assembly of Virginia," says a correspon-

dent of the ministry, " gave the signal for a general outcry
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over the continent. The movers and supporters of them were
applauded as the protectors and asserters of American liberty." *

CHAPTER XXVni.

TION TO IT IN THE COLONIES. PORTENTOUS CEREMONIES AT
BOSTON AND NEW YORK. NON-IMPORTATION AGREEMENT
AMONG THE MERCHANTS. WASHINGTON AND GEORGE MASON.

DISMISSAL OF GRENVILLE FROM THE BRITISH CABINET.
FRANKLIN BEFORE THE HOUSE OF COMMONS. REPEAL OF
THE STAMP ACT. JOY OF WASHINGTON. FRESH CAUSES OF
COLONIAL DISSENSIONS. CIRCULAR OF THE GENERAL COURT
OF MASSACHUSETTS. EMBARKATION OF TROOPS FOR BOS-
TON.—MEASURES OF THE BOSTONIANS.

Washington returned to Mount Vernon full of anxious
thoughts inspired by the political events of the day, and the
legislative scene which he witnessed. His recent letters had
spoken of the state of peaceful tranquillity in which he was
living ; those now written from his rural home show that he
fully participated in the popular feeling, and that while he had
a presentiment of an arduous struggle, his patriotic mind was
revolving means of coping with it. Such is the tenor of a
letter written to his wife's uncle, Francis Dandridge, then in

London. " The stamp act," said he, " engrosses the conversa-

tion of the speculative part of the colonists, who look upon
this unconstitutional method of taxation as a direful attack

upon their liberties, and toudly exclaim against the violation.

What may be the result of this, and of some other (I think I

may add ill-judged) measures, I will not undertake to deter-

mine
; but this I may venture to affirm, that the advantage

accruing to the mother country will fall greatly short of the
expectation of the ministry ; for certain it is, that our whole
substance already in a manner flows to Great Britain, and that

whatsoever contributes to lessen our importations must be
hurtful to her manufactures. The eyes of our people already
begin to be opened

; and they will perceive that many luxuries,

for which we lavish our substance in Great Britain, can well
be dispensed with. This, consequently, will introduce frugal-

ity, and be a necessary incitement to industry

* Letter to Secretary Conway, New York, Sept. 23. Parliamentary
Agister,
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As to the stamp act, regarded in a single view, one of the first

had consequences attending it, is, that our courts of judicature

must inevitably he shut up ; for it is impossihle, or next to im-

possihle, under our present circumstances, that the act of

Parliament can he complied with, were we ever so willing to

enforce its execution. And not to say (which alone would he

sufficient) that we have not. mOney enough to pay for the

stamps, there are many other cogent reasons which prove that

n would be ineffectual."

A letter of the same date to his agents in London, of ample

length and minute in its details, shows that, while deeply in-

terested in the course of public affairs, his practical mind was

erabled thoroughly and ably to manage the financial concerns

of his estate and of the estate of Mrs. Washington's son, John
Parke Curtis, towards whom he acted the part of a faithful

and affectionate guardian. In those days, Virginia planters

were still in direct and irequent correspondence with their

London factors ; and Wiichington's letters respecting his ship-

ments of tobacco, and the returns required in various articles

for household and personal use, are perfect models for a man
of business. And this may be remarked throughout his whole

career, that no pressure of events nor multiplicity of cares

prevented a clear, steadfact, under-current of attention to

domestic affairs and the interest and well-being of all depend-

ent upon him.

In the meantime, from his quiet abode at Mount Vernon, he

seemed to hear the patriotic voice of Patrick Henry, which had
startled the House of Burgesses, echoing througliout the land,

and rousing one legislative body after another to follow the ex-

ample of that of Virginia. At the instigiition of the General

Court or Assembly of Massachusetts, a Congress was held in

New York in October, composed of delegates from Massa-

chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and South Carolina. In

this they denounced the acts of Prrliament imposing taxes

on them without their consent, r.nd extending the jurisdiction

of the courts of admiralty, as violations of their rights and
liberties as natural-born subjects of Great Britain, and pre-

pared an address to the king and a petition to both Houses
of Parliament, praying for redress. Similar petitions were

forwarded to England by the colonies not represented in the

Congress.

The very preparations for enforcing the stamp act called

forth popular tumults in various places. In Boston the stamp
distributer was hanged in effigy, his windows were broken j a
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house intended for a stamp office was pulled down, and the

effigy burnt in a bonfire made of tlie fragments. The lieuten-

ant-governor, chief-justice, and sheriff, attempting to alla}^ tlie

tumult, were pelted. The stamp officer thought himself happy
to be hanged merely in ef^gy, and next day publicly renounced
the perilous office.

Various were the proceedings in other places, all manifest^

ing public scorn and defiance of the act. In Virginia, Mr.
George Mercer had been appointed distributer of stamps, but

on his arrival at Williamsburg publicly declined officiating.

It was a fresh triumph to the popular cause. The bells wei-e

rung for joy ; the town was illuminated, and Mercer was hailed

with acclamations of the people.*

The 1st of November, the day when the act was to go into

operation, was ushered in with portentous solemnities. Thei-e

was great tolling of bells and burning of effigies in the New
England colonies. At Boston the ships displayed their colors,

but half-mast high. Many shops were shut ; funeral knells

resounded from the steeples, and there was a grand auto-da-fe,

in which the promoters of the act were paraded, and suffered

martyrdom in effigy.

At New York the printed act was carried about the streets

oil a pole, surmounted by a death's head, with a scroll bearing

the inscription, " The folly of England and ruin of America.'"

Colden, the lieutenant-governor, who acquired considerable

odium by recommending to government the taxation of the

colonies, the institution of hereditary Assemblies, and other

Tory measures, seeing that a popular storm was rising, retired

into the fort, taking with him the stamp papers, and garri-

soned it with marines from a ship of a war. The mob brol<e

into his stable ; drew put his chariot, put his effigy into it

;

paraded it through the streets to the common (now the Park),

where they hung it on a gallows. In the evening it was taken

down, put again into the chariot, with the devil for a com-

panion, and escorted back by torchlight to the Bowling Green
;

where the whole pageant, chariot and all, was burnt under the

very guns of the fort.

These are specimens of the marks of popular reprobation

with which the stamp act was universally nullified. No one

would venture to carry it into execution. In fact no stamped

paper was to be seen ; all had been either destroyed or con-

cealed. All transactions which required stamps to give them
validity were suspended, or were executed by private compact.

The courts of justice were closed, until at length some cour

* Holme's -.imm/s, vol. ii. p. 138.
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ducted their business without stamps. Union was becoming
tlie watchword. The merchants of New York, Philadelphia,

Boston, and j>uc1i other colonies as had ventured publicly to

oppose the stamp act, agreed to import no more British manu-
factures after the 1st of January unless it should be repealed.

So passed away the year 1765.

As yet Washington took no prominent part in the public

agitation. Indeed he was never disposed to put himself for-

ward on popular occasions, his innate modesty forbade it ; it

was otliers wlio knew liis worth that called him forth ; but
when once he engaged in any public measure, he devoted him-
seK to it with conscientiousness and persevering zeal. At
present he remained a quiet but vigilant observer of events
from his eagle nest at Mount Vernon. He had some few in-

timates in his neighborhood who accorded with him in senti-

ment. One of the ablest and most efficient of these was Mr.
George Mason, with whom he had occasional conversations on*

the state of affairs. His friends the Fairfaxes, though liberal

in feelings and opinions, were too strong in their devotion to

the crown not to regard with an uneasy eye the tendency of the

popular bias. From one motive or other, the earnest attention

of all the inmates and visitors at Mount Vernon, was turned to

England, watching the movements of the ministry.

The dismissal of Mr. Grenville from the cabinet gave a

temporary change to public affairs. Perhaps nothing had a
greater effect in favor of the colonies than an examination of

Dr. Franklin before the House of Commons, on the subject of

the stamp act.

" What," he was asked, '^ was the teijiper of America towards
Great Britain, before the year 1763 ?

"

" The best in the world. They submitted willingly to the

government of the crown, and paid, in all their courts, obedi-

ence to the acts of Parliament. Numerous as the people are

in the several old provinces, they cost you nothing in forts,

citadels, garrisons, or armies, to keep them in subjection. They
were governed by tliis country at the expense only of a little

pen, and ink, and paper. They were led by a thread. They
had not only a respect, but an affection for Great Britain, for

its laws, its customs, and manners, and even a fondness for its

fashions, that greatly increased the commerce. Natives of

Great Britain were always treated with particular regard; to

be an Old-England man was, of itself, a character of some re-

spect, and gave a kind of rank among us."

"And what is their temper now?"
"

! very much altered.'*
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" If the act is not repealed, what do you think will be the

consequences ?
"

"A total loss of the respect and affection the people of

America bear to this country, and of all the commerce that de-

pends on that respect and affection."

"Do you think the people of America would submit to pay
the stamp duty if it was moderated ?

"

" No, never, unless compelled by force of arms." *

The act was repealed on the 18th of March, 1766, to the

great joy of the sincere friends of both countries, and to no one

more than to Washington. In one of his letters he observes :

" Had the Parliament of Great Britain resolved upon enforcing

it, the consequences, I conceive, would have been more direful

than is geneially apprehended, both to the mother country and
her colonies. All, therefore, who were instrumental in procur-

mg the repeal, are entitled to the thanks of every British sub-

ject, and have mine cordially." f
Still there was a fatal clause in the repeal, which declared

that the king, with the consent of Parliament, had power
and authority to make laws and statutes of sufficient force and
validity to " bind the colonies, and people of America, in all

cases whatsoever."

As the people of America were contending for principles,

not mere pecuniary interests, this, reserved power of the crown
and Parliament left the dispute still open, and chilled the feel-

ing of gratitude which the repeal might otherwise have in-

spired. Further aliment for public discontent was furnished

by other acts of Parliament. One imposed duties on glass,

pasteboard, white and red lead, painters' colors, and tea ; the

duties to be collected on the arrival of the articles in the col-

onies ; another empowered naval officers to enforce the acts of

trade and navigation. Another wounded to the quick the

pride and sensibilities of New York. The mutiny act had re-

cently been extended to America, with an additional clause,

requiring the provincial assemblies to provide the troops sent

out with quarters, and to furnish them with fire, beds, candles,

and other necessaries, at the expense of the colonies. The
governor and Assembly of New York refused to comply with
this requisition as to stationary forces, insisting that it applied

only to troops on a march. An act of Parliament now sus-

pended the powers of the governor and Assembly until they
should comply. Chatham attributed this opposition of the col-

onists to the mutiny act to "their jealousy of being somehow

* Parliamentary Register, 1766.

t Sparks, Writings of Washington^ ii. 345, note
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or other taxed iuternally by the Parliament ; the act,'^ said he,

"asserting the right of Parliament, has certainly spread a most

unfortunate jealousy and diffitlence of government here through-

out America, and makes them jealous of the least distinction

between this country and that, lest the same principle may be

extended to taxing them."' *

Boston continued to be the focus of what the ministerialists

termed sedition. The General Court of Massachusetts, not

content with petitioning the king for relief against the recent

measures of Parliament, especially those imposing taxes as a

means of revenue, drew up a circular, calling on the other

colonial legislatures to join with them in suitable efforts to ob-

tain redress. In the ensuing session, Governor 8ir Prancis

Bernard called upon them to rescind the resolution on which
the circular was founded,—they refused to comply, and the

General Court was consequently dissolved. The governors of

other colonies required of their legislatures an assurance that

they would not reply to the Massachusetts circular,—these

legislatures likewise refused compliance, and were "dissolved.

All this added to the growing excitement.

Memorials were addressed to the lords, spiritual and tem-

poral, and remonstrances to the House of Commons, against

taxation for revenue, as destructive to the liberties of the col-

onists ; and against the <act suspending the legislative power of

the province of Xew York, as menacing the welfare of the col-

onies in general.

Nothing, however, produced a more powerful effect upon the

^
public sensibilities throughout the country, than certain mili-

tary demonstrations at Boston. In consequence of repeated

collisions between the people of that phice and the commission-

ers of customs, two regiments were held in readiness at Halifax

to embark for Boston in the ships of Commodore Hood when-
ever Governor Bernard, or the general, should give the word.
" Had this force been landed in Boston six months ago," writivs

tl»e commodore, " I am perfectly persuaded no address or re-

monstrances would have been sent from the other colonies, and
that all would have been tolerably quiet and orderly at this

time throughout America." f ^

Tidings reached Boston that these troops were embarked and
that they were coming to overawe the people. What was to

be done ? The General Court had been dissolved, and the

governor refused to convene it without the royal command. A
convention, therefore, from various towns met at Boston, on

• Chatham's Correspondence, vol. iii. pp. 186-192.

t Grenville Papers, vol. iv. p'. 362.
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the 22d of September, to devise measures for the public safety

;

but disclaiming all pretensions to legislative powers. While
the convention was yet in session (September 28th), the two
regiments arrived, with seven armed vessels. '^ I am very con-

fident," writes Commodore Hood from Halifax, " the spirited

measures now pursuing will soon effect order in America."
On the contrary, these "spirited measures" added fuel to

the fire they were intended to quench. It was resolved in a

town meeting that the king had no right to send troops thither

without the consent of the assembly ; that Great Britain had
broken the original compact, and that, therefore, the king's of-

ficers had no longer any business there.*

The " selectmen " accordingly refused to find quarters for

the soldiers in the town; the council refused to find barracks

for them, lest it should be construed into a compliance with the

disputed clause of the mutiny act. Some of the troops, there-

fore, which had tents, were encamped on the common ; others

by the governor's orders, were quartered in the state-house, and
others in*Faneuil Hall, to the great indignation of the public,

who were grievously scandalized at seeing field-pieces planted in

front of the state-house ; sentinels stationed at the doors, chal-

lenging every one who passed; and, above all, at having the

fc acred quiet of the Sabbath disturbed by drum and fife, and
other militarj'- music.

CHAPTER XXIX.
«

CHEERFUL LIFE AT MOUNT VERNON. WASHINGTON AND
GEORGE MASON. CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THE NON-
IMPORTATION AGREEMENT. FEELING TOWARD ENGLAND.
OPENING OP THE LEGISLATIVE SESSION.—SEMI-REGAL STATE
OF LORD BOTETOURT. HIGH-TONED PROCEEDINGS OF THE
HOUSE. SYMPATHY WITH NEW ENGLAND. DISSOLVED BY
LORD BOTETOURT. ^WASHINGTON AND THE ARTICLES OF AS-

SOCIATION.

Throughout these public agitations, Washington endeavor-

ed to preserve his equanimity. Removed from tlie heated

throngs of cities, his diary denotes a cheerful and healthful life

at Mount Vernon, devoted to those rural occupations in which
he delighted, and varied occasionally by his favorite field sports

Sometimes he is duck-shooting on the Potomac. Repeatedly

* Whately to Grenville. Gren. Papers, vol, iv, p. 389,
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we find note of his being out at sunrise with the hounds, in

company with old Lord Fairfax, Bryan Fairfax, and others
;

and ending the day's sport by a dinner at Mount Vernon, or

Belvoir.

Still he was too true a patriot not to sympathize in the

struggle for colonial rights which now agitated the whole coun-

try, and we find him gradually carried more and more into the

current of political affairs.

A letter written on the fifth of April, 1769, to his friend

George Mason, shows the important stand he was disposed,

to take. In the previous year, the merchants and traders of

Boston, Salem, Connecticut, and New York, had agreed to sus-

pend for a time the importation of all articles subject to taxa-

tion. Similar resolutions had recently been adopted by the

merchants of Philadelphia. Washington's letter is emphatic
in support of the measure. "At a time," writes he, "when
our lordly masters in Great Britain will be satisfied with noth-

ing less than the deprivation of American freedom, it seems
highly necessary that something should be done to avert the

stroke, and maintain the liberty which we have derived from
our ancestors. But the manner of doing it, to answer the

purpose effectually, is the point in question. That no man
should scruple, or liesitate a moment in defense of so valuable

a blessing, is clearly my opinion yet arms should be the last

resource—the dernier ressort. We have already, it is said,

proved the inefiicacy of addresses to the throne, and remon-
strances to Parliament. How far their attention to our rights

and interests is to be awakened, or alarmed, by starving their

trade and manufactures, remains to be tried.

" The northern colonies, it appears, are endeavoring to adopt
this scheme. In my opinion, it is a* good one, and must be
attended with salutary effects, provided it can be carried pretty

generally into execution Tliat there will be a
difficulty attending it everywhere from clashing interests, and
selfish, designing men, ever attentive to their own gain and
watchful of every turn that can assist their lucrative views,

cannot be denied, and in the tobacco colonies, where the trade

is so diffused, and in a manner wholly conducted by factors for

their principals at home, these difficulties are certainly en-

hanced, but I think not insurmountably increased, if the gen-
tlemen in their several counties will be at some pains to explain
matters to the people, and stimulate them to cordial agreements
to purchase none but certain enumerated articles out of any of

the stores, after a definite period, and neither import, nor pui%

chase any themselves. ...... I can see but one class of
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people, the merchants excepted, who will not, or ought not, to

wish well to the scheme,—namely, they who live genteelly and
hosj^itably on clear estates. Such as these, were they not

to consider the valuable object in view, and the good of others,

might think it hard to be curtailed in their living and enjoy-

ment."
This was precisely the class to which Washington belonged

;

but he was ready and willing to make the sacrifices required.
" I think the scheme a good one," added he, "and that it ought
to be tried here, with such alterations as our circumstances

render absolutely necessary."

Mason, in his reply, concurred with him in opinion. "Our
all is at stake," said he, " and the little conveniences and com-
forts of life, when set in competition with our liberty, ought to

be rejected, not with reluctance, but with pleasure. Yet it is

plain that, in the tobacco colonies, we cannot at present confine

our importations within such narrow bounds as the northern

colonies. A plan of this kind, to be practicable, must be

adapted to our circumstances ; for, if not steadily executed, it

had better have remained unattempted. We may retrench all

manner of superfluities, finery of all descriptions, and confine

ourselves to linens, woolen, etc., not exceeding a certain price.

It is amazing how much this practice, if adopted in all the

colonies, would lessen the American imports, and distress the

various trades and manufactures of Great Britain. This would
awaken their attention. They would see, they would feel the

oppressions we groan under, and exert themselves to procure

us redress. This, once obtained, we should no longer discon-

tinue our importations, confining ourselves still not to import

any article that should hereafter be taxed by act of Parliament

for raising a revenue in ?^merica ; for, however singular I may
be in the opinion, 1 am thoroughly convinced, that, justice

and harmony happily restored, it is not the interest of these

colonies to refuse British manufactures. Our supplying our
mother country with gross materials, and taking her manu-
factures in return, is the true chain of connection between us.

These are the hands which, if not broken by oppression must
long hold us together, by m.aintaining a constant reciprocal

tion of interest.^''

The latter part of the above quotation shows the spirit which
actuated Washington and the friends of his confidence ; as yet

there was no thought nor desire of alienation from the mother
country, but only a fixed determination to be placed on an

equality of rights and privileges with her other children.

A single word in the passage cited from Washington's letter,
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evinces the chord whicli still vibrated in the American bosom

;

lie incidentally speaks of England as home. It was the fain--

iliar term with which she was usually indicated by those of

English descent; and the writer of these pages remembers
when the endearing phrase still lingered on Anglo-American
lips even after the Kevolution. How easy would it have been

before that era for the mother country to have rallied back the

affections of her colonial children, by a proper attention to

their complaints ! They asked for nothing but what they

were entitled to, and what she had taught them to prize as

their dearest inheritance. The spirit of liberty which they

manifested had been derived from her own precept and ex-

ample.

The result of the correspondence between Washington and
Mason was the draft by the latter of a plan of association, the

members of which were to pledge themselves not to import or

use any articles of British merchandise or manufacture subject

to duty. This paper Washington was to submit to the con-

sideration of the House of Burgesses, at the approaching ses-

sion in the month of May.
Tlie Legislature of Virginia opened on this occasion with a

brilliant pageant. While military force was arrayed to o\jer-

awe the republican Puritans of the east, it was thought to

dazzle the aristocratical descendants of tlie cavaliers by the reflex

of regal splendor. Lord Botetourt, one of the king's lords of the

bed-chamber, had recently come out as governor of the province.

Junius described him as "a cringing, bowing, fawning, sword-

bearing courtier." Horace Walpole predicted that he would
turn the heads of the Virginians in one way or other. '^ If his

graces do not captivate them he will enrage them to fury ;
for

I take all his douceur to be enameled on iron." * The words
of political satirists and court wits, however, are always to be

taken with great distrust. However his lordship may have

bowed in presence of royalty, he elsewhere conducted himself

with dignity, and won general favor by his endearing manners.

He certainly showed promptness of spirit in his reply to the

king on being informed of his appointment.' " When will you
be really to go ? " asked George III. " To-night, sir."

He had come out, however, with a wrong idea of the Ameri-
cans. They had been represented to him as factious, immoral,

and prone to sedition ; but vain and luxurious, and easily cap-

tivated by parade and splendor. The latter foibles were aimed
at in his appointment and fitting out. It was supposed that

his titled rank would have its effect. Then to prepare him for

• Orenville Papers, iv. note to p. 330.
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occasions of ceremony, a coach of state was presented to him
by the king. He was allowed, moreover, the quantity of plate

usually given to ambassadors, whereupon the joke w^as circulated

that he was going " plenipo to the Cherokees." *

His opening of the session was in the style of the royal open-

ing of Parliament. He proceeded in due parade from his dwell-

ling to the.capitol, in his state coach, drawn by six milk-white
horses. Having delivered his speech according to royal form,

he returned home with the same pomp and circumstance.

The time had gone by, however, for such display to have the

anticipated effect. The Virginian legislators penetrated the

intention of this pompous ceremonial, and regarded it with a
depreciating smile. Sterner matters occupied their thoughts

;

they had come prepared to battle for their rights, and
their proceedings soon showed Lord Botetourt how much
he had mistaken them. Spirited resolutions were passed,

denouncing the recent act of Parliament imposing taxes ; the

power to do which, on the inhabitants of this colony, " was
legally and constitutionally vested in the House of Burgesses,

with consent of the council and of the king, or of his governor
for the time being." Copies of these resolutions were ordered

to fee forwarded by the speaker to the legislatures of the other

colonies, with a request for their concurrence.

Other proceedings of the burgesses showed their sympathy
with their fellow-patriots of New England. A joint address of

both Houses of Parliament had recently been made to the king,

assuring him of tlieir support in anv further measures for the

due execution of the laws in Massacnusetts, and beseeching him
that all persons charged with treason, or misprision of treason,

committed within that colony since the 30th of December, 17G7,

might be sent to Great Britain for trial.

As Massachusetts had no General Assembly at this time,

having been dissolved by government, the Legislature of Vir-

ginia generously took up the cause. An address to the king was
resolved on, stating that all trials for treason, or misprision of

treason, or for any crime whatever committed by any person re-

siding in a colony, ought to be in and before His Majesty's courts

within said colony; and beseeching the king to avert from his

ioyal subjects those dangers and miseries which would ensue from

seizing and carrying beyond sea any person residing in America

suspected of any crime whatever, thereby depriving them of the

inestimable privilege of being tried by a jury from the vicinage,

as well as the liberty of producing witnesses on such trial.

Disdaining any further application to Parliament, the House
* Whately to Geo. Grenville. Grenville Papers,
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ordered the speaker to transmit this address to the colonies'

agent in England, with directions to cause it to be presented

to the king, and afterwards to be printed and published in the

English papers.

Lord Botetourt was astonished and dismayed when he lieard

of these high-toned proceedings. Repairing to the capitol next
day at noon, he summoned the speaker and members to the

council chamber and addressed them in the following words :

'* Mr. Speaker, and gentleman of the House of Burgesses, I

have learned of yotir resolves, and augur ill of their effects.

Vou have made it my duty to dissolve you, and you are dis-

solved accordingly."

The spirit conjured up by the fkte decrees of Parliament was
not so easily allayed. The burgesses adjourned to a private

house. Peyton Randolph, their late speaker, was elected mod-
erator. Washington now brought forward a draft of the articles

of association, concerted between him and George Mason. They
formed the groundwork of an instrument signed by all present,

pledging themselves neither to import nor use any goods, mer-
chandise, or manufactures taxed by Parliament to raise a
revenue in America. This instrument was sent throughout
the country for signature, and the scheme of non-importation,

hitherto confined to a few northern colonies, was soon univer-

sally adopted. Eor his own part, Washington adhered to it

rigorously throughout the year. The articles proscribed by it

were never to be seen in his house, and his agent in London
was enjoined to ship nothing for him while subject to taxation.

The popular ferment in Virginia was gradually allayed by
the amiable and conciliatory conduct of Lord Botetourt. His
lordship soon became aware of the erroneous notions with which
he ha^{ entered upon office. His semi-royal equipage and state

Wf^ri- lai 1 aside. He examined into public grievances ; became a
>^ advocate for the repeal of taxes ; and, authorized by
h.o ..; . ,...Lche8 from the ministry, assured the public that such
repeal ^«^Tild speedily take place. His assurance was received
with implicit faith, and for a while Virginia was quieted.
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CHAPTER XXX.

HOOD AT BOSTON. THE GENERAL COURT REFUSES TO DO BUSI-

NESS UNDER MILITARY SWAY. RESISTS THE BILLETING ACT.

EFFECT OF THE NON-IMPORTATION ASSOCIATION. LORD
NORTH PREMIER. DUTIES REVOKED EXCEPT ON TEA. THE
BOSTON MASSACRE. DISUSE OF TEA. CONCILIATORY CON-

DUCT OF LORD BOTETOURT. HIS DEATH.

"The worst is past, and the spirit of sedition broken," writes

Hood to Grenville, early in the spring of 1769.* When the

commodore wrote this, his ships were in the harbor, and troops

occupied the town, and he flattered himself that at length

turbulent Boston was quelled. But it only awaited its time

to be seditious according to rule ; there was always an irresist-

ible " method in its madness."
In the month of May, the General Court, hitherto prorogued,

met according to charter. A committee immediately waited

on the. governor, stating it was impossible to do business with

dignity and freedom while the town was invested by sea and
land, and a military guard was stationed at the state-house,

with cannon pointed at the door ; and they requested the

governor, as His Majesty's representative, to have such forces

removed out of the port and gates of the city during the ses-

sion of the Assembly.
The governor replied that he had no authority ovei either

the ships or troops. The court persisted in refusing to tran-

sact business while so circumstanced, and the govern^i^, was

obliged to transfer the session to Cambridge. Ther§,]ie ad-

dressed a message to that body in July, requiring funds for the

payment of the troops, and quarters for their accommodation.

The Assembly, after ample discussion of p'ast grievances, re-

solved, that the establishment of a standing army in the colony

in a time of peace was an invasion of natural rights ; that a

standing army was not known as a part of the British constitu-

tion, and tliat the sending an armed force to aid the civil

authority was unprecedented, and highly dangerous to the

people.

After waiting some days without receiving an answer to his

* Grenville Papers, vol, iii.
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message, the governor sent to know whether the Assembly
would, or would not, make provision for the troops. In their

reply, they followed the example of the legislature of New
York, in commenting on the mutiny, or billeting act, and ended
by declining to furnish funds for the purposes specified, "being
incompatible with their own honor and interest, and their duty
to their constituents." They were in consequence again pro-

rogued, to meet in Boston on the 10th of January.

So stood affairs in Massachusetts. In the meantime, the

non-importation associations, being generally observed through-

out the colonies, produced the effect on British commerce which
Washington had anticipated, and Parliament was incessantly

importuned by petitions from British merchants, imploring its

intervention to save them from ruin.

Early in 1770, an important change took place in the British

cabinet. The Duke of Grafton suddenly resigned, and the

reins of government passed into the hands of Lord North. He
was a man of limited capacity, but a favorite of the king, and
subservient to his narrow colonial policy. His administration,

so eventful to America, commenced with an error. In the

month of March, an act was passed, revoking all the duties laid

in 1767, excepting that on tea. This single tax was continued,

as he observed, "to maintain the parliamentary right of taxa-

tion,"—the very right which was the grand object of contest,

In this, however, he was in fact yielding, against his better

judgment, to the stubborn tenacity of the king.

He endeavored to reconcile the opposition, and perhaps him-
self, to the measure, by plausible reasoning. An impost of

threepence on the pound could never, he alleged, be opposed by
the colonists, unless they were determined to rebel against

Great Britain. Besides, a duty on that article, payable in

England, and amounting to nearly one shilling on the pound,
was taken off on its exportation to America, so that the inhabit-

ants of the colonies saved ninepence on the pound.
Here was the stumbling-block at the threshold of Lord

North's administration. In vain the members of the opposition

urged that this single exception, while it would produce no
revenue, would keep alive the whole cause of contention ; that

so long as a single external duty was enforced, the colonies

would consider their rights invaded and would remain unap-
peased. Lord North was not to be convinced ; or rather, ho
knew the royal will was inflexible, and ho complied with its be-

hests. " The properest time to exert our right to taxation,"

said he, " is when the right is refused. To temporize is to

yield ; and the authority of the mother country, if it is now
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unsupported, will be relinquished forever : a total repeal cannot
he thought of till America is 2)rostrate at our feetr *

On the very day in which this ominous bill was passed in

Parliament, a sinister occurrence took place in Boston. Some
of the young men of the place insulted the military while under
arms ; the latter resented it ; the young men, after a scuffle,

were put to flight, and pursued. The alarm bells rang
; a mob

assembled ; the custom-house was threatened ; the troops in

protecting it were assailed with clubs and stones, and obliged

to use their fire-arms, before the tumult could be quelled. Four
of the populace were killed, and several wounded. The troops

were now removed from the town, which remained in the high-

est state of exasperation ; and this untoward occurrence

received the opprobrious and somewhat extravagant name of

" the Boston massacre.'^

The colonists, as a matter of convenience, resumed the con-

sumption of those articles on which the duties had been re-

pealed ; but continued, on principle, the rigorous disuse of tea,

excepting such as had been smuggled in. New England was
particularly earnest in the matter ; many of the inhabitants,

in the spirit of their Puritan progenitors, made a covenant, to

drink no more of the forbidden beverage, until the duty on tea

should be repealed.

In Virginia the public discontents, which had been allayed

by the conciliatory conduct of Lord Botetourt, and by his as-

surances, made on the strength of letters received from the

ministry, that the grievances complained of would be speedily

redressed, now broke out with more violence than ever. The
Virginians spurned the mock-remedy which left the real cause

of complaint untouched. His lordship also felt deeply wounded
by the disingenuousness of ministers which led him into such
a predicament, and wrote home demanding his discharge. Be-
fore it arrived, an attack of bilious fever, acting upon a delicate

ifnd sensitive frame, enfeebled by anxiety and chagrin, laid him
in his grave. He left behind him a name endeared to the Vir-

ginians by his amiable manners, his liberal patronage of the

arts, and, above all, by his zealous intercession for their rights.

Washington himself testifies that he was inclined " to render

every just and reasonable service to the people whom he gov-

erned." A statue to his memory was decreed by the House of

Burgesses, to be erected in the area of the capitol. It is still

to be seen, though in a mutilated condition, in Williamsburg,
the old seat of government, and a county in Virginia continues

to bear his honored name.
* Holmes's ^mer. Annals^ vol. ii. p. 173,
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CHAPTER XXXI.

EXPEDITION OF WASHINGTON TO THE OHIO, IN BEHALF OF SOL-

DIERS' CLAIMS. UNEASY STATE OF THE FRONTIER. VISIT TO
FORT PITT. GEORGE CROGHAN. HIS MISHAPS DURING PONTI-

AC'S WAR. WASHINGTON DESCENDS THE OHIO. SCENES AND
ADVENTURES ALONG THE RIVER. INDIAN HUNTING CAMP.
INTERVIEW WITH AN OLD SACHEM AT THE MOUTH OF THE KA'
NAWHA. RETURN. CLAIMS OF STOBO AND VAN BRAAM.
LETTER TO COLONEL GEORGE MUSE.

In the midst of these popular turmoils, Washington was in-

duced, by public as well as private considerations, to make
another expedition to the Ohio. He was one of the Virginia
Board of Commissioners, appointed, at the close of the late war,

to settle the military accounts of the colony. Among the

claims which came before the board, were those of the officers

and soldiers who had engaged to serve .until peace, under the

proclamation of Governor Dinwiddie, holding forth a bounty of

two hundred thousand acres of land, to be apportioned among
them according to rank. Those claims were yet unsatisfied,

for governments, like individuals, are slow to pay off in peace-

ful times the debts incurred while in the fighting mood.
Washington became the champion of those claims, and an op-

portunity now presented itself for their liquidation. ' The Six
Nations, by a treaty in 1768, had ceded to the British crown,
in consideration of a sum of money, all the lands possessed by
them south of the Ohio. Land offices would soon be opened
for the sale of them. Squatters and speculators were already
preparing to swarm in, set up their marks on the choicest spots,

and establish what were called pre-emption rights. Washington
determined at once to visit the lands thus ceded, affix his mark
on such tracts as he should select, and apply for a grant from
government in behalf of the " soldier's claim."

The expedition would be attended with some degree of

danger. The frontier was yet in an uneasy state. It is true
some time had elapsed since the war of Pontiac, but some of

the Indian tribes were almost ready, to resume the hatchet.

The Delawares, Shawnees, and Mingoes complained that the
Six Nations had not given them their full share of the con-
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sideration money of the late sale, and they talked of exacting
the deficiency from the white men who came to settle in what
had been their hunting-grounds. Traders, squatters, and other

adventurers into the wilderness, were occasionally murdered,
and further troubles were apprehended.
Washington had for a companion in this expedition his friend

and neighbor, Doctor Craik, and it was with strong community
of feeling they looked forward peaceably to revisit the scenes
of their military experience. They set out on the 5th of Octo-
ber with three negro attendants, two belonging to Washington,
and one to the doctor. The whole party was mounted, and
there was a led horse for the baggage.

After twelve days' travelling they arrived at Fort Pitt (late

Fort Duquesne). It was garrisoned by two companies of Royal
Irish, commanded by a Captain Edmonson. A hamlet of about
twenty log-houses, inhabited by Indian traders, had sprung
up within three hundred yards of the fort, and was called
" the town." It was the embryo city of Pittsburg, now so

populous. At one of the houses, a tolerable frontier inn, they
took up their quarters ; but during their brief sojourn they
were entertained with great hospitality at the fort.

Here at dinner Washington met his . old acquaintance,

George Croghan, who had figured in so many capacities and eX'

perienced so many vicissitudes on the frontier. He was now
Colonel Croghan, deputy-agent to Sir William Johnson, and
had his residence—or seat, as Washington terms it—on the

banks of the Alleghany river, about four miles from the fort.

Croghan had experienced troubles and dangers during the

Pontiac war, both from white man and savage. At one time,

while he was convoying presents from Sir William to the Dela-
wares and Shawnees, his caravan was set upon and plundered
by a band of backwoodsmen of Pennsylvania—men resembling
Indians in garb and habits, and fully as lawless. At another
time, when encamped at the mouth of the Wabash with some of

his Indian allies, a band of Kickapoos, supposing the latter to

be Cherokees, their deadly enemies, rushed forth from the

woods with horrid yells, shot down several of his companions,
and wounded himself. It must be added, that no white men
could have made more ample apologies than did the Kickapoos
when they discovered that they had fired upon friends.

Another of Croghan's perils was from the redoubtable Pontiac
himself. The chieftain had heard of his being on a mission to

win off, by dint of presents, the other sachems of the conspir-

acy^ and declared, significantly, that he had a large kettle boil-

ing in which he intended to seethe the ambassador. It was
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fortunate for Croghan that he did not meet with the formidable

chieftain while in this exasperated mood. He subsequently^

encountered him when Pontiac's spirit was broken by reverses.

They smoked the pipe of peace together, and the colonel claim-

ed tiie credit of having, by his diplomacy, persuaded the sachem

to bury the hatchet.

On the day following the repast at the fort, Washington
visited Croghan at his abode on the Alleghany River, where he

found several of the chiefs of the Six Nations assembled. One
of them, the White Mingo by name, made him a speech, accom-

panied, as usual, by a belt of wampum. Some of his companions,

he said, remembered to have seen him in 1753, when he came
on his embassy to the Er^o^h commander ; most of them ha-d

heard of him. They had ' now come to welcome him to their

country. They wished the people of Virginia to consider them
as friends and brothers, linked together in one chain, and re-

quested him to inform the governor of their desire to live in

peace and harmony wilh the white men. As to certain unhappy
differences which had taken pla^e between them on the frontiers

they were all made up, and, they hoped, forgotten.

Washington accepted the " speech-belt," and made a suitable

reply, assuring the chiefs that nothing was more desired by the

people of Virginia than to live with them on terms of the

strictest friendship.

At Pittsburg the travellers left their horses, and embarked
in a large canoe, to make a voyage down the Ohio as far as the

Great Kanawha. Colonel Croghan engaged two Indians for

their services, and an interpreter named John Nicholson. The
colonel and some of the officers of the garrison accompanied

t4iem as far as Logstown, the scene of Washington's early di-

plomacy, and his first interview with the half-king. Here they

breakfasted together ; after which they separated, the colonel

and his companions cheering the voyagers from the shore, as

the canoe was borne off by the current of the beautiful Ohio.

It was now the hunting season, when the Indians leave their

towns, set off with their families, and lead a roving life in

cabins and hunting-camps along the river. Shifting from place

to place, as game abounds or decreases, and often extending

their migrations two or three hundred miles down the stream.

The women were as dexterous as the men in the management
of the canoe, but were generally engaged in the domestic labors

of the lodge while their husbands were abroad hunting.

Washington's propensities as a sportsman had here full play.

Deer were continually to be seen coming down to the water's

edge to drink, or browsing along the shore ; there were innu-
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merable flocks of wild turkeys, and streaming flights of ducks and
geese ; so that as the voyagers floated along, they were enabled
to load their canoe with game. At night they encamped on
the river bank, lit their fire and" made a sumptuous hunter's re-

past. Washington always relished this wild-wood life ; and
the present had that spice of danger in it which has a peculiar

charm for adventurous minds. The great object of his expedi-

tion, however, is evinced in his constant notes on the features

and character of the country, the quality of the soil as indicated by
the nature of the trees, and the level tracts fitted for settlements.

About seventy-five miles below Pittsburg the voyagers landed
at a Mingo town, which they found in a stir of warlike prepa-

ration—sixty of the warriors beinji'about to set off on a foray

into the Cherokee country against the Catawbas.
Here the voyagers were brought to a pause by a report that

two white men, traders, had been murdered about thirty-eight

miles further down the river. Reports of the kind were not to

be treated lightly. Indian faith was uncertain along the fron-

tier, and white men were often, shot down in the wilderness for

plunder or revenge. On the following day the report moder-
ated. Only one man was said to have been killed, and that

not by Indians ; so Washington determined to continue

forward until he could obtain correct information in the

matter.

On the 24th, about 3 o'clock in the afternoon, the voyagers
arrived at Captema Creek, at the moutli of which the trader

was said to have been killed. As all was quiet and no one to

be seen, they agreed to encamp, while Nicholson the interpreter,

and one of the Indians, repaired to a village a few miles up the
creek to inquire about the murder. They found but two old

women at the village. The men were all absent, hunting. The
interpreter returned to camp in the evening, bringing the truth

of the murderous tale. A trader had fallen a victim to his tem-
erit}^, having been drowned in attempting, in company with
another, to swim his horse across the Ohio.

Two days more of voyaging brought them to an Indian hunt-
ing camp, near the mouth of the Muskingum. Here it was
necessary to land and make a ceremonious visit, for the chief of

the hunting party was Kiashuta, a Seneca sachem, the head of

the river tribes. He was noted to have been among the first

to raise the hatchet in Pontiac's conspiracy, and almost equally

vindictive with that potent warrior. As Washington ap-

proached the chieftain, he recognized him for one of the Indians
who had accompanied him on his mission to the Prench In

1753.
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Kiashuta retained a perfect recollection of the youthful am-
bassador, though seventeen years had matured him into

thoughtful manhood. With hunter's hospitality he gave him
a quarter of a line buffalo just slain, but insisted that they
should encamp together for the night ; and in order not to re-

tard him, moved with his own party to a good camping place

some distance down the river. Here they had long talks and
council-fires over night and in the morning, with all the

"tedious ceremony," says Washington, "which the Indians ob-

serve in their counselings and speeches." Kiaslmta had heard
of what had passed between Washington and the " White
Mingo," and other sachems, at Colonel Croghan's, and was
eager to express his own desire for peace and friendship with
Virginia, and fair dealings with her traders ; all which Wash-
ington promised to report faithfully to the governor. It was
not until a late hour in the morning that he was enabled to

bring these conferences to a close, and pursue his voyage.

At the mouth of the Great Kanawha the voyagers encamped
for a day or two to examine the lands in the neighborhood, and
Washington set up his mark upon such as he injtended to claim

on behalf of the soldiers' grant. It was a fine sporting country,

having small lakes or grassy ponds abounding with water-fowl,

such as ducks, geese, and swans ; flocks of turkeys, as usual

;

and, for larger game, deer and buffalo ; so that their camp
abounded with provisions.

Here Washington was visited by an old sachem who ap-

proached him with great reverence, at the head of several of his

tribe, and addressed him through Nicholson, the interpreter.

He ha^l heard, he said, of his being in that part of the country,

and liad come from a great distance to see him. On further

discourse, the sachem made known that he was one of the war-

riors in the service of the French, who lay in ambush on the

banks of the Monongahela and wrought such havoc in Brad-
dock's army. He declared that he and his young men had sin-

gled out Washington, as he made himself conspicuous riding

about the field of battle with the general's orders, and had fired

at him repeatedly, but without success ; whence they had con-

eluded that he was under the protection of the Great Spirit,

had a charmed life, and could not be slain in battle.

At the Great Kanawha Washington's expedition down the

Ohio terminated, having visited all the points he wished to ex-

amine. His return to Fort Pitt, and thence homeward, affords

no incident worthy of note. The whole expedition, however,

was one of that hardy and adventurous kind, mingled
with practical purposes, in which he delighted. This winter
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voyage down the Ohio in a canoe, with the doctor for a com-

panion and two Indians for crew, through regions yet insecure,

from the capricious hostility of prowling savages, is not one of

the least striking of his frontier " experiences." The hazardous

nature of it was made apparent shortly afterwards by another

outbreak of the Ohio tribes : one of its bloodiest actions took

place on the very banks of the Great Kanawha, in which Col-

onel Lewis and a number of brave Virginians lost their lives.

NOTE.

In the final adjustment of claims under Governor Dinwiddle's procla-
mation, Washington, acting on behalf of the officers and soldiers, ob-
tained grants for the lands he had marked out in the course of his visit

to the Ohio. Fifteen thousand acres were awarded to a field-officer, nine
thousand to a captain, six thousand to a subaltern, and so on. Among
the claims which he entered were those of Stobo and Van Braam, the
hostages in the capitulation of the Great Meadows. After many vicissi-

tudes they were now in London, and nine thousand acres were awarded
to each of them. Their domains were ultimately purchased by Wash-
ington through his London agent.
Another claimant was Col. George Muse, AVashington's early in-

structor in military science. His claim was admitted with difficulty, for
he stood accused of having acted the part of a poltroon in the campaign,
and Washington seems to have considered the charge well founded.
Still he appears to have been dissatisfied with the share of land assigned
him, and to have written to Washington somewhat rudely on the sub-
ject. His letter is not extant, but we subjoin Washington's reply al-

most entire, as a specimen of the caustic pen he could wield under a
mingled emotion of scorn and indignation.

" Sir,—Your impertinent letter was delivered to me yesterday. As
I am not accustomed to receive such from any man, nor would have
taken the same language from you personally, without letting you feel

some marks of my resentment, I advise you to be cautious in writing me
a second of the same tenor; for though I understand you were drunk
when you did it, yet give me leave to tell you that drunkenness is no
excuse for rudeness. But for your stupidity and sottishness you might
have known, by attending to the public gazette, that you had your full

quantity of ten thousand acres of land allowed you; that is, nine thou-
sand and seventy-three acres in the great tract, and the remainder in the
small tract.

" But suppose you had really fallen short., do you think your superla-
tive merit entitles you to greater indulgence than others ? Or, if it did,
that I was to make it good to you, when it was at the option of the gov-
ernor and council to allow but five hundred acres in the whole, if they
had been so inclined ? If either of these should happen to be your opin-
ion, I am very well convinced that you will be singular in it; and all

my concern is that I ever engaged nayself in behalf of so ungrateful and
dirty a fellow as you are."

N. B.—The above is from the letter as it exists in the archives of the
Department of State at Washington. It differs in two or three particu-
lars from that published among Washington's writings.
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CHAPTER XXXII.

LORD DUNMOBE GOVERNOR OF VIRGINIA. PIQUES THE PRIDE
OF THE VIRGINIANS. OPPOSITION OF THE ASSEMBLY. COR-

RESPONDING COMMITTEES.—DEATH OF MISS CUSTIS. WASH-
INGTON'S GUARDIANSHIP OF JOHN PARKE CUSTIS. HIS

OPINIONS AS TO PREMATURE TRAVEL AND PREMATURE
MARRIAGE.

The discontents of Virginia, which had been partially soothed

by the amiable administration of Lord Botetourt, were irritated

anew under his successor, the Earl of Dunmore. This noble-

man had for a short time held the government of New York.
When appointed to that of Virginia, he lingered for several

months at his former post. In the meantime, he sent his mili-

tary secretary. Captain Foy, to attend to the dispatch of busi-

ness until his arrival, awarding to him a salary and fees to be
paid by the colony.

The pride of the Virginians was piqued at his lingering at

New York, as if he preferred its gayety and luxury to the com-
parative quiet and simplicity of Williamsburg. Their pride

was still more piqued on his arrival, by what they considered

haughtiness on his part. The spirit of the " Ancient Domin-
ion " was roused, and his lordship experienced opposition at

his very outset.

The first measure of the Assembly, at its opening, was to

demand by what right he had awarded a salary and fees to his

secretary without consulting it ; and to question whether it was
authorized by the crown.

His lordship had the good policy to rescind the unauthorized
act, and in so doing mitigated the ire of the Assembly ; but he
lost no time in proroguing a body, which, from various symp-
toms, appeared to be too independent, and disposed to be un-
tractable.

He continued to prorogue it from time to time, seeking in

the interim to conciliate the Virginians, and soothe their irri-

tated pride. At length, after repeated prorogations, he was
compelled by circumstances to convene it on the Ist of March,
1773.

Wa.shington was prompt in his attendance on the occasion

;

and foremost among the patriotic members, who eagerly availed
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themselves of this long wished-for opportunity to legislate upon
the general affairs of the colonies. One of their ui(>.st important
measures was the appointment of a committee of eleven i)er8ons,

" whose business it should be to obtain the most clear and au-

thentic intelligence of all such acts and resolutions of the Brit-

ish Parliament, or proceedings of administration, as may relate

to or affect the British colonies, and to maintain witli their

sister colonies a correspondence and communication/'
The plan thus proposed by their " noble, patriotic sister col-

ony of Virginia." * was promptly adopted by the people of

Massachusetts, and soon met with general concurrence. These
corresponding committees, in effect, became the executive power
of the patriot party, producing the happiest concert of design

and action throughout the colonies.

Notwithstanding the decided part taken by Washington in

the popular movement, very friendly relations existed between
him and Lord Dunmore. The latter appreciated his character,

and sought to avail himself of liis experience in the affairs of

the province. It was even concerted that Washington shoukl

accompany his lordship on an extensive tour, which the latter

intended to make in the course of the summer along the western

frontier. A melancholy circumstance occurred to defeat this

arrangement.

We have spoken of Washington's paternal conduct towards

the two children of Mrs. Washington. The daughter. Miss
Custis, had long been an object of extreme solicitude. She was
of a fragile constitution, and for some time past had been in

very declining health. Early in the present summer, symp-
toms indicated a ra2)id change for the worse. Washington was
absent from home at the time. On his return to Mount Ver-

non, he found her in the last stage of consumption.
Though not a man given to bursts of sensibility, he is said

on the present occasion to have evinced the deepest affliction,

kneeling by her bedside and pouring out earnest prayers for

her recovery. She expired on the liith of June, in tlie seveii-

teenth year of her age. This, of course, ])ut an end to Wash-
iugton's intention of accompanying Lord Dunmore to the fron-

tier ; he remained at home to console Mrs. Wasliington in her
affliction—furnisliing liis lordshiji, however, witli travelling hints

and directions, and recommending proper guides. And here we
will take occasion to give a few brief particulars of domestic
affairs at Mount Vernon.

For a long time previous to the death of Miss Custis, hei

* Boston Town Records.
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. -ther. despairing of her recovery, had centered her hopes in

'wr son, John Parke Ciistis. Tliis rendered Washington's
^guardianship of him a delicate and difficult task. He was
lively, susceptible, and impulsive ; luid an independent for-

tune in his own right, and an indulgent mother, ever ready

to plead in his behalf against wholesome discipline. He had
been placed under the care and instruction of an Episcopal

clergyman at Annapolis, but was occasionally at home, mount-
ing his horse, and taking a part, while yet a boy, in the fox-

hunts at Mount Yernon. His education had consequently

been irregular and imperfect, and not such as Washington
would have enforced had he possessed over him the absolute

authority of a father. Shortly after the return of the latter

from his tour to the Ohio, he was concerned to find that there

was an idea entertained of sending the lad abroad, though but

little more than sixteen years of age, to travel under tlie care

of his clerical tutor. Through his judicious interference, the

travelling scheme was postponed, and it was resolved to give

the young gentleman's mind the benefit of a little preparatory^

home culture.

Little more than a year elapsed before the sallying impulses

of the youth had taken a new direction. He was in love ; what
was more, he was engaged to the object of his passion, and on
the high road to matrimony.
Washington now opposed himself to premature marriage as

he had done to premature travel. A correspondence ensued

between him and the young lady's father, Benedict Calvert,

Esq. The match was a satisfactory one to all parties, but it was
agreed that it was expedient for the youth to pass a year or two
previously at college. Washington accordingly accompanied him
to New York, and placed him under the care of the Rev. Dr.

Cof>per, president of King's (now Columbia) College, to pursue his

studies in that institution. All this occurred before the death

of his sister. Within a year after that melancholy event, he

became impatient for a union with the object of hfs choice. His
mother, now more indulgent than ever to this, her only child,

yielded her consent, and Washington no longer made opposi-

tion.

" It has been against my wishes," writes the latter to Pres-

ident Cooper, " that he should quit college in order that he

may soon enter into a new scene of life, which I think he would
be much fitter for some years hence than now. But having his

own inclination, the desires of his mother, and the acquiescence

of almost all his relatives to encounter, I did not care, as he is

li.
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the last of the family, to push my opposition too far ; I have,
therefore, submitted to a kind of necessity.'

'

The marriage was celebrated on the 3d of February, 1774, be-

fore the bridegroom was twenty-one years of age.

NOTE.

^e are induced to subjoin extracts of two letters from Washington
relative to young Custis. The first gives his objections to premature
travel; the second to premature matrimony. Both are wortliy of con-
sideration in this country, where our young people have such a general
disposition to "go ahead."

To the Reverend Jonathan Boucher {the tutor of young Custis).

. . . .
" I cannot help giving it as my opinion, that his educa-

tion, however advanced it may be for a youth of his age, is by no means
ripe enough for a travelling tour; not that I thinlv his becoming a mere
scholar is a desirable education for a gentleman, but I conceive a knowl-
edge of books is the basis upon which all other knowledge is to be
built, and in travelling he is to become acquainted with men and things,
rather than books. At present, however well versed he may be in the
principles of the Latin language (which is not to be wondered at, as he
began the study of it as soon as he could speak), he is unacquainted
with several of the classic authors that might be useful to him. He is

ignorant of Greek, the advantages of learning which I do not pretend
to judge of; and he knows nothing of French, which is absolutely nec-
essary to him as a traveller. He has little or no acquaintance' with
arithmetic, and is totally ignorant of the mathematics—than which, at
least, so much of them as relates to surveying, nothing can be more
essentially necessary to any man possessed of a large landed estate, the
bounds of some part or other of which are always in controversy. Now
whether he has time between this and next spring to acquire a sufficient

knowledge of these studies, I leave you to judge; as, also, whether a
boy of seventeen years old (which will be his age next November), can
have any just notions of the end and design of travelling. I have al-

ready given it as my opinion that it. would be precipitating this event,
unless he were to go immediately to the university for a couple of years;
in which case he could see nothing of America, which might be a dis-

advantage to him, as it is to be expected that every man, who travels
with a view of observing the laws and customs of other countries,
should be able to give some description of the situation and government
of his own."

The following are extracts from the letter to Benedict Calvert, Esq.,
the young lady's father:

—

" I write to you on a subject of importance, and of no small embar-
rassment to me. My son-in-law and ward, Mr. Custis, has, as I have
been informed, paid his addresses to your second daughter; and having
made some progress in her affections, has solicited lier in marriage.
How far a union of this sort may be agreeable to you, you best can tell;

but I should think myself wanting in candor, were I not to confess that
Miss Nelly's amiable qualities are acicnowledged on all hands, and^that
an alliance with your family will be. pleasing tojiis.
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" This acknowledgment being made, you must permit me to add, sir,

that at this, or in any short time, his youth, inexperience, and unri-
pened education are, and will be, insuperable obstacles, in my opinion,
to the completion of the marriage. As his guardian, I conceive it my
indispensable duty to endeavor to carry him through a regular course
of education (many branches of which, I am sorry to say, he is totally

deficient in), and to guide his youth to a more advanced age, before an
event, on which his own peace and the happiness of another are to de-
pend, takes place If the affection which they have avowed
for each other is fixed upon a solid basis, it will receive no diminution
in the course of two or three years; in which time he may prosecute
his studies, and thereby render himself more deserving of the lady, and
useful to society. If, unfortunately, as they are both young, there
should be an abatement of affection on either side, or both, it had bet-

ter precede than follow marriage.
" Delivering my sentiments thus freely, will not, I hope, lead you in-

to a belief that I am desirous of breaking off the match. To postpone
it is all I have in view; for I shall recommend to the young gentleman
with the warmth that becomes a man of honor, to consider himself as

much engaged to your daughter, as if the indissoluble knot were tied;

and as the surest means of effecting this, to apply himself closely to his

studies, by which he will, in a great measure, avoid those little flirta-

tions with other yoiing ladies, that may, by dividing the attention, con-
tribute not a little to divide the affection."
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CHAPTEE XXXIII.

LORD north's bill FAVORING THE EXPORTATION OF TEAS.

SHIPS FREIGHTED WITH TEA TO THE COLONIES. SENT BACK
FROM SOME OF THE PORTS. TEA DESTROYED AT BOSTON.
PASSAGE OF THE BOSTON PORT BILL. SESSION OF THE HOUSE
OF BURGESSES. SPLENDID OPENING. BURST OF INDIGNA-
TION AT THE PORT BILL. HOUSE DISSOLVED. RESOLUTIONS
AT THE RALEIGH TAVERN. PROJECT OF A GENERAL CON-

GRESS. WASHINGTON AND LORD DUNMORE. THE PORT
BILL GOES INTO EFFECT. GENERAL GAGE AT BOSTON
LEAGUE AND COVENANT.

The general covenant tlirougliout the colonies against the

use of taxed tea, had operated disastrously against the interests

of the East India Company, and produced an immense accumula-

tion of the proscribed article in their warehouses. To remedy
this, Lord North brought in a bill (1773), by which the com-
pany were allowed to export their teas from England to any
part whatever, without paying export duty. This, by enabling

them to offer their teas at a low price in the colonies would, he

supposed, tempt the Americans to purchase large quanities, thus

relieving the Company, and at the same time benefiting the

revenue by the impost duty. Confiding in the wisdom of this

policy, the Company disgorged their warehouses, freighted

several ships with tea, and sent them to various parts of the

colonies. This brought matters to a crisis. One sentiment,

,one determination, pervaded the whole contiment. Taxation
was to receive its definite blow. Whoever submitted to it was
an enemy to his country. From New Fork and Philadelphia

the ships were sent back, unladen, to London. In Charleston

the tea was unloaded, and stored away in cellars and other

places, where it perished. At Boston the action was still more
decisive. The ships anchored in the harbor. Some small

parcels of tea were brought on shore, but the sale of them was
prohibited. The captains of the ships, seeing the desperate

state of the case, would have made sail back for England
but they could not obtain the consent of the consignees, a
clearance at the custom-house, or a passport from the governor
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to clear the fort. It was evident the tea was to be forced upon
he people of Boston, and the princiiDle of taxation established.

To settle the matter completely, and prove that, on a point

of principle, they were not to be trifled with a number of the

inhabitants, disguised as Indians, boarded the ships in the night

(18th December), broke open all the chests of tea, and emptied

the contents into the sea. Tliis was no rash and intemper-

ate proceeding of a mob, but the well-considered, though re-

sohite act of sober, respectable citizens, men of reflection, but
determination. The whole was done calmly, and in perfect

order ; after which the actors in the scene dispersed without

tumult, and returned quietly to their homes.

The general oppositon of the colonies to the principle of taxation

had given great annoyance to government, but this individual

act concentrated all its M'rath upon Boston. A bill was forth-

with passed in Parliament (commonly called the Boston port

bill), by which all lading and unlading of goods, wares, and. mer-

chandise, were to cease in tliat town and harbor, on and after

the 4th of June, and the officers of the customs to be transfer-

red to Salem.

Another law, passed soon after, altered the charter of the prov-

ince, decreeing that all counselors, judges and magistrates,

should be appointed by the crown, and hold office during the

royal pleasure.

This was followed by a third, intended for the suppression of

riots ; and providing that any person indicted for murder, or

other capital offence, committed in aiding the magistracy,

might be sent by the governor to some other colony, or to Great
Britain, for trial.

Such was the bolt of Parliamentary wrath fulminated against

the devoted town of Boston. Before it fell there was a session

in May, of the Virginia House of Burgesses. The social posi-

tion of Lord Dunmore had been strengthened in the province

by the arrival of his lady, and a numerous family of sons and
daughters. The old Virginia aristocracy had vied with each

other in hospitable attention to the family. A court circle had
sprung up. Regulations had b(^en drawn up by a herald, and
published officially, determining the rank and precedence of

civil and military officers and their wives. The aristocracy of

the Ancient Dominion was furbishing up its former splendor.

Carriages and four rolled into the streets of Williamsburg, with
horses handsomely caparisoned, bringing the wealthy planters

and their families to the seat of government.
Washington arrived in Williamsburg on the 16th, and dined

with the governor on the day of his arrival, having a disr
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tinguished position in the court circle, and being still on terms

of intimacy with his lordship. The House of Burgesses was
opened in form, and one of its first measures was an address of

congratulation to the governor, on the arrival of his lady. It

was followed up by an agreement among the members to give

her ladyship a splendid ball, on the 27th of the month.
f

All things were going on smoothly and smilingly, when a

letter, received through the corresponding committee, brouglit

intelligence of the vindictive measure of Parliament, by which
the port of Boston was to be closed on the approaching 1st of

June.
The letter was read in the House of Burgesses, and produced

a general burst of indignation. All other business was thrown

aside, and this became the sole subject of discussion. A protest

against this and other recent acts of Parliament was entered

upon the journal of the House, and a resolution was adopted,

on the 24th of May, setting apart the 1st of June as a day of

fasting, prayer, and humiliation ; in which the divine interposi-

tion was to be implored, to avert the heavy calamity threaten-

ing destruction to their rights, and all the evils of civil war

;

and to give the people one heart and one mind in firmly oppos-

ing every injury to American liberties.

On the following morning, while the Burgesses were engaged
in animated debate, they were summoned to attend Lord Dun-
more in the council chamber, where he made them the following

laconic speech :
" Mr. Speaker, and Gentlemen of the House of

Burgesses : I have in my hand a paper, published by order of

your House, conceived in such terms as reflect highly upon His

Majesty, and the Parliament of Great Britain, which makes it

necessary for me to dissolve you, and you are dissolved accord-

ingly.

As on a former occasion, the assembly, though dissolved, was
not dispersed. The jmembers adjourned to the long room of the

old Ealeigh tavern, and passed resolutions, denouncing the

Boston port bill as a most dangerous attempt to destroy the

constitutional liberty and rights of all North America ; recom-

mending their countrymen to desist from the use, not merely

of tea, but of all kinds of East Indian commodities
;
pronouncing

an attack on one of the colonies, to enforce arbitrary taxes, an
attack on all ; and ordering the committee of corespondence to

communicate with the other corresponding committees, on the

expediency of appointing deputies from the several colonies of

British America, to meet annually in General Congress, at such

place as might be deemed expedient, to deliberate on such

measures as the united interests of the colonies might require.

1
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This was the first recommendation of a General Congress by
any public assembly, though it had been previously proposed in

town meetings at New York and Boston. A resolution to the

same effect was passed in the Assembly of Massachusetts before it

was aware of the proceedings of the Virginia Legislature. The
measure recommended met with prompt and general concurrence

throughout the colonies, and the fifth day of September next en-

suing was fixed upon for the first Congress, which was to be
held at Philadelphia.

Notwithstanding Lord Dunmore's abrupt dissolution of the

House of Burgesses, the members still continued on courteous

terms with him, and the ball which they had decreed earl}' in

the session in honor of Lady Dunmore, was celebrated on the

27th with unwavering gallantry.

As to Washington, widely as he differed from Lord Dunmore
on important points of policy, his intimacy with him remained
uninterrupted. By memorandums in his diary it appears that

he dined and passed the evening at his lordship's on the 25th,

the very day of the meeting at the Raleigh tavern ; that he
rode out with him to his farm, and breakfasted there with him
on the 26th, and on the -evening of the 27th attended the ball

given to her ladyship. Such was the well-bred decorum that

seemed to quiet the turbulence of popular excitement, without
checking the full and firm expression of popular opinion.

On the 29th, two days after the ball, letters arrived from
Boston giving the proceedings of a town-meeting, recommeiid-
ing that a general league should be formed throughout the

colonies suspending all trade with Great Britain. But twenty-
five members of the late House of Burgesses, including Wash-
ington, were at that time remaining in Williamsburg. They
held a meeting on the following day, at which Peyton Kandolph
presided as moderator. After some discussion it was deter-

mined to issue a printed circular, bearing their signatures, and
calling a meeting of all the members of the late House of Bur-
gesses, on the 1st of August, to take into consideration this

measure of a general league. The circular recommended them
also, to collect, in the meantime, the sense of their respective

counties.

Washington was still at Williamsburg on the 1st of June,
the day when the port bill was to be enforced at Boston. It

was ushered in by the tolling of bells, and observed by all true

patriots as a day of fasting and humiliation. Washington notes
in his diarj' that he fasted rigidl}-, and attended the services

appointed in the church. Still his friendly intercourse with
the Bunmorc family was continued during the remainder of
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his sojourn in Williamsburg, where he was detained bj busi-

ness until the 20th, when he set out on his return to Mount
Vernon.
In the meantime the Boston port bill hud been carried into

effect. On the 1st of June the harbor of Boston was closed at

noon, and all business ceased. The two other Parliamentary

acts altering the charter of Massachusetts were to be enforced.

No public meetings, excepting the annual town meetings in

March and May, were to be held without permission of the

governor.

General Thomas Gage had recently been appointed to the

military command of Massachusetts, and the carrying out of

these offensive acts. He was the same officer wIk^, as lieutenant-

colonel, had led the advance guard on the field of Braddock's

defeat. Fortune had since gone well with him. Rising in the

service, he had been governor of Montreal, and liad succeeded

Amherst in the command of the British forces on this continent.

He was linked to the country also by dcmiestic ties, having
married into one of the most respectable families of New
Jersey. In the various situations in which he had hitherto

been placed he had won esteem, and rendered himself popular.

Not much was expected from him in liis present post by those

who knew him well. William Smith, the liistorian, speaking of

him to Adams, '- Gage," said he, " was a good-natured, ])eaceable,

sociable man while here (in New York), but altogether unfit

for a governor of Massachusetts. He will lose all the character

he has acquired as a man, a gentleman, and a general, and
dwindle down into a mere scribbling governor—a mere Bernard
or Hutchinson.
With all Gage's experience in America, he had formed a

most erroneous opinion of the character of the people. " The
Americans," said he to the king, " will be lions only as long as

the English are lambs ;" and he engaged, with five regiments,

to keep Boston quiet

!

The manner in which his attempts to enforce the recent acts

of Parliament were resented, showed how egregiously he was
in error. At the suggestion of the Assembly, a paper was cir-

culated through the province by the committee of corresj^ond-

ence, entitled " a solemn league and covenant," the subscribers

to which bound themselves to break off all intercourse with

Great Britain from the 1st of August, until the colony should,

be restored to the enjoyment of its chartered rights ; and to re-

nounce all dealings with those who should refuse to enter into

this compact.

The very title of league and covenant had an ominous sound,
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and startled G-eneral Gage. He issued a proclamation, denounc-

ing it as illegal and traitorous. Furthermore, he encamped a

force of infantry and artillery on Boston Common, as if pre-

pared to enact the lion. An alarm spread through the adjacent

countrj'. *' Boston is to be blockaded ! Boston is to be reduced

to obedience by force or famine ! " The spirit of the yeomanry
was aroused. They sent in word to the inhabitants promising

to come to tlieir aid if necessary ; and urging them to stand

fast to tlie faith. Affairs were coming to a crisis. It was pre-

dicted that the new acts of Parliament would bring on " a most
important and decisive trial.''

CHAPTER XXXIY.

WASHINGTOX CHAIRMAN OF A POLITICAL MEETING. CORRE-
SPONDENCE WITH BRYAN FAIRFAX. PATRIOTIC RESOLU-
TIONS. WASHINGTON'S OPINIONS ON PUBLIC AFFAIRS. NON-
IMPORTATION SCHKMK. CONVENTION AT WILLIAMSBURG.
WASHINGTON APPOINTED A DELEGATE TO THE GENERAL CON-
GRESS. LETTER FROM BRYAN FAIRFAX. PERPLEXITIES OF
GENERAL GAGE AT BOSTON.

Shortly after Washington's return to Mount Vernon, in the

latter part of June, he presided as a moderator at a meeting of

the inhabitants of Fairfax Coui\ty, wherein, after the recent

acts of Parliament had been discussed, a committee was ap-

pointed, witli himself as chairman, to draw up resolutions ex-

pressive of the sentiments of the present meeting, and to report

tlie same at a general meeting of the county, to be held in the

court-house on the 18th of July.

The course that ]>ublic measures were taking shocked the

loyal feelings of Washington's valued friend, Bryan Fairfax, of

Tarlston Hall, a younger brother of George William, who was
absent in England. He was a man of liberal sentiments, but
attached to the ancient rule ; and, in a letter to Washington,
advised a petition to the throne, which would give Parliament
an opportunity to repeal the offensive acts.

" I would heartily join you in your political sentiments,'^

writes Washington in reply, as far as relates to a humble and
dutiful petition to the throne, provided there was the most dis-

tant hope of success. But have we not tried this already ?
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Have we not addressed the lords, and remonstrated to tlie com-
nioiis ? And to what end ? Does it not appear as clear as the

sun in its meridian brightness that there is a regular, system-

atic plan to fix the right and practice of taxation upon us ? . . . .

Is not the attack upon the liberty and property of the people of

Boston, before restitution of the loss to the India Company was
demanded, a plain and self-evident proof of what they are aim-

ing at ? Do not the subsequent bills for depriving the Massa-

chusetts Bay of its charter, and for transporting offenders to

other colonies or to Great Britain for trial, where it is impossi-

ble, from the nature of things, that justice can be obtained,

convince us that the administration is determined to stick at

nothing to carry its point ? Ought we not, then, to par our

virtue and fortitude to the severest tests ?
'^

The committee met according to appointment, with Wash-
ington as chairman. The resolutions framed at the meeting in-

sisted, as usual, on the right of self-government, and the prin-

ciple that taxation and representation were in their nature in-

separable. That the various acts of Parliament for raising

revenue; taking away trials by jmy; ordering that persons

might be tried in a different country than that in wliich the

cause of accusation originated ; closing the port of Boston ; ab-

rogating the charter of Massachusetts Bay, etc., etc.,—were all

part of a premeditated design and system to introduce arbitrary

government into the colonies. That the sudden and repeated

dissolutions of Assemblies whenever they presumed to examine
the illegality of ministerial mandates, or deliberated on the vio-

lated rights of their constituents, were part of the same system,

and calculated and intended to drive the people of the colonies

to a state of desperation, and to dissolve the compact by wliich

their ancestors bound themselves and their posterity to remain
dependent on the British crown. The resolutions, furthermore,

recommended the most perfect union and co-operation among
the colonies ; solemn covenants with respect to non-importation

and non-intercourse, and a renunciation of all dealings with any
colony, town, or province, that should refuse to agree to the

plan adopted by the General Congress.

They also recommended a dutiful petition and remonstrance
from the Congress to the king, asserting their constitutional

rights and privileges ; lamenting the necessity of entering into

measures that might be displeasing ; declarijig their attachment
to his person, family, and government, and their desire to con-

tinue in dependence upon Great Britain ; beseeching him not
to reduce his faithful subjects of America to desperation, and to

reflect, that/rom oicr sovereign there can be but one appeal.
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These resolution are the more worthy of note as expressive of

the opinions and feelings of Washington at this eventful time,

if not being entirely dictated by him. The last sentence is of

awful import, suggesting the possibility of being driven to an
appeal to arms.

Bryan Fairfax, who was aware of their purport, addressed a

long letter to Washington, on the 17th of July, the day pre-

ceding that in which they were to be reported by the commit-

tee, stating his objections to several of them, and requesting

that his letter might be publicly read. The letter was not re-

ceived until after the committee had gone to the court-house on
the 18th, with the resolutions revised, corrected, and ready to

be reported. Washington glanced over the letter hastily, and
handed it round to several of the gentlemen present. They,

with one exception, advised that it should not be publicly read,

as it was not likely to make any converts, and was repugnant,

as some thought, to every principle they were contending for.

Washington forbore, therefore, to give it any further publicity.

The resolutions reported by the committee were adopted, and
Washington was chosen a delegate to represent the county at

the General Convention of the province, to be held at Williams-

burg on the 1st of August. After the meeting had adjourned,

he felt doubtful whether Fairfax might not be dissatisfied that

his letter had not been read, as he requested, to the county at

large ; he wrote to him, therefore, explaining the circumstances

which prevented it ; at the same time replying to some of the

objections which Fairfax had made to certain of the resolutions.

He reiterated his belief that an appeal would be ineffectual.

" What is it we are contending against ? " asked he. " Is it

against paying the duty of threepence per pound on tea because

burdensome ? Ko, it is the right only, that we have all along

disputed; and to this end, we have already petitioned His Maj-
esty in as humble and dutiful a manner as subjects could do.

Nay, more, we applied to the House of Lords and House of

Commons in their different legislative capacities, setting forth

that, as Englishmen, we could not be deprived of this essential

and valuable part of our constitution

The conduct of the Boston people could not justify the rigor

of their measures, unless there had been a requisition of pay-

ment, and refusal of it ; nor did that conduct require an act to

deprive the government of Massachusetts Bay of their charter,

or to exempt offenders from trial in the places where offenses

were committed, as there was not, nor could tliere be, a single

instance produced to manifest the necessity of it. Are not all

these things evident proofs of a fixed and uniform plan to tax
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us ? If we want further j)roofs, do not all the debates in the

House of Commons serve to confirm this ? And has not Gen-
eral Gage's conduct since his arrival, in stopping the address of

his council, and publishing a proclamation, more becoming a

Turkish bashaw than an English governor, declaring it treason

to associate in any manner by which the commerce of Great
Britain is to be affected,—has not this exhibited an unexam})led

testimony of the most despotic system of tyranny that ever was
practiced in a free government ?

"

Thfi popular measure on which Washington laid the greatest

stress as a means of obtaining redress from government, was
the non-importation scheme ;

" for I am convinced," said he,

" as much as of my existence, that there is no relief for us but

in their distress ; and I think—at least I hoj^e—that there is

public virtue enough left among us to deny ourselves everything

but the bare necessaries of life to accomplish this end." At the

same time, he forcibly condemned a suggestion that remittances

to England should be withheld. " While we are accusing others

of injustice," said he, " we should be just ourselves ; and how
this can be whilst we owe a considerable debt, and refuse pay-

ment of it to Great Britain is to me inconceivable :' nothing but

the last extremity can justify it."

On the 1st of August the convention of representatives from
all parts of Virginia assembled at Williamsburg. Washington
appeared on behalf of Fairfax County, and presented the resolu-

tions already cited, as the sense of his constituents. He is said,

by one who was present, to have spoken in sui>port of them in

a strain of uncommon eloquence, which shows how his latent

ardor had been excited on the occasion, as eloquence was not in

general among his attributes. It is evident, however, that he

was roused to an unusual pitch of enthusiasm, for he is said to

have declared that he was ready to raise one thousand men, sub-

sist them at his own expense, and march at their head to the

relief of Boston.*

The Convention was six days in session. Kesolutions, in the

same spirit with those passed in Fairfax County, were adoj)ted,

and Peyton Kandolph, Bichard Henry Lee, George Washington,
Patrick Henry, Bichard Bland, Benjamin Harrison, and Edmund
Pendleton, were appointed delegates, to represent the people of

Virginia in the General Congress.

Shortly after Washington's return from Williamsburg he re-

ceived a reply from Bryan Fairfax to his last letter. Fairfax,

who was really a man of liberal views, seemed anxious to vindi-

* See information given to the elder Adams, by Mr. Lynch of South
Carolina.

—

Adams^ Diary.
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rate himself from any suspicion of the contrary. In adverting
to the partial suppression of his letter, by some of the gentlemen
of the committee : "I am uneasy to find," Avrites he, "that any
one should look upon the letter sent down as repugnant to the

principles we are contending for ; and, therefore, when you have
leisure, I shall take it as a favor if you will let me know wherein
it was thought so. I beg leave to look upon you as a friend, and
it is a great relief to unbosom one's thoughts to a friend. Be-
sides, the information and the correction of my errors, which I

may obtain from a corres})ondence, are great inducements to it.

For I am convinced that no man in the colony wishes its pros-

perity more, would go greater lengths to serve it, or is, at the

same time, a better subject to the crown. Pray excuse these

compliments, they may be tolerable from a friend." *

The hurry of various occupations prevented "Washington, in

his reply, from entering into any further discussion of the pop-
ular theme. " I can only in general add," said he, " that an in-

nate spirit of freedom first told me that the measures which the

administration have for some time been, and now are violently

pursuing, are opposed to every principle of natural justice

;

whilst much abler heads than my own have fully convinced me,
that they are not only rejmgnant to natural right, but subver-

sive of the laws and constitution of Great Britain itself

I shall conclude by remarking that, if you disavow the right of

Parliament to tax us, unrepresented as we are, we only differ in

the mode of opposition, and this difference principally arises

from your belief that they (the Parliament I mean), want a de-

cent opportunity to repeal the acts ; whilst I am fully convinced
that there has been a regular systematic plan to enforce them,
and that nothing but unanimity and firmness in the colonies,

which they did not expect, can prevent it. By the best advices

from Boston, it seems that General Gage is exceedingly discon-

certed at the quiet and steady conduct of the people of the Mas-
sachusetts Bay, and at the measures pursuing by the other

governments. I dare say he expected to force those oppressed

l>eople into compliance, or irritate them to acts of vi< 1 ^nce before

this, for a more colorable pretense of ruling that and the other

colonies with a high hand."
Washington had formed a correct opinion of General Gage.

"From the time of taking command at Boston he had been per-

plexed how to manage its inhabitants. Had they been hot-

headed, impulsive, and prone to paroxysm, his task would have
been comparatively easy ; but it was the cool, shrewd common

« Sparks. WasJiimjton's Writings, vol. ii. p. 329.
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sense, by which all ,their movements were regulated, that con-

founded him.

High-handed measures had failed of the anticipated effect.

Their harbor had been thronged with ships ; their town with
troops. The port bill had put an end to commerce ; wharves
were deserted, warehouses closed ; streets grass-grown and silent.

The rich were growing poor, and the poor were without employ
;

yet the spirit of the peoj)le was unbroken. There was no uproar,

however; no riots ; everything was awfully systematic and ac-

cording to rule. Town meetings were held, in which public

rights and public measures were eloquently discussed by John
Adams, Josiah Quincy, and other eminent men. Over these

meetings Samuel Adams presided as moderator ; a man clear in

judgment, calm in conduct, inflexible in resolution ; deeply

grounded in civil and political history, and infallible on all

points of constitutional law.

Alarmed at the powerful influence of these assemblages, goV'

ernment issued an act prohibiting them after the 1st of August.
The act was evaded by convoking the meetings before that day,

and heeping them alive indefinitely. Gage was at a loss how
to act. It would not do to disperse these assemblages by force

of arms ; for, the people who composed them mingled the sol-

dier with the polemic ; and like their prototypes, the Covenant-
ers of yore, if prone to argue, were as ready to fight. So the

meetings continued to be held pertinaciously. Faneuil Hall
was at times unable to hold them, and they swarmed from
that revolutionary hive into old South Church. The liberty-

tree became a rallying place for any popular movement, and a

flag hoisted on it was saluted by all processions as the emblem
of the popular cause.

Opposition to the new plan- of government assumed a more
violent aspect at the extremity of the province, and was abetted

by Connecticut. " It is very high," writes Gage (August 27th),
" in Berkshire County, and makes way rapidly to the rest. At
Worcester they threaten resistance, jDurchase arms, provide

powder, cast balls, and threaten to attack any troops who may
oppose them. I apprehend I shall soon have to march a body
of troops into that township."

The time appointed for the meeting of the General Congress
at Philadelphia was now at hand. Delegates had already gone
on from Massachusetts. " It is not possible to guess," writes

Gage, " what a body composed of such heterogeneous matter
will determine

;
but the members from hence, I am assured,

will promote the most haughty and insolent resolves ; for their

plan has ever been, by threats and high-sounding sedition, to

terrify and intimidate."
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CHAPTER XXXV.

IdEETIXG OF THE FIRST CONGRESS. OPEXIXG CEREMONIES.
ELOQUENCE OF PATRICK HENRY AND HENRY LEB.

DECLARATORY RESOLUTION. BILL OF RIGHTS. STATE
PAPERS.

—

Chatham's opinions of congress.—Washing-
ton's CORRESPONDENCF WITH CAPT. MACKENZIE.—VIEWS
WITH RESPECT TO INDEPENDENCE. DEPARTURE OF FAIR-
FAX FOR ENGLAND.

When the time approached for the meeting of the General
Congress at Philadelphia, Washington was joined at Mount
Vernon hy Patrick Henry and Edmund Pendleton, and they
performed the journey together on horseback. It was a noble
companionsliip. Henry was then in the youthful vigor and
elasticity of his bounding genius ; ardent, acute, fanciful, elo-

quent. Pendleton, schooled in public life, a veteran in council,

with native force of intellect, and habits of Jeep reflection.

Washington, in the meridian of his days, mature in wisdom,
comprehensive in mind, sagacious in foresight. Such were tlie

apostles of liberty, repairing on their august pilgrimage to

Philadelphia from all parts of the land, to lay the foundations
of a mighty empire. Well may we say of that eventful period,
^' There were giants in those days."

Congress a-ssembled on Monday, the 5th of September, in a,

large room in Carpenter's Hall. There were fifty-one delegates,

representing all the colonies excepting Georgia.

The meeting has been described as " awfully solemn." The
most eminent men of the various colonies were now for the
first time brought together; they were known to each other by
fame, but were, personally-, strangers. The object which liad

called them together .. :i of incah lable ma.^nitude. The lib-

erties of Jio less than three millions of people, with that of all

their posterity, were staked on the wisdom and energy of their

councils.*

" It is such an assembly," writes John Adams, who was
present, "as never before came together on a sudden, in any
part of the world. Here are fortunes, abilities, learning, elo-

* Adams' Diary,
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quence, acuteness, equal to any I ever met with in my life.

Here is a diversity of religions, educations, manners, interests,

such as it would seem impossible to unite in one plan of conduct."

There being an inequality in the number of delegates from

the different colonies, a question arose as to the mode of voting
;

whether by colonies, by the poll, or by interests.

Patrick Henry scouted the idea of sectional distinctions, or

individual interests. " All America," said he, " is thrown into

one mass. Where are your landmarks—your boundaries of

colonies ? They are all thrown down. The distinctions between

Virginians, Pennsylvanians, New Yorkers, and New Englanders,

are no more. I am not a Virginian, hnt an American^ *

After some debate it was determined that each colony shouki

have but one vote, whatever might be the number of its del-

egates. The deliberations of the House were to be with closed

doors, and nothing but the resolves promulgated, unless by
order of the majority.

To give proper dignity and solemnity to the proceedings of

the House, it was moved on the following day, that each morn-
ing the session should be opened by prayer. To this it was
demurred, that as the delegates were of different sects, they

might not consent to join in the same form of worship.

Upon this, Mr. Samuel Adams arose and said :
" He would

willingly join in prayer with any gentleman of i>iety and virtue,

whatever might be his cloth, provided he was a friend of his

country ;
" and he moved that the Reverend Mr. Duche, of

Philadelphia, who answered to that description, might be in-

vited to officiate as chaplain. This was one step towards unan-

imity of feeling, Mr. Adams being a strong Congregationalist,

and Mr. Duche an eminent Episcopalian clergyman. The
motion was carried into effect ; the invitation was given and
accepted.

In the course of the day, a rumor reached Philadelphia that

Boston had been cannonaded by the British. It produced a strong

sensation ; and when Congress met on the following morning
(7th), the effect was visible in every countenance. The del-

egates from the east were greeted with a warmer grasp of the

hand by their associates from the south.

The Heverend Mr. Duche, according to invitation, appeared

in his canonicals, attended by his clerk. The morning service

of the Episcopal Church was read with great solemnity, the

clerk making the responses. The Psalter for the 7th day of

the month includes the 35th Psalm, wherein David prays for

protection against his enemies.

J. Adam's Diary.
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" Plead my cause, Lord, with them that strive with me
;

fight against them that fight against me.

'•Take hokl of shield and buckler, and stand up for my
help.

" Draw out, also, the spear, and stop the way of them that

persecute me. Say unto my soul, I am thy salvation," etc.,

etc.

The imploring words of this psalm spoke the feelings of all

hearts present ; but especially of those from Kew England.

John Adams writes in a letter to his wife :
'" You must re-

member this was the morning after we heard the horrible rumor
of the cannonade of Boston. I never saw a greater effect upon
an audience. It seemed as if heaven had ordained that psalm

to be read on that morning. After this, Mr. Duch unex-

pectedly struck out into an extemporaro prayer, which filled the

bosom of every man present. Episcopalian as he is, Dr. Cooper

himself never prayed with such fei-vor, such ardor, such earnest-

ness and pathos, and in language so eloquent and sublime, for

America, for the Congress, for the province of Massachusetts

Ba}', and especially the town of Boston. It has had an ex-

cellent effect upon everybody here." *

It has been remarked that Wa.sliington was especially devout

on this occasion—kneeling, while others stood up. In tlus,

liowever, each, no doubt, observed the attitude in prayer to

which he was accustomed. Washington knelt, being an Epis-

copalian.

The rumored attack upon Boston rendered the service of the

day deeply affecting to all present. They were one political

family, actuated by one feeling, and sympathizing with the weal

and woe of each individual member. Tlie rumor prcrved to be

erroneous; but it had produced a most beneficial effect in call-

ing forth and quickening the spirit of union, so vitally im-

portant in that assemblage.

Owing to closed doors, and the want of reporters, no record

exi.sis of the discussions and speeches made in the first Con-

gress. Mr. Wirt, speaking from tradition, informs us that a

long and deep silence followed the organization of that august

body ; the members looking round upon each other, indi-

vidually reluctant to open a business so fearfully momentous.
This " deep and deathlike silence " was beginning to become
painfully embarrassing, when Patrick Henry arose. He fal-

tered at first, as was his habit ; but his exordium was impres-

.«^ive ; and as he launched forth into a recital of colonial wrongs
he kindled with his subject, until he poured forth one of thos«

John Adams' Correspondence and Diary,
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eloquent appeals wliicli had so often sliaken the House of Bur-
gesses and gained him the fame of being tlie greatest orator of

Virginia. He sat down, according to Mr. Wirt, amidst mur-
murs of astonishment and applause, and was now admitted, on
every hand, to be the first orator of America. He was followed
by Bichard Henry Lee, who, according to the same writer,

charmed the House with a different kind of eloquence, chaste

and classical; contrasting, in its cultivated graces, with the
wild and grand effusions of Henry. " Tlie suj^erior powers of

these great men, however," adds he, " were manifested only in

debate, and while general grievances were tlie topic ; when
called down from the heights of declamation to that severer test

of intellectual excellence, the details of business, they found
themselves in a body of cool-headed, reflecting and most able

men, by whom they were, in their turn, completely thrown into

the shade." *

The first public measure of Congress was a resolution decla-

ratory of their feelings with regard to the recent acts of Par-

liament, violating the rights of the people of Massachusetts,
and of their determination to combine in resisting any force

that might attempt to carry those acts into execution.

A committee of two from each province reported a series of

resolutions, which were adopted by Congress, as a " declaration

of colonial rights."

In this were enumerated their natural rights to the enjoy-

ment of life, liberty, and property ; and their rights as British

subjects. Among the latter was participation in legislative

councils. This they could not exercise througli representatives

in Parliament ; they claimed, therefore, the power of legislating

in their provincial Assemblies, consenting, however, to sucli

acts of Parliament as might be essential to the regulation of

trade ; but excluding all taxation, internal or external, for rais-

ing revenue in America.
The common law of England was claimed as a birthright,

including the right of trial by a jury of the vicinage; of hold-

ing public meetings to consider grievances ; and of petitioning

the king. The benefits of all such statutes as existed at the

time of the colonization were likewise claimed, together with

the immunities and privileges granted by royal charters, or

secured by provincial laws.

The maintenance of a standing army in any colony in time

of peace, without the consent of its legislature, was pronounced
contrary to law. The exercise of the legislative power in

* Wirt's Life of Patrick Henry,
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the colonies by a council appointed during pleasure by the

crown, was declared to be unconstitutional, and destructive to

the freedom of American legislation.

Then followed a specification of the acts of Parliament, passed

during the reign of George III., infringing and violating these

rights. These were : the sugar act ; the stamp act ; the two
acts for quartering troops ; the tea act ; the act suspending the

New York Legislature ; the two acts for the trial in Great

Britain of offenses committed in America; the Boston port

bill ; the act for regulating the government of Massachusetts,

and the Quedec act.

" To these grievous acts and measures," it was added, " Amer-
icans cannot submit; but in hopes their fellow-subjects in

Great Britain will, on a revision of them, restore us to that

state in which both countries found happiness and prosperity,

we have, for the present, only resolved to pursue the following

peaceable measures :

—

" 1st. To enter into a non-importation, non-consumption, and
non-exportation agreement, or association.

" 2d. To prepare an address to the people of Great Britain,

and a memorial to the inhabitants of British America.
"3d. To prepare a loyal address to His Majesty."

The above-mentioned association was accordingly formed,

and committees were to be appointed in every county, city, and
town, to maintain it vigilantly and strictly.

Masterly state papers were issued by Congress in conformity
to the resolutions ; namely, a petition to the king, drafted by
Mr. Dickinson of Philadelphia; an address to the people of

• Canada by the same hand, inviting them to join the league of

the colonies ; another to the people of Great Britain, drafted

by John Jay of New York ; and a memorial to the inhab-

itants of the British colonies, by Bichard Henry Lee of Vir-

ginia.*

Tlie Congress remained in session fifty-one days. Every
suljject, a<;cording to Adams, was discussed "with a modera-
tion, an acuteness, and a minuteness equal to that of Queen
Elizabeth's privy council."! The papers issued by it have
deservedly been pronounced master-pieces of practical talent

and political wisdom. Chatham, when speaking on the subject

in the House of Lords, could not restrain his enthusiasm.
" When your lordships," said he, look at the papers transmitted

to us from America ; when you consider their decency, firm-

ness, and wisdom, you cannot but respect their cause, and »^ft/i

• See Correspondence and Diary c/ J. Adams, vols. ii. and Ixr

t Letter to William Tudor, 26th of Sept. 1774.
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to make it your own. Eor myself, I must declare and avow
that, in the master states of the world, I know not the people,

or senate, who, in such a complication of difficult circumstances,

can stand in preference to the delegates of America assembled
in General Congress at Philadelphia.'-

From the secrecy that enveloped its discussions, we are

ignorant of the part taken by Washington in tlie debates ; the

similarity of the resolutions, however, in spirit and substance

to those of the Fairfax County meeting, in which he presided,

and the coincidence of the measures adoj^ted with those therein

recommended, show tliat he had a powerful agency in the whole
proceedings of this eventful assembly. Patrick Henry, being
asked, on his return home, whom he considered the greatest

man in Congress, replied :
" If you speak of eloquence, Mr.

Rutledge, of South Carolina, is by far the greatest orator;

but if you speak of solid information and sound judgment,
Colonel Washington is unquestionably the greatest man on that

floor.

How thoroughly and zealously he participated in the feel-

ings which actuated Congress in this memorable session may
be gathered from his correspondence with a friend enlisted in

the royal cause. This was Captain Robert Mackenzie, who
had formerly served under him in his Virginia regiment during
the French war, but now held a commission in the regular

army, and was stationed among the British troops at Boston.

Mackenzie, in a letter, had spoken with loyal abhorrence of

the state of affairs in the " unhappy province " of Massachusetts,

and the fixed aim of its inhabitants at " total independence."

"The rebellious and numerous meetings of men in arms," said

he, "their scandalous and ungenerous attacks upon the best

characters in the province, obliging them to save themselves by
flight, and their repeated, but feeble threats, to dispossess the

troops, have furnished sufficient reasons to General Gage to

put the town in a formidable state of defense, about which we
are now fully employed and which will be shortly accom-
plished to their great mortification."

" Permit me," writes Washington in reply, " with the freedom
of a friend (for you know I always esteemed you), to express

my sorrow that fortune should place you in a service that

must fix curses, to the latest posterity, upon the contrivers,

and, if success (which, by the by, is impossible) accompanies
it, execrations upon all those who have been instrumental

in the execution When you condemn the con-

duct of the Massachusetts people, you reason from effects,

not causes, otherwise you would not wonder at a people^ who
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are every day receiving fresh proofs of a systematic assertion of

an arbitrary power, deeply planned to overturn the laws and
constitution of their country, and to violate the most essential

and valuable rights of mankind, being irritated, and with diffi-

culty restrained from acts of the greatest violence and intem-

perance.
" For my own part, I view things in a very different point of

light from the one in which you seem to consider them ; and
though you are led to believe, by venal men, that the people of

Massachusetts are rebellious, setting up for independency, and
what not, give me leave, my good friend, to tell you that you
are abused, grossly abused I think I can announce
it as a fact, that it is not the wish or interest of that govern-

ment, or an}' other upon this continent, separately or collectively,

to set up for independence ; but this you may at the same time

rely on, that none of them will ever submit to the loss of their

valuable rights and privileges, which are essential to the hap-

piness of every free state, and without which, life, liberty, and
property are rendered totally insecure.

." These, sir, being certain consequences, which must naturally

result from the late acts of Parliament relative to America in

general, and the government of Massachusetts in particular, is

it to be wondered at that men who wish to avert the impending
blow, should attempt to oppose its progress, or j^repare for their

defense, if it cannot be averted ? Surely I may be allowed to

answer in the negative ; and give me leave to add, as my opin-

ion, that more blood will be spilled on this occasion, if the

ministry are determined to push matters to extremity, than
history has ever yet furnished instances of in the annals of

North America ; and such a vital wound will be given to the

peace of this great country, as time itself cannot cure, or eradi-

cate the remembrance of."

In concluding, he repeats his views with respect to indepen-

dence :
" I am well satisfied that no such thing is desired by

any thinking man in all North America ; on the contrary, that

it is the ardent wish of the warmest advocates for liberty, that

peace and tranquillity, upon constitutional grounds, may be re-

stored, and the horrors of civil discord prevented." *

This letter we have considered especially worthy of citation,

from its being so full and explicit a declaration of Washington's
sentiments and opinions at this critical juncture. His views

on the question of independence are particularly noteworthy,
from his being at this time in daily and confidential communi-

* Sparks. Washing ton*a Writing$, yoh ii. p. 800.
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cation wifh the leaders of the popular movement, and among
them with the delegates from Boston. It is evident that the

filial feeling still throbbed toward the mother country, and a

complete separation from her had not yet entered into the alter-

natives of her colonial children.

On the breaking up of Congress, Washington hastened back
to Mount Vernon, where his presence was more than usually

important to the happiness of Mrs. "Washington, from the lone-

liness caused by the recent death of her daughter, and the ab-

sence of her son. The " cheerfulness of the neighborhood had
been diminished of late by the departure of George William
Fairfax for England, to take possession of estates which had de-

volved to him in that kingdom. His estate of Belvoir, so closely

allied to that of Mount Vernon by family ties and reciprocal

hospitality, was left in charge of a steward or overseer. Through
some accident the house took fire, and was burnt to the ground.

It was never rebuilt. The course of political events which
swept Washington from his quiet home into the current of

public and military life, prevented William Fairfax, who was a

royalist, though a liberal one, from returning to his once happy
abode, and the hospitable intercommunion of Mount Vernon
and Belvoir was at an end forever.
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

gage's military measures.—REMOVAL OP GUNPOWDER FROM
THE ARSENAL. PUBLIC AGITATION. ALARMS IN THE COUN-
TRY. CIVIL GOVERNMENT . OBSTRUCTED. BELLIGERENT
SYMPTOMS. ISRAEL PUTNAM AND GENERAL CHARLES LEE,

THEIR CHARACTERS AND STORIES. GENERAL ELECTION.

—

SELF-CONSTITUTED CONGRESS. HANCOCK PRESIDENT. AD-

JOURNS TO CONCORD. REMONSTRANCE TO GAGE. HIS PER-

PLEXITIES.—GENERALS ARTEMAS WARD AND SETH POMEROY.
COMMITTEE OF SAFETY. COMMITTEE OF SUPPLIES.

RESTLESSNESS THROUGHOUT THE LAND. INDEPENDENT
COMPANIES IN VIRGINIA. MILITARY TONE AT MOUNT VER-

NON.

—

Washington's military guests.—major horatio
GATES. ANECDOTES CONCERNING HIM. GENERAL CHARLES
lee. HIS PECULIARITIES AND DOGS. WASHINGTON AT THE
richmond convention. war speech of patrick henry.
Washington's military intentions.

The rumor of the cannonading of Boston, which had thrown
such a gloom over the religious ceremonial at the opening of

Congress, had been caused by measures of Governor Gage.

The public mind, in Boston and its vicinity, had been rendered

excessively jealous and sensitive by the landing and encamp-
ing of artillery upon the Common, and Welsh Fusiliers on
Fort Hill, and by the planting of four large field-pieces on
Boston Neck, the only entrance to the town by land. The
country people were arming and disciplining themselves in

every direction, and collecting and depositing arms and am-
munition in places where they would be at hand in case of

emergency. Gage, on the other hand, issued orders that the

munitions of war in all the public magazines should be brought
to Boston. One of these magazines was the arsenal in the

northwest part of Charleston, between Medford and Cambridge.
Two companies of the king's troops passed silently in boats up
.NFystic River in the night ; took possession of a large quantity

of gunpowder deposited there, and conveyed it to Castle Wil-
liams. Intelligence of this sacking of the arsenal flew with

lightning speed through the neighborhood. In the morning
several thousand of patriots were assembled at Cambridge,
weapon in hand, and were with difficulty prevented from march^
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ing upon Boston to compel a restitution of the powder. In the

confusion and agitation, a rumor stole out into the country that

Boston was to be attacked ; followed by another that the ships

were cannonading the town, and the soldiers shooting down the

inhabitants. The -whole conn try was forthwith in arms.

Numerous bodies of the Connecticut people had made some
marches before the report was contradicted.

f

To guard against any irruption from the country, Gage en-

camped the 59th regiment on Boston Neck, arid employed the

soldiers in intrenching and fortifying it.

In the meantime the belligerent feelings of the inhabitants

were encouraged, by learning how the' rumor of their being
cannonaded had been received in the General Congress, and by
assurances from all parts that the cause of Boston would be

made the common cause of America. " It is surprising," writes

General Gage, " that so many of the other provinces interest

themselves so much in this. They have some warm friends in

New York, and I learn that the people of Charleston, South

Carolina, are as mad as they are here.*

The commissions were arrived for those civil officers ap-

pointed by the crown under the new modifications of the char-

ter : many, however, were afraid to accept. of them. Those who
did soon resigned finding it impossible to withstand the odium of

the people. The civil government throughout the province be-

came obstructed in all its operations. It was enough for a man
to be supposed of the governmental party to incur the popular

ill-will.

Among other portentous signs, war-hawks began to appear

above the horizon. Mrs. Cushing, wife to a member of Con-

gress, writes to her husband, " Two of the greatest military

character of the day are visiting this distressed town. Gen-
eral Charles Lee, who has served in Poland, and Colonel Israel

Putnam, whose bravery and character need no description."

As these two men will take a prominent part in coming events,

we pause to give a word or two concerning them.

Israel Putnam was a soldier of native growth ; one of the

military productions of the Prench war; seasoned and proved

in frontier campaigning. He had served at Louisburg, Fort

Duquesne, and Crown Point ; had signalized himself in Indian

warfare ; been captured by the savages, tied to a stake to be

tortured and burnt, and had only been rescued by the inter-

ference, at the eleventh hour, of a French partisan of the

Indians.

* Holmes' Anneila, ii. 191, Letter of Gage to Lord Dartmouth,

t Gage to Dartmouth, Sept. 20.
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Since the peace, he had returned to agricultural life, and
was now a farmer at Pomfret, in Connecticut, where the scars

of his wounds and the tales of his exploits rendered him a hero

in i)opular estimation. The war spirit yet burned within him.

He was now chairman of a committee of vigilance, and had
come to Boston in discharge of his political and semi-belligerent

functions.

General Charles Lee was a military man of a different stamp
;

an Englishman by birth, and a highly cultivated production of

European warfare. He was the son of a British officer, Lieu-

tenant-colonel John Lee, of the dragoons, who married the

• laughter of Sir Henr}^ Bunbury, Bart., and afterwards rose to

be a general. Lee was born in 1731, and may almost be said

to have been cradled in the army, for he received a commission
by the time he was eleven years of age. He had an irregular

education
;
part of the time in England, part on the continent,

and nvtist have scrambled his way into knowledge
;
yet by apt-

ness, diligence, and ambition, he had acquired a considerable

portion, being a Greek and Latin scholar, and acquainted with
modern languages. The art of war was his especial study from
his boyhood, and he had early opportunities of practical exper-

ience. At the age of twenty-four, he commanded a company of

grenadiers in the 44th regiment, and served in tlje French war
in America, where he was brought into military companionship
with Sir William Johnson's Mohawk warriors, whom he used
to extol for their manly beauty, their dress, their graceful car-

riage and good breeding. In fact, he rendered himself so

much of a favorite among them, that they admitted him to

smoke in their councils, and adopted him into the tribe of the

Bear, giving him an Indian name, signifying "Boiling Water."
At the battle of Ticonderoga, where Abercrombie was defeated

he was shot through the body, while leading his men against

tlie French breastworks. In the next campaign, he was present

at the siege of Fort Niagara, where General Prideaux fell, and
where Sir William Johnson, with his British troops and Mohawk
warriors, eventually won the fortress. Lee had, probably, an
opportunity on this occasion of fighting side by side with some
of his adopted brethren of the Bear tribe, as we are told he was
much exposed during the engagement with the French and
Indians, and that two balls grazed his hair. A military errand,

afterwards, took him across Lake Erie, and down the northern
branch of the Ohio to Fort Duquesne, and thence by a long
arch of seven hundred miles to Crown Point, where he joined

eneral Amherst. In 1760, he was among the forces which fol-

owed that general from Lake Ontario down the St Lawrence
j
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and was present at the surrender of Montreal, which completed
the conquest of Canada.

In 1762, he bore a colonel's commission, and served under
Brigadier-general Burgoyne in Portugal, where he was intrust-

ed with an enterprise against a Spanisli post at the old Moorish
castle of Vilha, on the banks of the Tagus. He forded the

river in the night, pushed his way through mountain passes,

and at two o'clock in the morning, rushed with his grenadiers

into the enemy's camp before daylight, where everything was
carried at the point of the bayonet, assisted b}^ a charge of dra-

goons. The war over, he returned to England, bearing tes-

timonials of bravery and good conduct from his commander-
in-chief, the Count de laLijipe, and from the king of Portugal.*

Wielding the pen as well as the sword, Lee undertook to

write on questions of colonial policy, relative to Pontiac's war
in which he took the opposition side. This lost him the favor

of the ministry, and with it all hope of further promotion.

He now determined to offer his services to Poland, supposed
to be' on verge of a war. Recommendations from his old com-
mander, the Court de la Lippe, procured him access to some of

the continental courts. He was well received by Frederick the

Great, and had several conversations with him, chiefly on
American affairs. At Warsaw, his military reputation secured

him the favor of Poniatowsky, recently elected king of Poland,

with the name of Stanislaus Augustus, who admitted him to his

table, and made him one of his aides-de-camp. Lee was
disappointed in his hope of active service. There was agitation

in the country, but the power of the king was not adequate to

raise forces sufficient for its suppression. He had few troops,

and those not trustworthy ; and the town was full of the dis-

affected. " We have frequent alarms," said Lee, " and the

pleasure of sleeping every niglit with our pistols on our pillows."

By way of relieving his restlessness, Lee, at the suggestion

of the king, set off to accompany the Polish ambassador to

Constantinople. The latter travelled too slow for him ; so he
dashed ahead when on the frontiers of Turkey, with an escort

of the grand seignior's treasure; came near perishing' with cold

and hunger among the Bulgarian mountains and after his

arrival at the Turkish capital, ran a risk of being buried under
the ruins of his house in an earthquake.

Late in the same year (1766), he was again in England, an

applicant for military appointment, bearing a letter from King
Stanislaus to George. His meddling pen is supposed again to

* Life of Charles iee, by Jared Sparks. Also, Memoirs of Charles
i^e ; published in London, 1702.
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have marred his fortunes, having indulged in sarcastic comments
11 the military character of General Townshend and Lord George

>ackville. " I am not at all surprised," said a friend to him,

that you find the door shut against you hy a person who has

ich Unbounded credit, as 3'ou have ever too freely indulged in

liberty of declaiming, which man}^ invidious persons have not

liled to inform him of. Tlie principle on which you thus

ireely speak your mind, is lioiiest and patriotic, but not politic."

The disappointments which Lee met with during a residence

of two years in England, and a protracted attendance on people

in power, rankled in his bosom, and embittered his subsequent

resentment against the king and his ministers.

In 1768, he was again on liis way to Poland, witli the design

of performing a campaign in the Russian service. '^^ I flatter

myself," said he, " tliat a little more i)ractice will make me a

a good soldier. If not, it will serve to talk over my kitchen

fire in my old age, which will soon come upon us all."

He now looked forward to spirited service. " I am to have

a command of Cossacks and Wallacks," writes he, " a kind of

people I have a good opinion of. I am determined not to serve

in tlie line. One might as well be a church-Avarden."

The friendship of King Stanislaus continued. " He treats

me more like a brother than a patron," said Lee. In 1769, the

latter was raised to the rank of major-general in the Polish

army, and left Warsaw to join the Russian force, which was
crossing the Dniester and advancing into Moldavia. He arrived

in time to take part in a severe action between the Russians

and Turks, in which the Cossacks and hussars were terribly cut

up by the Turkish cavalry, in a ravine near the city of Chot-

zim. It was a long and doubtful conflict, with various changes

;

but the rumored approach of the grand vizier, with a hundred
and seventy thousand men, compelled the Russians to abandon
the enterjjrise and recross the Dniester.

Lee never returned to Poland, though he ever retained a de-

voted atta(!hment to Stanislaus. He for some time led a restless

life about Europe—visiting Italy, Sicily, Malta, and the south
of Spain ; troubled with attacks of rheumatism, gout, and the

effects of a " Hungarian fever." He had become more and
more cynical and irascible, and had more than one *^ affair of

honor," in one of which he killed his antagonist. His splenetic

feelings, as well as his political sentiments, were occasionally

vented in severe attacks upon the ministry, full of irony and
sarcasm. They appeared in the public journals, and gained
him such reputation, that even the papers of Junius were by
iome attributed to him.
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In the questions which had risen between England and her

colonies, he had strongly advocated the cause of the latter ; and
it was the feelings thus excited, and the recollections, perhaps,

of his early campaigns, that had recently brought him to

America. Here he had arrived in the latter part of 1773, had
visited various parts of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia,

taking an active part in the political agitations of the country.

His caustic attacks upon the ministry ; his conversational

powers and his poignant sallies, had gained him great reputa-

tion ; but his military renown rendered hint especially interest-

ing at the present juncture. A general, who had served in the

famous campaigns of Europe, commanded Cossacks, fought with
Turks, talked with Frederick the Great, and been aide-de-camp

to the king of Poland, was a prodigious acquisition to the patriot

cause ! On *the other hand, his visit to Boston was looked upon
with uneasiness by the British officers, who knew his adventur-

ous character. It was surmised that he was exciting a spirit

of revolt, with a view to putting himself at its head. These
suspicions found their way into the London papers, and alarmed
the British cabinet. " Have an attention to his conduct," writes

Lord Dartmouth to Gage, " and take every legal method to pre-

vent his effecting any of those dangerous purposes he is said to

have in view."

Lee, w^hen subsequently informed of these suspicions, scoffed

at them in a letter to his friend, Edmund Burke, and declared

that he had not the "temerity and vanity" to aspire to the

aims imputed to him.
" To think myself qualified for the most important charge

that ever was committed to mortal man," writes he, " is the

last stage of presumption ; nor do I think the Americans would,

or ought to confide in a man, let his qualifications be ever so

great, who has no property among them. It is true, I most de-

voutly wish them success in the glorious struggle ; that I have
expressed my wishes both in writing and viva voce; but my
errand to Boston was mere curiosity to see a people in so sin-

gular circumstances ; and I had likewise an ambition to be ac-

quainted with some of their leading men; with them only I

associated during my stay in Boston. Our ingenious gentlemen
in the camp, therefore, very naturally concluded my design was
to put myself at their head.

To resume the course of events at Boston. Gage on the 1st

of September, before this popular agitation, had issued writs

for an election of the Assembly to meet at Salem in October

;

seeing, however, the irritated state of the public mind, he now
countermanded the same by proclamation. The people, disre-
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garding the countermand, carried the election, and ninety of

the new members thus elected met at the appointed time. They
waited a whole day for the governor to attend, administer the

oaths, and open the session ; but as he did not make his appear-

ance, they voted themselves a provincial Congress, and chose

for president of it John Hancock—a man of great wealth, popu-

lar, and of somewhat showy talents, and ardent patriotism ; and
eminent for his social position.

This self-constituted body adjourned to Concord, about twenty
miles from Boston, quietly assumed supreme authority, and
issued a remonstrance to the governor, virtually calling him to

account for his military operations in fortifying Boston Neck,
and collecting warlike stores about him, thereby alarming the

fears of the whole province, and menacing the lives and prop-

erty of the Bostonians.

General Gage, overlooking the irregularity of its organization,

entered into explanations with the Assembly, but failed to give

satisfaction. As winter approached, he found his situation more
and more critical. Boston was the only place in Massachusetts
that now contained British forces, and it had become the refuge

of all the " tories " of the province ; that is to say, of all those de-

voted to the British government. There was animosity between
them and the principal inhabitants, among whom revolutionary

principles prevailed. The town itself, almost insulated by nature,

and surrounded by a hostile country, was like a place besieged.

The provincial Congress conducted its affairs with the order

and system so formidable to General Gage. Having adopted a
plan for organizing the militia, it had nominated general offi-

cers, two of whom, Artemas Ward and Seth Pomeroy, had
accepted.

The executive powers were vested in a committee of safety.

This was to determine when the services of the militia were
necessary ; was to call them forth ; to nominate their officers to

the Congress ; to commission them, and direct the operations of

the army. Another committee was appointed to furnish sup-

plies to the forces when called out—hence, named the Commit-
tee of Supplies.

Under such auspices, the militia went on arming and dis-

ciplining itself in every direction. They associated themselves
in large bodies, and engaged, verbally or by writing, to as-

semble in arms at the shortest notice for the common defense,

subject to the orders of the committee of safety.

Arrangements had been made for keeping up an active cor-

respondence between different parts of the country, and spread-
ing an alarm, in case of any threatening danger. Under tho
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direction of the committees just mentioned, large quantities of

military stores had been collected and deposited at Concord
and at Worcester.

This semi-belligerent state of affairs in Massachusetts pro-

duced a general restlessness throughout the land. The weak-
hearted apprehended coming troubles ; the resolute prepared to

brave them. Military measures, hitherto confined to New Eng-
land, extended to the middle and southern provinces, and the
roll of the drum resounded through the villages.

Virginia was among tlie first to buckle on its armor. It had
long been a custom among its inhabitants to form themselves
into independent companies, equipped at their own expense,
having their own peculiar uniforms, and electing their own
officers, though holding themselves subject to* militia law.

They had hitherto been self-disciplined ; but now they con-

tinually resorted to Washington for instruction and ad-

vice ; considering him the highest authority on military af-

fairs. He was frequently called from home, therefore, in the
course of the winter and spring, to different parts of the country
to review independent companies ; all of wliich were anxious
to put themselves under his command as field-officer.

Mount Vernon, therefore, again assumed a military tone as

in former days, when he took his first lessons there in the art

of war. He had his old campaigning associates with him oc-

casionally. Dr. Craik and captain Hugh Mercer, to talk of past

scenes and discuss the possibility of future service. Mercer
was already bestirring himself in disciplining the militia about
Fredericksburg, where he resided.

Two occasional and important guests at Mount Vernon, in

this momentous crisis, were General Charles Lee, of whom we
have just spoken, and Major Horatio Gates. As the latter is

destined to occupy an important page in this memoir, we will

give a few particulars concerning him. He was an Englishman
by birth, the son of a captain in the British army. Horace
Walpole, whose Christian name he bore, speaks of him in one
of his letters as his godson, though some have insinuated that

he stood in filial relationship of a less sanctified character. He
had received a liberal education, and, when but twenty-one
years of age, had served as a volunteer under General Edward
Cornwall] s, Governor of Halifax. He was afterwards captain
of a New York independent company, with which, it may l^e

remembered, he marched in the campaign of Braddock, in which
he was severely wounded. For two or three subsequent years
he was with his company in the western part of the province of

New York, receiving the appointment of brigade major. He
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accompanietl General Monektoii as aide-de-camp to the West
Indies, and gained credit at tJie capture of Martinico. Being
despatched to London with tidings of the victory, he was re-

warded by the appointment of major to a regiment of foot ; and
afterwards, as a special mark of r ;y.il favor, a majorit}^ in the

Royal Americans. His promotion did not eqnal his expecta-

tions and fancied deserts. He w\as married, and wanted some-

thing more lucrative ; so he sold out on half pay and became
an applicant for some profitable post under the government,
which he hoped to obtain through the influence of General
Monckton and some friends in the aristocracy. Thus several

years were passed, partly with his family in retirement, partly

in London, paying court to patrons and men in power, until

finding there was no likelihood of success, and having sold his

commission and half-pay, he emigrated to Virginia in 1772, a
disappointed man

;
purchased an estate in Berkeley County,

beyond the Blue Ridge ; espoused the popular cause, and re-

newed his old campaigning acquaintance with Washington.
He was not about forty-six years of age, of a florid complexion

and goodly presence, though a little inclmed to corpulency ; so-

cial, insinuating, and somewhat specious in his manners, w4th
a strong degree of self-approbation. A long course of solicita-

tion, haunting public offices and antechambers, and "knocking
about town," had taught him, it is said, how to wheedle and
flatter, and accommodate himself to the humors of others, so as

to be the boon companion of gentlemen, and " hail-fellow well

met " with the vulgar.

Lee, who was an old friend and former associate in arms, had
recently been induced by him to purchase an estate in his neigh-

borhood in Berkeley County, with a view to making it his

aboile, having a moderate competency, a claim to land on the

Ohio, and the half-pay of a British colonel. Both of these of-

ficers, disappointed in the British service, looked forward, prob-

ably, to greater success in the patriot cause.

Lee had been at Philadelphia since his visit to Boston, and
ha^l made himself acquainted with the leading members of Con-
gress during the session. He was evidently cultivating an in-

timacy with every one likely to have influence in the approach-
ing struggle.

To Washington the visits of these gentlemen were extremely
welcome at this juncture, from their military knowledge and
experience, espacially as much of it had been acquired in

America, in the same kind of warfare, if not the very same
campaigns in which he himself had mingled. Both were in-

terested in the popular cause. Lee was full of plans for the ©?
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ganization and disciplining of the militia, and occasionally ac-

companied Washington in his attendance on j)rovincial reviews.

He was subsequently very efficient at Annapolis in promot-
ing and superintending the organization of the Maryland mil-

itia.

It is doubtful whether the visits to Lee were as interesting

to Mrs. Washington as to the general. He was whimsical, ec-

centric, and at times almost rude ; negligent also, and slovenly

in person and attire ; for though he had occasionally associated

with kings and princes, he had also campaigned with Mohawks
and Cossacks, and seems to have relished their " good breeding.''

What was still more annoying in a well-regulated mansion, ho
was always followed by a legion of dogs, which shared his affec-

tions with his horses, and took their seats by him when at table.

" I must have some object to embrace,'' said he misanthropi-

cally. " When I can be convinced that men are as worthy ob-

jects as dogs, I shall transfer my benevolence, and become as

staunch as philanthropist as the canting Addison affected to

be.'' *

In his passion for horses and dogs, AVashington, to a certain

degree, could sympathize with him, and had noble specimens of

both in his stable and kennel, which Lee doubtless inspected

with a learnad eye. During the season in question, Washing-
ton, according to his diary, was occasionally in the saddle at an
early hour following the fox-hounds. It w^as the last time for

many a year that he was to gallop about his beloved hunting-

grounds of Mount Yernon and Belvoir.

In the month of March the second Virginia convention was
held at Richmond. Washington attended as delegate from
Fairfax County. In this assembly, Patrick Henry, with his

usual ardor and eloquence, advocated measures for embodying,
arming, and disciplining a militia force, and providing for the

defense of the colony. " It is useless," said he, " to address

further petitions to government, or to await the effect of those

already addressed to the throne. The time for supplication is

past ; the time for action is at hand. We must fight, Mr.
Speaker," exclaimed he, emphatically ;

" I repeat it, sir, we must
fight ! An appeal to arms, and to the God of Hosts, is all that

is left us !

"

Washington joined him in the conviction, and was one of a

committee that reported a plan for carrying those measures into

effect. He was not an impulsive man to raise the battle-cry, but

the executive man to marshal the troops into the field, and
carry on the war.

* Lee to Adams. Life and Works of AdamsAi. ^H.
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His brother, John Augustine, was raising and disciplining

an independent company ; Washington offered to accept the

command of it should occasion require it to be drawn out. He
did the same with respect to an independent company at Kich-

mond. '' It is m}^ full intention, if needful," writes he to his

brother, '' to devote my life andfortune to the causeP *

I

CHAPTER XXXVII.

INFATUATION IN BRITISH COUNCILS. COL. GRANT, THE BRAG-
GART.—COERCIVE MEASURES. EXPEDITION AGAINST THE
3IILITARY MAGAZINE AT CONCORD. BATTLE OF LEXINGTON.
THE CRY OF BLOOD THROUGH THE LAND. OLD SOLDIERS OF
THE FRENCH WAR. JOHN STARK. ISRAEL PUTNAM. RIS-

ING OF THE YEOMANRY. MEASURES OF LORD DUNMORE IN
VIRGINIA. INDIGNATION OF THE VIRGINIANS. HUGH MER-
CER AND THE FRIENDS OF LIBERTY. ARRIVAL OF THE NEWS
OF LEXINGTON AT MOUNT VERNON.—EFFECT ON BRYAN
FAIRFAX, GATES, AND WASHINGTON.

While the spirit of revolt was daily gaining strength and
determination in America, a strange infatuation reigned in the

British councils. While the wisdom and eloquence of Chatham
were exerted in vain in behalf of American riglits, an empty
braggadocio, elevated to a seat in Parliament, was able to cap-

tivate the attention of the members, and influence their votes
by gross misrepresentations of the xVmcricans and their cause.

Thi.s was no other than Colonel Grant, the same shallow soldier

who, exceeding his instructions, had been guilty of a foolhardy
bravado before the walls of Port Duquesne, which brought
slaughter and defeat upon his troops. Prom misleading the
army, he was now promoted to a station where he might mis-
lt*ad the councils of his country. We are tohl that he enter-

tained Parliament, especially the ministerial side of the House,
with ludicrous stories of the cowardice of Americans. He had
served with them, he said, and knew them well, and would ven-
ture to say that they would never dare to face an English
army ; that they were destitute of every requisite to make good
soldiers^ and that a very slight force would be sufficient for tlieir

Letter to John Augustine. Sparks, iv. 405.
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complete reduction. With five regiments he could march
through all America

!

How often has England been misled to her cost by such slander-

ous misrepresentations of the American character ! Grant talked

of having served with the Americans
; had he already forgotten

that in the field of Braddock's defeat, when the British regulars

fled, it was alone the desperate stand of a handful of Virginians,

which covered their disgraceful flight, and saved them from
being overtaken and massacred by the savages ?

This taunting and braggart speech of Grant was made in the

face of the conciliator;^ bill of the venerable Chatham, devised

with a view to redress the wrongs of America. The councils of

the arrogant and scornful prevailed ; and instead of the proposed

bill, further measures of a stringent nature were adopted, coer-

cive of some of the middle and southern colonies, but ruinous

to the trade and fisheries of Xew England.
At length the bolt, so long suspended, fell ! The troops at

Boston had been augmented to about four thousand men.
Goaded on by the instigations of the tories, and alarmed by the

energetic measures of the whigs, General Gage now resolved to

deal the latter a crippling blow. This was to surprise and de-

stroy their magazine of military stores at Concord, about twenty
miles from Boston. It was to be effected on the night of the

18th of April, by a force detached for the purpose.

Preparations were made with , great secrecy. Boats for the

transportation of the troops were launched, and moored under
the sterns of the men-of-war. Grenadiers and light infantry

were relieved from duty and held in readiness. On the 18th

officers were stationed on the roads leading from Boston to prevent

any intelligence of the expedition getting into the countr3^ At
night orders were issued by General Gage that no person should

leave the town. About ten o'clock, from eight to nine hundred
men, grenadiers, light infantry, and marines, commanded by
Lieutenant-Colonel Smith, embarked in the boats at the foot of

Boston Common, and crossed to Lechmere Point, in Cambridge,

whence they were to march silently, and without beat of drum,

to the place of destination.

The measures of General Gage had not been shrouded in all

the secrecy he imagined. Mystery often defeats itself by the

suspicions it awakens. Dr. Joseph Warren, one of the committee

of safety, had observed the preparatory disposition of the boats

and troops, and surmised some sinister intention. He sent no-

tice of these movements to John Hancock and Samuel Adams,
both members of the provincial Congress, but at that time pri-

vately sojourning with a friend at Lexington. A design on the
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magazine at Concord was suspected, and the committee of safety

ordered that the cannon collected there should be secreted, and
part of the stores removed.

On the night of the 18th Dr. Warren sent off two messengers

by different routes to give the alarm that the king's troops were

actually sallying forth. The messengers got out of Boston just

before the order of General Gage went into effect, to prevent

any one from leaving the town. About the same time a lantern

was hung out of an upper window of the north church, in the

direction of Charlestown. This was a preconcerted signal to the

patriots of that place, who instantly dispatched swift messengers

to rouse the country.

In the meantime Colonel Swift set out on his nocturnal march
from Lechmere Point by an unfrequented path across marshes,

where at times the troops had to wade through water. He had
proceeded but a few miles when alarm guns, booming through

the night air, and the clang of village bells, showed that the

news of his approach was travelling before him, and the people

were rising. He now sent back to General Gage for a rein-

forcement, while Major Pitcairn was detached with six com-
panies to press forward and secure the bridges at Concord.

Pitcairn advanced rapidly, capturing every one he met or

overtook. Within a mile of Lexington, however, a horseman
was too quick on the spur for him, and galloping to the village

gave the alarm that the red-coats were coming. Drums were
beaten; guns fired. By the time that Pitcairn entered the

village, about seventy or eighty of the yeomanry, in .military

array, were mustered on the green near the church. It was a

part of the "constitutional army," pledged to resist by force

any open hostility of British troops. Besides these, there was a

number of lookers-on, armed and unarmed.
The sound of drum, and the array of men in arms, indicated

a hostile determination. Pitcairn halted his men within a short

distance of the church, and ordered them to prime and load.

They then advanced at double quick time. The major, riding

forward, waved his sword, and ordered the rebels, as he termed
them, to disperse. Other of the officers echoed his words as

they aflvanced :
" Disperse, ye villains ! Lay down your arms,

ye rebels, and disperse !

" The orders were disregarded. A
scene of confusion ensued, with firing on both sides ; which
party commenced it, has been a matter of dispute. Pitcairn

always maintained that, finding the militia would not disperse,

he turned to order his men to draw out, and surround them,
when he saw a flash in the pan from the gun of a countryman
posted behind a wall, and almost instantly the report of two or
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three muskets. These he supposed to be from the Americans,
•as his horse was wounded, as was also a soldier close by him.
His troops rushed on, and a promiscuous fire took place, though,
as he declared, he made repeated signals with his sword for his

men to forbear.

The firing of the Americans was irregular, and without much
effect ; that of the British was more fatal. Eight of the patriots

were killed, and ten wounded, and the whole put to flight. The
victors formed on the common, fired a volley, and gave three

cheers for one of the most inglorious and disastrous triumphs
ever achieved by British arms.

Colonel Smith soon arrived with the residue of the detach-

ment, and they all marched on towards Concord, about six

miles distant.

The alarm had reached that place in the dead hour of the

preceding night. The church bell roused the inhabitants. They
gathered together in anxious consultation. The militia and
minute men seized their arms, and repaired to the parade ground,

near the church. Here they were subsequently joined by armed
yeomanry from Lincoln, and elsewhere. Exertions were now
made to remove and conceal the military stores. A scout, who had
been sent out for intelligence, brought word that the British

had fired upon the people at Lexington, and were advancing up-

on Concord. There was great excitement and indignation.

Part of the militia marched down the Lexington road to meet
them, but returned, reporting their force to be three times that

of the Americans. The whole of the militia now retired to an
eminence about a mile from the centre of the town, and formed
themselves into two battalions.

About seven o'clock, the British came in sight, advancing
with quick step, their arms glittering in the morning sun. They
entered in two divisions by different roads. Concord is trav-

ersed by a river of the same name, having two bridges, the

north and the south. The grenadiers and light infantry took

post in the centre of the town, while strong parties of light

troops were detached to secure the bridges and destroy the mil-

itary stores. Two hours were expended in the work of de-

struction without much success, so much of the stores having
been removed or concealed. During all this time the yeomanry
from the neighboring towns were hurrying in with such wea-

pons as were at hand, and joining the militia on the height,

until the little cloud of war gathering there numbered about

four hundred and fifty.

About ten o'clock, a body of three hundred undertook to dis-

lodge the British from the north bridge. As they approached
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the latter fired upon tliem, killing two, and wounding a third.

The patriots returned the fire with spirit and effect. The
British retreated to the main body, the Americans pursuing

them across the bridge.

By this time all the military stores which could be found
had been destroyed ; Colonel Smith, therefore, made prepara-

tions for a retreat. The scattered troops were collected, the

dead were buried, and conveyances procured for the w^ounded.

About noon he commenced his retrograde march for Boston.

It was high time. His troops were jaded by the night march,

and the morning's toils and skirmishings.

The country was thoroughly alarmed. The yeomanry were
hurrying from every quarter to the scene of action. As the

British began their retreat, the Americans began the work of

sore and galling retaliation. Along the open road, the former
were harrassed incessantly by rustic marksmen, who took de-

liberate aim from behind trees, or over stone fences. Where
the road passed through woods, the British found themselves

between two fires, dealt by unseen foes, the minute men having
posted themselves on each side among the bushes*. It was in

train they threw out flankers, and endeavored to dislodge their

fassailants ; each pause gave time for other pursuers to come
within reach, and open attacks from different quarters. For
several miles they urged their way along woody defiles, or

roads skirted with fences and stone walls, the retreat growing-

more and more disastrous ; some were shot down, some gave
out through mere exhaustion; the rest 'hurried on, without
stopping to aid the fatigued or wounded. Before reaching Lex-
ington, Colonel Smith received a severe wound in the leg, and
the situation of the retreating troops was becoming extremely
critical, when, about two o'clock, they were met by Lord Percy,
with a brigade of one thousand men, and two field pieces. His
lordship had been detached from Boston about nine o'clock by
General Gage, in compliance with Colonel Smith's urgent call

for a reinforcement, and had marched gayly through Roxbury
to the tune of "Yankee Doodle," in derision of the "rebels."

He now found the latter a more formidable foe than he had an-

ticipated. Opening his brigade to the right and left, he re-

tceived
the retreating troops Into a hollow square ; where, faint-

ing and exhausted, they threw themselves on the ground to

rest. His lordship showed no disposition to advance upon their

assailants, but contented himself with keeping them at bay
with his field-pieces, which opened a vigorous fire from an emi-
nence.

Hitherto the provincials, being hasty levies, without a leader^

t
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had acted from individual impulse, without much concert ; hut

now General Heath was upon the ground. He was one of

those authorized to take command when the minute men should

be called out. That class of combatants promptly obeyed his

orders, and he was efficacious in rallying them, and bringing

them into military order, when checked and scattered by the

fire of the field-pieces.

Dr. Warren, also, arrived on horseback, having spurred from
Boston on receiving news of the skirmishing. In the subse-

quent part of the day, he was one of the most active and effi-

cient men in -the field. His presence, like that of General

Heath, regulated the infuriated ardor of the militia, and brouglit

it into system.

Lord Percy, having allowed the troops a short interval for

repose and refreshment, continued the retreat toward Boston.

As soon as he got under march, the galling assault by the pur-

suing yeomanry was recommenced in flank and rear. The
British soldiery, irritated in turn, acted as if in an enemy's

country. Houses and shops were burnt down in Lexington
;

private dwellings along the road were plundered, and their in-

habitants maltreated. In one instance, an unoffending invalid

was wantonly slain in his own house. All this increased the

exasperation of the yeomanry. There was occasional sharp

skirmishing, with bloodshed on both sides, but in general a

dogged pursuit, where the retreating troops were galled at every

step. Their march.became more and more impeded by the

number of their wounded. Lord Percy narrowly escaped death

from a musket ball, which struck off a button of his waistcoat.'

One of his officers remained behind wounded in West Cam-
bridge. His ammunition was failing as he approached Charles-

town. The provincials pressed upon him in rear, others were

advancing from Boxbury, Dorchester, and Milton; Colonel

Pickering, with the Essex militia, seven hundred strong, was at

hand ; there was danger of being intercepted in the retreat to

Charlestown. The field-pieces were again brought into play,

to check the ardor of the pursuit ; but they were no longer ob-

jects of terror. The sharpest firing of the provincials was near

Prospect Hill, as the harassed enemy hurried along the Charles-

town road, eager to reach the Neck, and get under cover of their

ships. The pursuit terminated a little after sunset, at Charles-

town Common, where General Heath brought the minute men
to a halt. Within half an hour more, a powerful body of men,

from Marblehead and Salem, came up to join in the chase.

" If the retreat," writes Washington, " had not been as precip-

itate as it was,—and God knows it could not well have been
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more so,—the ministerial troops must have surrendered, or been
totally cut off."

The distant firing from the main land had reached the British

at Boston. The troops which, in the morning, had marched
through Roxbury, to the tune of Yankee Doodle, might have
been seen at sunset, hounded along the old Cambridge road to

Charleston Neck, by mere armed yeomanry. Gage was as-

tounded at the catastrophe. It was but a short time previous

that one of his officers, in writing to friends in England, scoffed

at the idea of the Americans taking up arms. " Whenever it

comes to blows," said he, " he that can run the fastest, will think

himself well off, believe me. Any two regiments here ought to

be decimated, if they did not beat in the field the whole force

of the Massachusetts province." How frequently, throughout
this Revolution, had the English to pay the penalty of thus

undervaluing the spirit they were provoking !

In this memorable affair, the British loss was seventy-three

killed, one hundred and seventy-four wounded, and twenty-six

missing. Am^mg the slain were eighteen officers. The loss of

the Americans was forty-nine killed, thirty-nine wounded, and
five missing. This was the first blood shed in the revolutionary

struggle ; a mere drop in amount, but a deluge in its effects,

—

rending the colonies forever from the mother country.

The cry of blood from the field of Lexington went through
the land. None felt the appeal more than the old soldiers of

the French war. It roused John Stark, of New Hampshire—

a

trapper and hunter in his youth, a veteran in Indian warfare, a

campaigner under Abercrombie and Amherst, now the military

oracle of a rustic neighborhood. Within ten minutes after re-

ceiving the alarm, he was spurring towards the sea-coast, and
on the way stirring up the volunteers of the Massachusetts
borders, to assemble forthwith at Bedford, in the vicinity of

Boston.

Equally alert was his old comrade in frontier exploits, Colonel
Israel Putnam. A man on horseback, with a drum, passed
through his neighborhood in Connecticut, proclaiming British

violence at Lexington, Putnam was in the field ploughing, as-

sisted by his son. In an instant the team was unyoked, the

plough left in the furrow, the lad sent home to give word of his

father's departure, and Putnam, on horseback, in his working
garb, urging with all speed to the camp. Such was the spirit

aroused throughout the country. The sturdy yeomanry, from all

parts, were hastening toward 13o3ton with such weapons as were
at hand

; and happy was he who could command a rusty fowling-

piece and a powder-horn.
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The news reached Virginia at a critical moment. Lord Dun-
more, obeying a general order issued by the ministry to all the

provincial governors, had seized upon the military munitions of

of the province. Here was a similar measure to that of Gage.

The cry went forth that the subjugation of the colonies was to

be attempted. All Virginia was in combustion. The standard

of liberty was reared in every county ; there was a general cry

to arms. Washington was looked to, from various quarters, to

take command. His old comrade in arms, Hugh Mercer, was
about marching down to AVilliamsburgh at the head of a body
of resolute men, seven hundred strong, entitled " The friends vi

constitutional liberty and America," whom he had organized

and drilled in Fredericksburg, and nothing but a timely con-

cession of Lord Dunmore, with respect to some powder which
he had seized, prevented his being beset in his palace.

Before Hugh Mercer and the Friends of Liberty disbanded

themselves, they exchanged a mutual pledge to reassemble at a

moment's warning, whenever called on to defend the liberty ai:d

rights of this or any other sister colony.

Washington was at* Mount Vernon, preparing to set out for

Philadelphia as a delegate to the second Congress, when he re-

ceived tidings of the affair at Lexington. Bryan Fairfax and
Major Horatio Gates were his guests at the time. They all re-

garded the event as decisive in its consequences ;
but they re-

garded it with different feelings. The worthy and gentle-

^ spirited Fairfax deplored it deeply. He foresaw that it must
break up all his pleasant relations in life ; arraying his dearest

friends against the government to which, notwithstanding the

errors of its policy, he was loyally attached and resolved to

adhere.

Gates, on the contrary, viewed it with the eye of a soldier

and a place-hunter—hitherto disappointed in both capacities.

This event promised to open a new avenue to importance and

command, and he determined to enter upon it.

Washington's feelings were of a mingled nature. They may
be gathered from a letter to his friend and neighbor, George
William Fairfax, then in England, in which he lays the blame
of this " deplorable affair " on the ministry and their military

agents ; and concludes with the following words, in which the

yearnings of the patriot give affecting solemnity to the implied

resolve of the soldier :
" Unhappy it is to reflect that a brother's

sword has been sheathed in a brother's breast ; and that the

once happy and peaceful plains of America- are to be either

drenched with blood or inhabited by slaves. Sad alternative I

£t(,t ca7i a virtuous ^nan hesitate in his choice f ''
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.

ENLISTING OF TROOPS IN THE EAST. CAMP AT BOSTON.—GEN-
ERAL ARTEMAS WARD. SCHEME TO SURPRISE TICONDEROGA.
NEW HAMPSHIRE GRANTS. ETHAN ALLEN AND THE GREEN.

MOUNTAIN BOYS. BENEDICT ARNOLD AFFAIR OF TICONDE-

At the eastward, the inarch of the Revolution went on with
accelerated speed. Thirty thousand men had been deemed
necessary for the defense of the country. The provincial Con-
gress of Massachusetts resolved to raise thirteen thousand six

hundred, as its quota. Circular letters, also, were issued by
tlie couimittee of safety, urging the towns to enlish troops with
all speed, and calling for military aid from the other New Eng-
land provinces.

Their appeals were promptly a;iswered. Bodies of militia,

and parties of volunteers from New Hampshire, Rhode Island,

and Connecticut, hastened to join the minute men of Massa-
chusetts in forming a camp in the neighborhood of- Boston.
With the troops of Connecticut, came Israel Putnam, having
recently raised a regiment in that province, and received from
its Assembly the commission of brigadier-general. Some of

his old comrades in French and Indian warfare, had hastened
to join Ijis standard. Such were two of his captains, Durkee
and Knowlton. The latter, who was his especial favorite, had
fouglit by liis side when a mere boy.

The command of the camp was given to General Artemas
Ward, already mentioned. He was a native of Shrewsbury in

Mas.sachusetts, and a veteran of the seven years' war—having
served as lieutenant-colonel under Abercrombie. He had, like-

wise, been a member of the legislative bodies, and had recently
been made, l>y the provincial Congress of Massachusetts, com-
mander-in-<dnef of its forces.

As affairs were now drawing to a crisis, and war was consid-

ered inevitable, some bold spirits in Connecticut conceived a
project for the outset. This was the surprisal of the old forts of

Ticonderoga and Crown Point, already famous in the French war.

Their situation on Lake Champlain gave them the command of

the main ' route to Canada ; so that the possession of them
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would be all-important in case of hostilities. They weie feohly

garrisoned and negligently guarded, and abundantly furnished

with artillery and military stores, so much needed by the

patriot army.
This scheme was set on foot in the purlieus, as it were, of

the provincial Legislature of Connecticut, then in session. It

was not openly sanctioned by that body, but secretly favored,

and money lent from the treasury to those engaged in it. A
committee w^as appointed, also, to accompany them to the fron-

tier, aid them in raising troops, and exercise over them a de-

gree of superintendence and control.

Sixteen men were thus enlisted in Connecticut, a greater

number in Massachusetts, but the greatest accession of force

was from what was called the " New Hampshire Grants." This
was a region having the Connecticut Kiver on one side, and
Lake Champlain and the Hudson River on the other—being,

in fact, the country forming the present State of Vermont. It

had long been a disputed territory'-, claimed by New York and
New Hampshire. George II. had decided in favor of New
York ; but the Governor of New Hampshire had made grants of

between one and two hundred townships in it, whence it had
acquired the name of the New Hampshire Grants. The settlers

on those grants resisted the attempts of New York to eject

them, and formed themselves into an association called the
" Green Mountain Boys." Resolute, strong-handed fellows they
were, with Ethan Allen at their head, a native of Connecticut,
but brought up among the Green Mountains. He and his

lieutenants, Seth Warner and Remember Baker, were outlawed
hy the Legislature of New York, and rewards offered for their

apprehension. They and their associates armed themselves,
set New York at defiance, and swore they would be the death
of any one who should attempt their arrest.

Thus Ethan Allen was becoming a kind of Robin Hood
among the mountains, when the present crisis changed the rel-

ative positioi\ of things as if by magic. Boundary feuds were
forgotten amid the great questions of colonial rights. Ethan
Allen at once stepped forward, a patriot, and volunteered with his

Green Mountain boys to serve in the popular cause. He was well

fitted for the enterprise in question, by his experience as a fron-

tier champion, his robustness of mind and body, and his fearless

spirit. He had a kind of rough eloquence, also, that was very
effective with his followers. " His style," says one, who knew
him personallj^, " was a singular compound of local barbarisms,
Scriptural phrases, and oriental wildness ; and though unclassic,

and sometimes ungrammatical, was highly animated and forci-
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ble." Washington, in one of his 'letters, says there was ^^an

original something in him which commanded admiration."

Thus reinforced, the party, now two hundred and seventy

strung, pushed forward to Castleton, a place within a few miles

of the head of Lake Champlain. Here a council of war was
held on the 2d of ^lay. Ethan Allen was placed at the head of

the expedition, with James Easton and Seth AVarner as second

and third in command. Detachments were sent off to Skenes-

borough (now Whitehall,) and another place on the Lake, with
orders to seize all the boats they could find and bring them to

Shoreham, opposite Ticonderoga, whither Allen prepared to

proceed with the main body.

At this juncture, another adventurous spirit arrived at Castle-

ton. This was Benedict Arnold, since so sadly renowned. He,
too, had conceived the project of surprising Ticonderoga and
Crown Point ; or, perhaps, had caught the idea from its first

agitators in Connecticut—in the militia of which province he
held a captain's commission. He had proposed the scheme to

the ]\rassachusetts committee of safety. It had met their ap-

probation. They had given him a colonel's commission, author-

ized him to raise a force in Western Massachusetts, not exceed-

ing four hundred men, and furdished him with money and
means. Arnold had enlisted but a few officers and men when
he heard of the expedition from Connecticut being on the

march. He instantly hurried on with one attendant to over-

take it, leaving his few recruits to follow, as best they could

:

in this way he reached Castleton just after the council of war.

Producing the colonel's commission received from the Massa-
chusetts committee of safety, he now aspired to the supreme
command. His claims were disregarded by the Green Moun-
tain Boys ; they would follow no leader but Ethan Allen. Aa
they formed the majority of the party, Arnold was fain to ac-

quiesce, and serve as a volunteer, with the rank, but not the

command of colonel.

The party arrived at Shoreham, opposite Ticonderoga, on the

night of the ninth of May. The detachment sent in quest of

boats had failed to arrive. There were a few boats at hand,
with which the transportation was commenced. It was slow
work ; the night wore away ; day was about to break, and but
eighty-three men, with Allen and Arnold, had crossed. Should
they wait for the residue, day would dawn, the garrison wake,
and their enterprise might fail. Allen drew up his men, ad-

dressed them in his own emphatic style, and announced his in-

tention to make a dash at the fort, without waiting for more
force. " It is a desperate attempt," said he, " and I ask no man
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to go against his will. I will take the lead, and be the first to ad-

vance. You that are willing to follow, poise your firelocks."

Not a firelock hut was poised.

They mounted the hill briskly, but in silence, guided by a

boy from the neighborhood. The day dawned as Allen arrived

at a sally port. A sentry pulled trigger on him, but his piece

missed fire. He retreated through a covered way. Allen and
his men followed. Another sentry thrust at Easton with hi;^

bayonet, but was struck down by Allen, and begged for quar-

ter. It was granted on condition of his leading the way in-

stantly to the quarters of the commandant, Captain Delaplace,

who was yet in bed. Being arrived there, Allen thundered at

the door, and demanded a surrender of the fort. By this time
his followers had formed into two lines on the parade-ground,

and given three hearty cheers. The commandant appeared at

his door half-dressed, " the frightened face of his pretty wife

peering over his shoulder." He gazed at Allen in bewildered

astonishment. " By whose authority do you act ? " exclaimed
he. " In the name of the great Jehovah, and the Continental

Congress !
" replied Allen, with a flourish of his sword, and an

oath which we do not care to subjoin.

There was no disputing the point. The garrison, like the

commander, had been startled from sleep, and made prisoners

as they rushed forth in their confusion. A surrender accord-

ingly took place. The captain, and forty-eight men, which
composed his garrison, were sent prisoners to Hartford in Con-
necticut. A great supply of milital-y and naval stores, so im-

portant in the present crisis, was found in the fortress.

Colonel Seth Warner, who had brought over the residue of

the party from Shoreham, was now sent with a detachment
against Crown Point, which surrendered on the 12th of May,
without firing a gun ; the whole garrison being a sergeant and
twelve men. Here were taken upward of a hundred cannon.

Arnold now insisted vehemently on his right to command
Ticonderoga ; being, as he said, the only officer invested with
legal authority. His claims had again to yield to the superior

popularity of Ethan Allen, to whom the Connecticut committee,

^hich had accompanied the enterprise, gave an instrument in

writing, investing him with the command of the fortress and its

dependencies, until he should receive the orders of the Connec-
ticut Assembly, or the Continental Congress. Arnold, while

forced to acquiesce, sent a protest, and a statement of his griev-

ances to the Massachusetts Legislature. In the meantime, his

chagrin was appeased by a new project. The detachment
originally sent to seize upon boats at Skenesborough, arrived
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with a schooner, and several bateaux. It was immediately con-

certed between Allen and Arnold to cruise in them down the

lake, and surprise St. John's on the Sorel River, the frontier

post of Canada. The schooner was accordingly armed with

cannon from the fort. Arnold, who had been a seaman in his

youth, took the command of her, while Allen and his Green
Mountain Boys embarked in the bateaux.

Arnold outsailed the other craft, and arriving at St. John's,

surprised and made prisoners of a sergeant and twelve men
;

captured a king's sloop of seventy tons, with two brass six-

pounders and seven men ; took four bateaux, destroyed several

others, and then, learning that troops were on the way from
Montreal and Chamblee, spread all his sails to a favoring

breeze, and swept up the lake with his prizes and prisoners,

and some valuable stores, which he had secured.

He had not sailed far when he met Ethan Allen and the

bateaux. Salutes were exchanged ; cannon on one side, mus-
ketry on the other. Allen boarded the sloop, learnt from Ar-
nold the particulars of his success, and determined to push on,

take possession of St. John's and garrison it with one hundred
of his Green Mountain Boys. He was foiled in the attempt by
the superior force which had arrived ; so he returned to his sta-

tion at Ticonderoga.

Thus a partisan band, unpracticed in the art of war, had, by
a series of daring exploits, and almost without the loss of a man,
won for the patriots the command of Lakes George and Cham-
plain, and thrown open the great highway to Canada.

I

CHAPTER XXXIX.

.SECOND .SESSION OF CONGRESS.—JOHN HANCOCK. PETITION TO
THE KING. FEDERAL UNION. MILITARY MEASURES. DE-

BATES ABOUT THE ARMY. QUESTION AS TO COMMANDER-IN-
CHIEF. APPOINTMENT OF WASHINGTON. OTHER APPOINT-
MENTS. LETTERS OF WASHINGTON TO HIS WIFE AND BROTHER.
—PREPARATIONS FOR DEPARTURE.

The second General Congress assembled at Philadelphia on
the 10th of May. Peyton Randolph was again elected as presi-

dejit; but being obliged to return, and occupy his place as

Speaker of the Virginia Assembly, John llancoii]:^, <^i Maaaa-
chusetts, was elevated to the chair.
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A lingeriug feeling of attachment to tlie mother countrj,

struggling with the growing spirit of self-government, was
manifested in the proceedings of this remarkable body. Man)'
of those most active in vindicating colonial rights, and AYash-
ington among the number, still indulged the hope of an event-

ual reconciliation, while few entertained, or at least avowed; the

idea of complete independence.

A second "humble and dutiful" petition to the king was
moved, but met with strong opposition. John Adams condemned
it as an imbecile measure, calculated to embarrass the proceed-

ings of Congress. He was for prompt and vigorous action.

Other members concurred with him. Indeed, the measure
itself seemed but a mere form, intended to reconcile the half-

scrupulous ; for subsequently, when it was carried, Congress, in

face of it, went on to assume and exercise the powers of a sover-

eign authority. A federal union was formed, leaving to each

colony the right of regulating its internal affairs according to

its own individual constitution, but vesting in Congress the

power of making peace or war ; of entering into treaties and
alliances ; of regulating general commerce ; in a word, of legis-

lating on all such matters as regarded the ^security and welfare

of the whole community.
The executive power was to be vested in a council of twelve,

chosen by Congress from among its own members, and to hold

office for a limited time. Such colonies as had not sent dele-

gates to Congress, might yet become members of the confeder-

acy by agreeing to its conditions. Georgia, which had hitherto

hesitated, soon joined the league, which thus extended from
Nova Scotia to Florida.

Congress lost no time in exercising their federated powers.

In virtue of them, they ordered the enlistment of troops, the

construction of forts in various parts of the colonies, the provi-

sion of arms, ammunition, and military stores ; while to defray

the expenses of these, and other measures, avowedly of self-de-

fense, they authorized the emission of notes to the amount of

three millions of dollars, bearing the inscription of " The
United colonies ;" the faith of the confederacy being pledged
for their redemption.

A retaliating decree was passed, prohibiting all supplies of

provisions to the British fisheries ; and another, declaring the

province of Massachusetts Bay absolved from its compact with
the crown, by the violation of its charter ; and recommending
it to form an internal government for itself.

The public sense of Washington's military talents and ex-

perience was evinced in his being chairman of all tha commit-
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tees appointed for military affairs. Most of the rules and regu-

Iktions for the army, and the measures for the defense, were
devised hy him.

The situation of the New England army, actually besieging

Boston, became an early and absorbing consideration. It was
without munitions of war, without arms, clothing, or pay ; in

fact, without legislative countenance or encouragement. Unless
sanctioned and assisted by Congress, there was danger of its

dissolution. If dissolved, how could another be collected ? If

dissolved, what would there be to prevent the British from sal-

lying out of Boston, and spreading desolation throughout the

country ?

All this was the subject of nluch discussion out of doors.

The disposition to uphold the army was general ; but the diffi-

cult question was, who should be commander-in-chief ? Adams,
in his diary, gives us glimpses of the conflict of opinions and
interests within doors. There was the southern party, he said,

which could not brook the idea of a New England army, com-
manded hy a New England general. " Whether this jealousy

was sincere," writes he, " or whether it was mere pride, and a
haughty ambition of furnishing a southern general to command
the northern army, I cannot say ; but the intention was very
visible to me, that Colonel AYasliington was their object ; and
so many of our stanchest men were in the plan, that we could

carry nothing without conceding to it. There was another em-
barrassment, which was never publicly known, and which was
carefully concealed by those who knew it : the Massachusetts
and other New England delegates wexe divided. Mr. Hancock
and Mr. Cushing hung back ; Mr. Paine did not come forward,

and even Mr. Samuel Adams was irresolute. Mr. Hancock
himself had an ambition to be appointed commander-in-chief.

Whether he thought an election a compliment due to him, and
intended to have the honor of declining it, or whetlier he would
have accepted it, I know not. To the compliment, he had some
pretentions ; for at that time, his exertions, sacrifices, and gen-

eral merits in the cause of his country, had been incomparably
greater than those of Colonel Washington. But the delicacy of

his health, and his entire want of experience in actual service,

though an excellent militia officer, were decisive objections to

him in my mind."
General Charles Lee was at that time in Philadelphia. His

former visit had made him well acquainted with the leading
members of Congress. The active interest he had manifested
in the cause was well known, and the public had an almost ex-

travagant idea of his military qualifications. He was of foreign
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birth, however, and it was deemed improper to confide the gu

preme command to any but a native-born American. In fact,

if he was sincere in what we have quoted from his letter to

Burke, he did not aspire to such a signal mark of confidence.

The opinion evidently inclined in favor of Washington
;
yet

it was promoted by no clique of partisans or admirers. More
than one of the Virginia delegates, says Adams, were cool on

the subject of this appointment ; and particularly, Mr. Pendle-

ton was clear and full against it. It is scarcely necessary to

add, that Washington in this, as in every other situation in

life, made no step in advance to clutch the impending honor.

Adams, in his diary, claim.s the credit of bringing the mem-
bers of Congress to a decision. Kising in his place, one day,

and stating briefly but earnestly, the exigencies of the case, he

moved that Congress should adopt the army at Cambridge, and
appoint a general. Though this was not the time to nominate

the person, " yet," adds he, "as I had reason to believe this was

a point of some difficulty, I had no hesitation to declare, that I

had but one gentleman in my mind for that important com-

mand, and that was a gentleman from Virginia, who was among
Tis and very well known to all of us ; a gentleman, whose skill

and experience as an officer, whose independent fortune and
great talents, and excellent universal character would command
the approbation of all America, and unite the cordial exertions

of all the colonies better than an}^ other person in the Union.
Mr. Washington, who happened to sit near the door, as soon as

he heard me allude to him, from his usual modesty, darted into

the library room. Mr. Hancock, who was our president, which
gave me an opportunity to observe his countenance, while I was
speaking on the state of the colonies, the army at Cambridge,
and the enemy, heard me with visible pleasure ; but when I came
to describe Washington for the commander, I never remark-

ed a more sudden or striking change of countenance. Mortifi-

cation and resentment were expressed as forcibly as his face

could exhibit them."
" When the subject came under debate, several delegates op-

posed the appointment of Washington ; not from personal af-

fections, but because the army were all from New England, and
had a general of their own, General Artemas Ward, with whom
they appeared well satisfied ; and under whose command they

had proved themselves able to imprison the British arm}^ in

Boston ; which was all that was to be expected or desired."

The subject was postponed to a future day. In the interim,

pains were taken out of doors to obtain a unanimity, and the

voices were in general so clearly in favor of Washington, that
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the dissentient members were persuaded to withdraw their op-

position.

On the 15th of June, the aririy was reguhirly adopted by
Congress, and the pay of the commander-in-chief fixed at five

hundred dollars a month. Many still clung to the idea, that in

all these proceedings they were merely opposing the measures
of the ministry, and not the authority of the crown, and thus

the army before Boston was designated as the Continental

Army, in contradistinction to that under General Gage, which
was called the Ministerial Army.

In this stage of the business, Mr. Johnson of Maryland, rose,

and nominated Washington for the station of commander-in-
chief. The election was by ballot, and was unanimous. It was
formally announced to him by the president, on the following

day, when he had taken his seat in Congress. Rising in his

place, he briefly expressed his high and grateful sense of the

honor conferred on him, and his sincere devotion to the cause.
'* But," added he, " lest some unlucky event should happen un-
favorable to my reputation, I beg it may be remembered by
every gentleman in the room, that I this day declare, with the

utmost sincerity, I do not think myself equal to the command
I am honored with. As to pay, I beg leave to assure the

Congress that, as no pecuniary consideration could have tempt-
ed me to accept this arduous employment, at the expense of my
domestic ease and happiness. I do not wish to make any profit

of it. I will keep an exact account of my expenses. Those, I
doubt not, they will discharge, and that is all I desire."

" There is something charming to me in tlie conduct of

Washington," writes Adams to a friend ;
" a gentleman of one

of the first fortunes upon the continent, leaving his delicious

retirement, his family and friends, sacrificing his ease, and
hazarding all, in the cause of his country. His views are

noble and disinterested. He declared, when he accepted the
mighty trust, that he would lay before us an exact account of

liis exi)enses, and not accept a shilling of pay."
Four major-generals were to be appointed. Among those

8j>ecified were General Charles Lee and General Ward. Mr.
Mifflin of ]*liiladelphia, who was Lee's especial friend and
admirer, urgod that he should be second in command. " Gen-

Ieral
Lee," said he, " would serve cheerfully under Washington

;

but considering his rank, character, and experience, could not
be expected to serve under any other. He must be aut secun-
du8, aut nullum.

Adams, on the other hand, as strenuously objected that it
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actually in command of the army of Boston, should serve under
any man ; but under a stranger he ought not to serve. Gen-
eral Ward, accordingly, was elected the second in command,
and Lee the third. The other two major-generals were
Philip Schuyler of l^ew York, and Israel Putnam of Con-

necticut. Eight brigadier-generals were likewise appointed

;

Seth Pomeroy, Pichard Montgomery, David Wooster, William
Heath, Joseph Spencer, John Thomas, John Sullivan, and
Nathaniel Greene.

Notwithstanding Mr. Mifflin's objections to having Le<5

ranked under Ward, as being beneath his dignity and merits,

he himself made no scruple to acquiesce ; though, judging

from his supercilious character, and from circumstances in his

subsequent conduct, he no doubt considered himself vastly

superior to the provincial officers placed over him.

At Washington's express request, his old friend. Major
Horatio Gates, then absent at his estate in Virginia, was ap-

pointed adjutant-general, with the rank of brigadier.

Adams, according to his own account, was extremely loth to

admit Lee or Gates into the American service, although he

considered them officers of great experience and confessed

abilities. He apprehended difficulties, he said, from the " nat-

ural prejudices and virtuous attachment of our countrymen to

their own officers." " But," adds he, " considering the earnest

desire of General AVasliington to have the assistance of those

officers, the extreme attachment of many of our best friends in

the southerij colonies to them, the reputation they would give

to our arms in Europe, and especially with the ministerial gen-

erals and army in Boston, as well as the real American merit of

both, I could not withhold my vote from either."

The reader will possibly call these circumstances to mind
when, on a future page, he finds how Lee and Gates requited

the friendship to which chiefly they owed their appointments.

In this momentous change in his condition, which suddenly

altered all his course of life, and called him immediately to the

camp, Washington's thoughts recurred to Mount Vernon, and
its rural delights, so dear to his heart, whence he was to be

again exiled. His chief concern, however, was on account of

the distress it might cause to his wife. His letter to her on

the subject is written in a tone of manly tenderness. '^Ybu

may believe me," writes he, "when I assure you, in the most

solemn manner, that, so far from seeking this appointment, I

have used every endeavor in my power to avoid it, not only

from my unwillingness to part with you and the family, but

£rom a consciousness of its being a trust too great for my capac-
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ity ; and I should enjoy more real liiippiness in one month witli

you at home than I have the most distant prospect of finding

abroad, if my stay were to he seven times seven years. But as

it has been a kind of destiny that has throwiT me upon this

service, I shall hope that my undertaking it is. designed to an-

swer some good purpose
" I shall rely confidently on that Providence which has hither-

fore preserved, and been bountiful to me, not doubting but that

I shall return safe to you in the fall. I shall feel no pain from
the toil or danger of the campaign ; my unhappiness will flow

from the uneasiness I know you will feel from being left alone.

I therefore beg that you will summon your whole fortitude,

and pass your time as agreeably as possible. Nothing will

give me so much sincere satisfaction as to hear this, and to

hear it from your own pen."

And to his favorite brother, John Augustine, he writes :. " I

am now to bid adieu to you, and to every kind of domestic ease,

for a while. I am embarked on a wide ocean, boundless in its

prospect, and in which, perhaps, no safe harbor is to be found.

I have been called upon by the unanimous voice of the colonies

to take the command of the continental army ; an honor I

neither sought after, nor desired, as I am thoroughly convinced
that it requires great abilities, and much more experience than
I am master of." And subsequently, referring to his wife :

" I shall hope that m}^ friends will visit, and endeavor to keep
up tlie spirits of my wife as much as they can, for my departure
will, I know, be a cutting stroke upon her; and on this account
alone I have many disagreeable sensations."

On the 20th of June, he received his commission from the

President of Congress. The following day was fixed upon for

his departure for the army. He reviewed previously, at the re-

quest of their officers, several militia companies of horse and
foot. Every one was anxious to see the new commander, and
rarely lias the public beau ideal of a commander been so fully

answered. He was now in the vigor of his days, forty-three

years of age, stately in person, noble in his demeanor, calm and
dignified in his d(q)ortment ; as he sat his horse, with manly
grace, his military presence delighted every eye, and wherever

• he went the air rang with acclamations.
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CHAPTER XL.

MORE TROOPS ARRIVE AT BOSTON. GENERALS HOWE, BUR-
GOYNE, AND CLINTON. PROCLAMATION OF GAGE. NATURE
OF THE AMERICAN ARMY. SCORNFUL CONDUCT OP THE
BRITISH OFFICERS. PROJECT OF THE AMERICANS TO SEIZE
UPON breed's hill.—Putnam's opinion of it.—sanctioned
BY PRESCOTT. NOCTURNAL MARCH OF THE DETACHMENT.
FORTIFYING OF BUNKEr's HI

TONISHMENT OF THE ENEMY,
FORTIFYING OF BUNKEr's HILL. BREAK OF DAY, AND AS*

While Congress had been deliberating on the adoption of

the army, and the nomination of a commander-in-chief, events
had been thickening and drawing to a crisis in the excited

region about Boston. The provincial troops which blockaded tlie

town prevented supplies by land, the neighboring country re-

fused to furnish them by water ; fresh provisions and vegetables
were no longer to be procured, and Boston began to experience
the privations of a besieged city.

On the 25th of May, arrived ships of war and transports

from England, bringing large reinforcements, under Generals
Howe, Burgoyne, and Henry Clinton, commanders of high rep-

utation.

As the ships entered the harbor, and the " rebel camp " was
pointed out,—ten thousand yeomanry beleaguering a town gar-

risoned by five thousand regulars,—^Burgoyne could not re-

strain a burst of surprise and scorn. " What !
" cried he, " ten

thousand peasants keep five thousand king's troops shut up !

Well, let us get in, and we'll soon find elbow-room."
Inspirited by these reinforcements. General Gage deter-

mined to take the field. Previously, however in conformity to

instructions from Lord Dartmouth, the head of the war depart-

ment, he issued a proclamation (12th June), putting the prov-

ince under martial law, threatening to treat as rebels and trai-

tors all malcontents who should continue under arms, together

with their aiders and abettors ; but offering pardon to all who
should lay down their arms, and return to their allegiance.

Prom this proffered amnesty, however, John Hancock and Sam-
uel Adams were especially excepted ; their offenses being pro-

nounced too " flagitious not to meet with condign punish-

ment.**
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This proclamation only served to put the patriots on the alert

against such measures as might be expected to follow, and of

which their friends in Boston stood ready to apprise them. The
besieging force, in the meantime, was daily augmented by re-

cruits and volunteers, and now amounted to about fifteen thou-

sand men distributed at various points. Its character and or-

ganization were peculiar. As has well been observed, it could

not be called a national army, for, as yet, there was no nation

to own it ; it was not under the authority of the Continental

Congress, the act of that body recognizing it not having as yet

been passed, and the authority of that body itself not having
been acknowledged. It was, in fact, a fortuitous assemblage of

four distinct bodies of troops, belonging to different provinces,

and each having a leader of its own election. About ten thou-

sand belonged to Massachusetts, and were under the command
of General Artemas Ward, whose head-quarters were at Cam-
bridge. Another body of troops, under Colonel John Stark, al-

ready mentioned, came from New Hampshire. Khode Island

furnished a third, under the command of General Nathaniel
Greene. A fourth was from Connecticut, under the veteran
Putnam.

These bodies of troops, being from different colonies, were
independent of each other, and had their several commanders.
Tliose from New Hampshire were instructed to obey General
Ward as commander-in-chief ; with the rest it was a voluntary

act, rendered in consideration of his being military chief of

Massachusetts, the province which, as allies, they came to de-

fend. There was, in fact, but little organization in the army.
Nothing kept it together, and gave it unity of action, but a

common feeling of exasperated patriotism.

The troops knew but little of military discipline. Almost
all were familiar with the use of fire-arms in hunting and fowl-

ing ; many had served in frontier campaigns against the French,
and in " bush-fighting " with the Indians ; but none were ac-

quainted with regular service or the discipline of European
armies. There was a regiment of artillery, partly organized by
Colonel Gridley, a skillful engineer, and furnished with nine
field-pieces ; but the greater part of the troops were without
military dress or accoutrements ; most of them were hasty
levies of yeomanry, some of whom had seized their rifles and

^ fowling-pieces, and turned out in their working-clothes andM homespun country garbs. It was an army of volunteers, sub-

IH bordiuate through inclination and respect to officers of theit

vM own choice, and depending for sustenance on supplies sent_froDa
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Such was the army spread over an extent of ten or twelve

miles, and keeping watch upon the town of Boston, containing

at that time a population of seventeen thousand souls, and gar-

risoned with more than ten thousand British troops, disciplined

and experienced in the wars of Europe.

In the disposition of these forces, (xeneral Ward had stationed

himself at Cambridge, with the main body of about nine thou-

sand men and four companies of artillery. Lieutenant-general

Thomas, second in command, was posted with five thousand

Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Khode Island troops, and three

or four companies of artillery, at Roxbury and Dorchester,

forming the right wing of the army ; while the left, composed
in a great measure of Xew Hampshire troops, stretched through

Medford to the hills of Chelsea.

It was a great annoyance to the British officers and soldiers,

to be thus hemmed in by what they termed a rustic rout with

calico_frocks and fowling-pieces. The same scornful and taunt-

ing spirit prevailed among them, that the cavaliers of yore in-

dulged toward the Covenanters. Considering Episcopacy as the

only loyal and royal faith, they insulted and desecrated

the " sectarian " places of worship. One was turned into

a riding-school for the cavalry, and the fire in the stove was
kindled with books from the library of its pastor. The provin-

cials retaliated by turning the Episcopal church at Cambridge
into a barrack, and melting down its organ-pipes into bullets.

Both parties panted for action ; the British though impa-

tient of their humiliating position, and eagerness to chastise

what they considered the presumption of their besiegers ;
the

provincials through enthusiasm in their cause, a thirst for enter-

prise and exploit, and, it must be added, an unconsciousness of

their own military deficiencies.

We have already mentioned the peninsula of Charlestown

(called from a village of the same name), which lies opposite to

the north side of Boston. The heights, which swell up in rear

of the village, overlook the town and shipping. The project

was conceived in the besieging camp to seize and occupy those

lieights. A council of war was held upon the subject. The
arguments in favor of the attempt were, that the army was

anxious to be employed ; that the country was dissatisfied at

its inactivity, and that the enemy might thus be drawn out to

ground where they might be fought to advantage. General

Putnam was one of the most strenuous in favor of the measure.

Some of the more wary and judicious, among whom were

General Ward and Dr. Warren, doubted the expediency of in-

trenching themselves on those heights, and the possibility of
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maintaining so exposed a post, scantily furnislied, as tliey wore,

with ordnance and ammunition. Besides, it might bring on a

general engagement, which it was not safe to risk.

Putnam made light of the danger. He was confident of the

bravery of the militia if intrenched, having seen it tried in the

old French war. " The Americans," said he, " are never afraid

of their heads; they are only afraid of their legs; shelter them,

and they'll fight forever." He was seconded by General Pome-
ro}', a leader of like stamp, and another veteran of the French
war. He had been a hunter in his time; a dead shot with the

rifle, and was ready to lead troops against the enemy, "with
five cartridges to a man."
The daring counsels of such men are always captivating to

the inexperienced; but in the present instance they were sanc-

tioned by one whose opinion in such matters, and in this vicinity,

possessed peculiar weight. This was Colonel William Prescott,

of Pepperell, who commanded a regiment of minute men. He,
too, had seen service in the French war, and acquired reputa-

tion as a lieutenant of infantry at the capture of Cape Breton.

This was sufficient to constitute him an oracle in the present

instance. He was now about fifty years of age, tall and com-
manding in his appearance, and retaining the port of a soldier.

What was more, he had a military garb, being equipped with a

three-cornered hat, a toj^ wig, and a single-breasted blue coat,

with facings, and lapped up at the skirts. All this served to

give him consequence among the rustic militia officers with
whom he was in council.

His opinion, probably, settled the question, and it was deter-

mined to seize on and fortify Bunker's Hill and Dorchester
Heights. In deference, however, to*the suggestions of the more
cautious, it was agreed to postpone the measure until they were
sufficiently supplied with the munitions of war to be able to

maintain the heights when seized.

Secret intelligence hurried forward the project. General
Gage, it is said, intended to take possession of Dorchester
Heights on the night of the 18th of June. These heights lay

on the op2>osite side of Boston, and the committee were ignorant
of their localities. Those on Charlestown Neck, being near at

hand, had some time before been reconnoitered by Colonel

Richard Gridley, and other of the engineers. It was determined
to seize and fortify these heights on the night of Friday, the

16th of June, in anticipation of the movement of General Gage.
Troops wore drafted for the purpose from the Massachusetts
regiments of Colonels Prescott, Frye, and Bridges. There was
also a fatigue party of about two hundred men from Putnam's
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Connecticut troops, led by his favorite officer, Captain Knowl-
ton, together with a company of forty-nine artillery men, with

two field pieces, commanded by Captain Samuel Gridley.

A little before sunset the troops, about twelve hundred in

all, assembled on the common, in front of General Ward's
quarters. They came provided with packs, blankets, and pro-

visions for four-and-twenty hours, but ignorant of the object of

the expedition. Being all paraded, prayers were offered up by
the reverend President Langdon of Harvard College, after

which they all set forward on their silent march.

Colonel Prescott, from his experience in military matters,

and his being an officer in the Massachusetts line, had been

chosen by General Ward to conduct the enterprise. His
written orders were to fortify Bunker's Hill, and defend the

works until he should be relieved. Colonel Kichard Gridley,

the chief engineer, who had likewise served in the French war,

was to accompany him and plan the fortifications. It was un-

derstood that reinforcements and refreshments would be sent to

the fatigue party in the morning.

The detachment left Cambridge about nine o'clock, Colonel

Prescott taking the lead, preceded by two sergeants with dark

lanterns. At Charlestown Neck they were joined by Major
Brooks, of Bridges' regiment, and General Putnam ; and here

were the wagons laden with intrenching tools, which first gave

the men an indication of the enterprise.

Charlestown Neck is a narrow isthmus, connecting the

peninsula with the main land ; having the Mystic Biver, about

half a mile wide, on the north, and a large embayment of

Charles Biver on the south or right side.

It was now necessary to proceed with the utmost caution, for

they were coming on ground over which the British kept

jealous watch. They had erected a battery at Boston on Copp's

Hill, immediately opposite to Charlestown. Five of their

vessels of war were stationed so as to bear upon the peninsula

from different directions, and the guns of one of them swept
the isthmus, or narrow neck just mentioned.

Across this isthmus Colonel Prescott conducted the detach-

ment undiscovered, and up the ascent of Bunker's Hill. This

commences at the Neck and slopes up for about three hundred
yards to its summit, which is about one hundred and twelve

feet high. It then declines toward the south, and is connected

by a ridge with Breed's Hill about sixty or seventy feet high.

The crests of the two hills are about seven hundred yards apart.

On attaining the heights, a question rose which of the two
ihey should proceed to fortify. Bunker's Hill was specified iu
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the written orders giveii to Colonel Prescott by General Ward
but Breed's Hill was much nearer to Boston, and had a better com-
mand of the town and shipping. Bunkers Mill, also, being on
the upper and narrower part of the peninsula, was itself com-
manded by the same ship which raked the Xeck. Putnam was
clear for commencing the principal work there, while a minor
work might be thrown up at Bunker's Hill, as a protection in

the rear, and a rallying point, in case of being driven out of

the main work. Others concurred with this opinion, yet there

was a hesitation in deviating from the letter of their orders. At
length Colonel Gridley became impatient ; the night was wan-
ing; delay might prostrate the whole enterprise. Breed's Hill

was then determined on. Gridle}'- marked out the lines for

the fortifications ; the men stacked their guns ; threw off their

packs ; seized their trenching tools, and set to work with great

spirit ; but so much time had been wasted in discussion, that it

was midnight before they struck the first spade into the

ground.

Prescott, who felt the responsibility of his charge, almost

despaired of carrying on these operations undiscovered. A
party was sent out by him silently to patrol the shore at the

foot of the heights, and watch for any movement of the enemy.
Not willing to trust entirely to the vigilance of others, he twice

went down during the night to the water's edge—reconnoiter-

ing everything scrupulously, and noting every sight and sound.

It was a warm, still, summer's night ; the stars shone brightly,

but everything was quiet. Boston was buried in sleep. The
sentry's cry of " All's well " could be heard distinctly from its

shores, together with the drowsy calling of the watch on board

of the ships of war, and then all would relapse into silence.

Satisfied that the enemy were perfectly unconscious of what
was going on upon the hill, he returned to the works, and a

little before daybreak called in the i)atrolling party.

So spiritedly, though silently, had the labor been carried on,

that bj^morning a strong redoubt was thrown up as a main
work, flanked on the left by a breastwork, partly cannon-proof,

extending down the crest of Breed's Hill to a piece of marshy
ground called the Slough. To support the right of the redoubt,

some troops were thrown into the village of Charlestown, at the

southern foot of the hill. The great object of Prescott's solic-

itude was now attained, a sufficient bulwark to screen his., men
before they should be discovered ; for he doubted the possibility

of keeping raw recruits to their post, if openly exposed to the

fire of artillery, and the attack of disciplined troops.

At dawn of day^ the Americans at work were espied by the
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sailors on board of the ships of war, and the alarm was given.

The captain of tlie Lwehj, the nearest ship, without waiting

for orders, put a spring upon her cable, and bringing her guns
to bear, opened a fire upon the hill. The other ships and a

floating battery followed his example. Their shot did no mis-

•jliief to the works, but one man, among a number who had in-

cautiously ventured outside, was killed. A subaltern reported

his death to Qolonel Prescott, and asked what was to be done.
" Bury him," was the reply. The chaplain gathered some of

his military flock around him, and was proceeding to perform

suitable obsequies over the " first martyr," but Prescott ordered

that the men should disperse to their work, and the deceased be

buried immediately. It seemed shocking to men accustomed

to the funeral solemnities of peaceful life to bury a man with-

prayers, but Prescott saw that the sight of this man suddenly

shot down had agitated the nerves of his comrades, unaccus-

tomed to scenes of war. Some of them, in fact, quietly left the

hillj and did not return to it.

To inspire confidence by example, Prescott now mounted the

parapet, and walked leisurely about, inspecting the works, giv-

ing directions, and talking cheerfully with the men. In a
little while they got over their dread of cannon-balls, and some
even made them a subject of joke, or rather bravado—a species

of sham courage occasionally manifested by young soldiers, but

never by veterans.

The cannonading roused the town of Boston. General Gage
could scarcely believe his eyes when he beheld on the opposite

hill a fortification full of men, which had sprung up in the

course of the night. As he reconnoitered it through a glass

from Copp's Hill, the tall figure of Prescott, in military garb,

walking the parapet, caught his eye. " Who is that ofiicer who
appears in command ? " asked he. The question was answered

by Counselor Willard, Prescott's brother-in-law, who was at

hand, and recognized his relative. " Will he fight ? " demanded
Gage, quickly. " Yes, sir !

" he is an old soldier, and will fight

to the last drop of blood ; but I cannot answer for his men."
" The works must be carried !

" exclaimed Gage.

He called a council of war. The Americans might intend to

cannonade Boston from this new fortification ; it was unani-

mously resolved to dislodge them. How was this to be done ?

A majority of the council, including Clinton and Grant, advised

that a force should be landed on Charlestown neck, under the

protection of their batteries, so as to attack the Americans in

rear, and cut off their retreat. General Gage objected that it

would place his troops between two armies ; one at Cambridge,
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superior in numbers, the other on the heights, strongly fortified.

He .was for landing in front of the works, and pushing directly

up the hill ; a plan adopted through a confidence that raw mil-

itia would never stand their ground against the assault of vet-

eran troops—another instance of undervaluing the American
spirit, which was to cost the enemy a lamentable loss of life.

CHAPTER XLL

BATTLE OF BUNKEr's HILL.

The sound of drum and trumpet, the clatter of hoofs, the

rattling of gun-carriages, and all the other military din and
bustle in the streets of Boston, soon apprised the Americans on
their rudely fortified height of an impending attack. They
were ill-fitted to withstand it, being jaded by the night's labor,

and want of sleep ; liungry and thirsty, having brought but

scanty supplies, and oppressed by the heat of the weather.

Prescott sent repeated messages to General Ward, asking re-

inforcements ajid provisions. Putnam seconded the request in

person, urging the exigencies of the case. Ward hesitated.

He feared to weaken his main body at Cambridge, as his mili-

tary stores were deposited there, and it might have to sustain

the principal attack. At length, having taken advice of the

council of safety, he issued orders for Colonels Stark and Read,
then at Medford, to march to the relief of Prescott with their

New Hampshire regiments. The orders reached Medford
about 11 o'clock. Ammunition was distributed in all haste

;

two flints, a gill of powder, and fifteen balls to each man. The
balls had to be suited to the different calibres of the guns ; the

ixnvder to be carried in powder-horns, or loose in the pocket, for

there were no cartridges prepared. It was the rude turnout of

yeomen soldiery destitute of regular accoutrements.
In the meanwhile, the Americans on Breed's Hill were

sustaining the fire from the ships, and from the battery on
(/opp's Hill, which opened upon them about ten o'clock. They
returned an occasional shot from one corner of the redoubt,

without much harm to the enemy, and continued strengthening
their position until about 11 o'clock, when they ceased to work,
piled thfiir intrenching tools in the rear, and looked out anx-
iously and impatiently for the anticipated reinforcements an^
supplies.
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About this time General Putnam, who had heen to head-

quarters, arrived at the redoubt on horseback. Some words

passed between him and Prescott with regard to the intrench-

ing tools, which have been variously reported. The most prob-

able version is, that he urged to have them taken from their

present place, where they might fall into the hands of the

enemy, and carried to Bunker's Hill, to be employed in throw-

ing up a redoubt, which was part of the original plan, and
which would be very important should the troops be obliged

to retreat from Breed's Hill. To this Prescott demurred that

those employed to convey them, and who were already jaded

with toil, might not return to his redoubt. A large part of the

tools were ultimately carried to Bunker's Hill, and a breast-

work commenced by order of General Putnam. The impor-

tance of such a work was afterwards made apparent.

About noon the Americans descried twenty-eight barges

crossing from Boston in parallel lines. They contained a large

detachment of grenadiers, rangers, and light infantry, admir-

ably equipped, and commanded by Major-general Howe. They
made a splendid and formidable appearance with their scarlet

uniforms, and the sun flashing upon muskets and bayonets, and
brass field-pieces. A heavy fire from the ships and batteries

covered their advance, but no attempt was made to oppose

them, and they landed about 1 o'clock at Moulton's Point a

little to the north of Breed's Hill.

Here General Howe made a pause. On reconnoitering the

works from this point, the Americans appeared to be much
more strongly posted than he had imagined. He descried

troops also hastening to their assistance. These were the New
Hampshire troops, led on by Stark. Howe immediately sent

over to General Gage for more forces, and a supply of cannon-

balls ; those brought by him being found, through some egre-

gious oversight, too large for the ordnance. While awaiting

their arrival, refreshments were served out to the troops, with
" grog " by the bucketful ; and tantalizing it was, to the hungry
and thirsty provincials, to look down from their ramparts of

earth, and see their invaders seated in groups upon the grass

eating and drinking, and preparing themselves by a hearty

meal for the coming encounter. Their only consolation was to

take advantage oi the delay, while the enemy were carousing,

to strengthen their position. The breastwork on the left of

the redoubt extended to what was called the Slough, but be-

yond this, the ridge of the hill, and the slope toward Mystic

River, were undefended, leaving a pass by which the enemy
might turn the left flank of the position and seize upon Bunker's
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Hill. Putnam ordered liis chosen officer, Captain Knowlton,
to cover this pass witli the Connecticut troops under his com-
mand. A novel kind of rampart, savoring of rural device, was
suggested by the rustic general. About six hundred feet in

the rear of the redoubt, and about one hundred feet to the left

of the breastwork, was a post-and-rail fence, set in a low foot-

wall of stone, and extending down to Mystic River. The posts

and rails of another fence were hastily pulled up, and set a

few feet in behind this, and the intermediate space was filled

up with new-mown hay from the adjacent meadows. This
double fence, it will be found, proved an important protection

to the redoubt, although there still remained an unprotected

interval of about seven hundred feet.

While Knowlton and his men were putting up this fence,

Putnam proceeded with other of his troops to throw up the

work on Bunker's Hill, despatching his son Captain Putnam,
on horseback, to hurry up the remainder of his men from
Cambridge. By this time his compeer in French and Indian
warfare, the veteran Stark, made his appearance with the New
Hampshire troops, five hundred strong. He had grown cool

and wary with age, and his march from Medford, a distance of

five or six miles, had been in character. He led his men at a
moderate pace, to bring them into action fresh and vigorous.

In crossing the Neck, which was enfiladed by the enemy's ships

and batteries, Captain Dearborn, who was by his side, suggested
a quick step. The veteran shook his head :

" One fresh man
in action is worth ten tired ones,'^ replied he, and marched
steadily on.

Putman detained some of Stark's men to aid in throwing up
the work on Bunker's Hill, and directed him to reinforce

Knowlton with the rest. Stark made a short speech to his men,
now that they were likely to have warm work. He then pushed
on, and did good service that day at the rustic bulwark.

About two o'clock Warren arrived on the heights, ready to

engage in their perilous defense, although he had opposed the

scheme of their occupation. He had recently been elected a

major-general, but had not received his commission ; like Pom-
eroy, he came to serve in the ranks with a musket on his shoulder.

Putnam offered him the command at the fence ; he declined it,

and merely asked where he could be of most service as a volunteer.

Putman pointed to the redoubt, observing that there he would
bo under cover. "Don't think I seek a place of safety," replied

Warren, quickly; "where will the attack be hottest !" Putnam
ftill pointed to the redr)ubt. "That is tlie enemy's object; if

tfiat can be maintained, the day is ours."
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Warren was cheered by the troops as he entered the redoubt.

Colonel Prescott tendered him the command. He again declined.
^' I have come to serve only as a volunteer, and shall be happy
to learn from a soldier of your experience." Such were the

noble spirits assembled on these perilous heights.

The British now prepared for a general assault. An easy

victory was anticipated : the main thought was, how to make it

most effectual. The left wing, commanded by General Pigot,

was to mount the hill and force the redoubt ; while General
Howe, with the right wing, was to push on between the fort

and Mystic River, turn the left flank of the Americans, and cut

off their retreat.

General Pigot, accordingly, advanced up the hill under cover

of a fire from field-pieces and howitzers planted on a small height

near the landing-place on Moulton's Point. His troops com-
menced a discharge of musketry while yet at a long distance

from the redoubts. The Americans within the works, obedient

to strict command, retained their fire until the enemy were with-

in thirty or forty paces, when they opened upon them with a

tremendous volley. Being all marksmen, accustomed to take

deliberate aim, the slaughter was immense, and especially fatal

to ofiicers. The assailants fell back in some confusion ; but,

rallied on by their officers, advanced within pistol shot. Another
volley, more effective than the first, made them again recoil.

To add to their confusion, they were galled by a flanking fire

from the handful of provincials posted in Charleston. Shocked
at the carnage, and seeing the confusion of his troops, General
Pigot was urged to give the word for a retreat.

In the meantime, General Howe, with the right wing, ad-

vanced along Mystic River toward the fence where Stark, Read,
and Knowlton were stationed, thinking to carry this slight

breastwork with ease, and so get in the rear of the fortress.

His artillery proved of little avail, being stopped by a swampy
piece of ground, while his columns suffered from two or three

field-pieces with which Putnam had fortified the fence. Howe's
men kept up a fire of musketry as they advanced ; but, not

taking aim, their shot passed over the heads of the Americans.
The latter had received the same orders with those in the re-

doubt, not to fire until the enemy should be within thirty paces.

Some few transgressed the command. Putnam rode up and
swore he would cut down the next man that fired contrary to

orders. When the British arrived within the stated distance a
sheeted fire opened upon them from rifles, muskets, and fowling-

pieces, all leveled with deadly aim. The carnage, as in the

other instance, was horrible. Tlie British were thrown into

confusion and fell back ; some even retreated to the boats.
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There was a general pause on the part of the British. The
American officers availed themselves of it to prepare foranotlier

attack, which must soon be made. Presc^tt mingled among his

men in the redoubt, who were all in high spirits at the severe

check they hivd given " the regulars." He praised them for their

steadfastness in maintaining their post, and their good conduct

in reserving their fire until the word of command, and exhorted

them to do the same in the next attack.

Putnam rode about Bunker's Hill and its skirts, to rally and
bring on reinforcements which had been checked or scattered

in crossing Charlestown Neck by the raking fire from the ships

and batteries. Before many could be brought to the scene of

action the British had commenced their second attack. They
again ascended the hill to storm the redoubt ; their advance
was covered as before by discharges of artillery. Charlestown,

which had annoyed them on their first attack by a flanking fire,

was in flames, by shells thrown from Copp's Hill, and by
marines from the ships. Being built of wood, the place was
soon wrapped in a general conflagration. The thunder of artil-

lery from batteries and ships, the bursting of bomb-shells, the

sharp discharges of musketry ; the shouts and yells of the com-
batants ; the crash of burning buildings, and the dense vol-

umes of smoke, which obscured the summer sun, all formed a

tremendous spectacle. " Sure I am," said Burgoyne in one of

his letters,—" Sure I am nothing ever has or ever can be more
dreadfully terrible than what was to be seen or heard at this

time. The most incessant discharge of guns that ever was
heard by mortal ears."

The American troops, although unused to war, stood undis-

mayed amidst a scene where it was bursting upon them with all

its horrors. Reserving their fire, as before, until the enemy was
close at hand, they again poured forth repeated volleys with the

fatal aim of sharp-shooters. The British stood the first shock,

and continued to advance ; but the incessant stream of fire stag-

gered them. Their officers remonstrated, threatened, and even
attempted to goad them on with their swords, but the havoc
was too deadly ; whole ranks were mowed down ; many of the

officers were either slain or wounded, and among them several

of the staff of General Howe. The troops again gave way and
retreated down the hill.

All this passed under the eye of thousands of spectators of

both sexes and all ages, watching from afar every turn of a
battle in which the lives of those most dear to them were at

hazard. The British soldiery in Boston gazed with astonish-

ment and almost incredulity at the resolute and protracted
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stand of raw militia whom they had been taught to despise, and
at the havoc made among their own veteran troops. Every
convoy of wounded brought over to the town increased their

consternation ; and General Clinton, who had watched the action

from Copp's Hill, embarking in a boat, hurried over as a volun-

teer, taking with him reinforcements.

A third attack was now determined on, though some of Howe's
officers remonstrated, declaring it would be downright butchery.

A different plan was adopted. Instead of advancing in front

of the redoubt, it was to be taken in flank on the left, where
the open space between the breastwork and the fortified fence

presented a weak point. It having been accidentally discovered

that the ammunition of the Americans was nearly expended,
preparations were made to carry the works at the point of the

bayonet ; and the soldiery threw off their knapsacks, and some
even their coats, to be more light for action.

General Howe, with the main body, now made a feint of at-

tacking the fortified fence ; but, while a part of his force was
thus engaged, the rest brought some of the field-pieces to en-

filade the breastwork on the left of the redoubt. A raking fire

soon drove the Americans out of this exposed place into the in-

closure. Much damage, too, was done in the latter by balls

which entered the sally-port.

The troops were now led on to assail the works ; those who
flinched were, as before, goaded on by the swords of the officers.

The Americans again reserved their fire until their assailants

were close at hand, and then made a murderous volley, by
which several officers were laid low, and General Howe himself

was wounded in the foot. The British soldiery this time like-

wise reserved their fire and rushed on with fixed bayonets.

Clinton and Pigot had reached the southern and eastern sides

of the redoubt, and it was now assailed on three sides at once.

Prescott ordered those who had no bayonets to retire to the back
part of the redoubt and fire on the enemy as they showed them-
selves above the parapet. The first who mounted exclaimed in

triumph, " The day is ours ! " He was instantly shot down,
and so were several others who mounted at the same time.

The Americans, however, had fired their last round, their am-
munition was exhausted ; and now succeeded a desperate and
deadly struggle, hand to hand, with bayonets, stones, and the

stocks of their muskets. At length, as the British continued
to pour in, Prescott gave the order to retreat. His men had to

cut their way through two divisions of the enemy who were get-

ting in rear of the redoubt, and they received a destructive

volley from those who had formed on the captured works. By
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that volley fell the patriot Warren, who had distinguished him-

self throughout the action. He was among the last to leave the

redoubt, and had scarce done so when he was shot through the

head with a musket-ball, and fell dead on the spot.

While the Americans were thus slowly dislodged from the

redoubt, Stark, Read, and Knowlton maintained their ground
at the fortified fence ; which, indeed, had been nobly defended
throughout the action. Pomeroy distinguished himself here

by his sharpshooting until his musket was shattered^ by a ball.

The resistance at this hastily constructed work was kept up
after the troops in the redoubt had given way, and until Colonel

Prescott had left the hill ; thus defeating General Howe's design

of cutting off the retreat of the main body, which would have
produced' a scene of direful confusion and slaughter. Having
effected their purpose, the brave associates at the fence abandon-
e<l their weak outpost, retiring slowly, and disputing the ground
inch by inch, with a regularity remarkable in troops many of

whom had never before been in action.

The main retreat was across Bunker's Hill, where Putnam
hsul endeavored to throw up a breastwork. The veteran, sword
in hand, rode to the rear of the retreating troops, regardless of

the balls whistling about him. His only thought was to rally

them at the unfinished works. " Halt ! make a stand there !

"

cried he, we can check them yet. In God's name form and give

them one shot more."

Pomeroy, wielding his shattered musket as a truncheon, sec-

onded him in his efforts to stay the torrent. It was impossible,

however, to bring the troops to a stand. They continued on

down the hill to the Neck, and across it to Cambridge, exposed
to a raking fire from the ships aiul batteries, and only protected

by a single piece of ordnance.. The British were too exhausted
to pursue them ; they contented themselves with taking pos-

session of Bunker's Hill, were reinforced from Boston, and
threw up additional works during the night.

We have collected the preceding facts from various sources,

examining them carefully, and endeavoring to arrange them
with 8cnij)ulou8 fidelity. We may appear to have been more
minute in the account of the battle than the number of troops

engaged would warrant ; but it was one of the most momentous
conflicts in our Revolutionary history. It was the first regular
l>attle between the British and the Americans, and most event-

ful in its consequences. The former had gained the ground
for which they contended ; but, if a victory, it was more dis-

astrous and humiliating to them than an ordinary defeat. They
had ridiculed and desynsed their enemy, representing them as
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dastardly and inefficient
;
yet here their best troops, led on by

experienced officers, had repeatedly been repulsed, by an in-

ferior force of that enemy,—mere yeomanry,—from works
thrown up in a single night, and had suifered a loss rarely par-

alleled in battle with the most veteran soldiery ; for, according
to their own returns, their killed and wounded, out of a detach-

ment of two thousand men, amounted to one thousand and fifty

four, and a large proportion of them officers. The loss of the

Americans did not exceed four hundred and fifty.

To the latter this defeat, if defeat it might be called, had the

effect of a triumph. It gave them confidence in themselves
and consequence in the eyes of their enemies. They had proved
to themselves and to others that they could measure weapons
with the disciplined soldiers of Europe, and inflict the most
harm in the conflict.

Among the British officers slain was Major Pitcaim, who, at

Lexington, had shed the first blood in the Revolutionary war.

In the death of Warren the Americans had to lament the loss

of a distinguished patriot and a most estimable man. It was
deplored as a public calamity. His friend Elbridge Gerry had
endeavored to dissuade him from risking his life in this perilous

conflict. " Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori," replied War-
ren, as if he had foreseen his fate—a fate to be envied by those

ambitious of an honorable fame. He was one of the first who
fell in the glorious cause of his country, and his name has be-

come consecrated in its history.

There has been much discussion of the relative merits of the

American officers engaged in this affair—a difficult question

where no one appears to have had the general command. Pres-

cott conducted the troops in the night enterprise ; he superin-

tended the building of the redoubt, and defended it throughout
the battle : his name, therefore, will ever shine most conspicuous,

and deservedly so, on this bright page of our Revolutionary his-

tory.

Putnam was also a leading spirit throughout the affair ; one
of the first to prompt and of the last to maintain it. He ap-

pears to have been active and efficient at every point ; sometimes
fortifying ; sometimes hurrying up reinforcements ; inspiriting

the men by his presence while they were able to maintain their

ground, and fighting gallantly at the outpost to cover their re-

treat. The brave old man, riding about in the heat of the

action, on this sultry day, "with a hanger belted across his

brawny shoulders, over a waistcoat without sleeves," has been
sneered at by a contemporary, as " much fitter to head a band
of sickle men or ditchers than musketeers." But this very
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description illustrates his character, and identifies him with the

times and the service. A yeoman warrior fresh from the plough
in the garb of rural labor ; a patriot brave and generous, but
rough and ready, who thought not of himself in time of danger,

but was ready to serve in any way, and to sacrifice official rank
and self-glorification to the good of the cause. He was emi-

nently a soldier for the occasion. His name has long been a

favorite one with young and old, one of the talismanic names of

the Revolution, the very mention of which is like the sound of

a trumpet. Such names are the precious jewels of our history,

to be garnered up among the treasures of the nation, and kept
immaculate from the tarnishing breath of the cynic and the

doubter.

XoTE.—In treating of the battle of Bunker's Hill, and of other occur-
rences about Boston at this period of the Kevolution, we have had re-

peated occasion to consult the History of the Siege of Boston, by Richard
Frothingham, Jr. ; a work abounding with facts as to persons and
events, and full of interest for the American reader.

U

CHAPTER XLII.

DEPARTURE FROM PHILADELPHIA. ANP:CD0TES OF GENERAL
SCHUYLER. OF LEE. TIDINGS OF BUNKEr's HILL. MILI-

TARY COUNCILS. POPULATION OF NEW YORK. THE JOHNSON
FAMILY. GOVERNOR TRYON. ARRIVAL AT NEW YORK.
MILITARY INSTRUCTIONS TO SCHUYLER. ARRIVAL AT THE
CAMP.

In a preceding chapter we left Washington preparing to de-

part from Philadelphia for the army before Boston. He set out
on horseback on the 21st of June, having for military com-
panions of his journey Major-Generals Lee and Schuyler, and
being accompanied for a distance by several private friends. As
an escort he had a " gentleman troop " of Philadelphia, com-
manded by Captain Markoe ; the whole formed a brilliant cav-

alcade.

General Schuyler was a man eminently calculated to sympa-
thize with Washington in all his patriotic views and feelings,

and Iwcame one of his most faithful coadjutors. Sprung from
one of tin* earliest and most respectal)le Dutch families which
colonized New Vork, all his interests and affcictions were iden-

tiH«*d with the country. He had received a good education
;

applied himself at an early age to the exact sciences, and became
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versed in finance, military engineering, and political economy.
He was one of those native-born soldiers who had acquired ex-

perience in that American school of arms, the old French war.

When but twenty-two years of age he commanded a company
of New York levies under Sir William Johnson, of Mohawk
renown, which gave him an early opportunity of becoming ac-

quainted with the Indian tribes, their country and their polic}'.

In 1758 he was in Abercrombie's expedition against Ticonderoga,
accompanying Lord Viscount Howe as chief of the commissariat
department ; a post well qualified to give him experience in the

business part of war. When that gallant young nobleman fell

on the banks of Lake George, Schuyler conveyed his corpse

back to Albany and attended to his honorable obsequies. Since

the close of the French war he had served his country in various

civil stations, and«been one of the zealous and eloquent vindica-

tors of colonial rights. He was one of the " glorious minority "

of the New York General Assembly—George Clinton, Colonel

Woodhull, Colonel Philip Livingston and others—who, when
that body was timid and wavering, battled nobly against British

influence and oppression. His last stand had been recently as

a delegate to Congress, where he had served with Washington
on the committee to prepare rules and regulations for the army,
and where the latter had witnessed his judgment, activity,

practical science, and sincere devotion to the cause.

Manj' things concurred to produce perfect harmony of opera-

tion between these distinguished men. They were nearly of

the same age, Schuyler being one year the youngest. Both
were men of agricultural as well as military tastes. Both were
men of property, living at their ease in little rural paradises,

—

Washington on the grove clad heights of Mount Vernon, Schuy-
ler on the pastoral banks of the upper Hudson, where he had
a noble estate at Saratoga, inherited from an uncle, and the old

family mansion, near the city of Albany, half hid among ances-

tral trees. Yet both were exiling themselves from these happy
abodeS; and putting life and fortune at hazard in the service of

their country. _^ __
Schuyler and Lee had early^military recollections to draw

them together. Both had 'served under Abercrombie in the ex-

pedition against Ticonderoga. There was some part of Lee's

conduct in that expedition which both he and Schuyler miglit

deem it expedient at this moment to forget. Lee was at that

time a young captain, naturally presumptuous, and flushed with

the arrogance of military power. On his march along the banks
of the Hudson, he acted as if in a conquered country, impressing

horses and oxen, and seizing upon supplies, without exhibiting
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any proper warrant. It was enough for him " they were nec-

essary for the service of his troops." Should any one question

liis right, tlie reply was a volley of execrations.

Among those who experienced this unsoldierly treatment
was Mrs. Schuyler, the aunt of the general, a lady of aristocra-

tical, station revered throughout her neighi)orhood. Her cattle

were impressed, herself insulted. She had her revenge. After

the unfortunate affair at Ticonderoga, a number of the wounded
were brought down along the Hudson to the Schuyler mansion.
Lee was among the number. The high-minded mistress of the

house never alluded to his past conduct. He was received, like

his brother officers, with the kindest sympathy. Sheets and
table-cloths were torn up to serve as bandages. Everything
was done to alleviate their sufferings. Lee's cynic heart was
conquered. He swore in his vehement manner that he was sure

there would be a place reserved for Mrs. Schuyler in heaven,

though no other woman should be there, and that he should
wish for nothing better than to share her final destiny !

" *

Seventeen years had since elapsed, and Lee and the nephew
of Mrs. Schuyler were again allied in military service, but under
a different banner ; and recollections of past times must have
given peculiar interest to their present intercourse. In fact,

the journe}" of Washington with his associate generals, experi-

enced like him in the wild expeditions of the old French war,

was a revival of early campaigning feelings.

They had scarcely proceeded twenty miles from Philadelphia
when they were met by a courier, spurring with all speed, bear-

ing despatches from the army to Congress, communicating
tidings of the battle of Bunker's Hill. Washington eagerly in-

quired particulars ; above all, how acted the militia ? When
told that they stood their ground bravely ; sustained the enemy's
fire ; reserved their own until at close quarters, and then de-

livered it with deadly effect ; it seemed as if a weight of doubt
and solicitude were lifted from his heart. " The liberties of the

country are safe !
" exclaimed he.

The news of the battle of Bunker's Hill had startled the

whole country ; and this clattering cavalcade escorting the com-
mander-in-(rhief to the army, was the gaze and wonder of every
town and village.

The journey may be said to have been a continual council of

war between Washington and the two generals. Even the con-

trast in character of the two latter made them regard questions

from different points of view. Schuyler, a warm-hearted patriot,

with everything staked on the cause ; Lee, a soldier of fortune,

iiuliff«frent to tlie tif-s of home and country, drawing his sword
• Memoirs of an American lad>; (Mrs. Grant, of Laggan), Vol. ii

chap. ix.
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without enthusiasm ; more through resentment against a govern-

ment which had disappointed him than zeal for liberty or for

colonial rights.

One of the most frequent subjects of conversation was the

province of New York. Its power and position rendered it the

great link of the confederacy ; what measures were necessary

for its defense, and most calculated to secure its adherence to

the cause ? A lingering attachment to the crown, kept up by
the influence of British merchants, and military and civil

functionaries in royal pay, had rendered it slow in coming into

the colonial compact ; it was only on the contemptuous dismissal

of their statement of grievances, unheard, that its people had
thrown off their allegiance, as much in sorrow as in anger.

No person was better fitted to give an account of the interior

of New York than General Schuyler; and the hawk-eyed Lee
during a recent sojourn had made its capital somewhat of a

study ;-but there was much yet for both of them to learn.

The population of New York was more varied in its elements

than that of almost any other of the provinces, and had to be

cautiously studied. The New Yorkers were of a mixed origin,

and stamped with the peculiarities of their respective ancestors.

The descendants of the old Dutch and Huguenot families, the

earliest settlers, were still among the soundest and best of the

population. They inherited the love of liberty, civil and relig-

ious, of their forefathers, and were those who stood foremost in

the present struggle for popular rights. Such were the Jays,

the Bensons, the Beekmans, the Hoffmans, the Van Homes,
the Roosevelts, the Duyckinks, the Pintards, the Yateses, and
others whose names figure in the patriotic documents of the

day. Some of them, doubtless, cherished a remembrance of the

time when their forefathers were lords of the land, and felt an
innate propensity to join in resistance to the government by
which their supremacy had been overturned. A great propor-

tion of the more modern families, dating from the downfall of

the Dutch government in 1664, were English and Scotch, and
among these were many loyal adherents to the crown. Then
there was a mixture of the whole, produced by the intermar-

riages of upwards of a century, which partook of every shade of

character and sentiment. The operations of foreign commerce
and the regular "communications with the mother country

through packets and ships of war, kept these elements in con-

stant action, and contributed to produce that mercurial tempera-

ment, that fondness for excitement, and proneness to pleasure,

which distinguished them from their neighbors on either side

—the austere Puritans of New England, and the quiet "Friends"

iOf Pennsylvaniar
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There was a power, too, of a formidable kind within the in-

terior of the province, which was an object of much solicitude.

This was the " Johnson Family." We have repeatedly had oc-

casion to speak of Sir William Johnson, His Majesty's general

agent for Indian affairs : of his great wealth, and his almost

sovereign sway over the Six Nations. He had originally re-

ceived that appointment through the influence of the Schuyler

family. Both Generals Schujder and Lee, when young men,
had campaigned with him ; and it was among the Mohawk war-

riors, who rallied under his standard, that Lee had beheld his

vaunted models of good breeding.

In the recent difficulties between the crown and colonies. Sir

William had naturally been in favor of the government which
had enriched and honored him, but he had viewed with deep
concern the acts of Parliament which were goading the colonists

to armed resistance. In the height of his solicitude he received

despatches ordering him, in case of hostilities, to enlist the

Indians in the cause of government. To the agitation of feel-

ings produced by these orders many have attributed a stroke of

apoplexy, of which he died, on the 11th of July, 1774, about a

year beifore the time of which we are treating.

His son and heir, Sir John Johnson, and his sons-n-lawi.

Colonel Guy Johnson and Colonel Claus, felt none of the reluc-

tance of Sir William to use harsh measures in support of roj^-

alty. They lived in a degree of rude feudal style in stone

mansions capable of defense, situated on the Mohawk River
and in its vicinity ; they had many Scottish Highlanders for

tenants ; and among their adherents were violent men, such as

the Butlers, of Trj'on County, and Brant, the Mohawk sachem,
since famous in Indian warfare.

They had recently gone about with armed retainers, over-

awing and breaking up patriotic assemblages, and it was known
they could at any time bring a force of warriors in the field.

Recent accounts stated that Sir John was fortifying the old

family Hall at Johnstown with swivels, and had a hundred and
fifty Roman Catholic Highlanders quartered in apd about it,

all armed and ready to obey his orders.

Colonel Guy Johnson, however, was the most active and
z«alous of the family. Pretending to apprehend a design on
the part of the New England people to surprise and carry him
off, he fortified his stone mansion on the Mohawk, called Guy's
Park, and assembled there a part of his militia regiment and
other of his adherents, to the number of five hundred. He held
a great Indian council there, likewise, in which the chiefs of

the Six Nations recalled the friendship and good deeds of the
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late Sir William Johnson, and avowed their determination to

stand hy and defend every hranch of his family.

As yet it was uncertain whether Colonel Gruy really intended
to take an open part in the appeal to arms. Should he do so,

he would carry with him a great force of the native tribes, and
might also domineer over the frontier.

Tryon, the governor of New York, was at present absent in

England, having been called home by the ministry to give an
account of the affairs of the province, and to receive instruc
tions for its management. He was a tory in heart, and had
been a zealous opponent of all colonial movements, and his

talents and address gave him great influence over an important
part of the community. Should he return with hostile instruc-

tions, and should he and the Johnsons cooperate, the one con-

trolling the bay and harbor of New York and the waters of the
Hudson by means of ships and land forces ; the others overrun-
ning the valley of the Mohawk and the regions beyond Albany
with savage hordes, this great central province might be wrest-

ed from the confederacy, and all intercourse broken off between
the eastern and southern colonies.

All these circumstances and considerations, many of which
came under discussion in the course of this military journey,

rendered the command of New York a post of especial trust

and importance, and determined Washington to confide it to

General Schuyler. He was peculiarly fitted for it by his mili-

tary talents, his intimate knowledge of the province and its con-

cerns, especially what related to the upper parts of it, and his

experience in Indian affairs.

At Newark, in the Jerseys, Washington was met on the

25th by a committee of the provincial Congress, sent to con-

duct him to the city. The Congress was in a perplexity. It

had in a manner usurped and exercised the powers of Governor
Tryon during his absence, while at the same time it professed

allegiance to the crown which had appointed him. He was
now in the harbor, just arrived from England, and hourly ex-

pected to land. Washington, too, was approaching. How were
these double claims to ceremonious respect, happening at the
same time, to be managed ?

In this dilemma a regiment of militia was turned out, and
the colonel instructed to pay military honors to whichever of

the distinguished functionaries should first arrive. Washing-
ton was earlier than the governor by several hours, and received
those honors. Peter Van Burgh Livingston, president of the
New York Congress, next delivered a congratulatory address,

the latter part of which evinces the cautious reserve with
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which, in those revolutionarry times, military power was in-

trusted to an individual :

—

" Confiding in you, sir, and in the worthy generals immedi-
ately under your command, we hare the most flattering hopes

of success in the glorious struggle for American liberty, and
tlie fullest assurances that whenever this importmit contest

shall be decided by thatfondest wish of each American soul,

<ut accommodation with our rnother country, you will cheer-

fidly resign the important deposit committed into your hands,

and reassume the character of our worthiest citizenJ'

The following was Washington's reply, in behalf of himself

and his generals, to this part of the address :

—

" As to the fatal, but necessary operations of war, when we
assumed the soldier, we did not lay aside the citizen ; and we
shall most sincerely rejoice with you in thg,t happy luL>ur, when
the establishment of American liberty, on the most firm and
solid foundations, shall enable us to return to our private

stations, in the bosom of a free, peaceful, and happy coun-

try."

The landing of Governor Tryon took place about eight o'clock

in the evening. The military honors were repeated ; he was
received with great respect by the mayor and common council,

and transports of loyalty by those devoted to the crown. It

was unknown what instructions he had received from the

ministry, but it was rumored that a large force would soon

arrive from England, subject to his directions. At this very

moment a ship of war, the Asia, lay anchored opposite the

city ; its grim batteries bearing upon it, greatly to the disquiet

of the faint-hearted among its inhabitants.

In this situation of affairs Washington was happy to leave

such an efficient person as General Schuyler in command of the

place. According to his instructions, the latter was to make
returns once a month, and oftener, should circumstances require

it, to Washington, as commander-in-chief, and to the Continental

Congress, of the forces under him, and the state of his supplies
;

and to send the earliest advices of all events of importance.

He was to keep a wary eye on Colonel Guy Johnson, and to

counteract any prejudicial influence he might exercise over the

Indians. With respect to Governor Tryon, Washington hinted

at a bold and decided line of conduct. " If forcible measures
an; judged necessary respecting the person of the governor, I

shouhl have no difficulty in ordering them, if the Continental

Congress were not sitting ; but as that is the case, and the seiz-

ing of a governor quite a new thing, I must refer you_to that

bocly forjdirection."
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Had Congress thought proper to direct sucn a measure,

Schuyler certainly would have been the man to execute it.

At New York, Washington had learned all the details^of

the battle of Bunker's Hill ; they quickened his impatience to

arrive at the camp. He departed, therefore, on the 26th, ac-

companied by General Lee, and escorted as far as KingsbridgeJ*

the termination of New York Island, by Markoe's Philadelphia

light horse, and several companies of militia.

In the meantime the provincial Congress of Massachusetts,

then in session at Watertown, had made arrangements for the

expected arrival of Washington. According to a resolve of that

body, " the president's house in Cambridge, excepting one room
reserved by the president for his own use, was to be taken,

cleared, prepared, and furnished for the reception of the Com-
mander-in-chief and. General Lee. The Congress had likewise

sent on a deputation which met Washington at Springfield, on
the frontiers of the province, and provided escorts and accom-
modations for him along the road. Thus honorably attended

from town to town, and escorted by volunteer companies and
cavalcades of gentlemen, he arrived at Watertown on the 2d of

July, where he was greeted by Congress with a congratulatory

address, in which, however, was frankly stated the undisciplined

state of the army he was summoned to command. An address

of cordial welcome was likewise made to General Lee.

The ceremony over, Washington was again in the saddle,

and, escorted by a troop of light horse and a cavalcade of

citizens, proceeded to the head-quarters provided for him at

Cambridge, three miles distant. As he entered the confines of

the camp the shouts of the multitude and the thundering of

artillery gave note to the enemy beleaguered in Boston of his

arrival.

His military reputation had preceded him and excited great

expectations. They were not disappointed. His personal ap-

pearance, notwithstanding the dust of travel, was calculated to

captivate the public eye. As he rode through the camp, amidst

a throng of officers, he was the admiration of the soldiery and
of a curious throng collected from the surrounding country.

Happy was the countryman who could get a full view of him
to carry home an account of it to his neighbors. " I have been
much gratified this day with a view of General Washington,"
writes a contemporary chronicler. "His excellency was on
horseback, in company with several military gentlemen. It

was not difficult to distinguish him from all others. He is tall

and well-proportioned, and his personal appearance ^trulvtuoble
and majestic." *

* Thatcher. Military Journal,
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The fair sex were still more enthusiastic in their admiration,

if we may judge from the following passage of a letter written

by the intelligent and accomplished wife of John Adams to her

husband :
" Dignity, ease, and complacency, the gentleman and

the soldier, look agreeably blended in him. Modesty marks
every line and feature of his face. Those lines of Dryden in-

stantly occurred to me

:

*'
' Mark his majestic fabrici He's a temple
Sacred by birth, and built by hands divine;

His soul's the deity that lodges there;
Nor is the pile unworthy of the god.' *

With Washington, modest at all times, there was no false ex-

citement on the present occasion ; nothing to call forth emotions
of self-glorification. The honors and congratulations with
which he was received, the acclamations of the public, the cheer-

ings of the army, only told him how much was expected from
him ; and when he looked round upon the raw and rustic levies

he was to command, " a mixed multitude of people, under very
little discipline, order, or government," scattered in rough en-

campments about hill and dale, beleaguering a city garrisoned

by veteran troops, with ships of war anchored about its harbor,

and strong outposts guarding it, he felt the awful responsibility

of his situation, and the complicated and stupendous task be-

fore him. He spoke of it, however, not despondingly nor
boastfully and with defiance ; but with that solemn and sedate

resolution, and that hopeful reliance on Supreme Goodness, which
belonged to his magnanimous nature. The cause of his coun-

try, he observed, had called him to an active and dangerous
duty, but he trttsted that Divine Providence, which wisely
orders the affairs of men, wovld enable him to discharge it

withfidelity and success.*

* Letter to Governor Trumbull. Sparks, iiL SI.
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CHAPTER XLIII.

WASHINGTON TAKES COMMAND OF THE ARMIES. SKETCH OP
GENERAL LEE. CHARACTERS OP THE BRITISH COMMANDERS,
HOWE, CLINTON AND BURGOYNE. SURVEY OF THE CAMPS
FROM PROSPECT HILL. THE CAMPS CONTRASTED. DESCRIP-

TION OF THE REVOLUTIONARY ARMY. RHODE ISLAND TROOPS.

CHARACTER OF GENERAL GREENE. WASHINGTON REPRE-
SENTS THE DEFICIENCIES OF THE ARMY. HIS APOLOGY
FOR THE MASSACHUSETTS TROOPS. GOVERNOR TRUMBULL.

* CRAGIE HOUSE, WASHINGTON'S HEADQUARTERS.

On the 3d of July, the morning after his arrival at Cambridge,
Washington took formal command of the army. It was drawn
up on the common about half a mile from headquarters. A mul-

titude had assembled there, for as yet military spectacles were
novelties, and the camp was full of visitors, men, women, and
children, from all parts of the country, who had relatives among
the yeoman soldiery.

An ancient elm is still pointed out, under which Washington,
as he arrived from headquarters accompanied by General Lee
and a numerous suite, wheeled his horse, and drew his sword as

commander-in-chief of the armies. We have cited the poetical

description of him furnished by the pen of Mrs. Adams ; we
give her sketch of his military compeer—^less poetical, but no
less graphic.

" General Lee looks like a careless, hardy veteran ; and by
his appearance brought to my mind his namesake, Charles XII.
of Sweden. The elegance of his pen far exceeds that of his

person." *

Accompanied by this veteran campaigner, on whose military

judgment he had great reliance, Washington visited the differ-

ent American posts, and rode to the heights, commanding views

over Boston and its environs, being anxious to make himself

acquainted with the strength and relative position of both
armies : and here we will give a few particulars concerning the

distinguished commanders with whom he was brought imme-
diately in competition.

Congress, speaking of them reproachfully, observed, " Three
of England's most experienced generals are sent to wage war

* Mrs. Adams to John Adams, 1775.
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with their fellow-subjects.'' The first hero alluded to was the

Honorable William Howe, next in command to Gage. He was
a man of fine presence, six feet high, well proportioned, and of

graceful deportment. He is said to have been not unlike Wash-
ington in appearance, though wanting his energy and activity.

He lacked also his air of authority ; but affability of manners
and a generous disposition made him popular with both officers

and soldiers.

There was a sentiment in his favor even among Americans at

the time when he arrived at Boston. It was remembered that

he was brother to the gallant and generous youth. Lord Howe,
who fell in the flower of his days on the banks of Lake George,

and whose untimely death had been lamented throughout the

colonies. It was remembered that the general himself had won
reputation in the same campaign, commanding the light infantry

under Wolfe on the famous Plains of Abraham. A mournful
feeling had therefore gone through the country, when General
Howe was cited as one of the British commanders who had
most distinguished themselves in the bloody battle of Bunker's
Hill. Congress spoke of it with generous sensibility in their

address to the people of Ireland already quoted. " America is

amazed," said they, " to find the name of Howe on the catalogue

of her enemies

—

she loved his brother !
"

General Henry Clinton, the next in command, was grandson
of the Earl of Lincoln, and son of George Clinton, who had
been governor of the province of New York for ten years, from
1743. The general had seen service on the Continent in the

Seven Years' War. He was of short stature, and inclined to

corpulency, with a full face and prominent nose. His manners
were reserved, and altogether he was in strong contrast with
Howe, and by no means so popular.

Burgoyne, the other British general of note, was natural son
of Lord Bingley, and had entered the army at an early age. While
yet a subaltern he had made a runaway match with a daughter
of the Earl of Derby, who threatened never to admit the offend-

ers to his presence. In 1758 Burgoyne was a lieutenant-colonel

of light dragoons. In 1761 he was sent with a force to aid the

Portuguese against the Spaniards, joined the army commanded
by the Count de la Lippe, and signalized himself by surprising

and cay)turing the town of Alcantara. He had since been elected

to Parliament for the borough of Middlesex, and displayed con-

siderable parliamentary talents. In 1 772 he was made a major-
general. His taste, wit, and intelli*^; -.ice, and his aptness at

devising and promoting elegant amu. ements, made him for a
time a leader in the gay world, tliough Junius accuses him of
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unfair practices at the gaming table. His reputation for taieuts

and services had gradually mollified the heart of his father-in-

law, the Earl of Derby. In 1774 he gave celebrity to the mar-
riage of a son of the Earl with Lady Betty Hamilton, by pro-

ducing an elegant dramatic trifle, entitled, " The Maid of the

Oaks,^^ afterwards performed t Drury Lane, and honored with
a biting sarcasm by Horace Walpole. " There is a new puppet
show at Drury Lane," writes the wit, " as fine as the scenes can
make it, and as dull as the author could not help making it." *

It is but justice to Burgoyne's memory to add, that in after

years he produced a dramatic work, " The Heiress," which ex-

torted even Walpole's approbation, who pronounced it the

genteelest comedy in the English language.

Such were the three British commanders at Boston, who
were considered especially formidable ; and they had with them
eleven thousand veteran troops, well appointed and well dis-

ciplined.

In visiting the different posts, Washington halted for a time

at Prospect Hill, which, as its name denotes, commanded a

wide view over Boston and the surrounding country. Here
Putnam had taken his position after the battle of Bunker's
Hill, fortifying himself with works which he deemed impreg-

nable ; and here the veteran was enabled to point out to the

(^ommander-in-chief, and to Lee, the main features of the bel-

ligerent region, which lay spread out like a map before them.

Bunker's Hill was but a mile distant to the east, the British

standard floating as if in triumph on its summit. The main
force under General Howe was intrenching itself strongly about

half a mile beyond the place of the recent battle. Scarlet uni-

forms gleamed about the hill ; tents and marquees whitened
its sides. All up there was bright, brilliant, and triumphant.

At the base of the hill lay Charleston in ashes, "nothing to be
seen of that fine town but chimneys and rubbish.

Howe's sentries extended a hundred and fifty yards beyond
the neck or isthmus, over which the Americans retreated after

the battle. Three floating batteries in Mystic River command-
ed this isthmus, and a twenty-gun ship was anchored between
the peninsula and Boston.

General Gage, the commander-in-chief, still had his head-

quarters in the town, but there were few troops there besides

Burgoyne's light horse. A large force, however, was intrench-

ed south of the town on the neck leading to Roxbury,—the

only entrance to Boston by land.

The American troops were irregularly distributed in a kind

* Walpole to the Hon. W. S. Conway.
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of semicircle eight or nine miles in extent ; the left resting on

Winter Hill, the most northern post ; the right extending on

the south to Roxbury and Dorchester Neck.
Washington reconnoitered the British posts from various

points of view. Everything about them was in admirable

order. The works appeared to be constructed with military

science, the troops to be in a high state of discipline. Tlie

American camp, on the contrary, disappointed him. He had
expected to find eighteen or twenty thousand men under arms

;

there were not much more than fourteen thousand. He had
expected to find some degree of system and discipline ; whereas
all were raw militia. He had expected to find works scientifi-

cally constructed, and proofs of knowledge and skill in engi-

neering ; whereas, what he saw of the latter was very imper-

fect, and confined to the mere manual exercise of cannon.

There was abundant evidence of aptness at trenching iid

throwing up rough defenses ; and in that way General Thomas
had fortified Roxbury Neck, and Putnam had strengthened

Prospect Hill. But the semicircular line which linked the

extreme posts, was formed of rudely-constructed works, far too

extensive for the troops which were at hand to man them.
Within this attenuated semicircle, the British forces lay

concentrated and compact ; and having command of the water,

might suddenly bring their main strength to bear upon some
weak point, force it, and sever the American camp.

In fact, when we consider the scanty, ill-conditioned, and
irregular force which had thus stretched itself out to beleaguer
'A town and harbor defended by ships and floating batteries, and
garrisoned by eleven thousand strongly posted veterans, we are

at a loss whether to attribute its hazardous position to ignorance,

or to that daring self-confidence, which at times, in our military

histor}-, has snatched success in defiance of scientific rules. It

was revenge for the slaughter at Lexington, which, we are

told, first prompted the investment of Boston. " The universal

voice," 8ay»a contemporary, "is, starve them out. Drive them
from the town, and let His Majesty^s ships be their only place

of refuge."

In riding throughout the camp, Washington observed that
nine thousand of the troops belonged to Massachusetts ; the rest

were from other provinces. They were encamped in separate
bf)dies, each with its own regulations, and officers of its own ap-

111
pointment. Home had tents, others were in barracks, and others

f||- sheltered themselves as best they might. Many were sadly
in want of clothing, and all, said Washington, were strongly
imbued with the spirit of insubordination, which they mia*

" took for independence.
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A chaplain of one of the regiments * has left on record a

graphic sketch of this primitive army of the Revolution. " It

is very diverting," writes he, '^ to walk among the camps. They
are as different in their forms, as the owners are in their dress

;

and every tent is a portraiture of the temper and taste of the

persons who encamp in . it. Some are made of boards, and
some are made of sailcloth ; some are partly of one, and partly

of the other. Again others are made of stone and turf, brick

and brush. Some are thrown up in a hurry, others curiously

wrought with wreaths and withes."

One of the encampments, however, was in striking contrast

with the rest, and might vie with those of the British for order

and exactness. Here were tents and marquees pitched in the

English style ; soldiers well drilled and well equipped ; every-

thing had an air of discipline and. subordination. It was a

body of Rhode Island troops, which had been raised, drilled,

and brought to the camp by Brigadier-general Greene, of that

province, whose subsequent renown entitles him to an introduc-

tion to the reader.

Nathaniel Greene was born in Rhode Island, on the 26th of

May, 1742. His father was a miller, an anchorsmith, and a

Quaker preacher. The waters of the Potowhammet turned tli<'

wlieels of the mill, and raised the ponderous sledge-hammer of

the forge. Greene, in his boyhood, followed the plough, and
occasionally worked at the forge of his father. His e'ducation

was of an ordinary kind ; but having an early thirst for knowl-

edge, he applied himself sedulously to various studies, while

subsisting by the labor of his hands. Nature had endowed him
with quick parts, and a sound judgment, and his assiduity was
crowned with success; He became fluent and instructive in

conversation, and his letters, still extant, show that he held an

able pen.

In the late turn of public affairs, he had caught the belig-

erent spirit prevalent throughout the country. Plutarch and
Caesar's Commentaries became his delight. He apj^lied himself

to military studies, for which he was prepared by some knowl-

edge of mathematics. His ambition was to organize and disci-

pline a corps of militia to which he belonged. For this purpose

during a visit to Boston, he had taken note of everything about

the discipline of the British troops. In the month of May, he

had been elected commander of the Rhode Island contingent of

the army of observation, and in June had conducted to the

lines before Boston three regiments, whose encampment we
have just described, and who were pronounced the best disci

plined and appointed troops in the army.

* The Rev. William Emersoik
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Greene made a soldier-like address to Washington, welcoming
him to the camp. His appearance and manner were calculated

to make a favorable impression. He was about thirty-nine

years of age, nearly six feet high, well built and vigorous, with
an open, animated, intelligent countenance, and a frank, manly
demeanor. He may be said to have stepped at once into the

confidence of the commander-in-(dnef, which he never forfeited,

but became one of his most attached, faithful, and efficient coad-

jutors throughout the war.

Having taken his survey of the army, Washington wrote to

the President of Congress, representing its various deficiencies,

and, among other things, urging the appointment of a commis-
sary-general, a quartermaster-general, a commissary of musters,

and a commissary of artillery. Above all things, he requested

a supply of money as soon as possible. " I find myself already

much embarrassed for want of a military chest."

In one of his recommendations we have an instance of fron-

tier expediency, learnt in his early campaigns. Speaking of

the ragged condition of the army, and the difficulty of procur-

ing the requisite kind of clothing, he advises that a number of

hunting shirts, not less than ten thousand, should be provided;

as being the cheapest and quickest mode of supplying this

necessity. " I know nothing in a speculative view more trivial,"

observes he, " yet which, if put in practice, would have a hap-

pier tendency to unite the men, and abolish those provincial

distinctions that lead to jealous}'- and dissatisfaction."

Among the troops most destitute, were those belonging to

Massachusetts, which formed the larger part of the army.
Washington made a noble apology for them. "This unhappy
and devoted province," said he, " has been so long in a state of

anarchy, and the yoke has been laid so heavily on it, that great

allowances are to be made for troops raised under such circum-

Htances. The deficiency of numbers, discipline, and stores, can
only lead to this conclusion, that their spirit has exceeded their

strength.^^

This apology was the more generous,coming from a Southern-
er ; for there was a disposition among the Southern officers to

regard the Eastern troops disparagingly. But Washington
already felt as commander-in-chief, who looked with an equal

eye on all ; or rather as a true patriot, who was above all sec-

tional prejudices.

One of the most efficient cooperators of Washington at this

time, and throughout the war, was Jonathan Trund>ull, the

governor of Connecticut. He was a well-educated man, ex-

perienced in public business, who had sat for many years in th«
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legislative councils of his native province. Misfortune had
cast him down from affluence, at an advanced period of life, hut
had not subdued his native energy. He had been one of the

leading spirits of the Revolution, and the only colonial governor

who, at its commencement, proved true to the popular cause.

He was now sixty-five years of age, active, zealous, devout, a

patriot of the primitive New England stamp, whose religion

sanctified his patriotism. A letter addressed by him to Wash-
ington, just after the latter had entered upon the command, is

worthy of the purest days of the Covenanters. " Congress,"

writes he, " have, with one united voice, appointed you to the

high station you possess. The Supreme Director of all events

hath caused a wonderful union of hearts and counsels to sub-

sist among us.

"Now, therefore, be strong, and very courageous. May '^the

God of the armies of Israel shower down the blessings of his

Divine providence on you
;
give you wisdom and fortitude,

cover 3^our head in the day of battle and danger, add success,

convince our enemies of their mistaken measures, and that all

their attempts to deprive these colonies of their inestimable

constitutional rights and liberties are injurious and vain."

NOTE.
We are obliged to Professor Felton of Cambridge for correcting an

error in our first volume in regard to Washington's head-quarters, and
for some particulars concerning a house associated with the history and
literature of our country.
The house assigned to Washington for liead-quarters, was that of the

president of the provincial Congress, not of the University. It had beeii'

one of those tory mansions noticed by the Baroness Reidesel, in her men-
tion of Cambridge. " Seven families, who were connected by relation-

ship, or lived in great intimacy, had here farms, srardens, and splendid

mansions, and not far off, orchards; and the buildings were at a quarter

of a mile distant from eacli other. The owners had been in the habit of

assembling every afternoon in one or other of these houses,and of divert-

ing themselves with music or dancing ; and lived in affluence, in good
humor, and without care, until this unfortunate war dispersed them,
and transformed all these houses into solitary abodes."

The house in question was confiscated by Government. It stood on
the Watertown road, about half a mile west of the college, and has

long been known as the Cragie House, from the name of Andrew Cra-

gie, a wealthy gentleman, who purchased it after the war, and revived

its former hospitality. He is said to have acquired great influence

among the leading members of the "great and general court," by dint

of jovial dinners. He died long ago, but his widow survived until

within fifteen years. She was a woman of much talent and singularity.

She refused to have the canker-worms destroyed, when they were mak-
ing sad ravages among the beautiful trees on the lawn before the house.
" We are all worms," said she, " and they have as a good a right here

as I have." The consequence was that more than a half of the trees

perished.
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CHAPTEK XLIV.

QUESTIOXS OF MILITARY RANK. POPULARITY OF PUTNAM.
AliUANGEMEN^'S AT HEAD-QUARTERS. COLONEL MIFFLIN
AND JOHN TRUMBULL, AIDES-DE-CAMP. JOSEPH REED, WASH-
INGTON'S SECRETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL FRIEND. GATES AS
ADJUTANT-GENERAL. HAZARDOUS SITUATION OF THE ARMY.
—-STRENGTHENING OF THE DEFENSES. EFFICIENCY OF PUT-
>, AM, RAPID CHANGES. NEW DISTRIBUTION OF THE FORCES.
RIGID DISCIPLINE. LEE AND HIS CANE. HIS IDEA AS TO
STRONG BATTALIONS. ARRIVAL OF RIFLE COMPANIES.
I>ANIEL MORGAN AND HIS SHARPSHOOTERS. WASHINGTON
DECLINES TO DETACH TROOPS TO DISTANT POINTS FOR THEIR
PROTECTION. HIS REASON FOR SO DOING.

The justice and impartiality of Washington were called into

exercise as soon as he entered upon his command, in allaying

discontents among his general officers, caused by the recent ap-

pointments and promotions made by the Continental Congress.
General Spencer was so offended that Putnam should be pro-

moted over his head, that he left the army, without visiting

the commander-in-chief; but was subsequently induced to

return. General Thomas felt aggrieved by being out-ranked
by the veteran Pomeroy; the latter, however, declining to

serve, he found himself senior brigadier, and was appeased.

The sterling merits of Putnam soon made every one acquiesce

in his promotion. There was a generosity and buoyancy about
the brave old man that made him a favorite throughout the
army ; especially with the younger officers, who spoke of him
familiarly and fondly as " Old Put ;

" a sobriquet by which he
is called even in one of the private letters of the commander-in
chief.

The CragieHou.se is associated with American Hterature through some
of its subsequent occupants. Mr. Edward Everett resided in it the fir^t

year or two after his marriage. Later, Mr. Jared Sparks, during part of
the time that he was preparing his collection of Washington's writings

;

editing a volume or two of his letters in the very room from which they
were written. Next came Mr. Worcester, author of the pugnacious dic-

tionary, and of many excellent books, and lastly, Longfellow, the poet,
who, having married the heroine of Hyperion, purchased the house of
the heirs of Mr. Cragie and refitted it.
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The Congress of Massachusetts manifested considerate liber<

ality with respect to head-quarters. According to their minutes,

a committee was charged to procure a steward, a housekeeper,

and two or three women cooks—Washington, no doubt, having

brought with liim none but the black servants wlio had accom-

panied him to Philadelphia, and who were but little fitted for

New England housekeeping. His wishes were to be consulted

in regard to the supply of his table. This his station, as com-

mander-in-chief, required should be kept up in ample and hospit-

able style. Every day a number of his officers dined with him.

As he was in the neighborhood of the seat of the Provincial

Government, he would occasionally have members of Congress

and other functionaries at his board. Though social, however,

he was not convivial in his habits. He received his guests with

courtesy ; but his mind and time were too much occupied by
grave and anxious concerns, to permit him the genial indul-

gence of the table. His own diet was extremely simple. Some-
times nothing but baked apples or berries, with cream and
milk. He would retire early from the board, leaving an aide-

de-camp or one of his officers to take his place. Colonel Mifflin

was the first person who officiated as aide-de-camp. He was a

Philadelphia gentleman of high respectability, who had accom-

panied him from that city, and received his appointment short-

ly after their arrival at Cambridge. The second aide-de-camp

was John Trumbull,* son of the governor of Connecticut. He
had accompanied General Spencer to the camp, and had caught

the favorable notice of Washington by some drawings wliich

he had made of the enemy's works. " I now suddenly found

myself," writes Trumbull, " in the family of one of the most

distinguished and dignified men of the age ; surrounded at his

table by the principal officers of the army, and in constant in-

tercourse with them—it was further my duty to receive com-

pany, and do the honors of the house to many of the first

people of the country of both sexes." Trumbull was young,

and unaccustomed to society, and soon found himself, he says,

unequal to the elegant duties of his situation ; he gladly ex-

changed it, therefore, for that of major of brigade.

The member of Washington's family most deserving of

mention at present, was his secretary, Mr. Joseph Keed. With
this gentleman he had formed an intimacy in the course of his

visits to Philadelphia, to attend the sessions of the Continental

Congress. Mr. Reed was an accomplished man, had studied

law in America, and at the Temple in London, and had gained

a high reputation at the Philadelphia bar. In the dawning of

In after years distinguished as a historical painter.
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the Revolution he had embraced the popular cause, and car-

ried on a correspondence with tlie Earl of Dartmouth, endeav-

oring to enlighten that minister on the subject of colonial af-

fairs. He had since been highly instrumental in rousing the

Phihidelphians to cooperate with the patriots of Boston. A
sympathy of views and feelings liad attached him to Washing-
ton, and induced him to accompany him to the camp. He had
no definite purpose when he left home, and his friends in Phil-

ivdelphia were surprised, on receiving a letter from him written

from Cambridge, to find that he had accepted the post of secre-

tary to the commander-in chief.

Theyjexpostulated with him hy letter. That a man in the

thirty-fifth year of his age, with a lucrative profession, a young
wife and growing famil}^, and a happy home, should suddenly
abandon all to join the hazardous fortunes of a revolutionary

camp, appeared to them the height of infatuation. They re-

monstrated on the peril of the step. " I have no inclination,"

replied Reed, " to be hanged for half treason. When a sub-

ject draws his sword against his prince, he must cut his way
through, if he means to sit down in safety. T have taken too

active a part in what maybe called the civil part of opposition,

to renounce, without disgrace, the public cause when it seems
to lead to danger; and have a most sovereign contempt for the

man who can plan measures he has not the spirit to execute."

Washington has occasionally been represented as cold and re-

served
;
yet his intercourse with Mr. Reed is a proof to the con-

trary. His friendship towards him was frank and cordial, and
the confidence he reposed in him full and implicit. Reed, in

i^t, became, in a little time, the intimate companion of his

thoughts, his bosom counselor. He felt the need of such a
friend in the present exigency, placed as he was in a new and
untried situation, and having to act with persons hitherto un-i

known to him.

In. military affairs, it is true, he had a shrewd counselor in

General Lee; but Lee was a wayward character ; a cosmopolite,

without attachment to country, somewhat splenetic, and prone
to follow the bent of his whims and humors, which often clashed
with propriety and sound policy. Reed, on the contrary,

though less informed on military matters, had a strong common
* sense, unclouded by passion or prejudice, and a pure patriotism,

which regarded everything as it bore upon the welfare of his

w country.

Washington's confidence in Lee had always to be measured
and guarded in matters of civil policy.

K The arrival of Gates in camp was heaa'til^' welcomed by th#

I
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commander-in-cliief, who had received a letter from that officer,

gratefully acknowledging his friendly influence in procuring
liim the appointment of adjutant-general. Washington may
have promised himself much cordial cooperation from him, rec-

ollecting the warm friendship professed by him when he visited

at Mount Vernon, and they talked together over their early

companionship in arms ; but of that kind of friendship there

was no further manifestation. Gates was certainly of great

i-ervice, from his practical knowledge and military experience at

til is juncture, when the whole army had in a manner to be or-

ganized ; but from the familiar intimacy of Washington he
gradually estranged himself. A contemporary has accounted
for this, by alleging that he was secretly chagrined at not

having received the appointment of major-general, to which he
considered himself well fitted by his military knowledge and
experience, and which he thought Washington might have ob-

tained for him had he used his influence with Congress. We
shall have to advert to this estrangement of Gates on subse-

quent occasions.

The hazardous position of the army from the great extent and
w*eakness of its lines, was what most pressed on the immediate
attention of Washington ; and he summoned a council of war,

to take the matter into consideration. In this it was urged
that, to abandon the line of works, after the great labor and ex-

pense of their construction, would be dispiriting to the troops

and encouraging to the enemy, while it would expose a wide ex-

tent of the surrounding country to maraud and ravage. Be-
sides, no safer position presented itself, on which to fall back.

This being generally admitted, it was determined to hold on to

the works, and defend them as long as j^ossible ; and, in the mean-
time, to augment the army to at least twenty thousand men.
Washington now hastened to improve the defenses of the

camp, strengthen the weak parts of the line, and throw up ad-

ditional works round the main forts. No one seconded him
more effectually in this matter than General Putnam. No
works were thrown up with equal rapidity to those under his

superintendence. " You seem, general," said Washington, " to

have the faculty of infusing your own spirit into all the work-

men you employ ;
"—and it was the fact.

The observing chaplain already cited, gazed with wonder at

the rapid effects soon produced b}^ the labors of an army. " It

is surprising,'^ writes he, " how much work has been done. The
lines are extended almost from Cambridge to Mystic Kiver

;

yery soon it will be morally impossible for the enemy to get be-

tween the woiks, except in one place, which .is supposed to be
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left pnrposly unfortified, to entice the enemy out of their fort-

resses. Who would have thought, twelve months past, that all

Cambridge and Charlestown would be covered over with

America.n c-amps, and cut up into forts and intrenchments, and

all the lands, fields, orchards, laid common,—horses and cattle

feeding on the choicest mowing land, whole fields of corn eaten

down to the ground, and large parks of well-regulated forest

trees cut down for firewood and other public uses."

Beside the main dispositions above mentioned, about seven

hundred men were distributed in the small towns and villages

along the coast, to prevent depredations by water ; and horses

were kept ready saddled at various points of the widely ex-

tended lines, to convey to headquarters intelligence of any
special movement of the enemy.
The army was distributed by Washington into three grand

divisions. One, forming the right wing, was stationed on the

heights of Roxbury. It was commanded by Major-general

Ward, who had under him Brigadier-generals Spencer and
Thomas. Another, forming the left wing, under Major-general

Lee, having with him Brigadier-generals Sullivan and Greene,

was stationed on Winter and Prospect Hills ; while the centre,

under Major-general Putnam and Brigadier-general Heath, was
stationed at Cambridge. With Putnam was encamped his favor-

ite officer Knowlton, who had been promoted by Congress to the

rank of major for his gallantry at Bunker's Hill.

At Washington's recommendation, Joseph Trumbull, the

eldest son of the governor, received, on the 24th of July, the ap-

pointment of commissary-general of the continental army. He
had already officiated with talent in that capacity in the Con-
necticut militia. " There is a great overturning in the camp as

to order and regularity," writes the military chaplain ;
" new

lords, new laws. The generals Washington and Lee are upon
the lines every day. New orders from his excellency are read to

the respective regiments every morning after prayers. The
strictest government is taking place, and great distinction is

made between officers and soldiers. Every one is made to know
his place and keep it, or be tied up and receive thirty or forty

lashes according to his crime. Thousands are at work every
day from four till eleven o'clock in the morning."

Lee was supposed to have been at the bottom of this rigid

discipline—the result of his experience in European campaign-
ing. His notions of military authority were acquired in the

armies of the North. Quite a sensation was, on one occasion,

produced in camp by his threatening to cane an officer for un-
aoldierly conduitt. His laxity in other matters occasioned
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almost equal scandal. He scoffed, we are told, " with his usual

profaneness, " at a resolution of Congress appointing a day of fast-

ing and prayer, to obtain the favor of lieaven upon their cause.
'* Heaven," he observed, " was ever found favorable to strong

battalions." *

Washington differed from him in this respect. By his orders

the resolution of Congress was scrupulously enforced. All labor,

excepting that absolutely necessary, was suspended on the ap-

pointed day ; and officers and sokliers were required to attend

divine service, armed and equipped and ready for immediate
action.

Nothing excited more gaze and wonder among the rustic

visitors to the camp, than the arrival of several rifle companies,

fourteen hundred men in all, from Pennsylvania, Maryland, and
Virginia; .such stalwart fellows as Washington had known in

his early campaigns. Stark hunters and bush fighters ; many
of them upwards of six feet high, and of vigorous frame ; dressed

in fringed frocks, or rifle shirts and round hats. Their displays

of sharpshooting were soon among the marvels of the camp.

We are told that while advancing at quick step, they could hit a

mark of seven inches diameter, at the distance of two hundred
and fifty yards.*

One of these companies was commanded by Captain Daniel

Morgan, a native of New Jersey, whose first experience in war
had been to accompany Braddock's army as a wagoner. He
had since carried arms on the frontier and obtained a command.
He and his riflemen in coming to the camp had marched six

hundred miles in three weeks. They will be found of signal

efficiency in the sharpest conflicts of the Revolutionary War.
While all his forces were required for the investment of

Boston, Washington was importuned by the Legislature of

Massachusetts and the governor of Connecticut, to detach

troops for the protection of different points of the sea-coast,

where depredations by armed vessels were apprehended. The
case of New London was specified by Governor Trumbull, where
Captain Wallace of the Hose frigate, with two other ships of

war, had entered the harbor, landed men, spiked the cannon,

and gone off threatening future visits.

Washington referred to his instructions, and consulted with

his general officers and such members of the Continental Con-

gress as happened to be in camp, before he replied to these

requests ; he then respectfully declined compliance.

In his reply to the General Assembly of Massachusetts, he

* Graydon's Memoirs, p. 138.

t Thaeher's Military Journal, p. 37
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stated frankly and explicitly the policy and system on which
the war was to be conducted, and according to which he was to

act as commander-in-chief. "It has been debated in Congress
and settled," writes he, " that the militia, or other internal

strength of each province, is to be applied for defense against

those small and particular depredations, which were to be ex-

pected, and to which they were supposed to be competent. This
will appear the more proper, when it is considered that every

town, and indeed every part of our sea-coast, which is exposed
to these depredations, would have an equal claim upon this

army.
"It is the misfortune of our situation which exposes us to these

ravages, and against which, in my judgment, no such temporary
relief could possibly secure us. The great advantage the enemy
have of transporting troops, by being masters of the sea, will en-

able them to harass us by diversions of this kind ; and should we
be tempted to pursue them, upon every alarm, the army must
either be so weakened as to expose it to destruction, or a great

part of the coast be still left unprotected. Kor, indeed, does it

appear to me that such a pursuit would be attended with the

least effect. The first notice of such an excursion would be its

actual execution, and long before any troops could reach the

scene of action, the enemy would have an opportunity to ac-

complish their purpose and retire. It would give me great

pleasure to have it in my power to extend protection and safety

to every individual; but the wisdom of the General Court will

anticipate me on the necessity of conducting our operations on
a general and impartial scale, so as to exclude any just cause

of complaint and jealousy."

Ilis reply to the governor of Connecticut was to the same ef-

fect. " I am by no means insensible to the situation of the

people on the coast. I wish I could extend protection to all,

but the numerous detachments necessary to remedy the evil

would amount to a dissolution of the army, or ma,ke the most
important operations of the (jampaign depend upon the piratical

expeditions of two or three men-of-war and transports."

His refusal to grant the required detachments gave much
dissatisfaction in some quarters, until sanctioned and enforced

by the Continental Congress. All at length saw and acquiesced
in the justice and wisdom of his decision. It was in fact a

vital question, involving the whole character and fortune of the

war ; and it was acknowledged that he met it with a forecast

and determination befitting a commander-in-chief.

U
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CHAPTER XLV.

OBJECT IN DISTRESSING BOSTON. SCARCITY
AND SICKNESS IN TH? TOWN. A STARTLING DISCOVERY.
SCARCITY OF POWDER IN THE CAMP. ITS PERILOUS SITUA-

TION. ECONOMY OF AMMUNITION. CORRESPONDENCE BE-

TWEEN LEE AND BURGOYNE. CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN
WASHINGTON AND GAGE. THE DIGNITY OF THE PATRIOT
ARMY ASSERTED.

The great object of Washington at present, was to force the

enemy to come out of Boston and try a decisive action. His
lines had for some time cut off all communication of the town
with the country, and he had caused the live stock within a

considerable distance of the place to be driven back from the

coast, out of reach of the men-of-war's boats. Fresh provisions

and vegetables were consequently growing more and more
scarce and extravagantly dear, and sickness began to prevail.

" I have done and shall do everything in my power to distress

them," writes he to his brother John Augustine. " The tran-

sports have all arrived, and their whole reinforcement is landed,

so that I see no reason why they should not, if they ever attempt

it, come boldly out and put the matter to issue at once."
" We are in the strangest state in the world," writes a lady

from Boston, " surrounded on all sides. The whole country
is in arms and intrenched. We are deprived of fresh pro-

visions, subject to continual alarms and cannonadings, the

provincials being very audacious and advancing to our lines,

since the arrival of generals Washington and Lee to command
them."
At this critical juncture, when Washington was pressing

the siege, and endeavoring to provoke a general action a

startling fact came to light ; the whole amount of powder in

the camp would not furnish more than nine cartridges to a

man ! *

A gross error had been made by the committee of supplies

when Washington, on taking command, had required a return

of the ammunition. They had returned the whole amount of

powder collected by the province, upwards of three hundred
barrels ; without stating what had been expended. The blunder

* Letter to the President of Congress, Aug. 4.
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was detected on an order oeing issued for a new supply of

cartridges. It was found that there were but thirty-two barrels

of powder in store.

This was an astounding discovery. Washington instantly

despatched letters and expresses to Rhode Island, the Jerseys,

Ticonderoga and elsewhere, urging immediate supplies of pow-

der and lead ; no quantity, however small, to be considered be-

neath notice. In a letter to Governor Cooke of Rhode Island,

lie suggested that an armed vessel of that province might be

sent to seize upon a magazine of gunpowder, said to be in a

remote part of the island of Bermuda. " I am very sensible,"

writes he, " that at first view the project may appear hazardous,

and its success must depend on the concurrence of many cir-

cumstances ; but we are in a situation which requires us to run
all risks Enterprises which appear chimerical,

often prove successful from that very circumstance. Common
sense and prudence will suggest vigilance and care, where the

danger is plain and obvious; but where little danger is appre-

hended, the more the enemy will be unprepared, and, conse-

quently, there is the fairest prospect of success."

Day after day elapsed without the arrival of any supplies
;

for in these irregular times, the munitions of war were not

readily procured. It seemed hardly possible that the matter

could be kept concealed from the enemy. Their works on
Bunker's Hill commanded a full view of those of the Americans
on Winter and Prospect hills. Each camp could see what was
passing in the other. The sentries were almost near enough
to converse. There was furtive intercourse occasionally be-

tween the men. In this critical state, the American camp re-

mained for a fortnight ; the anxious commander incessantly

apprehended an attack. At length a partial supply from the

Jerseys put an end to this imminent risk. Washington's
secretary Reed, who had been the confident of his troubles and
anxieties, gives a vivid expression of his feelings on the arrival

of this relief. " I can hardly look back without shuddering, at

our situation before this increase of our stock. Stock did I

say ? it was next to nothing. Almost the whole powder of the

army was in the cartridge-boxes." *

It is thought that, considering the clandestine intercourse

carried on between the two camps, intelligence of this deficiency

of ammunition on the part of the besiegers must have been con-

veyed to the British commander ; but that the bold face with
which the Americans continu('(l to maintain their ])()siti()n made
him discredit it.

• Keed to Thomas Bradford. L(/*e and Con'eHjwndcnce, vol. i. p. 118.
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Kobwithstanding the supply from the Jerseys, there was not
more powder in camp than would serve the artillery for one day
of general action. None, therefore, was allowed to be wasted

;

the troops were even obliged to bear in silence an occasional

cannonading. "Our poverty in ammunition," writes Wash-
ington, " prevents our making a suitable return."

One of the painful circumstances attending the outbreak of

a revolutionary war is, that gallant men, who have held
allegiance to the same government, and fought side by side

under the same flag, suddenly find themselves in deadly conflict

with each other. Such was the case at present in the hostile

camps. General Lee, it will be recollected, had once served under
General Burgoyne, in Portugal, and had won his brightest

laurels when detached by that commander to surprise the Span-
ish camp, near the Moorish castle of Villa Yelha. A soldier's

friendship had ever since existed between them, and when Lee
had heard at Philadelphia, before he had engaged in the Ameri-
can service, that his old comrade and commander was arrived

at Boston, he wrote a letter to him giving his own views on the

points in dispute between the colonies and the mother country,

and inveighing with his usual vehemence and sarcastic point,

against the conduct of the court and ministry. Before sending
the letter, he submitted it to the Boston delegates and other

members of Congress, and received their sanction.

Since his arrival in camp he had received a reply from Bur-
goyne, couched in moderate and courteous language, and pro-

posing an interview at a designated house on Boston Neck,
within the British sentries, mutual pledges to be given for

each other's safety.

Lee submitted this letter to the Provincial Congress of

Massachusetts, and requested their commands with respect to

the proposed interview. They expressed, in reply, the highest

confidence in his wisdom, discretion, and integrity, but ques-

tioned whether the interview might not be regarded by the

public with distrust ;
" a people contending for their liberties

being naturally disposed to jealousy." They suggested, there-

fore, as a means of preventing popular misconception, that Lee,

on seeking the interview, should be accompanied by Mr.
Elbridge Gerry ; or that the advice of a council of war should

be taken in a matter of such apparent delicacy.

Lee became aware of the surmises that might be awakened
by the proposed interview, and wrote a friendly note to Bur-

goyne declining it.

A correspondence of a more important character took place

between Washington and General Gage. It was one intended
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to put the hostile services on a proper footing. A strong dispo-

sition had been manifested among the British officers to regard

those engaged in the patriot cause as malefactors, outlawed

from the courtesies of chivalric warfare. Washington was de-

termined to have a full understanding on this point. He was
peculiarl}' sensitive with regard to Gage. They had been com-
panions in arms in their early days ; but Gage might now
affect to look down upon him as the chief of a rebel army.
Washington took an early ojjportunity to let him know that he
claimed to be the commander of a legitimate force, engaged in a

legitimate cause, and that both himself and his "army were to be
treated on a footing of j^erfect equality. The correspondence

arose from the treatment of several American officers.

" I understand,"' writes Washington to Gage, " that the

officers engaged in the cause of liberty and their country, w^ho,

by the fortune of war, have fallen into your hands, have bee^i^

thrown indiscriminately into a common jail, appropriated to

felons ; that no consideration has been had for those of the

most respectable rank, when languishing with wounds and sick-

ness, and that some have been amputated in this unworthj'-

situation. Let your opinion, sir, of the principles which actuate

them, be what it may, they suppose that they act from the

noblest of all principles, love of freedom and their country.

But political principles, I conceive, are foreign to this point.

The obligations arising from the rights of humanity and claims

of rank are universalh" binding and extensive, except in case of

retaliation. These, I should have hoped, would have dictated

a more tender treatment of those individuals Avhom chance or

war had put in your power. Nor can I forbear suggesting its

fatal tendency to widen that unhappy breach which you, and
those ministers under whom 3'ou act, have repeatedly declared

your wish to see forever closed. My duty now makes it neces-

sary to apprise you that, for the future, I shall regulate all my
conduct towards those gentlemen wh* are, or may be, in our

[x>s8e8sion, exactly by the rule you shall observe towards those

of ours, now in your custody.
" If severity and hardships mark the line of your conduct,

[)ainful as it may be to me, your prisoners will feel its effects.

But if kindness and humanity are shown to us, I shall with
pleasure consider those in our hands only as unfortunate, and
they shall receive from me that treatment to which the unfort-

unate are ever entitled."

The following are the essential parts of a letter from General
Gage in reply :

—

" SiK,—To the glory of civilized nations, humanity and war
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have been compatible, and humanity to the subdued has become
almost a general system. Britons, ever pre-eminent in mercy,

have outgone common examples, and overlooked the criminal in

the captive. Upon these principles your prisoners, whose lives

by the law of the land are destined to the cord, have hitherto

been treated with care and kindness, and more comfortably

lodged than the king's troops in the hospitals
;
indiscriminate-

ly, it is true, for I acknowledge no rank that is not -derived

from the king.
" My intelligence from your army would justify severe re-

criminations, i understand there are of the king's faithful

subjects, taken some time since by the rebels, laboring, like

negro slaves to gain their daily subsistence, or reduced to the

wretched alternative to perish by famine or take arms against

their king and country. Those who have made the treatment

of the prisoners in my hands, or of your other friends in

Boston, a pretense for such measures, found barbarity upon
falsehood.

"I would willingly hope, sir, that the sentiments of liberality

which I have always believed you to possess, will be exerted to

correct these misdoings. Be temperate in political disquisition

:

give free operation to truth, and punish those who deceive and
misrepresent ; and not only the effects, but the cause, of this

unhappy conflict will be removed. Should those, under whose
usurped authority you act, control such a disposition, and dare

to call severity retaliation ; to God, who knows all hearts, be the

appeal of the dreadful consequences," etc.

There were expressions in the foregoing letter well calculated

to rouse indignant feelings in the most temperate bosom.
Had Washington been as readily moved to transports of pas-

sion as some are pleased to represent him, the rebel and the

cord might readily have stung him to fury ; but with him,

anger was checked in its impulses by higher energies, and
reigned in to give a grander effect to the dictates of his judg-

ment. The following was his noble and dignified reply to

General Gage :

—

" I addressed you, sir, on the 11th instant, in terms which
gave the fairest scope for that humanity and politeness which
were supposed to form a part of your character. I remon-
strated with you on the unworthy treatment shown to the offi-

cers and citizens of America, whom the fortune of war, chance,

or a mistaken confidence, had thrown into your hands.

Whether British or American mercy, fortitude, and patience

are most pre-eminent ; whether our virtuous citizens, whom the

hand of tyranny has forced into arms to defend their wives,
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their children, and their property, or the merciless instruuieiiis

of lawless domination, avarice, and revenge, best deserve tlic

appellation of rebels and the punishment of that cord which
your affected clemency has forborne to inflict ; whether the

authority under which I act is usur[)ed, or founded upon the

genuine principles of liberty, were altogether foreign to the

subject. I purposely avoided all political disquisition; nor
shall I now avail myself of those advantages which the sacred

cause of my country, of liberty, and of human nature give me
over you ; much less shall I stoop to retort an invective ; but
the intelligence you say you have received from our army re-

quires a repl}'. I have taken time, sir, to make'a strict inquiry,

and find it has not the least foundation in truth. Not only
your officers and soldiers have been treated with the tenderness

due to fellow-citizens and brethren, but even those execrable

parricides, whose counsels and aid have deluged their country
with blood, have been protected from the fury of a justly en-

raged people. Far from compelling or permitting their assist-

ance, I am embarrassed witli the numbers who crowd to our
camp, animated with the Durest principles of virtue and love to*

their country
" You affect, sir, to despise all rank not derived from the

same source with your own. I cannot conceive one more honor-

acle than that which flows from the uncorrupted choice of a

brave and free people, the purest source and original fountain

»of all power. Far from making it a plea for cruelty, a mind of

true magnanimity and enlarged ideas would comprehend and
respect it.

" What may have been the ministerial views which have pre-

cipated the present crisis, Lexington, Concord, and Charlestown
can best declare. May that Grod, to whom you, too, appeal,

judge between America and you. Under his providence, those

who influence the councils of America, and all the other inhabi-

tants of the united colonies, at the hazard of their lives, are

determined to hand down to posterity those just and invaluable

privileges which they received from their ancestors.

"I shall now, sir, close my correspondence with you,

perhaps forever. If your officers, our prisoners, receive a treat-

ment from me different from that which I wished to show them,
they and you will remember the occasion of it.'^

We have given these letters of Washington almost entire,

for they contain his manifesto as commander-in-chief of the

armies of the Revolution ; setting forth the opinions and mo-
tives by which he was governed, and the principles on which
hostilities on his part would be conducted. It was planting

I

I

I
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witli the pen, that standard which was to be maintained h}^ tlie

sword.

In conformity with the threat conveyed in the latter part of

his letter, "Washington issued orders that British officers at

Watertown and Cape Ann, who were at large on parole, should

be confined in Nortliampton jail ; explaining to them that this

conduct, which might appear to them harsh and cruel, was con-

trary to his disposition, but according to the rule of treatment
observed by General Gage towards the American prisoners in

his hands ; making no distinction of rank. Circumstances, of

which we have no explanation, induced subsequently a revoca-

tion of this order ; the officers were permitted to remain as be-

fore, at large upon parole, experiencing every indulgence and
civility consistent with their security.

CHAPTEE XLVL

DAGGERS IN THE INTERIOK.—MACHINATIONS OF THE JOHNSON
FAMILY. RIVALRY OF ETHAN ALLEN AND BENEDICT AR-
NOLD. GOVERNMENT PERPLEXITIES ABOUT THE TICONDER-
OGA CAPTURE. MEASURES TO SECURE THE PRIZE. ALLEN
AND ARNOLD AMBITIOUS OF FUTURE LAURELS. PROJECTS
FOR THE INVASION OF CANADA. ETHAN ALLEN AND SETH
WARNER HONORED BY CONGRESS. ARNOLD DISPLACED BY A
COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY. HIS INDIGNATION.-»-NEWS FROM
CANADA. THE REVOLUTION TO BE EXTENDED INTO THAT
PROVINCE. ENLISTMENT OF GREEN MOUNTAIN BOYS.

SCHUYLER AT TICONDEROGA. STATE OF AFFAIRS THERE.
ELECTION FOR OFFICERS OF THE GREEN MOUNTAIN BOYS.

ETHAN ALLEN DISMOUNTED. JOINS THE ARMY AS A VOLUN-
TEER. PREPARATIONS FOR THE INVASION OF CANADA.
GENERAL MONTGOMERY. INDIAN CHIEFS AT CAMBRIDGE.
COUNCIL FIRE. PLAN FOR AN EXPEDITION AGAINST QUEBEC.
DEPARTURE OF TROOPS FROM TICONDEROGA. ARRIVAL AT
ISLE AUX NOIX.

We must interrupt our narrative of the siege of Boston to

give an account of events in other quarters, requiring the super-

intending care of Washington as commander-in-chief. Let-

ters from General Schuyler, received in the course of July, had
awakened apprehensions of danger from the interior. The
Johnsons were said to be stirring up the Indians in the west-

ern Darts of New York to hostility, and preparing to join the
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British forces in Canada : so tliat, wliile tlie patriots were bat-

tling for their rights along the seaboard, they were menaced by
a powerful combination in rear. To place this matter in a proj)-

er light, we will give a brief statement of occurrences in thc^

upper part of Xew York, and on the frontiers of Canada, since

the exploits of Ethen Allen and Benedict Arnold, at Ticon-

deroga and on Lake Champlain.

Great rivalry, as has already been noted, had arisen between
these doughty leaders. Both had sent off expresses to the

j)rovincial authorities, giving an account of their recent tri-

umphs. Allen claimed command at Ticonderoga, oil the au-

thority of the committee from the Counecticut assembly, which
had originated the enterprise. Arnold claimed it on the strength

of his instructions from the Massachusetts committee of safot}-.

He bore a commission, too, given him by that committee

;

whereas Allen had no other commission than that given him
before the war by the committees in the Hampshire Grants, to

command their Green Mountain Boys against the encroach-

ments of Xew York.

I

"Colonel Allen," said Arnold, " is a proper man to head his

pwn wild people, but entirel}^ unacquainted with military

pervice, and as I am tho only person who has been legally

Authorized to take possession of this place, I am determined to

^nsist on my right ; . . . . and shall keep it [the fort] at

every hazard, until I have further orders." *

The public bodies themselves seemed perplexed what to do
with the prize, so bravely seized upon by these bold men.
Allen had written to the Albany committee, for men and pro-

visions, to enable him to maintain his conquest. The com-
mittee feared this daring enterprise might involve the northern
part of the province in the horrors of war and desolation, and
asked advice of the New York committee. The New York
••ommittee did not think themselves authorized to give an
opinion upon a matter of such importance, and referred it to

the Continental Congress.

The ^lassachusetts committee of safety, to whom Arnold had
written, referred tlie affair to the Massachusetts Provincial

Congress. That body, as the enterprise had begun in Con-
necticut, wrote to its General Assembly to take the whole mat-

IM
ter under their care and direction, until the advice of the

WContinental Congress could be had.

The Continental Congress at length legitimated the exploit,

and, as it - were, accepted the captured fortress. As it was
situated within New York, the custody of it was committed to

Arnold to Mass. Comm. of Safety. Am. Arch- iL 657/
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that province, aided if necessary by the Xew England colonies,

on whom it was authorized to call for military assistance.

The Provincial Congress of Xew York forthwith invited the
" Governor and Company of the English colony of Connecticut "

to place part of their forces in these captured posts, until re-

lieved by New York troops 5 and Trumbull, the governor of

Connecticut, soon gave notice that one thousand men, under
Colonel Hinman, were on the point of marching for the re-

inforcement of Ticonderoga and Crown Point.

It had been the idea of the Continental Congress to have
those posts dismantled, and the cannon and stores removed to

the south end of Lake George,where a strong post was to be estab-

lished. But both Allen and Arnold exclaimed against such a
measure, vaunting, and with reason^ tlie importance of those forts.

Both Allen and Arnold where ambitious of further laurels.

Both were anxious to lead an expedition into Canada ; and
Ticonderoga and Crown Point would open the way to it.

" The key is ours," writes Allen to the New York Congress.
" If the colonies would suddenly push an army of two or three

thousand men into Canada, they might make an easy conquest
of all that would oppose them, in the extensive province of

Quebec, except a reinforcement from England should prevent
it. Such a diversion would weaken Gage, and insure us Can-
ada. I wish to God America would, at this critical juncture, ex-

rt herself agreeably to the indignity offered her by a tyranni-

cal ministry. She might rise on eagle's wings, and mount up
to glory, freedom, and immortal honor, if she did but know and
exert her strength. Fame is now hovering over her head. A
vast continent must now sink to slavery, poverty, horror, and
bondage, or rise to unconquerable freedom, immense wealth,

inexpressible felicity, and immortal fame.
" I will lay my life on it, that with fifteen hundred men, and

a proper train of artillery, I will take Montreal. Provided I

could be thus furnished, and if an army could command the

field, it would be no insuperable difficulty to take Quebec."
A letter to the same purport, and with the same rhetorical

flourish, on which he appeared to value himself, was written by
Allen to Trumbull, the governor of Connecticut. Arnold urged
the same project, but in less magniloquent language, upon the

attention of the Continental Congress. His letter was dated
from Crown Point, where he had a little squadron, composed of

the sloop captured at St. John's, a schooner, and a flotilla of

bateaux. All these he had equipped, armed, maimed and
officered ; and his crews were devoted to him. In his letter to

the Continental Congress, he gave informationjconcjBrning Cao.-
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aJa, collected through spies and agents. Carleton, he said,

had not six hundred effective men under him. The Canadians

and Indians were disaffected to the British Government, and

Montreal was ready to throw open its gates to a patriot force.

Two thousand men, he was certain, would be sufficient to get

possession of the province.
" I beg leave to add," says he, " that if no person appears

who will- undertake to carry the plan into execution, I will

undertake, and, with the smiles of Heaven, answer for the suc-

cess, provided I am supplied with men, etc., to carry it into

execution without loss of time."

In a postscript of his letter, he specifies the forces requisite

for his suggested invasion. " In order to give satisfaction to

the different colonies, I propose that Colonel Hinman's regi-

ment, now on their march from Connecticut to Ticonderoga,

should form part of the army ; say one thousand men ; five

hundred men to be sent from New York, five hundred of Gen-
eral Arnold's regiment, including the seamen and marines on
board the vessels (no Green Mountain JBoys)P
Within a few days after the date of this letter. Colonel Hin-

L^H man with the Connecticut troops arrived. The greater part of

IH^the Green Mountain Boys now returned home, their term of

P^^ enlistment having expired. Ethan Allen and his brother in

arms, Seth Warner, repaired to Congress to get pay for their

I

men, and authority to raise a new regiment. They were re-

ceived with distinguished honor by that body. The same pay
was awarded to the men who had served under them as that

allowed to the continental troops ; and it was recommended to

the New York Convention that, should it meet the approbation

of General Schuyler, a fresh corps of Green Mountain Boys
about to be raised, should be employed in the army under such
officers as they (the Green Mountain Boys) should choose.

To the New York Convention Allen and Warner now re-

paired. There was a difficulty about admitting them to the

Hall of Assembl}^, for their attainder of outlawry had not been
repealed. Patriotism, however, pleaded in their behalf. The}'^

obtained an audience. A regiment of Green Mountain Boys,

nfive hundred strong, was decreed, and General Schuyler notified

the people of the New Hampshire Grants of the resolve, and
requested them to raise the regiment.

Thus prosperously went the affairs of Ethan Allen and Seth
Warner. As to Arnold, difficulties instantly took place between
him and Colonel Hinman. Arnold refused to give up to him

!K the command of either post, claiming on the strength of his

V instructions from the committee of safety of Massachusetts, a
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right to the command of all the posts and fortresses at the

south end of Luke Champlain and Lake George. This threw
everything into confusion. Colonel Hinman was himself per-

plexed in this conflict of various authorities ; being, as it were,

but a locum tenens for the province of New^ York.
Arnold was at Crown Point, acting as commander of the fort

and admiral of the fleet ; and, having about a hundred and fifty-

resolute men under him, was expecting with confidence to be
authorized to lead an expedition into Canada.
At this juncture arrived a committee of three members of

the Congress of Massachusetts, sent by that body to inquire

into the manner in which he had executed his instructions;

complaints having been made of his arrogance and undue as-

sumption of command.
Arnold was thunderstruck at being subjected to inquiry,

when he had expected an ovation. He requested a sight of the

committee's instructions. The sight of them only increased

his indignation. They were to acquaint themselves with the

manner in which he had executed his commission ; with his

spirit, capacity, and conduct. Should they think proj^er, they
might order him to return to Massachusetts, to render account

of the moneys, ammunition, and stores he had received, and the

debts he had contracted on behalf of the colony. While at Ti-

conderoga, he and his men were to be under command of the

princij^al officer from Connecticut.

Arnold was furious. He swore he would be second in com-
mand to no one, disbanded his men, and threw up his commis-
sion. Quite a scene ensued. His men became turbulent

j

some refused to serve under any other leader ; others clamored
for their pay, which was in arrears. Part joined Arnold on
board of the vessels which were drawn out into the lake ; and
among other ebullitions of passion, there was a threat of sail-

ing for St. John's.

At length the storm "was allayed by the interference of

several of the officers, and the assurances of the committee that

every man should be paid. A part of them enlisted under
Colonel Easton, and Arnold set off for Cambridge to settle his

accounts with the committee of safety.

The project of an invasion of Canada, urged by Allen and
Arnold, had at first met with no favor, the Continental Con-
gress having formally resolved to make no hostile attempts

upon that province. Intelligence subsequently received, in-

duced it to change its plans. Carleton was said to be strength-

ening the fortifications and garrison at St. John's, and prej^ar-

ing to launch vessels on the lake wherewith to regain command
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of it, and retako the capturod posts. Powerful reinforcements

were coming from England and elsewhere. Guy Johnson was
holding councils with tlie tierce Ca3-ugas and Senecas, and stir-

ring up the Six Nations to hostility. On the other hand,"

Canada was full of religious and political dissensions. The late

exploits of the Americans on Lake Champlain, had produced a

favorable effect on the Canadians, who would flock to the

patriot standard if unfurled among them by an imposing force.

Xow was the time to strike a blow to paralyze all hostility from
this quarter ; now, while Carleton's regular force was weak,

and before the arrival of additional troops. Influenced by these

considerations. Congress now determined to extend the Revolu-

tion into Canada, but it was an enterprise too important to be

intrusted to any but discreet hands. General Schuyler, then in

Xew York, was accordingly ordered, on the 27th June, to pro-

ceed to Ticonderoga, and, "should he find it practicable and
not disagrc ^able to the Canadians, immediatoly to take posses-

sion of St. John's and Montreal, and pursue such other meas-
ures in Canada as might have a tendency to promote the peace

and security of these provinces."

It behooved General Schuyler to be on the alert, lest tho en-

rprise should be snatched from his hands. Ethan Allen and
eth Warner were at Bennington, among the Green Moun-
ins. Enlistments were going on, but too slow for Allen's

impatience, who had his old hankering for a partisan foray.

In a letter to Governor Trumbull (July 12th), he writes,
" Were it not that the grand Continental Congress had totally

incorporated the Green Mountain Boj's into a battalion under
certain regulations and command, I would forthwith advance
them into Canada and invest Montreal, exclusive of any help

from the colonies ; though under present circumstances I would
Hot, for my riglit arm, act without or contrary to order. If niy

fond zealfor reducing the king's fortresses and destroying or
imprisoning his troops in Canada he the residt ofenthusiasm^
1 hope and expect the wisdom of the continent will treat it as

.such; and on the otlier hand, if it proceed from sound policy,

that the plan will be adopted."*
Schuyler arrived at Ticonderoga on the 18th of July. A

letter to Washington, to whom, as commander-in-chief, ho made
tcxHistant reports, gives a striking picture of a frontier post in

those crude days of the Revolution.
*• You will expect that I should say something about this

place and the troops here. Xot one earthly thing for offense

I

fa
Force's Am. ArchiveSf U. 1649
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or defense has been done ; the commanding/ officer has no
orders ; he only came to reinforce the garrison^ and he ex-

pected the geyieral. About ten last night I arrived at the

hmding-place, at the north end of Lake George ; a post occupied

by a captain and one hundred men. A sentinel, on being in-

formed that I was in the boat, quitted his post to go and'

awaken the guard, consisting of three men, in Avhich he had
no success. I walked up and came to another, a sergeant's

guard. Here the sentinel challenged, but suffered me to come
up to him ; the whole guard, like the first, in the soundest

sleep. With a penknife only I could have cut off both guards,

and then have set fire to the block-house, destroyed the stores,

and starved the people here. At this post I had pointedly

recommended vigilance and care, as all the stores from Lake
George must necessarily be landed here. But I hope to get

the better of this inattention. The officers and men are all

good-looking people, and decent in their deportment, and I

really believe will make good soldiers as soon as I can get the

better of this nonchalance of theirs. Bravery, I believe, they

are far from wanting."

Colonel Hinman, it will be recollected, was in temporan
command at Ticonderoga, if that could be -.^Ued a command
where none seemed to obey. The garrison was about twelve

hundred strong : the greater part Connecticut men brought Sy

himself; some were New York troops, and some few GrcDn
Mountain Boys. Schuyler, on taking command, despatched a

confidential agent into Canada, Major John Brown, an Amer-
ican, who resided at the Sorel River, and was popular among
the Canadians. He was to collect information as to the British

forces and fortifications, and to ascertain how an invasion and
an attack on St. John's would be considered by the people of

the province : in the meantime, Schuyler set diligently to work
to build boats and prepare for the enterprise, should it ulti-

mately be ordered by Congress.

Schuyler was an authoritative man, and • inherited from his

Dutch ancestry a great love of order ; he was excessively an-

noyed, therefore, by the confusion and negligence prevalent

around him, and the difficulties and delays thereby occasioned.

He chafed in spirit at the disregard of discipline among his

yeoman soldiery, and their opposition to all system and regu-

larity. This was especially the case with the troops from Con-
necticut, officered generally by their own neighbors and familiar

companions, and unwilling to acknowledge the authority of a

commander from a different province. He poured out his

complaints in a friendly letter to Washington j the latter con*
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soled him by stating liis own troubles and grievances in tlie

camp at Cambridge, and the spirit with which he coped with
them. " From my own experience," writes he (July 28), " I

can easily judge of your difficulties in introducing order and
discipline into troops, who have, from their infancy, imbibed
ideas of the most contrary kind. It would be far beyond the

compass of a letter, for me to describe the situation of things

here [at Cambridge], on my arrival. Perhaps j^ou will only be

able to judge of it, from my assuring you, that mine must be a

portrait at full length of what you have had in miniature. Con-
fusion and difcord reigned in every department, which, in a

little time, E:iT.'.st have ended either in the separation of the

army, or f. lal contests with one another. The better genius

of America luos prevailed, and, most happily, the ministerial

troops have not availed themselves of these advantages, till, I

trust, the opportunity is in a great measure passed over

We mend every day, and, I flatter myself, that in a little time

xc shall work up these raw materials into a good manufacture.

I must recommend to you, what I endeavor to practice myself,

patience and perseverance."

Schuyler took the friendly admonition in the spirit in which
it was given. " I can easily conceive," writes he (Aug. 6th),

" that my difficulties are only a faint semblance of yours.

Yes, my general, I will strive to copy your bright example,

and patiently and steadily persevere in that line which only can

promise the wished-for reformation."

He had calculated on being joined by this time by the regi-

ment of Green Mountain Boys which Ethan Allen and Seth
Warner had undertaken to raise in the Xew Hampshire Grants.

Unfortunately, a quarrel had arisen between those brothers in

arms, which filled the Green Mountains with discord and party

feuds. The election of officers took place on the 27th of July.

It was made by committees from the different townships.

Ethan Allen was entirely passed by, and Seth Warner nomi-
nated as lieutenant-colonel of the regiment. Allen was thunder-

struck at finding himself thus suddenly dismounted. His
patriotism and love of adventure, however, were not quelled

;

and he forthwith repaired to the army at Ticonderoga to offer

him.self as a volunteer.

Schuyler, at first, hesitated to accept his services. He was
aware of his aspiring notions, and feared there would be a
difficulty in keeping him within due bounds, but was at length
persuaded by his officers to retain him to act as a pioneer on
the Canadian frontier.

In a letter from camp, Allen gave Governor Trumbull an ao-
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count of the downfall of liis towering hopes. " Notwithstand.
ing my zeal and success in my countiy's cause, the old farmers

on the New Hampshire Grants, who do not incline to go to

war, have met in a committee meeting, and in their nomination
of officers for the regiment of Green Mountain Boys, have
wholly omitted me."
His letter has a consolatory postscript. ^^ I find myself in

the favor of the officers of the army and the 3'oung Green
Mountain Boys. How the old men came to reject me I cannot
conceive, inasmuch as I saved them from the encroachments of

New York." *—The old men probably doubted his discretion.

Schuyler was on the alert with respect to the expedition

against Canada. From his agent. Major Brown, and from
other sources, he had learnt that there were but about seven
hundred king's troops in that province; three hundred of them
at St. John's, about fifty at Quebec, the remainder at Montreal,

Chamblee, and the upper posts. Colonel Gu}' Johnson was at

Montreal with three hundred men, mostly his tenants, and with
a number of Indians. Two batteries had been finished at St.

John's, mounting nine guns each : other works were intrenched

and picketed. Two large row-galleys were on the stocks, and
would soon be finished. Now was the time, according to his

informants, to carry Canada. It might be done with great ease

and little cost. The Canadians were disaffected to British

rule, and would join the Americans, and so would many of the

Indians.
" I am prepared," writes he to Washington, '' to move against

the enemy, unless your Excellency and Congress should direct

otherwise. In the course of a few days I expect to receive the

ultimate determination. Whatever it may be, I shall try to

execute it in such a manner as will promote the just cause in

which we are engaged."
While awaiting orders on this head he repaired to Albany to

hold a conference and negotiate a treaty with the Caughnawagas
and the warriors of the Six Nations, whom, as one of the com-
missioners of Indian affairs, he had invited to meet him at that

place. General Bichard Montgomery was to remain in com-
mand at Ticonderoga during his absence, and to urge forward

the military preparations. As the subsequent fortunes of this

gallant officer are inseparably connected with the Canadiiin

campaign, and have endeared his name to Americans, we j^ause

to give a few particulars concerning him.

General Bichard Montgomery was of a good family in the

* Am. Archives^ 4th Series, ill. 17.
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north of Ireland, whel-e he was born in 1736. He entered the

army when about eighteen years of age ; served in America in

the French war ; won a lieutenancy by gallant conduct at

Louisburg ; followed General Amherst to Lake Champlain, and
after the conquest of Canada was promoted to a captainc}^ for

his services in the AN'cst Indies.

After the peace of Versailles he resided in England; but,

aWit three years before the breaking out of the Revolution, he
sold out his commission in the army and emigrated to New
York. Here he married the eldest daughter of Judge Kobert
K. Livingston, of the Clermont branch of that family, and took

up his residence on an estate which he had purchased in Dutchess
County, on the banks of the Hudson.

Being known to be in favor of the popular cause, he was
drawn reluctantly from his rural abode to represent his county
in the first convention of the province ; and on the recent or-

ganization of the army his military reputation gained him the

unsought commission of brigadier-general. " It is an event,"

writes he to a friend, " which must put an end for a while,

perhaps forever, to the quiet scheme of life I had prescribed

for myself ; for, though entirely unexpected and undesired by
me, the will of an oppressed people, compelled to choose between
liberty and slavery, must be obeyed."

At the time of receiving his commission Montgomery was
about thirty-nine years of age, and the beau ideal of a soldier.

His form was well-proportioned and vigorous ; his countenance
expressive and prepossessing ; he was cool and discriminating

in council, energetic and fearless in action. His principles

commanded the respect of friends and foes, and he was noted
for winning the affections of the soldiery.

While these things were occurring at Ticonderoga, several

Indian chiefs made their appearance in the camp at Cambridge.
Tliey came in savage state and costume, as ambassadors from
their respective tribes, to have a talk about the impending in-

vasion of Canada. One was chief of the Caughnawaga tribe,

wliose residence was on the banks of the St. Lawrence, six

miles above Montreal, Others were from St. Francis, about
forty-five leagues above Quebec, and were of a warlike tribe,

from which hostilities had been especially apprehended.
Washington, accustomed to deal with the red warriors of the

wilderness, received them with great ceremonial. They dined
at headquarters among his officers, and it is observed that to

some of the latter they might have served as models, sucli was
their grave dignity and deconim.
A council-fire was held. The sachems all offered, on behalf
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of their tribes, to take up the hatchet for the Americans should
the latter invade Canada. The offer was embarrassing. Con-
gress had publicly resolved to seek nothing but neutrality from
the Indian nations, unless the ministerial agents should make
an offensive alliance with them. Tlie chief of the St. Francis
tribe declared that Governor Carleton had endeavored to per-

suade him to take up the hatchet against the Americans, but in

vain. " As our ancestors gave this country to you," added lie

grandly, " we would not have j^ou destroyed by England ; but
are ready to afford you our assistance."

Washington wished to be certain of the conduct of the ene-

my, before he gave a rejjly to these Indian overtures. He
wrote by express, therefore, to General Schuyler, requesting
liim to ascertain the intentions of the British governor with
respect to the native tribes.

By the same express, he communicated a plan which had oc-

cupied his thoughts for several days. As the contemplated
movement of Schuyler would probably cause all the British

force in Canada to be concentrated in the neighborhood of Mont-
real and St. John's, he proposed to send off an expedition of

ten or twelve hundred men, to penetrate to Quebec by the way
of the Kennebec River. " If you are resolved to proceed,"

writes he to Schuyler, " which I gather from your last letter is

your intention, it would make a diversion that would distract

Carleton. He must either break up, and follow this party to

Quebec, by which he would leave you a free passage, or he must
suffer that important place to fall into other hands—an event
that would have a decisive effect and influence on the public in-

terest The few whom I have consulted on the

project approve it much, but the final determination is deferred

until I hear from you. Not a moment's time is to be lost in

the preparations for this enterprise, if the advices from you
favor it. With the utmost expedition the season will be con-

siderably advanced, so that you will dismiss the express as soon
as possible."

The express found Schuyler in Albany, where he had been
attending the conference with the Six Nations. He had just

received intelligence which convinced him of the propriety of

an expedition into Canada ; had sent word to General Montgom-
ery to get everything ready for it, and was on the point of

departing for Ticonderoga to carry it into effect. In reply to

Washington, he declared his conviction, from various accounts
which he had received, that Carleton and his agents were ex-

citing the Indian tribes to hostility. " I should, therefore, not
hesitate one moment," adds he, " to employ any savages that

might be willing to join us."
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He expressed himself deliglitecl witli Washington's project of

sending off an expedition to Quebec, regretting only that it had
not been thought of earlier. '^ Should the detachment from
your body penetrate into Canada," added he, " and we meet
with success, Canada must inevitably fall into our hands."

Having sent off these despatches, Schuyler hastened back to

Ticonderoga. Before he reached there, Montgomery had re-

ceived intelligence that Carleton had completed his armed
vessels at St. John's, and was about to send them into Lake
Champlain by the Sorel Kiver. No time, therefore, was to be

lost in getting possession of the Isle Aux Noix, which com-

manded the entrance to that river. Montgomery hastened,

therefore, to embark with about a thousand men, which were

as many as the boats now ready could hold, taking with him
two pieces of artillery ; with this force he set off down the

lake. A letter to General Schuyler explained the cause of his

sudden departure, and entreated him to follow on in a whale-

boat, leaving the residue of the artillery to come on as soon as

conveyances could be procured.

Schuyler arrived at Ticonderoga on the night of the. 30th of

August, but too ill .of a bilious fever to push on in a whaleboat.

He caused, however, a bed to be prepared for him in a covered

bateau, and, ill as he was, continued forward on the following

day. On the 4th of September he overtook Montgomery at

the Isle la Motte, where he had been detained by contrary

weather, and, assuming command of the little army, kept on the

same day to the Isle Aux Noix, about twelve miles south of

St. John's—where for the present we shall leave him, and re-

turn to the head-quarters of the commander-in-chief.
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CHAPTER XLVII.

A CHALLENGE DECLINED. A BLOW MEDITATED. A CAUTIOUS
COUNCIL OF WAR. PREPARATION' FOR THE QUEBEC EX-
PEDITION. BENEDICT ARNOLD THE LEADER. ADVICE AND
INSTRUCTIONS. DEPARTURE. GENERAL SCHUYLER ON THE
SOREL. RECONNOITERS ST. JOHn's. CAMP AT ISLE AUX
NOIX. ILLNESS OF SCHUYLER. RETURNS TO TICONDEROGA.
EXPEDITION OF MONTGOMERY AGAINST ST. JOHN's

LETTER OF ETHAN ALLEN. HIS DASH AGAINST MONTREAL.
ITS CATASTROPHE. A HERO IN IRONS. CORRESPONDENCE

OF WASHINGTON WITH SCHUYLER AND ARNOLD. HIS

ANXIETY ABOUT THEM.

The siege of Boston had been kept up for several weeks
without any remarkable occurrence. The British remained
within their lines, diligently strengthening them ; the besiegers

having received further supplies of ammunition, were growing
impatient of a state of inactivity. Towards the latter j^art of

August there were rumors from Boston, that the enemy were
preparing for a sortie. Washington was resolved to provoke it

by a kind of challenge. He accordingly detached fourteen

hundred men to seize at night upon a height within musket-shot

of the enemy's line on Charlestown Keck, presuming that the

latter would sally forth on the following day to dispute pos-

session of it, and thus be drawn into a general battle. Tlie

task was executed with silence and celerity, and by daybreak
the hill presented to the astonished foe the aspect of a fortified

post

The challenge was not accepted. The British opened a heavy
cannonade from Bunker's Hill, but kept within their works.

The Americans, scant of ammunition, could only reply with a

single nine-pounder; this, however, sank one of the floating

batteries which guarded the Neck. They went on to complete

and strengthen this advanced post, exposed to daily cannonade
and bombardment, which, however, did but little injury. They
continued to answer from time to time with a single gun ; re-

serving their ammunition for a general action. " We are just in

the situation of a man with little money in his pocket," writes

Secretary Reed 5 "he will do twenty mean things to prevent
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hi.s breaking in upon liis little stock. We are obliged to bear

with the rascals on Bunker's Hill, when a few shot now and
then in return would keep our men attentive to their business

and give the enemy alarms.'' *

The evident unwillingness of the latter to come forth was
perplexing. " Unless the ministerial troops in Boston are

waiting for reinforcements," writes Washington, " I cannot de-

vise what they are staying there for, nor why, as they affect to

despise the Americans, they do not come forth and put an end
to the contest at once."

Perhaps they persuaded themselves that his army, composed
of crude, half-disciplined levies from different and distant

quarters, would gradually fall asunder and disperse, or that its

means of subsistence would be exhausted. He had his own
fears on the suVjoct, and looked forward with doubt and anxiety
to a winter's campciign ; the heavy expense that w^ould be in-

curred in providing barracks, fuel, and warm clothing ; the dif-

ficulty there vcuid be of keeping together, through the rigor-

ous season, troops unaccustomed to military hardships, and
none of whose terms of enlistment . extended beyond the

first of January : the supplies of ammunition, too, that would
be required for protracted operations ; the stock ©f powder on
hand, notwithstanding the most careful husbandry, being fear-

fully small. Revolving these circumstances in his mind, he
rode thoughtfully about the commanding points in the vicinity

of Boston, considering how he might strike a decisive blow that

would put an end to the murmuring inactivity of the army, and
relieve the country' from the consuming expense of maintain-

ing it. The result was, a letter to the major and brigadier-

generals, summoning them to a council of war to be held at the

distance of three days, and giving them previous intimation of

its purpose. It was to know whether, in their judgment, a

successful attack might not be made u[>on the troops at Boston
by means of boats, in cooperation with an attempt upon their

lines at Roxbury. "The success of such an enterprise," adds
he, "depends, I well know, upon the Allwise Disposer of events,

and it is not within the reach of human wisd(mi to foretell the

issue ; but if the prospect is fair, the undertaking is justifiable."

He proceeded to state the considerations already cited, which
appeared to justify it. The cf)uncil having thus had time for

previous deliberation, met on the 11th of September. It was
composed of Major-generals Ward, Lee, and Putnam, and
Brigadier-generals Thomas, Heath, Sullivan, Sp«ncer, and

* Life of Heed, vol. i. 11».
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Greene. Tliey unanimously pronounced the suggested attempt

inexpedient, at least for the present.

It certainly was hold and hazardous, yet it seems to have

taken strong hold on the mind of the _commander-in-chief,

usually so cautious. " I cannot say," writes he to the Presi-

dent of Congress, " that I have wholly laid it aside ; hut new
events may occasion new measures. Of this I hope the honor-

able Congress can need no assurance, that there. is not a man in

America who more earnestly wishes such a termination of the

campaign, as to make the army no longer necessary."

In the meantime, as it was evident the enemy did not intend

to come out, but were only strengthening their defenses, and
prej^aring for winter, Washington was enabled to turn his at-

tention to the. expedition to be sent into Canada by the way of

the Kennebec River.

A detachment of about eleven hundred men, chosen for the

purpose, was soon encamped on Cambridge Common. There

were ten companies of New England infantry, some of them from
General Greene's Rhode Island Regiments ; three rifle com-

panies from Pennsylvania and Virginia, one of them Captain

David Morgan's famous company ; and a number of volunteers,

among whom was Aaron Burr, then but twenty years of age, and
just commencing his varied; brilliant, but ultimately unfortu-

nate career.

The proposed .expedition was wild and perilous, and required

a hardy, skillful, and intrepid leader. Such a one was at hand.

Benedict Arnold was at Cambridge, occupied in settling his

accounts with the Massachusetts committee of safety. These
were nearly adjusted. Whatever faults may have been found
with his conduct in some particulars, his exploits on Lake
Champlain had atoned for them ; for valor, in time of war,

covers a multitude of sins. 'It was thought, too, by some, that

he had been treated harshly, and there was a disposition to

soothe his irritated pride. Washington had given him an
honorable reception at head-quarters, and now considered him
the very man for the present enterprise. He had shown apt-

ness for military service, whether on land or water. He was
acquainted, too, with Canada, and especially with Quebec, hav-

ing, in the course of his checkered life, traded in horses between
that place and-the West Indies. With these considerations he

intrusted him with the command of the expedition, giving him
the commission of lieutenant-colonel in the continental army.
As he would be intrusted with dangerous powers, Washing-

ton, besides a general letter of instructions, addressed a special

one to him individually, full of cautious and considerate advice.
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'^ Upon your conduct and courage, and that of the officers and
soldiers detailed on this expedition, not only the success of the

present enterprise, and your own honor, but the safety and wel-

fare of the whole continent, may depend. 1 charge you, there-

fore, and the officers and soldiers under your command, as you
value your own safety and honor, and the favor and esteem of

your country, that you consider yourselves as marching, not

through the country of an enemy, but of our friends and breth-

ren ; for such the inhabitants of Canada and the Indian nations

have approved themselves, in this unhappy contest between
Great Britain and America; ajid that you check by every

motive of duty and fear of j^unishment every attempt to plunder
or insult the inhabitants of Canada. Sliould any American
soldier be so base and infamous as to injure any Canadian or

Indian in hisi^erson or property, I do most earnestly enjoin you
to bring him to such severe and exemplary punishment as the

enormity of the crime may require. Should it extend to death

itself, it will not be disproportioned to its guilt at such a time

and in such a cause I also give in charge to

j^ou, to avoid all disrespect to the religion of the country and
its ceremonies While we are contending for

our own liberty, we should be very cautious not to violate the

rights of conscience in others, ever considering that God alone

is the judge of the hearts of men, and to him only, in this case,

;ire they answerable."

In the general letter of instructions, Washington inserted

the following clause: *^ If Lord Chatham's son should be in

Canada, and in any way fall into your power, you are enjoined

to treat hira with all possible deference and respect. You can-

not err in paying too much honor to the son of so illustrious a

character, and so true a friend to America.
Arnold was, moreover, furnished with hand-bills for distribu-

tion in Canada, setting forth the friendly objects of the present

expedition, as well as of that under General Schuyler ; and call-

ing on the Canadians to furnish necessaries and accommodations
of every kind; for which they were assured ample compensa-
tion.

On the 13th of September Arnold sti-uck his tents, and set

out in high spirits. More fortunate than his rival, Ethan Allen,

he had attained the object of his ambition, the command of an

expedition into Canada ; and trusted, in the capture of Quebec,
to eclipse even the surprise of Ticonderoga.
Washington enjoined upon him to push forward as rapidly as

possible, success depending upon celerity ; and counted the

days as they elapsed after liis departure, impatient to receive
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tidings of his progress up the Kennebec, and expecting thafy

the expedition would reach Quebec about the middle of October.

In the interim came letters from General Schuyler, giving par-

ticulars of the main expedition.

In a preceding chapter we left the general and his little army
at the Isle Aux Noix, near the Sorel Eiver, the outlet of the

lake. Thence, on the 5th of September, he sent Colonel Ethan
Allen and Major Brown to reconnoiter the country between

that river and the St. Lawrence, to distribute friendly ad-

dresses among the people and ascertain their feelings. This

done, and having landed his baggage and provisions, the general

proceeded along the Sorel River the next day with his boats,

until within two miles of St. John's, when a cannonade was
opened from the fort. Keeping on for half a mile further, he

landed his troops in a deep, close swamp, where they had a

sharp skirmish with an ambuscade of tories and Indians, whom
they beat off with some loss on both sides. Night coming on,

they cast up a small intrenchment, and encamped, disturbed

occasionally by shells from the fort, which, however, did no
other mischief than slightly wounding a lieutenant.

In the night the camp was visited secretly by a person who
informed General Schuyler of the state of the fort. The works
were completed, and furnished with cannon. A vessel pierced

for sixteen guns was launched, and would be ready to sail u\

three or four days. It was not probable that any Canadians

would join the army, being disposed to remain neutral. This

intelligence being discussed in a council of war in the morning,

it was determined that they had neither men nor artillery suffi-

cient to undertake a siege. They returned, therefore, to the

Isle Aux ISToix, cast up fortifications, and threw a boom across

the channel of the river to prevent the passage of the enemy's

vessels into the lake, and awaited the arrival of artillery and
reinforcements from Ticonderoga.

In the course of a few days the expected reinforcements ar-

rived, and with them a small train of artillery. Ethan Allen

also returned from his reconnoitering expedition, of which he
made a most encouraging report. The Canadian captains of

militia were ready, he said, to join the Americans, whenever
they should apj)ear with sufficient force. He had held talks,

too, with the Indians, and found them well disposed. In a

word, he was convinced that an attack on St. John's, and an in-

road into the province, would meet with hearty cooperation.

Preparations were now made for the investment of St. John's
by land and water. Major Brown, who had already acted as a

scout, was sent with one hundred Americans, and about thirty
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Canadians towards Chamblee, to make friends in that quarter,

and to join the army as soon as it should arrive at St. John's.

To quiet the restless activity of Ethan Allen, who had no
command in the army, he was sent with an escort of thirty men
to retrace his steps, penetrate to La Prairie, and beat up for

recruits among the people whom he had recently visited.

For some time past, General Schuyler had been struggling

with a complication of maladies, but exerting himself to the ut-

most in the harassing business of the camp, still hoping
to be able to move with the army. When everything was nearly,

ready he was attacked in the night by a severe access of

his disorder, which confined him to his bed, and compelled him
to surrender the coniluct of the expedition to General Mont-
gomery. Since he could be of no further use, therefore, in this

quarter, he caused his bed, as before, to be j^laced on board a

covered bateau, and set off for Ticonderoga, to hasten forward

reinforcements and supplies. An hour after his departure, ho

met Colonel Seth Warner, with one hundred and seventy Greeii

Mountain Boys, steering for the camp, " being the first," adds

he, '' that have appeared of that boasted corps." Some had
mutinied and deserted the colonel, and the remainder were at

Crown Point ; whence they were about to embark.
Such was the purport of different letters received from Schuy-

ler , the last bearing date September 20th. Washington was
deeply concerned when informed that he had quitted the army,

8Ui)posing that General Wooster, as the eldest brigadier, would
take rank and command of Montgomery, and considering him
deficient in the activity and energy required by the difficult

service in which he was engaged. " I am, therefore," writes he
to Schuyler, "much alarmed for Arnold, whose expedition was
built upon yours, and who will infallibly perish, if the invasion

and entry into Canada are abandoned by your successor. I

hoi)e by this time th(3 penetration into Canada by your army
is effected ; but if it is not, and there are any intentions to lay

it a.side, I beg it may be done in such a manner that Arnold
may be .saved, by giving him notice, and in the meantime, your
army may keep such appearances as to fix Carleton, and to pre-

vent the force of Canada being turned wholly upon Arnold.
" Should this find you at Albany, and General Wooster

about taking the command, I entreat you to impress him strong-

ly with the importance and necessity of proceeding, or so to

conduct, that Arnold may have time to retreat."

What caused this immediate solicitude about Arnold, was
a letter received from him, dated ten days previously from Fort
Western, on the Kennebec River. He had sent reconnoitering
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j)arties ahead in light canoes, to gain intelligence from the

Indians, and take the courses and distances to Dead Kiver, a

branch of the Kennebec, and he was now forwarding his troops

in bateaux in five divisions, one day's inarch apart ; Morgan
with his riflemen in the first division, Lieutenant-colonel Roger

^ Enos commanding the last. As soon as the last division slionld

be under way, Arnold was to set off in a light skiff to overtake

the advance. Chaudiere Pond, on the Cliaudiere River, was
the appointed rendezvous, whence they were to march in a body
towards Quebec.

Judging from the date of the letter, Arnold must at this time

be making his way, by land and water, through an uninhabited

and unexplored wilderness; and beyond, the reach of recall;

liis situation, therefore, would be desperate should General

Wooster fail to follow up the campaign against St. John's.

The solicitude of Washington on his account was heightened

by the consciousness that tlie hazardous enterprise in which
he was engaged had chiefly been set on foot by himself, and he
felt in some degree responsible for the safety of the resolute

partisan and his companions.
Fortunately, Wooster was not the successor to Schuyler in

the command of the expedition. Washington was mistaken as

to the rank of his commission, which was one degree lower

than that of Montgomery. The veteran himself, wlio was a

gallant soldier, and had seen service in two wars, expressed him-
self nobly in the matter, in reply to some inquiry made by
Schuyler. " I have the cause of my country too much at heart,"

said he, " to attempt to make any difficulty or uneasiness in the

army, upon whom the success of an enterprise of almost infinite

importance to the country is now depending. I shall consider

my rank in the army what my commission from the Continen-

tal Congress makes it, and shall not attempt to dispute the com-
mand with General Montgomery at St. John's." We shall

give some further particulars concerning this expedition against

St. John's, towards which Washington was turning so anxious

an eye.

On the 16th of September, the day after Schuyler's departure

for Ticonderoga, Montgomery" proceeded to carry out the plans

which had been concerted between them. Landing on the 17th

at the place where they had formerly encamped, within a mile

and a half of the fort, he detached a force of five hundred men,
among whom were three hundred Green Mountain Boys under
Colonel Seth Warner, to take a position at the junction of two
roads leading to Montreal and Chamblee, so as to intercept re>-

lief from those points. He now proceeded to invest St. John's.
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A battery was erected on a point of land commanding tbe fort,

the ship-yards, and the armed schooner. Another was thrown
up in the woods on the east side of the ^ort, at six hundred
yards' distance, and furnished with two small mortars. All

this was done under an incessant fire from the enemy, which,

as yet, was but feebly returned.

St. John's had a garrison of five or six hundred regulars and
two hundred Canadian militia. Its commander. Major Preston,

made a brave resistance. Montgomery had not proper battering

cannon ; his mortars were defective ; his artillerists unpracticed,

and the engineer ignorant of the first principles of his art. The
siege went on slowly, until the arrival of an artillery company
under Captain Lamb, expedited from Saratoga by General

Schuyler. Lamb, who was an able ofiicer, immediately bedded
a thirteen-inch mortar, and commenced a fire of shot and shells

upon the fort. The distance, however, was too great, and .' e

positions of the batteries were ill chosen.

A flourishing letter was received by the general from Colonel

Ethan Allen, giving hoj>e of further reinforcement. "I am
now,'' writes he, " at the Parish of St. Ours, four leagues from
Sorel to the south. I have two hundred and fifty Canadians
under arms. As I march, they gather fast. You may rely on
it, that I shall join you in about three days, with five hundred
or more Canadian volunteers. I could raise one or two thousand
in a week's time ; but I will first visit the army with a less

number, and, if necessary, go again recruiting. Those that

used to be enemies to our cause, come cap in hand to me ; and
I swear by the Lord, I can raise three times the number of our

army in Canada, provided you continue the siege The
eyes of all America, nay, of Europe, are or will be on the econo-

my of this army and the consequences attending if *

Allen was actually on his way toward St. John's, when, be-

tween Longueil and La Prairie, he met Colonel Brown with
his party of Americans and Canadians. A conversation took

place between them. Brown assured him that the garrison at

Montreal did not exceed thirty men, and might easily be sur-

prised. Allen's partisan spirit was instantly excited. Here
was a chance for another bold stroke equal to that at Ticon-

deroga. A plan was forthwith agreed upon. Allen was to re-

turn to Longueil, which is nearly opposite Montreal, and cross

the St. Lawrence in canoes in the night, so* as to land a little

below the town. Brown, with two hundred men, was to

cross above, and Montreal was to be attacked simultaneously
at opposite points.

* Am. Archives^ 4th Serigg^ iii. 754.
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All this was arranged and put in action without the consent
or knowledge of General Montgomery ; Allen was again the

partisan leader, acting from individual impulse. His later

letter also to G-eneral Montgomery, would seem to have par-

taken of fanfaronade ; for the whole force with which he under-
took his part of this inconsiderate enterprise was thirty Amer-
icans and eighty Canadians. With these he crossed the river

on the night of the 24th of September, the few canoes found
at Longueil having to pass to and fro repeatedly, before his

petty force could be landed. Guards were stationed on the

roads to prevent any one passing and giving the alarm in

Montreal. Day dawned, but there was no signal of Major
Brown having performed his part of the scheme. The enter-

prise seems to have been as ill concerted as it was ill advised.

The day advanced, but still no signal ; it was evident Major
Brown had not crossed. Allen would gladly have recrossed

the river, but it was too late. An alarm had been given to the

town, and he soon found hims If enco-^ .teret by about forty

regular soldiers, and a hasty levy of ' — .dians and Indians.

A smart action ensued ; most of Allen's Ca: ladian recruits gave
way and fled, a number of Americans were slain, and he at

length surrendered to the British officer, Major Campbell,
being promised honorable terms for himself and thirty-eight

of his men, who remained with him, seven of whom were
wounded. The prisoners were marched into the town and de-

livered over to General Prescott, the commandant. Their
rough appearance, and rude equipments, were not likely to

gain them favor in the eyes of the military tactician, who doubt-

less considered them as little better than a band of freebooters

on a maraud. Their leader, albeit a colonel, must have seemed
worthy of the band ; for Allen was arrayed in rough frontier

style—a deer-skin jacket, a vest and breeches of course serge,

worsted stockings, stout shoes, and a red woolen cap.

We give Allen's own account of his reception by the British

officer. "He asked me my name, which I told him. He then
asked me whether I was that Colonel Allen who took Ticon-

deroga. I told him I was the very man. Then he shook
his cane over my head, calling me many hard names, among
which, he frequently used the word rebel, and put himself in a

great rage." *

Ethan Allen, according to his own account, answered with
becoming spirit. Indeed he gives somewhat of a melodramatic
scene, which ended by his being sent an board of the Gaspee
schooner of war, heavily ironed, to be transported to England

* Am. Archives, iii. 800.
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for trial j Prescott giving him the parting assurance; sealed

with an emphatic oatli, that lie woukl grace a halter at Ty-
burn.

Xeither Allen's courage nor his rhetorical vein deserted liim

oil this trying occasion. From his place of confinement he in-

dited the following epistle to the general :

—

"HoxoRABLE Sir,—In the wheel of transitory events I find

in3self prisoner, and in irons. Probahly your honor has cer-

tain reasons to me inconceivable, though I challenge an instance

of this sort of econoni}- of the Americans during the late war
to an}' officers of the crown. On my part, I have to assure

your honor, that when I had the command and took Caj^tain

Delaplace and Lieutenant Fulton, with the garrison of Ticon-

deroga, I treated them with every mark of friendship and
generosity, the evidence of which is notorious, even in Canada.
I have only to add, that I expect an honorable and humane
treatment, as an officer of my rank and merit should have, and
subscribe myself your honor's most obedient servant,

Ethan Allex."

In the British publication from which we cite the above, the

following note is appended to the letter, probably on the

authority of General Prescott: "N. B.—The author of the

above letter is an outlaw, and a reward is offered by the New
Vork Assembly for apprehending him." *

The reckless dash at Montreal was viewed with concern by
the American commander. " I am apprehensive of disagree-

able consequences arising from Mr. Allen's imprudence," writes

General Schuyler. "I always dreaded his impatience of sub-

ordination, and it was not until after a solemn promise made
me in the presence of several officers that he would demean
himself with propriety, that I would permit liim to attend the

army ; nor would I have consented then, had not his solicita-

tions been backed by several officers."

The conduct of Allen was also severely censured by Wash-
ington. "His misfortune," said he, "will, I hope, teach a

lesson of prudence and subordination to others who may bo
ambitious to outshine their general officers, and, regardless of

order and duty, rush into enterprises which have unfavorable
effects on the public, and are destructive to themselves."

Partisan exploit had, in fact, inflated the vanity and bewil-

dered the imagination of Allen, and unfitted him for regular war-
fare. Still his name will <'ver be a favorite one with his coun-

Memenibraiicer. IL 51.
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trymen. Even his occasional rhodomontade will be tolerated

with a good-humored smile, backed as it was by deeds of daring

courage ; and among the hardy pioneers of our Revolution

whose untutored valor gave the first earnest of its triumphs, will

be remembered, with honor, the rough Green Mountain par-

tisan, who seized upon the " Keys of Champlain."

In the letters of Schuyler, which gave Washington accounts,

from time to time, of the preceding events, were sad repinings

at his own illness, and the multiplied annoyances which beset

him. " The vexation of spirit under which I labor," writes he,

" that a barbarous complication of disorders should prevent me
from reaping those laurels for which I have unweariedly

wrought since I was honored with this command ; the anxiety

I have suffered since my arrival here (at Ticonderoga), lest the

army should starve, occasioned by a scandalous want of sub-

ordination and inattention to my orders, in some of the officers

that I left to command at the different posts ; the vast variety

of disagreeable and vexatious incidents that almost every hour

arise in some department or other,—not only retard my cure,

but have put me considerably back for some days past. If Job
had been a general in my situation, his memory had not been
so famous for patience. But the glorious end we have in view,

and which I have confident hope will be attained, will atone

for all." Washington replied in that spirit of friendship which
existed between them. " You do me justice in believing that

I feel the utmost anxiety for your situation, that I sympathize

with you in all your distresses,, and shall most heartily share in

the joy of your success. My anxiety extends itself to poor Ar-

nold, whose fate depends upon the issue of your campaign. . . . .

The more I reflect upon the importance of your expedition,

the greater is my concern, lest it should sink under insuperable

difficulties. I look upon the interests and salvation of our bleed-

ing country in a great degree as depending upon your suc-

cess."

Shortly after writing the above, and while he was still full

of solicitude about the fate of Arnold, he received a despatch

from the latter dated October 13th, from the great portage or

carrying-place between the Kennebec and Dead River.
" Your Excellency," writes Arnold, " may possibly think we

have been tardy in our march, as we have gained so little ; but

when you consider the badness and weight of the bateaux, and
large quantities of provisions, etc., we have been obliged to force

up against a very rapid stream, where you would have taken the

men for amphibious animals, as they were a great part of the

time under water : add to this the great fatigue in the portage,
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you will think I have pushed the men as fast as they could

possibly bear."

The toils of the expedition up the Kennebec River had in-

deed been excessive. Part of the men of each division managed
the boats—part marclunl along the banks. Those on board had
to labor against swift currents ; to unload at rapids ; transport the

cargoes, and sometimes the boats themselves, for some distance

on their shoulders, and then to reload. They were days in

making their way round stupendous cataracts ; several times
their boats were upset and filled with water, to the loss or

damage of arms, ammunition, and provisions.

Those on land had to scramble over rocks and precipices, to

struggle through swamps and fenny streams
;
or cut their way

through tangled thickets, which reduced their clothes to rags.

With all their efforts, their progress was but from four to ten

miles a day. At night the men of each division encamped
together.

By the time they arrived at the place whence the letter was
written, fatigue, swamp fevers and desertion had reduced their

numbers to about nine hundred and fifty effective men. Arnold,

however, wrote in good heart. "The last division," said he,

" is just arrived ; three divisions are over the first carrying-

place, and as the men are in high spirits, I make no doubt of

reaching the river Chaudiere in eight or ten days, the greatest

difficulty being, I hope, already past."

He had some days previously despatched an Indian, whom he

considered trusty, with a letter for General Schuyler, apprising

him of his whereabouts, but as yet had received no intelligence

either of, or from the general, nor did he expect to receive any
until he should reach Chaudiere Pond. There he calculated to

meet the return of his express, and then to determine hi« plan

of operationa.
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CHAPTER XLVIIL

BRITISH IN BOSTON SEND OUT CRUISERS DEPREDATIONS OF
CAPTAIN WALLACE ALONG THE COAST. TREASON IN THE
CAMP. ARREST OF DR. CHURCH. HIS TRIAL AND FATE.

CONFLAGRATION OF FALMOUTH. IRRITATION THROUGHOUT
THE COUNTRY. FITTING OUT OF VESSELS OF WAR. EMBARK-
ATION OF GENERAL GAGE FOR ENGLAND. COMMITTEE FROM
CONGRESS. CONFERENCES WITH WASHINGTON. RESOLU-
TIONS OF CONGRESS TO CARRY ON THE WAR. RETURN OF
SECRETARY REED TO PHILADELPHIA.

While the two expeditions were threatening Canada from
different quarters, the war was going on along the seiiboard.

The British in Boston^ cut off from supplies by land, fitted out

small armed vessels to seek them along the coast of New Eng-
land. The inhabitants drove their cattle into the interior, or

boldly resisted the aggressors. Parties landing to forage were
often repulsed by hasty levies of the yeomanry. Scenes of

ravage and violence occurred. Stonington was cannonaded,
and further measures of vengeance were threatened by Captain
Wallace of the Jiose man-of-war, a naval officer, who had ac-

quired an almost piratical reputation along the coast, and had his

rendezvous in the harbor of Newport, domineering over the

waters of Ph do Island.*

About this time there was an occurrence, which caused great

excitement in the armies. A woman, coming from the camp at

Cambridge, applied to a Mr. Wainwood of Newport, Rhode
Island, to aid her in gaining access to Captain Wallace, or Mr.
Dudley, the collector. Wainwood, w^io was a patriot, drew
from her the object of her errand. She was the bearer of a

letter from some one in camp, directed to Major Kane in Boston :

but which she was to deliver either to the captain or the collector.

Suspecting something wrong, he prevailed upon her to leave it

with him for delivery. After her departure he opened the letter.

It was written in cipher, which he could not read. He took it

to Mr. Henry Ward, secretary of the colony. The latter, ap-

prehending it might contain treasonable information to the

enemy, transmitted it to General Greene, who laid it before

Washington.
* Gov. Trumbull to Washington. Sparks' Corresp. of the Bev. i. 27.
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A letter in cipher, to a person in Boston hostile to tlie cause,

and to be delivered into the hands of Captain Wallace the nauti-

cal marauder I—there evidently was treason in the camp ; but

how was the traitor to be detected ? The first step was to se-

cure the woman, the bearer of the letter, who had returned to

Cambridge. Tradition gives us a graphic scene connected with

lier arrest. Washington was in his chamber at head-quarters,

when he beheld from his window. General Putnam approaching
on horseback, with a stout woman en croupe behind him. He
had pounced upon the culprit. The group presented by the old

general and his prize, overpowered even Washington's gravity.

It was the only occasion throughout the whole campaign, on
which he was known to laugh heartily. He had recovered his

gravity by the time the delinquent was brought to the foot of

the broad staircase in head-quarters, and assured her in a severe

tone from the head of it, that, unless she confessed everything
before the next morning, a halter would be in readiness for her.

So far the tradition ;—his own lotter to the President of

Congress states that for a long time the woman was proof

against every threat and persuasion to discover the author, but
at length named Dr. Benjamin Church. It seemed incredible.

He had borne the character of a distinguished patriot ; he was
the author of various patriotic writings ; a member of the Mas-
sachusetts House of Representatives ; one of the committee de-

puted to conduct Washington to the army, and at present he
discharged the functions of surgeon-general and director of the

hospitals. That such a man should be in traitorous correspond-

ence with the enemy was a thunderstroke. Orders were given
to secure him and his papers. On his arrest he was extremely
agitated, but acknowledged the letter, and said it would be
found, when deciphered, to contain nothing criminal. His
papers were searched, but nothing of a treasonable nature dis-

(tovered. " It appeared, however, on inquiry," says Washing-
ton, " that a confidant had been among the papers before my
messenger arrived."

The letter was deciphered. It gave a description of the

army. The doctor made an awkward defense, protesting that

he had given an exaggerated account of the American force for

the purpose of deterring the enemy from attacking the American
Jines in their present defenseless condition from the want of

powder. His explanations were not satisfactory. The army
and country were exceedingly irritated. In a council of war he
was convicted of criminal correspondence ; he was expelled

from the Massachusetts House of Representatives, and the
Continental Congress ultimately resolved that he should be
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confined in some secure jail in Connecticut, without the use of

pen, ink, or paper ;
" and that no person be allowed to converse

with him, except in the presence and hearing of a magistrate or

the sheriff of the county."

His sentence was afterwards mitigated on account of his

health, and he was permitted to leave the countrj'. He em-
harked for the West Indies, and is supposed to have perished

at sea.

What had caused especial irritation in the case of Dr. Church
was the kind of warfare already mentioned carried on along the

coast by British cruisers, and notoriously by Captain Wallace.

To check these maraudings, and to capture the enemy's trans-

ports laden with supplies, the provinces of Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and Connecticut fitted out two armed vessels each, at

their own expense, without seeking the sanction or aid of Con-
gress. Washington, also, on his own responsibilit}^, ordered

several to be equipped for like purpose, which were to be
manned by hardy mariners, and commanded by able sea cap-

tains, actually serving in the army. One of these vessels was
despatched, as soon as ready, to cruise between Cape Ann and
Cape Cod. Two others were fitted out with all haste, and sent

to cruise in the waters of the St. Lawrence, to intercept two
unarmed brigantines which Congress had been informed had
sailed from England for Quebec, with ammunition and military

stores. Among the sturdy little I^ew England seaports, which
had become obnoxious to punishment by resistance to nautical

exactions, was Falmouth (now Portland), in Maine.
On the evening of the 11th of October, Lieutenant Mowat, of

the Koj^al Navy, a^^peared before it with several armed vessels,

and sent a letter on shore apprising the inhabitants that he
was come to execute a just punishment on them for their " pre-

meditated attacks on the legal prerogatives of the best of

sovereigns." Two hours were given them " to remove the

human species out of the town," at the period of which a red

jjendant hoisted at the main-top-gallant masthead and a gun
would be the signal for destruction.

The letter brought a deputation of three persons on board.

The lieutenant informed them verbally that he had orders from
Admiral Graves to set fire to all the seaport towns between

Boston and Halifax
; and he expected New York, at the present

moment, was in ashes.

AVith much difficulty, and on the surrendering of some arms,

the committee obtained a respite until nine o'clock the next

morning, and the inhabitants employed the interval in remov-

ing their families and effects. The next morning the com-
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mittee returned on board before nine o'clock. The lieutenant

now offered to spare the town on certain conditions, w^ hich were

refused. About half-past nine o'clock the red pendant was run

up to the masthead, and the signal gun fired. Within five

minutes several houses were in flames from a discharge of car-

casses and bombsliells, which continued throughout the day.

The iixhabitants, " standing on the heights, were spectators of

tlie conflagration, wliicli reduced many of them to penury and
despair." One hundred and tliirty-nine dwelling-houses and
two hundred and twenty-eight stores are said to have been

burnt.* All the vessels in the harbor, likewise, were destroyed

or carried away as prizes.

Having satisfied his sense of justice with respect to Falmouth,
tlie gallant lieutenant left it a smoking ruin, and made sail, as

was said, for Boston, to supj)ly himself with more ammunition,
having the intention to destroy Portsmouth also, j
The conflagration of Falmouth was as a bale-fire throughout

the country. Lieutenant IMowat was said to have informed the

committee at that place that orders had come from England to

burn all the seaport towns that would not lay down and deliver

up their arms, and give hostages for their good behavior.

|

Washington himself supposed such to be the case. "The
desolation and misery," writes he, "which ministerial ven-

geance had planned, in contempt of every principle of humanity,
and so lately brought on the town of Falmouth, I know not how
sufficiently to commiserate, nor can my compassion for the gen-

eral suffering be conceived beyond the true measure of my
feelings."

General Greene, too, in a letter to a friend, expresses himself
with equal warmth. "0, could the Congress behold the

distresses and wretched condition of the poor inhabitants driven
from the seaport towns, it must, it would, kindle a blaze of in-

dignation against the commissioned pirates and licensed rob-

bers People begin heartily to wish a declaration

of independence."§
General Sullivan was sent to Portsmouth, where there was a

fortification of some strength, to give the inhabitants his ad-

vice and assistance in warding off the menaced blow. New-
port, also, was put on the alert, and recommended to fortify

tself. " I expect every hour," writes Washington, " to hear

* Holmes' Annals^ 11. 220. t Letter of P. Jones*
t Latter from Gen. Greene to Gov. Cooke.
§ Letter to the President of Congress.
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that Newport has shared the same fate of unhappy Falmouth."*
Under the feeling roused by these reports, the General Court
of Massachusetts exercising a sovereign power, passed an aet

for encouraging the fitting out of armed vessels to defend the

sea-coast of America, and for erecting a court to try and con-

demn all vessels that should be found infesting the same. This
act, granting letters of marque and reprisal, anticipated any
measure of the kind on the part of the General Government,
and was pronounced by John Adams '' one of the most import-

ant documents in history.'"t

The British ministry have, in latter days, been exculpated
from the charge of issuing such a desolating order as that said

to have been reported by Lieutenant Mowat. The orders under
which that officer acted, we are told, emanated from General
Gage and Admiral Graves. The former intended merel}^ the

aunoyance and destruction of rebel shipping, whether on the

coast or in the harbors to the eastward of Boston ; the burning
of the town is surmised to have been an additional thought of

Admiral Graves. Naval officers have a passion for bombard-
ments.

Whatever part General Gage may have had in this most ill-

advised and discreditable measure, it was the last of his military

government, and he did not remain long enough in the country
to see it carried into effect. He sailed for England on tlie 10th
of October. The tidings of the battle of Bunker's Hill luid

withered his laurels as a commander. Still he was not absolutely

superseded, but called home, " in order," as it was consider-

ately said, '•' to give His Majesty exact information of

everything, and suggest such matters as his knowledge
and experience of the service might enable him to furnish."'

During his absence. Major-general Howe would act as com-
mander-in-chief of the colonies on the Atlantic Ocean, and Major
general Carleton of the British forces in Canada and on the

frontiers. Gage fully expected to return and resume the cum*
mand. In a letter written to the minister, Lord Dartmoutli,

the day before sailing, he urged tlie arrival, early in the spring,

of reinforcements which had been ordered, and anticipating

great hazard at the opening of the campaign. In the meantime
he trusted that two thousand troops, shortly expected from Ire^

land, would enable him "to distress the rebels by incursions

along the coast,"—and—" he hoped Portsmouth in New Hamjj-
shire would feel the weight of His Majesty's arms." Poor
Gage," writes Horace Walpole, "is to be the scape-goat foi

* Am. Archives, iii. 1145.
t See Life of Gerry,. p. 109.
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what was a reason against employing him—^incapacity." He
never returned to America.

On the 15th of October a Committee from Congress arrived

in camp, sent to hold a Conference with Washington, and with

delegates from the governments of Connecticut, Rhode Island,

Ma^isachusetts, and Xew Hampshire, on the subject of a new
organization of the army. The committee consisted of Benjamin
Franklin, Thomas Lynch of Carolina, and Colonel Harrison of

Virginia. It was just twenty years since Washington had met
Franklin in Braddock's camp, aiding that unwary general by
his sagacious counsels and prompt expedients. Franklin was
regarded with especial deference in the camp at Cambridge.
Greene, who had never met with him before, listened to him as

to an oracle.

Washingtonwas president of the board of conference, and Mr.
Joseph Eeed secretary. The committee brought an intimation

from Congress that an attack upon Boston was much desired,

if practicable.

Washington called a council of war of his generals on the

subject ; they were unanimously of the opinion that an attack

would not be prudent at present.

Another question now arose. An attack upon the British

forces in Boston, whenever it should take place, might require

a bombardment ; Washington inquired of the delegates how far

it might be pushed to the destruction of houses and property.

They considered it a question of too much importance to be de-

cided by them, and said it must be referred to Congress. But
though they declined taking upon themselves the responsibility,

the majority of them was strongly in favor of it ; and expressed

themselves so, when the matter was discussed informally in

camp. Two of the committee, Lynch and Harrison, as well as

Judge Wales, delegate from Connecticut, when the possible

effects of a bombardment were suggested at a dinner table, de-

clared that they would be willing to see Boston in flames. Lee,

who was present, observed that it was impossible to burn it un-
less they sent in men with bundles of straw to do it. " It could

not be done with carcasses and red-hot shot. Isle Royal," he
added, " in the river St. Lawrence, had been fired at for a long
time in 1760, with a fine train of artillery, hot-shot and car-

casses, without effect" *

The board of conference was repeatedly in session, for three

or four days. The report of its deliberations rendered by the

committee, produced a resohition of Congress, that a new army

* Life of I>r. Helkn/xp^
i>. IHJ. The doctor was present at the above

cited conversation.
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of twenty-two thousand two hundred and seventy-two men and
officers, should be formed, to he recruited as much as possible

from the troops actually in service. Unfortunately the term
for which they were to be enlisted was to be hutfor one year.

It formed a precedent which became a recurring cause of em-
barrassment throughout the war.

Washington's secretary, Mr. Keed, had, after the close of the

conference, signified to him his intention to return to Phila-

delphia, where his private concerns required his presence. His
departure was deeply regretted. His fluent pen had been of

great assistance to Washington in the despatch of his multifari-

ous correspondence, and his judicious counsels and cordial sjon-

pathies had been still more appreciated by the commander-in-
chief, amid the multiplied difficulties of his situation. On the
departure of Mr. Reed, his place as secretary was temporarily
supplied by Mr. liobert Harrison of Maryland, and subsequently
by Colonel Mifflin ; neither, however, attained to the affectionate

confidence reposed in their predecessor.

We shall have occasion to quote the correspondence kept up
between Washington and Reed, during the absence of the latter.

The letters of the former are peculiarly interesting, as giving
views of what was passing, not merely around him, but in the

recesses of his own heart. No greater proof need be given of the

rectitude of that heart, than the clearness and fullness with
which, in these truthful documents, every thought and feeling

is laid open.

CHAPTER XLIX.

MEASURES OF GENERAL HOWE.—DESECRATION OP CHURCHES.
THREE PROCLAMATIONS. SEIZURE OP TORIES. WANT OP
ARTILLERY. HENRY KNOX, THE ARTILLERIST. HIS MISSION
TO TICONDEROGA. RE-ENLISTMENT OP TROOPS. LACK OP
PUBLIC SPIRIT. COMMENTS OF GENERAL GREENE.

The measures which General Howe had adopted after taking
command in Boston, rejoiced the royalists, seeming to justify

their anticipations. He proceeded to strengthen the works on
Bunker's Hill and Boston Neck, and to clear away houses and
throw up redoubts on eminences with'ii the town. The patriot

inhabitants were shocked bv the desecration of the Old South
Church, which for more than a hundred years had been a favor-

ite place of worship, where some of the most eminent divine*
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haci oflficiatoil. Tlio pu][)it and pews were now renaoved, the

floor was covoro4l witli oartli, and the sacred edifice was con-

verted into a riding-sch«x>l for Burgoyne's light dragoons. To
excuse its desecration, it was spoken of scoffingly as a " meeting-
house, where sedition ha<l often been preached."

The North Church, another " meeting-house," was entirely

demolished and was used for fuel. " Thus," says the chrc.i-

cler of the day, " thus are our houses devoted to religions :r-

ship, profaned and destroyed by the subjects .^f His R(yal
Majesty." *

About the last of October, Howe issued three proclamations.

The first forbade all persons to leave Boston without his per-

mission under pain of military execution ; the second forbade

any one, so permitted, to take with him more than five pounds
sterling, under pain of forfeiting all the money found upon hi?,

person and being subject to fine and imprisonment ; the third

called upon the inhabitants to arm themselves for the preserva-

tion of order within the town ; they to be commanded by x ffi-

cers of his appointment.

Washington had recently been incensed by the conflagration

of Falmouth ; the conduct of Governor Dunmore who had pro-

claimed martial law in Virginia, and threatened ruin to the

patriots, had added to this provocation ; the measures of Gen-
eral Howe seemed of the same harsh character, and he deter-

mined to retaliate.

" Would it not be prudent," writes he to Governor Trumbull
of Connecticut, " to seize those tories who have been, are, and
we know will be active against us ? Why should persons who
are preying upon the vitals of their country, be suffered to

stalk at large, whilst we know they will do usevery mischief in

their power ?
"

In this spirit he ordered General Sullivan, who was fortify-

ing Portsmouth, '^to seize upon such persons as held commis-
sions under the crown, and were acting as open and avowed
enemies to their country, and hold them as hostages for the se-

curity of the town." Still he was moderate in his retaliation,

and stopped short of private individuals. " For the present,"

said he, "I shall avoid giving the like order with regard to the

tories of Portsmouth ; but the day is not far off when they will

meet with this, or a worse fate, if there is not a considerable

reformation in their conduct." f
The season was fast approaching when the bay between the

camp and Boston would be frozen over, and military operations

* Tliacher'8, MiVdan/ Journal^ p. 50.
t Letter to William i'alfrey. Sparks, iii. 158.
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might be conducted upon the ice. Greneral Howe, if reinforced,

would then very probably " endeavor to relieve himself from
the disgraceful coiifinoniont in which the ministerial troops had
been all summer." Washington felt the necessity, therefore,

of guarding the camps wherever they were most assailable

;

and of throwing up batteries for the purpose. He had been
embarrassed throughout the siege by the want of artillery and
ordnance stores ; but never more so than at the present mo-
ment. In this juncture, Mr. Henry Knox stepped forward,

and offered to proceed to the frontier forts on Champlain in

quest of a supply.

Knox was one of those providential characters which spring
up in emergencies, as if they were formed by and for the occa-

sion. A thriving bookseller in Boston, he had thrown up busi-

ness to take up arms for the liberties of his country. He was
one of the patriots who had fought on Bunker's Hill, since

when he had aided in planning the defenses of the camp be-

fore Doston. The aptness and talent here displayed by him as

an artillerist, had recently induced Washington to recommend
him to Congress for the command of the regiment of artillery

in place of the veteran Gridley, who was considered by all the
officers of the camp too old for active employment. Congress
had not yet acted on that recommendation ; in the meantime
Washington availed himself of the offered services of Knox in

the present instance. He was accordingly instructed to

examine into the state of the artillery in camp, and take an ac-

count of the cannon, mortars, shells, lead, and ammunition that

were wanting. He was then to hasten to New York, procure
and forward all that could be had there ; and thence proceed to

the head-quarters of General Schuyler, who was requested by
letter to aid him in obtaining what further supplies of the kind
were wanting from the forts of Ticonderoga, Crown Point, St.

John's, and even Quebec, should it be in the hands of the

Americans. Knox set off on his errand with promptness and
alacrity, and shortly afterwards the commission of colonel of the

regiment of artillery which Washington had advised, was for-

warded to him by Congress.

The reenlistment of troops actually in service was now at-

tempted, and proved a fruitful source of perplexity. In a letter

to the President of Congress, Washington observes that half of

the officers of the rank of captain were inclined to retire ; and
it was probable their example would influence their men. Of
those who were disposed to remain, the officers of one colony

were unwilling to mix in the same regiment with those of an-

other. Many sent in their names, to serve in expectation of
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promotion; others stood aloof, to see what advantages they

could make for themselves ; while those who had declined sent

in their names again to serve.* Tlie difficulties were greater,

if possible, with the soldiers thati with the officers. They would
not enlist unless they knew their colonel, lieutenant-colonel,

and captain ; Connecticut men being unwilling to serve under
officers from Massachusetts, and Massachusetts men under
officers from Rhode Island ; so that it was necessary to ap-

jwint the officers first.

Twenty dsijs later he again writes to the President of Con-

gress :
" I am sorry to be necessitated to mention to you the

egregious want of public spirit which prevails here. Instead

of pressing to be engaged in the cause of their country, which
I vainly flattered myself would be the case, I find we are most
likely to be deserted in a most critical time Our
situation is truly alarming, and of this General Howe is well

apprised. Xo doubt when he is reinforced he will avail himself

of the information."

In a letter to Reed he disburdened his heart more completely.

"Such dearth of public spirit, and such want of virtue; such
stock-jobbing, and fertility in all the low arts to obtain advan-
tage of one kind or another in this great change of military

arrangement, I never saw before, and I pray God's mercy that

I may never be witness to again. What will be the end of

these maneuvers is beyond my scan. ' I tremble at the prospect.

We have been till this time (Nov. 28) enlisting about three

thousand five hundred men. To engage these, I have been
obliged to allow furloughs as far as fifty men to a regiment,

and the officers I am persuaded indulge many more. The Con-
necticut troops will not be prevailed upon to stay longer than
their term, saving those who have enlisted for the next cam-
paign, and are mostly o furlough ; and such a mercenary spirit

perva<le8 the whole, that I should not be surprised at any dis-

aster that may happen Could I have foreseen what
I have experienced and am likely to experience, no considera-

tion upon earth should have induced me to accept this com-
mand."
No one drew closer to Washington in this time of his troubles

and perplexities than General Greene. He had a real venera-

tion for his character, and thought himself " happy in an op-

portunity to sctrve under so good a general." He grieved at

Washington's annoyances, but attributed them in part to his

being somewhat of a stranger in New England. "He has not
had time," writes he, " to make himself acquainted with the

• Washington to the President of Congress, Nov. 9;
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genius of this people ; they are naturally as brave and spirited

as the peasantry of any other country, but you cannot expect
veterans of a raw militia from only a few luonths' service. The
common people are exceedingly avaricious ; the genius of the

people is commercial, from their long intercourse of trade. The
sentiment of honor, the true characteristic of a soldier, has not

yet got the better of interest. His Excellency has been taught
to believe the people here a superior race of mortals ; and find-

ing them of the same temper and dispositions, passions and
prejudices, virtues and vices of the common people of other

governments, they sank in his esteem." *

CHAPTER L.

AFFAIRS IN CANADA. CAPTURE OF FORT CHAMBLEE. SIEGE
OF ST. John's.—maclean and his Highlanders.—Mont-
gomery ON THE TREATMENT OF ETHAN ALLEN. REPULSE
of carleton. capitulation of the garrison of st.

John's.—generous conduct of Montgomery.—maclean
re-embarks for quebec. weary struggle of arnold
through the wilderness. defection of colonel enos.
—^arnold in the valley of the chaudiere. his arri-
val opposite quebec. surrender of montreal. escape
of carleton. home-sickness of the american troops.

Despatches from Schuyler dated October 26th, gave Wash-
ington another chapter of the Canada expedition. Chamblee,
an inferior fort, within five miles of St. John's, had been taken
by Majors Brown ajid Livingston at the head of fifty Americans
and three hundred Canadians. A large quantity of gunpowder
and other military stores found there, was a seasonable supply
to the army before St. John's, and consoled General Mont-
gomery for his disappointment in regard to the aid promised
l)y Colonel Ethan Allen. He now pressed the siege of St.

John's with vigor. The garrison, cut off from supplies, were
suffering from want of provisions ; but the brave commander.
Major Preston, still held out manfully, hoping speedy relief

from General Carleton, who was assembling troops for that pur-

pose at Montreal.

Carleton, it is true, had but about one hundred regulars,

* Greene to Dep. Gov. Ward. Atn, ArchiveSf 4th Series, iii. 1145.
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several hundred Canadians, and a number of Indians with him

;

but he calculated greatly on the cooperationof Colonel Maclean,
a veteran Scot, brave and bitterly loyal, who had enlisted three

hundred of his countrymen at Quebec, and formed them into

a regiment called " The Royal Highland Emigrants." This
dought}" Highlander was to land at the mouth of the Sorel,

where it empties into the St. Lawrence, and proceed along
the former river to St. John's, to join Carleton, who would re-

pair thither by the way of Longueil.

In the meantime Montgomery received accounts from vari-

ous quarters that Colonel Ethan Allen and his men, captured
in the ill-advised attack upon Montreal, were treated with
cruel and unnecessarj^ severity'', being loaded. with irons; and
that even the colonel himself was subjected to this " shocking
indignity." Montgomery addressed a letter to Carleton on
the subject, strong and decided in its purport, but written in

the spirit of a courteous and high-minded gentleman, and end-
ing with an expression of that sad feeling which gallant officers

must often have experienced in this revolutionary conflict, on
being brought into collision with former brothers in arms.

" Your character, sir," writes he, " induces me to hope I am
ill-informed. Nevertheless, the duty I owe the troops com-
mitted to my charge, lays me under the necessity of acquaint-

ing your Excellency, that, if you allow this condu(tt and per-

sist in it, I shall, though with the most painful regret, execute
with rigor the just and necessary law of retaliation upon the

garrison of Chamblee, now in my possession, and upon all

others who may hereafter fall into my hands I

shall expect your Excellency's answer in six days. Should the

bearer not return in that time, I must interpret your silence

into a declaration of a barbarous war. I cannot pass this op-

I)ortunity without lamenting the melancholy and fatal necessity,

which obliges the firmest friends of the constitution to oppose
one of the most respectable officers of the crown."
While waiting for a reply, Montgomery pressed the siege of

St. John's, though thwarted continually by the want of sub-
ordination and discipline among his troops—hasty levies from
various coloni(;s, who, said he, "carry the spirit of freedom into

the field, and think for themselves." Accustomed as he had
been, in his former military oxp<'rience, to the im|)licit obedi-

ence of European troops, the insubordination of these 3'eoman
soldiery was intolerable to him. "Were I not afraid," writes
he, "the example would ])e too generally followed, and that the
i)ul)lic service might suffer, I would not stay an hour at the
nead of troops whose operations I cannot direct. I must say I
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have no hopes of success, unless from the garrison's wanting
provisions."

He had advanced his lines and played from his batteries on
two sides of the fort for some hours, when tidings brought by
four prisoners caused him to cease his fire.

General Carleton, on the 31st of September, had embarked
liis motley force at Montreal in thirty-four boats, to cross the
Bt. Lawrence, land at Longueil, and pushed on for St John's
where, as concerted, he was to be joined by Maclean and his

Highlanders. As the boats approached the right bank of the
river at Longueil, a terrible fire of artillery and musketry was
unexpectedly opened upon them, and threw them into confusion.

It was from Colonel Seth Warner's detachment of Green
Mountain Boys and New Yorkers. Some of the boats were
disabled, some were driven on shore on an island ; Carleton re-

treated with the rest to Montreal, with some loss in .killed and
wounded. The Americans captured two Canadians and two
Indians ; and it was these prisoners who brought tidings to

the camp of Carleton's signal repulse.

Aware that the garrison held out merely in exj)ectation of the
relief thus intercepted, Montgomery ceased his fire, and sent

a flag by one of the Canadian prisoners with a letter informing
Major Preston of the event, and inviting a surrender to spare
the effusion of blood.

Preston in reply expressed a doubt of the truth of the report

brought by the prisoners, but offered to surrender if not re-

lieved in four days. The condition was refused, and the gal-

lant major was obliged to capitulate. His garrison consisted

of five hundred regulars and one hundred Canadians ; among the

latter were several of the provincial noblesse.

Montgomery treated Preston and his garrison with the

courtesy inspired by their gallant resistance. He had been a

British officer himself, and his old associations with the service

made him sympathize with the brave men whom the fortune

of war had thrown into his hands. Perhaps their high-bred and
aristocratic tone contrasted favorably in his eyes, with the

rough demeanor of the crude swordsmen with whom he had rtv-

cently associated, and brought back the feelings of early days
when war with him was a gay profession, not a melancholy
duty. According to the ca2)itulation, the baggage of both
officers and men was secured to them, and each of the latter re-

ceived a new suit of clothing from the captured stores. This
caused a murmur among the American soldiery, many of whom
were nearly naked, and the best but scantily provided. Even
some of the officers were indignant that all the ^articles of
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clothing had not been treated as lawful spoil. " I would not

have sullied my own reputation, nor disgraced the Continental

arms by such a breach of capitulation for the universe/' said

Montgomery. Having sent his prisoners up Lake Champlain to

Ticonderoga, he prepared to proceed immediately to Montreal
;

requesting General Schuyler to forward all the men he could

possibly spare.

The Royal Highland Emigrants who were to have cooperated

with General Oarleton, met with no better fortune than that

rommander. Maclean landed at the mouth of the Sorel, and add-

ed to his force by recruiting a number of Canadians in the neighbor-

hood at the point of the bayonet. He was in full march for St.

John's when he was encountered by Majors Brown and Livings-

ton with their party, fresh from the capture of Chamblee, and re-

inforced by a number of Green Mountain Boys. These pressed

him back to the mouth of the Sorel, where hearing of the re-

pulse of Carleton, and being deserted by his Canadian recruits,

he embarked the residue of his troops, and set off down the St.

Lawrence to Quebec. The Americans now took post at the

mouth of the Sorel, where they erected batteries so as to com-
mand the St. Lawrence, and prevent the descent of any armed
vessels from Montreal.

Thus closed another chapter of the invasion of Canada. " Kot
a word of Arnold yet," said Montgomery, in his last despatch.
" I have sent two expresses to him lately, one by an Indian
who promised to return with expedition. The instant I have
any news of him, I will acquaint you by express."

We will anticipate his express, by giving the reader the pur-

port of letters received by Washington direct from Arnold him-
self, bringing forward the collateral branch of this eventful en-

terprise.

The transportation of troops and effects across the carrying-

place between the Kennebec and Dead Rivers, hc^d been a work
of severe toil and difficulty to Arnold and his men, but perform-

ed with admirable spirit. There were ponds and streams full

of trout and salmon, which furnished them with fresh provis-

ions. Launching their boats on the sluggish waters of the

Dead River, they navigated it in divisions, as before, to the foot

of snow-crowned mountains ; a part of the great granite chain

which extends from southwest to northeast throughout our
continent. Here, while Arnold and the first division were en-

camped to repose themselves, heavy rains set in, and they came
near being swept away by sudden torrents from the mountains.
Several of their boats were overturned, muchof their provisions

was lost, the sick list increased, and the good spirits which had
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hitherto sustained them began to give way. They were on
scanty aHowance, with a pro.s|»ect of harder times, for there

were still twelve or fifteen days of wilderness before them, where
no supplies were to be had. A council of war was now held, in

which it was determined to send back the sick and disabled,

who were mere encumbrances. Arnold, accordingly, wrote to

tlie commanders of the other divisions, to press on with as many
of their men as they could furnish with provisions for fifteen

days, and to send the rest back to a place on the route called

>rorridgewock. This order was misunderstood, or misinter-

preted, by Colonel Enos, who commanded the rear division ; he
gave all the provisions he could spare to Colonel Greene of the

tliird division, retaining merely enough to supply his own corps

of three hundred men on their way back to [STorridgewock,

whither he immediately returned.

Letters from Arnold and Enos apprised Washington of this

grievous flaw in the enterprise. He regarded it, however, as

usual, with a hopeful eye. "Notwithstanding this great de-

fection," said he, ^' I do not despair of Colonel Arnold's suc-

cess. He will have, in all probability, many more difficulties

to encounter, than if he had been a fortnight sooner ; as it is

likely that Governor Carleton, will, with what forces he can

<Mllect after the surrender of the rest of Canada, throw himself

into Quebec, and there make his last effort." *

Washington was not mistaken in the confidence he had
placed in the energy of Arnold. Though- the latter found his

petty force greatly reduced by the retrograde move of Enos and
his party, and although snow and ice rendered his march still

more bleak among the mountains, he kept on with unflinching

spirit until he arrived at the ridge which divides the streams
of New England and Canada. Here, at Lake Megantic, the

source of the Chaudiere, he met an emissary whom he had sent

in advance to ascertain the feelings of the habitans, or French
yeomanry, in the fertile valley of that stream. His report being
favorable, Arnold shared out among the different companies the

scanty provisions which remained, directing them to make the

best of their way for the Chaudiere settlements ; while he, with

a light foraging party, would push rapidly ahead, to procure and
and send back supplies.

He accordingly embarked with his little party in five bateaux
and a birch canoe, and launched forth without a guide on the

swift current of the Chaudiere. It was little better than a

mountain torrent, full of rocks and rapids. Three of their

• Washington to the President of Congress, Nov. 19th.
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boats were dashed to pieces, the ciirgoes lost, and the crews

saved with difficulty. At one time, the wliole party came near

being precipitated over a cataract, wliere all might have per-

ished ; at length they reached Sertigan, the first French settle-

ment, where they were cordially received. Here Arnold bought
provisions, which he sent back by the Canadians and Indians to

his troops. The latter were in a state of starvation. Some had
not tasted food for eight-and-forty hours ; others had cooked
two dogs, followers of the camp "; and others had boiled their

moccasins, cartouch boxes, and other articles of leather, in the

hope of rendering them eatable.

Arnold halted for a short time in the hospitable valley of the

Chaudiere, to give his trooi)s repose, and distributed among the

inhabitants the printed manifesto with which he had been fur-

nished by Washington. Here he was joined by about forty

Norridgewock Indians. On the 9th of November, the little

army emerged from the woods at Point Levi, on the St. Law-
rence, opposite to Quebec. A letter written by an inhabitant

of that place, speaks of their sudden apparition.
" There are about five hundred provincials arrived at Point

Levi, opposite to the town, by the way of Chaudiere across the

woods. Surely a miracle must have been wrought in their fa-

vor. It is an undertaking above the common race of men in

this debauched age. They have travelled through woods and
bogs, and over precipices, for the space of one hundred and
twenty miles, attended with every inconvenience and difficulty,

to be surmounted only by men of indefatigable zeal and in-

dustry."

Leaving Arnold in full sight of Quebec, which, after his long
struggle through the wilderness, must have appeared like a

land of promise, we turn to narrate the events of the upper ex-

pedition into Canada, of which the letters of Schuyler kept
Washington faithfully informed.

Montgomery appeared before Montreal on the 12th of No-
vember. General Carleton had embarked with his little garri-

son, and several of the civil officers of the place, on board of a
flotilla, of ten or eleven small vessels, and made sail in the

night, with a favorable breeze, carrying away with him the

|K>wder and other important stores. The town capitulated, of

course ; and Montgomery took quiet possession. His urbanity
and kindness soon won the good-will of the inhabitants, both
English and French, and made the Canadians sensible that he
really came to secure their rights, not to molest them., Inter*

cepted letters acquainted him with Arnold's arrival in the

neighborhood of Quebec, and the great alarm of " the kinjf's.
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friends," who expected to be besieged: "which, with the

blessing of God, they shall be," said Montgomery, "if the

severe season holds off, and I can prevail on the troops to ac-

couipany me."
His great immediate object was the capture of Carletou,

which would form a triumphal close to the enterprise, and
might decide the fate of Canada. The flotilla in which the

general was embarked, had made repeated attempts to escape

down the St. Lawrence ; but had as often been driven back by
the batteries thrown up by the Americans at the mouth of the

Sorel. It now lay anchored about fifteen miles above that

river, and Montgomery prepared to attack it with bateaux and
light artillery, so as to force it down upon the batteries.

Carleton saw his imminent peril. Disguising himself as a

Canadian voyager, he setoff on a dark night accompanied by
six peasants, in a boat with muffled oars, which he assisted to

pull, slipped quietly and silently past all the batteries and
guard-boats, and effected his escape to Three Rivers, where he
embarked in a vessel for Quebec. After his departure tlie

flotilla surrendered, and all those who had taken refuge on board

were made prisoners of war. Among them was General Pres-

cott, late commander of Montreal.

Montgomery now placed garrisons in Montreal, St. John's,

and Chamblee, and made final preparations for descending the

St. Lawrence, and cooperating with Arnold against Quebec.
To his disappointment and deep chagrin, he found but a hand-
ful of his troops disposed to accompany him. Some pleaded
ill-health ; the term of enlistment of many had expired, and
they were bent on returning home ; and others, who had no
such excuses to make, became exceedingly turbulent, and in-

deed mutinous. Nothing but a sense of public duty, and grati-

tude to Congress for an unsought commission, had induced
Montgomery to engage in the service ; wearied by the con-

tinual vexations which beset it, he avowed, in a letter to

Schuyler, his determination to retire as soon as the intended
expedition against Quebec was finished. " Will not your health

permit you to reside at Montreal this winter ? " writes he to

Schuyler :
" I must go home, if I walk by the side of the lake.

I am weary of power, and totally want that patience and temper
so requisite for such a command." Much of the insubordina-

tion of the troops he attributed to the want of tact and cultiva-

tion in their officers, who had been suddenly advanced from in-

ferior stations and coarse employments. " An affair happened
yesterday," writes he to Schuyler on the 24th of November,
' whicli had very near sent me home. A number of officersi
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presumed to remonstrate against the indulgence I had given
some of the king's troops. Such an insult I could not bear,

and immediately resigned. To-day they qualified it by such

an apology, as put it in my power to resume the command." In
the same spirit he writes :

" I wish some method could be fallen

upon for engaging gentlemen to serve. A point of honor and
more knowledge of the world, to be found in that class of men,
would greatly reform discipline, and render the troops much
more tractable."

The troops which had given Montgomery so much annoy-
ance and refused to continue with him in Canada, soon began
to arrive at Ticonderoga. Schuyler, in a letter to Congress,

gives a half querulous, half humorous account of their conduct.
" About three hundred of the troops raised in Connecticut,

passed here within a few days. An unhappy home-sickness
prevails. These all came down as invalids, not one willing to

re-engage for the winter's service ; and, unable to get any work
done by them, I discharged them en groupe. Of all the spe-

cifics ever invented for a7iy, there is none so efficacious as a

discharge for this prevailing disorder. No sooner was it ad-

ministered but it perfected the cure of nine out of ten ; who,
refusing to wait for boats to go by the way of Lake George,
olung their heavy packs, crossed the lake at this place, and
undertook a march of two hundred miles with the greatest good-

will and alacrity."

This home-sickness in rustic soldiers, after a rough campaign,
wa.s natural enough, and seems only to have provoked the testy

a:id subacid humor of Schuyler ; but other instances of conduct
mused his indignation.

A schooner and tow galley arrived at Crown Point, with up-

wards of a hundred persons. They were destitute of provisions

;

aone were to be had at the Point, and the ice prevented them
from penetrating to Ticonderoga. In starving condition they
sent an express to General Schuyler, imploring relief. He imme-
diately ordered three captains of General Wooster's regiment,

with a considerable body of men in bateaux, to " attempt a relief

for the unhappy sufferers." To his surprise and disgust, they

manifested the utmost unwillingness to comply, and made a va-

riety of excuses, which he spurned at as frivolous, and as evinc-

ing the greatest want of humanity. He expressed himself to that

effect the next day, in a general order, adding the following

stinging words : " The general, therefore, not daring to trust

a matter of so much importance to men of so little feeling, has

ordered Lieutenant Riker, of Col. Holmes' regiment, to make
the attempt. He received the order with the alacrity becom-
ing a gentleman, an officer, and a Christian."
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This high-minded rehuke, given in so public a manner, rank-

led in the breasts of those whose conduct had merited it, and
insured to Schuyler that persevering hostility with which mean
minds revenge the exposure of their meanness.

CHAPTER LI.

OF SUCCESS AT QUEBEC.—HIS
EULOGIUM OF ARNOLD. SCHUYLER AND MONTGOMERY TALK
OF RESIGNING.:—EXPOSTULATIONS OF WASHINGTON. THEIR
EFFECT.

—

Schuyler's conduct to a captive foe.

We have ende^ored to compress into a succinct account
various events of the invasion of Canada, furnished to Wash-
ington by letters from Schuyler and Arnold. The tidings of

the capture of Montreal had given him the liveliest satisfaction.

He now looked forward to equal success in the expedition

against Quebec. In a letter to Schuyler, he passed a high
eulogium on Arnold. " The merit of this gentleman is certainly

great," writes he, "and I heartily wish that fortune may dis-

tinguish him as one of her favorites. I am convinced that he
will do everything that prudence and valor shall suggest to add
to the success of our arms, and for reducing Quebec to our
possession. Should he not be able to accomplish so desirable a

work with the forces he has, I flatter myself that it will be
effected when General Montgomery joins him, and our conquest
of Canada will be complete."

Certain passages of Schuyler's letters, however, gave him
deep concern, wherein that general complained of the embar-
rassments and annoyances he had experienced from the insubor-

dination of the army. " Habituated to order," said he, " I can-

not without pain see that disregard of discipline, confusion and
inattention, which reign so generally in this quarter, and I am
determined to retire. Of this resolution I have advised Con-
gress."

He had indeed done so. In communicating to the President
of Congress the complaints of General Montgomery, and his

intention to retire, " my sentiments," said he, "exactly coincide

with his. I shall, with him, do everything in my power to

l)ut a finishing stroke to the campaign, and make the ))est ar-

rangement in my power, in order to insure success to the next.

This done, I must beg leave to retire."
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Congress, however, was too well aware of his value, readily

to dispense with his services. His letter produced a prompt
resolution expressive of their high sense of his attention and
perseverance, " which merited the thanks of the United Col-

onies." He had alleged his impaired health,—they regretted

the injuries it had sustained in the service, hut begged ho
would not insist on a measure " which would deprive America
of the benefits of his zeal and abilities, and rob him of the

honor of completing the work he had so happily begun.''

What, however, produced a greater effect upon Schuyler
than any encomium or entreaty on the part of Congress, were
the expostulations of Washington, inspired by strong friend-

ship and kindred sympathies. "I am exceedingly sorry,'-

writes the latter, " to find j'ou so much embarrassed by the dis-

regard of discipline, confusion and want of order among the

troops as to have occasioned you to mention to Congress an
inclination to retire. I know that your complaints are too

well founded, but would willingly hope that nothing will in-

duce you to quit the service I have met with
difficulties of the same sort, and such as I never expected ; but
they must be borne with. The cause we are engaged in is so

just and righteous, that we must try to rise superior to every

obstacle in its support; and, therefore, I beg that you will not

think of resigning, unless you have carried your application to

Congress too far to recede."

And in another letter he makes a still stronger appeal to his

patriotism. " I am sorry that you and General Montgomery
incline to quit the service. Let me ask you, sir, when is the

time for brave men to exert themselves in the cause of liberty

and their country, if this is not ? Should any difficulties that

they may have to encounter at this important crisis deter

them ? God knows there is not a difficulty that you both very
justly complain of, tliat I have not in an eminent degree ex-

perienced, that I am not every day experiencing ; but we must
bear up against them, and make the best of mankind, as they
are, since we cannot have them as we wish. Let me, there-

fore, conjure you, and Mr. Montgomery, to lay aside such
thoughts—as thoughts injurious to yourselves, and extremely
so to your country, which calls aloud for gentlemen of your
ability."

The noble appeal went straight to the heart of Schuyler,

and brought out a magnanimous reply. *'I do not hesitate,"

writes he, " to answer my dear general's question in the affirm-

ative, by declaring that now or never is the time for every

virtuous American to exert himself in the cause of liberty and
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his country ; and that it is become a duty cheerfully to sacrifice

the sweets of domestic felicity to attain the honest and glorious

end America has in view."

In the same letter he reveals in confidence the true cause of

his wish to retire from an official station ; it was the annoyance
he had suffered throughout the campaign from sectional preju-

dice and jealousy. " I could point out particular persons of

rank in the army," writes he, " who have frequently de-

tjlared that the general commanding in this quarter ought
to be of the colony from whence the majority of the troops came.

But it is not from opinions or principles of individuals that I

have drawn the following conclusion : that troops from the

colony of Connecticut will not bear with a general from another
colony ; it is from the daily and common conversation of all

ranks of people from that colony, both in and out of the army
;

and I assure you that I sincerely lament that people of so much
public virtue should be actuated by such an unbecoming jeal-

ousy, founded on such a narrow principle." Having made this

declaration, he adds, " although I frankly own that I feel a re-

sentment, yet I shall continue to sacrifice it to a nobler object,

the weal of that country in which I have drawn the breath of

life, resolved ever to seek, with unwearied assiduity, for oppor-

tunities to fulfill my duty to it."

It is with pride we have quoted so frequently the correspond-

ence of these two champions of our Revolution, as it lays open
their hearts, and shows the lofty patriotism by which they were
animated.

A letter from John Adams to General Thomas, alleges as

one cause of Schuyler's unpopularity with the eastern troops,

the " politeness " shown by him to Canadian and British pris-

oners ; which " enabled them and their ministerial friends to

impose upon him." *

The " politeness " in fact, was that noble courtesy which a

high-minded soldier extends towards a captive foe. If his

courtesy was imposed upon, it only proved that, incapable of

double-dealing himself, he suspected it not in others. All

generous natures are liable to imposition ; their warm impulses
being too quick for selfish cautioji. It is the cold, the calculat-

ing, ajid the mean, wh6se distrustful wariness is never taken
in.

* Letter book of Gen. Thomas. MS.
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CHAPTER LII.

DIFFICULTIES IN FILLING UP THE ARMY.—THE CONNECTICUT
TROOPS PERSIST IN GOING HOME. THEIR RECEPTION THERE.
TIMELY ARRIVAL OF SPOILS IN THE CAMP. PUTNAM AND

THE PRIZE MORTAR. A MARAUD BY AMERICANS. REBUKED
BY WASHINGTON. CORRESPONDENCE OF WASHINGTON WITH
GENERAL HOWE ABOUT THE TREATMENT OF ETHAN ALLEN.
FRATERNAL ZEAL OF LEVI ALLEN. TREATMENT OF GENERAL
PRESCOTT. PREPARATIONS TO BOMBARD BOSTON. BATTERY
AT LECHMERE's point. PRAYER OF PUTNAM FOR POWDER.

The forming even of the skeleton of an army under the new
regulations, had been a work of infinite difficulty ; to fill it up
was still more difficult. The first burst of revolutionary zeal

ha<l passed away : enthusiasm had been chilled by the inaction

and monotony of a long encampment,—an encampment, more-
over, destitute of those comforts which, in experienced warfare,

are provided by a well-regulated commissariat. The troops had
suffered privations of every kind, want of food, clothing, pro-

visions. They looked forward with dismay to the rigors of

winter, and longed for their rustic homes and their family fire-

sides.

Apprehending that some of them would incline to go' home
when the time of their enlistment expired, Washington sum-
moned the general officers to head-quarters, and invited a dele-

gation of the General Court to be present, to adopt measures
for the defense and support of the lines. Tlie result of their

deliberations was an order that three thousand of the minute
men and militia of Massachusetts, and two thousand from New
Hampshire, should be at Cambridge by the tenth of December,
to relieve the Connecticut regiments, and supply the deficiency

that would be caused by their departure, and by the absence of

others on furlough.

With this arrangement the Connecticut troops were made
acquainted, and, as the time of most of them would not be out

before the 10th, they were ordered to remain in camp until re-

lieved. Their officers assured Washington that he need appre-

hend no defection on the part of their men ; they would not
leave the lines. The officers themselves were probably mistaken
in their opinion of their men, for on the Ist of December, marty
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of the latter, some of whom belonged to Putnam's regiment,
resolved to go homo immediately. Efforts were made to prevent
them, but in vain ; several carried off with them their arms
and ammnnitio:i. Washington sent a list of their names to

Governor Trumbull. " I submit it to your judgment,'' writes

he, " whether an example should not be made of these men who
have deserted the cause of their country at this critical juncture
when the enemy are receiving reinforcements ?

"

We anticipate the reply of Governor Trumbull, received

several days subsequently. " The late extraordinary and rep-

rehensible conduct of some of the troops of this colony," writes

he, " impresses me, and the minds of many of our people, with
great surprise and indignation, since the treatment they met
with, and the order and request made to them, were so reason-

able, and apparently necessary for the defense of our common
cause, and safety of our rights and privileges, for which they
freely engaged/'
We will here add, that the homeward-bound warriors seem to

have run the gauntlet along the road; for their conduct on
quitting the army drew upon them such indignation, that the}'

could hardly get anything to eat on their journey, and when
tliey arrived at home they met with such a reception (to the

credit of the Connecticut women be it reconled), that many were
soon disposed to return again to the camp." *

On the very day after tlie departure homeward of these troops

and while it was feared their example would be contagious, a

long, lumbering train of wagons, laden with ordnance and mili-

tary stores, and decorated with flags, came wlieeling into the

camp escorted by continental trooj)s and country militia. They
were part of the cargo of a large brigantine laden with muni-
tions of war, captured and sent in to Cape Ann by the schooner

Jjee, Captain Manly, one of the cruisers sent out by Washing-
ton. " Such universal joy ran through the whole camji,"

writes an officer, " as if each one grasped a victory in his own
hands."

Beside the ordnance captured, there were two thousand
stands of arms, one hundred thousand flints, thirty-thousand

round shot, and thirty-two tons of musket-balls.
" Surely nothing," writes Washington, " ever came more a

propos.^^

It was indeed a cheering incident, and was eagerly turned to

account. Among the ordnance was a huge brass mortar of a

new construction, weighing near three thousand pounds. It

* See Letter of Gen. Greene to Samuel Ward. Avu Archites^ 4th

Series, vol iv.
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was considered a glorious trophy, aud there was a resolve to,

christeu it. Mifflin, Washington's secretary, suggested the

name. The mortar was fixed in a bed ; old Putnam mounted
it, dashed on it a bottle of rum, and gave it the name of " Con-
gress." The shouts which rent the air were heard in Boston.

When the meaning of them were explained to the British, they
observed, that ^' should their expected reinforcements arrive in

time, the rebels would pay dear in the spring for all their petty
triumphs."

With Washington, this transient gleam of nautical success

was soon overshadowed by the conduct of the cruisers he had sent

to the St. Lawrence. Failing to intercept the brigantines, the

object of their cruise, they landed on the island of St. John's,

plundered the house of the governor and several private dwell-

ings, and brought off three of the principal inhabitants prison-

ers ; one of whom. Mr. Callbeck, was president of the council,

and acted as governor.

These gentlemen made a memorial to Washington of this

scandalous maraud. He instantly ordered a restoration of the

effects which had been pillaged : of liis conduct towards the

gentlemen personally, we may judge by the following note ad-

dressed to him by Mr. Callbeck :

—

*' I should ill deserve the generous treatment which your
Excellency has been pleased to show me, had I not the grati-

tude to acknowledge so great a favor. I cannot ascribe any
part of it to my own merit, but must impute the whole to the

I»hilanthropy and humane disposition that so truly characteriz

General Washington. Be so obliging, therefore, as to accept

tlie only return in my power, that of my most grateful thanks." *

Shortly after the foregoing occurrence, information was re-

ceived of the indignities which had been heaped upon Colonel

Ethan Allen, when captured at Montreal by General Prescott,

who, himself, was now a prisoner in the hands of the Americans.
It touched Washington on a point on which he was most sensi-

tive and tenacious, the treatment of American officers when
captured; and produced the following letter from him to

Gei'«jral Howe:

—

' OIK,—We have just been informed of a circumstance which,

were it not so well authenticated, I should scarcely think

credible. It is that Colonel Allen, who, with his small party,

was defeated and made jirisoner near Montreal, has be(;n treated

without regard to decency, humanity, or the rules of war; that

he has lK»en thrown into ir«jns, and suffers all the hardships in-

flicted upon common felons,

•Sparks. WanhiiujloiCn WritiuyHf vol. iii. p. 194.
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"I think it my duty, sir, to demand, and do expect from you,
till eclaircissement on tliis subject. At the same time, I flatter

myself, from the character which Mr. Howe bears as a man of

honor, gentleman, and soldier, that my demand will meet with
his approbation. I must take the liberty, also, of informing you
that I shall consider your silence as a confirmation of the re-

port, and further assuring you, that whatever treatment Col-

onel Allen receives, whatever fate he undergoes, such exactly

shall be the treatment and fate of Brigadier Prescott, now iji

our hands. The law of retaliation is not only justifiable in the

eyes of God and man, but absolutely a duty, which, in our
present circumstances, we owe to our relations, friends, and
fellow-citizens.

" Permit me to add, sir, that we have all here the highest

regard and reverence for your great personal qualities and at-

tainments, and the Americans in general esteem it as not the

least of their misfortunes, that the name of Howe, a name so

dear to them, should aj)pear at the head of the catalogue of the

instruments employed by a wicked ministry for their destruc-

tion."

General Howe felt acutely the sorrowful reproach in the

hitter part of the letter. It was a reiteration of what had al-

ready been expressed by Congress ; in the present instance it

produced irritation, if we may judge from the reply.

" Sir,—In answer to your letter, I am to acquaint you that

my command does not extend, to Canada. Not having any ac-

counts wherein the name of AUett is mentioned, I cannot give

you the smallest satisfaction upon the subject of your letter.

But trusting Major-general Carleton's conduct will never incur

censure upon anj^ occasion, I am to conclude in the instance of

your inquiry, that he has not forfeited his past pretensions to

decency and humanity.
" It is with regret, considering the character you have always

maintained among your friends, as a gentleman of the strictest

honor and delicacy, that I find cause to resent a sentence in the

conclusion of your letter, big with invective against my su-

periors, and insulting to myself, which should obstruct any
further intercourse between us. I am, sir, etc."

In transmitting a copy of his letter to the President of Con-
gress, Washington observed :

" My reason for pointing out

Brigadier-general Prescott as the object who is to suffer for Mr.
Allen's fate, is, that by letters from General Schuyler and
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copies of letters from General Montgomery to Schuyler, I am
given to understand that Prescott is the cause of Allen's suffer-

ings. I thought it best to be decisive on the occasion, as did

the generals whom I consulted theit'ou.''

For the sake of continuity we will anticipate a few facts con-

nected with the story of Etliaii Allen. Within a few weeks
after the preceding correspondence, Washington received a letter

from Levi Allen, a brother to the colonel, and of like enter^^ris-

ing and enthusiastic character. It was dated from Salisbury in

Connecticut ; and inclosed affidavits of the harsh treatment his

brother had experienced, and of his being confined on board of

the Gaspee, " with a bar of iron fixed to one of his legs and iron

to his hands." Levi was bent upon effecting his deliverance,

and the mode proposed was in unison with the bold, but wild

schemes of the colonel. We quote his crude, but characteristic

letter.

" Have some thoughts of going to England, incognito^ after

my brother ; but am not positively certain he is sent there,

though believe he is. Beg your Excellency will favor me with
a line, and acquaint me of any intelligence concerning him, and
if your Excellency please, your opinion of the expediency of

going after him, and whether your Excellency would think

proper to advance any money for that purpose, as my brother

was a man blessed with more fortitude than fortune. Your
Excellency may think, at first thought, I can do nothing by
going to England j I feel as if I could do a great deal, by
raising a mob in London, bribing the jailer, or by getting into

some servile employment with the jailer, and over-faithfulness

make myself master of the key, or at least be able to lay my
hand on it some night. I beg your Excellency will countenance
my going ; can muster more than one hundred pounds, my own
property' ; shall regard spending that no more than one copper.

Your Excellency must know Allen was not only a brother, but
a real friend that sticketh closer than a brother."

In a postscript he adds, " cannot live without going to Eng-
land, if my brother is sent there."

In reply, Washington intimated a belief that the colonel had
been sent to England, but discountenanced Levi's wild project

of following him tliither; as there was no probability of its

success, and he would be running himself into danger without
a prospect of rendering service to his brother.

The measure of retaliation mentioned in Washington's letter

to Howe, was actually meted out by Congress on the arrival of

General Prescott in Philadelphia. He was ordered into close

confinement in the jail j though not put in irons. He was subse-
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quently released from confinement on account of ill-health, and
was treated by some Philadelphia families with unmerited
hospitality.*

At the time of the foregoing correspondence with Howe,
Washington was earnestly occupied preparing works for the

bombardment of Boston, should that measure be resolved upon
by Congress. General Putnam, in the preceding month, had
taken possession in the night of Cobble Hill without molestation

from the enemy, though a commanding eminence ; and in two
days had constructed a work which, from its strength, was
named Putnam's impregnable fortress.

He was now engaged on another work on Lechmere Point, to

be connected with the works on Cobble Hill by a bridge thrown
across Willis' Creek, and a covered way. Lechmere Point is

immediately opposite the west part of Boston ; and the /Sca?'-

borough ship of-war was anchored near it. Putnam availed

himself of a dark and foggy day (Dec. 17), to commence opera-

tions, and broke ground with four hundred men, at ten o'clock

in the morning, on a hill at the Point. " The mist," says a

contemporary account, " was so great as to prevent the enemy
from discovering what he was about until near twelve o'clock,

when it cleared up, and opened to their view our whole party at

the Point, and another at the causeway throwing a bridge over

the creek. The Scarborough^ anchored off the Point, poured
in a broadside. The enemy from Boston threw shells. The
garrison at Cobble Hill returned fire. Our men were obliged

to decamp from the Point, but the work was resumed by the

brare old general at night."

On the next morning a cannonade from Cobble Hill obliged
the /Scarborough to weigh anchor and drop down below the

ferry ; and General Heath was detached with a party of men to

carry on the work which Putnam had commenced. The enemy
resumed their fire. Sentinels were placed to give notice of

* Thomas Walker, a merchant of Montreal, who, accused of traitor-

ous dealings with the Americans, had been throvvn into prison during
Prescott's sway, and his country-house burnt down, undertook a jour-
ney to Philadelphia in the depth of winter, when he understood the
general was a captive there, trusting to obtain satisfaction for his ill-

treatment. To his great surprise he found Mr. Trescott lodged in the
best tavern of the place, walking or riding at large through Philadelphia
and Bucks Counties, feasting with gentlemen of the first rank in the
province and keeping a levee for the reception of the grandees. In con-
sequence of such unaccountable phenomena, and the little prospect of
his obtaining any adequate redress in the present unsettled state of pub-
lic affairs, Mr. Walker has returned to Montreal.

—

Am, Archives, 4th
Series, vol. iv. 1178.
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a shot OP shell ; the men would crouch down or dodge it, and
continue on with their work. The tire ceased in the afternoon,

and Washington visited tin* liill accompanied by several officers,

and inspected the progress of the work. It was to consist of

two redoubts, on one of whicli was to be a mortar battery. There
was as yet a deficiency of «>rdnanc,e; but the prize mortar was
to be mounted whicli Putnam had recently christened "The
Congress.'' From tlie s|)irit with which the work was carried

<<;;, Washington t"ruste<l that it would soon be completed, "and
the::,*' said he, " if we have powder to sport with, and Con-
gress gives the word, Boston can be bombarded from this

poi:.t."

For several days the labor at the works was continued; the

red Mibts were thrown up, and a covered way was constructed

leading down to the bridge. All this was done notwithstand-

ing the continual fire of the enemy. The letter of a British

uffit-er gives his idea of the efficiency of the work.
" Tlie rebels for some days have been erecting a battery on

Phipps' Farm. The new constructed mortar taken on board
the ordnance brig, we are told, will be mounted upon it, and
we expect a warm salute from the shells, another part of that

vessel's cargo ; so th;it, in s^^ite of her capture, we are likely to

be complimented with the contents of her lading.
" If the rebels can complete their battery this town will be on

fire about our ears a few hours after, all our buildings being of

wood, or a mixture of brick and wood-work. Had the rebels

erected their battery on the other side of the town, at Dor-
chester, the admiral and all his bombs would have made the

first blaze, ancL the burning of the town would have followed.

If we cannot destro}' the rebel battery by our guns we must
march out and take it sword in hand."
Putnam anticipated gnuit effects from this work, and es-

pecially from Iiis grand mortar, " The Congress." Shells there
were in abund;ince for a bombardment ; the only thing wanting
was a supjdy of j)owder. One of the officers, writing of the
unusual mibhu^ss of the winter, observes : "Everything thaws
here except old But. He is still as hard as ever, crying out
for powder—powder—powder. Ye gods, give us powder."
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CHAPTER LIII.

MOUNT VERNON IN DANGER. MRS. WASHINGTON INVITED TO
THE CAMP. LUND WASHINGTON, THE GENERAl's AGENT.
TERMS ON WHICH HE SERVES. INSTRUCTED TO KEEP UP THE
HOSPITALITY OF THE HOUSE. JOURNEY OF MRS. WASHING-
TON TO CAMP. HER EQUIPAGE AND LIVERIES. ARRIVAL AT
CAMP. DOMESTIC AFFAIRS AT HEAD-QUARTERS. GAYETIES
IN CAMP. A BRAWL BETWEEN ROUND-JACKETS AND RIFLE-
SHIRTS.

Amid the various concerns of the war, and the multiplied

perplexities of the camp, the thoughts of Washington continu-

ally reverted to his home on the banks of the Potomac. A
constant correspondence was kept up between him and his

agent, Mr. Lund Washington, who had charge of his various

estates. The general gave clear and minute directions as to

their management, and the agent rendered as clear and minute
returns of everything that had been done in consequence.

According to recent accounts, Mount Vernon had been con-

sidered in danger. Lord Dunmore was exercising martial law
in the Ancient Dominion, and it was feared that the favorite

abode of the " rebel commander-in-chief " would be marked out

for hostility, and that the enemy might land from their ships

in the Potomac, and lay it waste. Washington's brother, John
Augustine, had entreated Mrs. Washington to leave it. The
people of Loudoun had advised her to seek refuge beyond the Blue
Ridge, and had offered to send a guard to escort her. She had
declined the offer, not considering herself in danger. Lund
Washington was equally free from apprehensions on the sub-

ject. " Lord Dunmore," writes he, "will hardly himself vent-

ure up this river, nor do I believe he will send on that errand.

You may depend I will be watchful, and upon the least alarm
persuade her to move."
Though alive to everthing concerning Mount Vernon, Wash-

ington agreed with them in deeming it in no present danger of

molestation by the enemy. Still he felt for the loneliness of

Mrs. Washington's situation, heightened as it must be by anxiety
on his own account. On taking command of the army, he had
held out a prospect to her, that he would rejoin her at home in
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the autumn ; there was now a probability of liis being detained

before Boston all winter. He wrote to her, therefore, by ex-

press, in Kovember, inviting her to join him at the camp. He
at the same time wrote to Lund Washington, engaging his

continued services as an agent. This person, though bearing

the same name, and probably of the same stock, does not appear

to have been in any near degree of relationship. Washington's
letter to him gives a picture of his domestic policy.

" I will engage for the year coming, and the year following,

if these troubles and mj'- absence continue, that your wages
shall be standing and certain at the highest amount that any
one year s crop has produced you yet. I do not offer this as any
temptation to induce you to go on more cheerfully in prosecut-

ing those schemes of mine. I should do injustice to you were
I not to acknowledge, that your conduct has ever appeared to

me above everything sordid ; but I offer it in consideration of

the great charge j'ou have upon your hands, and my entire de-

pendence upon your fidelity and industry.
" It is the greatest, indeed it is the only comfortable reflec-

tion I enjoy on this score, that my business is in the hands of

a person concerning whose integrity I have not a doubt, and on
whose care I can rely. Were it not for this, I should feel very
unhapp}' on account of the situation of my affairs. But I am
persuaded you- will do for me as you would for yourself."

The following were his noble directions concerning Mount
Vernon :

—

" Let the hospitality of the house with respect to the poor be

kept up. Let no one go hungry away. If any of this kind of

[»eople should be in want of corn, supply their necessaries, pro-

vided it does not encourage them to idleness ; and I have no
objection to your giving my mrniey in charity to the amount of

forty or fifty pounds a year, when you think it well bestowed.

What I mean by having no objection is, that it is my desire it

should be done. You are to consider that neither myself nor
wife is now in the way to do those good offices."

Mrs. Washington came on with her own carriage and horses,

accompanied by her son, Mr. Custis, and his wife. She
travelled by very easy stages, partly on account of the badness
of the roads, partly out of regard to the horses, of which Wash-
ington was always very careful, and which were generally re-

markable for beauty and excellence. Escorts and guards of

honor attended her from pla(.'e to placre, and she was detained
some time at Philadelphia, by the devoted attention of the in-

habitants.

Her arrival at Cambridge was a ^lad event in the array. In-
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cidental mention is made of the equipage in whicli she appeared
there. A chariot and four, with black postilions in scarlet and
white liveries. It has been suggested that this was an English
style of equipage, derived from the Fairfaxes ; but in truth it

was a style still prevalent at that day in Virginia.

It would appear that dinner invitations to head-quarters were
becoming matters of pride and solicitude. "I am much obliged

to you," writes Washington to Reed, " for the hints respecting

the jealousies which you say are gone abroad. I cannot charge
myself with incivility, or what in my opinion is tantamount,
ceremonious civility to gentlemen of this colony ; but if such
my conduct appears, I will endeavor at a reformation ; as I can
assure you, my dear Reed, that I wish to walk in such a line as

will give most general satisfaction. You know that it was my
wish at first to invite a certain number to dinner, but uninten-

tionally we somehow or other missed of it. If this has given

rise to the jealousy, I can only say that I am very sorry for it

;

at the same time I add, that it was rather owing to inattention,

or, more properly, too much attention to other matters, which
caused me to neglect it."

And in another letter :

—

" My constant attention to the great and perplexing objects

which continually arise to my view, absorbs all lesser considera-

tions ; and, indeed, scarcely allows me to reflect that there is

such a body as the General Court of this colony, but when I

am reminded of it by a committee ; nor can I, upon recollec-

tion, discover in what instance I have been inattentive to, or

slighted them. They could not surely conceive that there was
a propriety in unbosoming the secrets of the army to them

;

that it was necessary to ask their opinion in 'h -owing up an
intrenchment or forming a battalion. It must be, therefore,

what I before hinted to you ; and how to remedy it I hardly

know, as I am acquainted with few of the members, never go
out of my own lines, nor see any of them in them."
The presence of Mrs. Washington soon relieved the general

from this kind of perplexity. She presided at head-quarters,

with mingled dignity and affability. We have an anecdote or

two of the internal affairs of head-quarters, furnished by the

descendant of one who was an occasional inmate there.

Washington had prayers morning and evening, and was reg-

gular in his attendance at the church in which he was a com-

municant. On one occasion, for want of a clergyman, the

Episcopal service was read by Colonel William Palfrey, one of

Washington's aides-de-camp ;
who substituted a prayer of his

own composition in place of the one formerly offered up for th»

king.
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Not long after her arrival in camp, Mrs. Washington claimed

to keep Twelfth-night in due style, as the anniversary of her

wedding. '' The general," says the same informant, " was some-
what thoughtful, and said he was afraid he must refuse it."

His objections were overcome, and Twelfth-night and the wed-
ding anniversary w^re duly celebrated.

There seems to have been more conviviality at the quarters

of some of the other generals ; their time and minds were less

intensely engrossed by anxious cares, having only their in-

dividual departments to attend to. Adjutant-general Mifflin's

house appears to have been a gay one. " He was a man of

education, ready apprehension, and brilliancy," says Graydon
;

"had spent some time in Europe, particularly^ in France, and
was very easy of access, with the manners of genteel life,

though occasionally evolving those of the Quaker." *

Mrs. Adams gives an account of an evening party at his

house. " I was very politely entertained and noticed by the

generals," writes she, " more especially General Lee, who was
very urgent for me to tarry in town, and dine with him and the

ladies present at Hobgoblin Hall ; but I excused myself.

The general was determined that I should not only be acquainted
with him, but with his companions too ; and therefore placed

a chair before me, into which he ordered Mr. Spada (his dog)

to mount, and present his paw to me for a better acquaintance.

I could not do otherwise than accept it." f
John Adams, likewise, gives us a picture of festivities at head-

quarters, where he was a visitant on the recess of Congress.
" I dined at Colonel Mifflin's with the general (Washington)

and lady, and a vast collection of other company, among whom
were six or seven sachems and warriors of the French Caughna-
waga Indians, with their wives and children. A savage feast

they marie of it; yet were very polite in the Indian style. I

was introduced to them by the general as one of the grand
council at Philadelphia, which made them prick up their ears.

They came and shook hands with me." |

While giving these familiar scenes and occurrences at the

camp, we are tempted to sul)join one furnished from the manu-
script memoir of an eye-witness. A large party of Virginia
riflemen, who hjul rer^ently arrived in camp, were strolling

about Cambridge, and viewing the collegiate buildings, now

• Graydon' 8 Memoirs, p. 154.

t LetterH of Mr. Adanvt, vol. i. 86.

I Adams' Letters, vol. il. p. 80. Adams adds, that they made him
** low bows and scrapes "—a kind of homage never paid by an Indian
Warrior.
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turned into barracks. Their half-Indian equipments, and
fringed and ruffled hunting garbs, provoked the merriment of

some troops from Marblehead, chiefly fishermen and sailors,

who thought nothing equal to the round jacket and trowsers.

A bantering ensued between them. Tliere was snow upon the

ground, and snow-balls began to fly when jokes were wanting.

The parties waxed warm with the contest. They closed, and
came to blows ; both sides were reinforced, and in a little while at

least a thousand were at fisticuffs, and there was a tumult in

the camp worthy of the days of Homer. " At this juncture,"

writes our informant, " Washington made his appearance,

whether by accident or design, I never knew. I saw none of

his aides with him; his black servant just behind him mounted.
He threw the bridle off his own horse into his servant's hands,

sprang from his seat, rushed into the thickest of the melee,

seized two tall brawny riflemen b}- the throat, keeping them at

arm's-length, talking to and shaking them."
As they were from his own province, he may have felt pecul-

iarly responsible for their good conduct ; they were engaged,
too, in one of those sectional brawls which were his especial ab-

horrence ; his reprimand must, therefore, have been a vehement
one. He was commanding in his serenest moments, but irre-

sistible in his bursts of indignation. On the present occasion,

we are told, his appearance and strong-handed rebuke put an
instant end to the tumult. The combatants dispersed in all

directions, and in less than three minutes none remained on the

ground but the two he had collared.

The veteran who records this exercise of military authority,

seems at a loss which most to admire, the simplicity of the pro-

cess or the vigor with which it was administered. "Here,"
writes he, " bloodshed, imprisonments, trials by court-martial,

revengeful feelings between the different corps of the army,
were happily prevented by the physical and mental energies of

a single person, and the only damage resulting from the fierce

encounter was a few torn hunting frocks and round jackets."*

* From memoranda written at an advanced age, by the late Hon.
Israel Trask ; who, when but ten years old , was in the camp at Cam-
bridge with his father, who was a lieutenant.
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CHAPTER LIV.

a.fpairs in canada. arnold at point levi. quebec re-

inforced. crossing op the st. lawrence. landing in

Wolfe's cove.—Arnold on the heights of Abraham.—
cautious counsel. quebec aroused. the invaders
baffled. withdraw to point aux trembles. booming
of cannon. carelton at quebec. letter of washing-
ton to arnold.

We again turn from the siege of Boston, to the invasion of

Canada, which at that time shared the anxious thoughts of

Washington. His last accounts of the movements of Arnold,

left him at Point Levi, opposite to Quebec. Something bril-

liant from that daring officer was anticipated. It was his inten-

tion to cross the river immediately. Had he done so, he might
have carried the town by a coup de main / for terror as well

as disaffection prevailed among the inhabitants. At Point
Levi, however, he was brought to a stand ; not a boat was to be

found there. Letters which he had despatched some days pre-

viously, by two Indians, to Generals Schuyler and Montgomery,
ha<l been carried by his faithless messengers, to Caramhe, the

lieutenant-governor, who, thus apprised of the impending dan-

ger, had caused all the boats of Point Levi to be either removed
or destroyed.

Arnold was not a man to be disheartened by difficulties. With
great exertions he procured about forty birch canoes from the

('aiiadiauH and Indians, with forty of the latter to navigate
them ; but stormy winds arose, and for some days the river was
too boisterous for such frail craft. In the meantime the gar-

rison at Quebec was gaining strength. Recruits arrived from
Nova Scotia. The veteran Maclean, too, who had been driven

from the mouth of the Sorel by the detachment under Brown
and Livingston, arrived down the river with his corps of lioyal

Highland Emigrants, and threw himself into the place. The
Xiaj^'/rc? frigate, the //<>r/i€^ sloop-of-war, and two armed schoon-
ers were stationed in the river, and guard-boats patrolled at

night. The prospect of a successful attack upon the place was
growing desperate.

On the 13th of November, Arnold received intelligence that
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Montgomery had captured St. John's. He was instantly roused
to emulation. His men, too were inspirited by the news.
The wind had abated ; he determined to cross the river that

very night. At a late hour in the evening he embarked with

the first division, principally riflemen. The river was wide;
the current rapid ; the birch canoes, easy to be upset, required

skillful management. B}^ four o'clock in the morning, a larg(^

part of his force had crossed without being perceived, and landed
about a mile and a half above Cape Diamond, at Wolfe's Cove,

so-called from being the landing-place of that gallant com-
mander.

Just then a guard-boat, belonging to the Lizard, came slowly

along shore aud discovered them. They hailed it, and ordered

it to land. Kot complying it was fired into, and three men
were killed. The boat instantl}^ pulled for the frigate, giving

vociferous alarm.

Without waiting the arrival of the residue of his men, for

whom the canoes had been despatched, Arneld led those who
had landed to the foot of the cragged defile, once scaled by the

intrepid Wolfe, and scrambled up it in all haste. By daylight

he had planted his daring flag on the far-famed Heights of

Abraham.
Here the main difficulty stared him in the face. A strong

line of walls and bastions traversed the promontory from one of

its precipitous sides to the other ; inclosing the upper and
lower towns. On the right, the great bastion of Cape Diamond
crowned the rocky height of that name. On the left was the

bastion of La Potasse, close by the gate of St. John's opening
upon the barracks ; the gate where Wolfe's antagonist, the gal-

lant Montcalm, received his death wound.
A council of war was now held. Arnold, who had some

knowledge of the place, was for dashing forward at once and
storming the gate of St. John's. Had they done so, they might
have been successful. The gate was open and unguarded.
Through some blunder and delay, a message from the comman-
der of the Lizard to the lieutenant-governor had not yet been
delivered, and no alarm had reached the fortress.

The formidable aspect of the place, however, awed Arnold's

associates in council. They considered that their whole force

was but between seven and eight hundred men j that nearly

one third of their fire-arms had been rendered useless, and much
of their ammunition damaged in their march through the wil-

derness ; they had no artillery, and the fortress looked too strong

to be carried by a coup de main. Cautious counsel is often

fatal to a daring enterprise. While the council of war deliber-
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utud, the favorable moment passed away. The lieutenant-gov-

eruor received the tardy message. He hastily assembled

the merchants, officers of militia, and captains of the mer-

chant vessels. All promised to stand by him ; he had
strong distrust, however, of the French part of the population

and the Canadian militia ; his main reliance was on Colonel

Maclean and his Royal Highland Emigrants.
The din of arms now resounded through the streets. The

cry was up—" The enemy are on the Heights of Abraham I

The gate of St. John's is open !" There was an attempt to

shut it. The keys were not to be found. It was hastily secur-

ed by ropes and handspikes, and the walls looking upon the

heights were soon manned by the military, and thronged by
tlie populace.

Arnold paraded his men within a hundred yards of the walls,

and caused them to give three hearty cheers ; hoping to excite

a revolt in the place, or to provoke the scanty garrison to a sally.

There were a few scattered cheerings in return ; but the taunt-

ing bravo failed to produce a sortie ; the gover;ior dared not
venture beyond the walls with part of his garrison, having too

little confidence in the loyalty of those who would remain be-

hind. There was some firing on the part of the Americans,
but, merely as an additional taunt ; they were too fur off for

their musketry to have effect. A large cannon on the ramparts
was brought to bear on them, and matches were procured from
the Lizardj with which to fire it off. A few shots obliged the

Americans to retire and encamp.
In the evening Arnold sent a flag, demanding in the name

of the United Cohmies the surrender of the j^lace. Some of

the disaffected and the faint-hearted were inclined to open' the

gate, but were held in check by the mastiff loyalty of Maclean.
The veteran guarded the gate with his Highlanders ; forbade

all communication with the besiegers, and fired upon their flag

as an ensign of rebelli<m.

Several days elapsed. Arnold's flags of truce were repeated-

ly insulted, but he saw the futility of resenting it, and attat^v-

ing the place with his present means. The inhabitants grad-

ually recovered from their alarm, and armed themselves to de-

fend their property. The sailors and marines proved a valua-

ble addition to the garrison, which now really meditated a
sortie.

Arnold received information of all this from friends within
the walls; he heard about the same time of the capture of Mon-
treal, and that General Carleton, haying escaped from that

place, was on liis way down to Quebec, He thought at present,
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therefore, to draw off on the 19th to Point anx Trembles (Asp-

en-tree Point), twenty miles above Quebec, there to await the

arrival of General Montgomery with troops and artillery. As
his little army wended its way along the high bank of the river

towards its destined encampment, a vessel passed below, which
had just touched at Point aux Trembles. On board of it was
General Carleton, hurrying on to Quebec.

It was not long before the distant booming of artillery told

of his arrival at his post, where he resumed a stern command.
He was unpopular among the inhabitants ; even the British mer-
chants and other men of business were offended by the coldness

of his manners, and his confining his intimacy to the military

and the Canadian noblesse.

He was aware of his unpopularity, and looked round him with
distrust ; his first measure was to turn out of the place all sus-

pected persons, and all who refused to aid in its defense. This

caused a great " trooping out of town," but what was lost in

numbers was gained in strength. With the loyally disposed who
remained, he busied himself in improving the defenses.

Of the constant anxiety, yet enduring hope, with which
Washington watched this hazardous enterprise we have evidence

in his various letters. To Arnold, when at Point Levi, baffled

in the expectation of finding the means of making a dash upon
Quebec, he writes :

" It is not in the power of any man to com-
mand success, but you have done more, you have deserved it

;

and before this time (Dec. 5th), I hope you have met with the

laurels which are due to your toils, in the possession of Quebec.
" I have no doubt but a junction of your detachment with

the army under General Montgomery, is effected before this.

If so, you will put yourself under his command, and will, I am
persuaded, give him all the assistance in your power, to finish

the glorious work you have begun."
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CHAPTEK LV.

LORD DUNMORE. HIS PLANS OF HARASSING VIRGINIA.—LEE S

POLICY RESPECTING TORY GOVERNORS AND PLACEMEN.
RHODE ISLAND HARASSED BY WALLACE AND HIS CRUISERS,
AND INFESTED BY TORIES. LEE SENT TO ITS RELIEF. HIS

VIGOROUS MEASURES. THE ARMY DISBANDING. WASHING-
TON'S PERPLEXITIES. SYMPATHY OF GENERAL GREENE.
HIS LOYALTY IN TIME OF TROUBLE. THE CRISIS. CHEERING
NEWS FROM CANADA. GLOOMY OPENING OF THE NEW YEAR.
NEWS FROM COLONEL KNOX.

In the month of December a vessel had been captured, bear-

ing supplies from Lord Dunmore, to the army at Boston. A
letter on board from his lordi^hip to General Howe, invited him
to transfer the war to the southern colonies ; or, at all events,

to send reinforcements thither ; intimating at the same time
his plan of proclaiming liberty to indentured servants, negroes,

and others appertaining to rebels, and inviting them to join

His Majesty's troops. In a word,—to inflict upon Virginia the

horrors of a servile war.
" If this man is not crushed before spring," writes Washing-

ton, " he will become the most formidable enemy America has.

His strength will increase as a snowball Motives
of resentment actuate his conduct to a degree equal to the de-

struction of the colony."

General Lee took the occasion to set forth his own system
of policy, which was particularly rigid wherever men in author-

ity and tories were concerned. It was the old grudge against

ministers and their adherents set on edge.

"Had my opinion been thought worthy of attention," would
he say, " Lord Dunmore would have been disarmed of his teeth

and claws." He would hav(; seized Tryon too, " and all his

tories at New York," and, having struck the stroke, would have
applied to Congr<*ss for approbation.

"I propose th(; following mc^asures," would he add: "To
seize every governor, government man, placeman, tory, and
enemy to liberty on tln^ continent, to confiscate their estates

;

or at least lay them under h<;avy contri])utions for the public.

Their j)ersons should be s(M'ure(l, in some of the interior towns,

as hostages for the treatment of those of our party, whom thp
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fortune of war shall throw into their hands ; they should be
allowed a reasonable pension out of their fortunes for their

maintenance." *

Such was the policy advocated by Lee in his letters and con-

versation, and he soon had an opportunity of carrying it partly

into operation. Rhode Island had for some time past been
domineered over by Captain AVallace of the ro3^al navy ; who
had stationed himself at Newport with an armed vessel, and
obliged the place to furnish him with supplies. Latterly he
had landed in Conanicut Island, opposite to Newport, with a

number of sailors and marines, plundered and burnt houses,

and driven off cattle for the supply of the army. In his exac-

tions and maraudings, he was said to have received countenance
from the tory part of the inhabitants. It was now reported

that a naval armament was coming from Boston against the

island. In this emergency, the governor (Cooke) wrote to Wash-
ington, requesting military aid, and an efficient officer to put
the island in a state of defense, suggesting the name of General
Lee for the purpose.

Lee undertook the task with alacrity. "I'sincerely wish,"

said Washington, " he may be able to do it with effect ; as

that place, in its present state, is an asylum for such as are dis-

affected to American liberty."

Lee set out for Rhode Island with his guard and a party of

riflemen, and at Providence was joined by the cadet company
of that place, and a number of minute men. Preceded by these,

he entered the town of Newport on Christmas-day, in military

style. While there, he summoned before him a number of per-

sons who had sujjplied the enemy; some according to a con-

vention originally made between Wallace and the authorities,

others, as it was suspected, through tory feelings. All were
obliged by Lee to take a test oath of his own devising, by
which they " religiously swore that they would neither directly,

nor indirectly, assist the wicked instruments of ministerial ty-

ranny and villainy commonly called the king's troops and navy,

by furnishing them with provisions and refreshments." They
swore moreover, to "denounce all traitors before the public au-

thority, and to take arms in defense of American liberty, when-
ever required by Congress or the provincial authority." Two
custom-house officers, and another person, who refused to take

the oath, were put under guard and sent to Providence. Hav-
ing laid out works, and given directions for fortifications, Lee
returned to camp after an absence of ten days. Some of his

* Lee to Rich. Henry Lee. Am. Archives, 4tli Series, iv. 248.
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proc-eedings, were considered too Iiigli-handed-, and were dis-

approved by Congress. Lee made light of legislative cen-

sures. " One must not be trammeled by laws in war-time,"

said he ;
" in a revolution all means are legal."

Washington approved of his measures. " I have seen Gen-
eral Lee since his expedition," writes he, " and hope Rhode
Island will derive some advantage from it. I am told that

C.iptain Wallace's ships have been supplied for some time by
the town of Newport, on certain conditions stipulated between
him and tlie committee I know not what per-

nicious conse<piences may result from a precedent of this sort.

( )tlier places, circumstanced as Newport is, may follow the ex-

ample, and by tliat means their whole fleet and army will be

furnished witli what it highly concerns us to keep from them.
. . . . Vigorous regulations, and such as at another time
wouhl appear extraordinary, are now become absolutely neces-

sary for i>reserving our country against the strides of tyranny,

making against it."*

December had been throughout a month of severe trial to

Washington ; during which he saw his army dropping away
piecemeal before his eyes. Homeward every face was turned as

soon as the term of enlistment was at an end. Scarce could the

disbjinding troops be kept a few days in camp until militia

(tould be })rocured to su[>ply their place. Washington made re-

])eated and animated appeals to their patriotism ; they were al-

most unheeded. He caused popular and patriotic songs to be
sung about the camp. They passed by like the idle wind.
JIoMie! home! home! throbbed in every heart. " The desire

of retiring into a chimney-corner," says Washington reproach-

fully, " seized the troops as soon as their terms expired."

Can we wonder at it ? They were for the most part yeo-

manry, unused to military restraint, and suffering all the hard-

ships of a starveling camp, almost within sight of tlie smoke of

their own firesides.

Greene, throughout this trying month, was continually by
Wasliington's side. His letters expressing the same cares and
api»r('liension8, and occasionally in the same language with
those of the commander-in-chief, show how comj)h*t(*ly he was
in his councils. He could well sympathize with him in his

sf>li<;itude8. Home of his own Rhode Island troops were with
Arnold in his Canada expedition. Others encamped on Pros-

pect Hill, and whose order and discipline had been his pride,

were evincing the prevalent disposition to disband. " They
seem to be so sick of this way of life, and so homesick," writes

• Washington to Gov. Cooke. Sparks, ill. 227.
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he, " that I fear the greater part of the best troops from oiir

colony will soon go home." To provide against such a con-

tingency, he strengthened his encampment, so that, "if the

soldiery should not engage as cheerfully as he expected, he
might defend it with a less number." *

Still he was buoyant and cheerful ; frequently on his white
horse about Prospect Hill, haranguing his men, and endeavor-
ing to keep them in good humor. " This is no time for dis-

gusting the soldiery," would he say, "when their aid is so

essential to the preservation of the rights of human nature and
the liberties of America."
He wore the same cheery aspect to the commander-in-chief

;

or rather he partook of his own hopeful spirit. " I expect,"

would he say, "the army, notwithstanding all the difficulties

we meet with, will be full in about six weeks."
It was this loyalty in time of trouble, this buoyancy under

depression, this thorough patriotism, which won for him the

entire confidence of Washington.
The thirty-first of December arrived, the crisis of the army

;

for with that month expired the last of the old terms of enlist-

ment. " We never have been so weak," writes Greene, " as we
shall be to-morrow, when we dismiss the old troops." On this

day Washington received cheering intelligence from Canada.
A junction had taken place, a montTi previously, between Arnold
and Montgomery at Point aux Trembles. They were about
two thousand strong, and were making every preparation for

attacking Quebec. Carleton was said to have with him but
about twelve hundred men, the majority of whom were sailors.

It was thought that the French would give up Quebec, if they
could get the same conditions that were granted to the inhabit-

ants of Montreal.!

Thus the year closed upon Washington with a ray of light

from Canada, while all was doubt around him.

On the following morning (January 1st, 1776), his army did

not amount to ten thousand men, and was composed of but
half-filled regiments. Even in raising this inadequate force,

it had been necessary to indulge many of the men with fur-

loughs, that they might visit their families and friends. The
expedients resorted to in equipping the army, show the pre-

vailing lack of arms. Those soldiers who retired from service,

were obliged to leave their weapons for their successors, re-

ceiving their appraised value. Those who enlisted, were re-

quired to bring a gun, or were charged a dollar for the iise of

* Greene to Henry Ward.
t Letter of Washington to the President of Congress, Dec. 31.
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one during the campaign. He who brought a blanket was
allowed two dollars. It was impossible to furnish uniforms

;

the troops, therefore, presented a motley appearance, in gar-

ments of divers cuts and colors ; the price of each man's garb
being deducted from his pay.

The detachments of militia from the neighboring provinces

which replaced the disbanding troops, remained but for brief

periods ; so that, in despite of every effort, the lines were often

but feebly manned, and might easily have been forced.

The anxiety of Washington, in this critical state of the army,
may be judged from his correspondence with Reed. " It is

easier to conceive than to describe the situation of my mind
for some time past, and my feelings under our present circum-

stances," writes he on the 4th of January. " Search the vol-

umes of history through, and I much question whether a case

similar to ours is to be found, namely, to maintain a post

against the power of the British troops for six months together,

without powder, and then to have one army disbanded and an-

other raised within the same distance (musket shot) of a rein-

forced enemy. What may be the issue of the last manoeuvre,

time only can unfold. 1 wish this month were well over our

head We are now left with a good deal less than
half-raised regiments, and about five thousand militia, who only

stand engaged to the middle of this month ; when, according

to custom, they will depart, let the necessity of their stay be
ever so urgent. Thus, for more than two months past, I have
scarcely emerged from one difficulty before I have been plunged
in another. How it will end, God, in his great goodness, will

direct. I am thankful for his protection to this time. We
are told that we shall soon get the army completed, but I have
been told so many things which have never come to pass, that

I distrust everything."

In a subsequent letter to Mr. Keed, he reverts to the subject,

and pours forth his feelings with confiding frankness. What
can be more touching than the picture he draws of himself and
his lonely vigils about his sh^eping camp ? " The reflection

on my situation and that of this army, produces many an un-

happy hour, when all around me are wrapped in sleep. Few
people know tlu; predicament we are in on a thousand accounts

;

fewer still will believe, if any disaster happ<;ns to these lines,

from what cause it flows. I have often thouglit how much
hapi)ier I should have been, if, instead of accepting the com-
mand, under such circumstances, I had tak(ai my musket on
my shoulder and entered the ranks ; or, if I could have justified

the measure to posterity and my own conscience, had retired
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to the back country and lived in a wigwam. If I shall be able

to rise superior to these and many other difficulties, which
might be enumerated, I shall most religiously believe that the

finger of Providence is in it, to blind the eyes of our enemies

;

for surely if we get well through this month, it must be for

want of their knowing the disadvantages which we labor

under."

Recurring to the project of an attack upon Boston, which he
had reluctantly abandoned in deference to the adverse opinions

of a council of war,—" Could I have foreseen the difficulties

which have come upon us ; could I have known that such a

backwardness would have been discovered among the old

soldiers to the service, all the generals upon earth should not

have convinced me of the propriety of delaying an attack upon
Boston till this time. When it can now be attempted, I will

not undertake to say ; but thus much I will answer for, that no
opportunity can present itself earlier than my'wishes."

In the midst of his discouragements, Washington received

letters from Knox, showing the spirit and energy with which
he was executing his mission, in quest of cannon and ordnance

stores. He had struggled manfully and successfully with all

kinds of difficulties from the advanced season, and head winds,

in getting them from Ticonderoga to the head of Lake George.

"Three days ago,'' writes he, on the 17th of December, "it

was very uncertain whether we could get them over until next
spring; but now, please God, they shall go. I have made forty-

two exceedingly strong sleds, and have provided eighty yoke of

oxen to drag them as far as Springfield, where I shall get fresh

cattle to take them to camp."
It was thus that hardships and emergencies were bringing

out th8 merits of the self-made soldiers of the Bevohition ; and
showing their commander-in-chief on whom he might rely.
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CHAPTER LYI.

MILITARY PREPARATIONS IN BOSTON.—A SECRET EXPEDI-
TION. ITS OBJECT. lee's PLAN FOR THE SECURITY OF
NEW YORK. OPINION OF ADAMS ON THE SUBJECT. IN-

STRUCTIONS TO LEE. ^TRANSACTIONS OF LEE IN CONNECT-
ICUT. lee's policy in REGARD TO THE TORIES. UNEASI-
NESS IN NEW YORK. LETTER OF THE COMMITTEE OF SAFETY
TO LEE. HIS REPLY. HIS OPINION OF THE PEOPLE OF
CONNECTICUT. OF THE HYSTERICAL LETTER FROM THE
NEW YORK CONGRESS.

Early in the month of January, there was a great stir of

preparation in Boston harbor. A fleet of transports were taking

in supplies, and making arrangements for the embarkation of

troops. Bomb-ketches and flat-bottomed boats were getting

ready for sea, as were two sloops-of-war, which were to convey
the armament. Its destination was kept secret ; but was con-

fidently surmised by Washington.
In the preceding month of October, a letter had been laid

before Congress, written by some person in London of high
credibility, and revealing a secret plan of operations said to

have been sent out by ministers to tlie commanders in Boston.

The following is the purport : Possession was to be gained of

New York and Albany, through the assistance of Governor
Tryon, on whose influence with the tory part of the population,

much reliance was placed. These cities wore to be very strongly

garrisoned. All who did not join the king's forces were to be

declared rebels. The Hudson Kiver, and the East lliver or

Sound, were to be commanded by a number of small men-of-war
and cutters, stationed in different parts, so as wholly to cut off

all communication by water betwecm New York and the prov-

inces to the northward of it ; and between New York and
Albany, except for the king's service; and to prevent, also, all

communication between the city of Xovv York andtbe jn'ovinces

of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and those to tlie s(mtli\vard of

them. "By these means," said tlie letter, "the administration

and their friends fancy they shall soon eith(!r starve out or

retake the garrisons of Crown Point and Ticonderoga, and
open and maintain a safe intercourse and correspondence be-
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tween Quebec, Albany, and New York ; and thereby offer the

fairest opportunity to their soldiery and the Canadians, in con-

junction with the Indians to be procured by Guy Johnson, to

make continual irruptions into New Hampshire, Massachusetts,

and Connecticut, and so distract and divide the provincial

forces, as to render it easy for the British army at Boston to

defeat them, break the spirits of the Massachusetts peojde, de-

populate their country, and compel an absolute subjection to

Great Britain." *

It was added that a lord, high in the American department,

had been very particular in his inquiries about the Hudson
River ; what sized vessels could get to Albany ; and whether, if

batteries were erected in the Highlands, they would not control

the navigation of the river; and prevent vessels from going up
and down.

This information had already excited solicitude respecting the

Hudson, and led to measures for its protection. It was now
surmised that the expedition preparing to sail from Boston, and
which was to be conducted by Sir Henry Clinton, might be des-

tined to seize upon New York. How was the apprehended
blow to be parried ? General Lee, who was just returned from
his energetic visit to Rhode Island, offered his advice and
services in the matter. In a letter to Washington, he urged
him to act at once, and on his own responsibility, without await-

ing the tardy and doubtful sanction of Congress, for which, in

military matters, Lee had but small regard.
" New York must be secured," writes he, " but it will never,

I am afraid, be secured by due order of the Congress, for obvious

reasons. They find themselves awkwardly situated on this

head. You must step in to their relief. I am sensible no man
can be spared from the lines under present circumstances ; but
I would propose that you should detach me into Connecticut,

and lend your name for collecting a body of volunteers. I am
assured that I shall find no difficulty in assembling a sufficient

number for the purpose waxited. This body, in conjunction (if

there should appear occasion to summon them) with the Jersey

regiment under the command of Lord Stirling, now at Elizabeth-

town, will effect the security of New York, and the expulsion

or suppression of that dangerous banditti of tories, who have
appeared on Long Island, with the professed intention of acting

against the authority of Congress. Not to crush these serj^ents

before their rattles are grown would be ruinous.
" This manoeuvre, I not only think prudent and right, but

absolutely necessary to our salvation ; and if it meets, as I ar-

* Am, Archives^ 4th Series, iii, 1281.
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flently hope it will, with your approbation, the sooner it is en-

tered upon the better ; the delay of a single day may be fatal."

Washington, while he approved of Lee's military suggestions,

was cautious in exercising the extraordinary ])owers so recently

vested in him, and fearful of transcending them. John Adams
was at that time in the vicinity of the camp, and he asked his

oi>inion as to the practicability and expediency of the plan, and
whether it " might not be regarded as beyond his line."

Adams, resolute of spirit, thought the enterprise might easily

be accomplished by the friends of liberty in New York, in con-

nection with the Connecticut people, " who are very ready,"

said he, " upon such occasions."

As to the expediency, he urged the vast importance, in the

progress of this war, of the city and province of New York, and
the Hudson River, being the nexus of the northern and southern
colonies, a kind of key to the whole continent, as it is a passage
to Canada, to the Great I^akes, and to all the Indian nations.

No effort to secure it ought to be omitted.

That it was within the limits of Washington's command, he
considered perfectly clear, he being " vested with full power
and authority to act as he should think for the good and welfare

of the service."

If there was a body of people on Long Island armed to

oppose the American system of defense and furnishing supplies

to the British army and navy, they were invading American
liberty as much as those besieged in Boston.

If, in the city of New York, a body of tories were waiting
only for a force to protect them, to declare themselves on the

side of the enemy, it was high time that city was secured. *

Thus fortified, as it were, by congressional sanction, through
one of its most important members, who pronounced New York
as much within his command as Massachusetts, he gave Lee
authority to carry out his plans. He was to raise volunteers in

Connecticut; march at their head to New York ; call in mili-

tary aid from New Jersey
;
put the city and the posts on the

Hudson in a posture of security against surprise ; disarm all

persons on Long Island and elsewhere, inimical to the views of

Congress, or secure them in some other manner if necessary,

and seize iipou all medicines, shirts, and blankets, and send
them on for the use of the American army.
Lee departed on his mission ou the 8th of January. , On the

16th he was at New Haven, railing at the ijid(icision of Con-
gress. They had ordered the enlistment of troops f"^ the

security of New York. A Connecticut regiment under Colons.

Adams to Washington, Corr. of liev., i. 113.
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Waterbury had been raised, equipped, and on the point of em-
barking for Oyster Bay, Long Island, to attack the tories, who
were to be attacked on the other side by Lord Stirling, " when
suddenly," says Lee, " Colonel Waterbury received an order to

disband his regiment, and the tories are to remain unmolested
till they are joined by the King's assassins."

Trumbull, the Grovernor of Connecticut, however, " like a

man of sense and spirit," had ordered the regiment to be

reassembled, and Lee trusted it would soon be ready to march
with him. " I shall send immediately," said he, " an express

to the Congress informing them of my situation, and at the

same time conjuring them not to suffer the accursed Provincial

Congress of New York to defeat measures so absolutely neces-

sary to salvation."

Lee's letter to the President of Congress showed that the in-

structions dictated by the moderate and considerate spirit of

Washington were not strong enough on some points to suit his

stern military notions. The scheme, simply of disarming the

tories, seemed to him totally ineffectual ; it would only embitter

their minds and add virus to their venom. They could and
would always be supplied with fresh arms by the enemy. That
of seizing the most dangerous would, from its vagueness, be at-

tended with some bad consequences, and could answer no good

one. " The plan of explaining to these deluded people the

justice of the American cause is certainly generous and hu-

mane," observed he, "but I am afraid will be fruitless. They
are so riveted in their opinions, that I am persuaded, should an

angel descend from heaven with his golden trumpet, and ring

in their ears that their conduct was criminal, he would be dis-

regarded." * -
Lee's notion of the policy proper in the present case was, to

disarm the disaffected of all classes, supplying our own troops

with the arms thus seized ; to appraise their estates, and oblige

them to deposit at least one half the value with the Con-

tinental Congress, as a security for good behavior ; to adminis-

ter the strongest oath that could be devised, that they would
act offensively and defensively in support of the common
rights ; and finally, to transfer all such as should prove refrac-

tory, to some place in the interior, where they would not be

dangerous.

The people of New York, at all times very excitable, were
thrown into a panic on hearing that Lee was in Connecticut, on
his way to take military possession of the city. They apj^re-

hended his appearance there would provoke an attack from the

ships in the harbor. Some, who thought tlie war about to be
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brought to their own doors, packed up'their effects, and made
off into the countr}' with their wives and children. Others be-

leaguered the committee of safety with entreaties against the

deprecated protection of General Lee. The committee, through

Pierre Van Cortlandt, their chairman, addressed a letter to Lee,

inquiring into the motives of his coming with an army to New
York, and stating the incapacity of the city to act hostilely

against the ships of war in port, from deficiency of powder, and
a want of military works. For these, and other reasons, they
urged the impropriety of provoking hostilities for the present,

and the necessity of " saving appearances," with the ships of

war, till at least the month of March, when they hoped to he
able to face their enemies with some countenance.

"We, therefore," continued the letter, "ardently wish to

remain in peace for a little time, and doubt not we have as-

signed sufficient reasons for avoiding at present a dilemma, in

which the entrance of a large body of troops into the city, will

almost certainly involve us. Should you have such an entrance
in design, we beg at least the troops jnaj halt on the western
confines of Connecticut, till we have been honored by you with
such an explanation on this important subject, as you may con-

ceive your duty may permit you to enter upon with us, the

grounds of which, you may easily see, ought to be kept an
entire secret."

Lee, in reply, dated Stamford, January 23d, disclaimed all

intention of commencing actual hostilities against the men-of-
war in the harbor, his instructions from the commander-in-chief
being solely to prevent the enemy from taking post in the city,

or lodging themselves on Long Island. Some subordinate
purposes were likewise to be executed, which were much more
proper to be communicated by word of mouth than by writing.

In compliance with the wishes of the committee, he promised
to carry with him into the town just troops enough to secure it

against any present designs of the enemy, leaving his main
force on the western border of Connecticut. " I give you my
word," added he, " that no active service is proposed, as you
seem to ai)prehend. If the ships of war are quiet, I shall bo
quiet ; but I declare solemnly, that if they make a pretext of

my presence to fire on the town, the first house set on flames
by their guns, shall be the funeral pile of some of their best
friends."

In a letter to Washington, written on the following day, he
says of his recruiting success in Connecticut: "I find the
people throughout this province more alive and zcaLnis than
my most sanguine expectations. I believe I might have col-
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lected two thousand volunteers. I take only four companies
with me, and Waterbury's regiment These Con-
necticutians are, if possible, more eager to go out of their coun-

try, than they are to return home, when they have been absent

for any considerable time."

Speaking of the people of New York, and the letter from
their Provincial Congress, which he incloses: ''The whigs,"

says he, " I mean the stout ones, are, it is said, very desirous

that a body of troops should march and be stationed in the

city—the timid ones are averse, merely from the spirit of pro-

crastination, which is the characteristic of timidity. The letter

from the Provincial Congress, you will observe, breathes the

very essence of this spirit ; it is wofully hysterical."

By the by, the threat contained in Lee's reply about a
'^ funeral pile," coming from a soldier of his mettle, was not
calculated to soothe the hysterical feelings of the committee of

safety. How he conducted himself on his arrival in the city, we
shall relate in a future chapter.

CHAPTER LVII.

MONTGOMERY BEFORE QUEBEC. HIS PLAN OF OPERATIONS. A
SUMMONS TO SURRENDER. A FLAG INSULTED. THE TOWN
BESETGED. PLAN OF AN ESCALADE. ATTACK OF THE LOWER
TOWN. MONTGOMERY IN THE ADVANCE. HIS DEATH. RE-

TREAT OF COL. CAMPBELL. ATTACK BY ARNOLD. DEFENSE
OF LOWER TOWN. ARNOLD WOUNDED. RETREAT OF THE
AMERICANS. GALLANT RESOLVE OF ARNOLD.

Prom amid surrounding perplexities, Washington still

turned a hopeful eye to Canada. He expected daily to receive

tidings that Montgomery and Arnold were within the walls of

Quebec, and he had even written to the former to forward as

much as could be spared of the large quantities of arms,

blankets, clothing and other military stores, said to be deposited

there, the army before Boston being in great need of such sup-

plies.

On the 18th of January came despatches to him from Gen-
eral Schuyler, containing withering tidings. The following is

the purport : Montgomery, on the 2d of December, the day
after his arrival at Point aux Trembles, set off in face of a
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driving snow-storm for Quebec, and arrived before it on tbe 5th.

The works, from their great extent, aj^peared to him incapable

of being defended by the actual garrison ; made up, as he said,

of " Maclean's banditti," the sailors from the frigates and other

vessels, together with the citizens obliged to take up arms; most
of whom were impatient of the fatigues of a siege, and wished
to see matters accommodated amicably. " I propose," added
he, "amusing Mr. Carleton with a formal attack, erecting bat-

teries, etc., but mean to assault the works, I believe towards
the lower town, which is the weakest part."

According to his own account, his whole force did not exceed

nine hundred effective men, three hundred of whom he had
brought with him ; the rest he found with Colonel Arnold. The
latter he pronounced an exceeding fine corps, inured to fatigue,

and well accustomed to a cannon shot, having served at Cam-
bridge. " There is a style of discipline among them," adds he,
" much superior to what I have been used to see in this cam-
paign. He, himself (Arnold), is active, intelligent and enter-

prising. Fortune often baffles the sanguine expectations of

poor mortals. I am not intoxicated with her favors, but I do
think there is a fair prospect of success." *

On the day of his arrival, he sent a flag with a summons to

surrender. It was fired upon, and obliged to retire. Exasper-

ated at this outrage, which, it is thought, Was committed by the

veteran Maclean, Montgomery wrote an indignant, reproachful,

and even menacing letter to Carleton, reiterating the demand,
magnifying the number of his troops, and warning him against

the consequences of an assault. Finding it was rejected from
the walls, it was conveyed in by a woman, together with letters

addressed to the principal merchants, promising great indul-

gence in case of immediate submission. By Carleton's orders,

the messenger was sent to prison for a few days, and then

drummed out of town.

Montgomery now prepared for an attack. The ground was
frozen to a great depth, and covered with snow ;

he was scantily

provided with intrenching tools, and had only a field train of

artillery, and a few mortars. By dint of excessive labor a

breastwork was thrown up, four hundred yards distant from the

walls and opposite to the gate of St. Louis, which is nearly

in the centre. It was formed of gabions, ranged side by side,

and filled with snow, over which water was thrown until

thoroughly frozen. Here Captain Lamb mounted five light

pieces and a howitzer. Several mortars were placed in the

Montgomery to Schuyler, Dec. 5.
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suburbs of St. Roque, which extends on the left of tlie promon*

tory, below the heights, and nearly on a level with the river.

From the " Ice Battery " Captain Lamb opened a Tyell-sus-

tained and well-directed fire upon the walls, but his field-pieces

were too light to be effective. With his howitzer he threw
shells into the town and set it on fire in several places. For
five days and nights the garrison was kept on the alert by the

teasing fire of this battery. The object of Montgomery was
harass the town, and increase the dissatisfaction of the inhabit-

ants. His flag of truce being still fired upon, he caused the

Indians in his camp to shoot arrows into the town, having letters

attached to them, addressed to the inhabitants, representing

Carleton's refusal to treat, and advising them to rise in a body
and compel him. It was all in vain ; whatever might have been
the disposition of the inhabitants, they were completely under
the control of the military.

On the evening of the fifth day, Montgomery paid a visit to

the ice battery. The heavy artillery from the wall had rejiaid

its ineffectual fire with ample usury. The brittle ramparts had
been shivered like glass ; several of the guns had been rendered
useless. Just as they arrived at the battery, a shot from the

fortress dismounted one of the guns, and disabled many of the

men. A second shot immediately following, was almost as de-

structive. " This is warm work, sir," said Montgomery to

Captain Lamb. "It is indeed, and certainly no place for you,

sir." " Why so. Captain ? " " Because there are enough of us

here to be killed, without the loss of you, which would be irre-

parable."

The general saw the insufficiency of the battery, and, on re-

aring, gave Captain Lamb permission to leave it whenever lie

thought proper. The veteran waited until after dark, when,
securing all the guns, he abandoned the ruined redoubt. Tlie

general in this visit was attended by Aaron Burr, whom he had
appointed his aide-de-camp. Lamb wondered that he should

encumber himself with such a boy. The perfect coolness and
self-possession with which the youth mingled in this dangerous
scene, and the fire which sparkled in his eye, soon convinced
Lamb, according to his own account, that " the young volunteer

was no ordinary man." *

Nearly three weeks had been consumed in these futile oper-

ations. The arm 3^, ill-clothed and ill-provided, was becoming
impatient of the rigors of a Canadian winter ; the term for

which part of the troops had enlisted would expire with the

year, and they already talked of returning home. Montgomery
* Life of John Lamb^ p. 125.
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was sadly conscious of the insufficiency of his means
; still he

couhl not endure the thoughts of retiring from hefore tlie place

\s'ithout striking a blow. He knew that much was expected

from him, in consequence of his late achievements, and that the

eyes of the public were fixed upon this Canadian enterprise.

He determined, therefore, to attempt to carry the place by
escalade. One third of his men Avere to set fire to the houses

and stockades of the suburb of St. Roque, and force the bar-

riers of the lower town ; while the main body should scale the

bastion of Cape Diamond.
It was a hazardous, almost a desperate project, yet it has

met with the api)robation of military men. He calculated upon
the devotion and daring spirit of his men ; upon the discontent

which prevailed among the Canadians, and upon the incompe-

tency of the garrison for the defense of such extensive works.

In regard to the devotion of his men, he was threatened with
disappointment. When the plan of assault was submitted to a

council of war, three of the captains in Arnold's division, the

terms of whose companies were near expiring, declined to serve,

unless they and their men could be transferred to another com-
mand. This almost mutinous movement, it is supposed, was
fomented by Arnold's old adversary. Major Brown, and it was
with infinite difficulty Montgomery succeeded in overcoming it.

The ladders were now provided for the escalade, and Mont-
gomery waited with impatience for a favorable night to put it

into execution. Small-pox and desertion had reduced his little

army to seven hundred and fifty men. From certain move-
ments of the enemy, it was surmised that the deserters had re-

yealed his i)lan. He changed, therefore, the arrangement.

-XJolonel Livingston was to make a false attack on the gate of

St. John's and set fire to it ; Major Brown, with another de.

tachment, was to menace the bastion of Cape ])iamond. Arnold,

with three liundred and fifty of the hardy fellows who had
followed him through tlie wilderness, strengthened by Captain

Lamb and forty of his comj)any, was to assault the suburbs and
batteries of St. lioque ; while Montgomery, with the residue of

his forces, was to pass below the bastion at Cape Diamond, de-

file along the river, carry the defenses at Drummond's Wharf^
and thus enter the lower town on one side, while Arnold forced

his wa>' into it on the other. These movements were all to be
made at the same time, on the discharge of signal rockets, thus

distracting the enemy, and calling their attention to four several

points.

On the .'Ust of December, jit two o'clock in the morning, the

troops repaired to their several destinations, under cover of a
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violent snow-storm. By some accident or mistake, such as is

apt to occur in complicated plans of attack, the signal rockets

were let off before the lower divisions had time to get to their

"fighting ground. They were descried by one of Maclean's
Highland officers, who gave the alarm. Livingston, also, failed

to make the false attack on the gate of St. John's, which was
to have caused a diversion favorable to Arnold's attack on the

suburb below.

The feint by Major Brown, on the bastion of Cape Diamond,
was successful, and concealed the march of General Montgomery.

That gallant commander descended from the heights to

Wolfe's Cove, and led his division along the shore of the St.

Lawrence, round the beetling promontory of Cape Diamond.
The narrow approach to the lower town in that direction was
traversed by a picket or stockade, defended by Canadian mili-

tia ; beyond which was a second defense, a kind of block-house,

forming a battery of small pieces, manned by Canadian militia,

and a few seamen, and commanded by the captain of a trans-

port. The aim of Montgomery was to come upon these bar-

riers by surprise. The pass which they defended is formidable

at all times, having a swift river on one side, and overhanging
precipices on the other ; but at this time was rendered peculi-

arly difficult by drifting snow, and by great masses of ice piled

on each other at the foot of the cliffs.

The troops made their way painfully, in extended and strag-

gling files, along the narrow footway, and over the slippery

piles of ice. Among the foremost, were some of the first New
York regiment, led on by Captain Cheeseman. Montgomery,
who was familiar with them, urged them on. " Forward, men
of New York!" cried he. ^' You are not the men to flinch

when your general leads you on !
" In his eagerness, he threw

himself far in the advance, with his pioneers and a few officers,

and made a dash at the first barrier. The Canadians stationed

there, taken by surprise, made a few random shots, then threw
down their muskets and fled. Montgomery sprang forward,

aided with his own hand to pluck down the pickets, which the

pioneers were sawing, and having made a breach sufficiently

wide to admit three or four men abreast, entered sword in hand,

followed by his staff, Captain Cheeseman, and some of his men.
The Canadians had fled from the picket to the battery or block-

house, but seemed to have carried the panic with them, for the

battery remained silent. Montgomery felt for a moment as if

the surprise had been complete. He j^aused in the breach to

rally on the troops, who were stumbling along the difficult pass,

*/ Push on, my brave boys," cried he, " Quebec is ours !

"
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He again dashed forward, but^ ^N'hen within forty paces of

the battery, a discharge of grape-shot from a single cannon,

made deadh^ havoc. Montgomery and McPherson, one of his

aides, were killed on the spot. Captain Cheeseman, who was
leading on his New Yorkers, received a canister-shot through

the body ; made an effort to rise and push forward, but fell

back a corpse ; with him fell his orderly sergeant and several

of his men. This fearful slaughter, and the death of their gen-

eral, threw everything in confusion. The officer next in lineal

rank to the general, was far in the rear ; in this emergency,

Colonel Campbell, quartermaster-general, took the command,
but, instead of rall^'ing the men, and endeavoring to effect the

junction with Arnold, ordered a retreat, and abandoned the

half-won field, leaving behind him the bodies of the slain.

While all this was occurring on the side of Cape Diamond,
Arnold led his division against the opposite side of the lower

town along the suburb and street of St. Roque. Like Mont-
gomery, he took the advance at the head of a forlorn hope of

twenty-five men, accompanied by his secretary, Oswald, form-

erly one of his captains at Ticonderoga. Captain Lamb and
his artillery company came next, with a field-piece mounted on

a sledge. Then came a company with ladders and scaling im-

plements, followed by Morgan and his riflemen. In the rear

of all these came the main body. A battery on a wharf com-

manded the narrow pass by which they had to advance. This

was to be attacked with the field-piece, and then scaled with

Wlders by the forlorn hope ; while Captain Morgan with his

riflemen, was to pass round the wharf on the ice.

The false attack which was to have been made by Livingston

on the gate of St. John's, by way of diversion, had not taken

place ; there was nothing, therefore, to call off the attention of

the enemy in this quarter from the detachment. The troops,

as they, straggled along in lengthened file through the drifting

snow, were sadly galled by a flanking fire on the right, from

wall and pickets. The field-piece at length became so deeply

embedded in a snow-drift, that it could not bB moved. Lamb
sent word to Arnold of the impediment ; in the meantime he

and bis artillery company were brought to a halt. The com-
pany with the scaling ladders would have halted also, having

been told to keep in the rear of the artillery ;
but tliey were

urged on liy Morgan with a thundering oath, who pushed on
after them with his riflemen, the artillery company opening to

the right and left to let them i)ass.

They arrived in the advance just as Arnold was leading on
his forlorn hope to attack the barrier. Hefore he reached it,
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a severe wound in the right leg with a musket-ball completely
disabled him, and he had to be borne from the field. Mor-
gan instantly took the command. Just then Lamb came lap

with his company, armed with muskets and bayonets, having
received orders to abandon the field-piece, and support the ad-

vance. Oswald joined him with the forlorn hope. The battery
which commanded the defile mounted two pieces of cannon.
There was a discharge of grape-shot when the assailants were
close under the muzzles of the guns, yet but one man was
killed. Before there could be a second discharge, the battery
was carried by assault, some firing into the embrasures, others

scaling the walls. The captain and thirty of his men were
taken prisoners.

The day was just dawning as Morgan led on to attack the
second barrier, and his men had to advance under a fire from
the town walls on their right, which incessantly thinned their

ranks. The second barrier was reached ; they applied their

scaling ladders to storm it. The defense was brave and obsti-

nate, but the defenders were at length driven from their guns,
and the battery was gained. At the last moment one of the

gunners ran back, linstock .in hand, to give one more shot.

Captain Lamb snapped a fusee at him. It missed fire. The
cannon was discharged, and a grape-shot wounded Lamb in the

head, carrying away part of the cheek-bone. He was borne off

senseless, to a neighboring shed.

The two barriers being now taken, the way on this side into

the lower town seemed open. Morgan prepared to enter it with
the victorious vanguard, first stationing Captain Dearborn and
some provincials at Palace Gate, which opened down into the

defile from the upper town. By this time, however, the death
of Montgomery and retreat of Campbell, had enabled the enemy
to turn all their attention in this direction. A large detach-

ment sent by General Carleton, sallied out of Palace Gate after

Morgan had passed it, surprised and captured Dearborn and
the guard, and completely cut off the advanced party. The
main body, informed of the death of Montgomery, and giving
up the game as lost, retreated to the camp, leaving behind the

field-piece which Lamb's company had abandoned, and the

mortars in the battery of St. E-oque.

Morgan and his men were now hemmed in on all sides, and
obliged to take refuge in a stone house, from the inveterate fire

which assailed them. From the windows of this house they
kept up a desperate defense, until cannon were brought to bear

upon it. Then, hearing of the death of Montgomery, and see-

ing that there was no prospect of relief, Morgan and his gallant
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handful of followers were compelled to surrender themselves

prisoners of war.

Thus foiled at every point, the wrecks of the little army-

abandoned their camp, and retreated about three miles from
the town ; where they hastily fortified themselves, apprehending
a pursuit by the garrison. General Carleton, however, con-

tented himself with having secured the safety of the place, and
remained cautiously passive until he should be properly rein-

forced ; distrusting the good faith of the motley inhabitants.

He is said to have treated the prisoners with a humanity the

more honorable, considering the " habitual military severity of

his temper; " their heroic daring, displayed in the assault upon
the lower town, having excited his admiration.

The remains of the gallant Montgomery received a soldier's

grave, within the fortifications of Quebec, by the care of

Cramahe, the lieutenant-governor, who had formerly known
him.

Arnold, wounded and disabled, had been assisted back to the

camp, dragging one foot after the other for nearly a mile in

great agony, and exposed continually to the musketry from
the walls at fifty yards^ distance, which shot down several at

his side.

He took temporary command of the shattered army, until

General Wooster should arrive from Montreal, to whom he sent

an express, urging him to bring on succor. " On this occasion,"

says a contemporary writer, "he discovered the utmost vigor of

a determined mind, and a genius full of resources. Defeated
and wounded, as he was, he put his troops into such a situation

as to keep them still formidable." *

With a mere handful of men, at one time not exceeding five

hundred, he maintained a blockade of the strong fortress from
which he had just been repulsed. " I have no thoughts," writes

he, "of leaving this proud town until I enter it in triumph. 1
am in the way ofmy duty, and 1 know no fear f'' f
Happy for him had he fallen at tliis moment.—Happy for

him had he found a soldier's and a patriot's grave, beneatli the
rock-built walls of Quebec. Those walls would have remained
<Miduring monuments of his renown. His name, like that of

Montgomery, would have been treasured up among the dearest

though most mournful recollections of his country, and that

country would have been spared the single traitorous blot that

dims the bright page of its revolutionary history.

* Cixtil War in America, vol. i. p. 112.
+ See Arnold's Letter. Remembrancer, 11. 368.
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CHAPTER LVIIL

CORRESPONDENCE OF WASHINGTON AND SCHUYLER ON THE
DISASTERS IN CANADA. REINFORCEMENTS REQUIRED FROM
NEW ENGLAND. DANGERS IN THE INTERIOR OF NEW YORK.
JOHNSON HALL BELEAGUERED. SIR JOHN CAPITULATES.—

-

GENEROUS CONDUCT OF SCHUYLER. GOVERNOR TRYON AND
THE TORIES. TORY MACHINATIONS. LEE AT NEW YORK.
SIR HENRY CLINTON IN THE HARBOR. MENACES OF LEP:.

THE CITY AND RIVER FORTIFIED. LEE's TREATMENT OF THE
TORIES. HIS PLANS OF FORTIFICATION. ORDERED TO THE
COMMAND IN CANADA. HIS SPECULATIONS ON TITLES OF
DIGNITY.

Schuyler's letter to Washington announcing the recent

events was written with manly feeling. " I wish/' said he,
'' I had no occasion to send my dear general this melancholy
account. My amiable friend, the gallant Montgomery, is no
more ; the brave Arnold is wounded ; and we have met with a
severe check in an unsuccessful attempt on Quebe^;. May
Heaven be graciously pleased that the misfortune may ter-

minate here : I tremble for our people in Canada."
Alluding to his recent request to retire from the army, Jie

writes : " Our affairs are much worse than when I made the re-

quest. This is motive sufficient for me to continue to serve

my -country in any way I can be thought most serviceable
;

but my utmost can be but little, weak and indisposed as I am."
Washington was deeply inoved by the disastrous intelligence.

" I most sincerely condole with you," writes he, in reply to

Schuyler, " upon the fall of the brave and worthy Montgomery.
In the death of this gentleman America has sustained a heavy
loss. I am much concerned for the intrepid and enterprising

Arnold, and greatly fear that consequences of the most alarm-

ing, nature will result from this well-intended but unfortunate

attempt."

General Schuyler, who was now in Albany, urged the ne-

cessity of an immediate reinforcement of three thousand men
for the army in Canada. Washington had not a man to spare

from the army before Boston. He applied, therefore, on his

own responsibility, to Massachusetts, ISTew Hampshire, and
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Connecticut, for three regiments, wliicli were granted. His
prompt measure received the approbation of Congress, and
further reinforcement^ were ordered from the same quarters.

Solicitude was awakened about the interior of the province of

New York. Arms and ammunition were said to be concealed

in Tryon County, and numbers of the tories in that neighbor-

h(X)d jireparing for hostilities. Sir John Johnson had fortified

Johnson Hall, gathered about him his Scotch Highland tenants

and Indian allies, and it was rumored he intended to carry fire

and sword along the valley of the Mohawk.
Schuyler, in consequence, received orders from Congress to

take measures for securing the military stores, disarming the

disaffected, and apprehending their chiefs. He forthwith

hastened from Albany at the head of a body of soldiers ; was
joined by Colonel Herkimer, with the militia of Tyron County
marshaled forth on the frozen bosom of the Mohawk River,

and appeared before Sir John's stronghold, near Johnstown, on
the 19th of January.
Thus beleaguered. Sir John, after much negotiation, capitu-

lated. He was to surrender all weapons of war and military

stores in his possession, and to give his parole not to take

arms against America. On these conditions he was to be at

liberty to go as far westward in Tryon County as the German
Flats and Kingsland districts, and to every part of the colony

to the southward and eastward of these districts, provided he
did not go into any seaport town.

Sir John intimated a trust that he, and the gentlemen
with him, would be permitted to retain such arms as were
their own property. The reply was characteristic :

" General
Schuyler's feelings as a gentleman induce him to consent that

Sir John Johnson may retain the few fjivorite family arms, he
making a list of them. General Schuyler never refused a gen-

tleman his side-arms."

The capitulation being adjusted, Schuyler ordered his troops

to be drawn up in line at noon (Jan. 20th), between his

quarters and the court-house, to receive the surrender of the

Highlanders, enjoining profound silence on his officers and
men, when the surrender should be made. Everything wa.s

conducted with great regard to the feelings of Sir John's
Scottish adherents; they marched to the front, grounded their

arms, and were dismissed with exhortations to good behavior.

The conduct of Schuyler throughout this affair drew forth a

resolution of Congress applauding him for his fidelity, prudence,

and expedition, and the; proper temper he had maintained
toward the " deluded people " in question. Washington, too,
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congratulated him on his success. " I hope," writes he,
" General Lee will execute a work of the same kind on Long
Island. It is high time to begin with one internal foes, when
we are threatened with such severity of chastisement from our
kind parent without."

The recent reverses in Canada had, in fact, heightened the
solicitude of Washington about the province of Xew York.
That province was the central and all-importanfe link in the con-

federacy ; but he feared it might prove a brittle one. We have
already mentioned tlie adverse influences in oj^eration there. A
large number of friends to the crown, among tlie official and
commercial classes ; rank tories (as they were called), in the

city and about the neighboring country, particularly on Long
and Staten Islands ; king's ships at anchor in the bay and
harbor, keeping up a suspicious intercourse with the citi-

zens, while Governor Tryon, castled, as it were, on board
one of these ships, carried on intrigues with those disaffected

to the popular cause, in all parts of the neighborhood. County
committees had been empowered by the New York Congress
and Convention, to apprehend all persons notoriously disaffect-

ed, to examine into their conduct, and ascertain whether they
were guilty of any hostile act or machination. Imprisonment
or banishment was the penalty. The committees could call

upon the militia to aid in the discharge of their functions.

Still, disaffection to the cause was said to be rife in the prov-

ince, and Washington looked to General Lee for effective

measures to suppress it.

Lee arrived at New York on the 4th of February, his caustic

liumors sharpened by a severe attack of the gout, which had
rendered it necessary, while on tlie march, to carry him for a

considerable part of the way in a litter. His correspondence is

a complete mental barometer. " I consider it as a piece of the
greatest good fortune," writes he to Washington (Feb. 5th),
" that the Congress have detached a committee to this place,

otherwise I should have made a most ridiculous figure, besides

bringing upon myself the enmity of the whole province. My
hands were effectually tied up from taking any step necessary
for the public service by the late resolve of Congress, putting
every detachment of the continental forces under the command
of the Provincial Congress where such detachment is."

By a singular coincidence, on the very day of his arrival,

Sir Henry Clinton, with the squadron which had sailed so

mysteriously from Boston, looked into the harbor. " Though
it was Sabbath," says a letter-writer of the day, " it threw the

whole citv into such a convulsion as it never knew before.
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^lany of the inhabitants hastened 4:o move their effects into the

country, expecting an immediate conflict. All that day and
all night, were there carts going and boats loading, and women
and children cr3nng, and distressed voices heard in the roads in

the dead of the night.'' *

Clinton sent for the mayor, and expressed much surprise and
concern at the distress caused by h is arrival ; which was merely,

he said, on a short visit to his friend Tryon, and to see how
matters stood. He professed a juvenile love for the place, and
desired that the inhabitants might be informed of the purport

of his visit, and that he would go away as soon as possible.
'' He brought no troops with him," writes Lee, " and pledges

liis honor that none are coming. He says it is merely a visit

to liis friend Tryon. If it is really so, it is the most whimsical
piece of civility I ever heard of."

A gentleman in Xew York, writing to a friend in Phila-

delphia, reports one of the general's characteristic menaces,
which kept the town in a fever:

—

" Lee says he will send word on board of the men-of-war,

tliat, if they set a house on fire, he will chain a hundred of

their friends by the neck, and make the house their funeral

pile." t
For this time, the.inhabitants of New York were let off for

their fears. Clinton, aftei' a brief visit, continued his myster-
ious cruise, openly avowing his destination to be North Caro-

lina—which nobody believed, simply because he avowed it.

The Duke of Manchester, speaking in the House of Lords of

the conduct of Clinton, contrasts it with that of Lord Dunmore,
who wrapped Norfolk in flames. "I will pass no censure on
that noble lord," said he, " but I could wish that he had acted
with that generous spirit that forbade Clinton uselessly to des-

stroy the town of New York. My lords, Clinton visited New
York ; the inhabitants expected its destruction. Lee appeared
before it with an army too powerful to be attacked, and Clinton

passed by without doing any wanton damage."
Tlie necessity of conferring with committees at every ste]),

was a hard restraint upon a man of Lee's ardent and impatient
t<Mnper, who had a soldierlike contempt for the men of peace
around liim; yet at the outset he bore it better than might
have been expected.

"The Congress committees, a certain number of the commit-
tees of safety, and your humble servant," writes he to Wash-
ington, "have ha^l two conferences. The result is such as will

* Itememhrancer, vol. iii.

t Am. ArchiveSf 5th Series, iv. 941.
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agreeably surprise you. It is in the first place agreed, and
justly, that to fortify the town against shipping is impracticable

;

but we are to fortify lodgments on some commanding part of

the city for two thousand men. We are to erect inclosed bat-

teries on both sides of the water, near Hell Gate, which will

answer the double purpose of securing the town against pira-

cies through the Sound, and secure our communication with
Long Island, now become a more important point than ever

;

as it is determined to form a strong fortified camp of three
thousand men, on the island, immediately opposite to iSTew York.
The pass in the Highlands is to be made as respectable as pos-

sible, and guarded by a battalion. In short, I think the plan
judicious and complete."

The pass in the Highlands above alluded to, is that grand
defile of the Hudson, where, for upwards of fifteen miles, it

wends its deep channel between stern, forest-clad mountains
and rocky promontories. Two forts, about six miles distant

from each other, and commanding narrow parts of the river at

its bends through these Highlands, had been commenced in the
preceding autumn, by order of the Continental Congress ; but
they were said, to be insufficient for the security of that import-
ant pass, and were to be extended and strengthened.

Washington had charged Lee, in^his instructions, to keep a

stern eye upon the tories, who were active in New York. " You
can seize upon the persons of the principals," said he; "thoy
must be so notoriously known, that there will be little danger
of committing mistakes." Lee acted up to the letter of these

instructions, and weeded out with a vigorous hand some of the

rankest of the growth. This gave great offense to the peace-

loving citizene, who insisted that he was arrogating a power
vested solely in the civil authority. One of them, well-affected to

the cause, writes, " To see the vast number of houses shut up, one
would think the city almost evacuated. Women and children are

scarcely to be seen in the streets. Troops are daily coming in
;

they break open and quarter themselves in any house they find

shut." *

The enemy, too, regarded his measures with apprehension
" That arch rebel Lee," writes a British officer, " has driven all

the well-affected people from the town of New York. If some-
thing is not speedily done, His Britannic IVJajesty's American
dominions will be confined within a very narrow compass." f

In the exercise of his military functions, Lee set Grovernor

Trj'-on and the captain of the Asia at defiance. " They had

* Fred. Rhinelander to Peter Van Schaack, Peb. 23.

t Am. Archives f v. 425.
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tl^reatened perdition to the town," writes he to Washington,
" if the cannon were removed from the batteries and wharves,

but I ever considered their threats as a brutum /ulmen, and
even persuaded the town to be of the same way of thinking.

We accordingly conveyed them to a place of safety in the mid-

dle of the day, and no cannonade ensued. Captain Parker
publishes a pleasant reason for his passive conduct. He says

that it was manifestly my intention, and that of the New Eng-
land men under my command, to bring destruction on this

town, so hated for their loyal principles, but that he was de-

termined not to indulge us ; so remained quiet out of spite.

The people here laugh at his nonsense, and begin to despise the

menaces which formerly used to throw them into convulsions."

Washington apjjears to have shared the merriment. In his

reply to Lee, he writes, "I could not avoid laughing at Captain

Parker's reasons for not putting his repeated threats into ex-

ecution,"—a proof, by the way, under his own hand, that he
could laugh occasionally ; and even when surrounded by per-

plexities. .

According to Lee's account, the New Yorkers showed a wonder-
ful alacrity in removing the cannon. " Men and boys of all ages,"

writes he, " worked with the greatest zeal and pleasure. I

really believe the generality are as well affected as any on the

continent." Some of the well-affected, however, thought he

was rather too self-willed and high-handed. " Though General

Lee has many things to recommend him as a general," writes

one of them, "yet I think he was out of luck when he ordered

the removal of the guns from the battery ; as it was without

the ajiprobation or knowledge of our Congress." *—Lee seldom
waited for the approbation of C<nigress in moments of exigency.

He now proceeded with his plan of defenses. A strong re-

<loubt, capable of holding three hundred men, was commenced
at Horen's Hook, commanding the pass at Hell Gate, so as to

block up from the enemy's shij>s the passage between the main-
land and Long Island. A regiment was stationed on the isl-

and, making fa.scines, and preparing other materials for con-

structing the works for an intrenched camp, which, Lee ho2)ed

wiMild render it impossible for the enemy to get a footing there.
'• What to do with tbis city," writes he •' I own, j)uz/les me. It is

.HO encircled with deep navigable water, that whoever commands
the sea must command the town. To-morrow I shall begin to dis-

mantle that part of the fort next to the town, to prevent its be-

ing convert(;d into a citadel. I shall barrier the princi2)al

streets, and, at least, if I cannot make it a contin(uital garrison,

* Fred. Rhinelander to Peter Van bcheadk, Feb. 23
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it shall be a disputable field of battle." Batteries were to b©
erected on an eminence behind Trinity Church, to keep the

enemy's ships at so great a distance as not to injure the
town.

King's Bridge, at the upper end of Manhattan or New York
Island, linking it with the main land, was pronounced by Lee
" a most important pass, without which the city could have no
communication with Connecticut." It was, therefore, to be made
as strong as possible.

Heavy cannon were to be sent up to the forts in the High-
lands, which were to be enlarged and strengthened.

In the midst of his schemes, Lee received orders from Con-
gress to the command in Canada, vacant by the death of Mont-
gomery. He bewailed the d'efenseless condition of the city

;

the Continental Congress, as he said, not having as yet taken
the least step for its security. " The instant I leave it," said

he, " I conclude the Provincial Congress, and inhabitants in

general, will relapse into their former hysterics. The men-of-war
and Mr. Tryon will return to their old station at the wharves,
and the first regiments who arrive from England will take quiet

possession of the town and Long Island.'*

It must be observed that, in consequence of his military de-

monstrations in the city, the enemy's ships had drawn off and
dropped down the bay ; and he had taken vigorous measures,
without consulting the committees, to put an end to the practice

of supplying them with provisions.
" Governor Tryon and the Asia/^ writes he, to Washington,

" continue between Nutten and Bedlow's Islands. It has pleased
his Excellency, in violation of the compact he has made, to seize

several vessels from Jersey laden with flour. It has, in return,

pleased my Excellency to stop all provisions from the city, and
cut off all intercourse with him,—a measure which has thrown
the mayor, council, and tories into agonies. The propensity-

or rather rage, for paying court to this great man, is inconceiv-

able. They cannot be weaned from him. We must put worm-
wood on his paps, or they will cry to suck, as they are in their

second childhood."

We would observe in explanation of a sarcasm in the above
quoted letter, that Lee professed a great contempt for the titles

of respect which it was the custom to prefix to the names of

men in office or command. He scoffed at them as unworthy of
'' a great, free, manly, equal commonwealth." " For my own
part," said he, " I would as lief they would put ratsbane in my
mouth, as the Excellency with which I am daily crammed.
How much more true dignity was there in the simplicity of ad-
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dress among the Komaiis ! Marcus Tullius Cicero, Decius

Bruto Imperatori, or Caio Marcello Consul i, than to 'His Ex-

cellency Major-general Noodle/ or to the 'Honorable John
Doodle/ "

CHAPTER LIX.

MONOTONOUS STATE OF AFFAIRS BEFORE BOSTON. WASHING-
TON ANXIOUS FOR ACTION. EXPLOIT OF PUTNAM. ITS

DRAMATIC CONSEQUENCES. THE FARCE OF THE BLOCKADE
OF BOSTON. AN ALARMING INTERRUPTION. DISTRESSES OF
THE BESIEGED. WASHINGTON'S IRKSOME PREDICAMENT.
HIS BOLD PROPOSITION. DEMUR OF THE COUNCIL OF WAR.
ARRIVAL OF KNOX WITH ARTILLERY. DORCHESTER

HEIGHTS TO BE SEIZED AND FORTIFIED. PREPARATIONS FOR
THE ATTEMPT.

The siege of Boston continued through the winter, without

any striking incident to enliven its monotony. The British re-

mained within their works, leaving the beleaguering army slow-

ly to augment its forces. The country was dissatisfied with

the inaction of the latter. Even Congress was anxious for

.some successful blow that might revive popular enthusiasm.

Washington shared this anxiety, and had repeatedly, in councils

of war, suggested an attack upon the town, but had found a

majority of his general officers opposed to it. He had hoped
some favorable opportunity would present, when, the harbor

being frozen, the troops might approach the town upon the ice.

The winter, however, though severe at first, proved a mild one,

and the bay continued open. General Putnam, in the mean-
time, having completed the new works at Lechmere Point, and
being desirous of keeping up the spirit of his men, resolved to

treat them to an exploit. Accordingly, from his "impregnable
fortress" of Cobble Hill, he detached a party of about two hun-

dred, under his favorite officer, Major Knowlton, to surprise

and capture a British guard stationed at Charlestown. It was
a daring enterprise, and executed with spirit. . As Charlestown
Neck was completely protected, Knowlton led his men across

the mill-<lam, round the base of the hill, and immediately below
the fort; set fire to the guard-house and some buildings in its

vicinity ; made several prisoners, and retircnl without loss,

although thundered upon by the cannon of the fort. The ex-»
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ploit was attended by a dramatic effect on which Putnam had
not calculated. The British officers, early in the winter, had
fitted up a theatre, which was well attended by the troops and
tories. On the evening in question, an afterpiece was to be
performed, entitled, " The Blockade of Boston," intended as a

burlesque on the patriot army which was beleaguering it.

Washington is said to have been represented in it as an awk-
ward lout, equipped with a huge wig, and a long rusty sword, at-

tended by a country booby as orderly sergeant, in rustic garb,

with an old firelock seven or eight feet long.

The theatre was crowded, especially by the military. The
first piece was over, and the curtain was rising for the farce,

when a sergeant made his appearance, and announced that
" the alarm guns were firing at Charlestown, and the Yankees
attacking Bunker's Hill." At first this was sujiposed to be a

part of the entertainment, until General Howe gave the word,
" Officers, to your alarm posts."

Great confusion ensued ; every one scrambled out of the

theatre as fast as possible. There was, as usual, some' shrieking

and fainting of ladies ; and the farce of " The Blockade of Bos-

ton " had a more serious than comic termination.

The London " Chronicle," in a sneering comment on Boston
affairs, gave Burgoyne as the author of this burlesque afterpiece,

though perhaps unjustly. " General Burgoyne has opened a

theatrical campaign, of which himself' is sole manager, being
determined to act with the provincials on the defensive only.

Tom Thumb has been already represented ; while, on the other

hand, the provincials are preparing to exhibit, early in the

spring, *• Measure for Measure.' "

The British officers, like all soldiers by profession, endeavored
to while away the time by every amusement within theiV reach

;

but in truth, the condition of the besieged town was daily be-

coming more and more distressing. The inhabitants were
without flour, pulse, or vegetables ; the troops were nearly as

destitute. There was a lack of fuel, too, as well as food. The
small-pox broke out, and it was necessary to' inoculate tlie

army. Men, women, a^id children either left the city volunta-

rily, or were sent out of it
;
yet the distress increased. Several

houses were broken open and plundered ; others were demol-

ished by the soldiery for fuel. General Howe resorted to tlie

sternest measures to put a stop to these excesses. The provost

Was ordered to go the rounds with the hangman, and hang up
the first man he should detect in the act, without waiting for

further proof for trial. Offenders were punished with four

• hundred, six hundred, and even one thousand lashes. The wife

I
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of a private soldier, convicted of receiving stolen goods, was
sentenced to one hundred lashes on her bare back, at the cart's

tail, in different parts of the town, and an imprisonment of

three months.
Meanwhile, Washington was incessantly goaded by the im-

patient murmurs of the public, as we may judge by his letters

to Mr. Reed. " I know the integrity of my own heart," writes

he, on the 10th of February ;
" but to declare it, unless to a

friend, may be an argument of vanity. I know the unhapjjy

predicament I stand in ; I know that much is expected of me ; I

know that, without men, without arms, without ammunition,
without anything fit for the accommodation of a soldier, little

is to be done ; and, what is mortifying, I know that I cannot

stand justified to the world without exposing my own weakness,

and injuring the cause, by declaring my wants ; which I am
determined not to do, further then unavoidable necessity brings

every man acquainted with them.
" My own situation is so irksome to me at times, that, if I

did not consult the public good more than my own tranquillity,

I should long ere this have put everything on the cast of a die.

So far from my having an army of twenty thousand men, well

armed, I have been here witli less than one half of tliat number,
including sick, furloughed, and on command ; and those neither

armed nor clothed as they should be. In short, my situation

has been such, that I have been obliged to use art to conceal it

from my own officers."

How precious are those letters ! And how fortunate that the

absence of Mr. Reed from camj), should have procured for us

such confidential outpourings of Washington's heart at tliis

time of its great trial.

He still adhered to his opinion in favor of an attempt upon
the town. He was aware that it would be attended with con-

siderable loss, but believed it would be successful if the men
should behave well. Within a few days after the date of tliis

letter, the bay became sufficiently frozen for the transportation

of troops. "This," writes lie to Reed, "I thought, knowing
the ice would not last, a favorable opportunity to make an as-

sault upon the troops in town. I proposed it in council ; but
behold, though we had been waiting all the year for this favor-

able event, the enterprise w«as thought too dangerous. Per-

haps it was
;
perhaps the irksomeness of my situation led me

to undertake more than could be warranted by ])rudence. I

did not think so, and 1 am sure yet that the enterprise, if it

had been undertaken with resolution, nnist have succeeded ;

without it, any would fail."
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His proposition was too bold for the field-officers assembled in

council (Feb. IGth), who objected that there was not force, nor

arms and ammunition sufficient in camp for such an attempt.

Washington acquiesced in the decision, it being almost unani-

mous
;
yet he felt the irksomeness of his situation. " To have

the eyes of the whole continent," said he, " fixed with anxious

expectation of hearing of some great event, and to be restrained

in every military operation for want of the necessary means of

carrying it on, is not very pleasing, especially as the means
used to conceal my weakness from the enemy, conceal it also

from our friends, and add to their wonder."

In the council of war above mentioned, a cannonade and bom-
bardment were considered advisable, as soon as there should be

a sufficiency of powder ; in the meantime, preparations might
be made for taking possession of Dorchester Heights and Nod-
dle's Island.

At length the camp was rejoiced by the arrival of Colonel

Knox, with his long train of sledges drawn by oxen, bringing

more than fifty cannon, mortars, and howitzers, besides supplies

of lead and flints. The zeal and perseverance which he had
displayed in his wintry expedition across frozen lakes and
snowy wastes, and the intelligence with which he had fulfilled

his instructions, won him the entire confidence of Washington.

His conduct in this enterprise was but an earnest of that energy

and ability which he displayed throughout the war.

Further ammunition being received from the royal arsenal at

New York, and other quarters, and a reinforcement of ten regi-

ments of militia, Washington no longer met with opposition to

his warlike measures. Lechmere Point, which Putnam had
fortified, was immediately to be supplied with mortars and
heavy cannon, so as to command Boston on the north

; and
Dorchester Heights, on the south of the town, were forthwith to

be taken possession of. " If anything," said Washington, " will

induce the enemy to hazard an engagement, it will be our at-

tempting to fortify those heights, as, in that event taking place,

we shall be able to command a great part of the town, and al-

most the whole harbor." Their possession, moreover, would

enable him to push his works to Nook's Hill, and other points

opposite Boston, whence a cannonade and bombardment must
drive the enemy from the city.

The council of Massachusetts, at his request, ordered the

militia of the towns contiguous to Dorchester and Eoxbury, to

hold themselves in readiness to repair to the lines at those

places with arms, ammunition, and accoutrements, on receiving

a preconcerted signal.

I
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Washington felt painfully aware how much depended upon
the success of this attempt. There was a cloud of gloom and
distrust lowering upon the public mind. Danger threatened on
the north and on the south. Montgomery had fallen before the

walls of Quebec. The army in Oanada was shattered. Tryon
and the tories were plotting mischief in New York. Dunmore
was harassing the lower part of Virginia, and Clinton and his

fleet were prowling along the coast, on a secret errand of mis-

chief.

Washington's general orders evince the solemn and anxious

state of his feelings. In those of the 26th of February, he
forbade all playing at cards and other games of chance. "At
this time of public distress," writes he, "men may find enough
to do in the service of God and their country, without abandon-
ing themselves to vice and immorality It is a

noble cause we are engaged in ; it is the cause of virtue and
mankind ; every advantage and comfort to us and our posterity

depend upon the vigor of our exertions ; in short, freedom or

slavery must be the result of our conduct ; there can, therefore,

I
He be go greater inducement to men to behave well. But it may
^B not be amiss to the troops to know, that if any man in action

shall presume to skulk, hide himself, or retreat from the enemy

I'

^—without the orders of his commanding officer, he will be instant-

^vly shot down as an example of cowardice ; cowards having too

;
^"frequently disconcerted the best formed troops by their dastardly

I
In the general plan it was concerted that, should the enemy

detach a large force to dislodge our men from Dorchester
Heights, as had been done in the affair of Bunker's Hill, an
attack upon the o[»posite side of the town should forthwith be
made by General Putnam. For this purpose he was to have
f'tiir thousand picked men in readiness, in two divisions, under
Generals Sullivan and Greene. At a concerted signal from
Koxbury, they were to embark in boats near the mouth of

Charles River, cross under cover of the fire of three floating

hatteries, land in two places in Boston, secure its strong posts,

force the gates and works at the Neck, and let in the E-oxbury
troops.
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CHAPTER LX.

THE AFFAIR OF DORCHESTER HEIGHTS. AMERICAN AND ENG-
LISH LETTERS RESPECTING IT. A LABORIOUS NIGHT. REVE-
LATIONS AT DAYBREAK, HOWE IN A PERPLEXITY. A NIGHT
ATTACK MEDITATED. STORMY WEATHER. THE TOWN TO BE
EVACUATED. NEGOTIATIONS AND ARRANGEMENTS. PREPA-
RATIONS TO EMBARK. EXCESSES OF THE TROOPS. BOSTON
EVACUATED. SPEECH OF THE DUKE OF MANCHESTER ON THE
SUBJECT, A MEDAL VOTED BY CONGRESS.

The evening of Monday, the 4th of March, was fixed upon
for the occupation of Dorchester Heights. The ground was
frozen too hard to be easily intrenched ; fascines, therefore, and
gabions, and bundles of screwed hay, were collected during the

two preceding nights, with which to form breastworks and re-

doubts. During these two busy nights the enemy's batteries

were cannonaded and bombarded from opposite points, to occupy
their attention, and prevent their noticing these preparations.

They replied with spirit, and the incessant roar of artillery thus

kept up, covered completely the rumbling of wagons and ord-

nance.

How little the enemy were aware of what was impending, we
may gather from the following extract of a letter from an officer

of distinction in the British army in Boston to his friend in

London, dated on the 3d of March :

—

" For these last six weeks or near two months we have been
better amused than could possibly be expected in our situation.

We had a theatre, we had balls, and there is actually a sub-

scription on foot for a masquerade. England seems to have for-

got us, and we have endeavored to forget ourselves. But we were

roused to a sense of our situation last night, in a manner un-

pleasant enough. The rebels have been for some time past

erecting a bomb battery, and last night began to play upon us.

Two shells fell not far from me. One fell upon Colonel Monck-
ton's house, but luckily did not burst until it had crossed the

street. Many houses were damaged, but no lives lost. The
rebel army," adds he, " is not brave, I believe, but it is agreed

on all hands that their artillery officers are at least equal to

ours." *

* Am. Archives^ 4tli Series, v. 425,
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The wife of John Adams, who resided in the vicinity 'of the

American camp, and knew that a general action was meditated,

expresses in a letter to her husband the feelings of a patriot

woman during the suspense of these nights.

" I have been in a constant state of anxiety since you left me,''

writes she on Saturda}-*. " It has been said to-morrow, and to-

morrow for this month, and when tlie dreadful to-morrow will

be, I know not. But hark ! The house this instant shakes with

the roar of caunon. I have been to the door, and find it is a

cannonade from our army. Orders, I find, are come, for all the

remaining militia to repair to the lines Monday night, by twelve

o'clock. No sleep for me to-night."

On Sunday the letter is resumed. " I went to bed after

twelve, but got no rest ; the cannon continued firing, and my
heart kept pace with them all night. We have had a pretty

quiet day, but what to-morrow will bring forth, God only

knows."
On Monday, the appointed evening, she continues :

" I have
just returned from Penn's Hill, where I have been sitting to

hear the amazing roar of cannon, and from whence I could see

every shell which was thrown. The sound, I think, is one of the

grandest in nature, and is of the true species of the sublime.

'Tis now an incessant roar ; but 0, the fatal ideas which are

connected with the sound ! How many of our dear countrymen
must fall

!

" I went to bed about twelve, and arose again a little after

one. I could no more sleep than if I had been in the engage-

ment ; the rattling of the windows, the jar of the house, the

continual roar of twenty-four-pounders, and the bursting of

shells, give us such ideas, and realize a scene to us of which we
could scarcel}' form any conceptions. I hope to give you joy of

Boston, even if it is in ruins, before I send this away."
On the Monday evening flius graphically described, as soon

a.s the firing commenced, the detachment under General Tlionias

i set out on its cautious and secret march from the lines of Kox-
bury and Dorchester. Everything was conducted as regularly

and quietly as possible. A covering party of eight hundred men
preceded the carts with the intrenching tools ; then came
General Thomas with the working party, twelve hundred strong,

t

followed by a train of three hundred wagons, laden with fascines,

gabions, and hay screwed into bundles of seven or eight hun-
dred-weight. A great number of such bundles were ranged in

a line along Dorchester Xe(*k on tlie side next the enemy, to

protect the troops, while passing, from being raked by the fire

I
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writes, was shining in its full lustre, the flash and roar of can-

nonry from opposite points, and the bursting of bombshells high

in the air, so engaged and diverted the attention of the enemy,
that the detachment reached the heights about eight o'clock,

without being heard or perceived. The covering party then

divided ; one half proceeded to the point nearest Boston, the

other to the one nearest to Castle Williams. The working party

commenced to fortify, under the directions of Gridley, the vet-

eran engineer, who had planned the works on Bunker's Hill.

It was severe labor, for the earth was frozen eighteen inches

deep ; but the men worked with more than their usual spirit,

for the eye of the commander-in-chief was upon them. Though
not called there by his duties, Washington could not be absent

from this eventful operation. An eloquent orator has imagined
his situation,^" All around him intense movement ; while

nothing was to be heard excepting the tread of busy feet, and
the dull sound of the mattock upon the frozen soil. Beneath
him the slumbering batteries of the castle ; the roadsteads and
a harbor filled with the vessels of the royal fleet, motionless ex-

cept as they swung round at their moorings at the turn of the

midnight tide ; the beleaguered city occupied with a power-

ful army, and a considerable noncombatant population, startled

into, unnatural vigilance by the incessant and destructive can-

nonade, yet unobservant of the great operations in progress

so near them ; the surrounding countrj^, dotted with a hundred
rural settlements, roused from the deep sleep of a Kew England
village, by the unwonted glare and tumult." *

The same plastic fancy suggests the crowd of visions, phan-
toms of the past, which may have passed through Washington's
mind, on this night of feverisli excitement. " His early train-

ing in the wilderness ; his escape from drowning, and the deadly

rifle of the savage in the perilous mission to Venango; the

shower of iron hail through which he rode unharmed on Brad-
docii's field ; the early stages of the great conflict now brought
to its crisis,' and, still more solemnly, the possibilities of tlie

future for himself and for America—the ruin of the patriot

cause if he failed at the outset ; the triumphant consolidation

of the Revolution if he prevailed."

The labors of the night were carried on by the Americans
with their usual activity and address. When a relief party ar-

rived at four o'clock in the morning two forts were in sufficient

forwardness to furnish protection against small-arms and grape-

shot ; and such use was made of the fascines and bundles of

screwed hay, that, at dawn, a formidable-looking fortress frowned

* Oration of the Hon. Edward Everett at Dorchester, July 4th, 1855.
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along the height. We have the testiiiion^^ of a British officer

already quoted, for the fact. "This moriung at daybreak we
discovered two redoubts on Dorchester Point, and two smaller

ones on their flanks. They were all raised during the last

night, with an expedition equal to that of the genii belonging

to Aladdin^s wonderful lamp. From these hills thej^ commaad
the whole town, so that we must drive them from their post, or

desert the place."

Howe gazed at the mushroom fortress with astonishment, as

it loomed indistinctly, but grandly, through a morning fog.

'* The rebels," exclaimed he, "have done more work in one

night, than my whole army would have done in one month."
Washington had watched, with intense anxiety, the effect of

the revelation at daybreak. "When the enemy first discovered

our works in the morning," writes he, " they seemed to be in

great confusion, and from their movements, to intend an attack."

An American, who was on Dorchester Heights, gives a picture

of the scene. A tremendous cannonade was commenced from
the forts in Boston, and the shipping in the harbor. " Cannon
§hot," writes he, "are continually rolling and rebounding over the

hill, and it is astonishing to observe how little our soldiers are

terrified by them. Tlie royal troops are perceived to be in motion,

as if embarking to pass the harbor and land on Dorchester shore,

to attack our works. The hills and elevations in this vicinity

are covered with spectators, to witness deeds of horror in the

expected conflict. His Excellency, General Washington, is

present, animating and encouraging the soldiers, and they in

return manifest their joy, and express a warm desire for the

approach of the enemy ; each man knows his own place. Our
breastworks are strengthened, and among the means of defense

are a great number of barrels, filled M^ith stones and sand, and
arranged in front of our works, which are to be put in motion,

and made to roll down the hill, to break the legs of the assail-

ants as they advance."

General Thomas was reinforced with two thousand men.
Old Putnam stood ready to make a descent upon the north side

of the town, with his four thousand picked men, as soon as the

heights on the south should be assailed :
" All the forenoon,"

Bays the American above cited, "we were in momentary ex-

j>ectation of witnessing an awful scene ; nothing less than the

carnage of Breed's Hill l)attle was expected."
As Washington rode about the heights, he reminded the troops

that it was the 5th of March, the anniversary of the Boston mas-
sacre, and called on them to revenge the slaughter of their

brethren. They answered him with shouts. " Our ofiicers and
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men," writes he, " appeared impatient for the appeal. The event,

I think, must have heen fortunate ; nothing less than success

and victory on our side."

Howe, in the meantime, was perplexed between his pride and
the hazards of his position. In his letters to the ministry, he
had scouted the idea of "being in danger from the rebels."

He had " hoped they would attack him." Apparently they

were about to fulfill his hopes, and with a formidable advan-

tage of position. He must dislodge them from Dorchester

Heights, or evacuate Boston. The latter was an alternative

too mortifying to be readily adopted. He resolved on an attack,

but it was to be a night one.

^
" A body of light infantry, under the command of Major

Mulgrave, and a body of grenadiers, are to embark to-night at

seven," writes the gay British officer already quoted. "I think

it likely to be a general affair. Adieu balls, masquerades, etc.,

for this may be looked upon as the opening of the campaign."
In the evening the British began to move. Lord Percy was

to lead the attack. Twenty-five hundred men were embarked
in transports, which were to convey them to the rendezvous af

Castle Williams. A violent storm set in from the east. The
transports could not reach their place of destination. The men-
of-war could not cover and support them. A furious surf beat

on the shore where the boats would have to land. The attack

was consequently postponed until the following day.

That day was equally unpro-pitious. The storm continued,

with torrents of rain. The attack was again postponed. In
the meantime, the Americans went on strengthening their

works ; by the time the storm subsided. General Howe deemed
them too strong to be easily carried ; the attempt, therefore,

was relinquished altogether.

What was to be done ? The shells thrown from the heights

into the town, proved that it was no longer tenable. The fleet

was equally exj^osed. Admiral Shuldham, the successor to

Graves, assured Howe that if the Americans maintained pos-

session of the heights, his ships could not remain in the harbor.

It was determined, therefore, in a council of war, to evacuate

the place as soon as possible. But now came on a humiliating

perplexity. The troops, in embarking, would be exposed to a

destructive fire. How was this to be prevented ? General

Howe's pride would not suffer him to make caj^itulations ; he
endeavored to work on the fears of the Bostonians, by hinting

that if his troops were molested while embarking, he might be
obliged to cover their retreat by setting fire to the town.

The hint had its effect. Several of the principal inhabitants
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communicated with him tliroiigh the medium of General Rob-
ertson. The residtof the negotiation was, that a paper was
concocted and signed hy several of the ^^ selectmen " of Boston,

stating the fears they had entertained of the destruction

of the place, but that those fears had been quieted by Gen-
eral Howe's declaration that it should remain uninjured,

provided his troops were unmolested while embarking ; the se-

lectmen, therefore^begged " some assurance that so dreadful a
calamity might not be brought on, by any measures from with-

out."

This paper was sent out from Boston, on the evening of the

8th, witli a flag of truce, which bore it to the American lines

at Roxbury. There it was received by Colonel Learned, and
carried hy him to head-quarters. Washington consulted with
such of the general officers as he could immediately assemble.

The paper was not addressed to him, nor to any one else. It

was not authenticated by the signature of General Howe ; nor
was there any other act obliging tliat commander to fulfill the

promise asserted to have been made by him. It was deemed
proper, therefore, that Washington should give no answer to

the paper; but that Colonel Learned should signify in a letter,

his having laid it before the commander-in-chief, and the rea-

.sons assigned for not answering it.

With this uncompromising letter, the flag returned to Boston.

The Americans suspended their fire, but continued to fortify

their positions. On .the night of the '9th, a detachment was
sent to plant a battery on Nook's Hill, an eminence at Dorchester,

which lies nearest to Boston Neck. A fire kindled behind the

hill revealed the project. It provoked a cannonade from the

British, which was returned with interest from Cobble Hill,

Lechmere Point, Cambridge, and Koxbur3\ The roar of can-

nonry and bursting of bombshells prevailed from half after

eight at night, until six in the morning. It was another night
of terror to the people of Boston ; but the Americans had to

desist, for the present, from the attempt to fortify Nook's Hill.

Among the accidents of the bombardment, was the bursting of

Putnam's vaunted mortar, " The Congress."

Daily preparations were now made by the enemy for depart-

ure. By proclamation, the inhabitants were ordered to deliver

up all linen and woolen goods, and all other goods, that in pos-

session of the rebels, would aid them in carrying on the war.

Crean Bush, a New York tory, was authorized to take posses-

sion of such goods, and put them on board of two of the trans-

ports. Under cover of his commission, he and his myrmidons
broke open stores, and stripped them of their contents. Ma«
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rauding gangs from the fleet and army followed their example^

and extended their depredations to private houses. On the

14th, Howe, in a general order, declared that the first soldier

caught plundering should be hanged on the spot. Still on the

loth houses were broken open, goods destroyed, and furniture

defaced by the troops. Some of the furniture, it is true, be-

longed to the officers, and was destroyed because they could

neither sell it nor carry it away.
The letter of a British officer gives a lively picture of the

hurried preparations for retreat. " Our not being burdened
with provisions, permitted us to save some stores and ammuni-
tion, the light field-pieces, and such things as were most con-

venient of carriage. The rest, I am sorry to say, we were
obliged to leave behind ; such of the guns as by dismounting
we could throw into the sea was so done. The carriages were
disabled, and every precaution taken that our circumstances

would permit ; for our retreat was by agreement. The people

of the town who were friends to government, took care of

nothing but their merchandise, and found means to employ
the men belonging to the transports in embarking their goods,

so that several of the vessels were entirely filled with private

property, instead of the king's stores. By some unavoidable
accident, the medicines, surgeons' chests, instruments, and
necessaries, were left in the hospital. The confusion unavoid-

able to such a disaster, will make you conceive how much must
be forgot, where every man had a private concern. The neces-

sary care and distress of the women, children, sick, and
wounded, required every assistance tliat could be given. It

was not like breaking up a camp, where every man knows his

duty ; it was like departing your country with your wives, your
servants, your household furniture, and all your encumbrances.
The officers, who felt the disgrace of their retreat, did their

utmost to keep up appearances. T^e men, who thought they
were changing for the better, strove to take advantage of the

present times, and were kept from plunder and drink with
difficulty."^*

For some days the embarkation of the troops was delayed by
adverse winds. Washington, who was imperfectly informed of

affairs in Boston, feared that the movements there might be a

feint. Determined to bring things to a crisis, he detached a

force to Nook's Hill on Saturday, the sixteenth, which threw
up a breastwork in the night regardless of.the cannonading of

the enemy. This commanded Boston Neck and the Sf^uth par5

* Beinembrancer, vol. ill. p. 10§.
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of the town, and a deserter brought a false report to the British

that a general assault was intended.

The embarkation, so long delayed, began with hurry and
confusion at four o'clock in the morning. The harbor of

Boston soon presented a striking and tumultuous scene.

There were seventy-eight ships, and transports casting loose

for sea, and eleven or twelve thousand men, soldiers, sailors,

and refugees, hurrying to embark ; many, especiall}^ of the latter,

with their families and personal effects. The refugees, in fact,

labored under greater disadvantages than the king's troops, be-

ing obliged to man their own vessels, as sufficient seamen
could not be spared from the king's transports. Speaking of

those " who had taken upon themselves the style and title of

government men " in Boston, and acted an unfriendly part in

this great contest, Washington observes :
" By all accounts

there never existed a more miserable set of beings than these

wretched creatures now are. Taught to believe that the j^ower

of Great Britain was superior to all opposition, and that for-

eign aid, if not, was at hand, they were even higher and more
insulting in their opposition than the Begulars. When the

order issued, therefore, for embarking the troops in Boston, no
electric shock—no sudden clap of thunder,—in a word the last

trump could not have struck them with greater consternation.

They were at their wits' end, and conscious of their black in-

gratitude, chose to commit themselves, in the manner I have
above described, to the mercy of the waves at a tempestuous
season, rather than meet their offended countrymen." *

While this tumultuous embarkation was going on, the

Americans looked on in silence from their batteries on Dor-
chester Heights, without firing a shot. " It was kicky for the

inhabitants now left in Boston, that they did not,'' writes a

British officer ; "for I am informed everything was prepared
to set the town in a blaze, had they fired one cannon." f
At an early hour of the morning, the troops stationed at

Cambridge and Roxbury had paraded, and several regiments
under Putnam had embarked in boats, and dropped down
Charles River, to Sewall's Point, to watch the movements of

the enemy by land and water. About nine o'clock a large body
of troops was seen marching down Bunker's Hill, while boats

full of soldiers were putting off for the shipping. Two scouts

were sent from the camp to reconnoiter. The works appeared
still to be occupied, for sentries were posted about them with
shouldered muskets. Observing them to be motionless, the

• Letter to John A. Washington, Am. Archives^ 4th Series, v. 560,

t Frothingham, Siege of Boaton. p. 310.
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scouts made nearer scrutiii}', and discovered tlieni to be mere
effigies, set up to delay the advance of the Americans. Push-
ing on, they found the works deserted, and gave signal of the

fact ; whereupon a detachment was sent from the camp to take

possession.

Part of Putnam's troops were now sent back to Cambridge
;

a part were ordered forward to occupy Boston. General Ward,
too, with five hundred men, made his way from Roxbury,
across the Neck, about which the enemy had scattered caltroops

or crow's feet,* to impede invasion. The gates wore unbarred
and thrown open, and the Americans entered in triumph, with
drums beating and colors flying.

By ten o'clock the enemy were all embarked and under way
;

Putnam had taken command of the city, and occupied the im-

portant points, and the flag of thirteen stripes, the standard of

the Union, floated above all the forts.

On the following day, Washington himself entered the town,

where he was joyfully welcomed. lie beheld around him sad

traces of the devastation caused by the bombardment, though
not to the extent that he had apprehended. There were evi-

dences, also, of the haste with which the British had retreated

—

five pieces of ordnance with their trunnions knocked off ; others

hastily spiked ;. others thrown off the wharf. " General Howe s

retreat," writes Washington, "was precipitate beyond anything
I could have conceived. The destruction of the stores at Dun-
bar's camp, after Braddock's defeat, was but a faint image of

what may be seen at Boston ; artillery carts cut to pieces in

one place, gun carriages in another ; shells broke here, shots

buried there, and everything carrying with it the face of dis-

order and confusion, as also of distress."!

To add to the mortification of General Howe, he received,

we are told, while sailing out of the harbor, despatches from
the ministry, approving the resolution he had so strenuously

expressed of maintaining his post until he should receive rein-

forcements.

As the small-pox prevailed in some parts of the town, pre-

cautions were taken by Washington for its purification
;
and

the main body of the army did not march in until the 20th.

*'The joy manifested in the countenances of the inhabitants,''

says an observer, " was overcast by the melancholy gloom
caused by ten tedious months of siege ;

" but when, on the 22d,

the people from the country crowded into the town, " it was

*Iron balls, with four sharp pomts,to wound the feet of men or
horses,

t Lee's Memoirsf p. 162.
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truly interesting/' writes the same observer, " to witness the

tender interviews and fond embraces of those who had been
long separated under circumstances so peculiarly distressing."*

Notwithstanding the haste with w'hich the British army was
embarked, the fleet lingered for some days in Kantasket Road.
Apprehensive that the enemy, now that their forces were col-

lected in one body, might attemj^t by some blow to retrieve

their late disgrace, Washington hastily threw up works on
Fort Hill, which commanded the harbor, and demolished those

which protected the town from the neighboring country. The
fleet at length disappeared entirely from the coast, and the de-

liverance of Boston was assured.

The eminent services of Washington throughout this arduous
siege, his admirable management, by which " in the course of

a few months, a/i undisciplined hand of husbandmen became
soldiers, and were enabled to invest, for nearly a year, and
finally to expel a brave army of veterans commanded by the

most experienced generals," drew forth the enthusiastic ap-

plause of the nation. Ko higher illustration of this great

achievement need be given than the summary of it contained

in the speech of a British statesman, the Duke of Manchester,
in the House of Lords. " The army of Britain," said he,

" equipped with every possible essential of war 5 a chosen army,
with chosen officers, backed by the power of a mighty fleet,

sent to correct revolted subjects ; 'sent to chastise a resisting

city ; sent to assert Britain's authority,—has, for many tedious

months, been imprisoned within that town by the provincial

army ; who, their watchful guards, permitted them no inlet to

the country ; who braved all their efforts, and defied all their

skill and ability in war could ever attempt. One way, indeed,

of escape was left ; the fleet is yet respected ; to the fleet the

army has recourse ; and British generals, whose name never
met with a blot of dishonor, are forced to quit that town which
was the first object of the war, the immediate cause of hostili-

ties, the place of arms, which has cost this nation more than a

million to defend."

We close this eventful chapter of Washington's history, with
the honor decreed to him by the highest authority of his country.

On motion of John Adams, who had first moved his nomination
as commander-in-chief, a unanimous vote of thanks to him was
pas.sed in Congress ; and it was ordered that a gold medal be
struck, commemorating the evacuation of Boston, bearing the
effigy of Washington as its deliverer.

Thatcher's Mil Journal, p. 50.
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CHAPTER LXL f

DESTINATION OP THE FLEET. COMMISSION OF THE TWO HOWES.
CHARACTER OF LORD HOWE. THE COLONIES DIVIDED

INTO DEPARTMENTS. LEE ASSIGNED TO THE SOUTHERN DE-

PARTMENT. GENERAL THOMAS TO CANADA. CHARACTER
OF LEE, BY WASHINGTON. LETTERS OF LEE FROM THE SOUTH.
—A DOG IN A DANCING SCHOOL. COMMITTEE OF SAFETY IN

VIRGINIA. lee's GRENADIERS. PUTNAM IN COMMAND AT
NEW YORK. STATE OF AFFAIRS THERE. ARRIVAL OF
WASHINGTON.—NEW ARRANGEMENTS. PERPLEXITIES WITH
RESPECT TO CANADA. ENGLAND SUBSIDIZES HESSIAN
TROOPS.

The British fleet bearing the army from Boston, had disap-

peared from the coast. " Whither they are bound, and where
they next will pitch their tents," writes Washington; " I know
not." He conjectured their destination to be New York, and
made his arrangements accordingly ; but he was mistaken.

General Howe had steered for Halifax, there to await the ar-

rival of strong reinforcements from England, and the fleet of

his brother. Admiral Lord Howe ; who was to be commander-
in-chief of the naval forces on the North American station.

It was thought these brothers would cooperate admirably in

the exercise of their relative functions on land and water. Yet
they were widely different in their habits and dispositions.

Sir William, easy, indolent, and self-indulgent, "hated busi-

ness," we are told, " and never did any. Lord Howe loved it,

dwelt upon it, never could leave it." Beside his nautical com-

mands, he had been treasurer of the navy, member of the

board of admiralty, and had held a seat in Parliament ; where,

according to Walpole, he was " silent as a rock," excepting

when naval affairs were under discussion ; when he spoke

briefly and to the point. " My Lord Howe," said George IL,
" your life has been a continued series of services to your coun-

try." He was now about fifty-one years of age, tall and well

proportioned like his brother; but wanting his ease of deport-

ment. His complexion was dark, his countenance grave and
strongly marked, and he had a shy reserve, occasionally mis-

^taken_for_haughtiness. As a naval officer^ he was esteemed
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resolute and enterprising, jet cool and firm. In his younger

days he had contracted a friendship for Wolfe ;
" it was like

the union of cannon and gunpowder," said Walpole. ' Howe
strong in mind, solid in judgment, firm of purpose, was said to

be the cannon ; Wolfe, quick in conception, prompt in execu-

*tion, impetuous in action, the gunpowder.* The bravest man,
we are told, could not wish for a more able, or more gallant

commander than Howe, and the sailors used to say of him,
" Give us Black Dick, and we fear nothing."

Such is his lordship's portrait as sketched by English pencils
;

we shall see hereafter how far his conduct conforms to it. At
present we must consider the state of the American army, in

the appointments and commands of which various changes had
recently taken place.

It was presumed the enemy in the ensuing campaign would
direct their operations against the Middle and Southern colonies.

Congress divided tliose colonies into two departments ; one com-
prehending Xew York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,

and ^Maryland, was to be under the command of a major-general

and two brigadier-generals ; the other, comprising Virginia,

the Carolinas, and Georgia, to be under the command of a

major-general, and four brigadiers.

In this new arrangement, the orders destining General Lee
to Canada were superseded, and he was appointed to the com-
mand of the Southern department, where he was to keep watch
upon the movements of Sir Henry Clinton. He was somewhat
dissatisfied with the change in his destination. "As I am the

only general officer on the continent," writes he to Washington
" who can speak or tliink in French, I confess I think it would
have been more prudent to have sent me to Canada ; but I

shall obey with alacrity, and I hope with success."

In reply, Washington observes, " I was just about to con-

gratulate you on your appointment to the command in Canada,
when I received the account that your destination was altered.

As a Virginian, I must rejoice at the change, but as an
American, I think you would have done more essential service

to the common cause in Canada. For, beside the advantage of

speaking and thinking in French, an gfficer who is acquainted
with their manners and customs, and has travelled in their

country, must certainly take the strongest hold of their affec-

tion and confidence."

The command in Canada was given to General Thomas, who
had distinguished himself at Roxbury, and was promoted to

the rank of major-general. It would have been given to

BarrowB, Life of Earl Howe, p. 400.
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Schuyler, but for the infirm state of his health ; still Congress
expressed a reliance on his efforts to complete the work " so

conspicuously begun and well conducted " under his orders

in the last campaign ; and, as not merely the success but the

very existence of the army in Canada would depend on supplies,

sent from these colonies across the lakes, he was required,'

until further orders, to fix his headHjuarters at Albany, where,
without being exposed to the fatigue of the camp until his

health was perfectly restored, he would be in a situation to

forward supplies ; to superintend the operations necessary for

the defense of New York and the Hudson River, and the af-

fairs of the whole middle department.

Lee set out for the South on the 7th of March, carrying with
him his bold S2:)irit, his shrewd sagacity-, and his whimsical
and splenetic humors. The following admirably impartial

sketch is given of him by Washington, in a letter to his brother
Augustine: "He is the first in military knowledge and ex-

l^erience we have in the whole army. He is zealously attached
to the cause ; honest and well meaning, but rather fickle and
violent, I fear, in his temper. However, as he possesses an
uncommon share of good sense and spirit, I congratulate my
countrymen on his appointment to that department." *

We give by anticipation a few passages from Lee's letters, il-

lustrative of his character and career. The news of the evacu-

ation of Boston reached him in Virginia, In a letter to Wash-
ington, dated Williamsburg, April 5, he expresses himself on
the subject with generous warmth. " My dear general," writes

he, "I most sincerely congratulate you ; I congratulate the

public, on the great and glorious event, ^^our possession of

Boston. It will be a most bright page in the annals of

America, and a most abominable black one in those of

the beldam Britain. Go on, my dear general ; crown yourself

with glory, and establish the liberties and lustre of your coun-
try on a foundation more permanent than the capitol rock."

Then reverting to himself, his subacid humors work up, and
he shows that he had been as much annoyed in Williamsburg,
by the interference of committees, as he had been in New York.
"My situation," writes he, "is just as I expected. I am afraid

I shall make a shabby fi'gure, without any real demerits of my
own. I am like a dog in a dancing-school ; I know not where
to turn myself, where to fix myself. The circumstances of the

country, intersected wdth navigable rivers ; the uncertainty of

the enemy's designs and motions, who can fly in an instant to

any spot they choose, with their canvas wings, throw me, or

* Force's Am. Archives, 4th Series, v. 5.62.
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would throw Julius Caesar into this inevitable dilemma; I may
possibly be in the North, when, as Richard says, I should serve

my sovereign in the West, I can only act from surmise, and
have a very good chance of surmising wrong. I am soriy to

grate your ears with a truth, but must, at all events, assure

you, that the Provincial Congress of New York are angels of

decision, when compared with your countrymen, the committee
of safety assembled at Williamsburg. Page, Lee, Mercer, and
Payne, are, indeed, exceptions ; but from Pendleton, Bland,

the Treasurer, and Co.

—

Libera 7ios dornine ! ''"'

Lee's letters from Virginia, written at a later date, were in a

better humor. '• There is a noble spirit in this province per-

vading all orders of men; if the same becomes universal, we
shall be saved. I am, fortunately for my own happiness, and
I think, for the well-being of the community, on the best terms
with the senatorial part, as well as the people at large. I shall

endeavor to preserve their confidence and good opinion." ^

And in a letter to Washington :

—

" I have formed two companies of grenadiers to each regi-

ment, and with spears thirteen feet long. Their rifles (for they

are all riflemen) sling over their shoulders, their appearance is

formidable, and the men are conciliated to the weapon.
. . I am likewise furnishing myself with four-ounced rifled

amusettes, which will carry an infernal distance ; the two-

ounced hit a half sheet of paper, at five hundred yards dis-

tance."

On Lee's departure for the South, Brigadier-general Lord
Stirling had remained in temporary command at New York.
Washington, however, presuming that the British fleet had
steered for that port, with the force which had evacuated

Boston, hastened detachments thither under Generals Heath
and Sullivan, and wrote for three thousand additional men to

be furnished by Connecticut. The command of the whole he

gave to General Putnam, who was ordered to fortify the city and
the passes of the Hudson, according to the plans of General

Lee. In the meantime, Washington delaj^ed to come on him-
self, until he : !i<>uld have pushed forward the main body of his

army by divisions.

Lee's anticipations that laxity and confusion would prevail

after his departure, were not realized. The veteran Putnam,
on taking command, put the city under rigorous military rule.

The soldiers were to retire to their barracks and quarters at the

beating of the tattoo, and remain there until the reveille in the

morning. The inhabitants were subjected to the same rule.

•Force's Am. Archives^ 4th Series, v. 792.
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None would be permitted to pass a sentry, without tlie counter-

sign, which would be furnished to them on applying to any of

the brigade majors. All communication between the "minis-

terial fleet," and shore wd,s stopped; the ships were no longer to

be furnished with provisions. Any person taken in the act of

holding communication with them would be considered an
enemy, and treated accordingly.

We have a lively picture of the state of the city, in letters

written at the time, and already cited. " When you are in-

formed that New York is deserted by its old inhabitants, and
filled with soldiers from New England, Philadelphia, Jersey,

etc., you will naturally conclude the environs of it are not very

safe from so undisciplined a multitude as our provincials are

represented to be ; but I do believe there are very few instances

of so great a number of men together, with so little mischief

done hy them. They have all the simplicity of ploughmen in

their manners, and seem quite strangers to the vices of older

soldiers : they have been employed in creating fortifications in

every part of the town. . . . . Governor Tryon loses his

credit with the people here prodigiously ; he has lately issued

a proclamation, desiring the deluded people of this colony to

return to their obedience, promising a speedy support to the

friends of government, declaring a door of mercy open to the

penitent, and a rod for the disobedient, etc. The friends of

government .were provoked at being so distinguished, and the

friends to liberty hung him in effig}-, and printed a dying speech

for him. A letter, too, was intercepted from him, hastening
Lord Howe to New York, as the rebels were fortifying. These
have entirely lost him the good-will of the people

You cannot think how sorry I am the governor has so lost him-
self, a man once so much beloved. Lucifer, once the son of

morn, how fallen ! General Washington is expected hourly
;

General Putnam is here, with several other generals, and some
of their ladies The variety of reports keeps one's

mind always in agitation. Clinton and Howe have set the

fcantinent a racing from Boston to Carolina. Clinton came into

our harbor : away flew the women, children, goods, and chattels,

and in came the soldiers flocking from every part. No sooner

was it known that he was not going to land here, than expresse?:

were sent to Virginia and Carolina, to put them on their guard
;

his next expedition was to Virginia ; there they were ready to

receive him ; from thence, without attempting to land, he sailed

to Carolina. Now General Howe is leading us anothei:

dance." *

* Remembrancert vol. iii. p. 85,
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Washington came on by the way of Providence, Norwich
and New London, expediting the embarkation of troops from

these posts, and arrived at New York on the 13th of April.

Many of the works which Lee had commenced were by this

time finished ; otliers were in progress. It was apprehended
the principle operations of the enemy would be on Long Island,

the high grounds of which, in the neighborhood of Brooklyn,

commanded the city. Washington saw that an able and efficient

officer was needed at that place. Greene was accordingly sta-

tioned there, with a division of the army. He immediately pro-

ceeded to complete the fortifications of that important post, and
to make himself acquainted with the topography, and the defen-

sive points of the surrounding country.

The aggregate force distributed at several extensive posts in

New York and its environs, and on Long Island, Staten Island,

and elsewhere, amounted to little more than ten thousand men

;

some of those were on the sick list, others absent on command,
or on furlough ; there were but about eight thousand available

and fit for duty. These, too, were without pay ; those recently

enlisted, without arms, and no one could say where arms were
to be procured.

Washington saw the inadequacy of the force to the purposes
required, and was full of solicitude about the security of aplace,

the central point of the Confederacy, and the grand deposit of

ordnance and military stores. He was aware, too, of the disaf-

fection to the cause among many of the inhabitants, and appre-

hensive of treachery. The process of fortifying the place had
induced the ships of war to full down into the outer bay, within
tlie Hook, upwards of twenty miles from the city

; but Governor
Tryon was still on board of one of them, keeping up an active

correspondence with the torieson Staten and Long Islands, and
in other parts of the neighborhood,

Washington took an early occasion to address an urgent letter

to the committee of safety, pointing out the dangerous and even
treasonable nature of this correspondence. He had more weight;

and influence with that body than had been possessed by Gen-
eral Lee, and procured the passage of a resolution prohibiting,

under severe penalties, all intercourse with the king's ships.

Head-quarters, at this time, was a scene of incessant toil on
the part of the commander-in-chief, his secretaries and aides-de

camp. " I give in to no kind of amusements myself," writes

he, "and consequently those about me can have none, but are

confined from morning until evening, hearing and answering
applications and letters." The presence of Mrs. Washington
was a solace in the midst of these stern military cares, and dif-
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fused a feminine grace and decorum, and a cheerful spirit over
the domestic arrangements of head-quarters, where everything
was conducted with simplicity and dignity. The wives of some
of the other generals and officers rallied around Mrs. Washing-
ton, but social intercourse was generally at an end. " We all

live here," writes a lady of New York, ''like nuns shut up in a

nunnery. No society with the town, for there are none there

to visit ; neither can we go in or out after a certain hour witli-

out the countersign."

In addition to his cares about the security of New York,
Washington had to provide for the perilous exigencies of the

army in Canada. Since his arrival in the city, four regiments

of troops, a company of riflemen, and another of artificers li^d

been detached under the command of Brigadier-general Thomp-
son, and a further corps of six regiments under Brigader-general

Sullivan, with orders to join General Thomas as soon as pos-

sible.

Still Congress inquired of him, whether further reinforce-

ments to the army in Canada would not be necessary, and
whether they could be spared from tlie army inNew York. His
reply shows the peculiar perplexities of his situation, and the

tormenting uncertainty in which he was kept, as to where the

next storm of war would break. " With respect to sending more
troops to that country, I am really at a loss what to advise, as

it is impossible, at present, to know the designs of the enemy.
Should they send the whole force under General Howe up the

river St. Lawrence, to relieve Quebec and recover Canada, the

troops gone and now going, will be insufficient to stop their

progress ; and, should they think proper to send that, or an
equal force, this way from Great Britain, for the purpose of

possessing this city and securing the navigation of Hudson's
Kiver, the troops left here will not be sufficient to oppose them

;

and yet, foranytliing weknow,Ithink it not improbable they may
attempt both ; both being of the greatest importance to them,

if they have men. I could wish indeed, that the army in

Canada should be more powerfully reinforced ; at the same time,

I am conscious that the trusting of this important post, which
is now become the grand magazine of America, to the handful

of men remaining here, is running too great a risk. The secur-

ing of this post and Hudson's River is to us also of so great

importance, that I cannot, at present, advise the sending any
more troops from hence ; on the contrary, the general officers

now here, whom I thought it my duty to consult, think it ab-

solutely necessary to increase the army at this place with at

least ten thousand men 5 especially when it is considered, that
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from tliis place only the army in Canada must draw its supplies

of ammunition, provisions, and most probably of men."
Washington at that time was not aware of the extraordinary

expedients England had recently resorted to, against the next

campaign. The Duke of Brunswick, the Landgrave of Hesse Cas-

sel, and the Hereditary Prince of Cassel, Count of Hanau, had
been subsidized to furnish troops to assist in the subjugation of

her colonies. Four thousand three hundred Brunswick troops,

and nearly thirteen thousand Hessians, had entered the British

service. Besi<le the subsidy exacted by the German princes,

they were to be paid seven pounds four shillings and four pence
sterling for every soldier furnished by them, and as much more
for every one slain.

Of this notable arrangement, Washington, as we observed,

was not yet aware. " The designs of tlie enemy," writes he,
'' are too much behind the curtain for me to form any accurate

opinion of their plan of operations for the summer's campaign.
We are left to wander, therefore, in the field of conjecture." *

.Within a few days afterwards, he had vague accounts of
'- Hessians and Hanoverian troops coming over ; " but it was
not until the 17th of May, when he received letters from Gen-
eral Schuyler, inclosing others from the commanders in Canada,
that he knew in what direction some of these bolts of war were
launched; and this calls for some further particulars of the

campaign on the banks of tRe St. Lawrence ; which we shall

give to the reader in the ensuing chapter.

CHAPTER LXIL

ARNOLD BLOCKADES QUEBEC.—HIS DIFFICULTIES. ARRIVAL OF
GENERAL WOOSTKIl, OF GENERAL THOMAS. ABORTIVE AT-
TEMPT ON QUEBEC. PREPARATIONS FOR RETREAT. SORTIE
OF CARLETON. RETREAT OF THE AMERICANS. HALT AT
POINT DESCHAMBAULT. ALARM IN THE COLONIES AT THE
RETREAT OF THE ARMY. POPULAR CLAMOR AGAINST SCHUY-
LER.—SLANDERS REFUTED.

In a former chapter, we left Arnold before the walls of Que-
bec, wounded, crippled, almost disabled, yet not disheartened

;

blockading that "proud town " with a force inferior, by half, in

number to that of the garrison. For his gallant services. Con-
gress promoted him in January to th<; rank of brigadier-general.

* Letter to the President of Congress, 5tli May,
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Throughout the winter he kept up the bh^ckade with liis

shattered army ; though had Carleton ventured upon a sortie,

he might have been forced to decamp. That cautious general,

however, remained within his walls. He was sure of reinforce-

ments from England in the spring, and, in the meantime,
trusted to the elements of dissolution at work in the besieging

army.
Arnold, in truth, had difficulties of all kinds to contend with.

His military chest was exhausted : his troops were in want of

necessaries ; to procure supplies, he was compelled to resort to

the paper money issued by Congress, which was uncurrent
among the Canadians ; he issued a proclamation making the re-

fusal to take it in payment a penal offense. This only produced
irritation and disgust. As the terms of their enlistment ex-

pired, his men claimed their discharge and returned home.
Sickness also thinned his ranks ; so that, at one time, his force

was reduced to five hundred men, and for two months, wdth all

his recruitments, of raw militia, did not exceed seven hundred.

The failure of the attack on Quebec had weakened the cause

among the Canadians ; the peasantry had been displeased 'by

the conduct of the American troops ; the}^ had once welcomed them
as deliverers ; they now began to regard them as intruders. The
seigneurs, or noblesse, also, feared to give further countenance

to an invasion, which, if defeated, might involve them in ruin.

Notwithstanding all these discouragements, Arnold still kept

up a bold face ; cut off supplies occasionally, and harassed the

place with alarms. Having repaired his batteries, he opened a

fire upon the town, but with little effect ; the best part of the

artillerists, with Lamb, their capable commander, were prison-

ers within the walls.

On the 1st day of April, General Wooster arrived from Mont-
real, with reinforcements, and took the command. The day
after his arrival, Arnold, by the falling of his horse, again re-

ceived an injury on the leg recently wounded, and was disabled

for upwards of a week. Considering himself slighted by Gen-
eral Wooster, Avho did not consult him in military affairs, he ob-

tained leave of absence until he should be recovered from his

lameness, and repaired to Montreal, where he took command.
General Thomas arrived at the camp in the course of April,

and found the army in a forlorn condition, scattered at different

posts, and on the island of Orleans. It Avas numerically in-

creased to upwards of two thousand men, but several hundred
were unfit for service. The small-pox had made great ravages.

They had inoculated each other. In their sick and debilitated

state, they were without barracks, and almost w^ithout medicine.
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A portion, wlioso term of enlistment had expired, refused to do

duty, and eliimored iov their discharge.

The winter was over, tlie river was breaking up, reinforce-

ments to tlie garrison might immediately be expected, and then

the case would be des])erate. Observing that the river about

Quebec was clear of ice. General Thomas determined on a bold

etfort. It was, to send up a fire-ship with the flood, and, while

the ships in the harbor were in flames, and the town in confu-

sion, to scale the walls.

Accordingly, on the 3rd of ISIay, the troops turned out with

scaling ladders ; the fire-shij^ came up the river under easy sail

and arrived near the shipping before it was discovered. It was
tired into. The crew applied a slow match to the train and
pulled otf. The ship was soon in a blaze, l)ut the flames caught

and consumed the sails ; her way was checked, and she drifted

off liarmlessly with the ebbing tide The rest of the plan was
of course, abandoned.

Nothing now reniai:ied but to retreat before the enemy should

be reinforced. Preparations M^ere made in all haste, to embark
the sick and the military stores. While this was taking place,

five ships made their way into the harbor, on the 6th of May,
and began to land troops. Thus reinforced. General Carleton

sallied forth, with eight hundred or a thousand men. We quote

his own letter for an account of his sortie. "As soon as part

of the 20th regiment with the marines, in all about two hundred
were landed, they, with the greatest part of the garrison, by
this time much improved, and in high spirits, marched out of

the ports of St. Louis ajid St. John's, to see what these mighty
boasters were about. They were found very busy in their prepara-

tions for a retreat. A few she s being exchanged, the line marched
forward, and the place was s >on cleared of these plunderers."

By his own account, however, these "mighty boasters" had
held him and liis garrison closely invested for five months ; had
burnt the suburbs, battered the walls, thrown red-hot shot

among the .shipping, made repeated and daring attempts to carry

tlie place by assault and stratagem, and rendered it necessary

for soldiers, sailors, marines, and even judges and other civil

officers to mount guard.* One officer declares, in a letter, that

for eighty successive nights he slept in his clothes, to be ready

in case of alarm.

All thi.s, too was effected by a handful of men, exposed in

open encampments to the rigors of a Canadian winter. If in

truth they were boasters, it must be allowed their deeds were

equal to their words.

•Carletou tu Lord (»ciniaiiie, May 14th.
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The Americans were in no condition to withstand Carleton's

unlooked-for attack. They had no intrenchnients, and could
not muster three hundred men at any point. A precipitate re-

treat was the consequence, in which baggage, artillery'; ever}'-

thing was abandoned. Even the sick were left behind, many
of whom crawled away from the camp hospitals, and took refuge
in the woods, or among the Canadian peasantry.

General Carleton did not think it prudent to engage in a

pursuit with his newl^'-landed troops. He treated the prisoners

with great humanit}', and caused the sick to be sought out in

their hiding-places, and brought to the general hospitals, with
assurances, that, when healed, they should have liberty to re-

turn to their homes.

General Thomas came to a halt at Point Descliambault, about
sixty miles above Quebec, and called a council of war to consider

what was to be done. The enemy's ships were hastening u]>

the St. Lawrence ; some were already but two or three leagues'

distance. The camp was without cannon
;
powder, forwarded

by General Schuyler, had fallen into the enemy's hands ; there

were not provisions enough to subsist the army for more than
two or three days ; the men-of-war, too, might run up the river,

intercept all their resources, and reduce them to the same ex-

tremity they had exj^erienced before Quebec. It was resolved,

therefore, to ascend the river still further.

General Thomas, however, determined to send forward the

invalids, but to remain at Point Descliambault with about five

hundred men, until he should receive orders from Montreal, and
learn whether such supplies could be forwarded immediatel}'

as would enable him to defend his position.*

The despatches of General Thomas, setting forth the dis-

astrous state of affairs, had a disheartening effect on Schuyler,

who feared the army would be obliged to abandon Canada.

Washington, on the contrary, spoke cheeringl}' on the subject.
'' We must not despair. A manly and spirited opposition only

can insure success, and prevent the enemy from improving the

advantage they have obtained." f

He regretted that the troops had not been able to make a

stand at Point Descliambault, but hoped they would maintain

a post as far down the river as possible. The lower it was, the

more important would be the advantages resulting from it, as

all the country above would be favorable, and furnish assistance

and support ; while all below would necessarily be in the power
of the enemy.

* General Thomas to Washington, May 8.

t Washington to Schuyler, May 17th.
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The tidings of the reverses in Canada and the retreat of the

American army, had spread consternation throughout the New
Hampshire Grants, and the !N^ew England frontiers, which
would now be laid open to invasion. Committees of towns and
districts assembled in various places, to consult on the alarming
state of affairs. In a time of adversH;y, it relieves the public

mind to have some individual on whom to charge its disasters.

General Schuyler, at present, was to be the victim. We have
already noticed the prejudice and ill-will, on the part of the

Xew England people, which had harassed him througliout the

campaign, and nearly driven him from the service. His
enemies now stigmatized him as tlie cause of tlie late reverses.

He had neglected, they said, to forward reinforcements and sup-

plies to the army in Canada. His magnanimity in suffering

Sir John Johnson to go at large, while in liis power, was again

misconstrued into a crime : he had thus enabled that dangerous
man to renew his hostilities. Finall}^, it w^as -insinuated that

lie was untrue to his country, if not positively' leagued w4th her

enemies.

These imputations were not generally advanced ; and when
advanced, were not generally countenanced; but a committee
of King's County appears to have given them credence, address-

ing a letter to the commander-in-chief on the subject, accom-
panied by documents.

Washington, to whom Schu^'ler's heart had been laid open
throughout all its trials, and who knew its rectitude, received

the letter and documents with indignation and disgust, and
ent copies of them to the general. " From these," said he,
" 3'ou will readily discover the diabolical and insidious arts and
schemes carrying on by the tories and friends of government to

raise distrust, dissensions, and divisions among us. Having
the utmost confidence in your integrity, and the most incontest-

able proof of your great attachment to our common country'

and its interests, I could not but look upon the charge against

you with an eye of disbelief, and sentiments of detestation and
abhorrence; nor should I liave troubled you with the matter,

had I not been informed that copies were sent to different com-
mittees, and to Governor Trumbull, which I conceived would
get abroad, and that you, should you find I had been furnished
with them, would consider my suppressing them as an evidence

of my belief, or at best of my doubts, of the charges." *

We will go forward, and give the sequel of this matter.

While the imputations in question had merely floated in public

Washington to Schuyler, May 21.
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rumor, Schuyler had taken no notice of them ;
^' but it is now,"

writes he, in reply to Washington, " a duty which I owe my-
self and my country, to detect the scoundrels, and the only

means of doing this is by requesting that an immediate inquiry

he made into the matter ; when I trust it will appear that it was
more a scheme calculated to ruin me, than to disunite and cre-

ate jealousies in the friends of America. Your Excellency, will,

therefore, please to order a court of inquiry the soonest possi-

ble ; for I cannot sit easy under such an infamous imputation

;

since on this extensive continent numbers of the most respect-

able characters may not know what your Excellency and Con-
gress do of my i)rinciples and exertions in the common cause."

He further adds :
" I am informed by persons of good credit,

that about one hundred persons, living on what are commonly
called the New Hampshire Grants, have had a design to seize

me as a tory, and perhaps still have. There never was a man
so infamously scandalized and ill-treated as I am."

We need only add, that the Berkshire committees which, in

a time of agitation and alarm, had hastily given countenance to

these imputations, investigated them deliberately in their cooler

moments, and acknowledged, in a letter to Washington, that

they were satisfied their suspicions respecting General Schuyler

were wholly groundless. " We sincerely hope," added the}',

'' his name may be handed down, with immortal honor, to the

latest posterity, as one of the great pillars of the American

CHAPTER LXIII.

GATES SENT TO PHILADELPHIA WITH THE CANADA DE-

SPATCHES. PROMOTED TO THE KANK OF MAJOR-GENERAL.
WASHINGTON SUMMONED TO PHILADELHIA. PUTNAM LEFT
IN COMMAND. CONFERENCE WITH CONGRESS. ARMY AR-
RANGEMENTS. A BOARD OF WAR INSTITUTED.—THE CLIN-

TONS OF NEW YORK. MRS. WASHINGTON INOCULATED.
REED MADE ADJUTANT-GENERAL.

As the reverses in Canada would affect the fortunes of the

Kevolution elsewhere, Washington sent General Gates to lay

the despatches concerning them before Congress. " His mili-

tary experience," said he, " and intimate acquaintance with the

situation of our affairs, will enable him to give Congress the
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fullest satisfaction about the measures necessary to be adopted
at this alarming crisis ; and, with his zeal and attachment to

the cause of America, he will have a claim to their notice and
favors."

Scarce had Gates departed on his mission (May 19th), when
Washington himself received a summons to Philadelphia, t©

advise with Congress concerning the opening campaign. He
was informed also that Gates, on the 16th of May, had been
promoted to the rank of major-general, and Mifflin to that of

brigadier-general, and a wish was intimated thai they might
take the command of Boston.

Washington prepared to proceed to Philadelphia. His gen-
eral orders issued on the lUth of May, show the anxious situ-

ation of affairs at Xew York. In case of an alarm the respective

regiments were to draw up opposite to their encampments
or quarters, until ordered to repair to the alarm posts. The
alarm signals for regulars, militia, and the inhabitants of the
cit3', were, in the daytime, two cannon fired from the rampart
at Fort George, and a flag hoisted on the top of Washington's
liead-cpiarters. In the night, two cannon fired as above, and
two lighted lanterns hoisted on the top of head-quarters."*

In his parting instructions to Putnam, wlio, as the oldest

major-general in the city, would have the command during his

b.sence, Washington informed him of the intention of the
Provincial Congress of New York to seize the principal tories

a:A disaffected persons in the city, and the surrounding country,

jc.si^ecially on Long Island, and authorized him to afford military

'id, if required, to carry the same into execution. He was also

send Lord Stirling, Colonel Putnam the engineer, and
/olonel Knox, if he could be spared, up to the Highlands, to

examine the state of the forts and garrisons, and report what
was necessary to put them in a posture of defense. Their gar-

ri.<ons were chiefly composed of parts of a regiment of New
York troops, commanded by Colonel James Clinton, of Ulster
County, and were said to be sufficient.

« The followhig statement of the batteries at New York, we find dated
May22d :—
The Grand Battery, on the south part of the town.
Fort Georrje, immediately above it.

White Hall Battery, on tlie left of the Grand Battery.
Oyster Battery, behind General Washington's head-quarters.
Grenadier Battery, near the Brew House on the North Itiver.

Jer.fcy Battery, on the left of the Grenadier Battery.
Bayard's Hill Redoubt, on Bayard's Hill.

Spenrer Hedorihf, on the hill where his brigade is encamped.
Wuterbvry'H Battery, (fascines), on a wliaii below this hill.

Badlanis Bedoiibty ou a hill near the Jews' burying gound.
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The general, accompanied by Mrs. Washington, departed

from Kew York on the 21st of May, and they were invited by
Mr. Hancock, the President of Congress, to be his guests during
their sojourn at Philadelphia.

Lee, when he heard of Washington's visit there, argued good
effects from it. " I am extremely glad, dear general," writes

he, "that you are in Philadelphia, for their councils sometimes
lack a little of military electricity."

Washington, in his conferences with Congress, appears to

have furnished this electricit}^ He roundly expressed his con-

viction, that no accommodation could be effected with Great

Britain, on acceptable terms. Ministerialists had declared in

Parliament, that, the sword being drawn, the most coercive

measures would be persevered in, until there was complete sub-

mission. The recent subsidizing of foreign troops was a part

of this policy, and indicated unsparing hostility. A protracted

war, therefore, was inevitable ; but it would be impossible to

carry it on successfully with the scanty force actually em-
bodied, and with transient enlistments of militia.

In consequence of his representations, resolutions were passed

in Congress that soldiers should be enlisted for three years, with

a bounty of ten dollars for each recruit ; that the army at New
York should be reinforced until the first of December, with

thirteen thousand eight hundred militia ; that gondolas and fire-

rafts should be built, to prevent the men-of-war and enemy's

ships from coming into New York Bay, or the Narrows ; and
that a flying camp of ten thousand militia, furnished by Penn-
sylvania, Delaware, and Maryland, and likewise engaged until

the 1st of December, should be stationed in the Jerseys for the

defense of the Middle colonies. Washington, was, moreover,

empowered, in case of emergency, to call on the neighboring

colonies for temporary aid with their militia.

Another important result of his conferences with Congress

was the establishment of a war office. Military affairs had
hitherto been referred in Congress to committees casually ap-

pointed, and had consequently been subject to great irregularity

and neglect. Henceforth a permanent committee, entitled " the

Board of War and Ordnance," was to take cognizance of them.

The first board was composed of five members ; John Adams,
Colonel Benjamin Harrison, Eoger Sherman, James Wilson,

and Edward Butledge ; with Richard Peters as secretary. It

went into operation on the 12th of June.

While at Philadelphia, Washington had frequent consulta-

tions with George Clinton, one of the delegates from New York,

concerning the interior defenses of that province, especially
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those connected with the security of the Higlilands of the Hud-
son, wliere part of the regiment of Colonel Jamos Clinton, the

hrother of the delegate, was stationed. The important part

which these brothers were soon to act in the military affairs of

that province, and ultimately in its political history, entitles

them to a special notice.

They were of the old Clinton stock of England, being de-

scended from General James Clinton, an adherent of royalty in

the time of the civil wars, but who passed over to Ireland, after

the death of Charles T. Their father, Charles Clinton, grandson
'•fthe general, emigrated to America in 1729, and settled in

Ulster, now Orange County, just above the Highlands of the

Hudson. Though not more than fifty miles from the city of

New York, it was at that time on the borders of a wilderness,

where every house had at times to be a fortress. Charles Clin-

ton, like most men on our savage frontier in those days, was a

warrior by necessity, if not by choice. He took an active part

in Indian and French wars, commanded a provincial regiment
stationed at Fort Herkimer, joined in the expedition under Gen-
ial Bradstreet, when it passed up the valley of the Mohawk,

and was present at the capture of Fort Frontenac. His sons,

James and George, one twenty, the other seventeen years of

age, served in the same campaign, the one as captain, the other

as lieutenant"; thus taking an early lesson in that school of

American soldiers, the French war,

James, whose propensities were always military, continued in

the provincial army until the close of that war ; and afterwards,

when settled on an estate in Ulster County, was able and active

in organizing its militia. George applied himself to the law,

and became successful at the bar, in the same county. Their
father, having lafd aside the sword, occupied for many years,

with discernment and integrity, the honorable station of Judge
of the Court of Common Pleas. He died in Ulster County, in

1773, in the eighty-third year of his age, " in full view of that

Revolution in which his sons were to act distinguished parts."

With his latest breath he charged them " to stand by the liber-

ties of their country."

They needed no such admonition. From the very first, they
had been heart and hand in the cause. George had championed
it for years in the New York legislature, signalizing himself by
his zeal as one of an intrepid minority in opposing ministerial

oppression. He had but recently taken his seat as delegate to

tne Continental Congress.
James Clinton, aj>pointed colonel on tlu; .30th of June, 1775,

had served with his regiment of New York troops under Mont-
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gomery at the seige of St. John's and the capture of Montreiil,

after which he had returned home. He had subsequently been
appointed to the command of a regiment in one of the four bat-

talions raised for the defense of New York. We shall soon have
occasion to speak further of these patriot brothers.

The prevalence of the small-pox had frequently rendered
Washington uneasy on Mrs. Washington's account during her
visits to the army ; he was relieved, therefore, by her submitting
to inoculation during their sojourn in Philadelphia, and having
a very favorable time.

He was gratified, also, by procuring the appointment of his

late secretary, Joseph Keed, to the post of adjutant-general, va-

cated by the promotion of General Gates, thus placing him once
more by his side.

CHAPTER LXIV.

AFFAIRS IX CANADA. DISASTER AT THE CEDARS. HOSTILE
DESIGNS OF THE JOHNSONS. A BLOODY SUMMER EXPECTED.
FORTS IN THE HIGHLANDS. COLONEL JAMES. CLINTON IN

COMMAND. FORTIFICATIONS AT KING's BRIDGE AND ON
LONG ISLAND.

Despatches from Canada continued to be disastrous. Gen-
eral Arnold, who was in command at Montreal, had established

a post on the St. Lawrence, about forty miles above that

place, on a point of land called the Cedars ; Adhere he had sta-

tioned Colonel Bedel, with about four hundred men, to prevent

goods being sent to the enemy, in the upper country, and to

guard against surprise from them, or their Indians.

In the latter part of May, Colonel Bedel received intelligence

that a large body of British, Canadians, and Indians, under
the command of Captain Forster, were coming down from Os-

wegatchie, to attack him. Leaving Major Butterfield in com-
mand of the post, he hastened down to Montreal to obtain rein-

forcements. Arnold immediately detached one hundred men,
under Major Shelburne, and prepared to follow in person, with

a much greater force. In the meantime, the post at the Cedars
had been besieged, and Major Butterfield intimidated into a

surrender, by a threat from Captain Forster, that resistance

would jDrovoke a massacre of his whole garrison by the Indians.

The reinforcements under Maior Shelburne were assailed with'
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in four miles of the Cedars, by a large party <»£ savages, and
<aptured after a sharp skirmish, in which several were killed

on both sides.

Arnold received word of these disasters while on the march.

He instantly sent forward some Caughnawaga Indians, to

overtake the savages, and demand a surrender of the prisoners
;

with a threat that, in case of a refusal, and that any of them
were murdered, he would sacrifice every Indian who fell into

his hands, and would follow the offenders to their towns, and
destroy them by fire and sword. He now embarked four hun-

dred of his men in bateaux, and pushed on with the remainder
by land. Arriving at St. Ann's, above the rapids of the St.

Lawrence, he discovered several of the enemy's bateaux, taking

the prisoners off from an island, a league distant. It was a

tormenting sight, as it was not in his power to relieve them.

His bateaux were a league behind, coming up the rapids very
slowly. He sent several expresses to hurry them. It was sun- .

set before they arrived and he could embark all his people ; in

the meantime, his Caughnawaga messengers returned with an
answer from the savages. They had five hundred prisoners

collected together, they said, at Quinze Chiens, where they
were posted ; should he offer to land and attack them, they

would kill every prisoner, and give no quarter to any who should

fall into their hands thereafter.
'• Words cannot express my feelings," writes Arnold, " at

the delivery of this message. Torn by the conflicting passions

of revenge and humanity ; a sufficient force to take ample re-

enge, raging for action, urged me on one hand, and humanity for

ve hundred unhappy wretches, who were on the point of being
crificed, if our vengeance was not delayed, pleaded equally

strong on the other." In this situation, he ordered the boats

to row immediately for the island, whither he had seen the

enemy taking their prisoners. Before he reached it, the savages

had conveyed them all away, excepting five, whom he found
naked, and almost starved, and one or two, whom, being unwell,

they had butchered. Arnold now pushed for Quinze Chiens,

about four miles distant, on the mainland. Here was the whole
force of the enemy, civilized and savage, intrenched and forti-

fied. As Arnold approached, they opened a fire upon his boats,

with small arms, and two brass six-pounders. He rowed near
the land without returning a shot. By this time it was
too dark to distinguish anything on shore, and being unac-

quainted with the ground, he judged it prudent to return to

St. John^s.

Here he called a council of war, and it was determined to at-
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tack the eiieDi}^ early in the morning. In the course of the

night, a flag was sent by Captain Forster, with articles for an
exchange of prisoners which had been entered into by him and
Major Shelburne. As the terms were not equal, they were ob-

jected to by Arnold, and a day passed before they were ad-

justed. A cartel was then signed, by which the prisoners, con-

sisting of two majors, nine captains, twenty subalterns, and
four hundred and forty-three privates, were to be exchanged for

an equal number of British prisoners of the same rank, and
were to be sent to the south shore of the St. Lawrence, near

Caughnawaga, whence to return to their homes, i^ine days
were allowed for the delivery of the prisoners, during which
time hostilities should be suspended.

Arnold, in a letter to the commissioners of Congress then at

Montreal, giving an account of this arrangement, expressed

his indignation at the conduct of the king's officers, in employ-
ing savages to screen their butcheries, and suffering their pris-

oners to be killed in cold blood. " I intend being with you
this evening, added he," " to consult on some effectual meas-
ures to take with these savages, and still more savage British

troops, who are still at Quinze Chiens. As soon as our prisoners

are released, I hope it will be in our power to take ample ven-

geance, or nobly fall in the attempt." *

The accounts which reached Washington of these affairs

were vague and imperfect, and kept him for some days in pain-

ful suspense. The disasters at the Cedars were attributed en-

tirely to the base and cowardly conduct of Bedel and Butter-

worth, and he wrote to Schuyler to have good courts appointed,

and bring them, and every other officer guilty of misconduct to

trial.

"The situation of our affairs in Canada," observes he, "is

truly alarming. I sincerely wish the next letters from the

northward may not contain the melancholy advices of General
Arnold's defeat, and the loss of Montreal. The most vigorous

exertions will be necessary to retrieve our circumstances there,

and I hope you will strain every nerve for that purpose. Un-
less it can be done now, Canada will be lost to us forever.'^

While his mind was agitated by these concerns, letters from
Schuyler showed that mischief was brewing in another quarter.

Colonel Guy Johnson, accompanied by Sachem Brant and the

Butlers, had been holding councils with the Indians, and de-

signed, it was said, to come back to the Mohawk country, at the

head of a British and savage force. A correspondence was car-

* Arnold to the Commissioners of Congress, 27th May.
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ried on between him and his cousin, Sir John Johnson, who
was said to be preparing to cooperate with his Scotch dependents
and Indian allies.

Considering this a breach of Sir John's parole, Schuyler had
sent Colonel Elias Dayton with a force to apprehend him. Sir

John, with a number of his armed tenants, retreated for refuge

among the Indians, on the borders of the lakes. Dayton took

temporary possession of Johnson Hall, placed guards about it,

seized upon Sir John's papers, and read them in presence of

Lady Johnson, and subsequently conveyed her ladyship as a

kind of hostage to Albau}'.

Shortly afterwards came further intelligence of the designs

of the Johnsons. Sir John with his Scotch warriors and Indian
allies, was said to be actually coming down the valley of the

^lohawk, bent on revenge, and prepared to lay everything waste
;

and Schuyler collecting a force at Albany to oppose him.
Washington instantly wrote to Schuyler, to detach Colonel

Da^'ton with his regiment on that service, with instructions to

secure a post where Fort Stanwix formerly stood, in the time
of the French war. As to Schuyler himself, Washington, on
his own responsibility, directed him to hold a conference with
the Six Nations, and with any others, whom he and his brother

commissioners on Indian affairs might think necessary, and
secure their active services, without waiting further directions

from Congress—thit body having recently resolved to employ
rlie Indian allies in the war, the enemy having set the example.

" We expect a bloody summer in New York and Canada,"
writes Washington to his brother Augustine, " and I am sorry

to say that we are not, either in men or arms, prepared for it.

However, it is to be hoped, that, if our cause is just, as I

most religiously believe it, the same Providence which has in

many instances appeared for us, will still go on to afford its

aid."

Lord Stirling, who, by Washington's orders, had visited and
inspected the defenses in the Highlands, rendered a report of

their condition, of which we give the purport. Fort Montgom-
ery, at the lower part of the Highlands, was on the west
bank of the river, north of Dunderberg (or Thunder Hill). It

was situated on a bank one hundred feet high. The river at

tliat place was about half a mile wide. Opposite the fort was
the promontory of Anthony's Nose, many hundred feet high,

accessible only to goats, or men expert in climbing. A body of

riflemen stationed here, might command the decks of vessels.

Fort Montgomery appeared to Lord Stirling the proper plilce

for a guard post.
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Fort Coiistitntiou was about six miles higher up the river,

oil a rocky island of the same name, at a narrow strait where
the Huflson, shouldered by precipices, makes a sudden bend
round West Point. A redoubt, in the opinion of Lord Stirling,

would be needed on the point, not only for the preservation of

Fort Constitution but for its own importance.

The garrison of that fort consisted of two companies of

Colonel James Clinton's regiment, and Captain Wisner's com-
pany of minute men, in all one hundred and sixty rank and
file. Fort Montgomery was garrisoned by three companies of

the same regiment, about two hundred rank and file. Both
garrisons were miserabl^'^ armed. The direction of the works
of both forts was in the hands of commissioners appointed by
the Provincial Congress of Xew York. The general command
of the posts required to be adjusted. Several persons accused

of being " notorious tories," had recently been sent into Fort

Montgomery by the district committees of the counties of Al-

bany, Dutchess, and Westchester, with directions to the com-
manding officers, to keep them at hard labor until their further

order. They were employed upon the fortifications.

In view of all these circumstances, AVashington, on the 14th

of June, ordered Colonel James Clinton to take command of

both posts, and of all the troops stationed at them. He seemed
a lit custodian for them, having been a soldier from his youth

;

brought up on a frontier subject to Indian alarms and incur-

sions, and acquainted with the strong points and fastnesses of

the Highlands.
King's Bridge, and the heights adjacent, considered by

General Lee of the utmost importance to the communication
between New York and the mainland, and to the security of

the Hudson, were reconnoitered by Washington on horseback,

about the middle of the month ; ordering where works sliould

be laid out. Breastworks were to be thrown up for the de-

fense of the bridge, and an advanced work (subsequently called

Fort Independence), was to be built bej^ond it, on a hill com-
manding Spyt den Duivel Creek, as that inlet of the Hudson
is called, which links it with the Harlaem River.

A strong work, intended as a kind of citadel, was to crown
a rocky height between two and three miles south of the bridge,

commanding the channel of the Hudson ; and below it were to

be redoubts on the banks of the river at Jeffrey's Point. In
honor of the general, the citadel received the name of Fort

Washington.
^Colonel Rufus Putnam was the principal engineer, who had
the direction of the works. General Mifflin encamped in
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tlieir vicinit}', with part of the two battalions from Peniisyl-

vauia, to be employed in their construction, aided by the

militia.

Wliile these preparations were made for the protection of

the Hudson, the works about Brooklyn on Long Island were
i-irried on with great activity, under the superintendence of

(reneral Greene. In a word, the utmost exertions were made
at every point, to put the city, its environs, and the Hudson
Iviver, in a state of defense, before the arrival of another hostile

armament. *

CHAPTER LXV.

RETREAT OF GENERAL THOMAS. HIS DEATH. GENERAL SUL-

LIVAN IN COMMAND.—SCENE ON THE SOREL.—SANGUINE

I

Sullivan's character.—gates appointed to the com-
mand IN CANADA. REINFORCEMENTS OF THE ENEMY.
REVERSES. THOMPSON CAPTURED. RETREAT OF SULLIVAN.

CLOSE OF THE INVASION OF CANADA.

Operations in Canada were drawing to a disastrous close.

( reneral Thomas, finding it impossible to make a stand at Point
I )eschambault, had continued his retreat to the mouth of the

Sorel, where he found General Thompson with part of the

troops detached by Washington, from New York, who were
making some preparations for defense. Shortly after his ar-

rival, he was taken ill with the small-pox, and removed to

Chamblee. He had prohibited inoculation among his troops,

because it put too many of their scanty number on the sick list

;

he probably fell a victim to his own prohibition, as he died of

that malady on the 2d of June.

On his death, General Sullivan, who had recently arrived,

witli the main detachment of troops from New York, succeeded
to tlio command, General Wooster having been recalled. He
advanced immediately with his brigade to the mouth of the

Sorel, where he found General Thompson with but very few
troops to defend that post, having detached Colonel St. Clair,

with six or seven hundred men, to Three Kivers, about fifty

miles down the St. Lawrence, to give check to an advanced
corps of the enemy of about eight hundred regulars and Cana-
dians, under the veteran Scot,- Colonel Maclean. In the mean-
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time General Thompson, who was left with but two hundred
men to defend his post, was sending off his sick and his heav^'

baggage, to be prepared for a retreat, if necessary. " It really

was affecting," writes Sullivan to /Washington, "to see the

banks of the Sorel lined with men, women, and children, leap-

ing and clapping their hands for joy, to see me arrive
; it gave

no less joy to General Thompson, who seemed to be wliolly

forsaken, and left to fight against an unequal force or retreat

before them."
Sullivan proceeded forthwith to complete the works on tht

Sorel ; in tlie meantime he detached General Thompson with
additional troops to overtake St. Clair, and assume command of

tlie whole party, which would then amount to two thousand
men. He was by no means to attack the encampment at Three
liivers, unless there was great prospect of success, as his defeat

might jjrove the total loss of JCanada. " I have the highest

opinion of the bravery and resolution of the troops you com-
mand," says Sullivan in his instructions, "and doubt not but,

under the direction of a kind Providence, you will open the

way for our recovering that ground which former troops have
so shamefully lost."

Sullivan's letter to Washington, written at the same time, is

full of sanguine anticipation. It was his fixed determination

to gain post at Deschambault, and fortify it so as to make it inac-

cessible. " The enemy's ships are now above that place," writes

he ;
" but if General Thomj^son succeeds at three Rivers, I will

soon remove the ships below^ Richelieu Falls, and after that, ap-

proach Quebec as fast as possible."
" Our affairs here," adds he, " have taken a strange turn

since our arrival. The Canadians are flocking by hundreds to

take a j^art with us. The only reason of their disaffection was,

because our exertions were so feeble that they doubted much of

our success, and even of our ability to protect them.
" I venture to assure you, and the Congress, that I can in a

few days reduce the army to order, and with the assistance of a

kind Providence, put a new face to our affairs here, which a

few days since seemed almost impossible."

The letter of Sullivan gave Washington an unexpected
gleam of sunshine. " Before it came to hand," writes he in

reply, " I almost dreaded to hear from Canada, as my advices

seemed to promise nothing favorable, but rather further mis-

fortunes. But I now hope that our affairs, from the confused,

distracted, and almost forlorn state in which you found them,
will change, and assume an aspect of order and success." Still

his sagacious mind perceived a motive for this favorable color-
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ing of affairs. Sullivan was aiming at the command in Canada

;

and Washington soberly weighed his merits for the appoint-

ment, in a letter to the President of Congress. " He is active,

spirited, and zealously attached to the cause. He has his wants
and he has his foibles. The latter are manifested in his little

tincture of vanity, and in an over-desire of being popular, which
now and then lead him into embarrassments. His wants are com-
mon to us all. He wants experience to move upon a grand scale

;

for the limited and contracted knowledge, which any of us have
in military matters, stands in very little stead.'' This want
was overbalanced, on the part of General Sullivan, by sound
judgment, some acquaintance with men and books, and an en-

terprising genius.
" As the security of Canada is of the last importance to the

well-being of these colonies," adds Wa'shington, " I should like

to know the sentiments of Congress, respecting the nomination
of any officer to that command. The character I have drawn
of General Sullivan is just, according to my ideas of him. Con-
gress will therefore determine upon the propriety of continuing

him in Canada, or sending another, as they shall see fit."
*

Scarce had Washington despatched this letter, when he re-

ceived one from the President of Congress, dated the 18th of

June, informing him that Major-general Gates had been ap-

pointed to command the forces in Canada, and requesting him
to expedite his departure as soon as possible. The appointment
of Gates has been attributed to the influence of the eastern del-

egates, with whom he was a favorite ; indeed, during his sta-

tion at Boston, he had been highly successful in cultivating the

good graces of che Xew England people. He departed for his

command on the 26th of June, vested with extraordinary

powers for the regulation of affairs in that "distant, dangerous,

and shifting scene." " I would fain hope," writes Washington,
" his arrival there will give our affairs a complexion different

from what they have worn for a long time past, and that many
essential benefits will result from it."

• Despatches just received from General Sullivan, had given a
different picture of affairs in Canada from that contained in

his previous letter. In fact, when he wrote that letter, he was
ignorant of the actual force of the enemy in Canada, which had
recently been augmented to about 13,000 men ; several regi-

ments having arrived from Ireland, one from England, another
from General Howe, and a body of Brunswick troops under the

Baron Reidesel. Of these, the greater part were on the way up
from Quebec in divisions, by land and water, with Generali

* Washington to the President of Congress, July 12, 1776-
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Carleton, Burgoyne, Philips, and Reidesel ; while a consider-

able number under General Frazer had arrived at Three Rivers,

and others, under General Nesbit, lay near them on board of

transports.

Sullivan's despatch dated on the 8th of June, at the moutli

of the Sorel, began in his former sanguine vein, anticipating

the success of General Thompson's expedition to Three Rivers.
" He has proceeded in the manner proposed, and made his attack

at daylight, for at that time a very heavy cannonading began,

which lasted with some intervals to twelve o'clock. It is now
near one P. M. ; the firing has ceased, except some irregular

firing with cannon, at a considerable distance of time one from
the other. At eight o'clock a very heavy firing of small arms
was heard even here, at the distance of forty-five miles. I am
almost certain that victory has declared in our favor, as the

irregular firing of the cannon for such a length of time after

the small-arms ceased, shows that our men are in possession of

the ground."

The letter was kept open to give the particulars of this

supposed victory ; it closed with a dismal reverse. General
Thompson had coasted in bateaux along the right bank of the

river at that expanse called Lake St. Pierre, and arrived at

Nicolete, where he found St. Clair and his detachment. He
crossed the river in the night, and landed a few miles above
Three Rivers, intending to surprise the enemy before daylight

;

he was not aware at the time that additional troops had arrived

under General Burgoyne.
After landing, he marched with rapidity towards Three

Rivers, but was led by treacherous guides into a morass, and
obliged to return back nearly two miles. Day broke, and he
was discovered from the ships. A cannonade was opened upon
his men as they made their way slowly for an hour and a half

through a swamp. At length they arrived in sight of Three
Rivers, but it was to find a large force drawn up in battle array,

under General Frazer, by whom they were warmly attacked,

and after a brief stand thrown into confusion. Thompson
attempted to rally his troops, and partly succeeded, until a fire

was opened upon them in rear by Nesbit, who had landed from
his ships. Their rout now was complete. General Thompson,
Colonel Irvine, and about two hundred men were captured,

twenty-five were slain, and the rest pursued for several miles

through a deep swamp. After great fatigues, and sufferings they
were able to get on board of their boats, which had been kept
from falling into the hands of the enemy. In these they made
their way back to the Sorel, bringing General Sullivan a sad

explanation of all the firing he had heard, and the alarming in-
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telligence of the overpoweringforce that was comingup the river.

" This, my dear general," writes Sullivan, in the conclusion

of his letter, '' is the state of this unfortunate enterprise.

AVhat you will next hear I cannot say. I am every moment
informed of the vast number of the enemy which have arrived.

I haVe only two thousand five hundred and thirty-three rank
and file. Most of the officers seem discouraged, and of course,

their men, I am employed day and night in fortifying and
securing my camp, and am determined to hold it as long as a

person will stick by me.''

He had, indeed, made the desperate resolve to defend the

mouth of the Sorel, but was induced to abandon it by the un-
animous opinion of his officers, and the evident unwillingness

of his troops. Dismantling his batteries, therefore, he retreated

with his artillery and stores, just before the arrival of the

enemy, and was followed, step by step along the Sorel, by a

strong column under General Burgoyne.
On the 18th of June he was joined by General Arnold with

three hundred men, the garrison of Montreal, who had crossed

at Longueil just in time to escape a large detachment of the

enemy. Thus reinforced, and the evacuation of Canada being
determined on in a council of war, Sullivan succeeded in destroy-

ing everything at Chamblee and St. John's that he could not

carry away, breaking down bridges, and leaving forts and ves-

sels in flames, and continued his retreat to the Isle aux Noix,
where he made a halt for some days, until he should receive

positive orders from Washington or General Schuyler. In a

letter to Washington, he observes, " I am extremely sorry it

was not in my power to fulfill your Excellency's wishes, by
leading on our troops to victory." After stating the reason of

his failure, he adds, " I think we shall secure all the public

stores and baggage of the army, and secure our retreat with
very little loss. Whether we shall have well men enough to

carry them on, I much doubt, if we don't remove quickly ; un-

less Heaven is pleased to restore health to this wretched army,
now, perhaps, the most pitiful one that ever was formed."
The low, unhealthy situation of the Isle aux Noix, obliged

him soon to remove his camp to the Isle La Motte, whence, on
receiving orders to that effect from General Schuyler, he
ultimately embarked with his forces, sick and well, for Crown
Point.

Thus ended this famous invasion ; an enterprise bold in its

conceptions, daring and hardy in its execution ; full of ingeni-

ous expedients, and hazardous exploits ; and which, had not
unforeseen circumstances counteracted its well-devised plans,

might have added all Canada to the American Confederacy.
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CHAPTER LXVI.

DESIGNS OF THE ENEMY AGAINST NEW YOKK AND THE HUDSON.
PLOT OF TRYON AND THE TORIES. ARRIVAL OF A FLEET.
ALARM POSTS. TREACHERY UP THE HUDSON. FRESH AR-

RIVALS. GENERAL HOWE AT STATEN ISLAND. WASHING-
TON'S PREPARATIONS.

The great aim of the British, at present, was to get pos-

session of New York and the Hudson, and make them the

basis of military operations. This they hoped to effect on the

arrival of a powerful armament, hourly expected, and designed
for operations on the seaboard.

At this critical juncture there was an alarm of a conspiracy

among the tories "in the city and on Long Island, suddenly to

take up arms and cooperate with the British troops on their

arrival. The wildest reports were in circulation concerning it.

Some of the tories were to break down King's Bridge, others

were to blow up the magazines, spike the guns, and massacre
all the field-officers. Washington was to be killed or delivered

up to the enemy. Some of his own body-guard were said to

be in the plot.

Several publicans of the city were pointed out, as having
aided or abetted the plot. One was landlord of the " High-
lander," at the corner of Beaver Street and Broadway. An-
other dispensed liquor under the sign of " Robin Hood."
Another, named Lowry, described as a "fat man in a blue

coat," kept tavern in a low house opposite the Oswego market.

Another, James Houlding, kept a beer-house in Tryon Bow,
opposite the gates of the upper barracks. It would seem as if

a network of corruption and treachery had been woven through-

out the city by means of these liquor dealers. One of the most
noted, however, was Corbie, whose tavern was said to be " to

the southeast of General Washington's house, to the westward
of Bayard's Woods, and north of Lispenard's Meadows," from
which it would appear that, at that time, the general was
quartered at what was formerly called Richmond Hill; a

mansion surrounded by trees, at a short distance from the city,

in rather an isolated situation.

A committee of the New York Congress, of which John Jay
was chairman, traced the plot up to Governor Tryon, who, from
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his safe retreat on shipboard, acted through agents on shore.

The most important of these was David Matthews, the tory

mayor of the city. He was accused of disbursing money to

enlist men, purchase arii>s, and corrupt the soldiery.

Washington was authorized and requested by the committee,

to cause the mayor to be apprehended, and all his papers

secured. Matthews was at that time residing at Flatbush on
Long Island, at no great distance from General Greene's en-

campment. Washington transmitted the warrant of the com-
mittee to the general on the 21st, with directions that it should
" be executed with precision, and exactly by one o'clock of the

ensuing morning, by a careful officer."

Precisely at the hour of one, a detachment from Greene's

brigade surrounded the house of the mayor, and secured his

person ; but no papers were found, though diligent search was
made.
Numerous others arrests took place, and among the number,

some of Washington's body-guard. A great dismay fell upon
the tories. Some of those on Long Island who had proceeded

to arm themselves, finding the plot discovered, sought refuge in

woods and morasses. Washington directed that those arrested,

who belonged to the army, should be tried by a court-martial,

and the rest handed over to the secular power.

According to statements made before the committee, five

guineas bounty was offered by Governor Tryon to each man who
should enter the king's service ; with a promise of two hundred
acres of land for himself, one hundred for his wife, and fifty for

each child. The men thus recruited were set to act on shore,

in co6peration with the king's troops when they came.

Corbie's tavern, near Washington's quarters, was a kind of

rendezvous of the conspirators. There one Gilbert Forbes, a

gunsmith, "a short, thick man, with a white coat," enlisted

men, gave them money, and "swore them on the book to

secrecy." From this house a correspondence was kept up with
Governor Tryon on shipboard, through, a " mulatto-colored

negro, dressed in blue clothes." At this tavern it was supposed
Washington's body-guards were tampered with. Thomas
Hickey, one of the guards, a dark-complexioned man, five feet

six inches high, and well set, was said not only to be enlisted,

but to have aided in corrupting his comrades ; among others,

Green the drummer, and Johnson the fifer.

It was further testified before the committee, that one Ser-

geant Graham, an old soldier, formerly of the royal artillery, had
been employed by Governor Tryon to prowl round and survey
the grounds and works about the city, and on Long Island, and
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that, on information thus procured, a plan of operations had
been concerted. On the arrival of the fleet, a man-of-war should

cannonade the battery at Ked Hook ; while that was doing, a

detachment of the army should land i)elow with cannon, and by
a circuitous marck surprise and storm the works on Long
Island. The shipping then, with the remainder of the army,

were to divide, one part to run up the Hudson, the other up the

East Kiver ; troops were to land above New York, secure the

pass at King's Bridge, and cut off all communication between
the city and country.*

Much of the evidence given was of a dubious kind. It was
certain that persons had secretly been enlisted, and sworn to

hostile operations, but Washington did not think that any
regular plan had been digested by the conspirators. "The
matter," writes he, " I am in hopes, by a timely discovery, will

be suppressed." f
According to the mayor's own admission before the commit-

tee, he had been cognizant of attempts to enlist tories and
corrupt Washington's guards, though he declared he had dis-

countenanced them. He had on one occasion, also, at the request

of Governor Tryon, paid money for him to Gilbert Forbes, the

gunsmith, for rifles and round-bored guns which he had already

furnished, and for others which he was to make. He had done

so, however (according to his account), with great reluctance,

and after much hesitation and delay, warning the gunsmith
that he would be hanged if found out. The mayor, with a num-
ber of others, were detained in prison to await a trial.

Thomas Hickey, the individual of Washington's guard, was
tried before a court-martial. He was an Irishman, and had
been a deserter from the British army. The court-martial found
him guilty of mutiny and sedition, and treacherous correspond-

ence with the enemy, and sentenced him to be hanged.

The sentence was approved by Washington, and was carried

promptly into effect, in the most solemn and impressive manner
to serve as a warning and example in this time of treachery and
danger. On the morning of the 28th, all the officers and men
off duty, belonging to the brigades of Heath, Spencer, Stirling,

and Scott, assembled under arms at their respective parades at

ten o'clock, and marched thence to the ground. Twenty men
from each brigade, with bayonets fixed, guarded the prisoner to

the place of execution, which was a field near the Bowery Lane.

There he was hanged in the presence, we are told, of nearly

twenty thousand persons.

* Am. Archives, 5th Series, vi. 1177.

t Washington to the President of Congress, June 28.
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While the city was still brooding over this doleful spectacle,

four ships-of-war, portentous visitants, appeared off the Hook,

stood quietly in at the Narrows, and dropped anchor in the

bay.

In his orderly book, Washington expressed a hope that the

unhappy fate of Thomas Hickey, executed that day for mutiny,

sedition, and treachery, would be a warning to every soldier in

the line to avoid the crimes for which he suffered.*

On the 29^th of June, an express from the lookout on Staten

Island, announced that forty sail were in sight. They were, in

fact, ships from Halifax, bringing between nine and ten thou-

sand of the troops recently expelled from Boston, together with

six transports filled with Highland troops, which had joined

the fleet at sea. At sight of this formidable armament stand-

ing into the harbor, Washington instantly sent notice of its ar-

rival to Colonel James Clinton, who had command of the posts

in the Highlands, and urged all possible preparations to give

the enemy a warm reception should they push their frigates up
the river.

According to general orders issued from head-quarters on the

following day (June 30), the officers and men, not on duty
were to march from their respective regimental parades to

* As a specimen of the reports, which circulated throughout the coun-
try, concerning this conspiracy, we give an extract from a letter, written
from Wethersfield, in Connecticut, 9th of July, 1776, by the Reverend
John Marsh.

" You have heard of the infernal plot that has been discovered.
About ten days before any of the conspirators were taken up, a woman
went to the general and desired a private audience. He granted it to

her, and she let him know that his life was in danger, and gave him
such an account of the conspiracy as gained his confidence. He opened
the matter to a few friends, on whom he could depend. A strict watch
was kept night and day, until a favorable opportunity occurred; when
the general went to bed as usual, arose about two o'clock, told his lady
he was a-going, with some of the Provincial Congress, to order some
tories seized-desired she would make herself easy, and go to sleep. He
went off without any of his aides-de-camp, except the captain of his
life-guard, was joined by a number of chosen men, with lanterns,and
proper instniments to break open houses, and before six o'clock next
morning, had forty men under guard at the City Hall, among whom
was the mayor of the city, several merchants, and five or six of his own
life-guard. Ui)on examination, one Forbes confessed that the plan was
to af^sassinate the general, and as many of the superior officers as they
could, and to blow up the magazine upon the appearance of the enemy's
fleet, and to go off in boats prepared for thatpnrpose to join the enemy.
Thomas Hickey, who has be<;n executed, went from this place. Ho
came from Ireland a few years ago. What will be done with the mayor
Is uncertain. He can't be tried by court-martial, and, it is said, there
is no law of that colony by which he can be condemned. - May he have
his deserts,"
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their alarm posts, at least once every day, that they might be-

come well acquainted with them. They were to go by routes

least exposed to a fire from the shipping, and all the officers,

from the highest to the lowest, were to make themselves well

acquainted with the grounds. Upon a signal of the enemy's
approach, or upon any alarm, all fatigue parties were immedi-
ately to repair to their respective corps, with their arms, am-
munition, and accoutrements, ready for instant action.

It was ascertained that the ramifications of the conspiracy

lately detected, extended up the Hudson. Many of the dis-

affected in the upper counties were enlisted in it. The com-
mittee of safety at Cornwall, in Orange County, sent word to

Colonel James Clinton, Fort Constitution, of the mischief that

was brewing. James Haff, a tory, had confessed before them,

that he was one of a number who were to join the British

troops as soon as they should arrive. It was expected the

latter would push up the river and land at Verplanck's Point

;

whereupon the guns at the forts in the Highlands were to be

spiked by soldiers of their own garrisons ; and the tories

throughout the country were to be up in arms.*

Clinton received letters, also, from a meeting of committees
in the precincts of Newburg, apprising him that persons dan-

gerous to the cause were lurking in that neighborhood, and re-

questing him to detach twenty-five men under a certain lieuten-

ant acquainted with the woods, " to aid in getting some of

these rascals apprehended and secured."

While city and country were thus agitated by apprehensions

of danger, internal and external, other arrivals swelled the

number of ships in the bay of New York to one hundred and
thirty, men-of-war and transports. They made no movement
to ascend the Hudson, but anchored off Staten Island, where
they landed their troops, and the hill-sides were soon whitened
with their tents.

In the frigate Greyhound, one of the four ships which first

arrived, came General Howe. He had preceded the fleet in

order to confer with Governor Tryon, and inform himself of

the state of affairs. In a letter to his government he writes :

" I met with Governor Tryon on board of a ship at the Hook,
and many gentlemen, fast friends of government, attending him,

from whom I have the fullest information of the state of the

rebels We passed the Narrows with three ships-

of-war, and the first division of transports, landed the grenadiers

and light infantry, as the ships «ame up, on this island, to the

* Extracts from minutes of the committee. Atn, Archives, 4th Series

vi, U12.
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great joy of a most loyal people, long suffering on that account

under the oppression of the rebels stationed among them ; who
precipitately fled on the approach of the shipping

There is great reason to expect a numerous body of the inhabit-

ants to join the army from the province of York, the Jerseys
and Connecticut, who, in this time of universal oppression,

only wait for opportunities to give proofs of their loyalty and
zeal."*

Washington beheld the gathering storm with an anxious

eye, aware that General Howe only awaited the arrival of his

brother, the admiral, to commence hostile operations. He
wrote to the President of Congress, urging a call on the Massa-
chusetts government for its quota of continental troops, and
the formation of a flying camp of ten thousand men, to be
stationed in the Jerseys as a central force, ready to act in any
direction as circumstances might require.

On the 2d of July, he issued a general order, calling upon
the troops to prepare for a momentous conflict which was to

decide their liberties and fortunes. Those who should signalize

themselves by acts of bravery, would be noticed and rewarded

;

those who proved craven would be exposed and punished. No
favor would be shown to such as refused or neglected to do
their duty at so important a crisis.

* Governor Tryon, in a letter dated about this time from on board of
the Duchess of Gordon, off Staten Island, writes: " The testimony given
by the inhabitants of the island, of loyalty to His Majesty, and attach-
ment to his government, t flatter myself will be general throughout the
province, as soon as the army gets the main body of the rebels between
them and the sea; which will leave all the back country open to the
command of the king's friends, and yield a plentiful resource of provis-
ions for the army, and place them in a better situation to cut off the
rebels' retreat when forced from their stronghold,"

—

Am. Archives, 5th
Series, 122.
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CHAPTER LXVII.

FIRST APPEARANCE OF ALEXANDER HAMILTON. HIS EARllY
DAYS. GENERAL HUGH MERCER IN COMMAND OF THE FLY-
ING CAMP. DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE. ANNOUNCED
TO THE ARMY DOWNFALL OF THE KING's STATUE.

About this time, we have the first appearance in the military

ranks of the Kevolution, of one destined to take an active and
distinguished part in public affairs ; and to leave the impress of

his genius on the institutions of the country.

As General Greene one day, on his way to Washington's
liead-quarters, was passing through a field,—then on the out-

skirts of the city, now in the heart of its busiest quarter,

and known as " the Park,"—he paused to notice a provincial

company of artillery, and was struck with its able performances,

and with the tact and talent of its commander. He was a
mere youth, apparently about twenty years of age ; small in

person and stature, but remarkable for his alert and manly
bearing. It was Alexander Hamilton.
Greene was an able tactician, and quick to appreciate any dis-

play of military science ; a little conversation sufficed to con-

vince him that the youth before him had a mind of no ordinary

.<^rasp and quickness. He invited him to his quarters, and
from that time cultivated his friendship.

Hamilton was a native of the island of Nevis, in the West
Indies, and at a very early age had been put in a counting-

liouse at Santa Cruz. His nature, however, was aspiring. " I

contemn the groveling condition of a clerk to which my fortune

condemns me," writes he to a youthful friend, " and would
willingly risk my life, though not my character, to exalt my
station I mean to prepare the way for futurity.

I am no philosopher, and may be justly said to build castles in

ihe air
;
yet we have seen such schemes succeed, when the pro-

jector is constant. I shall conclude by saying, I wish there was
a war."

Still he applied himself with zeal and fidelity to the duties

of his station, and such were the precocity of his judgment, and
liis aptness at accounts, that, before he was fourteen years of

age, he was left for a brief interval, during the absence of the

principal, at the head of the establishment. While his situa-
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tion in the house gave him a practical knowledge of business,

and experience in finance, his leisure hours were devoted to

self-cultivation. He made himself acquainted with mathematics
and chemistry, and indulged a strong propensity to literature.

Some early achievements of his pen attracted attention, and
showed such proof of talent, that it was determined to give him
the advantage of a regular education. He was accordingly sent

to Elizabethtown, in the Jerseys, in the autumn of 1772, to

j)repare, by a course of studies, for admission into King's (now
Columbia) College, at Kew York. He entered in the college

as a private student, in the latter part of 1773, and endeavored,

by diligent application, to fit himself for the medical profession.

The contentions of the colonies.with the mother country gave

a different direction and impulse to his ardent and aspiring

mind. He soon signalized himself by the exercise of his pen,

sometimes in a grave, sometimes in a satirical manner. On
the 6th of July, 1774, there was a general meeting of the

citizens in the "Fields," to express their abhorrence of the

Boston Port Bill. Hamilton was present, and, prompted by
his excited feelings and the instigation of youthful companions,

ventured to address the multitude. The vigor and maturity
of his intellect, contrasted with his youthful appearance, won
the admiration of his auditors ; even his diminutive size gave
additional effect to his eloquence.

The war, for which in his boyish days he had sighed, was ap-

proaching. He now devoted himself to military studies, espe-

cially pyrotechnics and gunnery, and formed an amateur corps

out of a number of his fellow-students, and the young gentle-

men of the city. In the month of March, 1776, he became
captain of artillery, in a provincial corps, newly raised, and
soon, by able drilling, rendered it conspicuous for discipline.

It was while exercising his artillery company that he at-

tracted, as we have mentioned, the attention of General Greene.
Further acquaintance heightened the general's opinion of his

extraordinary merits, and he took an early occasion to intro-

duce him to the commander-in-chief, by whom we shall soon

find him properly appreciated.

A valuable accession to the army at this anxious time, was
Washington's neighbor, and former companion in arms, Hugh
Mercer, the veteran of Culloden and Fort Duquesne. His
military spirit was alert as ever; the talent he had shown in or-

ganizing the Virginia militia, and his zeal and efficiency as a

member of the committee of safet}', had been ])roperly appreciated

by Congress, and on the 5th of June he had received the com-
mission of brigadier-general. He was greeted by Washing-
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ton with the right hand of fellowship. The flying camp was
about forming. The committee of safety of Pennsylvania were

forwarding some of the militia of that province to the Jerseys,

to perform the service of the camp until the militia levies,

specified by Congress, should arrive. Washington had the

nomination of some continental officer to the command. He
gave it to Mercer, of whose merits he felt sure, and sent him
over to Paulus Hook, in the Jerseys, to make arrangements
for the Pennsylvania militia as they should come in ; recom-

mending him to Brigadier-general William Livingston, as an

officer on whose experience and judgment great confidence

might be reposed.

Livingston was ft man inexperienced in arms, but of education,

talent, sagacity, and ready wit. He was of the New York
family of the same name, but had resided for some time in the

Jerseys, having a spacious mansion in Elizabethtown, which he

had named Liberty Hall. Mercer and he were to consult to-

gether, and concert plans to repel invasions ; the New Jersey

militia, however, were distinct from the flying camp, and only

called out for local defense. New Jersey's greatest danger of

invasion was from Staten Island, where the British were throw-

ing up works, and whence they might attempt to cross to Am-
boy. The flying camp was therefore to be stationed in the

neighborhood of that place.

"The known disaffection of the people of Amboy," writes

Washington, " and the treachery of those on Staten Island,

who, after the fairest professions, have shown themselves our

most inveterate enemies, have induced me to give directions

that all persons of known enmity and doubtful character should

be removed from those places."

According to General Livingston's humorous account, his

own village of Elizabethtown was not much more reliable, being

peopled in those agitated times " by unknown, unrecommended
strangers, guilty-looking tories, and very knavish whigs."

While danger was gathering round New York, and its inhab-

itants were in mute suspense and fearful anticipations, the

General Congress at Philadelphia was discussing, with closed

doors, what John Adams pronounced—" The greatest question

ever debated in America, and as great as ever was or will be de-

bated among men." The result was, a resolution passed un-

animously, on the 2d of July, " that these United Colonies are,

and of right ought to be, free and independent States."

"The 2d of July," adds the same patriot statesman," will be

the most memorable epoch in the history of America. I am
apt to believe that it will be celebrated by succeeding genera*
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iions, as the great anniversary festival. It ought to be com-
memorated as the day of deliverance, by solemn acts of devotion

to Almighty God. It ought to be solemnized with pomp and
parade, with shows, games, sports, guns, bells, bonfires, and il-

luminations, from one end of this continent to the other, from
this time forth forevermore."

The glorious event has, indeed, given rise to an annual jubi-

lee, but not on the day designated by Adams. The fourth of

July is the day of national rejoicing, for on that day the "Dec-
laration of Independence," that solemn and sublime document,
was adopted. Tradition gives a dramatic effect to its announce-
ment. It was known to be under discussion, but the closed

doors of Congress excluded the populace. They awaited, in

throngs, an appointed signal. In the steefjle of the state-house

was a bell, imported twenty-three years previously from Lon-
don by the Provincial Assembly of Pennsylvania. It bore the

portentious text from Scripture : "Proclaim liberty throughout
all the land, unto all the inhabitants thereof." A joyous peal

from that bell gave notice that the bill had been passed. It

was the knell of British domination.

No one felt the importance of the event more deeply than
John Adams, for no -one had been more active in producing it.

We quote his words written at the moment. "When I look

back to the year 1761, and recollect the argument concerning
writs of assistance in the superior court, which I have hitherto

considered as the commencement of the controversy between
Great Britain and America, and run through the whole period
from that time to this, and recollect the series of political events,

the chain of causes and effects, I am surprised at the sudden-
ness, as well as the greatness of this Revolution ; Great Britain

has been filled with folly, America with wisdom."
His only regret was, that the declaration of independence

had not been made sooner. " Had it been made seven months
ago," said he, " we should have mastered Quebec, and been in

possession of Canada, and might before this hour have formed
alliances with foreign states. Many gentlemen in high sta-

tions, and of great influence, have been duped by the minis-
terial bubble of commissioners to treat, and have been slow and
languid in promoting measures for the reduction of that prov-
ince."

Washington hailed the declaration with joy. It is true, it

was but a formal recognition of a state of things which had
long existed, but it put an end to all those temporizing hopes
of reconciliation which had (flogged the military action of the
country.
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On the 9th of July, he caused it to be read at six o'clock in

the evening, at the head of each brigade of the army. " The
general hopes," said he in his orders, " that this important

event will serve as a fresh incentive to every officer and sol-

dier, to act with fidelity and courage, as knowing that now the

peace and safety of his country depend, under God, solely on

the success of our arms ; and that he is now in the service of a

state, possessed of sufficient power to reward his merit, and ad-

vance him to the highest honors of a free country."

The excitable populace of New York were not content with

the ringing of bells to proclaim their joy. There was a leaden

statue of George III. in the Bowling Green in front of the fort.

Since kingly rule is at an end, why retain its effigy ? On the

same evening, therefore, the statue was pulled down amid the

shouts of the multitude, and broken up to be run into bullets

"to be used in the cause of independence."

Some of the soldiery having been implicated in this popular

effervescence, Washington censured it in general orders, as

having much the appearance of a riot and a want of discipline,

and the army was forbidden to indulge in any irregularities of

the kind. It was his constant effort to inspire his countrymen
in arms with his own elevated idea of the cause in which they

were engaged, and to make them feel that it was no ordinary

warfare, admitting of vulgar passions and perturbations. " The
general hopes and trusts," said he, " that every officer and man
will endeavor so to live and act as becomes a Christian soldier, de-

fending the dearest rights and liberties of his country." *

CHAPTER LXVIII.

ARRIVAL OF MORE SHIPS. MOVEMENTS OF T^E " PHCENIX"
AND THE " ROSE." PANIC IN THE CITY. HOSTILE SHIPS UP
THE HUDSON. STIR OF WAR ALONG THE RIVER.^-GENERAL
GEORGE CLINTON, AND THE MILITIA OF ULSTER COUNTY.
FRESH AGITATION OF NEW YORK. ARRIVAL OF LORD HOWE.

The exultation of the patriots of New York, caused by the

Declaration of Independence, was soon overclouded. On the

12th of July, several ships stood in from sea, and joined the

naval force below. Every nautical movement was now a mat-
ter of speculation and alarm, and all the spy-glasses in the city

were incessantly reconnoitering the bay.

* Orderly book, July 9. Sparks, iii. 456.
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" The enemy are now in the harbor," writes an American
officer, " although they have not yet ventured themselves with-

in gunshot of the city, but we hourly except to be called into

action. The whole army is out between two and three every

morning, at their respective alarm posts, and remain there until

sunrise. I am morally certain that it will not be long before

we have an engagement."
Scarce had this letter been penned, when two ships-of-war

were observed getting under way, and standing toward the

city. One was the Phoenix, of forty guns ; the other the Rose,

of twenty guns, commanded by Captain Wallace, of unenviable

renown, who had marauded the New England coasts, and domi-

neered over Rhode Island. The troops were immediately at

their alarm posts. It was about half-past three o'clock in the

afternoon, as the ships and three tenders came sweeping up the

bay with the advantage of wind and tide, and shaped their

course up the Hudson. The batteries of the city and of Paulus

Hook, on the opposite Jersey shore, opened a fire upon then^
They answered it with broadsides. There was a panic through-

out the city. Women and children ran hither and thither about

the streets, mingling their shrieks and cries with the thunder-

ing of the cannon. " The attack has begun ! The city is to be
destroyed ! What will become of us ?

"

The Phoenix and the Rose continued their course up the

Hudson. They had merely fired upon the batteries as they

passed ; and on their own part had sustained but little damage,

their decks having ramparts of sand-bags. The ships below
remained in sullen quiet at their anchors, and showed no in-

tention of following them. The firing ceased. The fear of a

general attack upon the city died away, and the agitated citi-

zens breathed more freely.

Washington, however, apprehended this movement of the

ships might be with a different object. They might be sent to

land troops and seize upon the passes of the Highlands. Forts

Montgomery and Constitution were far from complete, and
were scantily manned. A small force might be sufficient to

surprise them. The ships might intend, also, to distribute

arms among the tories in the river counties, and prepare them
to cooperate in the apprehended attack upon New York.

Thus thinking, the moment Washington saw these ships

standing up the river, he sent off an express to put General

Mifflin on the alert, who was stationed with his Philadelphia

troops at Fort Washington and King's Bridge. The same ex-

press carried a letter from him to the New York Convention,

at that time holding its sessions at White Plains in Westches-
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ter County, apprising it of the impending danger. His imrne*
diate solicitude was for the safety of Forts Constitution and
Montgomery.

Fortunately George Clinton, the patriotic legislator, had re-

cently been appointed brigadier-general of the militia of Ulster
and Orange counties. Called to his native State by his mili-

tary duties in this time of danger, he had only remained in

Congress to vote for the Declaration of Independence, and then
hastened home. He was now at New Windsor, in Ulster
County, just above the Highlands. Washington wrote to him
on the afternoon of the 12th, urging him to collect as great a
force as possible of the New York militia, for the protection of

the Highlands against this hostile irruption, and to solicit aid,

if requisite, from the western parts of Connecticut. " I have
the strongest reason to believe," added he, " it will be absolutely

necessary, if it were only to prevent an insurrection of your
jOwn tories."

Long before the receipt of Washington's letter, Clinton had
been put on the alert. About nine o'clock on the morning of

the 13th, an alarm gun from his brother at Fort Constitution,

thundered through the echoing defiles of the mountains.
Shortly afterwards, two river sloops came to anchor above the
Highlands before the general's residence. Their captains in-

formed him that New York had been attacked on the preceding
afternoon. They had seen the cannonade from a distance, and
judged from the subsequent firing that the enemy's ships were
up the river as far as King's Bridge.

Clinton was as prompt a soldier as he had been an intrepid

legislator. The neighboring militia were forthwith put in

motion. Three regiments were ordered out ; one was to repair to

Fort Montgomery ; another to Fort Constitution ; the third to

rendezvous at Newburg, just above the Highlands, ready to

hasten to the assistance of Fort Constitution, should another
signal be given. All the other regiments under his command
were to be prepared for service at a moment's notice. In order-

ing these hasty levies, however, he was as considerate as he was
energetic. The colonels were directed to leave the frontier

companies at home, to protect the country against the Indians,

and some men out of each company to guard against internal

enemies.

Another of his sagacious measures was to send expresses to

all the owners of sloops and boats twenty miles up the west
side of the river, to haul them off so as to prevent their ground-
ing. Part of them were to be ready to carry over the militia to

the forts. The rest were ordered down to Fort Constitution,
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where a chain of them might he drawn across the narrowest

part of the river, to be set on fire should the enemy's ships

attempt to pass.

Having made tliese prompt arrangements, he proceeded early

in the afternoon of the same day, with about forty of his neigh-

bors, to Fort Constitution; whence, leaving some with his

brother, he pushed down on the same evening to Fort Mont-
gomery, where he fixed his headquarters, as being nearer the

enemy and better situated to discover their motions.

Here, on the following day (July 14th), he received Wash-
ington's letter, written two days previously ; but by this time
he had anticipated its orders, and stirred up the whole country.

On that same evening, two or three hundred of the hardy Ulster

yeomanry, roughly equipped, part of one of the regiments he
had ordered out, marched into Fort Montgomery, headed by
their colonel (Woodhull). Early the next morning five hundred
of another regiment arrived, and he was told that parts of two
other regiments were on the way.

'' The men,'' writes he to Washington, " turn out of their

harvest fields to defend their country with surprising alacrity.

The absence of so many of them, however, at this time, when
their harvests are perishing for want of the sickle, will greatly

distress the country. I could wish, therefore, that a less num-
ber might answer the purpose."

On no one could this prompt and brave gathering of the yeo-

manry produce a more gratifying effect than upon the com-
mander-in-chief ; and no one could be more feelingly alive, in

the midst of stern military duties, to the appeal in behalf of the

peaceful interests of the husbandman.
While the vigilant Clinton was preparing to defend the

passes of the Highlands, danger was growing more imminent
at the mouth of the Hudson.
New York has always been a city prone to agitations. That

into which it was thrown on the afternoon of the 12th of July,

by the broadside of the Phoenix and the Hose, was almost im-

mediately followed by another. On the same evening there was
a great booming of cannon, with clouds of smoke, from the

shipping at anchor at Staten Island. Every spy-glass was again

in requisition. The British fleet were saluting a ship of the

line, just arrived from sea. She advanced grandly, every man-
of-war thundering a salute as she passed. At her foretop mast-

heail she bore St. George's flag. " It is the admiral's ship !

"

cried the nautical men on the lookout at the Battery. " It is

the admiral's ship!" was echoed from mouth to mouth, and
the word soon flew through the city, " Lord Howe is come I

"
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CHAPTEE, LXIX.

PBECAUTIONS AGAINST TORIES. SECRET COMMITTEES. DEC*

LARATION OF LORD HOWE. HIS LETTER TO THE COLONIAL
GOVERNORS. HIS LETTER TO WASHINGTON REJECTED. IN-

TERVIEW BETWEEN THE BRITISH ADJUTANT-GENERAL AND
COLONEL REED. RECEPTION OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL BY
WASHINGTON. THE " PH(ENIX " AND " ROSE " IN THE TAP-
PAN SEA AND HAVERSTRAW BAY. ARMING OF THE RIVER
YEOMANRY. GEORGE CLINTON AT THE GATES OF THE HIGH-
LANDS.

Lord Howe was indeed come, and affairs now appeared to

"be approaching a crisis. In consequence of the recent con-

spiracy, the Convention of New York, seated at White Plains

in Westchester County, had a secret committee stationed in

New York for the purpose of taking cognizance of traitorous

machinations. To this committee Washington addressed a

letter the day after his lordship's arrival, suggesting the policy

of removing from the city and its environs, " all persons of

known disaffection and enmity to the cause of America;" espe-

cially those confined in jail for treasonable offenses ; who might
become extremely dangerous in case of an attack and alarm.

He took this step with great reluctance ; but felt compelled to

it by circumstances. The late conspiracy had shown him that

treason might be lurking in his camp. And he was well aware
that the city and the neighboring country, especially West-
chester County, and Queens and Suffolk counties on Long
Island, abounded with " tories " ready to rally under the royal

standard whenever backed by a commanding force.

In consequence of his suggestion, thirteen persons in confine-

ment for traitorous offenses, were removed to the jail of Litch-

field in Connecticut. Among the number was the late mayor
;

but as his offense was not of so deep a dye as those whereof the

rest stood charged, it was recommended by the president of the

Convention that he should be treated with indulgence.

The proceedings of Lord Howe soon showed the policy of

these precautions. His lordship had prepared a declaration ad-

dressed to the people at large, informing them of the powers

vested in his brother and himself as commissioners for restoring

peace ; and inviting communities as well as individuals, who,
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in the tumult and disasters of the times, had deviated from
their allegiance to the crown, to merit and receive pardon by a

prompt return to their dut3% It was added, that proper con-

sideration would be had of the services of all who should contrib-

ute to the restoration of public tranquillity.

His lordship really desired peace. According to a contem-
porary, he came to America " as a mediator, not as a de-

stroyer,"* and had founded great hopes in the efficacy of this

document in rallying back the people to their allegiance ; it

was a sore matter of regret to him, therefore, to find that, in

tonsequence of his tardy arrival, his invitation to loyalty had
been forestalled by the Declaration of Independence.

StiU it might have an effect in bringing adherents to the

roj-al standard ; he sent a flag on shore, therefore, bearing a
circular letter, written in his civil and military capacity, to the

colonial governor, requesting him to publish his address to the

people as widely as possible.

We have heretofore shown the tenacity with which Washing-
ton, in his correspondence with Generals Gage and Howe, ex-

i -ted the consideration and deference due to him as command-
I r-in-chief of the American armies ; he did this not from official

pride and punctilio, but as the guardian of American riglits

and dignities. A further step of the kind has yet to be taken.

The British officers, considering the Americans in arms rebels

without valid commissions, were in the habit of denying them
all military title. Washington's general officers had urged him
not to submit to this tacit indignit}'-, but to reject all letters

directed to him without a specification of his official rank.

An occasion now presented itself for the adjustment of this

matter. Within a day or two an officer of the British navy.

Lieutenant Brown, came with a flag from Lord Howe, seeking

a conference with Washington. Colonel Ileed, the adjutant-

general, embarked in a barge, and met him half way between
Governor's and Staten Lslands. The lieutenant informed him
that he was the bearer of a letter from Lord Howe to Jf)\

Washington. Colonel Reed replied, that he knew no such per-

son in the American army. The lieutenant produced and
offered the letter. It was addressed to George Washington,
Esquire. He was informed that it could not be received with
such a direction. The lieutenant (expressed much concern.

The letter, he said, was of a civil, ratlier than a military

ture—Lord Howe regretted he had not arrived sooner—he
" great pow<;rs—it was much to be wished the letter could bo
eived.

• Letter of Mr. Dennis de Berdt, to Mr. Joseph lieed,'"Am^Archivest
5th Series. L 372.

I he

P
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While the Jieatenant was embarrassed and agitated, Keed
maintained his coolness, politely declining to receive the letter,

as inconsistent with his duty. They parted ; but after the
lieutenant had been rowed some little distance, his barge was
put about, and Reed waited to hear what further he had to say.

It was to ask by what title General—but catching himself, 3fr.

Washington chose to be addressed.

Reed replied that the general's station in the army was well

known ; and they could not be at a loss as to the proper mode
of addressing him, especially as this matter had been discussed

in the preceding summer, of which, he presumed, the admiral
could not be ignorant. The lieutenant again expressed his dis-

appointment and regret, and their interview closed.

On the 19th, an aide-de-camp of General Howe came with a
flag, and requested to know, as there appeared to be an obstacle

to a correspondence between the two generals, whether
Colonel Patterson, the British adjutant-general, could be ad-

mitted to an interview with General Washington. Colonel
Reed, who met the flag, consented in the name of the general,

and pledged his honor for the safety of the adjutant-general

during the interview, which was fixed for the following

morning.
At the appointed time. Colonel Reed, and Colonel Webb, one

of Washington's aides, met the flag in the harbor, took Colonel

Patterson into their barge, and escorted him to town, passing
in front of the grand battery. The customary precaution of

blindfolding was dispensed with ; and there was a lively and
sociable conversation the whole way. Washington received the

adjutant-general at head-quarters with much form and ceremony,
in full military array with his officers and guards about him.

Colonel Pattersen, addressing him by the title of your excel-

lency, endeavored to explain the address of the letter as consist-

ent with propriety, and founded on a similar address in the

previous summer, to General Howe. That General Howe did not

mean to derogate from the rank or respect of General Washing-^
ton, but conceived such an address consistent with what had been

used by ambassadors or plenipotentiaries where difficulties of

rank had arisen. He then produced, but did not offer, a letter

addressed to George Washington, Esquire, etc. etc., hoping
that the et ceteras, which implied everything, would remove
all impediments.
Washington replied that it was true the et ceteras implied

everything, but they also implied anything. His letter al-

luded to, of the previous summer, was in reply' to one addressed

in likeiinanner> A letter, he added, addressed to a person!
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acting in a public character, should have some inscriptions to

designate it from a mere private letter ; and he should absolutely

decline any letter addressed to himself as a private person,

when it related to his public station.

Colonel Patterson, finding the letter would not be received,

endeavored, as far as he could recollect, to communicate the

scope of it in the course of a somewhat desultory conversation.

What he chiefly dwelt upon was, that Lord Howe and his

brother had been specially nominated commissioners for the

promotion of peace, which was esteemed a mark of favor and
regard to America ; that they had great powers, and would
derive the highest pleasure from effecting an accommodation

;

and he concluded by adding, that he wished his visit " to be
considered as making the first advance toward that desirable

object.

Washington replied that, by what had appeared (alluding,

no doubt, to Lord Howe's circular), their powers, it would
seem, were only to grant pardons. Now those who had com-
mitted no fault needed no pardon ; and such was the case with
the Americans, who were only defending what they considered

their indisputable rights.

Colonel Patterson avoided a discussion of this matter, which,
he observed, would open a very wide field ; so here the confer-

ence, which had been conducted on both sides with great

courtesy, terminated. The colonel took his leave, excusing
himself from partaking of a collation, having made a late

breakfast, and was again conducted to his boat. He expressed
himself highly sensible of the courtesy of his treatment, in hav-

ing the usual ceremony of blindfolding dispensed with.

Washington received the applause of Congress and of the

public for sustaining the dignity of his station. His conduct
in this particular was recommended as a model to all American
officers in corresponding with the enemy ; and Lord Howe in-

formed his government that, thenceforward, it would be politic

to change the superscription of his letters.

In the meantime the irruption of the Phoenix and the Rose
into the waters of the Hudson had roused a belligerent spirit

along its borders. The lower part of that noble river is com-
manded on the eastern side by the bold woody heights of

Manhattan Island and Westches+«r County, and on the western
side by the rocky cliffs of the Palisades. Beyond those cliffs,

the river expands into a succession of what may almost be
termed lakes ; first the Tappan Sea, then Haverstraw Bay, then
the Bay of Peekskill ; separated from each other by long
stretching points, or high beetling promontories, but affording
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ample sea-room and safe anchorage. Then come the redoubt,
able Highlands, that strait, fifteen miles in length, where the
river bends its course, narrow and deep, between rocky, forest-

clad mountains.
" He who has command of that grand defile," said an old

navigator, "may at any time throttle the Hudson."
The New York Convention, aware of the impending danger,

despatched military envoys to stir up the yeomanry along the
river, and order out militia. Powder and ball were sent to

Tarrytown, before which the hostile ships were anchored, and
yeoman troops were stationed there and along the neighboring
shores of the Tappan Sea. In a little while the militia of

Dutchess County and Cortlandt's Manor were hastening,
rudely armed, to protect the public stores at Peekskill, and
mount guard at the entrance of the Highlands.
No one showed more zeal in this time of alarm, than Colonel

Pierre Van Cortlandt, of an old colonial family, which held its

manorial residence at the mouth of the Croton. With his

regiment he kept a dragon watch along the eastern shore of

the Tappan Sea and Haverstraw Bay ; while equal vigilance

was maintained night and day along the western shore, from
Nyack quite up to the Dunderberg, by Colonel Hay and his

regiment of Haverstraw. Sheep and cattle were driven inland,

out of the reach of maraud. Sentinels were posted to keep a

lookout from heights and headlands, and give the alarm should
any boats approach the shore ; and rustic marksmen were
ready to assemble in a moment, and give them a warm
reception.

The ships of war which caused this alarm and turmoil, lay

quietly anchored in the broad expanses of the Tappan Sea and
Haverstraw Bay ; shifting their . ground occasionally, and
keeping out of musket shot of the shore, apparently sleeping

in the summer sunshine, with awnings stretched above their

decks ; while their boats were out taking soundings quite up
to the Highlands, evidently preparing for further operations.

At night, too, their barges were heard rowing up and down
the river on mysterious errands

;
perriaugers, also, paid them

furtive visits occcasionally ; it was surmised, with communi-
cations and supplies from tories on shore.

While the ships were anchored in Haverstraw Bay, one of

the tenders stood into the Bay of Peekskill, and beat up within

long shot of Fort Montgomery, where General George Clinton

was ensconced with six hundred of the militia of Orange and
Ulster counties. As the tender approached, a thirty-two

pounder was brought to range upon her. The ball passed
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through her quarter ; whereupon she put about, and ran round
the point of the Dunderberg, where the boat landed, plundered

a solitary house at the foot of the mountain, and left it in

flames. The marauders, on their way back to the ships, were
severely galled by rustic marksmen, from a neighboring
promontory.

The ships, now acquainted with the channel, moved up with-

in six miles of Fort Montgomer}^ General Clinton apprehended
they might mean to take advantage of a dark night, and slip

by him in the deep shadows of the mountains. The shores

were high and bold, the river was deep, the navigation of

course safe and easy. Once above the Highlands, they might
ravage the country beyond, and destroy certain vessels of war
which were being constructed at Poughkeepsie.

To prevent this, he stationed a guard at night on the furthest

point in view, about two miles and a half below the fort, pre-

pared to kindle a blazing fire should the ships appear in sight.

Large piles of dry brushwood mixed with combustibles, were
prepared at various places up and down the shore opposite to

the fort, and men stationed to set fire to them as soon as a sig-

nal should be given from the lower point. The fort, therefore,

while it remained in darkness, would have a fair chance with
its batteries as the ships passed between it and these confla-

grations.

A private committee sent up by the New York Convention,

had a conference with the general, to devise further means of

obstructing the passage of ships up the river. Fire rafts were
to be brought from Poughkeepsie and kept at hand ready for

action. These were to be lashed two together, with chains, be-

tween old sloops filled with combustibles, and sent down with a
strong wind and tide, to drive upon the ships. An iron chain,

also, was to be stretched obliquely across the river from Fort
Montgomery to the foot of Anthony's Nose, thus, as it were,

chaining up the gate of the Highlands.
For a protection below the Highlands, it was proposed to

.«5tation whale-boats about the coves and promontories of Tap-
pan Sea and Haverstraw Bay ; to reconnoiter the enemy, cruise

about at night, carry intelligence from post to post, seize any
river craft that might bring the ships supplies, and cut off their

boats when attempting to land. Galleys also, were prepared,

with nine-pounders mounted at the bowR.
Colonel Hay of Haverstraw, in a letter to Washington, re-

joices that the national (/ongress are preparing to protect this

great highway of the country, and anticipates that the banks of

the Hudson were about to become the chief theatre of the war.
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NOTE.

The Van Cortlandt Family.—Two members of this old and
honorable family were conspicuous patriots throughout the Revolution.
Pierre Van Cortlandt, the father, at this time about 56 years of age, a
stanch friend and ally of George Clinton, was member of the first

Provincial Congress, and president of the Committee of Public Safety.
Governor Tryon had visited him in his old manor-house at the mouth
of the Croton, in 1774, and made him offers of royal favors, honors,
grants of land, etc., if he would abandon the popular cause. His offers

were nobly rejected. The Cortlandt family suffered in consequence,
being at one time obliged to abandon their manorial residence ; but the
head remained true to the cause, and subsequently filled the office of
lieutenant-governor with great dignity.

His son Pierre, mentioned in the above chapter, and then about 27
years of age, had likewise resisted the overtures of Tryon, destroying a
major's commission in the Cortlandt militia, which he sent him. Con-
gress, in 1775, made him lieutenant-colonel in the continental service,

in which capacity we now find him, acquitting himself with zeal and
ability.

CHAPTEK LXX.

QUESTION OP COMMAND BETWEEN GATES AND SCHUYLER.
CONDITION OF THE ARMY AT CROWN POINT. DISCONTENT
AND DEPARTURE OF SULLIVAN. FORTIFICATIONS AT TI-

CONDEROGA. THE QUESTION OF COMMAND ADJUSTED. SE-

CRET DISCONTENTS. SECTIONAL JEALOUSIES IN THE ARMY.
SOUTHERN TROOPS. SMALLWOOD's MACARONI BATTALION.
CONNECTICUT LIGHT-HORSE.

While the security of the Hudson from invading ships was
claiming the attention of Washington, he was equally anxious

to prevent an irruption of the enemy from Canada. He was
grieved, therefore, to find there was a clashing of authorities

between the generals who had charge of the Northern frontier.

Gates, on his way to take command of the army in Canada, had
heard with surprise in Albany, of its retreat across the New
York frontier. He still considered it under his orders, and
was proceeding to act accordingly ; when General Schuyler ob-

served, that the resolution of Congress, and the instructions of

Washington, applied to the army only while in Canada ; the

moment it retreated within the limits of New York, it came
within his (Schuyler's) command. A letter from Schuyler to

Washington; written at the time says :
" If Congress intended
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that General Gates should command the Northern army,
wherever it may be, as he assures me they did, it ought to have
been signified to me, and I should then have immediately re-

signed the command to him ; but until such intention is prop-

erly conveyed to me, I never can. I must, therefore, entreat

your excellency to lay this letter before Congress, that they may
clearly and explicitly signify their intentions, to avert the

dangers and evils that may arise from a disputed command."
That there might be no delay in the service at this critical

juncture, the two generals agreed to refer the question of com-
mand to Congress, and in the meantime to act in concert. They
accordingly departed together for Lake Champlain, to prepare

against an anticipated invasion by Sir Guy Carleton. They
arrived at Crown Point on the 6tli of July, and found there the

wrecks of the army recently driven out of Canada. They had
been harassed in their retreat by land ; their transportation on

the lake had been in leaky boats, without awnings, where the

sick, suffering from small-pox, lay on straw, exposed to a burn-

ing July sun ; no food but salt pork, often rancid, hard biscuit

or unbaked flour, and scarcely any medicine. Not more than
six thousand men had reached Crown Point, and half of those

were on the sick list ; the shattered remains of twelve or fif-

teen very fine battalions. Some few were sheltered in tents,

some under sheds, and others.in huts hastily formed of bushes

;

scarce one of which but contained a dead or dying man. Two
thousand eight hundred were to be sent to a hospital recently

established at the south end of Lake George, a distance of fifty

miles ; when they were gone, with those who were to row them
in boats, there would remain but the shadow of an army.*

In a council of war, it was determined that, under present

circumstances, the post of Crown Point was not tenable ; neither

was it capable of being made so this summer, without a force

greatly superior to any they might reasonably expect ; and that,

therefore, it was expedient to fall back, and take a strong posi-

tion at Ticonderoga.

General Sullivan had been deeply hurt that Gates, his

former inferior in rank, should have been appointed over him
to the command of the army in Canada; considering it a tacit

intimation that Congress did not esteem him competent to the

trust which ha<l devolved upon him. He now, therefore, re^-

quested leave of absence, in order to wait on the commander-
in-chief. It was granted with reluctance. Before departing,

he communicated to the army, through General Schuyler, his

high and grateful sense of their exertions in securing a retreat

• CqK John TrumbuH's Autobiography
^ p. 285, Appendix.
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from Canada, and the cheerfulness with which his commands
had been received and obeyed.

On the 9th of July, Schuyler and Gates returned to Ticon-

deroga, accompanied by. Arnold. Instant arrangements were
made to .encamp the troops, and land the artillery and stores as

fast as they should arrive. Great exertions, also, were made
to strengthen the defenses of the place. Colonel John
Trumbull, who was to have accompanied Gates to Canada, as

adjutant-general, had been reconnoitering the neighborhood
of Ticonderoga, and had pitched upon a place for fortification

on the eastern side of the lake, directly opposite the east point

of Ticonderoga, where Fort Independence was subsequently

built. He also advised the erection of a work on a lofty

eminence, the termination of a mountain ridge, which separates

Lake George from Lake Champlain. His advice was unfort-

unately disregarded. The eminence, subsequently called

Mount Defiance, looked down upon and commanded the narrow
parts of both lakes. We shall hear more of it hereafter.

Preparations were made, also, to augment the naval force on

the lakes. Ship carpenters from the Eastern States were em-

ployed at Skenesborough, to build the hulls of galleys and
boats, which, when launched, were to be sent down to Ticon-

deroga for equipment and armament, under the superinten-

dence of General Arnold.

Schuyler soon returned to Albany, to superintend the gen-

eral concerns of the Northern department. He was indefatigable

in procuring and forwarding the necessary materials and artil-

lery for the fortification of Ticonderoga.

The question of command between him and Gates was ap-

parently at rest. A letter from the President of Congress,

dated July 8th, informed General Gates, that according to the

resolution of that body under which he had been appointed, his

command was totally independent of General' Schuyler while

the army was in Canada, but no longer. Congress had no de-

sign te divest General Schuyler of the command while the

troops were on this side of Canada.
To Schuyler, under the same date, the president writes :

" The Congress highly approve of your patriotism and magna-
nimity in not suffering any difference of opinion to hurt the

public service.

" A mutual confidence and good understanding are at this

time essentially necessary, so that I am persuaded they will

take place on all occasions between yourself and General

Gates."

Gates professed himself entirely satisfied with the explana-
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tion be had received, and perfectly disposed to obey the com-
mands of Schuyler. " I am confident," added he, " we shall,

as the Congress wish, go hand in hand to promote the public

welfare."

Schuyler, too, assured both Congress and Washington, " that

the difference in opinion between Gates and himself had not

caused the least ill-will, nor interrupted that harmony necessar}'

to subsist between their officers."

Samuel Adams, however, who was at that time in Congress,

had strong doubts in the matter.
" Schuyler and Gates are to command the troops," writes he,

the former while they are without, the latter Avhile they are

within the bounds of Canada. Admitting these generals to

have the accomplishments of a Marlborough, or a Eugene, I

cannot conceive that such a disposition of them will be attended
with any good effects, unless harmony subsists between them.
Alas, I fear this is not the case. Already disputes have arisen,

which they have referred to Congress ; and, although they effect

to treat each other with a politeness becoming their rank, in

my mind, altercations between commanders who have preten-

sions nearly equal (I mean in point of command), forebode a
repetition of misfortune. I sincerely wish my apprehensions
may prove groundless." *

We have a letter before us, also, written to Gates, by his

friend Joseph Trumbull, commissary-general, on whose appoint-

ment of a deputy, the question of command had arisen. Trum-
bull's letter was well calculated to inflame the jealousy of Gates.
" I find you are in a cursed situation," writes he ; " your au-

thority at an end ; and commanded by a person who will be
willing to have you knocked in the head, as General Mont-
gomery was, if he can have the money chest in his power."

Governor Trumbull, too, the fatlier of the commissary-
general, observes subsequently : ^ It is justly to be expected
that General Gates is discontented with his situation, finding

himself limited and removed from the command, to be a wretched
spectator of the ruin of the army, without power of attempting
to gave them." f We shall have frequent occasion hereafter to

notice the discord in the service caused by this rankKng discon-

tent
As to General Sullivan, who repaired to Philadelphia and

tendered his resignation, the question of rank which had ag-

grieved him was explained in a manner that induced him to

continue in service. It was universally allowed that his retreat

S. Adams to R. H. Lee. Am. ArrMven, 5th Series, i. 347.

t Governor Trumbull to Mr. William Williams.
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had been ably conducted through all kinds of difficulties and
disasters.

A greater source of solicitude to Washington than this jeal-

ousy between commanders, was the sectional jealousy springing
up among the troops. In a letter to Schuyler (July 17th), he
says, " I must entreat your attention to do away with the un-

happy and pernicious distinctions and jealousies between the

troops of different governments. Enjoin this upon the officers,

and let them inculcate and press home to the soldiery, the ne-

cessity of order and harmony among those who are embarked in

one common cause, and mutually contending for all that free

men hold dear."

Nowhere were these sectional jealousies more prevalent than
in the motley army assembled from distant quarters under
Washington's own command. Reed, the adjutant-general,

speaking on this subject, observes :
" The Southern troops,

comprising the regiments south of the Delaware, looked with
very unkind feelings on those of New England; especially

those from Connecticut, whose peculiarities of deportment made
them the objects of ill-disguised derision among their fellow-

soldiers." *

Among the troops thus designated as Southern, were some
from Virginia, under a Major Leitch ; others from Maryland,
under Colonel Smallwood ; others from Delaware, led by Col-

onel Haslet. There were four continental battalions from
Pennsylvania, commanded by Colonels Shee, St. Clair, Wayne,
and Magaw; and provincial battalions, two of which were
severally commanded by Colonels Miles and Atlee. The conti-

nental battalion under Colonel Shee, was chiefly from the city

of Philadelphia, especially the officers ; among whom were Lam-
bert Cadwalader and William Allen, members of two of the

principal and most aristocratic families, and Alexander Gray-
don, to whose memoirs we are indebted for some graphic pictures

of the times.

These Pennsylvania troops were under the command of Briga-

dier-general Mifflin, who, in the preceding year, had acted as

Washington's aide-de-camp, and afterwards as quartermaster-

general. His townsman and intimate, Graydon, characterizes

him as a man of education and cultivated manners, with a great

talent at haranguing ; highly animated in his appearance, full

of activity and apparently of fire ; but rather too much of a

bustler, harassing his men unnecessarily. " He assumed," adds

Graydon, "a little of the veteran, from having been before

*Life of Beed, vol. i. p. 239.
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Boston." His troops were chiefly encamped near King's Bridge,

and employed in constructing.works at Fort Washington.
Smallwood's Maryland battalion was one of the brightest in

point of equipment. The scarlet and buff uniforms of those

Southerners contrasted vividly with the rustic attire of the yeo-

man battalions from the East. Their officers, too, looked down
upon their Connecticut compeers, who could only be distin-

guished from their men by wearing a cockade. " There were
none," says Graydon, " by whom an unofficer-like appearance

and deportment could be tolerated less than by a city-bred

Marylander; who, at this time, was distinguished by the most
fashionable cut coat, the most macaroni cocked-hat, and hottest

Itlood in the Union." Alas, for the homespun-clad officers from
Connecticut River.

The Pennsylvania regiment under Shee, according to Gray-
don, promoted balls and other entertainments, in contradistinc-

tion to the fast-days and sermons borrowed from New England.

There was nothing of the puritanical spirit among the Pennsyl-

vania soldiery.

In the same sectional sjririt, he speaks of the Connecticut
light-horse :

" Old-fashioned men, truly irregulars ; whether
their clpthing, equipments, or caparisons were regarded, it

would have been difficult to have discovered any circumstance
of uniformity. Instead of carbines and sabres, they generally

carried fowling-pieces, some of them very long, such as in

Pennsylvania are used for shooting ducks. Here and there

"»ne appeared in a dingy regimental of scarlet, with a triangular,

urnished, laced hat. These singular dragoons were volunteers,

who came to make a tender of their services to the commander-
in-chief. But they stayed not long in New York. As such a
body of cavalry had not been counted upon, there was in all

probability a want of forage for ih^'ivjades, which, in the spirit

of ancient knighthood, tlie}' absolutely refused to descend from
j

and as the general had no use for cavaliers in his insular oper-

ations, they were forthwith dismissed, with suitable acknowledg-
ments for their truly chivalrous ardor." *

The troops thus satirized, were a body of between four and
five hundred Connecticut light-horse, under Colonel Thomas
Seymour. On an appeal for aid to the governor of their State,

they had voluntarily hastened on in advance of the militia, to

render the most speedy succor. Supposing, from the sudden-
ness and urgency of the call upon their services, that they were
bmnediately to be called into action and promptly to return

• Graydon'8 Memoirs^ p. 166.
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home, they had come off in such haste, that many were unpro.

vided even with a blanket or a change of clothing.

Washington speaks of them as being for the most part,

if not all, men of reputation and property. They were, ii; fact,

mostly farmers. As to their sovry jades, they were rough coun-

try horses, such as farmers keep, not for show, but service. As
to their dingy regimentals, we quote a word in their favor from

a writer of that day. " Some of these worthy soldiers assisted

in their present uniforms at the reduction of Louisburg, and
their ^ lank cheeks and war-worn coats' are viewed with more
veneration by their honest countrymen, than if they were glit-

tering nabobs from India, or bashaws with nine tails." *

On arriving, their horses, from scarcity of forage, had to be

pastured about King's Bridge. In fact Washington informed

them that, under present circumstances, they could not be of

use as horsemen ; on which they concluded to stay, and do

duty on foot till the arrival of the new levies.f In a letter to

Governor Trumbull (July 11), Washington observes: "The
officers and men of that corps have manifested so firm an at-

tachment to the cause we are engaged in, that they have con-

sented to remain here, till such a body of troops are marched
from your colony as will be a sufficient reinforcement, so as to

admit of their leaving this city with safety They
have the additional merit of determining to stay, even if they

are obliged to maintain their horses at their own expense." t

In a very few days, however, the troopers on being requested

to mount guard like other soldiers, grew restless and uneas}-.

Colonel Seymour and his brother field-officers, therefore, ad-

dressed a note to Washington, stating that, by the positive

laws of Connecticut, the light horse were expressly exempted
from staying in garrison, or doing duty on fot)t, apart from their

horses ; and that they found it impossible to detain their men
any longer under that idea, they having come " without the

least expectation or preparation for such services." They re-

spectfully, therefore, asked a dismission in form. Washington's

brief reply shows that he was nettled by their conduct.

" Gentlemen,—In answer to yours of this date, I can only

repeat to you what I said last night, and that is, that if your

men think themselves exempt from the common duty of a

soldier—will not mount guard, do garrison duty, or service

separate from their horses—they can no longer be of any use

* Am. Archives, 5th Series, 1. 175.

t Webb to Gov. Trumbull.

t Am. Archives, 5th Series, i. 192.
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here, where horses cannot be brought to action, and I do not

care how soon they are dismissed."

In fact, the assistance of these troops was much needed

;

yet he apprehended the exemption from fatigue and garrison

duty which they demanded as a right, would, if granted, set

a dangerous example to others, and be productive of many evil

consequences.

In the hurry of various concerns, he directed his aide-de-

camp. Colonel Webb, to write in his name to Governor Trum-
bull on the subject.

Colonel Seymour, on his return home, addressed a long letter

to the governor explanatory of his conduct. " I can't help re-

marking to your Honor," adds he, " that it may with truth be
said. General Washington is a gentleman of extreme care and
caution ; that his requisitions for men are fully equal to the

necessities of the case I should have stopped
here, but am this moment informed that Mr. Webb, General
Washington's aide-de-camp, has written to your Honor some-
thing dishonorable to the light-horse. Whatever it may be I

know not, but this I do know, that it is a general observation

both in camp and country, if the butterflies and coxcombs were
away from the army, we should not be put to so much difficulty

in obtaining men of common sense to engage in the defense of

their country." *

As to the Connecticut infantry which had been furnished
by Governor Trumbull in the present emergency, they likewise

were substantial farmers, whose business, he observed, would
require their return, when the necessity of their further stay

in the army should be over. They were all men of simple
rural manners, from an agricultural State, where great equality

of condition prevailed ; the officers were elected by the men
out of their own ranks, they were their own neighbors, and
'•very way their equals. All this, as yet, was but little under-
stood or appreciated by the troops from the South, among
whom military rank was more defined and tenaciously observed,

and where the officers were men of the cities, and of aristocratic

habits.

We have drawn out from contemporary sources these few
particulars concerning the sectional jealousies thus early spring-
ing up among the troops from the different States, to show the

difficulties with which Washington had to contend at the out-

set, and which formed a growing object of solicitude throughout
he rest of his career.

* Am, ArchioMf 5th Series, i. 518.
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John Adams, speaking of the violent passions, and discord-

ant interests at work throughout the country, from Florida to

Canada, observes :
" It requires more serenity of temper, a

deeper understanding, and more courage than fell to the lot of

Marlborough, to ride, in this whirlwind." *

CHAPTER LXXI.

SOUTHERN CRUISE OF SIR HENRY CLINTON. FORTIFICATIONS
AT CHARLESTON. ARRIVAL THERE OF GENERAL LEE.^-
BATTLE AT SULLIVAn's ISLAND. WASHINGTON ANNOUNCES
THE RESULT TO THE ARMY.

Letters from General Lee gave Washington intelligence of

the fate of Sir Henry Clinton's expedition to the South ; that
expedition which had been the subject of so much surmise and
perplexity. Sir Henry in his cruise along the coast had been
repeatedly foiled by Lee. First as we have shown, when he
looked in at New York ; next when he paused at Norfolk in Vir-

ginia ; and lastly, when he made a bold attempt at Charleston
in South Carolina ; for scarce did his ships appear off the bar
of harbor, than the omnipresent Lee was marching his troops

into the city.

Within a year past, Charleston had been fortified at various
points. Fort Johnson, on James Island, three miles from the

city, and commanding the breadth of the channel, was garrisoned
by a regiment of South Carolina regulars under Colonel Gads-
den. A strong fort had recently been constructed nearly op-

posite, on the southwest point of Sullivan's Island, about six'

miles below the city. It was mounted with twenty-six guns,
and garrisoned by three hundred and seventy-five regulars and

,

a few militia, and commanded by Colonel William Moultrie
of South Carolina, who had constructed it. This fort, in con-

nection with that on James Island, was considered the key of;

the harbor.

Cannon had also been mounted on Haddrell's Point on the:

mainland, to the northwest of Sullivan's Island, and along the]

bay in front of the town.
The arrival of General Lee gave great joy to the people ofI

Charleston, from his high reputation for military skill and ex*

* Am, Archiifes, 4th Series, t. 1112.
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perience. According to his own account in a letter to Wash-
ington, the town on his arrival was " utterly defenseless." He
was rejoiced therefore, when the enemy, instead of immediately
attacking it, directed his whole force against the fort on Sul-

livan's Island. "He has lost an opportunity," said Lee, "such
as I ho2)e will never occur again, of taking the town."

The British ships, in fact, having passed the bar with some
difficulty, landed their troops on Long Island, situated to the

east of Sullivan's Island, and separated from it by a small creek

called the Breach. Sir Henry Clinton meditated a combined
attack with his land and naval forces on the fort commanded by
Moultrie ; the capture of which, he thought, would insure the

reduction of Charleston.

The Americana immediately threw up works on the north-

eastern extremity of Sullivan's Island, to prevent the passage
of the enemy over the Breach, stationing a force of regulars

and militia there, under Colonel Thompson. General Lee en-

camped on Haddrell's Point, on the mainland, to the north of

the island, whence he intended to keep up a communication by
a bridge of boats, so as to be ready at any moment to aid either

Moultrie or Thompson.
Sir Henry Clinton, on the other hand, had to construct bat-

teries on Long Island, to oppose those of Thompson, and cover
the passage of his troops by boats or by the ford. Thus time
was consumed, and the enemy were, from the 1st to the 28th of

June, preparing for the attack ; their troops suffering from the

intense heat of tlie sun on the burning sands of Long Island,

and both fleet and army complaining of brackish water and
scanty and bad provisions.

At length on the 28th of June, the Thunder Bomb commenced
the attack, throwing shells at the fort as the fleet, under Sir

Peter Parker, advanced. About eleven o'clock the ships drop-

ped their anchors directly before the front battery. "I was at

this time in a boat," writes Lee, "endeavoring to make the

island ; but the wind and tide being violently against us, drove
us on the main. They immediately commenced the most furi-

ous fire I ever heard or saw. 1 confess I was in pain, from the

little confidence I reposed in our troops; the officers being all

boys, and the men raw recruits. What augmented my anxiety
was, that we had no bridge finished for retreat or communica-
tion ; and the creek or cove which separates it from the conti-

nent is near a mile wide. I liad received, likewise;, intelligence

that tlieir laud troops intended at the same time to land an<l

assault. , I never in my life felt myself so uneasy ; and what
iidded to my uneasiness was, that I knew our stock of ammuni-
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tion was miserably low. I had once thought of ordering the

commanding officer to spike his guns, and, when his ammuni-
tion was spent, to retreat with as little loss as possible. How-
ever, I thought proper previously to send to town for a fresh

supply, if it could possibly be procured, and ordered my aide-de-

camp, Mr. Byrd (who is a lad of magnanimous courage), to pass

over in a small canoe, and report the state of the spirit of the

garrison. If it had been low, I should have abandoned all

thoughts of defense. His report was flattering. I then deter-

mined to maintain the post at all risks, and passed the creek or

cove in a small boat, in order to animate the garrison in jo/'O-

pria persona y but I found they had no occasion for such au
encouragement.

'^ They were pleased with my visit, and assured me they

never would abandon the post but with their lives. The cool

courage they displayed astonished and enraptured me, for I do

assure you, my dear general, I never experienced a better fire.

Twelve full hours it was continued without intermission. The
noble fellows who were mortally wounded, conjured their

brethren never to abandon the standard of liberty. Those who
lost their limbs deserted not their posts. Upon the whole, they

acted like Romans in the third century."

Much of the foregoing is corroborated by the statement of a

British historian. " While the continued fire of our ships,"

writes he," seemed sufficient to shake the fierceness of the

bravest enemy, and daunt the courage of the most veteran

soldier, the return made by the fort could not fail calling for

the respect, as well as of highly incommoding the brave seamen
of Britain. In the midst of that dreadful roar of artillery, they

stuck with the greatest constancy and firmness to their guns
;

fired deliberately and slowly, and took a cool and effective aim.

The ships suffered accordingly ; they were torn almost to j^ieces,

and the slaughter was dreadful Never did British valor shine

more conspicuous, and never did our marine in an engagement
of the same nature with any foreign enemy experience so rude

an encounter." *

The fire from the ships did not produce the expected effect.

The fortifications were low, composed of earth and palmetto

wood, which is soft, and makes no splinters, and the merlons

were extremely thick. At one time there was a considerable

pause in the American fire, and the enemy thought the fort was
abandoned. -.It was only because the powder was exhausted.

As soon as a supply could be forwarded from the mainland hy

* Plst. Civil War in America, Dublin^ 1779. Annual^gistei;
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General Lee, the fort resumed its fire with still more deadly

effect. Through unskillful pilotage, several of tlie ships ran

aground, where one, the frigate ActCBO?t, remained ; the rest

were extricated with difficulty. Those which bore the brunt
of the action were much cut up. One hundred and seventy-five

men were killed, and nearly as many wounded. Captain Scott,

commanding the Experiment, of fifty guns, lost an arm, and
was otherwise wounded. Captain Morris, commanding the

ActCBon, was slain. So also was Lord Campbell, late governor

of the province, who served as a volunteer on board of tlie

squadron.

Sir Henry Clinton, with two thousand troops and five or six

hundred seamen, attempted repeatedly to cross from Long
Island, and cooperate in the attack upon the fort, but was as

often foiled by Colonel Thompson, with his battery of two can-

nons, and a body of South Carolina rangers and North Car-

olina regulars. " Upon the whole," says Lee, " the South and
North Carolina troops and Virginia rifle battalion we have here,

are admirable soldiers."

The combat slackened before sunset, and ceased before ten

o'clock. Sir Peter Parker, who had received a severe contusion

in the engagement, then slipped his cables, and drew off his

shattered ships to Five Fathom Hole. The ActcBon remained
aground.

On the following morning Sir Henry Clinton made another

attempt to cross from Long Island to Sullivan's Island ; but

was again rejAdsed, and obliged to take shelter behind his

breastworks. Sir Peter Parker, too, giving up all hope of re-

ducing the fort in the shattered condition of his ships, ordered

that the Actceon should be set on fire and abandoned. The
crew left her in flamesj with the guns loaded, and the colors

flying. The Americans boarded her in time to haul down her
colors, and secure them as a trophy, discharge her guns at one
of the enemy's ships, and load three boats with stores. They
then abandoned her to her fate, and in half an hour she blew up.

Within a few days the troops were re-embarked from Long
Islands ; the attempt upon CTiarleston was for the present
abandoned, and the fleet once more put to sea.

In this action, one of the severest in the whole course of the
war, the loss of the Americans in killed and wounded, was but
thirty-five men. Colonel Moultrie derived the greatest glory
from the defence of Sullivan's Island ; though the thanks of

Congress were voted as well to General Lee, Colonel Thompson,
and those under their command.

'* For God's sake, my dear General," writes Lee to Washing-
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ton, " urge the Congress to furnish me with a thousand cavalry.

With a thousand cavalry I could insure the safety of these

Southern provinces ; and without cavalry, I can answer for

nothing. From want of this species of troops we had infalli-

bly lost this caj)ital, but the dilatoriness and stupidity of the

enemy saved us."

The tidings of this signal repulse of the enemy came most
opportunely to Washington, when he was apprehending an at-

tack upon New York. He w^rites in a familiar vein to Schuyler
on the subject. " Sir Peter Parker and his fleet got a severe

drubbing in an attack upon our works on Sullivan's Island, just

by Charleston in South Carolina
; a part of their troops, at the

same time, in attempting to land, were repulsed." He assumed
a different tone in announcing it to the army in a general

order of the 21st July. " This generous example of our trooj)s

under the like circumstances with us, the general hopes, will

animate every officer and soldier to imitate, and even outdo them,
when the enemy shall make the same attempt on us. With
such a bright example before us of what can be done by brave
men fighting in defense of their country, we shall be loaded

with a double share of shame and infamy if we do not acquit

ourselves with courage, and manifest a determined resolution

to conquer or die."

CHAPTER LXXII.

Putnam's military projects.—chevatjx-de-frise at fort
"washington. ^^leditatkd attack on staten island.
arrival of ships. hessian reinforcements. scotch
highlanders. sir henry clinton and lord cornwal-
Lis.

—

Putnam's obstructions of the Hudson.—the " phge-

H^IX " AND " ROSE " attacked BY ROW GALLEYS AT TARRY-
TOWN. GENERAL ORDER OF WASHINGTON ON THE SUBJECT
OF SECTIONAL JEALOUSIES. PROFANE SWEARING PROHIBIT-

' ^D IN THE CAMP. PREPARATIONS AGAINST ATTACK. LEVIES

Oi YEOMANRY. GEORGE CLINTON IN COMMAND OF THE
fcflVIES ALONG THE HUDSON. ALARMS OF THE PEOPLE OF
i\E\V YORK. BENEVOLENT SYMPATHY OF WASHINGTON.
JHE " PHCENIX " GRAPPLED BY A FIRE-SHIP. THE SHIPS

iYACUATE THE HUDSON.

General Putnam, beside his bravery in the field, was
somewhat of a mechanical projector. The batteries at Port

Washington had Droved ineffectual in opposing the passage of
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hostile ships up the Hudson. He was now engaged on a plan

for obstructing the channel opposite the fort, so as to prevent

the passing of any more ships. A letter from him to General

Gates (July 26th) explains his project. "We are preparing

chevaux-de-frise, at which we make great despatch Ly the help

of ships, which are to he sunk—a scheme of mine wliich you
may be assured is very simjjle; apian of which I send you.

The two ships' sterns lie towards each other, about seventy feet

Kpart. Three large logs, which reach from ship to ship, are

fastened to them. The two ships and logs stop the river two
hundred and eighty feet. The ships are to be sunk, and
when hauled down on one side, the pricks will be raised to a

proper height, and they must inevitably stop the river, if the

enemy will let us sink them."
It so happened that one Ephraim Anderson, adjutant to the

second Jersey battalion, had recently submitted a project to

Congress for destroying the enemy's fleet in the harbor of Xew
York. He had attempted an enterprise of the kind against

the British ships in the harbor of Quebec during the siege, and
according to his own account, would have succeeded, had not

the enemy discovered his intentions, and stretched a cable across

the mouth of the harbor, and had he not accidentally been much
burnt.

His scheme was favorably entertained by Congress, and
Washington, by a letter dated July 10th, was instructed to aid

him in carrying it into effect. Anderson, accordingly, was soon

at work at Xew York constructing fire-ships, with which the

fleet was to be attacked. Simultaneous with the attack, a descent

was to be made on the British camp on Staten Island, from the

nearest point of the Jersey shore, by troops from Mercer's fly-

ing camp, and by others stationed at Bergen under Major
Knowlton, Putnam's favorite officer for daring enterprises.

Putnam entered into the scheme as zealously as if it had been
his own. Indeed, by the tenor of his letter to Gates, already

quoted, he seemed almost to consider it so. " The enemy's
fleet," writes he, " now lies in the bay, close under Staten

Islanfl. Their troops possess no land here but the Island.

Is it not strange that those invincible troops, who were to

lay waste all this country with their fleets and army, are so

fond of islands and peninsulas, and dare not put their feet

on the main ? But I hope, by the blessing of God, and good
friends, we shall pay them a visit on their island. For that

end we are preparing fourte<*n fire-shii)S to go into their fleet,

H<»ra« of which are ready charged and fitted to sail, and I hope
8©on to hav» ^hem all fixed.''
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Anderson, also, on the 31st July, writes from Kew York to

the President of Congress :
" I have been for some time past

very assiduous in the preparation of fire-ships. Two are already
complete, and hauled off into the stream ; two more will be off

to-morrow, and the residue in a very short time. In my next,

I hope to give you a particular account of a general coniiagrar

tion, as everything in my power shall be exerted for the demo-
lition of the enemy's fleet. I expect to take an active partj

and be an instrument for that purpose. I am determined (God
willing) to make a consj^icuous figure among them, by being a
' burning and shining light,' and thereby serve my country,

and have the honor of meeting the approbation of Congress." *

Projectors are subject to disappointments. It was impossible

to construct a sufficient number of fire-ships and galleys in time.

The flying camp, too, recruited but slowly, and scarcely ex-

ceeded three thousand men ; the combined attack by fire and
sword had therefore to be given up, and the " burning and
shining light" again failed of conflagration.

Still, a partial night attack on the Staten Island encampment
was concerted by Mercer and Knowlton, and twice attempted.

On one occasion, they were prevented from crossing the strait

by tempestuous weather, on another by deficiency of boats.

In the course of a few days arrived a hundred sail, with large

reinforcements, among which were one thousand Hessians, and
as many more were reported to be on the way. The troops

were disembarked on Staten Island, and fortifications thrown
up on some of the most commanding hills.

All projects of attack upon the enemy were now out of the

question. Indeed, some of Washington's ablest advisers ques-

tioned the policy of remaining in New York, where they might
be entrapped as the British had been in Boston. Reed, the

adjutant-general, observed that, as the communication by the

Hudson was interrupted, there was nothing now to keep them
at Xew York but a mere point of honor ; in the meantime, they

endangered the loss of the army and its military stores. Why
should they risk so much in defending a city, while the greater

part of its inhabitants were plotting their destruction ? His
advice was, that, when they could defend the city no longer,

they should evacuate, and burn it, and retire from Manhattan
Island ; should avoid any general action, or indeed any action,

unless in view of great advantages ; and should make it a war
of posts.

During the latter part of July, and the early part of August,

ships of war with their tenders continued to arrive, and Scotch
* Am. Archives, 5th Series, i. 155.
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Highlanders^, Hessians, and otlier troops to be landed on*Staten

Island. At the beginning of August, the squadron with Sir

Henry Clinton, recently repulsed at Charleston, anchored in

the ba}'. " His coming," writes Colonel Keed, " was as unex-

pected as if he had dropped from the clouds." He was accom-
panied by Lord Cornwallis, and brought three thousand troops.

In the meantime, Putnam's contrivances for obstructing the

channel had reached their destined place. A letter dated Fort
Washington, August 3d, says :

" Four ships chained and boomed,
with a number of amazing large chevaux-de^frise, were sunk
close by the fort under command of General Mifflin, which fort

mounts thirty-two pieces of heavy cannon. We are thoroughly
sanguine that they [the ships up the river] never will be able

to join the British fleet, nor assistance from the fleet be afforded

to them ; so that we may set them down as our own."
Another letter, written at the same date from Tarrytown, on

the borders of the Tappan Sea, gives an account of an attack

made by six row galleys upon the Phoenix and the Hose. They
fought bravely for two hours, hulling the ships repeatedly, but
sustaining great damage in return ; until their commodore,
Colonel Tuj^per, gave the signal to draw off. " Never," says

the writer, "did men behave with more iirm, determined spirit,

than our little crews. One of our tars being mortall}'' wounded,
cried to his companions :

* I am a dying man ; revenge my
bloo<l, my boys, and carry me alongside my gun, that I may die

there.' We were so preserved by a gracious Providence, that

in all our galleys we had but two men killed and fourteen

wounded, two of which are thought dangerous. We hope to

have another touch at those pirates before they leave our river;

which God prosper !

"

Such was the belligerent spirit prevailing up the Hudson.
The force of the enemy collected in the neighborhood of New

York was about thirty thousand men ; that of the Americans a

little more than seventeen thousand, but was subsequently in'

crea8€'d to twenty thousand, for the most part raw and undis-

ciplined. One fourth were on the sick-list with bilious and
putrid fevers and dysentery ; others were absent on furlough or

command ; the rest had to be distributed over posts and sta-

tions fifteen miles apart.

The sectional jealousies prevalent among them were more
and more a subject of uneasiness to Washington. In one of

his general orders he observes :
" It is with great concern that

the general understands thai jealousies have arisen among the
troops from the different provinces, and reflections are fre-

quently thrown out which can only tend to irritate each other,
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and injure the noble cause in which we are engaged, and which
we ought to support with one hand and one heart. The general

most earnestly entreats the officers and soldiers to consider the

consequences ; that they can no way assist our enemies more
effectually than by making divisions among ourselves ; that the

honor and success of the army, and the safety of our bleeding

country, depend upon harmony and good agreement with eacl?

other ; that the provinces are all united to oppose the common
enemy, and all distinctions sunk in the name of an American
To make this name honorable, and to preserve the liberty of

our country, ought to be our only emulation ; and he will be the

best soldier and the best patriot, who contributes most to this

glorious work, whatever be his station, or from whatever part of

the continent he may come. Let all distinction of nations,

countries, and provinces, therefore, be lost in the generous con-

test, who shall behave with the most courage against the enemy,
and the most kindness and good-humor to each other. If there

be any officers or soldiers so lost to virtue and a love of their

country, so as to continue in such practices after this order,

the general assures them, and is authorized by Congress to de*

clare to the whole army, that such persons shall be severely

punished, and dismissed from the service with disgrace."

The urgency of such a general order is apparent in that earl}^

period of our confederation, when its various parts had not as

yet been sufficiently welded together to acquire a thorough feel-

ing of nationality; yet what an enduring lessorl does it

furnish for every stage of our Union !

We subjoin another of the general orders issued in this time
of gloom and anxiety :

—

'"That the troops may have an opportunity of attending

public worship, as well as to take some rest after the great

fatigue they have gone through, the general, in future, excuses

them from fatigue duty on Sundays, except at the ship-yards,

or on special occasions, until further orders. The general is

sorry to be informed, that the foolish and wicked practice of

profane cursing and swearing, a vice heretofore little known in

an American army, is growing into fashion. He hopes the

officers will, by example as well as influence, endeavor to check
it, and that both they and the men will reflect, that we can

little hope of the blessing of Heaven on our arms, if we insult

it by our impiety and folly. Added to this, it is a vice so mean
and low, without any temptation, that every man of sense and
character detests and despises it." *

* Orderly Book, Aug. 3, as cited by Sparks. WHtings of Washing-

tan, vol. iv. p. 28.
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While Washington thus endeavored to elevate the minds of

his soldiery to the sanctity of the cause in which they were
engaged, he kept the most watchful eye upon the movements of

the enemy. Besides their great superiority in point of numbers
as well as discipline, to his own crude and scanty legions, they

IK)ssessed a vast advantage in their fleet. " They would not be
half the enemy they are," observed Colonel Reed, " if they were
once separated from their ships." Every arrival and departure

of these, therefore, was a subject of speculation and conjecture.

Aaron Burr, at that time in New York, aide-de-camp to General
Putnam, speaks in a letter to an uncle, of thirty transports,

which, under convoy of three frigates, had put to sea on the

7th of August, with the intention of sailing round Long Island

and coming through the Sound, and thus investing the city by
the North and East Rivers. " They are then to land on both

sides of the island," writes he, "join their forces, and draw a

line across, which will hem us in, and totall}^ cut off all com-
munication ; after which, they will have their own fun." He
adds :

" They hold us in the utmost contempt. Talk of forcing

all our lines without firing a gun. The bayonet is their pride.

They have forgot Bunker's Hill." *

In this emergency, Washington wrote to General Mercer
for 2,000 men from the flying camp. Colonel Smallwood's
battalion was immediately furnished, as a part of them. The
Convention of the State ordered out hasty levies of country
militia, to form temporary camps on the shore of the Sound,
and on that of the Hudson above King's Bridge, to annoy the

enemy, should they attempt to land from their ships on either

of these waters. Others were sent to reinforce the posts on
Long Island. As King's County on Long Island was noted

for being a stronghold of the disaffected, the Convention ordered

that, should any of the militia of that county refuse to serve,

they should be disarmed and secured, and their possessions laid

waste.

Many of the yeoraen of the country, thus hastily summoned
from the plough, were destitute of arms, in lieu of which they
were ordered to bring with them a shovel, spade, or pickaxe, or

a scythe straightened and fastened to a pole. This rustic array

may have provoked the thoughtless sneers of city scoffers, such
as those cited by Graydon ; but it was in truth one of the glori-

ous features ef the Revolution, to be thus aided in its emergen-
cies by " hasty levies of husbandmen." *

• Am. Archives, otli Series, i. 1887.

t General ordors, Aug. 8th, show the feverish slate of affairs in the
city. " As the movements of the enemy, and intpllii;ence by deserters,
give the utmost reason to believe that the great struggle in wJUick we are
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By the authority of the New York Convention, Washington
had appointed General George Clinton to the command of the

levies on both sides of the Hudson. He now ordered him to

hasten down with them to the fort just erected on the north

side of King's Bridge ; leaving two hundred men under the com
mand of a brave and alert officer to throw up works at the pass

of Anthony's Nose, where the main road to Albany crosses

that mountain. Troops of horse also were to be posted by him
along the river to watch the motions of the enemy.
Washington now made the last solemn preparations for the

impending conflict. All suspected persons, whose presence

might promote the plans of the enemy, were removed to a dis-

tance. All papers respecting affairs of state were put up in a

large case, to be delivered to Congress. As to his domestic ar-

rangements, Mrs. Washington had some time previously gone
to Philadelphia, with the intention of returning to Virginia, as

there was no prospect of her being with him any part of the

summer, which threatened to be one of turmoil and danger.

The other ladies, wives of general officers, who used to grace

and enliven head-quarters, had all been sejit out of the way of

the storm which was lowering over this devoted city.

Accounts of deserters, and other intelligence, informed

Washington on the 17th, that a great many of the enemy's
troops had gone on board of the transports ; that three days'

provisions had been cooked, and other steps taken indicating

an intention of leaving Staten Island. Putnam, also, came up
from below with word that at least one fourth of the fleet had
sailed. There were many conjectures at head-quarters as to

whither they were bound, or whether they had not merely shifted

their station. Everything indicated, however, that affairs were
tending to a crisis.

The " hysterical alarms '^ of the peaceful inhabitants of

contending for everything dear to us and our posterity is near at hand,
the general most earnestly recommends the closest attention to the state

of the men's arms, ammunition, and flints ; that if we should be sud-
denly called to action, nothing of this kind may he to provide. And he
does most anxiously exhort both officers and soldiers not to be out of

their quarters or encampments, especially in the morning or upon the
tide of flood.

*' A flag in the daytime, or a light at night, in the fort on Bayard's
Hill, with three guns from the same place fired quick but distinct, is to

be considered as a signal for the troops to repair to their alarm posts,

and prepare for action. And that the alarm may be more effectu-

ally given, the drums are imraeidiately to beat to arms upon the signal

being given from Bayard's Hill. This order is not to be considered as

countermanding the firing two guns at Fort George,as formerly ordered.

That is also to be done on an alarm, but the flag will not be hoisted at

the old head-quarters in Broadway."

—

Am. Archives, 5th Seriea i 912.
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Xew York, which had provoked the soldierlike impatience and
satirical sneers of Lee, inspired different sentiments in the

benevolent heart of Washington, and j^roduced the following

letter to the New York Convention :

" When I consider that the city of Xew York will, in all hu-

man probability, very soon be the scene of a bloody conflict, I

cannot but view the great numbers of women, children, and iu'

firm persons remaining in it, with the most melancholy con-

cern. When the men-of-war (the Phcenix and Rose) passed

up the river, the shrieks and cries of these poor creatures, run-

ning every way with their children, were truly distressing, and
I fear they will have an unhappy effect upon the ears and minds
of our 3'"oung and inexperienced soldiery. Can no method be
devised for their removal ?

"

How vividly does this call to mind the compassionate sensi-

bility of his younger days, when commanding at Winchester,

in Virginia, in time of public peril; and melted to "deadly
sorrow " by the " supplicating tears of the women, and mov-
ing petitions of the men." As then, he listened to the prompt
suggestions of his own heart ; and, without awaiting the ac-

tion of the Convention, issued a proclamation, advising the ii>

habitants to remove, and requiring the officers and soldiery to

aid the helpless and the indigent. The Convention soon

responded to his appeal, and appointed a committee to effect

these purposes in the most humane and expeditious manner.
A gallant little exploit at this juncture, gave a fillip to the

spirits of the community. Two of the fire-ships recently con-

structed, went up the Hudson to attempt the destruction of

the ships which had so long been domineering over its waters.

One succeeded in grappling the Phoenix^ and would soon have

set her in flames, but in the darkness got to leeward, and was
cast loose without effecting any damage. The other, in making
for the Rose, fell foul of one of the tenders, grappled and
burnt her. The enterprise was conducted with spirit, and
though it failed of its main object, had an important effect. The
commanders of the ships determined to abandon those waters,

where their boats were fired upon by the very yeomanry when-
ever they attempted to land; and where their ships were in

danger from midnight incendiaries, while riding at anchor.

Taking advantage of a brisk wind, and favoring tide, they made
all sail early on the morning of the 18th of August, and stood

down the river, keeping close under the eastern shore, where
they supposed the guns from Mount Washington could not be
brought to bear upon them. Notwithstanding this precaution,

the Phcenix was thrice hulled by shots from the fort, and one
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of the tenders once. The Hose, also, was hulled once by a

shot from Burdett's Feriy. The men on board were kept close,

to avoid being picked off by a party of riflemen pDsted on the

river bank. The ships fired grapeshot as they passed, but with-

out effecting any injury. Unfortunatelj-, a passage had been
left open in the obstructions on which General Putnam had cal-

culated so sanguinely ; it was to have been closed in the course

of a day or two. Through this they made their way, guided by
a deserter ; which alone, in Putnam's opinion, saved them from
being checked in their career, and utterly destroyed by the bat-

teries.

CHAPTER LXXIIL

THR BATTLiS OF LOXG ISLAND.

The movements of the British fleet, and of the camp on
Staten Island, gave signs of a meditated attack ; but, as the

nature of that attack was uncertain, Washington was obliged to

retain the greater part of his troops in the city for its defense,

holding them ready, however, to be transferred to any point in

the vicinity. General Mifllin, with about five hundred of the

Pennsylvania troops, of Colonels Shee and Magaw's regiments,

were at King's Bridge, ready to aid at a moment's notice.

" They are the best disciplined of any troops that I have yet

seen in the army," said General Heath, who had just reviewed

them. General George Clinton was at that post, with about

fourteen hundred of his yeomanry of the Hudson. As the

Phvenix and Rose had explored the shores, and taken the

soundings as far as they had gone up the river, General Heath
thought Howe might attempt an attack somewhere above King's

Bridge, rather than in the face of the many and strong works
erected in and around the city. " Should his inclination lead

him this way," adds he, " nature has done much for us, and we
shall, as fast as possible, add the strength of art. We are push-

ing our works with great diligence." *

Reports from different quarters, gave Washington reason to

apprehend that the design of the enemy might be to land part

of their force on Long Island, and endeavor to get possession

of the heights of Brooklyn, which overlooked Xew York ; while

another part should land above the city, as General Heath sug-

gested. Thus, various disconnected points distant from each

* Heath to Washington, Aug. 17.—18.

I
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other, and a great extent of intervening country, had to be de-

fended by raw troops, against a superior force, well disciplined,

and possessed of every facility for operating by land and
water.

General Greene, with a considerable force, was stationed at

Brooklyn. He had acquainted himself with all the localities of

the island, from Hell Gate to the Narrows, and made his plan

of defense accordingly. His troops were diligently occupied in

works which he laid out, about a mile beyond the village of

Brooklyn, and facing the interior of the island, whence a land

attack might be attempted.

Brooklyn was immediately opposite to New York. The
Sound, commonly called the East Eiver, in that place about

three-quarters of a mile in width, swept its rapid tides between
them. The village stood on a kind of peninsula, formed by the

deep inlets of Wallabout Bay on the north, and Gowanus Cove
on the south. A line of intrenchments and strong redoubts

extended across the neck of the peninsula, from the bay to a

swamp and creek emptying into the cove. To protect the rear

of the works from the enemy's shij^s, a battery was erected at

Red Hook, the southwest corner of the peninsula, and a fort

on Governor's Island, nearly opposite.

About two miles and a half in front of the line of intrench-

ments and redoubts, a range of hills, densely wooded, extended
from southwest to northeast, forming a natural barrier across

the island. It was traversed by three roads. One, on the left

of the works, stretched eastwardly to Bedford, and then by a

pass through the Bedford Hills to the village of Jamaica

;

another, central and direct, led through the woody heights to

Flatbush ; a third, on the right of the lines, passed by Gowanus
Cove to the Narrows and Gravesend Bay.
The occupation of this range of hills, and the protection of

its passes, had been designed by General Greene ; but unfort-

unately, in the midst of his arduous toils, he was taken down
l>y a raging fever, which confined him to his bed ; and General
Sullivan, just returned from Lake Champlain, had the tem-

porary command.
Washington saw that to prevent the enemy from landing on

Long Island would be impossible, its great extent affording so

many places favorable for that purpose, and the American
works being at the part opposite to New York. "However,"
writes he to the President of Congress, " we shall attempt to

harass them as much as possible, which is all that we can do."

On the 21st came a letter, written in all haste by Brigadier-

general William Livingston, of New Jersey. Movements o|
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the enemy on Staten Island had been seen from his camp.
He had sent over a spy at midnight, who brought back the

following intelligence. Twenty thousand men had embarked
to make an attack on Long Island, and up the Hudson. Fifteen

thousand remained on Staten Island, to attack Bergen Point,

Elizabethtown Point, and Amboy. The spy declared that he
had heard orders read, and the conversation of the generals.
" They appear very determined," added he, " and will put all

to the sword !"

Washington sent a copy of the letter to the New York Con-
vention. On the following morning (August 22d) the enemy
appeared to be carrying their plans into execution. The re-

ports of cannon and musketry were heard from Long Island,

and columns of smoke were descried rising above the groves
and orchards at a distance. The city, as usual, was alarmed,
and had reason to be so ; for word soon came that several thou-
sand men, with artillenr and light horse, were landed at Grave-
send ; and that Colonel Hand, stationed there with the Penn-
sylvania rifle regiment, had retreated to the lines, setting fire

to stacks of wheat, and other articles, to keep them from falling

into the enemy's hands.

Washington apprehended an attempt of the foe by a forced
march, to surprise the lines at Brooklyn. He immediately sent

over a reinforcement of six battalions. It was all that he
could spare, as with the next tide the ships mi^ht bring up
the residue of the enemy and attack the city. Five battalions

more, however, were ordered to be ready as a reinforcement, if

required. ''Be cool, but determined," was the exhortation

given to the departing troops. " Do not fire at a distance, but
wait the command of your officers. It is the general's express
orders, that if any man attempt to skulk, lie down, or retreat

without orders, he be instantly shot down for an example."
In justice to the poor fellows, most of whom were going for

the first time on a service of life and death, Washington ob-
serves, that " they went off in high spirits," and that the whole
capable of duty evinced the same cheerfulness.*

Nine thousand of the enemv had landed, with forty pieces of

cannon. Sir Henry Clinton had the chief command, and led

the first division. His associate officers were the Earls of

Cornwallis and Percy, General Grant, and General Sir Wil-
liam Erskine. As their boats approached the shore. Colonel
Hand, stationed, as has been said, in the neighborhood with his

rifle regiment, retreated to the chain of wooded hills, and took
post on a height commanding the central road leading from

* Washington to the President of Congress.
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Flatbush. The enemy having landed without opposition, Lord
Oornwallis was detached with the reserve to Flatbush, while
the rest of the army extended itself from the ferry at the Nar-
rows through Utrecht and Gravesend to the village of Flatland.

Lord Cornwallis, with two battalions of light-infantry, Col-

onel Donop's corps of Hessians, and six field-pieces, advanced
rapidly to seize upon the central pass through the hills. He
found Hand and his riflemen ready to make a vigorous defense.

This brought him to a halt, having been ordered not to risk an
attack should the pass be occupied. He took post for the night,

therefore, in the village of Flatbush.

It was evidently the aim of the enemy to force the lines at

Brooklyn, and get possession of the heights. Should they
succeed. New York would be at their mercy. The panic and
distress of the inhabitants went on increasing. Most of those

who could afford it, had already removed to the country. There
was now a new cause of terror. It was rumored that, should

the American army retreat from the city, leave would be given
for any one to set it on fire. The New York Convention ap-

prised Washington of this rumor. " I can assure you, gentle-

men," writes he in reply, " that this report is not founded on
the least authority from me. On the contrary, I am so sensi-

ble of the value of such a city, and the consequences of its de-

struction to many worthy citizens and their families, that

nothing but the last necessity, and that such as would justify

me to the whole world, would induce me to give orders to that

purpose."

In this time of general alarm, head-quarters were besieged by
applicants for safeguard from the impending danger ; and
Washington was even beset in his walks by supplicating women
with their children. The patriot's heart throbbed feelingly

under the soldier^s belt. Nothing could surpass the patience

and benignant sympathy with which he listened to them, and
endeavored to allay their fears. Again he urged the Conven-
tion to carry out their measures for the removal of these de-

fenseless beings. " There are many," writes he, " who anxiously

wish to remove, but have not the means."
On the 24th he crossed over to Brooklyn, to inspect the lines

and reconnoiter the neighborhood. In this visit he felt sen-

sibly the want of General Greene's presence, to explain his

2)lans and point out the localities.

The American a<lvanced posts were in the wooded hills.

Colonel Hand, with his riflemen, kept watch over the central

road, and a strong redoubt had been thrown up in front of the

pass, to check any advance of the enemy from Flatbush.
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Another road leading from Flatbush to Bedford, by which the
enemy might get round to the left of the works at Brooklyn,
was guarded by two regiments, one under Colonel Williams,
posted on the north side of the ridge, the other by a Pennsyl-
vania rifle regiment, under Colonel ^liles, posted on the south
side. The enemy were stretched along the country beyond the
chain of hills.

As yet, nothing had taken place but skirmishing and irregu-

lar firing between the outposts. It was with deep concern
Washington noticed a prevalent disorder and confusion in the
camp. There was a want of system among the officers, and
cooperation among the troops, each corps seeming to act ind(^

pendently of the rest. Few of the men had any military ex-

perience, except, perchance, in bush-fighting with the Indians.

Unaccustomed to discipline and the restraint of camps, they
sallied forth whenever they pleased, singly or in squads,

prowling about and firing upon the enemy, like hunters after

game.
Much of this was no doubt owing to the protracted illness of

General Greene.

On returning to the •ity, therefore, Washington gave the

command on Long Island to General Putnam, warning him,
however, in his letter of instructions, to summon the officers

together, and enjoin them to put a stop to the irregularities

which he had observed among the troops. Lines of defense

were to be formed round the encampment, and works on the

most advantageous ground. Guards were to be stationed on
the lines, with a brigadier of the day constantly at hand to see

that orders were executed. Field-officers were to go the rounds
and report the situation of the guards and no one was to pass

beyond the lines without a special permit in writing. At the

same time, partisan and scouting parties, under proper officers,

and with regular license, might sally forth bo harass the enemy,
and prevent their carrying off the horses and cattle of the

country people.

Especial attention was called to the wooded hills between
the works and the enemy's camp. The passes through them
were to be secured by abatis, and defended by the best troops,

who should, at all hazards, prevent the approach of the enemy.
The militia being the least tutored and experienced, might man
the interior w^orks.

Putnam crossed with alacrity to his post. " He was made
happy," writes Colonel Reed, ''by obtaining leave to go over.

The brave old man was quite miserable at being kept here."

In the meantime, the enemy were augmenting their forces
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on the island. Two brigades of Hessians, under Lieutenant-

general De Heister, wore transferred from the camp on Staten

Island on the 2oth. This movement did not escape the vigilant

eye of Washington. By the aid of his telescope, he had noticed

that from time to time tents were struck on Staten Island, and
portions of the encampment broken up ; while ship after ship

weighed anchor, and dropped down to the Narrows.

He now concluded that the emeny were about to make a
push with their main force for the possession of Brooklyn
Heights. He accordingly sent over additional reinforcements,

and among them Colonel John Haslet's well equipped and well

disciplined Delaware regiment ; which was joined to Lord
Stirling's brigade, chiefly composed of Southern troops, and
stationed outside of the lines. These were troops which Wash-
ington regarded with peculiar satisfaction, on account of their

soldier-like appearance and discipline.

On the 29th, he crossed over to Brooklyn, accompanied by
Keed, the adjutant-general. There was much movement among
the enemy's troops, and their number was evidently augmented.
In fact, General De Heister had reached Platbush with his

Hessians, and taken command of the centre ; whereupon Sir

Henry Clinton, with the right wing, drew off to Flatlands, in

a diagonal line to the right of De Heister, while the left wing,
commanded by General Grant, extended to the place of landing

on Gravesend Bay.
Washington remained all day, aiding General Putnam with

his counsels, who, new to the command, had not been able to

make himself well acquainted with the fortified posts beyond
the lines. In the evening Washington returned to the city,

full of anxious thought. A general attack was evidently at

hand. Where would it be made ? How would his inexperi-

enced troops stand the encounter ? What would be the defense

of the city if assailed by the ships ? It was a night of intense

solicitude, and well might it be ; for during that night a plam
was carried into effect, fraught with disaster to the Americans.
The plan to which we allude was concerted by General

Howe, the commander-in-chief. Sir Henry Clinton, with the

van-guard, composed of the choicest troops, was by a circuitous

march in the night, to throw himself into the rond leading

from Jamaica to Bedford, seize upon a pass through the Bed-
ford Hills, within three miles of that village, and thus turn

the left of the American advanced posts. It was preparatory

to this nocturnal march, that Sir Henry during the day had
fallen back with his troops from Flatbush to Flatlands, and
cauHe<J that stir and ciovement which had attracted the notice

of Washington.
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To divert the attention of the Americans from the stealthy

march on their left, General Grant was to menace their right

llank toward Gravesend before daybreak, and General De
Heister to cannonade their centre, where Colonel Hand was
stationed. Neitlier, however, was to press an attack until the

guns of Sir Henry Clinton should give notice that he had
effected his purpose, and turned the left flank of the Ameri-
cans ; then the latter were to be assailed at all points with the

utmost vigor.

About nine o'clock in the evening of the 26th, Sir Henrj'-

Clinton began his march from Flatlands with the van-guard,

composed of light infantry. Lord Percy followed with the

grenadiers, artillery, and light dragoons, forming the centre.

Lord Cornwallis brought up the rear-guard with the heavy
ordnance. General Howe accompanied this division.

It was a silent march, without beat of drum or sound of

trumpet, under guidance of a Long Island tory along by-roads

traversing a swamp by a narrow causeway, and so across the

country to the Jamaica road. About two liours before day-

break, they arrived within half a mile of the pass through the

Bedford Hills, and halted to prepare for an attack. At this

juncture they captured an American patrol, and learnt, to their

surprise, that the Bedford pass was unoccupied. In fact, the

whole, road beyond Bedford, leading to Jamaica, was left un-

guarded, excepting by some light volunteer troops. Colonels

Williams and Miles, who were stationed to the left of Colonel

Hand, among tlie wooded hills, had been instructed to send
out parties occasionally to patrol the road, but no troops had
been stationed at the Bedford pass. The road and pass may
not have been included in General Greene's plan of defense, or

may have been thought too far out of the way to need special

precaution. The neglect of them, however, proved fatal.

Sir Henry Clinton immediately detached a battalion of light-

infantry to secure the pass ; and, advancing with his corps at

the first break of day, possessed himself of the* heights. He
was now within three miles of Bedford, and his march had
been undiscovered. Having passed the heights, therefore, he

halted his division for the soldiers to take some refreshment,

preparatory to the morning's hostilities.

There we will leave them, while we note how the other divis-

ions performed their part of the plan.

About midnight General Grant moved from Gravesend Bay,
with the left wing, composed of two brigades and a regiment of

regulars, a battalion of New York loyalists, and ten field-pieces.

He proceeded along the road leading past the Narrows and
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(rowanns Cove, toward the right of the American works. A
picket guard of Pennsylvanian and New York militia, under

Colonel Atlee, retired before him fighting to a position on the

skirts of the wooded hills.

In the meantime, scouts had brought in word to the Ameri-

can lines that the enemy were approaching in force upon the

right. General Putnam ordered Lord Stirling to hasten with

the two regiments nearest at hand, and .hold them in check.

These were Haslet's Delaware, and Smallwood's Maryland regi-

ments ; the latter the macaro7iis, in scarlet and buff, who had
outshone, in camp, their yeoman fellow-soldiers in homespun.
They turned out with great alacrity, and Stirling pushed for-

ward with them on the road toward the Narrows. By the time

he had passed Gowanus Cove, daylight began to appear. Here
on a rising ground, he met Colonel Atlee with his Pennsylvania
provincials, and learned that the enemy were near. Indeed,

their front began to appear in the uncertain twilight. Stirling

ordered Atlee to place himself in ambush in an orchard on the

left of the road, and await their coming up, while he formed the

Delaware and Maryland regiments along a ridge from the road,

up to a piece of woods on the top of the hill.

Atlee gave the enemy two or three volleys as they approached,

and then retreated and formed in the wood on Lord Stirling's

left. By this time his lordship was reinforced by Kichline's

riflemen, part of whom he placed along a hedge at the foot of

the hill, and part in front of the wood. General Grant threw
his light troops in the advance, and posted them in an orchard

and behind hedges, extending in front of the Americans, and
about one hundred and fifty yards distant.

It was now broad daylight. A rattling fire commenced be-

tween the British light troops and the American riflemen,

which continued for about two hours, when the former retired

to their main body. In the meantime, Stirling's position had
been strengthened by the arrival of Captain Carpenter with two
field-pieces. These were placed on the side of the hill, so as to

command the road and the approach for some hundred yards.

General Grant, likewise, brought up his artillery within three

hundred yard.s, and formed his brigades on opposite hills, about
six hundred yards distant. There was occasional cannonading
on both sides, but neither party sought a general action.

Lord Stirling's object was merely to hold the enemy in check;
and the instructions of General Grant, as we have shown, were
not to press an attack until aware that Sir Henry Clinton was
on the left flank of the Americans.

During this time, De Heister had commenced his part of the
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plan by opening a cannonade from his camp at Flatbush, upon
the redoubt, at the pass of the wooded hills, where Hand and
his riflemen were stationed. On hearing this General Sullivan,

who was within the lines, rode forth to Colonel Hand's post to

reconnoiter. De Heister, however, according to the plan of

operations, did not advance from Elatbush, but kept up a brisk

fire from his artillery on the redoubt in front of the pass, which
replied as briskly. At the same time, a cannonade from a

British ship upon the battery at Red Hook, contributed to

distract the attention of the Americans.
In the meantime terror reigned in New York. The volley-

ing of musketry and the booming of cannon at early dawn, had
told of the fighting that had commenced. As the morning ad-

vanced, and platoon firing and the occasional discharge of a

field-piece were heard in different directions, the terror in-

creased. Washington was still in doubt whether this was but
a part of a general attack, in which the city was to be included.

Five ships of the line were endeavoring to beat up the bay.

Were they to cannonade the city, or to land troops above it ?

Fortunately, a strong head-wind bafiled all their efforts ; but
one vessel of inferior force got up far enough to open the fire

already mentioned upon the fort at Red Hook.
Seeing no likelihood of an immediate attack upon the city,

Washington hastened over to Brooklyn in his barge, and
galloped up to the works. He arrived there in time to witness

the catastrophe for which all the movements of the enemy had
been concerted.

The thundering of artillery in the direction of Bedford, had
given notice that Sir Henry had turned the left of the Ameri-
cans. De Heister immediately ordered Colonel Count Donop
to advance with his Hessian regiment, and storm the redoubt,

while he followed with his whole division. Sullivan did not

remain to defend the redoubt. Sir Henry's cannon had ap-

prised him of the fatal truth, that his flank was turned, and he

in danger of being surrounded. He ordered a retreat to the

lines, but it was already too late. Scarce had he descended
from the height, and emerged into the plain, when he was met
by the British light-infantry, and dragoons, and driven back
into the woods. By this time De Heister and his Hessians
had come up, and now commenced a scene of confusion, con-

sternation, and slaughter, in which the troops under Williams
and Miles were involved. Hemmed in and entrapped between
the British and Hessians, and driven from one to the other, the

Americans fought for a time bravely, or rather desperately.

Some were cut down and trampled by the cavalry, others bayo-
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iiete<l without mercy by the Hessians. Some rallied in groups,

and made a brief stand with their rifles from rocks or behind
trees. The whole pass was a scene of carnage, resounding with

the clash of arms, the tramp of horses, the volleying of fire-

arms and the cries of the combatants, with now and then the

dreary braying of the trumpet. We give the words of one who
mingled in the fight, and whom we have heard speak with

horror of the sanguinary fury with which the Hessians plied

the bayonet. At length some of the Americans, by a desperate

effort, cut their waj' through the host of foes, and effected a re-

treat to the lines, fighting as they went. Others took refuge

among the woods and fastnesses of the hills, but a great part

were either killed or taken prisoners. Among the latter was
General Sullivan.

Washington, as we have observed, arrived in time to witness

this catastrophe, but was unable to prevent it. He had heard
the din of the battle in the woods, and seen the smoke rising

from among the trees ; but a deep cofumn of the enemy was
descending from the hills on the left ; his choicest troops were
all in action, and he had none but militia to man the works.

His solicitude was now awakened for the safety of Lord Stir-

ling and his corps, who had been all the morning exchanging
cannonades with General Grant. The forbearance of the latter

in not advancing, though so superior in force, had been misin-

terpreted by the Americans. According to Colonel Haslet's

statement, the Delawares and Marylanders, drawn up on the

side of the hill, " stood upwards of four hours, with a firm and
determined countenance, in close array, their colors flying, the

enemy's artillery playing on them all the while, not daring to

advance and attack them, though six times their number, and
nearly surrounding them." *

Washington saw the danger to which these brave fellows

were exposed, though they could not. Stationed on a hill within

tlie lines, he commanded, with his telescope, a view of the whole
field, and saw the enemy's reserve, under Cornwallis, marching
down by a cross road to get in their rear, and thus place them
between two fires. With breathless anxiety he watched the

result.

The sound of Sir Henry Clinton^s cannon apprised Stirling

that the enemy was between him and the lines. General Grant,
too, aware that the time had come for earnest action, was clos-

ing up, and had already taken Colonel Atlee prisoner. His
lordship now thought to effect a circuitous retreat to the lines,

by crossing the creek which empties into Gowanus Cove, near

* Atlee to Colonel Rodney. Sparks, iy, 516.
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what was- called the Yellow Mills. There was a bridge and
mill-daiD, and the creek might be forded at low water, but no
time was to be lost, for the tide was rising.

Leaving part of his men to keep face towards General Grant,
Stirling advanced with the rest to pass the creek, but was
suddenly checked by the appearance of Cornwallis and his

grenadiers.

Washington, and some of his officers on the hill, who watched
every movement, had supposed that Stirling and his troops,

finding the case desperate, would surrender in a body, without
firing. On the contrary his lordship boldly attacked Cornwal-
lis with half of Smallwood's battalion, while the rest of his

troops retreated across the creek. Washington wrung his

hands in agony at the sight. " Good God ! " cried he, " what
brave fellows I must this day los« ! " *

It was, indeed, a desperate fight ; and now Smallwood's mac-
aronis showed their game spirit. They were repeatedly broken,
but as often rallied, and renewed the fight. " We were on the

point of driving Lord Cornwallis from his station," writes Lord
Stirling, "but large reinforcements arriving, rendered it im-
2)ossib!e to do more than provide for safety."

"Being thus surrounded, and no probability of a reinforce-

ment," writeg a Maryland officer, " his lordship ordered me to

retreat with the remaining part of our men, and force our way
to our camp. We soon fell in with a party of the enemy, who
clubbed their firelocks, and waved their hats to us as if they
meant to surrender as prisoners ; but on our advancing within
sixty yards, they presented their pieces and fired, which we re-

turned with so much warmth that they soon quitted their post,

and retired to a large body that was lying in ambuscade." f
The enemy rallied, and returned to the combat with addi-

tional force. Only five compmiies of Smallwood's battalion

were now in action. There was a warm and close engagement
for nearly ten minutes. The struggle became desperate on the

part of the Americans. Broken and disordered, they rallied in

a piece of woods, and made a second attack. They were again
overpowered with numbers. Some were surrounded and bay-
oneted in a field of Indian corn ; others joined their comrades
who were retreating across a marsh. Lord Stirling had en-

couraged and animated his young soldiers by his voice and ex-

ample, but when all was lost, he sought out General De Heister,

and surrendered himself as his prisoner.

More than two hundred and fifty brave fellows, most of them

* Letter from an American officer. Am. Archives, 5tli Series, 11. 108.

\ Letter from a Marylander. Am. Archives, 5th Series, i. 1232.
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of Smallwood's regiment, perished in this deadly struggle, with-

hi oight of the lines of Brooklyn. That part of the Delaware
troops who had first orossetl the creek and swamp, made good
their retreat to the lines with a trifling loss, and entered the

camp covered with mud and drenched with water, but bringing
with them twenty-three prisoners, and their standard tattered

by grape-shot.

The enemy now concentrated their forces within a few hun-
dred yards of the redoubts. The grenadiers were within

musket shot. Washington expected they would storm the

works, and prepared for a desperate defense. The discharge of

a cannon and volleys of musketry from the part of the lines

nearest to them, seemed to bring them to a pause.

It was, in truth, the forbearance of the British commander
that prevented a bloody conflict. His troops, heated with
action and flushed with success, ^ere eager to storm the works

;

but he was unwilling to risk the loss of life that must attend

an assault, when the object might be attained at a cheaper rate,

by regular approaches. Checking the ardor of his men, there-

"ore, though with some difficulty, he drew them off to a hollow
vay, in front of the lines, hut out of reach of the musketry, and
ncamped there for the night.*

The loss of the American in this disastrous battle has been
ariously stated, but is thought, in killed, wounded, and prison-

ers, to have been nearly two thousand ; a large number, con-

sidering that not above five thousand were engaged. The
enemy acknowledged a loss of 380 killed and wounded.f
The success of the enemy was attributed, in some measure

to the doubt in which Washington was kept as to the nature of

the intended attack, and at what point it would chiefly be
made. This obliged him to keep a great part of his forces in

New York, and to distribute those at Brooklyn over a wide ex-

tent of country, and at widely distant places. In fact, he
knew not the superior number of the enemy encamped on Long
Island, a majority of them having been furtively landed in the

night, some days after the debarkation of the first division.

Much of the day's disaster has been attributed, also, to a con-

fusion in the command, caused by the illness of General

Greene. Putnam, who had supplied his place in the emergency
after the enemy had landed, had not time to make himself ac-

quainted with the post, and the surrounding country. Sullivan,

though in his letters he professes to have considered himself

* General Howe to Lord G. Germaine. liemembrancerj iii. 347.

t Howe stat«'.3 the prisoners at 1094, and computes the wliole Ameri-
tan loss at 3,300.
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subordinate to General Putnam within the lines, seems still to

have exercised s<jmewhat of an independent command, and to

have acted at his own discretion : while Lord Stirling was said

to have command of all the troops outside of thi; works.

The fatal error, however, and one probably arising from all

these causes, consisted in leaving the passes through the wooded
hills too weakly fortified and guarded; and especially in neg-

lecting the eastern road, by which Sir Henry Clinton got in

the rear of the advanced troops, cut them off from the lines,

and subjected them to a cross fire of his own men and De Heis-

ter's Hessians.

This able and fatal scheme of the enemy might have been
thwarted, had the army been provided with a few troops of

light horse to serve as videttes. With these to scour the roads

and bring intelligence, the night march of Sir Henry Clinton,

so decisive of the fortunes of the day, could hardly have failed,

to be discovered and reported. The Connecticut horsemen,

therefore, ridiculed by the Southerners for their homely equip-

ments, sneered at as useless, and dismissed for standing on
their dignity and privileges as troopers, might, if retained,

have saved the army from being surprised and severed, its ad-

vanced guards routed and those very Southern troops cut up
•aptured, and almost annihilated.

[S¥D OF T9L. I.]
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CHAPTER I.

THE RETREAT FROM LONG ISLAND.

The night after the battle was a weary, yet almost sleepless

one to the Americans. Fatigued, dispirited, many of them sick

and wounded, yet they were, for the most part, without tent

or other shelter. To Washington it was a night of anxious

vigil. Everything boded a close and deadly conflict. The
enemy had pitched a number of tents about a mile distant.

Their sentries were but a quarter of a mile off, and close to the

American sentries. At four o'ckick in the morning, Washing-
ton went the round of tlie works, to see that all was right, and
to speak words of encouragement. The morning broke lower-

ing and dreary. Large encampments were gradually descried
;

to appearance the enemy were twenty thousand strong. As
the day advanced, their ordnance began to play upon the

works. They were proceeding to entrench themselves, but

were driven into their tents by a drenching rain.

Early in the morning General Mifflin arrived in camp, with
part of the troops wliich had been stationed at Fort Washing-
ton and King's Bridge. He brought with him Shee's prime
Philadelphia regiment, and Magaw's Pennsylvania regiment,

both well disciplined and officered, and accustomed to act to-

gether. They were so much reduced in number, however,
by sickness, that they did not amount in the whole, to more
than eight hundred men. With Mifflin came also Colonel

Glover's Massachusetts regiment, composed chiefly of Marble-

head fishermen and sailors, hardy, adroit, and weather-proof;

trimly clad in blue jacket and trousers. The detachment
numbered, in the whole, about thirteen hundred men, all fresh

an<l full of spirits. Every eye brightened as they marched
briskly along the line with alert Ktep aM<l cheery aspect. They
were posted at tlie left extremity of the intreuchments towards

tb« Wallftbout,
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There were skirmishes throughout the day, between the rifk-

men on the advanced posts and the British " irregulars," which
at times were quite severe ; but no decided attack was attempted.

The main body of the enemy kept within their tents until the

latter part of the day ; when they began to break ground at

about five hundred yards' distance from the works, as if pre-

paring to carry them by regular approaclies.

On the 29th, there was a dense fog over the island, that

wrapped everything in mystery. In the course of the morning,
General Mifflin, with Adjutant-general Reed, and Colonel

Grayson of Virginia, one of Washington's aides-de-camp, rode

to the western outposts, in the neighborhood of Red Hook.
While they were there, a light breeze lifted the fog from a part

of the New York Bay, and revealed the British ships at their

anchorage opposite Staten Island. There appeared to be an
unusual bustle among them. Boats were passing to and from
the admiral's ship, as if seeking or carrying orders. Seme
movement was apparently in agitation. The idea occurred to

the reconnoitering party that the fleet was preparing, should
the wind hold and the fog clear away, to come up the bay at

the turn of the tide, silence the feeble batteries at Red Hook
and the city, and anchor in the East River. In that case the

army on Long Island would be completely surrounded and en-

trapped.

Alarmed at this perilous probability, they spurred back to

head-quarters, to urge the immediate withdrawal of the army.
As this might not be acceptable advice, Reed, emboldened by
his intimacy with the commander-in-chief undertook to give it.

Washington instantly summoned a council of war. The diffi-

culty was already apparent, of guarding such extensive worlcs

with troops fatigued and dispirited, and exposed to the inclem-

encies of the weather. Other dangers now presented thena-

selves. Their communication with New York might be cut off

by the fleet from below. Other ships had passed round Long
Island, and were at Flushing Baj^ on the Sound. These might
land troops on the east side of Harlem River, and make them-
selves masters of King's Bridge ; that key of Manhattan Island.

Taking all these things into consideration, it was resolved to

cross with the troops to the city that very night.

Never did retreat require greater secrecy and circumspection.

Nine thousand men, with all the munitions of war, were to be

withdrawn from before a victorious army, encamped so near

that every stroke of spade andpickaxefrom their trenches could

be heard. The retreating troops, moreover, were to be embarked
and conveyed across a strait three-quarters of a mile wide, swept
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by rapid tides. The least alarm of their movement would bring

the enemy upon them, and produce a terrible scene of confusion

and carnage at the place of embarkation.

"Washington made the preparatory arrangements with great

alertness, yet profound secrecy. Verbal orders were sent to

Colonel Hughes, who acted as quartermaster-general, to impress

all water craft, large and small, from Spyt den Duivel on the

Hudson round to Hell Gate on the Sound, and have them on
the east side of the city by evening. The order was issued at

noon, and so promptly executed, that, although some of the

vessels had to be brought a distance of fifteen miles, they were
all at Brooklyn at eight o'clock in the evening, and put under
the management of Colonel Glover's amphibious Marblehead
regiment.

To prepare the army for a general movement without betray-

ing the object, orders were issued for the troops to hold them-
selves in readiness for a night attack upon the enemy. The
orders caused surprise, for the poor fellows were exhausted, and
their arms rendered nearly useless by the rain ; all, however,

prepared to obey ; but several made nuncupative wills, as is cus-

tomary among soldiers on the eve of sudden and deadly peril.

According to Washington's plan of retreat, to keep the enemy
from discovering the withdrawal of the Americans until their

main body should have embarked in the boats and pushed off

from the shore, General Mifflin was to remain at the lines with
his Pennsylvania troops, and the gallant remains of Haslet,

Smallwood, and Hand's regiments, with guards posted and
sentinels alert, as if nothing extraordinary was taking place

;

when the main embarkation was effected, they were themselves

to move off quietly, march briskly to the ferry, and embark. In
case of any alarm that might disconcert the arrangements,
Brooklyn church was to be the rallying place, whither all

should repair, so as unit^nlly to resist any attack.

It was kite in the evening when the tnjops began to retire

from the breastworks. As one regiment quietly withdrew from
their station on guard, the troops on the right and left moved
up and filled the vacancy. There was a stifled murmur in the
camp, unavoidable in a movement of the kind ; but it gradually
died away in the direction of the river, as the main body moved
on in silence and order. The youthful Hamilton, whose mili-

tary merits ha^l won the favor of General Greene, and who had
lost his baggage and a field-piece in the battle, brought up the

rear of the retreating party. In the dead of the night, and in

the midst of this hushed and anxious movement, a (;annon went
off with a tremendous roar. " The effect," says an American
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who was present, "was at once alarming and sublime. If the

explosion was within our lines, the gun was probably discharged

in the act of spiking it, and could have been no less a matter of

speculation to the enemy than to ourselves." *

^^ What with the greatness of the stake, the darkness of the

night, the uncertainty of the design, and the extreme hazard of

the issue," adds the same writer, " it would be difficult to con-

cieve a more deeply solemn and interesting scene."

The meaning of this midnight gun was never ascertained

;

fortunately, though it startled the Americans, it failed to rouse

the British camp.

In the meantime the embarkation went on with all possible

despatch, under the vigilant eye of Washington, who stationed

himself at the ferry, superintending every movement. In his

anxiety for despatch, he sent back Colonel Scammel, one of his

aides-de-camp, to hasten forward all the troops that were on the

march. Scammel blundered in executing his errand, and gave

the order to Mifflin likewise. The general instantly called in

his pickets and sentinels, and set off for the ferr}-.

By this time the tide had turned ; there was a strong wind
froija the northeast; the boats with oars were insufficient to

convey the troops ; those with sails could not make headway
against wind and tide. There was some confusion at the ferry,

and in the midst of it. General Mifflin came down with the whole
covering party, adding to the embarrassment and uproar.

"Good God! General Mifflin !
" cried Washington, "lam

afraid you have ruined us by so unseasonably withdrawing the

troops from the lines."

" I did so by your order," replied Mifflin with some warmth.
" It cannot be !

" exclaimed Washington.
"By G—, Idid!" was the blunt rejoinder. "Did Scam-

mel act as aide-de-camp for the day, or did he not ?
"

"He did."
" Then," said Mifflin, " I had orders through him."
" It is a dreadful mistake," rejoined Washington, "and un-

less the troops can regain the lines before their absence is dis-

covered by the enemy, the most disastrous consequences are to

be apprehended."
Mifflin led back his men to the lines, which had been com-

pletely deserted for three-quarters of an hour. Fortunatelj',

the dense fog had prevented the enemy from discovering that

they were unoccupied. The men resumed their former posts,

and remained at them until called off to cross the ferry. " Who

* Graydoii's Memoira^ edited by I. S. Littell, p. 167.
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ever has seen troops in a similar situation," writes General

Heath, " or duly contemplates the human heart in such trials,

will know how to appreciate the conduct of these brave men on
this occasion."

The fog which prevailed all this time, seemed almost provi-

dential. While it hung over Long Island, and concealed the

movements of the Americans, the atmosphere was clear on the

Xew York side of the river. The adverse wind, too, died

away,^ the river became so smooth that the row-boats could be

laden almost to the gunwale ; and a favoring breeze sprang up
for the sail-boats. The whole embarkation of troops, artillery,

ammunition, provisions, cattle, horses and carts, was happily

effected, and by day-break the greater part had safely reached

the city, thanks to the aid of Glover's Marblehead men.
Scarce anything was abandoned to the enemy, excepting a few
heavy pieces of artillery. At a proper time, Mifflin with his

covering party left the lines, and effected a silent retreat to the

ferry. Washington, though repeatedly entreated, refused to

enter a boat until all the troops were embarked; and crossed

the river with the last.

A Long Island tradition tells how the British camp became
aware of the march which had been stolen upon it.* Xear the

ferry, resided a Mrs. Rapelye, whose husband, suspected of

favoring the enemy, had been removed to the interior of Xew
Jersey, On seeing the embarkation of the first detachment,

she, out of loyalty or revenge, sent off a black servant to in-

fonn the first British officer he could find, of what was going
on. The negro succeeded in passing the American sentinels,

but arrived at a Hessian outpost, where he could not make him-
self understood, and was put under guard as a suspicious

person. There he was kept until daybreak, when an officer

visiting the post, examined him, and was astounded by his

story. An alarm was given, the troops were called to arms
;

Oaptain Montresor, aidtMle-camp of General Howe, followed by
H handful of men, climbed cautiously over the crest of the

works and f<»und them deserted. Advanced parties were hur-

ried down to the ferry. The fog hswl cleared away sufficiently

for them to see the rear boats of the retreating army half-way

across the river. One boat, still within musket shot, was com-
j)elled to return ; it was manned by three vagabonds, who had
lingered bfhind to plunder.

This extraordinary retreat, which, in its silence and celerity,

equaled the midnight fortifying of Bunker's Hill, was one of

• Hist. Long Inland, p. 258.
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the most signal achievements of the war, and redounded greatly
to the reputation of Washington, who, we are told, for forty-

eight hours preceding the safe extricating of his army from their

perilous situation, scarce closed his eyes, and was the greater

part of the time on horseback. Many, however, who considered
the variety of risks and dangers which surrounded the camp,
and the apparently fortuitous circumstances which averted them
all, were disposed to attribute the safe retreat of the patriot

army to a peculiar Providence.

CHAPTER II.

liOXG ISLAND IN POSSESSION OF THE ENEMY. DISTRESSED SIT-

UATION OF THE AMERICAN ARMY AT NEW YORK. QUESTION
OF ABANDONING THE CITY. LETTERS FROM EITHER CAMP.—
enemy's SHIPS IN THE SOUND. REMOVAL OF WOMEN AND
CHILDREN FROM THE CITY. YEARNING FOR HOME AMONG
THE MILITIA. TOLERANT IDEAS OF WASHINGTON AND
GREENE. FORT CONSTITUTION. CONFERENCE OF LORD HOWE
WITH A COMMITTEE FROM CONGRESS.

The enemy had now possession of Long Island. British and
Hessian troops garrisoned the work at Brooklyn, or were dis-

tributed at Bushwick, Newton, Hell Gate, and Flushing.

Admiral Howe came up with the main body of the fleet, and
anchored close to Governor's Island, within cannon shot of the

city.

" Our situation is truly distressing," writes Wa,shington to

the President of Congress, on the 2d of September. " The
check our detachment sustained on the 27th ultimo has dis-

pirited too great a portion of our troops, and filled their minds
with apprehension and despair. The militia, instead of calling

forth their utmost efforts to a brave and manly opposition in

order to repair our losses, are dismayed, intractable, and im-

patient to return. Great numbers of them have gone off ; in

some instances almost by whole regiments, by half ones, and
by companies, at a time With the deepest concern, I

am obliged to confess my want of confidence in the generality

of the troops. .... Our number of men at present fit for duty
is under twenty thousand. I have ordered General Mercer to

send the men intended for the flying camp to this place, about
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a tliousand in number, and to try with the militia, if practica-

ble, to make a diversion upon Staten Island. Till of late, I

had no doubt in my own mind of defending this place ; nor

should I have yet, if the men would do their duty, but this I

despair of.

'• If we should be obliged to abandon the town, ought it to

stand as winter quarters for the enemy ? They would derive

great conveniences from it, on the one hand, and much property

would be destroyed on the other. It is an important question,

but will admit of but little time for deliberation. At present I

dare say the enemy mean to preserve it if they can. If Con-
gress, therefore, sliould resolve upon the destruction of it, tlie

resolution should be a profound secret, as the knowledge will

make a capital change in their plans."

Colonel Reed, writing on the same day to his wife, says, " I

have only time to say I am alive and well ; as to spirits, but
middling My country will, I trust, yet be free, what-
ever may be our fate who are cooped up, or are in danger of so

being on this tongue of land, where we ought never to have
Wbeen."*
^^ We turn to cite letters of the very same date from British

officers on Long Island, full of rumors and surmises. " I have
just heard," writes an English field officer, "there has been a
most dreadful fray in the town of New York. The New Eng-
landers insisted on setting the town on fire and retreating. This
was opposed by the New Yorkers, who were joined by the

Pennsylvanians, and a battle has been the consequence, in

I

^ which many have lost their lives. By the steps our general

I^Kis taking, I imagine he will effectually cut off their retreat at

l^r King's Bridge, by which the island of New York is joined to

the continent."

An English officer of the Guards, writing from camp on the
same day, varies the rumor. The Pennsylvanians, according
to his version, joined with the New Englanders in the project
to set fire to the town ; both had a battle with the New York-
ers on the subject, and then withdrew themselves from the city

—which, " with other favorable circumstances," gave the latter

writer a lively " hope that this distressful business would soon
be brought to a ha}»py issue."

Another letter gives a different version. "In the night of
the 2d instant, three i)erson8 escaped from the city in a canoe

Ijfc and informed our general that Mr. Washington had ordered

IIB three battalions of New York fjrovincials to leave New York,

IB *"^ *^*'^ ^^''^^ should be replaced by an equal number of Con-

I
— ^
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necticut troops ; but the former, assured that the Connecticu-

tians would burn and destroy all the houses, peremptorily re-

fused to give up their city, declaring that no cause of exigency
whatever should induce them to intrust the defense of it to 2Lny

other than her own inhabitants. This spirited and stubborn

resolution prevailed over the order of their commander, and the

New Yorkers continue snugly in possession of the place." *

"Matters go on swimmingly," writes another officer. "I
don't doubt the next news we send you, is, that New York is

ours, though in ashes, for the rebel troops have vowed to put it

in flames if the tory troops get over."

An American officer writes to an absent New Yorker, in a

different tone. " I fear we shall evacuate your poor city. The
very thought gives me the horrors !

" Still he indulges a vague
hope of succor from General Lee, who was returning, all glo-

rious, from his successes at the South. " General Lee," writes

he, " is hourly expected, as if from heaven,—with a legion of

flaming swordsmen." It was, however, what Lee himself would
have termed a mere hrutum fidmen.

These letters show the state of feeling in the opposite camps,

at this watchful moment, when matters seemed hurrying to a

crisis.

On the night of Monday (Sept. 2d), a forty-gun ship, taking

advantage of a favorable wind and tide, passed between Gov-
ernor's Island and Long Island, swept unharmed by the bat-

teries which opened upon her, and ancln^red in Turtle Bay,

above the city. In the morning, W.isliington despatched

Major Crane of the artillery, with two twelve-pounders and a

howitzer to annoy her from the New York shore. They hull-

ed her several times, and obliged her to take shelter behind

Blackwell's Island. Several other ships of war, with transports

and storeships, had made their appearance in the upper part of

the Sound, liaving gone round Long Island.

As the city might speedily be attacked, Washington caused

all the sick and wounded to be conveyed to Orangetown, in

the Jerseys, and such military stores and baggage as were not

immediately needed, to be removed, as fast as conveyances

could be procured, to a post partially fortified at Dobbs' Ferry,

on the eastern bank of the Hudson, about twenty-two miles

above the city.

Reed in his letters to his wife, talks of the dark and mys-
terious motions of the enemy, and the equally dark and intri-

cate councils of Congress, by which the army were dishearten-

ed and perplexed. " We are still here," writes he on the 6th,

* Force's Am. Archives ^ 5th Series, ii. 163.
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" ill a posture somewhat awkward ; we think (at least I do)

that we cannot stay, and yet we do not know how to go, so that

we may be properl}^ said to be between hawk and buzzard."

The " shameful and scandalous desertions," as Washington
termed them, continued. In a few days the Connecticut militia

dwindled down from six to less than two thousand. " The im-

jmlse for going home was so irresistible," writes he, "that it

answered no purpose to oppose it. Though I would not dis-

charge them, I have been obliged to acquiesce."

Still his considerate mind was tolerant of their defection.

"Men," said he, "accustomed to unbounded freedom, cannot

brook the restraint which is indispensably necessary to the good
order and government of an army." And again, "Men just

dragged from the tender scenes of domestic life, unaccustomed
to the din of arms, totally unacquainted with every kind of

military skill (which is followed by a want of confidence in them-
selves, when opposed to troops regularly trained, superior in

knowledge, and superior in arms), are timid and ready to fly

from their own shadows. Besides, the sudden change in their

manner of living, brings on an unconquerable desire to return

I^»

to their homes."

^P Greene, also, who coincided so much with Washington in

opinions and sentiments, observes :
" People coming from home

with all the tender feelings of domestic life, are not sufficiently

fortified with natural courage to stand the shocking scenes of

war. To march over dead men, to hear without concern the

groans of the wounded, I say few man can stand such scenes

I unless steeled by habit or fortified by military pride."

IK Nor was this ill-timed yearning for home confined to the

"yeomanry of Connecticut, who might well look back to their

humble farms, where they had left the plough standing in the

furrow, and wliere-everything might go to ruin, and their family

to want, in their absence. Some of the gentlemen volunteers

from beyond the DelawUre, who had made themselves merry at

tlie expense of the rustic soldiery of New England, were like-

wise among the first to feel the homeward impulse. " When I

look around," said lieed, the adjutant-general, "and see how
few of the numbers who talked so loudly of death and honor are

around me, I am lost in wonder and surprise. Some of our

Philadelphia gentlemen who came over on visits, uj)on the first

cannon, went off in a most violent hurry. Your noisy sons of

liberty, are, I find, the quietest on the field."*

Present experience induced Washington to reiterate the

k Life of Reed, i. 231.
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opinion he had repeatedly expressed to Congress, that little re^

liance was to be placed on militia enlisted for short periods. The
only means of protecting the national liberties from great hazard,

if not utter loss, was, he said, an army enlisted for the war.

The thousand men ordered from the flying camp were fur-

nished by General Mercer. They were Maryland troops under
Colonels Griffith and E-ichardson, and were a seasonalde addi-

tion to his effective forces; but the ammunition carried off by
the disbanding militia, was a serious loss at this critical junc-

ture.

A work had been commenced on the Jersey shore, opposite

Fort Washington, to aid in protecting Putnam's chevaux-de-

frise which had been sunk between them. This work had re-

ceived the name of Fort Constitution (a name already borne by
one of the forts in the Highlands). Troops were drawn from the

flying camp to make a strong encampment in the vicinity of the

fort, with an able officer to command it and a skillful engineer

to strengthen the works. It was hoped, by the cooperation of

these opposite forts and the chevaux-de-frise, to command the

Hudson, and prevent the passing and repassing of hostile ships.

The British, in the meantime forebore to press further hostil-

ities. Lord Howe was really desirous of a peaceful adjustment

of the strife between the colonies and the mother country, and
su])posed this a propitious moment for a new attempt at pacifi-

cation. He accordingly sent off General Sullivan on parole,

charged with an overture to Congress. In this he declared liim-

self empowered and disposed to compromise the dispute between
Great Britain and America, on the most favoralde terms, and,

though he could not treat with Congress as a legally organized

body, he was desirous of a conference with some of its members.
These, for the time he should consider only as private gentle-

men, but if in the conference any probable scheme of accommo-
dation should be agreed upon, the authority of Congress would
afterwards be acknowledged, to render the compact complete.*

The message caused some embarrassment in Congress. To
-accede to the interview might seem to waive the question of in-

dependence ; to decline it was to shut the door on all hope of

conciliation, and might alienate the cooperation of some worthy
whigs who still clung to that hope. After much debate. Congress,

on the 5th September, replied, that, being the representatives

of the free and independent States of America, they could not

send any members, to confer with his lordship in their private

characters, but that, ever desirous of establishing peace on

*• Civil War, vol. i. p. 190.
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reasonable terms, they would send a committee of their body to

ascertain what authority he had to treat with persons authorized

by Congress, and what propositions he had to offer.

A committee was chosen on the 6th of September, composed
of John Adams, Edward Kutledge and Doctor Franklin. The
latter, in the preceding year, during his residence in England,
had become acquainted with Lord Howe, at the house of his

lordship's sister, the Honorable Mrs. Howe, and they had held

frequent conversations on the subject of American affairs, in

the course of which his lordship had intimated the possibility

of his being sent commissioner to settle the differences in

America.

Franklin had recently adverted to this in a letter to Lord
Huwe. "Your lordship may possibly remember the tears of

j«)y that wet my cheek, when, at your good sister's in London,
y<»u gave me expectations that a reconciliation might soon take

}»lace. I had the misfortune to find those expectations disap-

pointed.

" The well-founded esteem, and, permit me to say, affection,

which I shall always have for your lordship, makes it painful

for me to see you engaged in conducting a war, the great ground
of which, as exi)ressed in your letter, is Hhe necessity of pre-

venting the American trade from passing into foreign chan-

nels.' . . ... I know your great motive in coming hither,

was tlie hope of being instrumental in a reconciliation ; and I

believe that when 3'ou find that impossible on any terms given
to you to propose, you will relinquish so odious a command, and
return to a more honorable private situation."

" I can have no difficulty to acknowledge," replied Lord Howe,
" tliat the powers I am invested with were never calculated to

negotiate a reunion with America under any other description

than as subject to the crown of Great Britain. But I do esteem
these powers competent, not only to confer and negotiate with
any gentleman of influence in the colonies upon the terms, but
also to effect a lasting peace and reunion between the two coun-

tries, were the tempers of the colonies such as professed in the

liist petition of Congress to the king." *

A hope of the kiiid lingered in the breast of his lordship

when he sought the i)ropo8ed conference. It was to take place

on the 11th, at a house on Staten Island, opposite to Amboy ; at

which latter phu;e the veteran Mercer was stationed wilh his

flying (;anij). At Amboy, the committee found Lord Howe's

Franklin's Wnthifj.H, v. 103.
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barge waiting to receive tliem ; with a British officer of rank,

who was to remain within the American lines during their ab-

sence as a hostage. This guarantee of safety was promptly
declined, and the parties crossed together to Staten Island.

The admiral met them on their landing and conducted them
through his guards to his house.

On opening the conference, his lordship again intimated that

he could not treat with them as a committee of Congress, but
only confer with them as private gentlemen of influence in the

colonies, on the means of restoring peace between the two coun-

tries.

The commissioners replied that, as their business was to hear

he might consider them in what light he pleased ; but that they

should consider themselves in no other character than tliat in

which they were placed by order of Congress.

Lord Howe then entered into a discourse of considerable

length, but made no explicit proposition of peace, nor promise

of redress of grievances, excepting on condition that the colonies

should return to their allegiance.

This, the commissioners replied, was not now to be expected.

Their repeated humble petitions to the king and parliament

having been treated with contempt, and answered b}^ additional

injuries, and war having been declared against them, the

colonies had declared their independence, and it was not in the

power of Congress to agree for them that they should return to

their former dependent state.*

His lordship expressed his sorrow that no accommodation was
likely to take place ; and, on breaking up the conference, as-

sured his old friend. Dr. Franklin, that he should suffer great

pain in being obliged to distress those for whom he had so

much regard.
" I feel thankful to your lordship for your regard,'' replied

Franklin good-humoredly ; "the Americans, on their part, will

endeavor to lessen the pain you may feel, by taking good care

of themselves."

The result of this conference had a beneficial effect. It

showed that his lordship had no power but what was given by
the act of Parliament ; and put an end to the popular notion

that he was vested with secret powers to negotiate an adjust-

ment of grievances.

* Report of the Commissioners to Congress, Sept. 13, 1776.
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CHAPTER III.

MOVEMENTS OP THE ENEMY. COUNCILS OF WAR. QUESTION
OF THE ABANDONMENT OF THE CITY. DISTRIBUTION OF THE
ARMY. SHIPS IN THE EAST RIVER. THE ENEMY AT HELL
GATE. SKIRMISH AT TURTLE BAY. PANIC OF THE CON-
NECTICUT MILITIA. RAGE AND PERSONAL PERIL OF WASH-
INGTON.

—

Putnam's perilous retreat from the city.—
BRITISH REGALE AT MURRAY HILL.

Since the retreat from Brooklyn, Washington had narrowly
watched the movements of the enemy to discover their further

plans. Their whole force, excepting about four thousand men,
had been transferred from Staten to Long Island. A great

part was encamped on tlie peninsula between Newtown Inlet

and Flushing Bay. A battery had been thrown up near the

extremity of the peninsula, to check an American battery at

Horen's Hook opposite, and to command the mouth of Harlem
River. Troops were subsequently stationed on the islands

about Hell Gate. " It is evident," writes Washington, " the

enemy mean to enclose us on the island of New York, by tak-

ing post in our rear, while the shipping secures the front, and
thus, by cutting off our communication with the country,

oblige us to fight them on their own terms, or surrender at dis-

cretion ; or by a brilliant stroke endeavor to cut this army in

pieces, and secure the collection of arms and stores, which, they
well know, we shall not be able soon to replace."*

The question was, how could their plans be most successfully

opposed ? On every side, he saw a choice of difficulties ; every

measure was to be formed with some apprehension that all the

troops wouhl not do their duty. History, experience, theopinions

of able friends in Europe, the fears of the enemy, even tlie

declarations of Congress, all concurred in demonstrating that

the war on the American side should be defensive ; a war of

posts ; that, on all occasions, a general action should be avoided,

and nothing put at risk unnecessarily. "With these views,"

said Washington, "and being fully persuaded that it would be

presum2>tion to draw out our young troops into open ground

* Letter to the President of Congress.
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against tlieir superiors, both in number and discipline, I have
nevor spared the spade and pickaxe.'^

In a council of war, held on the 7th of September, the ques-

tion was discussed, whether the city should be defended . or

evacuated. All admitted that it would not be tenable, should

it be cannonaded and bombarded. Several of the council,

among whom was General Putnam, were for a total and inmu-
diate removal from the city ; urging that one part of the arm .'

might be cut off before the other could support it ; the extremi-

ties being at least sixteen miles apart, and the whole, when collect-

ed, being inferior to the enemy. By removing, they would
deprive the enemy of the advantage of their ships ; they would
keep them at bay

;
put nothing at hazard ; keep the army to-

gether to be recruited another year, and preserve the unspent
stores and the heavy artillery. Washington himself inclined to

this opinion. Others, however, were unwilling to abandon a

place which had been fortified with great cost and labor and seem-

ed defensible ; and which, by some, had been considered the key
to the northern country ; it might dispirit the troops, and en-

feeble the cause. General Mercer, who was prevented by
illness from attending the council, communicated his opinion by
letter. ''We should keep New York if J)ossible," said he, " as

the acquiring of it will give eclat to the arms of Great Britain,

afford the soldiers good quarters, and furnish a safe harbor for

the fleet."

General Greene, also, being still unwell, conveyed his opinion

in a letter to Washington, dated September 5th. He advised

that the army should abandon both city and island, and post

itself at King's Bridge and along the Westchester ^hore. That
there was no object to be obtained by holding any position

below King's Bridge. The enemy might throw troops on
Manhattan Island, from their camps on Long Island, and their

ships on the Hudson, and form an intrenched line across it,

between the city and the middle division of the army, and
support the two flanks of the line by their shipping. In such

case, it would be necessary to fight them on disadvantageous

terms or submit.

The city and island, he observed, were objects not to be put

in competition with the general interests of America. Two
thirds of the city and suburbs belonged to tories ; there was no
great reason, therefore, to run any considerable risk in its de-

fense. The honor and interest of America required a general

and speedy retreat. But as the enemy, once in possession,

could never be dislodged without a superior naval force ;
as the

place would furnish them with excellent winter quarters and
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barrack room, and an abundant market, lie advised to burn
both city and suburbs before retreating.*

Well might the jjoor, harassed citizens feel hysterical, threat'

ened as they were by sea and land, and their very defenders

debating the policy of burning their houses over their heads.

Fortunately for tliem, Congress had expressly forbidden that

any harm should be done to New York, trusting, that though
the enemy might occupy it for a time, it would ultimately be

regained.

After much discussion a middle course was adopted. Put-

nam, with five thousand men, was to be stationed in the city.

Heath, with nine thousand, was to keep guard on the upper
part of the island, and oppose any attempt of the enemy to

land. His troops, among whom were Magaw's, Shee's, Hand's,

and Miles's Pennsylvania battalions, and Haslet's Delaware
regiment, were posted about King's Bridge and its vicinity.

The third division, composed principally of militia, was
under the command of Generals Greene and Spencer, the former
of whom, however, was still unwell. It was stationed about

the centre of the island, chiefly along Turtle Bay and Kip's

Bay, where strong works had been thrown up, to guard against

any landing of troops from the ships or from the encampments
on Long Island. It was also to hold itself ready to support

either of the other divisions. Washington himself had his

head-quarters at a short distance from the city. A resolution

of Congress, passed the 10th of September, left the occupation

or abandonment of the city entirely at Washington's discretion.

Nearly the whole of his officers, too, in a second council of war,

retracted their former opinion, and determined that the re-

moval of his army was not only prudent, but absolutely neces-

sary. Three members of the council, however, Generals Spencer,

Heath, and George Clinton, tenaciously held to the former
decision.

Convinced of the propriety of evacuation, Washington prepar-

ed for it by ordering the removal of all stores, excepting such as

were indispensable for the subsistence of the troops while they re-

mained. A letter from a Khodc Island officer, on a visit to New
York, gives an idea of its agitations. " On the 13th of Septem-
ber, just after dinner, three frigates and a forty-gun ship sailed

up the East River with a gentle breeze, toward Hell (J ate, and
kept up an incessant fire, assisted by the (tannon at Governor's

Island. The batteries of the city returned the shii)s the like

salutation. Three men agape, idle spectators, had the misfor-

tune of being killed by one cannon ball. One shot struck with-

• Force's Am. Archives^ 5th Scries, ii. 182.
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in six feet of General Washington, as he was on horsehack,

riding into the fort." *

On the 14th, Washington's baggage was removed to King's

Bridge, whither head-quarters were to be transferred the same
evening, it being clear that the enemy were preparing to encom-
pass him on the island. '^ It is now a trial of skill whether they

will or not,." writes Colonel Reed, "and every night we lie down
with the most anxious fears for the fate of to-morrow."

t

About sunset of the same day, six more ships, two of them
men-of-war, passed up the Sound and joined those above. Witli-

in half an hour came expresses spurring to head-quarters, one
from Mifflin at King's Bridge, the other from Colonel Sargent at

Horen's Hook. Three or four thousand of the enemy were
crossing at Hell Gate to the islands at the mouth of Harlem
Kiver, where numbers were already encamped. An immediate
landing at Harlem, or Morrisania, was apprehended. Washing-
ton was instantly in the saddle, spurring to Harlem Heights.

The night, however, passed away quietly. In the morning the

enemy commenced operations. Three ships of war stood up
the Hudson, " causing a most tremendous firing, assisted by
tlie cannons of Governor's Island, which firing was returned

from the city as well as the scarcity of heavy cannon would
allow." t The ships anchored opposite Bloomingdale, a few
miles above the city, and put a stop to the removal by water of

stores and provisions to Dobb's Ferry. About eleven o'clock,

the ships in tlie East E-iver commenced a heavy cannonade upon
the breastworks between Turtle Bay and the city. At the

same time two divisions of the troops encamped on Long Island,

one British, under Sir Henry Clinton, the other Hessian, under
Colonel Donop, emerged in boats from the deep, woody recesses

of iSTewton Inlet, and under cover of the fire from the ships,

began to land " at two points between Turtle and Kip's Bays.

The breastworks were manned by militia who had recently

served at Brooklyn. Disheartened by their late defeat, they

fled at the first advance of the enemy. Two brigades of Put-

nam's Connecticut trops (Parsons' and Fellows') which had
been sent that morning to support them, caught the panic, and,

regardless of the commands and entreaties of their officers,

joined in the general scamper. At this moment Washington,
who had mounted his horse at the first sound of the cannonade,

came galloping to the scene of confusion ; riding in among the

fugitives, he endeavored to rally and restore them to order.

* Col. Babcock to Gov. Cook. Am. Archives, 5th Series, ii. 443.

t Reed to Mrs. Reed.

I Letter of Col, Babcock to.Gov. Cooke.
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All ill vain. At the first appearance of sixty or seventy red-

coats, they broke again without firing a shot, and fled in head-

long terror. Losing all self-command at the sight of such

dastardly conduct, he dashed his hat upon the ground in a

transport of rage. "Are these the men," exclaimed he," with

whom I am to defend America ! " In a paroxysni of passion

and despair he snapped his pistols at some of them, threatened

others with his sword, and was so heedless of his own danger,

that he might have fallen into the hands of the enemy, who
were not eighty yards distant, had not an aide-de-camp seized

the bridle of his horse, and absolutely hurried him away.*

It was one of the rare moments of his life, when the vehe-

ment element of his nature was stirred up from its deep reces-

ses. He soon recovered his self-possession, and took measures
against the general periL The enemy might land another force

about Hell Gate, seize upon Harlem Heights, the strong cen-

tral portion of the island, cut off all retreat of the lower divis-

ions, and effectually sever his army. In all haste, therefore, he
sent off an express to the forces encamped above, directing

them to secure that position immediately ; while another ex-

press to Putnam, ordered an immediate retreat from the city to

those heights.

It was indeed a perilous moment. Had the enemy followed

up their advantage, and seized upon the heights, before thus

occupied ; or had they extended themselves across the island,

from the place where they had effected a landing, the result

might have been most disastrous to the Americans. Fortunate-
ly, they contented themselves for the present with sending a

strong detachment down the road along the East River, leading

to the city, while the main body, British and Hessians, rested

on their arras.

In the meantime, Putnam, on receiving AVashington's ex-

press, called in his pickets and guards, and abandoned the city

in all hast6, leaving behind him a large quantity of provisions

and military stores, and most of the heavy cannon. To avoid

the enemy he took tlie P)loomingdale road, though this exposed
him to be raked by the enemy's ships anchored in the Hudson.
It was a forced march, on a sultry day, under a burning sun

* Graydon's Memoirs^ Littell's ed., p. 174. General Greene, in a
letter to a friend, writes: *' We made a miserable, disorderly retreat
from New York, owing to the conduct of the militia, who ran at the
appearance of the enemy's advance g'lard. Fellows' and I*arsons'

brigades ran away from about fifty men, and left liis Excelhiiicy on
the ground, wltliin eighty yards of the enemy, so vexed at the in-

famous conduct of his troops, that he sought death rather tliau
Ufe."
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and ainid clouds of dust. His army was encumbered with women
and clijldren and all kinds of baggage. Many were overcome
by fatigue and thirst, some perished by hastily drinking cold

water ; but Putnam rode backward and forward hurrying every

one on.

Colonel Humphreys, at that time a volunteer in his division,

writes :
" I liad frequent opportunities that day of beholding him,

for the purpose of issuing orders and encouraging the troops,

flying on his horse, covered with foam, wherever his presence

was most necessary. Without his extraordinary exertions, the

guards must have been inevitably lost, and it is probable the

entire corps would have been cut in pieces.

" When we were not far from Bloomingdale, an aide-de-camp

came to him at full speed, to inform him that a column of

British infantry was descending upon our right. Our rear was
soon fired upon, and the colonel of our regiment, whose order

was just communicated for the front to file off to the left, was
killed upon the spot. With no other loss, we joined the army
after dark upon the heights of Harlem."*

Tradition gives a circumstance which favored Putnam's re-

treat. The British generals, in passing b}'- Murray Hill, tlie

country residence of a patriot of that name who was of tlie

Society of Friends, made a halt to seek some refreshment. The
proprietor of the house was absent ; but his wife set cake and
wine before them in abundance. So grateful were these refresh-

ments in the heat of the day, that they lingered over their

wine, quaffing and laughing, and bantering their patriotic

hostess about the ludicrous panic and discomfiture of her coun-

tryfnen. In the meantime, before they were roused from their

regale, Putnam and his forces had nearly passed by, within a

mile of them. All the loss sustained by him in his perilous re-

treat, was about fifteen killed, and about three hundred taken

prisoners. It became, adds the tradition, a common saying

among the American officers, that Mrs. Murray saved Putnam's
division of the army.f

* Peabody, Life ofPutnam Sparks'^rn. Biog., vii. 189.

t Thatcher's Military Journal^ p. 70.
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CHAPTER IV.

VORTIFIED CAMP AT KTNG's BRIDGE AMERICAN AND BRITISH
LINES. THE MORRIS HOUSE. ALEXANDER HAMILTON.
THE ENEMY ADVANCE. SUCCESSFUL SKIRMISH. DEATH OS*

KNOWLTON. GREAT FIRE IN NEW YORK. REORGANIZATION
OF THE ARMY.—EXCHANGE OF PRISONERS. DANIEL MORGAN
REGAINED. DELANCEY's TORY BRIGADE. ROBERT ROGERS,
THE PARTISAN. HIS RANGERS.— THE" ROEBUCK," " PH(E-

NIX,'' AND " TARTAR '' IN THE HUDSON. MILITARY MOVE-
MENTS BY LAND AND WATER. LETTER OF JOHN JAY.

I
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I

The fortified camp, where the main body of the army was
now assembled, was upon that neck of land several miles long,

and for the most part noc above a mile wide, which forms the

upper part of Manhattan or New York Island. It forms a
chain of rocky heights, and is separated from the mainland by
Harlem River, a narrow strait, extending from Hell Gate on
the Sound, to Spyt den Duivel, a creek or inlet of the Hudson.
Fort Washington occupied the crest of one of the rocky heights

above mentioned, overlooking the Hudson, and about two miles

north of it was King's Bridge, crossing Spyt den Duivel Creek,

and forming at that time the only pass from Manhattan Island

to the mainland.

About a mile and a half south of the fort, a double row of lines

extended across the the neck from Harlem River to the Hud-
son. They faced south towards New York, were about a quarter

of a mile apart, and were defended by batteries.

There were strong advanced posts, about two miles south of

the outer line; one on the left of Harlem, commanded by
General Spencer, the other on the right, at what was called Mc-
Gowan's Pass, commanded by General Putnam. About a mile

and a half beyond these posts the British lines extended across

the island from Horen's Hook to the Hudson, being a continu-

ous encampment, two miles in length, with both flanks covered
by shipping. An open plain intervened between the hostile

camps.

Washington had established his head-quarters about a quarter

of a mile within the inner line; at a country-seat, the owners
ot which were absent. It belonged in fact to Colonel Roger
Morris, his early companion in arms in J^raddock's campaign.
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and his successful competitor for the hand of Miss Mar3?

Philipse. Morris had remained in American, enjoying the

wealth he had acquired by his marriage ; hut had adhered to

the royal party, and was a member of the council of the colony.

It is said that at this time he was residing in the Highlands at

Beverley, the seat of his brother-in-law, Washington's old

friend, Beverley E-obinson.*

While thus posted, Washington was incessantly occupied in

fortifying the approaches to his camp by redoubts, abatis, and
deep intrenchments. " Here," said he, " I should liope the

enemy, in case of attack, would meet a defeat, if the generality

of our troops would behave with tolerable bravery ; but ex-

perence, to my extreme affliction, has convinced me that it is

rather to be wished than expected. However, I trust there are

many who will act like men worthy of the blessings of freedom."

The late disgraceful scene at Kip's Bay was evidently rankling

in his mind.
In the course of his rounds of inspection, he was struck with

the skill and science displayed in the construction of some of

the works, which were thrown up under the direction of a youth-

ful captain of artillery. It proved to be the same young officer,

Alexander Hamilton, whom Greene had recommended to his

notice. After some conversation with him, Washington invited

him to his marquee, and thus commenced that intercourse which
has indissolubly linked their memories together.

On the morning of the 16th, word was brought to head-

quarters that the enemy were advancing in three large columns.
There had been so many false reports, that Reed, the adjutant-

general, obtained leave to sally forth and ascertain the truth.

Washington himself soon mounted his horse and rode towards

the advanced posts. On arriving there he heard a brisk firing.

It was kept up for a time with great spirit. There was evidently

<'i sharp conflict. At length Reed came galloping back with in-

formation. A strong detachment of the enemy had attacked

the most advanced post, which was situated on a hill skirted by
a wood. It had been bravely defended by Lieutenant-colonel

Knowlton, Putnam's favorite officer, who had distinguished

himself at Bunker's Hill ; he had under him a party of Con-
necticut rangers, volunteers from different regiments. After

skirmishing for a time, the party had been overpowered by num-
bers and driven in, and the outpost was taken possession of by
the enemy. Reed supposed the latter to be about three hun-

* The portrait of Miss Mary Philipse is still to be seen in the possess-

ion of Frederick Pliillips, Esquire, at the Grange, oa the Highlands
opposite West Point.
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dred strong, but tliey were much stronger, the main part hav-

ing been concealed behind a rising ground in the wood. They
were composed of a battalion of light infantry, another of E-oyal

Highlanders, and three companies of Hessian riflemen ; all un-

der the command of General Leslie.

Keed urged that troops should be sent to support the brave

fellows who had behaved so well. While he was talking with

Washington, ''the enemy," he says, " appeared in open view,

and sounded their bugles in the most insulting manner, as

usual after a fox-chase. I never," adds he, "felt such a sensa-

tion before ; it seemed to crown our disgrace."

Washington, too, was stung by the taunting note of derision
;

it recalled the easy triumph of the enemy at Kip's Bay. Re-
solved that something should be done to wipe out that disgrace,

and rouse the spirits of the army, he ordered out three com-
panies from Colonel Weedon's regiment just arrived from Vir-

ginia, and sent them under Major Leitch, to join Knowlton's
rangers. The troops thus united were to get in the rear of the

enemy, while a feigned attack was made upon them in front.

The plan was partially successful. As the force advanced
to make the false attack, the enemy ran down the hill,* and
took what they considered an advantageous position behind
some fences and bushes which skirted it. A firing commenced
between them and the advancing party, but at too great a dis-

tance to do much harm on either side. In the meantime, Knowl-
ton and Leitch, ignorant of this change in the enemy's position,

having made a circuit came upon them in flank instead of in

rear. They were sharply received. A vivid contest took place,

in which Connecticut vied with Virginia in bravery. In a little

while Major Leitch received three bullets in his side, and was
borne off the field. Shortly afterward, a wound in the head
from a musket ball, brought Knowlton to the ground. Colonel

Reed placed him on his horse, and conveyed him to a distant

redoubt. The men, undismayed by the fall of their leaders,

fought with unflinching resolution under the command of their

captains. The enemy were reinforced by a battalion of Hessians
and a company of chasseurs. Washington likewise sent rein-

forcements of New England and Maryland troops. The action

waxed hotter and hotter ; the enemy were driven from the

wood into the plain, and pushed for some distance ; the Ameri-
cans were pursuing them with ardor, when Washington, hav-

ing effected the object of this casual encounter, and being un-

willing to risk a general action, ordered a retreat to b<; sounded.

It was with difficulty, however, his tnen could be called off,

so excited were they by the novelty of pursuing an enemy.
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They retired in good order ; and, as it subsequently appeared,

in good season, for the main body of the enemy were advancing
at a rapid rate, and might have effectually reversed the scene.

Colonel Knowlton did not long survive the action. " When
gasping in the agonies of death," says Colonel Reed, " all his in-

quiry was whether he had driven in the enemy." He was anx-

ious for the tarnished honor of Connecticut. He had the dying
satisfaction of knowing that his men had behaved bravely, and
driven the enemy in an open field-fight. So closed his gallant

career.

The encounter thus detailed was a small affair in itself, but
important in its effects. It was the first gleam of success in

the campaign, and revived the spirits of the army. Washington
sought to turn it to the greatest advantage. In his general

orders, he skillfully distributed praise and censure. The troops

under Leitch were thanked for being the first to advance up-

on the enemy; and the Kew England troops for gallantly sup-

porting them ; and their conduct was honorably contrasted

with that of the recreant troops at Kip's Bay. Of Knowlton,
who had fallen while gloriously fighting, he spoke as " one who
woul'd have done honor to any country,"

The name of Leitch was given by him for the next day's parole.

That brave officer died of his wounds on the 1st of October,

soothed in his last moments by that recompense so dear to a
soldier's heart, the encomium of a beloved commander.

In the dead of the night, on the 20th of September, a great

light was beheld by the picket guards, looming up from behind
the hills in the direction of the city. It continued throughout
the night, and was at times so strong that the heavens in

that direction appeared to them, they said, as if in flames. At
daybreak huge columns of smoke were still rising. It was evi-

dent there had been a great conflagration in New York.
In the course of the morning Captain Montresor, aide-de-camp

to General Howe, came out with a flag, bearing a letter to Wash-
ington on the subject of an exchange of prisoners. According
to Montresor's account a great part of the city had been burnt
down, and as the night was extremely windy, the whole might
have been so, but for the exertions of the officers and men of the
British army. He implied it to be the act of American incen-

diaries, several of whom, he informed Colonel Reed, had been
caught in the fact and instantly shot. General Howe, in his

private correspondence, makes the same assertion, and says they
were detected, and killed .on the spot by the enraged troops in

garrison.

Enraged troops, with weapons in their hands, are not apt, in
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a time of confusion and alarm, to be correct judges of fact, or

dispensers of justice. The act was always disclaimed by the

Americans, and it is certain their commanders knew nothing
about it. We have shown that the destruction of the city was
at one time discussed in a council of war as a measure of policy,

but never adopted, and was expressly forbidden by Congress.

The enemy were now bringing u^* their heavy cannon, pre-

paratory to an attack upon the American camp by the troops

and by the ships. A\liat was the state of Washington's army ?

The terms of engagement of many of his men would soon be at

an end, most of them would terminate with the year, nor did

Congress hold out offers to eiicourage reeidistments. "AVe are

now, as it were, upon the eve of another dissolution of the army,"
writes he, " and unless some speedy and effectual measures are

adopted by Congress, our cause will be lost.'' Uiider these

gloomy apprehensions, he borrowed, as he said, "a few moments
from the hours allotted to sleep," and on the night of the 2-J:tli

of September, penned an admirable letter to the President of

Congress, setting forth the total inefficiency of the existing-

military system, the total insubordination, waste, confusion, and
discontent produced by it among the men, and the harassing

cares and vexations to which it subjected the commanders.
Nor did he content himself with complaining, but in his full,

clear, and sagacious manner, pointed out the remedies. To the

achievements of his indefatigable pen, we may trace the most
fortunate turns in the current of our revolutionary affairs. In
the present instance his representations, illustrated by sad expe-

rience, produced at length a reorganization of the army, and the

establishment of it on a permament footing. It was decreed

that eighty-eight battalions should be furnished in quotas, by
the different States, according to their abilities. The pay of the

offifiers was raised. The troops which engaged to serve through-

out the war were to receive a bounty of twenty dollars and one

hundred acres of land, besides a yearly suit of clothes while in

service. Those who enlisted for but three years, received no
bounty in land. The bounty to officers was on a higher ratio.

The States were to send commissioners in the army, to arrange

with the commander-in-chief as to the appointment of officers

in their quotas ; but, as they might occasionally be slow in com-

plying with this regulation, Washington was empowered to fill

up all vacancies.

All this was a great relief to his mind. He was gratified,

also, by effecting, after a lonj; corr(^Hpolld(;nce with the British

commander, an exchange of prisoners, in which those captured

in Canada were included^ Among those restored to the service
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Were Lord Stirling and Captain Daniel Morgan. The latter, in

reward of liis good conduct in the expedition with Arnold, and
hi " his intrepid behavior in the assault upon Quebec where the

brave Montgomery fell," was recommended to Congress by Wasli-

ington for the command of a rifle regiment about to be raised

We shall see how eminently he proved himself worthy of this

recommendation.
About this time information was received that the enemy

were enlisting great numbers of the loyalists of Long Island,

and collecting large quantities of stock for their support. Oliver

De Lancey, a leading loyalist of New York, member of a wealthy
family of honorable Huguenot descent, was a prime agent
in the matter. He had recently been appointed brigadier-general

in the royal service, and authorized by General Howe to raise a

brigade of provincials ; and was actually at Jamaica, on Long
Island, offering commissions of captain, lieutenant, and ensign,

to any respectable person who should raise a company of seventy
men ; the latter to receive British pay.

A descent upon Long Island, to counteract these projects,

was concerted by General George Clinton of New York, and
General Lincoln of Massachusetts, but men and water craft

were wanting to carry it into effect, and the "tory enlistments

continued." They were not confined to Long Island, but pre-

vailed more or less on Staten Island, in the Jerseys, up the

Hudson as far as Dutchess County, and in Westchester County,
more especially. Many of the loyalists, it must be acknowledged,
were honorable men, conscientiously engaged in the service

of their sovereign, and anxious to put down what they sincerely

regarded as an unjustifiable rebellion j and among these may be
clearly classed the De Lanceys. There were others, however,
of a different stamp, the most notorious of whom, at this junc-

ture, was one Robert Rogers of New Hampshire. He had been
a worthy comrade of Putnam and Stark, in some of their early

enterprises during the French war, and had made himself famous
as major of a partisan corps called Rogers' Rangers. Governor
Trumbull described him as a " famous scouter and wood-hunter

skilled in waylaying, ambuscade, and sudden attack." His feats

of arms had evidently somewhat of the Indian character. He
had since been governor of Michilimackinac (1766), and accused

of a plot to plunder his own fort and join the French. At the

outbreak of the Revolution he played a skulking, equivocal part

and appeared ready to join either party. In 1775, Washing-
ton had received notice that he was in Canada, in the service of

Carleton, and had been as a spy, disguised as an Indian, through

the American camp at St. John's.
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Tvocently, on learning that lie was prowling about the country

iUider suspicious circumstances, AVashington had caused him
to be arrested. On examination, he declared that he was on
liis wa}' to offer his secret services to Congress. He was ac-

cordingly sent on to that body, in custody of an officer.

Congress liberated him on his pledging .himself in writing,
" on the honor of a gentleman," not to bear arms against the

American United Colonies in any manner whatever, during the
contest with Great Britain.

Scarcely was he liberated when he forfeited his parole, of-

fered his services to the enemy, received a colonel's commis-
sion, and was now actually raising a tory corps to be called the

Queen's Rangers. All such as should bring recruits to his

standard were promised commissions, portions of rebel lands,

and privileges equal to any of His Majesty's troops.

Of all Americans of note enlisted under the royal standard,

this man had rendered himself the most odious. He was stig-

matized as an arrant renegade, a perfect Judas Iscariot ; and
his daring, adventurous spirit and habits of Indian warfare

rendered him a formidable enemy.
Nothing perplexed Washington at this juncture more than

he conduct of the enemy. He beheld before him a hostile

army, armed and equipped at all points, superior in numbers,
thoroughly disciplined, flushed with success, and abounding in

the means of pushing a vigorous campaign, yet suffering d*iy

after day to elapse unimproved. What could be the reason of tliis

supineness on the part of Sir William Howe ? He must know
the depressed and disorganized state of the American camp

;

the absolute chaos that reigned there. Did he meditate an ir-

ruption into the Jerseys ? A movement towards Philadelphia ?

Did he intend to detach a part of his forces for a winter's

campaign against the South ?

In this uncertainty, Washington wrote to General Mercer,
of the flying camp, to keep a vigilant watch from the Jersey
shore on the movements of the enemy, by sea and land, and to

station videttes on the Neversink Heights, to give immediate
intelligence should any of the Britisli fleet put to sea. At the

same time he himself practiced unceasing vigilance, visiting

the different parts of his camp on horseback. Occasionally he
crossed over to Fort Constitution, on the Jersey shore, of whi(!h

General Greene ha<l charge, and, accompanied by him, extended
his reconnoiterings down to Paulus I[ook, to observe what was
going on in the city and among the enemy's ships. Greene had
n'cently been j)romoted to the rank of major-general, and now
ha«l command of nil flie troops in the Jerseys. He had liberty
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to shift his quarters to Baskingridge or Bergen, as circum-

stances might require; but was enjoined to keep up a commu-
nication with the main army, east of the Hudson, so as to se-

cure a retreat in case of necessity.

The security of the Hudson was at this time an object of

great solicitude with Congress, and much reliance was placed

on Putnam's obstructions at Fort Washington. Four galleys,

mounted with heavy guns and swivels, were stationed at the

chevaux-de-f rise, and two new ships were at hand, which, filled

with stones, were to be sunk where they would block up the

channel. A sloop was also at anchor, having on board a ma-
chine, invented by a Mr. Bushnell, for submarine explosion,

with which to blow up the men-of-war ; a favorite scheme with

General Putnam. The obstructions were so commanded by
batteries on each shore, that it was thought no hostile ship

would be able to pass.

On the 9th of October, however, the JioebucJc and Phoenix,
each of forty-four guns, and the Tartar of twenty guns, which
had been lying for some time opposite Bloomingdale, got under
way with their three tenders, at eight o'clock in the morning,
and came standing up the river with an easy southern breeze.

At their approach, the galleys and the two ships intended to

be sunk, got under way with all haste, as did a schooner laden
Avith rum, sugar, and other supplies for the American army,
and the sloop with Bushnell's submarine machine.
The lioebuck, Phoenix, and Tartar, broke through the

vaunted barriers as through a cobweb. Seven batteries kept a

constant fire uj)on them, yet a gentleman was observed walking
the deck of the second ship as coolly as if nothing were the

matter.* Washington, indeed, in a letter to Schuyler, says
" they passed without any kind of damage or interruption ;

"

but Lord Howe reports to the admiralty that they suffered

much in their masts and rigging, and that a lieutenant, two
midshipmen, and six men were killed, and eighteen wounded.
The hostile ships kept on their course, the American vessels

scudding before them. The schooner was overhauled and cap-

tured
; a well-aimed shot sent the sloop and Bushnell's sub-

marine engine to the bottom of the river. The two new ships

would have taken refuge in Spyt den Duivel Creek, but fearing

there might not be water enough, they kept on and drove

ashore at Philips' Mills at Yonkers. Two of the galleys got

into a place of safety, where they were protected from the

shore ; the other two trusted to outsail their pursuers. The
breeze freshened, and the frigates gained on them fast ; at 11

* Col. Ewing to the Maryland Committee of Safety.
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o^'lock began to fire on them with their bow-chasers, and at 13
o'clock overreached them, which caused them to bear in shore

;

at half-past one the galleys ran aground just above Dobb's
Ferry, and lay exposed to a shower of grape-shot. The crews,

without stopping to burn or bilge them, swam on shore, and the

enemy took possession of the two galleys, which were likely to

be formidable means of annoyance in their hands.

One express after another brought Washington word of these

(currences. First, he sent off a party of rifle and artillery men,
with two twelve-pounders, to secure the new ships which had
run aground at Yonkers. Next, he ordered Colonel Sargent to

march up along the eastern shore with five hundred infantry^ a

troop of light horse, and a detachment of artillery, to prevent

the landing of the enemy. Before the troops arrived at Dobb's
Ferry the ships' boats had plundered a store there, and set it on
fire.

To prevent, if possible, the men-of-war already up the river

from coming down, or others from below joining them, Wash-
ington gave orders to complete the obstructions. Two hulks
which lay in Spyt den Duivel Creek, were hastily ballasted by
men from General Heath's division, and men were sent up to

get off the ships which had run aground at Philips' Mills, that

I^lliey might be brought down and sunk immediately.

^P It is difficult to give an idea of the excitement caused by this

new irruption of hostile ships into the waters of the Hudson (Tr

of the various conjectures as to their object. They might intend
merely to interrupt navigation, and prevent supplies from com-
iiig down to the American army. They might be carrying arms

id ammunition for domestic enemies skulking about the river,

iiid only waiting an opportunity to strike a blow. They might
liave troops concealed on board with intent to surprise the posts

1 the Highlands, and cut off the intercourse between the

\merican armies. To such a degree had the spirit of disaffection

"en increased in the counties adjacent to the river, since the

i'scent of the Rose, and PhcRnix, by the retreats and evacua-

tion which had taken place, and so great had been the drain on
the militia of those counties for the army of Washington, that,

in case of insurrection, those who remained at home and were
woll affected, would be outnumbered, and might easily be over-

powered, esj)erially with the aid of troops landed from ships.

While this agitation prevailed below, fugitive riv(;r crafts

irried the news up to the Highlands that the frigates were
- already before Tarrytown in the Tappan Sea. Word was in-

iptantly despatched to Peter R. Livingston, i)resident of the Pro-

"Hncial Congress, and startled that deliberative body, which was
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then seated at Fishkill just above the Highlands. The Com<.

mittee of Safety wrote, on the spur of the moment, to Wash-
ington. " Nothing," say they, " can be more alarming than the

present situation of our State. We are daily getting the most
authentic intelligence of bodies of men enlisted and armed in

order to assist the enemy. We much fear that they, cooperat-

ing with the enemy, may seize such passes as will cut off the

communication between the army and us, and prevent your
supplies We beg leave to suggest to your Excel-

lency the propriety of sending a body of men to the Highlands
or Peekskill, to secure the passes, prevent insurrection, and
overawe the disaffected."

Washington transmitted the letter to the President of Con-
gress on the 12th. " I have ordered up," writes he, " part of

the militia from Massachusetts, under General Lincoln, to pre-

vent, if possible, the consequences which they suggest may
happen, and which there is reason to believe the conspirators

have in contemplation. I am persuaded that they are on the

eve ot breaking out, and that they will leave nothing unessayed
that will distress us, and favor the designs of the enemy, as

soon as their schemes are ripe for it." In fact, it was said that

the tories were arming and collecting in the Highlands under
the direction of disguised officers, to aid the conspiracies formed
by Grovernor Tryon and his adherents.

As a further precaution, an express was sent off by Wash-
ington to Colonel Tash, who, with a regiment of New Hamp-
sliire militia, was on his way from Hartford to the camp, order-

ing him to repair with all possible despatch to Fishkill, and there

hold himself at the disposition of the Committee of Safety.

James Clinton, also, who had charge of the posts in the

Highlands, was put on the alert. That trusty officer was now
a brigadier-general, having been promoted by Congress, on the

8th of August. He was charged to have all boats passing up
and down the river rigidly searched, and the passengers ex-

amined. Beside the usual sentries, a barge, well manned, was
to patrol the river opposite to each fort every night ; all barges,

row-boats, and other small craft, between the forts, in the High-
lands and tlie army, were to be secured in a place of safety, to

prevent their falling into the enemy's hands and giving intelli-

gence. Moreover, a French engineer was sent up to aid in

strengthening and securing the passes. The commanding offi-

cers of the counties of Litchfield and Fairfield in Connecticut,

had, likewise, orders to hold their militia in readiness to render

assistance in case of insurrections in the State of New York.

So perilous appeared the condition of affairs to residents up
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Ihe rivor, that John Jay, a member of the Kew York Conven-
tion, and one of the secret committee for the defense of the

Hudson, applied for leave of absence, that he might remove his

aged parents to a place of safety. A letter from him to Ed-
ward Rutledge, of the Board of War, contains this remarkable

sentence : " I wish our army well stationed in the Highlands
and all the lower country desolated ; we might then bid defi-

ance to all tlie further efforts of the enemy in that quarter."

Nor was this a random or despairing wish. It shows a brave

spirit of a leading civilian of the day, and the sacrifices that

true patriots were disposed to make in the cause of independ-
nce.
But a few days previously he had held the following lan-

guage to Gouverneur Morris, chairman of a special committee :

" Had I been vested with absolute power in this State, I have
often said, and still think, that I would last spring have
desolated all Long Island^ Staten Isla7idj the city and county
of Neio York

J
and all that part of the county of Westchester

which lies below the mountains. I would then have stationed

the main body of the army in the mountains on the east, and
eight or ten thousand men in the Highlands on the west side

of the river. I would have directed the river at Fort Montgom-
ery, which is nearly at the southern extremity of the moun-
tains, to be so shallowed as to afford only depth sufficient

for an Albany sloop, and all the southern passes and de-

files ill the mountains so be strongly fortified. Nor do I

think the shallowing of the river a romantic scheme. Rocky
mountains rise immediately from the shores. The breadth

not very great, though the depth is. But what cannot
_'lit or ten thousand men, well worked, effect ? Accord-

s, to this plain of defense the State would be absolutely

nregnable against all the world, on the seaside, and would
ve nothing to fear except from th« way of the lake. Should

!•• enemy gain the river, even below the mountains, I think
I foresee tJiat a retreat would become necessary, and I can't

! !»<'ar wishing that a desire of saving a few acres may not lead

into difficulties."*

riiree days after this remarkable letter was written, the

•my's ships did gain the river; and two days afterwards,

roller 11th, Heed, the a^ljutant-general, the confidant of

isliington's councils, writes to his wife from Harlem Heights ;

ly most sanguine views do not extend further than keeping our

^ "Und here till this campaign closes. If the enemy incline ta
press us, it is resolved to risk an engagement, for, if we cannot

* Am. ArchiveSf 5th Series, vol. 11. 921.
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fight them on this ground^ we can on none in America. The
ships are the only circumstances unfavorable to us here/'

On the same day that this letter was written, a small vessel,

sloop-rigged, with a topsail was descried from Fort Washing-
ton, coming down the river with a fresh breeze. It was
suspected by those on the look-out to be one of the British

tenders, and they gave it a shot from a twelve-pounder. Their
aim was unfortunately too true. Three of the crew were
killed and the captain wounded. It proved to be Washington's
yacht, which had run up the river previously to the enemy's
ships, and was now on its return. *

CHAPTER V.

LEE EXPECTED IN CAMP. HIS LETTER OF ADVICE TO THE
PRESIDENT OF CONGRESS. THE ENEMY AT THROG's NECK.—
Washington's arrangements.—rides to throg's neck.-^
THE enemy brought TO A STAND. MILITARY MOVEMENTS.
ARRIVAL OF LEE. A COMMAND ASSIGNED TO HIM.

CRITICISES THE CONDUCT OF CONGRESS AND THE ARMY.
COUNCIL OF WAR. THE ARMY TO MOVE TO THE MAINLAND.
FORT WASHINGTON TO BE KEPT UP.

"If General Lee should be in Philadelphia," writes John
Jay to Rutledge, "pray hasten his departure—he is much
wanted at New York." The successes of Lee at the south

were contrasted by many with the defeat on Long Island, and
evacuation of New York, and they began to consider him the

main hope of the army. Hazard, the postmaster, writing from

Harlem Heights to General Gates on the 11th, laments it as a

misfortune that Lee should have been to the southward for

several months past, but adds cheeringly, " he is expected here

to-day." •

Joseph Trumbull, the commissary-general, also writes to

G^tes, under the same date : ".General Lee is to be here this

evening. He left Philadelphia on the 8th."

Lee, the object of so many hopes, was actually in the Jer-

BBjs, on his way to the camp. He writes from Amboy on the

12th, to the President of Congress, informing him that the

Hessians, encamped opposite on Staten Island, had disappeared

on the preceding night, quitting the island entirely, and some

great measure was believed to be in agitation. " I am confi-

dent," writes he. "they will not attack General Washington's

* Heath's Memoirs.
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i:ic-. ; siur'.i ;i measure is t )o al»siinl for a man of Mr. Howe's
^t'liius; aiul unless they liave received flattering accounts from
IJurgoyne, tliat he will be able to effectuate a junction (which
I conceive the^^ have not), they will no longer remain kicking
their heels at Xew York. They will put the place in a respect-

able state of defense, which, with their command of the waters,

may be easily done, leave four or Ave thousand men, and di-

rect their operations to a more decisive object. They will in-

fallibly proceed either immediately up the river Delaware with
their whole troops, or, what is more probable, land somewhere
about South Ainboy or Shrewsbury, and march straight to

Trenton or Burlington. On the supposition that this will be
the case, what are we to do ? What force have we ? What
means have we to prevent their possessing themselves of Phila-

delphia ? General Washington's army cannot possibly keep
pace with them. The length of his route is not only infinitely

greater, but his obstructions almost insuperable. In short, be-

fore he could cross iludson River, they might be lodged and
strongly fortified on both banks of the Delaware
For Heaven's sake arouse yourselves ! For Heaven's sake let

ten thousand men be immediately assembled, and stationed

somewhere about Trenton. In my opinion, your whole de-

pends upon it. I set out immediately for head-quarters, where
I shall communicate my apprehension that such will be the

next operation of the enemy, and urge the expediency of spar-

ing a part of his army (if he has any to spare) for this object." *

On the wry morning that Lee was writing this letter at

AmT>oy, Washington received intelligence by express from
(general Heath, stationed above King's Bridge, that the enemy
\\<*re landing with artillery on Throg's Neckf in the Sound,
'•out nine miles from the camp. Washington surmised that

. I owe was pursuing his original plan of getting into the rear

of the American army, cutting off its supplies, which were
cliiefly derived from the East, and interrupting its communica-
tion with the main country. Officers were ordered to their

alarm posts, and the trooi)s to be ready, under arms, to act as

occasion might require. Word, at the same time, was sent to

General Heath, to dispose of the troops on his side of King's
Bridge, and of two militia regiments posted pn the banks of

I r.'irlera River opposite the camp, in such manner as he should
link necessary.

Having made all his arrangements as promptly as possible,

* Am. ArchivA'M, oth Series, 11. 1008.

\ Properly Throck's Neck, from Throckmorton, the name of the
original i)roiM'i('tor.
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Washington mounted his horse, and rode over towards Throg's
Neck to reconnoiler.

Throg's ]S^eck is a peninsula in Westchester County, stretch-

ing upwards of two miles into the Sound. It was separated
from the mainlandhy a narrow creek and a marsh, and was sur-

rounded by water every high tide. A bridge across a creek
connecting with a ruined causeway across the marsh, led to tho
mainland, and the upper end of the creek was ford[d)le at low
water. Early in tlie morning, eighty or ninety boats full of

men had stood up the Sound from Montresor's Island, ajid

Long Island, and had landed troops to the number of four

thousand on Throg's Point, the extremity of the Neck. Thence
their advance puslied forward toward the causeway and bridfjc

to secure that pass to the mainland. General Heath had been
too rapid for them. Colonel Hand and his Philadelphia ritU'-

men, the same who had checked the British advance on Long Isl-

and, had taken up the planks of the bridge, and posted themsehes
opposite the end of the causeway, whence they commenced fir-

ing with their rifles. They were soon reinforced by Colonel

Prescott, of Bunker's Hill renown, with his regiment, aiul Lieu-

tenant Bryant of the artillery, with a three-pounder. Checked
at this pass, the British moved toward the head of the creek;

here they found the Americans in possession of the ford, where
they were reinforced by Colonel Graham, of the Xew York-

line, with his regiment, and Lieutenant Jackson of the artil-

lery, with a six-pounder. These skillful dispositions of his

troops by General Heath had brought the enemy to a stand.

By the time Washington arrived in the vicinity, the Britisli

had encamped on the Neck; the riflemen and yagers keeping

up a scattering fire at each other across the marsh ; and Cap-

tain Bryant now and then saluting the enemy witJi his field-

piece.

Having surveyed the ground, Washington ordered works to

be thrown up at the passes from the Neck to the mainland.

The British also threw up a work at the end of the causeway.

In the afternoon nine ships, with a great number of schooners,

sloops, and flat-bottomed boats full of men, passed through

Hell Gate, towards Throg's Point ; and information received

from two deserters, gave Washington reason to believe that

the greater part of the enemy's forces were gathering in that

quarter. General McDougall's brigade, in which were Colonel

Smallwood and the independent companies, was sent in the

evening to strengthen Heath's division at King's Bridge, and

to throw up works oj^posite the ford of Harlem River. Greene,

who had heard of the landing of tho enemy at Throg's Neck,
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wrote over to Washington, from Fort Constitution, informing
liira that he had three brigades ready to join him if required.
" If the troops are wanted over your side," said he, " or likely

to be so, they should be got over in the latter part of the night,

as the shipping may move up from below, and impede, if not

totally stop the troops from passing. The tents upon Staten

Island," he added, " had all been struck, as far as could be as-

certained." It was plain the whole scene of action was chang-
ing.

On the 14th, General Lee arrived in camp, where he was
welcomed as the harbinger of good luck. Washington was
.al>sent, visiting the posts beyond King's Bridge, and the passes

leading from Throg's Neck ; Lee immediately rode forth to join

him. No one gave him a sincerer greeting than the commander-
in-chief, who, diffident of his own military knowledge, had a high
opinion of that of Lee. He immediately gave him command of

the troops above King's Bridge, now the greatest part of the army,
but desired that he would not exercise it for a day or two, until

he had time to acquaint himself with the localities and arrange-
iiKMits of the post; Heath, in the interim, held the command.
Lee was evidently elevated by his successes at the South, and

disposed to criticise disparagingly the military operations of

*^hoT commanders. In a letter, written on the day of his arrival

his old associate in arms. General Gates, he condemns the pos-

irion of the army, and censures Washington for submitting to

the dictation of Congress, whose meddlesome instructions had
prmluced it. " Inter nos^'' writes he, " the Congress seem to

stumble every step. I do not mean one or two of the cattle, but
the whole stable. I have been very free in delivering my
opinion to tliem. In my opinion General Washington is much

Mame in not menacing 'em with resignation, unless they
:rain from unhinging the army by their absurd interference.
•' Keep us Ticonderoga ; much dej)ends upon it. We ought

^ have an army in the Delaware. I have roared it in the ears

' 'ongress, but earent auribus. Adieu, my dear friend ; if we
' meet again—why, we shall smile." *

In the meantime, Congress, on the 11th of October, having
heard of the ingress of the Phmnixj Roebuck and TdHar, passed
a resolution that General Washington be desired, if it be prac-

' ible, by every art, and at whatevf^r expense, to obstruct
• ctually th(i navigation of the North liiver between Fort
ishington and Fort Constitution, as well to prevent the regress
the enemy's vessels lately gone up as to hinder them from
•dying succors.

* Am. Archives, 5th Series, ii, 1038,
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Under so many conflicting circumstances, Washington held a

council of war on the 16th, at Lee's head-quarters, at which all

the major-generals were present, excepting Greene, and all the

brigadiers, as well as Colonel Knox, who commanded the ar-

tillery. Letters from the Convention and from individual

members of it were read, concerning the turbulence of the dis-

affected in the upper parts of the State ; intelligence gained from
deserters was likewise stated, showing the intention of the

enemy to surround the camp. The policy was then discussed

of remaining in their present position on Manhattan Island, and
awaiting there the menaced attack: the strength of the position

was urged ; its being well fortified, and extremely difficult of

access. Lee, in reply, scoffed at the idea of a position being
good merely because its approaches were difficult. How could

they think of holding a position where the enemy were so strong

in front and rear ; where ships had the command of the water

on each side, and where King's Bridge was their only pass by
which to escape from being wholly inclosed ? Had not their

recent experience on Long Island and at New York taught them
the danger of such positions ? " For my part," said he, " I

would have nothing to do with the islands to which you have
been clinging so pertinaciously—I would give Mr. Howe a fee-

simple of them."
" After much consideration and debate," says the record of

the council, " the following question was stated ° Whether (it

having appeared that the obstructions in the North Kiver have
proved insufficient, and that the enemy's whole force is now in

our rear on Frog Point) it is now deemed possible, in our situa-

tion, to prevent the enemy from cutting off the communication
with the country, and compelling us to fight them at all disad-

vantages or surrender prisoners at discretion ?
"

All agreed, with but one dissenting voice, that it was not pos-

sible to prevent the communication from being cut off, and that

one of the consequences mentioned in the question must follow.

The dissenting voice was that of General George Clinton, a

brave downright man, but little versed in the science of warfare.

He could not comprehend the policy. of abandoning so strong a

position ; they were equal in number to the enemy, and as they

must fight them somewhere, could do it to more advantage there

than anywhere else. Clinton felt as a guardian of the Hudson
and the upper country, and wished to meet the enemy, as it

were, at the very threshold.

As the resolve of Congress seemed imperative with regard to

Fort Washington, that post, it was agreed, should "be retained

as long as possible "
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A strong garrison was accordingly placed in it, composed
chiefly of troops from Magaw's and Slice's Pennsylvania regi-

ments, the latter under Lieutenant-colonel Lambert Cadwalader,

of Philadelphia. Shee having obtained leave of absence, Colo-

nel Magaw was put in command of the post, and solemnly
charged by Washington to defend it to the last extremity. The
name of the opposite post on the Jersey shore, where Greene
was stationed, was changed from Fort Constitution to Fort Lee,

in honor of the general. Lee, in fact, was the military idol of

tlie day. Even the family of the commander-in-chief joined in

paying him homage. Colonel Tench Tilghman, Washington's
aide-de-camp, in a letter to a friend, writes :

" You ask if Gen-
eral Lee is in health, and our people bold. I answer both in the

affirmative. His appearance amongst us has contributed not a
little to the latter."

IK

CHAPTER VI.

MY ARRANGEMENTS WASHINGTON AT WHITE PLAINS. THE
ENEMY AT THROG's POINT.—SKIRMISH OF COLONEL GLOVER
ATTEMPT TO SURPRISE ROGERS, THE RENEGADE. TROOPERS

IN A ROUGH COUNTRY. ALARMS AT WHITE PLAINS. CAN-
NONADING OF SHIPS AT FORT WASHINGTON. MARCH OF LEE.

FORTIFIED CAMP AT WHITE PLAINS. RECONNOITERING.
THE AFFAIR AT CHATTERTON's HILL. RELATIVE SITUATION
OF THE ARMIES. (JHANGE OF POSITION. CONTRAST OF THE
APPEARANCE OF THE TROOPS. GEORGE CLINTOn's IDEA OF
STRATEGY. MOVEMENT OF THE BRITISH ARMY. INCEN-
DIARIES AT WHITE PLAINS.

Previous to decamping from Manhattan Island, Washington
rmed four divisions of the army, which were respectively as-

^Mjed to Generals Lee, Heath, Sullivan (recently obtained in

\<-hange for General Prescott), and Lincoln. Leo was stationcnl

II Valentine's Hill on the mainland, immediately opposite

King's Bridge', to cover the transportation across it of the mili-

^ try stores and heavy baggage. The other divisions were to

'im a chain of fortified posts, extending about thirteen miles
long a ridge of hills on the west side of the Bronx, from Lee's
imp up to th«! village of White Plains.

K
Washington's head-cjuarters continued to be on Harlem
eights for several days, during which time he was continually
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in the saddle, riding about a broken, woody, and half wild

country, forming posts, and choosing sites for breastworks and
redoubts. By his skillful disposition of the army, it was pro-

tected in its whole length by the Bronx, a narrow but deep
stream, fringed with trees, which ran along the foot of the ridge

;

at the same time his troops faced and outflanked the enemy,
and covered the roads along which the stores and baggage had to

be transported. On the 21st, he shifted his head-quarters to

Valentine's Hill, and on the 23d to White Plains, where he
stationed himself in a fortified camp.
While he was thus incessantly in action, General, now Sir

William Howe (having recently, in reward for his services,

been made a knight companion of the Bath), remained for six

days passive in his camp on Throg's Point awaiting the arrival

of supplies and reinforcements, instead of pushing across to

the Hudson, and throwing himself between Washington's army
and the upper country. His inaction lost him a golden oppor-

tunity. By the time his supplies arrived, the Americans had
broken up the causeway leading to the mainland, and taken
positions too strong to be easily forced.

Finding himself headed in this direction. Sir William re-era-

barked part of his troops in flat boats on the 18th, crossed

Eastchester Bay, and landed on Pell's Point, at the mouth of

Hutchinson's Biver. Here he was joined in a few hours by the

main body, with the baggage and artillery and proceeded through
the manor of Pelham towards New Bochelle ; still with a view
to get above Washington's army.

In their march, the British were waylaid and harassed by
Colonel Glover of Massachusetts, with his own, Beed's, and
Shepard's regiments of infantry. Twice the British advance
guard were thrown into confusion and driven back with
severe loss, by a sharp fire from behind stone fences. A third

time they advanced in solid columns. The Americans gave them
repeated volleys, and then retreated with the loss of eight

killed and thirteen wounded, among whom was CoIouqI Shepard.

Colonel Glover, and the oflicers and soldiers who were with him
in this skirmish, received the public thanks of Washington for

their merit and good behavior.

On the 21st, General Howe was encamped about two miles

north of New Bochelle,, with his outposts extending to Mamaro-
neck on the Sound. At the latter place was posted Colonel

Bogers, the renegade, as he was called, with the Queen's Ban-
gers, his newly-raised corps of loyalists.

Hearing of this, Lord Stirling resolved, it possible, to cut off

this outpost and entrap the old hunter. Colonel Haslet, of his
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brigaae, always prompt on such occasions, undertook the exploit

at the head of seven hundred and fifty of the Delaware troops,

who had fought so bravely on Long Island. With these he

crossed the line of the British march, came undiscovered upon
the post, drove in the guard, killed a lieutenant and several

men, and brought away thirty-six prisoners, with a pair of

colors, sixty stands of arms, and other spoils. He missed the

main prize, however. Rogers skulked off in the dark at the

first fire. He was too old a partisan to be easily entrapped.

For this exploit. Colonel Haslet and his men were publicly

thanked by Lord Stirling, on parade.

These, and other spirited and successful skirimishes, while

they retarded the advance of the enemy, had the far more
important effect of exercising and animating the American
troops, and accustomed them to danger.

While in this neighborhood, Howe was reinforced by a

second divison of Hessians under General Knyphausen, and a
regiment of Waldeckers, both of which had recently arrived in

New York. He was joined, also, by the whole of the seventeenth
light dragoons, and a part of the sixteenth, which had arrived

on the 3d instant from Ireland, with Lieutenant-colonel (after-

wards Earl) Harcourt. Some of their horses had been brought
with them across the sea, others had been procured since their

arrival.

The Americans at first regarded these troopers with great

dread. Washington, therefore, took pains to convince them,
that in a rough, broken country, like the present, full of stone

fences, no troops were so inefficient as cavalry. The}^ could be
waylaid and picked off ])y sharpshooters from behind walls and
thickets, while they could not leave the road to pursue their

covert foe.

Further to inspirit them against this new enemy, he pro-

claimed, in general orders, a reward of one hundred dollars for

every trooper brought in with his horse and accoutrements,
and so on, in proportion to the completeness of the capture.

On the 25th, about two o'clock in the afternoon, intelligence

was brought to headquarters that three or four detachments
of the enemy were on the march, •within four miles of the
f-amp, and the main army following in columns. The drums
beat to arms ; the men were ordered to their posts ; an attack
was expected The day passed away, however, without any
demonstration of the enemy. Howe detached none of his force

on lateral expeditions, evidently meditating a general engage-
ment. To prepare for it, Washington drew all liis trooi)s from
the posts along the Bronx into the fortified camp at White
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Plains. Here everything remained quiet but expectant,

throughout the 26th. In the morning of the 27th, which was
Sunday, the heavy booming of cannon was heard from a dis-

tance, seemingly in the direction of Fort Washington. Scouts

galloped off to gain intelligence. We will anticipate their re-

port.

Two of the British frigates, at seven o'clock in the morning,

had moved up the Hudson, and come to anchor near Burdett's

Eerry, below the Morris House, Washington's old head-quar-

ters, apparently with the intention of stopping the ferry, and
cutting off the communication between Fort Lee and Fort

Washington. At the same time, troops made their appearance

on Harlem Plains, where Lord Percy held command. Colonel

Morgan immediately manned the lines with troops from the

garrison of Fort Washington. The ships opened a fire to en-

lilade and dislodge them. A barbette battery on tlie cliffs of

the Jersey shore, left of the ferry, fired down upon the frigates,

but with little effect. Colonel Magaw got down an eigliteen

pounder to the lines near the Morris House, and fired fifty

or sixty rounds, two balls at a time. Two eighteen-pounders

were likewise brought down from Fort Lee, and planted oppo-

site the ships. By the fire from both shores, they were liulled

repeatedly.

It was the thundering of these cannonades which had reach-

ed Washington's camp at White Plains, and even startled the

Highlands of the Hudson. The ships soon hoisted all sail.

The foremost slipped her cable, and appeared to be in the

greatest confusion. She could make no way, though towed by
two boats. The other ship seeing her distress, sent two barges

to her assistance, and by the four boats she was dragged out of

reach of the American fire, her pumps going all the time.

" Had the tide been flood one half hour longer," writes General

Greene, " we should have sunk her."

At the time that the fire from the ships began. Lord Percy
brought up his field-pieces and mortars, and made an attack

upon the lines. He was resolutely answered by the troops

sent down from Fort Washington, and several Hessians were

killed. An occasional firing was kept up until evening, when
the ships fell down the river, and the troops which had ad-

vanced on Harlem Plains drew within their lines again.
" We take this day's movement to be only a feint," writes

one of the garrison at Fort Lee ;
" at any rate, it is little hon-

orable to the red-coats." Its chief effect was to startle the

distant camp, and astound a quiet country with the thundering

din of war.
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The celebrated Thomas Paine, author of "The Eights of

.Man," and other political works, was a spectator of the affair

from the rocky summit of the Palisades, on the Jersey shore.

While these things were passing at Fort Washington, Leo
had struck his tents, and with the rear division, eight thousand

strong, the baggage and artillery, and a train of wagons four

miles long, laden with stores and ammunition, was lumbering
along the rough ountry roads to join the main army. It was
not until Monday morning, after being on the road all night,

tliat he arrived at Wliite Plains.

Washington's camp was situated on high ground, facing the

east. The right wing stretched towards the south along a rocky

hill, at the foot of which the Bronx, making an elbow, protected

it in flank and rear. The left wing rested on a small, deep
lake among the hills. The camp was strongly entrenched in

front.

About a quarter of a mile to the right of the camp, and sep-

arated from the height on which it stood by the Bronx and a

marshy interval, was a corresponding height called Chatterton's

Hill. As this partly commanded the right flank, and as the

intervening bend of the Bronx was easily passable, Washington
had stationed on its summit a militia regiment.

The whole encampment was a temporary one, to be changed
as soon as the military stores collected there could be removed

;

and now that General Lee was arrived, Washington rode out

with him, and other general officers who were off duty, to re-

<r»nnoiter a height which appeared more eligible. When ar-

rived at it, Lee pointed to another on the north, still more com-
manding. "Yonder," said he, "is the ground we ought to oc-

cupy." "Let us go, then, and view it," replied Washington.
They were g<Mitly riding in that direction, when a trooper came
spurring uj) his panting horse. " The British are in the camp,
sir!" cried he. "Then gentlemen," said Washington, "we
have other business to attend to than reconnoitering." Put-
ting spurs to his horse, he set off for the camp at full gallop,

the others spurring after him.
Arrived at head-quarters, he was informed by Adjutant-

general Reed, that the picket guards had all been driven in,

and the enemy were advancing: but that the whole Ann^rican
army was posted in ord(;r of battle. " Gentlemen," said Wash-
ington, turning calmly to his companions, "you will return to

your respective posts, and do the best you can."
Aj)prehensive that the enemy might attempt to get ])osses-

-ion of Chatterton's Hill, he detached Colonel Tlaslct with his

Delaware regiment, to reinforce tin; militia posted
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these he soon added General McDougall's brigade, composed of

Smallwood's Marylanders, Kitzema's New Yorkers, and two
other regiments. These were much reduced by sickness and
absence. General McDougall had command of the whole force

upon the hill, which did not exceed 1,600 men.
These dispositions were scarcely made, when the enemy ap-

peared glistening on the high grounds beyond the village of

White Plains. They advanced in two columns, the right com-
manded by Sir Henry Clinton, the left by the Hessian general,

De Heister. There was also a troop of horse ; so formidable in

the inexperienced eyes of the Americans. "It was a brilliant

but formidable sight," writes Heath in his memoirs. " The
sun shone bright, their arms glittered j and perhaps troops never
were shown to more advantage."

For a time they halted in a wheat field, behind a rising

ground, and the general officers rode up in the centre to hold a

consultation. Washington supposed tliey were preparing to at-

tack him in front, and such indeed was their intention ; but
the commanding height of Chatterton's Hill had caught
Sir William's eye, and he determined first to get possession

of it.

Colonel Rahl was accordingly detached with a brigade of

Hessians, to make a circuit southwardly, round a piece of wood,

cross the Bronx about a quarter of a mile below, and ascend the

south side of the hill ; while General Leslie, with a large force,

British and Hessian, should advance directly in front, throw a

bridge across the stream, and charge up the hill.

A furious cannonade was now opened by the British from
fifteen or twenty pieces of artillery, placed on high ground ojj-

posite the hill ; under cover of which, the troops of General
Leslie hastened to construct the bridge. In so doing, they

were severely galled by two field-pieces, planted on a ledge of

rock on Chatterton's Hill, and in charge of Alexander Ham-
ilton, the youthful captain of artillery. Smallwood's Mar}-
land battalion, also, kept up a sharp fire of small arms.

As soon as the bridge was finisbed, the British and Hessians
under Leslie rushed over it, formed and charged up the hill to

take Hamilton's two field-pieces. Three times the two field-

pieces were discharged, ploughing the ascending columns from
hill-top to river, while Smallwood's " blue and buff " Mary-
landers kept up their volleys of musketry.

In the meantime Kahl and his Hessian brigade forded tlie

Bronx lower down, pushed up the south side of tbe hill, and
endeavored to turn McDougall's right flank. The militia gave

the general but little support. They had been dismayed at
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the opening of the engagement by a shot from a British can-

non, which wounded one of them in the thigh, and nearly put

the whole to flight. It was with the utmost difficulty Mc-
Dougall had rallied them, and posted them behind a stone wall.

Here they did some service, until a troop of British calvary,

having gained the crest of the hill, came on, brandishing their

sabres. At their first charge the militia gave a random, scat-

tering fire, then broke, and fled in complete confusion.

A brave stand was made on the summit of the hill by Has-
let, Ritzema, and Smallwood, with their troops. Twice they

repulsed horse and foot, British and Hessians, until, cramped
tor room and greatly outnumbered, they slowly and sullenly

retreated down the north side of the hill, where there was a

bridge across the Bronx. Smallwood remained upon the ground
for some time after the retreat had begun, and received two
flesh wounds, one in the hip, the other through the arm. At
the bridge over the Bronx, the retreating troops were met b}'"

General Putnam, who was coming to their assistance with
Beall's brigade. In the rear of this they marched back into

the camp.

The loss on both sides, in this short but severe action, was
nearly equal. That of the Americans was between three and
four hundred men, killed, wounded, and taken prisoners. At
first it was thought to be much more, many of the militia and
a few of the regulars being counted as lost, who had scattered

themselves among the hills, but afterwards returned to head-

quarters.

The British army now rested with their left wing on the

hill they had just taken, and which they were busy intrench-

ing. They were extending their right wing to the left of the

American lines so that their two wings and centre formed near-

ly a semicircle. It was evidently their design to outflank the

American camp, and get in the rear of it. The day, however,
being far advanced, was suffered to pass without any further

attack ; but the morrow was looked forward to for a deadly con-

flict. Washington availed himself of this interval to have the
sick and wounded, and as much of the stores as possible, re-

moved from the camp. ^^ The two armies," says General Heath
in his memoirs, ^' lay looking at each other, within long cannon
-hot. In the night-time the British lighted up a vast number
f fires, the weather growing pretty cold. These fires, some
<n the level ground, some at the foot of the hills, and at all dis-

tances to their brows, some of which were lofty, seemed to the
eye to mix with the stars. The American side doubtless exhib-
ited to them a similar appearance.''
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During this anxious night, Washington was assiduously oc-

cupied throwing hack his right wing to stronger ground ; doub-

ling his intrenchments and constructing three redoubts, with a

line in front, on the summit of his posts. These works were
principally intended for defense against small arms, and were
thrown up with a rapidity that to the enemy must have savor-

ed of magic. They were, in fact, made of the stalks of Indian

corn or maize taken from a neighboring corn-field, and pulled

up with the earth clinging in masses to the large roots. " The
roots of the stalks," says Heath, " and earth on them placed in

the face of the works, answered the purpose of sods and fas-

cines. The tops being placed inwards, as the loose earth was
thrown upon them, became as so many trees to the work, which
was carried up with a despatch scarcely conceivable.

In the morning of the 29th, when Howe beheld how greatly

Washington had improved his position and strengthened it, by
what appeared to be solidly constructed works, he postponed his

meditated assault, ordered up Lord Percy from Harlem with the

fourth brigade and two battalions of the sixth, and proceeded to

throw up lines and redoubts in front of the American camp, as

if preparing to cannonade it. As the enemy were endeavoring
to outflank him, especially on his right wing, Washington ap-

prehended one of their objects might be to advance a part of

their force and seize on Pine's Bridge over Croton River, which
would cut off his communication with the upper country. Gen-
eral Beall, with three Maryland regiments, was sent off with all

expedition to secure that pass. It was Washington's idea that,

having possession of Croton River and the passes in the High-
lands, his army would be safe from further pursuit, and have
time to repose after its late excessive fatigue, and would be

fresh and ready to harass the Bnemy should they think fit to

winter up the country.

At present nothing could exceed the war-worn condition of

the troops, unseasoned as they were to this kind of service. A
scornful letter, written at this time by a British officer to his

friend in London, gives a picture of the ragged plight to which
they were reduced, in this rainy and inclement season. " The
rebel army are in so wretched a condition as to clothing and accou-

trements, that I believe no nation ever saw such a set of tatter-

demalions. There are few coats among them but what are out

at the elbows, and in a whole regiment there is scarce a pair of

breeches. Judge, then, how they must be pinched by a winter's

campaign. We, who are warmly clothed and well equipped,

already feel it severely ; for it is even now much colder than I

evQr felt in England."
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Alas for the poor half-naked, weather-beaten patriots, who
Iiad to cope with these well-fed, w^ell-clad, well-appointed mer-

cenaries ! A letter written at the very same date (October 31,)

by General George Clinton, shows what, in their forlorn plight,

they had to grapple w ith.

" We had reason," writes he, '' to apprehend an attack last

night, or by daylight this morning. Our lines were manned all

night in consequence •; and a most horrid night it was to lay in

cold trenches. Uncovered as we are, daily fatigue making re-

doubts, fleches, abatis, and retreating from them and the little

temporary huts made for our comfort before they are all finished,

I fear will ultimately destroy our army without fighting." *

" However," adds he, honestly, " I would not be understood

to condemn measures. They may be right for aught I know\ I

do not understand much of the refined art of war ;
it is said to

consist in stratagem and deception." In a previous letter to

tlie same friend, in a moment of hurry and alarm, he writes,

••Pray let Mrs. Cliaton know that I am well, and that she need
not be uneasy about me. It would be too much honor to die in

so good a cause."

Clinton, as we have before intimated, was an honest and
ardent patriot, of resolute spirit, and plain, direct good sense

;

but an inexperienced soldier. His main idea of warfare was
straightforward fighting ; and he was greatly perplexed by the

continual strategy which Washington's situation required. One
of the aides-de-camp of the latter had a truer notion on the

subject. " The campaign hitlierto," said he, " has been a fair

trial of generalship, in whicli I flatter myself we have had the

advantage. If we, with our motley army, can keep Mr. How^e
and his grand appointment at bay, I think we shall make no
contemptible military figure." f
On the night of the 31st, Washington made another of those

moves which perplexed the worthy Clinton. In the course of

the night he shifted his whole position, set fire to the barns and
out-houses containing forage and stores, whicli there was no
time to remove, and leaving a strong rear-guard on the heights

and in the neighboring woods, retired with his main army a

•listance of five miles, among the high, rocky hills about North-
castle. Here he immediately set to work to intrench and fortify

himself ; his policy at this time being, as he used to say, ."to

K
fight with the spade and mattock."

General Howe did not attempt to dislodge him from this fast-

George Clinton to John McKesson, October 31. Am. Archives, 5tb
Series, ii 1.31-2.

t Tench Tilghmau to William Duer, October 31.
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ness. He at one time ordered an attack on the vear-guard, Ijiit

a violent rain prevented it, and for two or three days he re-

mained seemingly inactive. " All matters are as quiet as if the

enemy were one hundred miles distant from us," writes one of

"Washington's aides on the 2d of November. During the night

of the 4th, this quiet was interrupted. A mysterious sound was
heard in the direction of the British camp, like the rumbling of

wagons and artillery. At daybreak the meaning of it was discov-

ered. The enemy were decamping. Long trains were ob-

served defiling across the hilly country, along the roads leading

to Dobb's Eerry on the Hudson. The movement continued for

three successive days, until their whole force, British and Hes-
sians, disappeared from White Plains.

The night after their departure a party of Americans, heated
with liquor, set fire to the court-house and other edifices in the

village, as if they had belonged to the enemy ; an outrage which
called forth a general order from Washington, expressive of his

indignation, and threatening the perpetrators with signal pun-
ishment when detected. We notfce this matter, because in

British accounts, the burning of those buildings liad been
charged upon Washington himself ; being, no doubt, confounded
with the burning of the barns and out-houses ordered by him
on shifting his encampment.

CHAPTER VII.

CONJECTURES AS TO THE INTENTIONS OF THE ENEMY. CONSE-
QUENT PRECAUTIONS. CORRESPONDENCE WITH GREENE RE-

SPECTING FORT WASHINGTON. DISTRIBUTION OF THE ARMY.
LEE LEFT IN COMMAND AT NORTH CASTLE. INSTRUCTIONS

TO HIM. WASHINGTON AT PEEKSKILL,—VISITS TO THE POSTS
IN THE HIGHLANDS. ^

Various were the speculations at head-quarters on the sudden
movement of the enemy. Washington writes to General Wil-
liam Livingston (now governor of the Jerseys): "They have
gone towards the North Biver and King's Bridge. Some sup-

pose they are going into winter quarters, and will sit down in

New York without doing more than investing Port Washing-
ton. I cannot subscribe wholly to this opinion myself. That
they will invest Port Washington, is a matter of which there
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•an be no doubt ; and I tliink there is a strong probability that

General Howe will detach a part of his force to make an incur-

sion into the Jerseys, provided he is going to Kew York. He
must attempt something on account of his reputation, for what
has he done as yet, with his great army ?

"

In the same letter he expressed his determination, as soon as

it should appear that the present manoeuvre was a real retreat,

and not a feint, to throw over a body of troops into the Jerseys

to assist in checking Howe's progress. He, moreover, recom-

mended to the governor to have the militia of that State put on
the best possible footing, and a part of them held in readiness

to take the.place of tlie State levies, whose term of service would
soon expire. He advised, also, that the inhabitants contiguous

to the water, should be prepared to remove their stock, grain,

effects, and carriages, on the earliest notice.

In a letter of the same date, he charged General Greene,

should Howe invest Fort Washington with part of his force, to

give the garrison all possible assistance.

On the following day (Xov. 8), his aide-de-camp, Colonel

Tilghman, writes to General Greene from head-quarters :
" The

• •nemy are at Dobb's Ferry with a great number of boats, ready
to go into Jersey, or proceed uj) the Wyer."
Greene doubted any intention of the enemy to cross the

river ; it might only be a feint to mislead ; still, as a precau-

tion, he had ordered troops up from the flying camp, and was
posting them opposite Dobb's Ferry, and at other passes where
a landing might be attempted ; the whole being under the com-
mand of General Mercer.

Affairs at Fort Washington soon settled the question of the

'nemy's intentions with regard to it. Lord Percy took his

station with a body of troops before the lines to the south.

Ivnyphausen advanced on the north. The Americans had pre-

^iously abandoned Fort Independence, burnt its barracks, and
removed the stores and cannon. Crossing King's Bridge, Kny-
]»hausen took a position between it and Fort Washington.
The approach to the fort, on this side, was exceedingly steep

and rocky ; as, indeed, wore all its approaches excepting that

on the south, where the country was more open, and the ascent

gradual. The fort could not hold within its walls above one
thousand men ; the rest of the troops were distributed about
the lines and outworks. While the fort was thus menaced, the

chevaux-fle-frise had again proved inefficient. On the night of

the 5th, a fngate and two transports, bound up to Dobbs Ferry,

with supplies for Howe's army, had broken through ; though
accordi.g to Greonr^'s account, not without being considerably

shattered by the batteries.
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Informed of these facts, AVashington wrote to Greene on the

8th : "If we cannot prevent vessels from passing up the river,

and the enemy are possessed of all the surrounding country,

what valuable purpose can it answer to hold a post from which
the expected benefit cannot be had ? I am, therefore, inclined

to think that it will not be prudent to hazard the men and
stores at Mount Washington ; but, as you are on the spot, I

leave it to you to give such orders as to evacuating Mount
Washington as you may judge best, and so far revoking the

orders given to Colonel Magaw, to defend it to the last."

Accounts had been received at head-quarters of a consider-

able movement on the preceding evening (N"ov. 7j;h), among
the enemy's boats at Dobb's Ferry, with the intention, it was
said, of penetrating the Jerseys, and falling down upon Fort
Lee. Washington, therefore, in the same letter directed Greene
to have all the stores not necessary to the defense removed im-

mediately, and to destroy all the stock, the hay and grain, in

tlie neighborhood, which the owners refused to remove. " Ex-
perience has shown,'^ adds he, " that a contrary conduct is not

of the least advantage to the poor inhabitants, from whom all

their effects of every kind are taken without distinction and
without the least satisfaction."

Greene, in reply (Xov. Oth), adhered with tenacity to the

policy of maintaining Fort Washington. " The enemy,'' said

he, '^ must invest it with double the number of men required

for its defense. They must keep troops at King's Bridge, to

cut off all communication with the country, and in considerable

force, for fear of an attack." He did not consider the fort in

immediate danger. Colonel Magaw thought it would take the

enemy until the end of December to carry it. In the mean-
time, the garrison could at any time he brought off, and even
the stores removed, should matters grow desperate. If the

enemy should not find it an object of importance, they would
not trouble themselves about it ; if they should, it would be a

proof that they felt an injury from its being maintained. The
giving it up would open for them a free communication with

the country by the way of King's Bridge. * It is doubtful

when or where Washington received this letter, as he left the

camp at Northcastle at eleven o'clock of the following morning.

There being still considerable uncertainty as to the intentions

of the enemy, all his arrangements were made accordingly.

All the troops belonging to the States west of the Hudson,

were to be stationed in the Jerseys, under command of General

* Am. Archives, 5th Series, ill. 618.
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Putuam. Lord Stirling had already been sent forward witli

the Maryland and Virginia troops to Peekskill, to cross the

river at King's Ferry. Another division, composed of Connec-
ticut and Massachusetts troops, under General Heath, was to

cooperate with the brigade of New York militia under General

George Clinton, in securing the Highland posts on both sides

of the river.

The troops which would remain at Northcastle after tlie de-

parture of Heath and his division, were to be commanded by
Lee. Washington's letter of instructions to that general is

characterized by his own modesty, and his deference for Lee's

superior military experience. He suggests, rather than orders,

yet his letter is sufficiently explicit. " A. little time now,"
writes he, "must manifest the enemy's designs, and point out

to you the measures proper to be pursued by that part of the

army under your command. I shall give no directions, there-

fore, on this head, having the most entire confidence in your
judgment and military exertions. One thing, however, I will

suggest, namely, that the appearance of embarking troops for

the Jerseys may be intended as a feint to weaken us, and ren

der the post we now hold more vulnerable, or the enemy may
find that troops are assembled with more expedition, and in

greater numbers, than they expected, on the Jersey shore, to

oppose them
; and, as it is possible, from one or other of these

motives, that they may yet pay the party under your command
a visit, it will be unnecessary, I am persuaded, to recommend
to you tlie propriety of putting this post, if you stay at it, into

a proper posture of defense, and guarding against surprises.

l>ut I would recommend it to your consideration whether, un-

der the suggestion above, your retiring to Croton Bridge, and
some strong post still more easterly (covering the passes through
the Highlands), may not be more advisable than to run the

liazard of an attack with unequal numbers. At any rate, I
think all your baggage and stores, except such as are necessary
for immediate use, ought to be to the northward of Croton
River. . . . You will consider the post at Croton's (or

Pine's) Bridge as under your immediate care. ... If the
enemy should remove the whole, or the greater part of their

force to the west side of Hudson's Kiver, I have no doubt of

your following with all possible despatch, leaving the militia

and invalids to cover the frontiers of Connecticut in case of

need."

We have been minute in stating these matters, from their

bearing on subsequent operations.

On the 10th of November Wasliington left the camp at
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Kortlicastle at 11 o'clock, and arrived at Peekskill at sunset*,

whither General Heath, Math his division, had preceded him by
a few hours. Lord Stirling was there, likewise, having effected

the transportation of the Maryland and Virginia troops across

the river, and landed them at the ferry south of Stony Point

;

though a better landing was subsequently found north of the

point. His lordship had thrown out a scouting party in the

advance, and a hundred men to take possession of a gap in the

mountain, through which a road passed toward the Jerseys.

Washington was now at the entrance of the Highlands, that

grand defile of the Hudson, the object of so much precaution

and solicitude. On the following morning, accompanied by
Generals Heath, Stirling, James and George Clinton, Mifflin,

and others, he made a military visit in boats to the Highland
posts. Fort Montgomery was. in a considerable state of for-

wardness, and a work in the vicinity was projected to cooperate

with it. Fort Constitution commanded a sudden bend of the

river, but Lord Stirling in his report of inspection had in-

timated that the fort itself was commanded by West Point op-

posite. A glance of the eye, without going on shore, was suf-

ficient to convince Washington of the fact. A fortress subse-

quently erected on that point, has been considered the Key of

the Highlands.
On the morning of the 12tli, at an early hour, Washington

rode out with General Heath to reconnoiter the east side of the

Hudson, at the gorge of the Highlands. Henry Wisnor, in a

report to the New York Convention, had mentioned a hill to

the north of Peekskill, so situated, with the road winding along

the side of it, that ten men on the top, by rolling down stones,

might prevent ten thousand from passing. " I believe," said

he, " nothing more need be done than to keep great quantities

of stones at the different places where the troops must pass, if

they attempt penetrating the mountains."

Near Pobinson's Bridge, in this vicinitj'-, about two miles

from Peekskill, Washington chose a place where troops should

be stationed to cover the south entrance into the mountains

;

and here, afterwards, was established an important military

depot called Continental Village.

On the same day (12th), he wrote to General Lee, inclosing

a copy of resolutions just received from Congress, respecting

levies for the new army, showing the importance of immediately

beginning the recruiting service. If no commissioners arrived

from Ehode Island, he was to appoint tht officers recommended

* Ciml War in America, vol. i p. 212.

t Ibid., i. 211.
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to that State by General Greene. "I cannot conclude," adds

he," without reminding you of the military and other stores

about your encampment, and at Northcastle, and to press the

removal of them above Croton Bridge, or such other places of

security as you may think proper. General Howe, having

sent no part of his force to Jersey yet, makes the measure more
necessary, as he may turn his views another way, and attempt

their destruction."

It was evidently Washington's desire that Lee should post

himself, as soon as possible, beyond the Croton, where he would
be safe from surprise, and at hand to throw his troops promptly

across the Hudson sliould the Jerseys be invaded.

Having made all those surveys and arrangements, Washing-
ton placed Heath in the general command of the Highlands,

with written instructions to fortify the passes with all possible

despatch, and directions how the troops were to be distributed

on both sides of the river ; and here Ave take occasion to give

some personal notice of this trust}^ officer.

Heath was not win the fortieth year of his age. Like many of

the noted officers of the Revolution, he had been brought up
in rural life, on an hereditary farm near Boston; yet, according

to his own account, though passionately fond of agricultural

pursuits, he had also, almost from cliildhood, a great relish for

military affairs, and had studied every treatise on the subject in

the English language, so that he considered himself "fully aC'

quainted with the theory of war, in all its branches and duties,

from the private soldier to the commander-in-chief."

He describes himself to be of a middling stature, light com-
j)lexion, very corpulent and bald-headed, so that the French
officers who served in America, compared him, in person, to the

Marquis of Granby.*
Such was the officer intrusted with the command of the High-

hind passes, and encamped at Peekskill, their portal; We shall

find him faithful to his trust; scrupulous in obeying the letter

of his instructions; but sturdy and punctilious in resisting any
undue assumption of authority.
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CHAPTER Vni.

affairs on lake champlain. gates at ticonderoga.
Arnold's flotilla—military preparations of sir giy
CARLETON AT ST. JOHN's. NAUTICAL ENCOUNTERS. GAL-
LANT CONDUCT OF ARNOLD AND WATERBURY. CARLETON
IN possession of crown point. HIS RETURN TO CANADA
AND WINTER QUARTERS.

During his brief and busy sojourn at Peekskill, Washington
received important intelligence from the northern army ; espe-

cially that part of it on Lake Champlain, under the command
of General Gates. A slight retrospect of affairs in that quar-

ter is proper, before we proceed to narrate the eventful cam-
paign in the Jerseys.

The preparations for the defense of Ticonderoga, and the

nautical service on the lake, had met with difficulties at every
step. At length, by the middle of August, a small flotilla was
completed, composed of a sloop and a schooner each of twelve
guns (six and four pounders), two schooners mounting eight

guns each, and five gondolas, each of three guns. The flotilla

was subsequently augmented, and the command given by Gates
to Arnold in compliance with the advice of Washington ; who
had a high opinion of that officer's energy, intrepidity, and
fertility in expedients.

Sir Guy Carleton, in the meantime, was straining every

nerve for the approaching conflict. The successes of the British

forces on the sea-board had excited the zealous rivalry of the

forces in Canada. The commanders, newly arrived, were fearful

the war might be brought to a close, before they could have an
opportunity to share in the glory. Hence the ardor with which
they encountered and vanquished obstacles which might other-

wise have appeared insuperable. Vessels were brought from
England in j^ieces and put together at St. John's, boats of

various kinds and sizes were transported over land, or dragged
up the rapids of the Sorel. The soldiers shared with the sea-

men in the toil. The Canadian farmers, also, were taken from
their agricultural pursuits, and compelled to aid in these, to

them, unprofitable labors. Sir Guy was full of hope and ardor.

Should he get the command of Lakes Champlain and George,

the northern part of New York would be at his mercy j
before
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winter set in he might gain possession of Albany. He would
then be able to cooperate with General Howe in severing and
subduing the northern and southern provinces, and bringing

the war to a speedy and triumphant close.

In despite of every exertion, three months elapsed before his

armament was completed. Winter was fast approaching. Before

it arrived, the success of his brilliant plan required that he should

fight his way across Lake Cliamplain ; carry the sti-ong posts of

Crown Point and Ticonderoga ; traverse Lake George, and pur-

sue a long and dangerous march through a wild and rugged
country, beset with forests and morasses, to Albany. That was
the first post to the southward where he expected to find rest

and winter quarters for his troops.*

By the month of October, between twenty and thirty sail were
afloat, and ready for action. The flag-ship (the hiflexihle)

mounted eighteen twelve-pounders ; the rest were gunboats, a

gondola and a flat-bottomed vessel called a radeau, and named
the Thunderer ; carrying a battery of six twenty-four and
twelve six-pounders, besides howitzers. The gunboats mounted
brass field-pieces and howitzers. Seven hundred seamen navi-

gated the fleet ; two hundred of them were volunteers from the

transports. The guns were worked by detachments from the

corps of artillery. In a word, according to British accounts,
'• no equipment of the kind was ever better appointed or more
amijly furnished with every kind of provision necessary for the

intended service." f
Captain Pringle conducted the armament, but Sir Guy Carle-

ton was too full of zeal, and too anxious for the event, not to

head the enterprise ; he accordingly took his station on the deck
of the flag-ship. They made sail early in October, in quest of

the American squadron, which was said to be abroad upon the

lake. Arnold, however, being ignorant of the strength of the

enemy, and unwilling to encounter a superior force in the open
lake, had taken his post under cover of Valcour Island, in the

upper part of a deep channel, or strait between that island and
the mainland. His force consisted of three schooners, two 8loo2)s

three galleys and eight gondolas ; carrying in all seventy guns,

many of them eighteen pounders.

The British ships, sweeping past Cumberland Head with a
fair wind and flowing sail on the morning of the 11th, had left

the southern end of Valcour Island astern, when they discovered

Arnold's flotilla anchored behind it, in a line extending across

the strait so as not to be outflanked. They immediately hauled
close to the wind, and tried to beat up into the channel. The
wind, however, did not permit the largest of them to enter.

• Heath's Memoirtk
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Arnold took advantage of the circumstance. He was on
board of the galley Congress, and, leaving the line, ad-

vanced, with two other galleys and the schooner JRoyal
Saoage, to attack the smaller vessels as they entered before the

large ones could come up. About twelve o'clock the enemy's
schooner Carleton opened a brisk fire upon the Royal Savage
and the galleys. It was as briskly returned. Seeing the enemy's
gunboats approaching, the Americans endeavored to return to

tlie line. In so doing, the Royal Savage ran aground. Her crew
sot her on fire and abandoned her. In about an hour the British

])rought all their gunboats in a range across the lower part of

the channel within musket shot of the Americans, the schooner
Carleton in the advance. They landed, also, a large number of

Indians on the island, to keep up a galling fire from the shore

upon the Americans, witli their rifles. The action now became
general, and was severe and sanguinary. Tlie American find-

ing themselves thus hemmed in by a superior force, fought
with desperation. Arnold pressed with his galley into the

hottest of the fight. The Congress was hulled several times,

received seven shots between wind and water, was shattered in

mast and rigging, and many of the crew were killed or wounded.
The ardor of Arnold increased with his danger. He cheered on
his men by voice and example, often pointing the guns with
his own hands. He was ably seconded by Brigadier-general

Waterbury, in the Washington galley, which, like his own
vessel, was terribly cut up. The contest lasted throughout the

day. Carried on as it was within a narrow compass, and on a

tranquil lake, almost every shot took effect. The fire of the In-

dians from the shore was less deadly than had been expected

;

but their whoops and yells, mingling with the rattling of the

musketry, and the thundering of the cannon, increased the hor-

rors of the scene. Volumes of smoke rose above the woody
shores, which echoed with the unusual din of war, and for a

time this lovely recess of a beautiful and peaceful lake was ren-

dered a perfect pandemonium.
The evening drew nigh, yet the contest was undecided.

Captain Pringle, after a consultation with Sir Guy Carleton,

called off the smaller vessels which had been engaged, and
anchored his whole squadron in a line as near as possible to the

Americans, so as to prevent their escape ; trusting to capture

the whole of them when the wind should prove favorable, so

that he could bring his large vessels into action.

Arnold, however, sensible that with his inferior and crippled

force all resistance would be unavailing, took advantage of a

dark and cloudy night, and a strong north wind ; his vessels
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islippcd silently through the enemj's line without being dis-

covered, one following a light on the stern of the other : and
hy daylight they were out of sight. They had to anchor, how-
ever, at Schuyler's Island, about ten miles up the lake, to stop

leaks and make repairs. Two of the gondolas were here sunk,

being past remedy. About noon the retreat was resumed, but
the wind had became adverse ; and they made little progress.

Arnold's galley, the Congress, the Washington galley and
four gondolas, all of which had suffered severely in the late

fight, fell astern of the rest of the squadron in the course of the

night. In the morning, when the sun lifted a fog which had
covered the lake, thej^ beheld the enemy within a few miles of

them in full chase, while their own comrades were nearly out

of sight, making the best of their way for Crown Point.

It was now an anxious trial of speed and seamanship. Ar-
nold with the crippled relics of his squadron, managed by noon
to get within a few leagues of Crown Point, when they were
overtaken b}'^ the Inflexible, the Carleton, and the schooner
Maria of 14 guns. As soon as they came up, they poured in

a tremendous fire. The Washington galley, already shattered,

and having lost most of her officers, was comj)elled to strike,

antT General Waterbury and the crew were taken prisoners.

Arnold liad now to bear the brunt of the action. For a long
time he was engaged within musket shot with the Inflexible,

and the two schooners, until his galley was reduced to a wreck
and one third of the crew were killed. The gondolas were
nearly in the same desperate condition

;
yet the men stood

stoutly to their guns. Seeing resistance vain, Arnold deter-

mined that neither vessels nor crew should fall into the hands
of tlie enemy. He ordered the gondolas to run on shore, in a

small creek in the neighborhood, the men to set fire to them
as soon as they grounded, to wade on shore with their

muskets, and keep off the enemy until they were con-

sumed. He did the same with his own galley; remaining on
board of her until she was in flames, lest the enemy should get

possession and strike his flag, which was kept flying to the

last.

He now set off with his gallant crew, many of whom were
wounded, by a road through the woods to Crown Point, where
he arrived at night, narrowly escaping an Indian ambush.
Two schooners, two galleys, one sloop, and one gondola, the
remnant which had escaped of the squadron, were at anchor at

the Point, -and General Waterbury and most of his men arrived

there the next day on parole. Seeing that the place must soon
fall into the handa of the enemy, they set fire to the houses,
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destroyed everything they could not carry away, and embark-
ing in the vessels made sail for Ticonderoga.

The loss of the Americans in these two actions is said to

have been between eighty and ninety men ; that of the British

about forty. It is worthy of mention, that among the young
officers in Sir Guy Carleton's squadron, was lidward Pellew,

who afterwards rose to renown as Admiral Yisc'Ount Exmouth

;

celebrated, among other things for his victory at Algiers.

The conduct of Arnold in these naval affairs gained him new
laurels. He was extolled for the judgment with which he
chose his position, and brought his vessels into action ; for his

masterly retreat, and for the self-sacrificing devotion with whicli

he exposed himself to the overwhelming force of the enemy in

covering the retreat of part of his flotilla.

Sir Guy Carleton took possession of the ruined works at

Crown Point, where he was soon joined by the army. He
made several movements by land and water, as if meditating
an attack upon Ticonderoga

;
pushing strong detachments on

both sides of the lake, which approached within a small dis-

tance of the fort, while one vessei appeared within cannon shot

of a lower battery, sounding the depth of the channel, until a

few shot obliged her to retire. General Gates, in the mean-
time, strengthened his works with incessant assiduity, and
made every preparation for an obstinate defense. A strong

easterly wind prevented the enemy's ships from advancing to

attack the lines, and gave time for tlie arrival of reinforcements

of militia to the garrison. It also afforded time for Sir Guy
Carleton to cool in ardor, and calculate the chances and the

value of success. The post, from its strength, and the apparent
number and resolution of the garrison, could not be taken with-

out great loss of life. If taken, the season was now too far ad-

vanced to think of passing Lake George, and exposing the

army to the perils of a winter campaign in the inhospitable and
impracticable wilds to the southward. Ticonderoga, too, could

not be kept during the winter, so that the only result of the

capture would be the reduction of the works and the taking of

some cannon ; all which damage the Americans could remedy
before the opening of the summer campaign. If, however, the

defense should be obstinate, the British army even if success-

ful, might sustain a loss sufficient to cripple its operations in

the cpming year.*

These and other prudential reasons induced Carleton to give

up all attempt upon the fortress at present • wherefore, ro-em

* Civil War in America, vol. I. p. 214.
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barking his troops, he returned to St. John's, and cantoned

ihem in Canada for the winter. It was not until about the 1st

of November that a reconnoitering party, sent out from Ticon-

deroga by General Gates, brought him back intelligence that

Crown Point was abandoned by the enemy, and not a hostile

sail in sight. All apprehensions of an attack uponTiconderoga
curing the present year were at an end, andmany of the troops

stationed there were already on their march toward Albany.

Such was the purport of the news from the north, received

by Washington at Peekskill. It relieved him for the present

from all anxiety respecting affairs on Lake Champlain, and
gave him the prospect of reinforcements from that quarter.

CHAPTER IX.

WASHINGTON CROSSES THE HUDSON. ARRIVES AT FORT LEE.—
AFFAIRS AT FORT WASHINGTON. QUESTION ABOUT ITS

ABANDONMENT. MOVEMENTS OF HOWJI. THE FORT SUM-
MONED TO SURRENDER. REFUSAL OF COLONEL MAGAW.—

r

THE FORT ATTACKED. CAPTURE OF THE FORT AND GARRI-
SON. COMMENTS OF WASHINGTON ON THE STATE OF AF-

FAIRS.

On the morning of the 12th of November, Washington cross-

ed the Hudson, to the ferry below Stony Point, with the resi-

due of the troops destined for the Jerseys. Far below were to

be descried the Phoinix, the Roebuck^ and the Tartar, at

anchor in the broad waters of Haverstraw Bay and the Tappan
Sea, guarding the lower ferries. The army, thus shut out from
the nearer passes, was slowly winding its way by a circuitous

route through the gap in the mountains, which Lord Stirling

liad secured. Leaving the troops which had just landed, to

pursue the same route to the Hackensack, Washington, accom-
})anied by Colonel Reed, struck a direct course for Fort Lee,

being anxious about affairs at Fort Washington. He arrived

there on the following day, and found, to his disappointment,
that General Greene had taken no measures for the evacuation
of that fortress ; but on the contrary, had reinforced it with a

part of Colonel Durkee's regiment, and the regiment of Colonel

Rawlings, so that its garrison now numbered upwards of two
thousand men ; a great part, however, were militia. Washing-
ton's orders for its evacuation had, in fa(;t, been discretionary,

leaving the execution of them to Greene's judgment, " as boing
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on the spot/' The latter had differed in opinion as to the

policy of such a measure ; and Colonel Magaw, who had charge

of the fortress, was likewise confident it might he main-

tained.

Colonel E/ced was of opposite counsels ; hut then he was per-

sonally interested in the safety of the garrison. It was com-

posed almost entirely of Pennsylvania troops under Magaw and

Lamhert Cadwalader ; excepting a small detachment of MarT-
land riflemen commanded by Otho H. Williams. They weie

his friends and neighbors, the remnant of the brave men wlv>

had suffered so severely under Atlee and Smallvvood.* The fort

was now invested on all sides hut one ; and the troops under
Howe which had been encamped at Dobb's Ferry, M^ere said to

be moving down toward it. Reed's solicitude was not shared

by the garrison itself. Colonel Magaw, its brave commander,
still thought it was in no immediate danger.

Washington was much perplexed. The main object of Howe
was still a matter of doubt with him. He could not think that

Sir William was moving his whole force upon that fortress, to

invest which a part would be sufficient. He susjiected an ul-

terior object, probably a Southern expedition, as he was told a
large number of ships were taking in wood and water at New
York. He resolved, therefore, to continue a few days in this

neighborhood, during which he trusted the designs of the

enemy would be more apparent ; in the meantime he would
distribute troops -at Brunswick, Amboy, Elizabethtown, and
Fort Lee, so as to be ready at these various points, to check
any incursions into the Jerseys.

In a letter to the President of Congress he urged for an in-

crease of ordnance and field-artillery. The rough, hilly country
east of the Hudson, and the strongholds and fastnesses of

which the Americans had possessed themselves, had prevented
the enemy from profiting by the superiority of their artillery

;

but this would not be the case, should the scene of action

change to an open campaign country like the Jerseys.

Washington was mistaken in his conjecture as to Sir William
Howe's design. The capture of Fort Washington was, at

present, his main object ; and he was encamped on Fordham
Heights, not far from King's Bridge, until preliminary steps

should be taken. In the night of the 14th, thirty flat-bottomed

boats stole quietly up the Hudson, passed the American forts

undiscovered, and made their way through Spyt den Duivel
Creek into Harlem Biver. The means M^ere thus provided for

« W. B. Reed's Life o/Beed, i. 252.
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pi'ossing that river and lauding^ before unprotected parts of the

American works.

On the loth, General Howe sent in a summons to surrender,

with a threat of extremities should he have to carry the place

by assault. Magaw, in his reply, intimated a doubt that

General Howe would execute a threat " so unworthy of himself

and the British nation ; but give me leave," added he, " to as-

sure his Excellency, that, actuated by the most glorious cause

that mankind ever fought in, I am determined to defend this

post to the very last extremity."

Apprised by the colonel of his peril. General Greene sent

over reinforcements, with an exhortation to him to persist in

his defense; and despatched an express to Washington, who
was at Hackensack, where the troops w^hich had crossed from
Peekskill were encamped. It was nightfall when Washington
arrived at Fort Lee. Greene and Putnam were over at the

besieged fortress. He threw himself into a boat, and had
partly crossed the river, when he met those generals returning.

They informed him of the garrison's having being reinforced,

and assured him that it was in high spirits, and capable of

making a good defense. It was with difficulty, however, they
could prevail on him to return with them to the Jersey shore,

for he was excessively excited.

Early the next morning (16th), Magaw made his dispositions

for the expected attack. His forces, with the recent addition,

amounted to nearly three thousand men. As the fort could not
contain above a third of that number, most of them werp sta-

tioned about the outworks.

Colonel Lambert Cadwalader, with eight hundred Pennsyl-
vanians, was posted in the outer lines, about two miles and a

half south of the fort, the side menaced by Lord Percy with
sixteen hundred men. Colonel Kawlings, of Maryland, with a
Ixjdy of troops, many of them riflemen, was stationed by a

three-gun battery, on a rocky, precipitous hill, north of the fort,

and between it and Spyt den Duivel Creek. Colonel Baxter,

of Bucks County, Pennsylvania, with his regiment of militia,

was posted east of the fort, on rough, woody heights, bordering
the Harlem River, to watch the motions of the enemy, who had
thrown up redoubts on high and commanding ground, on the

opposite side of the river, apparently to cover the crossing and
landing of troops.

Sir William Howe had planned four simultaneous attacks
;

one on the north by Knyphausen, who was encamj)ed on the
York side of King's Bridge, within cannon shot of Fort Wash-
ington, but separated from it by high and rough hills, covered
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with iilinost impenetrable woods. He was to advance in two
columns, formed by detachments made from the Hessians of

his corps, the brigade of Rahl, and the regiment of Wal-
deckers. The second attack was to be by two battalions of

light infantry, and two battalions of guards, under Brigadier-

general Mathew, who was to cross Harlem River in flat-boats,

under cover of the redoubts above mentioned, and to land on
the right of the fort. This attack was to be supported by the

first and second grenadiers, and a regiment of light infantry

under command of Lord Cornwallis. The third attack, in-

tended as a feint to distract the attention of the Americans,
was to be by Colonel Sterling, with the forty-second regiment,
who was to drop down the Harlem River in bateaux, to the left

of the American lines, facing New York. The fourth attack

was to be on the south, by Lord Percy, with the English and
Hessian troops under his command, on the right flank of the

American intrenchments.*

About noon, a heavy cannonade thundering along the rocky
hills, and sharp volleys of muskerty, proclaimed that the action

was commenced. Knyphausen's division was pushing on from
the north in tM'o columns, as had been arranged. The right

was led by Colonel Rahl, the left by himself. Rahl essayed to

mount a steep, broken height called Cock Hill, which rises from
Spyt den Duivel Creek, and was covered with woods. Kny-
phausen undertook a hill rising from the King's Bridge road,

but soon found himself entangled in a woody defile, difficult to

penetrate, and where his Hessians were exposed to the fire of

the three-gun battery, and Rawlings' riflemen.

While this was going on at the north of the fort. General
Mathew, with his light infantry and guards, crossed the Harlem
River in the flat-boats, under cover of a heavy fire from the

redoubts.

He made good his landing, after being severely handled by
Baxter and his men, from behind rocks and trees, and the breast-

works thrown up on the steep river bank. A short contest en-

sured. Baxter, while bravely encouraging his men, was killed

by a British officer. His troops, overpowered by numbers, re-

treated to the fort. General Mathew now pushed on with his

guards and light infantry to cut off Cadwalader. That officer

had gallantly defended the lines against the attack of Lord
Percy, until informed that Colonel Sterling was dropping down
Harlem River in bateaux to flank the lines, and take him in

the rear. He sent off a detachment to oppose his landing.

They did it wrongfully. About ninety of Sterling's men were

* Sir William Howe to Lord George Germains*
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killed or wounded in their boats, but he persevered, landed, and
forced his way up a steep height, which was well defended,
gained the summit, forced a redoubt, and took nearly two hun-
dred prisohers. Thus doubly assailed, Cadwalader was obliged
to retreat to the fort. He was closely pursued by Percy with
his English troops and Hessians, but turned repeatedly on
his pursuers. Thus he fought his way to the fort, with the

loss of several killed and more taken prisoners ; but marking
his track by the number of Hessians slain.

The defense on the north side of the fort was equally ob-

stinate and unsuccessful. Rawlings with his Maryland rifle^

men and the aid of the three-gun battery, had for some time
kept the left column of Hessians and Waldeckers under Kny-
phausen at ba}'. At length Colonel Kahl, with the right col-

umn of the division, having forced his way directly up the

north side of the steej^ hill at Spyt den Duivel Creek, came
u[)on Rawlings' men, whose rifles from frequent discharges had
become foul and almost useless, drove them from their strong
post, and followed them until within a hundred yards of the

fort, where he was joined by Knyphausen, who had slowly made
his way through dense forest and over felled trees. Here they
took post behind a large stone house, and sent in a flag, with
a second summons to surrender.

Washington, surrounded by several of his officers, had been an
anxious spectator of the battle from the opposite side of the

Hudson. Much of it was hidden from him by intervening

liills and forest ; but the roar of cannonry from the valley of

Harlem River, the sharp and incessant reports of rifles, and the

smoke rising above the tree tops, told him of the spirit with

which the assault >vas received at various points, and gave him
for a time a hope that the defense might be successful. The
action about the lines to the south lay open to him, and could

be distinctly seen though a telescope ; and nothing encouraged

him more than the gallant style in which Cadwalader with an

inferior force maintained his position. When he saw him, how-

ever, assailed in flank, the line broken, and his troops, over-

l)owered by numbers, retreating to the fort, he gave up the

game as lost. The worst sight of all, was to behold his men
cut down and bayoneted by the Hessians while begging quarter.

It is said so completely to have overcome him, that he wept
" with the tenderness of a child."

I

Seeing the flag go into the fort from Knyphausen's division,

and surmising it to be a summons to surrender, he wrote a note

to Magaw, telling him that if he could hold out until evening
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bring off tlie garrison in the night. Captain Gooch, of Boston,
a brave and daring man, offered to be the bearer of the note.
" He ran down to the river, jumped into a small boat, pushed
over the river, landed under the bank, ran up to the fort and
delivered the message; came out, ran and jumped over the
broken ground, dodging the Hessians, some of whom struck at

him with their pieces and others attempted to thrust him with
their bayonets ; escaping through them, he got to his boat and
returned to Fort Lee." *

Washington's message arrived too late. " The fort was so

crowded by the garrison, and the troops which had retreated

into it, that it was difficult to move about. The enemy, too,

were in possession of the little redoubts around, and could have
poured in showers of shells and ricochet balls that would have
made dreadful slaughter." It was no longer possible for Magaw
to get liis troops to man the lines ; he was compelled, therefore,

to yield himself and his garrison prisoners of war. The only
terms granted them were, that the men should retain their

baggage and the officers their swords.

The sight of the Amel'ican flag hauled down, and the British

flag waving in its place, told Washington of the surrender.

His instant care was for the safety of the upper country, now
that the lower defenses of the Hudson were at an end. Before

he knew anything about the terms of capitulation, he wrote to

General Lee, informing him of the surrender, and calling his

attention to the passes of the Highlands and those which lay

east of the river ; begging him to have such measures adopted

for their defense as his judgment should suggest to be neces-

sary. "I do not mean," added he, "to advise abandoning
your present post, contrary to your own opinion ; but only to

mention my own ideas, of the importance of those j^asses, and
that you cannot give too much attention to their security, by
having works erected on the most advantageous places for that

purpose."

Lee, in reply, objected to removing from his actual encamp-
ment at Northcastle. '^ It would give us," said he, " the air

of being frightened ; it would expose a fine, fertile country to

their ravages; and I must add, that we are as secure as we
could be in any position whatever." After stating that he

should deposit his stores, etc., in a place fully as safe, and

more central than Peekskill, he adds :
" As to ourselves, light

as we are, several retreats present themselves. In short, if we

keep a good look-out, we are in no danger; but I must entreat

your Excellency to enjoin the officers posted at Fort Lee, to

* Heath's Memoirs, p. 86.
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give us the quickest intelligence, if they observe any embarka-
tion on the North River." As to the affair of Fort Washing-
ton, all that Lee observed on the subject was :

" 0, general,

why would you be over-persuaded by men of inferior judgment
to your own ? It was a cursed affair."

Lee's allusion to men of inferior judgment, was principally

aimed at Greene, whose influence with the commander-in-chief

seems to have excited a jealousy of other officers of rank. So
Colonel Tilghman, Washington's aide-de-camp, writes on the

17th, to Robert R. Livingston of New York, " We were in a

fair way of finishing the campaign with credit to ourselves,

and, I think, to the disgrace of Mr. Howe ; and, had the general

followed his own opinion, the garrison would have been with-

drawn immediately upon the enemy's falling down from Dobb's
Ferry. But General Greene was positive that our forces

might at any time be drawn off under the guns of Fort Lee.

Fatal experience has evinced the contrary." *

Washington's own comments on the reduction of the fort,

made in a letter to his brother Augustine, are worthy of special

note. " This is a most unfortunate affair, and has given me
great mortification ; as we have lost, not only two thousand

men.f that were there, but a good deal of artillery, and some of

the best arms we had. And what adds to my mortification is,

that this post, after the last ships went past it, was held con-

trary to my wishes and opinion, as I conceived it to be a hazard-

ous one : but it having been determined on by a full council of

general officers, and a resolution of Congress having been re-

ceived, strongly expressive of their desire that the channel of

the river which we had been laboring to stop for a long time

at that place, might be obstructed, if possible ; and knowing
that this could not be done, unless there were batteries to pro-

tec-t the obstructions, I did not care to give an absolute order

for withdrawing the garrison, till I could get round and see the

situation of things ; and then it became too late, as the place

was invested. Upon the passing of the last ships, I had given

it as my opinion to General Greene, under whose care it was,

that it would be best to -evacuate the place ; but, as the order

was discretionary, and his opinion differed from mine, it was
unhappily delayed too long, to my great grief."

The correspondence of Washington with his brother, is full

of gloomy anticipations. "In ten days from this date, there

* Am. ArrMves, 5th Series, iii. 780.

t The number of prisoners, as returned by Sir William Howe, was
2,818, of whom 2,607 were privates. They were marched off to New
York at midnight.
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will not be above two thousand men, if that number, of the

fixed established regiments on this side of Hudson River, to

oppose Howe's whole army ; and very little more on the other,

to secure the eastern colonies, and the important passes leading

through the Highlands to Albany, and the country about the

lakes. In short, it is impossible for me, in the compass of a

letter, to give you any idea of our situation, of my difficulties,

and of the constant perplexities I meet with, derived from the

unhappy policy of short enlistments, and delaying them too

long. Last fall, or winter, before the army, which was then to

be raised, was set about, I represented in clear and explicit terms

the evils which would arise from short enlistments, the expense

which must attend the raising an army every year, and the fu-

tility of such an army when raised ; and if I had spoken with a

prophetic spirit, I could not have foretold the evils with more
accuracy than I did. All the year since, I have been pressing

Congress to delay no time in engaging men upon such terms as

Avould insure success, telling them that the longer it was de-

layed, the more difficult it would prove. But the measure was
jiot commenced until it was too late to be effected

I am wearied almost to death with the retrograde motion of

things ; and I solemnly protest, that a pecuniary reward of

twenty thousand pounds a year would not induce me to under-

go what I do, and, after all, perhaps to lose my character ; as it

is impossible, under such a variety of distressing circumstances,

to conduct matters agreeably to public expectations."
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CHAPTER X.

THE ENEMY CROSS THE HUDSON. RETREAT OF THE GARRISON
FROM FORT LEE. THE CROSSING OF THE HACKENSACK.
LEE ORDERED TO MOVE TO THE WEST SIDE OF THE RIVER.

reed's letter to HIM. SECOND MOVE OF THE ARMY BE-

YOND THE PASSAIC. ASSISTANCE SOUGHT FROM VARIOUS
QUARTERS. CORRESPONDENCES AND SCHEMES OF LEE.

HEATH STANCH TO HIS INSTRUCTIONS. ANXIETY OF GEORGE
CLINTON FOR THE SAFETY OF THE HUDSON. CRITICAL SITUA-

TION OF THE ARMY. DISPARAGING CORRESPONDENCE BE-

TWEEN LEE AND REED. WASHINGTON RETREATS ACROSS
THE RARITAN. ARRIVES AT TRENTON. REMOVES HIS

BAGGAGE ACROSS THE DELAWARE. DISMAY AND DESPOND-
ENCY OF THE COUNTRY. PROCLAMATION OF LORD HOWE.—

•

EXULTATION OF THE ENEMY. WASHINGTON'S RESOLVE IJT

CA.SE OF EXTREMITY.

With the capture of Fort Washington, the project of obstruct-

ing the navigation of the Hudson, at that point, was at an end.

Fort Lee, consequently, became useless, and Washington order-

ed all the ammunition and stores to be removed, preparatory to

its abandonment. This was effected with the whole of the am-
munition, and a part of the stores, and every exertion was mak-
ing to hurry off the remainder, when early in the morning of

the 20th, intelligence was brought that the enemy, with two
liundred boats, had crossed the river and landed a few miles

above. General Greene immediately ordered the garrison un-

der arms, sent out troops to hold the enemy in check, and sent

off an express to Washington at Hackensack.
The enemy had crossed the Hudson on a very rainy night, in

two divisions, one diagonally upward from King's Bridge, land-

ing on the west side, about eight o'clock ; the other marched up
the east bank, three or four miles, and then crossed to the op-

posite shore. The whole corps, six thousand strong, and under
the command of Lord Cornwallis, were landed, with their can-

non, by ten o'clock, at a place called Closter Dock, five or six

miles above Fort Lee, and under that line of lofty and perpen-

dicular cliffs known as the Palisades. " The seamen," says Sir

William Howe, " distinguished themselves remarkably on this

occasion, by their r^'jidirtess to drag the cannon up a very nar*
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row road, for nearly half a mile to the top of a preciplce7 which
bounds the shore for some miles on the west side." *

Washington arrived at the fort in three-quarters of an hour.
Being told that the enemy were extending themselves across
the country, he at once saw that they intended to form a line

from the Hudson to the Hackensack, and hem the whole garri-

son in between the two rivers. Nothing would save it but a
prompt retreat to secure the bridge over the Hackensack. No
time was to be lost. The troops sent out to check the enemy
were recalled. The retreat commenced in all haste. There was
a want of horses and wagons ; a great quantity of baggage,
stores, and provisions, therefore, was abandoned. So was all

the artillery excepting two twelve-pounders. Even the tents

were left standing, and camp-kettles on the fire. With all their

speed they did not not reach the Hackensack River before the

vanguard of the enemy was close upon them. Expecting a

brush, the greater part hurried over the bridge, others crossed

at the ferry, and some hi.gher up. The enem}', however, did
not dispute the passage of the river ; but Cornwallis stated in

his despatches, that, had not the Americans been apprised of

his approach, he would have surrounded them at the fort.

Some of his troops that night occi^pied the tents they had aban-

doned.

From Hackensack, Colonel Grayson one of Washington's
aides-de-camp, wrote instantly, by his orders, to General Lee

;

informing him that the enemy had crossed into the Jerseys,

and as was reported, i«. great numbers. " His Excellency,"

adds Grayson, "thinks it would be advisable in you to remove
the troops under your command on this side of the North
Kiver, and there wait for further commands."
Washington himself wrote to Lee on the following day (Nov.

21st). " I am of opinion," said he, " and the gentlemen about

me concur in it, that the public interest requires your coming
over to this side of the Hudson with the continental troops. . .

The enemy is evidently changing the seat of war to this side of

the North River, and the inhabitants of this country will ex-

pect the continental army to give them what support they can

;

and failing in that, they will cease to depend upon, or support

a force from which no protection is to be derived. It is, there-

fore, of the utmost importance, that at least an appearance of

force should be made, to keep this province in connection with

the others/'

* Some writers have stated that Cornwallis crossed on the 18th.

They have been misled by a letter of Sir William Howe, which gives

that date. Lord Howe, in a letter to the Secretary of the Admiralty,

gives the date we have stated (the 20th), which is the true one.
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In this moment of hurry and agitation, Colonel Keed, also,

Washington's Jidus Achates, wrote to Lee, but in a tone and
spirit that may surprise the reader, kno\ying the devotion he

had hitherto manifested for the commander-in-chief. After ex-

pressing the common wish that Lee should be at the principal

scene of action, he adds :
" I do not mean to flatter or praise

you at the expense of any other; but I do think it is entirely

owing to you, that this army, and the liberties of America, so

far as they are dependent on it, are not entirely cut off. You
have, decision, a quality often wanting in minds otherwise

valuable, and I ascribe to this our escape from York Island,

King's Bridge, and the Plains ; and I have no doubt, had you
been here, the garrison of Mount Washington would now have

composed a part of this army : and from all these circumstances,

I confess, I do ardently wish to see you removed from a place

where there will be so little call for your judgment and experi-

ence, to the place where they are likely to be so necessary.

Xor am I singular in my opinion ; every gentleman of the

family, the officers and soldiers generally, have a confidence in

you. The enemy constantly inquire where you are, and seem
to be less confident when you are present."

Then alluding to the late affair at Fort Washington, he con-

tinues :
" General Washington's own judgment, seconded by rep-

resentations from us, would, I believe, have saved the men, and
their arms ; but, unluckily. General Greene's judgment was con-

tra^3^ This kept the general's mind in a state of suspense, till

the stroke was struck. general ! An indecisive mind is one
of the greatest misfortunes that can befall an army ; how often

liave I lamented it this compaign. All circumstances consid-

ered, we are in a ver}' awful and alarming situation ; one that re-

quires the utmost wisdom and firmness of mind. As soon as

the season will admit, I think yourself and some others should

go to Congress, and form the plan of the new army
I must conclude, with my clear and explicit opinion, that your
presence is of tlie last importance." *

Well might Washington apprehend that this character and
conduct, in the perplexities in which he was placed, would be
liable to be misunderstood by the public, when the friend of his

bosom could so misjudge him.

Reed had evidently been dazzled by the daring spirit and un-
scrupulous policy of Lee, who, in carrying out his measures,

heeded but little the counsels of others, or even the orders of

government. Washington's respect for both, and the caution

with which he hesitated in {ulojjting measures in o2)position to

* Memoirs of Reed, I. 255.
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them, was stamped by the hold soldier and his admirers as in-

decision.

At Hackensack the army did not exceed three thousand men,
and they were dispirited by ill-success, and the loss of tents and
baggage. They were without intrenching tools, in a flat country,

where there were no natural fastnesses. Washington resolved,

therefore, to avoid any attack from the enemy, though, by so

doing, he must leave a fine and fertile region open to their rav-

ages ; or a plentiful storehouse, from which they would draw
voluntary supplies. A second move was necessary, again to

avoid the danger of being inclosed between two rivers. Leaving
three regiments, therefore, to guard the passes of the Hacken-
sack, and serve as covering parties, he again decamped, and
threw himself on the west bank of the Passaic, in the neighbor-

hood of Newark.
His army, small as it was, would soon be less. The term of

enlistment of those under General Mercer, from the flying camp,
was nearly expired ; and it was not probable that, disheartened

as they were by defeats and losses, exposed to inclement

weather, and unaccustomed to military hardships, they would
longer forego the comforts of their homes, to drag out the res-

idue of a ruinous campaign.

In addition, too, to the superiority of the force that was fol-

lowing him, the rivers gave the enemy facilities, by means of

their shipping, to throw troops in his rear. In this extremity

he cast about in every direction for assistance. Colonel Keed,
on whom he relied as on a second self, was despatched to Bur-
lington, with a letter to Governor William Livingston, describ-

ing his hazardous situation, and entreating him to call out a

portion of the New Jersey militia ; and General Mifflin was
sent to Philadelphia to .implore immediate aid from Congress
and the local authorities.

His main reliance for prompt assistance, however, was upon
Lee. On the 24th came a letter from that general, addressed

to Colonel Reed. Washington opened it, as he was accustomed
to do, in the absence of that officer, with letters addressed to

him on the business of the army. Lee was at his old encamp-
ment at'Northcastle. He had no means, he said, of crossing at

Dobb's Ferry, and the round by King's Perry would be so

great, that he could not get there in time to answer any pur-

pose. '^ I have therefore," added he, '^ ordered General Heath,

who is close to the only ferry which can be passed, to detach

two thousand men to apprise his Excellency, and await his fur-

ther orders ; a mode which I flatter myself will answer better

what I conceive to be the spirit of the orders, than should I
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move the corps from hence. Withdrawing our troops from
hence would he attended with some very serious consequences,

which at present would be tedious to enumerate ; as* to myself,"

adds he, " I hope to set out to-morrow."

A letter of the same date (Xov. 23d), from Lee to James
Bowdoin, president of the Massachusetts council, may throw
some light on his motives for delaying to obey the orders of the

commander-in-chief. " Before the unfortunate affair at Fort
Washington," writes he, " it was my opinion that the two armies
—that on the east, and that on the west side of the ISTorth E-iver

—must rest each on its own bottom ; that the idea of detaching
and reinforcing from one side to the other, on every motion of

the enemy, was chimerical ; but to harbor such a thought in

our present circumstances, is absolute insanity. In tliis inva-

sion, should the enemy alter the present direction of their oper-

ations, and attempt to open the passage of the Highlands, or

enter New England, I should never entertain the thought of

being succored by the western army. I know it is impossible.

We must, therefore, depend upon ourselves. To Connecticut
and Massachusetts, I shall look for assistance I

hope the cursed job of Fort Washington will occasion no dejec-

tion : the place itself was of no value. For my own part, I am
persuaded that if we only act with common sense, spirit, and
decision, the day must be our own."

In another letter to Bowdoin, dated on the following day,

and inclosing an extract from Washington's letter of Nov. 21st,

he writes :
" Indecision bids fair for tumbling down the goodly

fabric of American freedom, and, with it, the rights of mankind.
'Twas indecision of Congress prevented our having a noble

army, and on an excellent footing. 'Twas indecision in our
military councils which cost us the garrison of Fort Washing-
ton, the consequence of which must be fatal, unless remedied in

time by a contrary spirit. Inclosed I send you an extract of a

letter from the general, on which you will make your comments

;

and I have no doubt you will concur with me in the necessity

<»f raising immediately an army to save us from perdition. Af-
fairs appear in so important a crisis, that I think the resolves

of the Congress must no longer too nicely weigh with us. We
must save the community, in spite of the ordinances of the leg-

islature. There are tim(*s when we must commit treason against

the laws of the State, for the salvation of the State. The pres-

ent crisis demands this brave, virtuous kind of treason." He
urges President Bowdoin, therefore, to waive all formalities,

and not only complete the regiments prescribed to the province,

but to add four companies to each regiment. "We must not
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only have a force sufficient to cover your province, and all these

fertile districts, from tlie insults and irruptions of the tyrant's

troops, but sufficient to drive 'em out of all their quarters in

the Jerseys, or all is lost In the meantime, send

up a formidable body of militia, to supply the place of the con-

tinental troops, which I am ordered to convey over the river.

Let your people be well supplied with blankets, and warm
clothes, as I am determined, by the help of God, to unnest 'em,

even in the dead of winter." *

It is evident Lee considered Washington's star to be on the

decline, and his own in the ascendant. The "affair of Fort

Washington," and the " indecision of the commander-in-chief,"

were apparently his watchwords.

On the following day (24th), he writes to Washington from
Northcastle, on the subject of removing troops across the Hud-
son. " I have received your orders, and shall endeavor to put

them in execution, but question whether I shall be able to carry

with me any considerable number ; not so much from a want of

zeal in the men, as from their wretched condition with respect

to shoes, stockings, and blankets, which the present bad weather
renders more intolerable. I sent Heath orders to transport two
thousand men across the river, apprise the general, and wait for

further orders ; but that great man (as I might have expected)

intrenched himself within the letter of his instructions, and re-

fused to part with a single file, though I undertook to replace

them with a part of my own." He concludes by showing that,

so far from hurrying to the support of his commander-in-chief,

he was meditating a side blow of his own devising. "I should

march this day with Glover's brigade ; but have just received

intelligence that Rogers' corps, a part of the light horse, and
another brigade lie in so exposed a situation, as to present us

the fairest opportunity of carrying them off. If we succeed, it

will have a great effect, and amply compensate for two days'

delay."

Scarce had Lee sent this letter, when he received one from
Washington, informing him that he had mistaken his views in

regard to the troops required to cross the Hudson ; it was his

(Lee's) division that he wanted to have over. The force under

Heath must remain to guard the posts and passes through tlie

Highlands, the importance of which was so infinitely great,

that there should not be the least possible risk of losing them.

In the same letter Washington, who presumed Lee was by this

time at Peekskill advised him to take every precaution to come

by a safe route, and by all means to keep between the enemy

* Am. Archives, 5th Series, iii. 811.
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and the mountains, as he understood they were taking measures

to intercept his march.

Lee's reply was still from Northcastle. He explained that

his idea of detaching troops from Heath's division was merely

for expedition's sake, intending to replace them from his own.

The want of carriages and other causes had delayed him.

From the force of the enemy remaining in Westchester County,

he did not conceive the number of them in the Jerseys to be

near so great as Washington was taught to believe. He had
been making a sweep of the country to clear it of the tories.

Part of his army had now moved on, and he would set out on
the following day. He concluded with the assurance, "I shall

take care to obey your Excellency's orders, in regard to my
march, as exactly as possible.'^

On the same day, he vents his spleen in a tart letter to

Heath. " I perceive," writes he, " that you have formed an
idea, that should General Washington remove to the Straits of

Magellan, the instructions he left with you, upon a particular

occasion, have, to all intents and purposes, invested you with a

command separate from, and independent of, any other superi-

ors That General Heath is by no means to con-

sider himself obliged to obey the second in command." He
concluded by informing him that, as the commander-in-chief

was now separated from them, he (Lee) commanded, of course,

on this side of the water, and for the future would and must be

obeyed.

Before receiving this letter. Heath, doubtful whether Wash-
ington might not be pressed, and desirous of having his troops

across the Hudson, had sent off an express to him for explicit

instructions on that point, and, in the meantime, had kept them
ready for a move.

General George Clinton, who was with him, and had the

Kaf»>ty of the Hudson at heart, was in an agony of solicitude.

" We have been under marching orders these three days past,"

writes he, "and only wait the directions of General Washing-
ton. Should they be to move, all's over with the river this

season, and, I fear, forever. General Lee, four or five da3^s ago,

had orders to move with his division across the river. Instead

of so doing, he ordered General Heath to march his men through,

and he would replace them with so many of his. General
Heath could not do this consistent with his instructions, but
put his men under marching orders to wait his Excellency's

orders." Honest George Clinton was still perplexed and an-

noyed by these marchings and counter-marchings; and especially

with these incessant retreats. '^ A strange way of cooking
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business !" writes lie. ''We have no particular accounts yet
from head-quarters, bict lam apt to believe retreating is yet

fashionable^
The return of the express sent to Washington, relieved Clin-

ton's anxiety about the Highlands ; reiterating the original

order, that the division under Heath should remain for the pro-

tection of the passes.

Washington was still at Newark when, on the 27th, he re-

ceived Lee's letter of the 24th, speaking of his scheme of cap-

turing Rogers the partisan. Under other circumstances it

might have been a sufficient excuse for his delay, but higher in-

terests were at stake ; he immediately wrote to Lee as follows

:

" My former letters were so full and explicit, as to the necessity

of your marching as early as possible, that it is unnecessary to

add more on that head. I confess I expected you would have
been sooner in motion. The force here, when joined by yours,

will not be adequate to any great opposition ; at present it is

weak, and it has been more owing to the badness of the weather
that the enemy's progress has been checked, than any resistance

we could make. They are now pushing this way—part of 'em
have passed the Passaic. Their plan is not entirely unfolded,

but I shall not be surprised if Philadelphia should turn out the

object of their movement."
The situation of the little army was daily becoming more

perilous. In a council of war, several of the members urged a

move to Morristown, to form a junction with the troops expect-

ed from the Northern army. Washington, however, still cher-

ished the idea of making a stand at Brunswick on the Raritan,

or, at all events, of disputing the passage of the Delaware ; and
in this intrepid resolution he was warmly seconded by Greene.

Breaking up his camp once more, therefore, he continued his

retreat towards New Brunswick ; but so close was Cornwallis

upon him, that his advance entered one end of Newark, just as

the American rear-guard had left the other.

From Brunswick, Washington wrote on the 29th to William
Livingston, governor of the Jerseys, requesting him to have all

boats and river craft, for seventy miles along the Delaware, re-

moved to the western bank out of the reach of the enemy, and

put under guard. He was disappointed in his hope of making a

stand on the banks of the Raritan. All the force he could

muster at Brunswick, including the New Jersey militia, did not

exceed four thousand men. Colonel Reed had failed in procur-

ing aid from the New Jersey legislature. That body, shifting

from place to place, was on tlie eve of dissolution. The term of

the Maryland and New Jersey troops in the flying camp had
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expired. General Mercer endeavored to detain them, represent-

ing the disgrace of turning their back upon the cause when the

enemy was at hand : his remonttrances were fruitless. As to the

Pennsylvania levies, they deserted in such numbers, that guards

were stationed on the roads and ferries to intercept them.

At this moment of care and perplexity, a letter, forwarded by
express, arrived at head-quarters. It was from General Lee,

dated from his camp at Northcastle, to Colonel Reed, and was
ill reply to the letter written by that officer from Hackensack
on the 21st, which we have already laid before the reader. Sup-
posing that it related to official business, Washington opened it,

and read as follows :

—

" My dear Reed,—I received your most obliging, flattering

letter ; lament with you that fatal indecision of mind, which in

war is a much greater disqualification than stupidity, or even
want of personal courage. Accident may put a decisive blun-

derer in the right ; but eternal defeat and miscarriage must
attend the man of the best parts, if cursed with indecision. The
general recommends in so pressing a manner as almost to amount
to an order, to bring over the continental troops under my com-
mand, which recommendation, or order, throws me into the

greatest dilemma from several considerations." After stating

these considerations, he adds :
"My reason for not having

marched already is, that we have just received intelligence that

Rogers' corps, the light horse, part of the Highlanders, and
another brigade, lie in so exposed a situation as to give the fair-

est opportunity of being carried. I should have attempted it

last night, but the rain was too violent, and when our pieces are

wet, you know our troops are hors de combat. This night I

hope will be better I only wait myself for this

business of Rogers and company being over. I shall then fly to

you ; for, to confess a truth, I really think our chief will do
better with me than without me."

A glance over this letter sufficed to show Washington that,

at tliis dark moment, when he most needed support and sym-
I)atliy, his character and military conduct were the subject of

disparaging comments, between the friend in whom he had so

implicitly confided, and a sarcastic and apparently self-constitut-

ed rival. Whatever may have been his feelings of wounded
pride and outraged friendship, he restrained them, and inclosed

the letter to Reed, with the following chilling note:

'^Deak Sir,—The inclosed was put into my hands by an ex-
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press from White Plains. Having no idea of its being a private
letter, much less suspecting the tendency of the correspondence,
I opened it ; as I have done all other letters to you from the
same place, and Peekskill, upon the business of your office, as I

conceived, and found them to be. This, as it is the trutli, must
be my excuse for seeing the contents of a letter, which neither
inclination nor intention would have prompted me to," etc.

The very calmness and coldness of this note must have had
a greater effect upon Reed, than could have been produced by
the most vehement reproaches. In subsequent communications,
he endeavored to explain away the offensive paragraphs in

Lee's letter, declaring there was nothing in his own inconsist-

ent with the respect and affection he had ever borne for Wash-
ington's person and character.

Fortunately for Reed, Washington never saw that letter.

There were passages in it beyond the reach of softening ex-

planation. As it was, the purport of it, as reflected in L^e's
reply, had given him a sufficient shock. His magnanimous
nature, however, was incapable of harboring long resentment

;

especially in matters relating solely to himself. His personal
respect for Colonel Reed continued; he invariably manifested
a high sense of his merits, and consulted him, as before, on
military affairs; but his hitherto affectionate confidence in him,
as a sympathizing friend, had received an incurable wound.
His letters, before so frequent, and such perfect outpourings
of heart and mind, became few and far between, and confined to
matters of business.

It must have been consoling to Washington at this moment
of bitterness, to receive the following letter (dated Nov. 27th)
from William Livingston, the intelligent and patriotic governor
of New Jersey. It showed that while many misjudged him,
and friends seemed falling from his side, others appreciated
him truly, and the ordeal he was undergoing.

"I can easily form some idea of the difficulties under wliicli

you labor," writes Livingston, *^ particularly of one for which
the public can make no allowance, because your prudence and
fidelity to the cause will not suffer you to reveal it to the public

;

an instance of magnanimity, superior, perhaps, to any that can

be shown in battle. But depend upon it, my dear sir, the im-

partial world will do you ample justice before long. Ma^' God
support you under the fatigue both of body and mind, to which
you must be constantly exposed." *'

* We cannot dismiss this painful incident in "Washington's life, with-

out a prospective note on the subject. Reed was really of too generous
and intelligent a nature not be aware of the immense value of the

friendship he had put at hazard. He grieved over his mistake especially
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Washington lingered at Brunswick until the first of Decem-
ber, in the vain hope of being reinforced. The enemy, in the

meantime, advanced through the country, impressing wagons
and horses, and collecting cattle and sheep, as if for a distant

march. At length their vanguard appeared on the opposite

side of the Raritan. Washington immediately broke down the

end of the bridge next the village, and after nightfall resumed
his retreat. In the meantime, as the river was fordable. Captain
Alexander Hamilton planted his field-pieces on high, command-
ing ground, and opened a spirited fire, to check any attempt of

the enemy to cross.

At Princeton, Washington left twelve hundred men in two
brigades, under Lord Stirling and General Adam Stephen, to

cover the country, and watch the motions of the enemy.
Stephen was the same officer that had served as a colonel un-

der Washington in the French war, as second in command of

the Virginia troops, and had charge of Fort Cumberland. In
consideration of his courage and military capacity, he had, in

1764, been intrusted with the protection of the frontier. He
had recently brought a detachment of Virginia troops to the

army, and received from Congress, in September, the commis-
sion of brigadier-general.

The harassed army reached Trenton on the 2d of December.
Washington immediately proceeded to remove his baggage and
stores across the Delaware. In his letters from this place to

the President of Congress, he gives his reasons for his con-

tinued retreat. " Nothing but necessity obliged me to retire

before the enemy, and leave so much of the Jerseys unprotected.

Sorry am I to observe that the frequent calls upon the militia

, of this State, the want of exertion in the principal gentlemen of

the country, and a fatal supineness and insensibility of danger,
' till it is too late to prevent an evil that was not only foreseen,

but foretold, have been the causes of our late disgraces.
" If the militia of this State had stepped forth in season (and

timely notice they had), we might have prevented the enemy's
crossing the Hackensack. We might, with equal possibility

of success, have made a stand at Brunswick on the Raritan.

But as both these rivers were fordable in a variety of places,

being knee deep only, it required many men to guard the

I)a.sses, and these we had not."

a«» after events showed more and more the majestic greatness of Wash-
i: - Mil's character. A letter in the following year, in which he sought
! ' .iivince Washington of his sincere and devoted attachment, is

really touching in its appeals. We are happy to add, that it appears to

liave been successful and to have restored in a great measure, their
relations of friendly confidence.
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In excuse for the people of New Jersey, it may "be observed,

that they inhabited an open, agricultural country, where the

sound of war had never been heard. Many of them looked upon
the Kevolution as rebellion ; others thought it a ruined enter-

prise ; the armies engaged in it had been defeated and broken

up. They beheld the commander-in-chief retreating through
their country with a handful of men, weary, wayworn, dispirited

;

without tents, without clothing, many of them barefooted, ex-

posed to wintry weather, and driven from post to post, by a

well-clad, well-fed, triumphant force, tricked out in all the glit-

tering bravery of war. Could it be wondered at, that peaceful

husbandmen, seeing their quiet fields thus suddenly overrun by
adverse hosts, and their very hearthstones threatened with out-

rage, should, instead of flying to arms, seek for the safety of

their wives and little ones, and the protection of their humble'
means, from the desolation which too often marks the course

even of friendly armies ?

Lord Howe and his brother sought to profit by this dismay]

and despondency. A proclamation, dated 30th of November,
commanded all persons in arms against His Majesty's govern-

ment to disband and return home, and all Congresses to desistj

from treasonable acts : offering a free pardon to all who should!

comply within fifty days.

Many who had been prominent in the cause, hastened to take

advantage of this proclamation. Those who had most property

to lose, were the first to submit. The middle ranks remained i

generally steadfast in this time of trial.*

The following extract of a letter from a field-officer in New^
York, dated December 2d, to his friend in London, gives th(

British view of affairs. " The rebels continue flying before oui

army. Lord Cornwallis took the fort opposite Brunswick,

plunged into Raritan River, and seized the town. Mr. Wash-
ington had orders from the Congress to rally and defend that

post, but he sent them word he could not. He was seen retreating

with two brigades to Trenton, where they talk of resisting ; but

such a panic has seized the rebels, that no part of the Jerseys

will hold them, and I doubt whether Philadelphia itself will

stop their career. The Congress have lost their authority. . .

They are in such consternation that they know not what to do.

The two Adamses are in New England ;
Franklin gone to

France ; Lynch has lost his senses ; Rutledge has gone home
disgusted; Dana is persecuting at Albany, and Jay's in the

country playing as bad a part ; so that the fools have lost the

assistance of the knaves. However, should they embrace the

inclosed proclamation, they may yet escape the halter, ...
* Gordon's Hist. Am. War^ ii. p. 129.
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Honest David Matliew, the mayor, has made his escape from
them, and arrived here this day." *

In this dark day of peril to the cause and to himself, Wash-
ington remained firm and undaunted. In casting about for

some stronghold where he might make a desperate stand for

the liberties of his country, his thoughts reverted to the moun-
tain regions of his early campaigns. General Mercer was at

hand, who had shared his perils among these mountains, and
his presence may have contributed to bring them to his mind.
" WTiat think you," said Washington ;

'• if we should retreat

to the back parts of Pennsylvania, would the Pennsylvanians
support us ?

"

" If the lower counties give up, the back counties will do the

same," was the discouraging reply.
" We must then retire to Augusta County in Virginia," said

Washington. " Numbers will repair to us for safety, and we
will try a predatory war. If overpowered, we must cross the

Alleghanies."

Such was the indomitable spirit, rising under difficulties, and
buoyant in the darkest moment, that kept our tempest-tossed

cause from foundering.

U

CHAPTER XI.

LEE AT PEEKSKILL. STANCH ADHERENCE OF HEATH TO ORDERS.
LEE CROSSES THE HUDSON. WASHINGTON AT TRENTON.

LEE AT THE HEELS OF THE ENEMY. HIS SPECULATIONS ON
MILITARY GREATNESS. FORCED MARCH OP CORNWALLIS.
WASHINGTON CROSSES THE DELAWARE. PUTNAM IN COM-
MAND AT PHILADELPHIA. BAFFLING LETTERS OF LEE.

HOPES TO RECONQUER THE JERSEYS. GATES ON THE MARCH.
LEE QUARTERED AT BASKINGRIDGE. SURPRISED AND

CAPTURED. SPECULATIONS ON HIS CONDUCT.

Notwithstanding the repeated and pressing orders and en-

treaties of the commander-in-chief, Lee did not reach Peekskill

until the 30tlj of November. In a letter of that date to Wash-
ington, who had complained of his delay, he simply alleged diffi-

<ulties, which he would explain when both had leisnre. His
scheme to entrap Rogers, the renegade, had failed ; the old

Indian hunter had been too much on the alert; he boasted,

Ijowever, to have rendered more service by his delay, than he
* Am. Archives, 5th Series, iii. 10.37.
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would have done had he moved sooner. His forces were there-

by augmented, so that he expected to enter the Jerseys with
four thousand firm and willing men, who would mak« a very

important diversion.
" The day after to-morrow," added he, " we shall pass the

river, when I should be glad to receive your instructions ; but
I could wish you would bind me as little as possible ; not from
any opinion, I do assure you, of my own parts, but from a per-

suasion that detached generals cannot have too great latitude,

unless they are very incompetent indeed."

Lee had calculated upon meeting no further difficulty in ob-

taining men from Heath. He rode to that general's quarters in

the evening, and was invited by him to alight and take tea.

On entering the house, Lee took Heath aside, and alluding to

his former refusal to supply troops as b^ng inconsistent with

t*he orders of the commander-in-chief. " In point of law/^ said

he, "you are right, but in point of policy I think you are wrong.
I am going into the Jerseys for the salvation of America; I

wish to take with me a larger force than I now have, and request

you to order two thousand of your men to march with me."
Heath answered that he could not spare that number. He

was then asked to order one thousand ; to which he replied,

that the business might be as well brought to a point at once

—

that not a single man should march from the post by his order.

" Then," exclaimed Lee, " I will order them myself." " That
makes a wide difference," rejoined Heath. " You are my
senior, but I have received positive written instructions

from him who is superior to us both, and I will not myself
break those orders. " In proof of his words. Heath produced the

recent letter received from Washington, repeating his former

orders that no troops should be removed from that post. Lee
glanced over the letter. " The commander-in-chief is now at

a distance, and does not know what is necessary here so well as I

do." He asked a sight of the return book of the division. It

was brought by Major Huntington, the deputy adjutant-gen-

eral. Lee ran his eye over it, and chose two regiments. "You
will order them to march early to-morrow morning to join me,"

said he to the major. Heath ruffling with the pride of military

law, turned to the major with an air of authority. " Issue such

orders at your peril
! " exclaimed he : then addressing Lee,

" Sir," said he, " if you come to this post, and mean to issue

orders here which will break the positive ones I have received,

I pray you to do it completely yourself, and through your own
deputy adjutant-general who is present, and not draw me or

any of my family in as partners in the guilt."
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It is right," said Lee ;
" Colonel Scammel, do you issue the

order." It was done accordingly ; but Heath's punctilious

scruples were not yet satisfied. '' I have one more request to

make, sir," said he to Lee, " and that is, that you will be pleased

to give me a certificate that you exercise command at this post,

and order from it these regiments."

Lee hesitated to comply, but George Clinton, who was present,

told him he could not refuse a request so reasonable. He ac-

cordingly wrote," For the satisfaction of General Heath, and
at his request, I do certify that I am commanding officer, at

this present writing, in this post, and that I have, in that ca-

pacity, ordered Prescott's and Wyllis' regiments to march."

Heath's military punctilio was satisfied, and he smoothed his

ruffled plumes. Early the next morning the regiments moved
from their cantonments ready to embark, when Lee again rode

up to his door. " Upon further considerations," said he, ^^ I

concluded not to take the two regiments with me —you may
order them to return to their former post."

" This conduct of General Lee," adds Heath in his memoirs,
" appeared not a little extraordinary, and one is almost at a loss

to account for it. He had been a soldier from his youth, had
a perfect knowledge of service in all its branches, but was
rather obstinate in his temper, and could scarcely brook being
crossed in anything in the line of his profession." *

It was not until the 4th of December that Lee crossed the

Hudson and began a laggard march though aware of the im-

minent peril of Washington, and his army—how different from
the celerity of his movements in his expedition to the South !

In the meantime, Washington, who was at Trenton, had prof-

ited by a delay of the enemy at Brunswick, and removed most
of the stores and baggage of the army across the Delaware

;

and being reinforced by fifteen hundred of the Pennsylvania
militia, procured by Mifflin, prepared to face about and march
back to Princeton with such of his troops as were fit for service,

there to be governed by circumstances, and the movement of

(jeneral Lee. Accordingly, on the 5th of December he sent

about twelve hundred men in the advance, to reinforce Lord
Stirling, and the next day set off himself with the residue.

"The general has gone forward to Princeton," writes Colonel

Reed, " where there are about three thousand men, with which,
I fear, he will not be able to make any stand." *

While on the march, Washington received a letter from

^ K * The above scene Is given almost literally f^om General Heath's
I Memoirs.
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Greene, who was at Princeton, informing him of a report that

Lee was " at tlie heels of the enemy." ^' I should think,"

adds Greene, " he had better keep on the flanks than the rear,

unless it were possible to concert an attack at the same instant

of time in front and rear I think General Lee must be
confined within the lines of some general plan, or else his

operations will be independent of yours. His own troops,

General St. Clair's, and the militia, must form a respectable

army."
Lee had no idea of conforming to a general plan ; he had an

independent plan of his own, and was at that moment at Pomp-
ton, indulging speculations on military greatness, and the la-

mentable want of it in his American contemporaries. In a let-

ter from that place to Governor Cooke of Rhode Island, he im-

parts his notions on the subject. " Theory joined to practice,

or a heaven-born genius, can alone constitute a general. As to

the latter, God Almighty indulges the world very rarely with
the spectacle ; and I do not know, from what I have seen, that

he has been more profuse of this ethereal spirit to the Ameri-
cans, than to other nations."

While Lee was thus loitering and speculating, Cornwallis,

knowing how far he was in the rear, and how weak was the

situation of Washington's army, and being himself strongly re-

inforced, made a forced march from Brunswick and was within

two miles of Princeton. Stirling, to avoid being surrounded,

immediately set out with two brigades for Trenton. Washing-
ton, too, receiving intelligence by express of these movements,
hastened back to that place, and caused boats to be collected

from all quarters, and the stores and troops transported across

the Delaware. He himself crossed with the rear-guard on Sun-

day morning, and took up his quarters about a mile from the

river ; causing the boats to be destroyed, and troops to be posted

opposite the fords. He was conscious, however, as he said, that

with his small force he could make no great opposition, should

the enemy bring boats with them. Fortunately, they did not

come thus provided.

The rear-guard, says an American account, had barely crossed

the river, when Lord Cornwallis " came marching down with all

the pomp of war, in great expectation of getting boats, and im-

mediately pursuing." Kot one was to be had there or else-

where ; for Washington had caused the boats, for an extent of

seventy miles up and down the river, to be secured on the right

bank. His lordship was effectually brought to a stand. He
made some moves with two columns, as if he would cross the

.Delaware above and below, either to push on to Philadelphia; or
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to entrap Washington in the acute angle made by the bend of

the river opposite Bordentown. An able disposition of Ameri-
can troops along the upper part of the river, and of a number
of galleys below, discouraged any attempt of the kind. Corn-

wallis, therefore, gave up the pursuit, distributed the German
troops in cantonments along the left bank of the river, and sta-

tioned his main force at Brunswick, trusting to be able before

long to cross the Delaware on the ice.

On the 8th, Washington wrote to the President of Congress :

" There is not a moment's time to be lost in assembling such a

force as can be collected, as the object of the enemy cannot now
be doubted in the smallest degree. Indeed I shall be out in

my conjecture, for it is only conjecture, if the late embarkation

at New York is not for Delaware River, to cooperate with the

army under General Howe, who, I am informed from good au-

thority, is with the British troops, and his whole force upon
this route. I have no certain intelligence of General Lee, al-

though I have sent expresses to him, and lately a Colonel Hump-
ton, to bring me some accurate accounts of his situation. I

last night despached another gentleman to him (Major Hoops),

desiring he would hasten his march to the Delaware, on which
I would provide boats near a place called Alexandria, for the

transportation of his troops. I cannot account for the slow-

ness of his march."
In further letters to Lee, Washington urged the peril of

Philadelphia. " Do come on," writes he ;
" your arrival may

be fortunate, and, if it can be effected without delay, it may be

the means of preserving a city, whose loss must prove of the

most fatal consequence to the cause of America."
Putnam was now detached to take command of Philadelphia,

and put it in a state of defense, and General Mifflin to have
charge of the munitions of war deposited there. By their

advice Congress, hastily a^ljourned on the 12th of December,
to meet again on the 20th, at Baltimore.

Washington's whole force at this time, was about five thousand
five hundred men ; one thousand of them Jersey militia, fifteen

hundred militia from Philadelphia, and a battalion of five

hundred of the German yeomanry of Pennsylvania. Gates,

however, he was informed, was coming on with seven regiments
detached by Schuyler from the Northern department; rein-

forced by these, and the troops under Lee, he hoped to be able

to attempt a stroke upon tlie <">emy'8 forces, which lay a good
deal scattered, and, to all ai)])carancos, in a state of security.

" A lucky blow in this quarter," writes he, " would bo fatal to
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them, and would most certainly raise the spirits of the people
which are quite sunk by our late misfortunes. " *

While cheering himself with these hopes, and trusting to

sj>eedy aid from Lee, that wayward commander, though nearly

three weeks had elapsed since he had received Washington's
orders and entreaties to join him with all possible despatch,

was no further on his march than Morristown, in the Jerseys
;

where, with militia recruits, his force was about four thousand
men. In a letter written by him on the 8th of December to a
committee of Congress, he says :

" If I was not taught to think
the army with General Washington had been considerably

reinforced, I should immediately join him ; but as I am assur-

ed he is very strong, I should imagine we can make a better

impression by beating up and harassing their detached parties

in their rear, for which purpose a good post at Chatham seems
the best calculated. It is a happy distance from Newark,
Elizabethtown, Woodbridge, and Boundbrook. We shall, I ex-

pect, annoy, distract, and consequently weaken them in a

desultory war." f
On the same day he writes from Chatham, in reply to

Washington's letter by Major Hoops, just received: "I am
extremely shocked to hear th 1 your force is so inadequate to

the necessity of your situation, as I had been taught to think

you had been considerably reinforced. Your last letters pro-

posing a plan of surprises and forced marches, convinced me that

there was no danger of your being obliged to pass the Delaware

;

in consequence of which proposals, I have put myself in a pos-

ition the most convenient to cooperate with you by attacking

their rear. I cannot persuade myself that Philadelphia is their

object at present It will be diflScult, I am afraid,

to join you ; but cannot I do you more service by attacking

their rear ?
"

This letter, sent by a light-horseman, received an instant re-

ply from Washington. " Philadelphia, beyond all question, is

the object of the enemy's movements, and nothing less than

our utmost exertions will prevent General Howe from possess-

ing it. The force I have is weak, and utterly incompetent to

that end. I must, therefore, entreat you to push on with every

possible succor you can bring." t

On the 9th, Lee, who was at Chatham, received information

from Heath, that three of the regiments detached under Gates

from the Northern army, had arrived from Albany at Peek-

skill. He instantly writes to him to forward them, without

* Washington to Gov. Trdnibull, 14th Dec.

t Am. Archives, 5th Series, ill. 1121.

I Am. ArchiveSf 5th Series , iii. 1138,
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loss of time, to Morristown :
" I am in hopes," adds he, " to re-

conquer (if I may so express myself) the Jerseys. It was rea^
in the hands of the enemy before my arrival."

On the 11th, Lee writes to Washington from Morristown,

where he says his troops had been obliged to halt two days for

want of shoes. He now talked of crossing the great Brunswick
post-road, and, by a forced night's march, making his way to

the ferry above Burlington, where boats should be sent up from
Philadelphia to receive him.

" I am much surprised," writes Washington in reply, " that

you should be in any doubt respecting the route you should

take, after the information you have received upon that head.

A large number of boats was procured, and is still retained at

Tinicum, under a strong guard, to facilitate your passage
across the Delaware. I have so frequently mentioned our
situation, and the necessity of your aid, that it is painful for

me to add a word on the subject Congress have
directed Philadelphia to be defended to the last extremity.

The fatal consequences that must attend its loss, are but too

obvious to every one
;
your arrival may be the means of saving

it."

In detailing the close of General Lee's march, so extraordi-

nary for its tardiness, we shall avail ourselves of the memoir
already cited, of General Wilkinson, who was at that time a
brigade major, about twenty-two years of age, and was accom-
panying General Gates, who had been detached by Schuyler
with seven regiments to reinforce Washington. Three of these

regiments, as we have shown, had descended the Hudson to

Peekskill, and were ordered, by Lee to Morristown. Gates had
embarked with the remaining four, and landed with them at

Esopus, whence he took a back route by the Delaware and the
Mini.sink.

On the 11th of December, he was detained by a heavy snow
storm, in a sequestered valley near the Wallpeck in New Jer-

sey. Being cut off from all information respecting the adverse

armies, he detached MajorWilkinson to seek Washington's camp,
with a letter, stating the force under his command, and inijuir-

ing what route he should take. Wilkinson crossed the hills on
liorseback to Sussex court-house, took a guide, and proceeded
down the country. Wa.shington, he soon learnt, had passed the

Delaware several days before; the boats, he was told, had been
removed from the ferries, so that he would find some difficulty

in getting over, but Major-general Lee was at Morristown.
Finding such obstacles in his way to the commander-in-chief, he
determined to seek the second in command, and ask orders from-
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him for General Gates. Lee bad decamped from Morristown
OIL the 12th of December, but had marched no further than
^altown, barely eight miles distant. There he left General
Sullivan with the troops, while he took up his quarters thr.ee

miles off, at a tavern, at Baskingridge. As there was not a
Hritish cantonment within twenty miles, he took but a small

guard for his protection, thinking himself perfectl}' secure.

About four o'clock in the morning, Wilkinson arrived at his

quarters. He was presented to the general as he lay in bed,

and delivered into liis hands the letter of General Gates. Lee,

observing it was addressed to Washington, declined opening it,

until apprised by Wilkinson of its contents, and the motives of

his visit. He then broke the seal, and recommended Wilkin-
son to take repose. The latter lay down on his blanket, be-j

fore a comtortable fire, among the officers of his suite ; "for we'
were not encumbered in those days," says he, " with beds or

|

baggage."

Lee, naturally indolent, lingered in bed until eight o'clock.

He then came down in his usual slovenly style, half-dressed, in

.slippers and blanket coat, his collar open, and his linen appar-

ently of some days' wear. After some inquiries about the cam-
paign in the North, he gave Wilkinson a brief account of thel

operations of the main army, which he condemned in strong]

terms, and in his usual sarcastic way. He wasted the morning!
in altercation with some of the militia, particularly the Con-
necticut light horse :

" several of whom," says Wilkinson, " ap-J

peared in large full-bottomed perukes, and were treated ver^

irreverently. One wanted forage, another his horse shod,

another his pay, a fourth provisions, etc. ; to which the general

replied, ' Your wants are numerous : but you have not men-
lioned the last,—^j'ou want to go home, and shall be indulged;

for d— you, you do no good here.'
"

Colonel Scammel, the adjutant-general, called from General

Sullivan for orders concerning the morning march. After mus-

ing a moment or two, Lee asked him if he had a manuscript

map of the country. It was produced, and spread upon a

table. Wilkinson observed Lee trace with his finger the route

from Vealtown to Pluckamin, thence to Somerset court-house,

and on, by Rocky Hill, to Princeton ; he then returned to Pluck-

:imin, and traced the route in the same manner by Boundbrook
to Brunswick, and after a close inspection carelessly said to

: scammel, "Tell General Sullivan to move down towards Pluck-

Ttmin ; that I will soon be with him."

This, observes Wilkinson, was oif his route to Alexandria on

tiie Delaware, where he had been ordered to cross, and directly
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on that towards Brunswick and Princeton. lie was convinced

therefore, that Lee meditated an attack on the British post at

the latter place.

From these various delays they did not sit down to breakfast

before ten o'clock. After breakfast Lee sat writing a reply to

General Gates, in which, as usual, he indulged in sarcastic

comments on the commander-in-chief. " The ingenious ma-
noeuvre of Fort Washington," writes he, ^' has completely un-

hinged the goodly fabric we had been building. There never
was so d—d a stroke ; €?itre nous, a certain great man is most
damnably deficient. He has thrown me into a situation where
I have my choice of difficulties ; if I stay in this province I

risk myself and army, and if I do not stay, the province is lost

forever As to what relates to yourself, if you think you
can be in time to aid the general, I would have you by all

means go
;
you will at least save your army," etc.*

While Lee was writing, Wilkinson was looking out of a win-
dow down a lane, about a hundred yards in length, leading from
the house to the main road. Suddenly a party of British dra-

goons turned a corner of the avenue at full charge. '^ Here, sir,

are the British cavalry !
" exclaimed Wilkinson.

"Where ? " replied Lee, who had just signed his letter.

" Around the house ! "—for they had opened file and sur-

rounded it.

" Where is the guard ? d— the guard, why don't they fire ?
"

Then after a momentary pause—" Do, sir, see what has become
of the guard."

The guards, alas, unwary as their general, and chilled by the

air of a frosty morning, had stacked their arms, and repaired to

the south side of a house on the opposite side of the road to sun
themselves, and were now chased by the dragoons in different

directions. In fact, a tory, who had visited the general the
evening before, to complain of the loss of a horse taken by the

army, having found where Lee was to lodge and breakfast, had
ridden eighteen miles in the night, to Brunswick, and given the

information, and had piloted back Colonel Harcourt with his

dragoons.f

The women of the house would fain have concealed Lee in a

bed, but he rejected the proposition with disdain. Wilkinson,
according to his own account, posted himself in a place where
only one person could approach at a time, and there took his

stand, a pistol in each hand, resolved to shoot the first and

• Am. ArrMveft, 5th Series, iii. 1201.

t Joseph Trumbull to Governor Tnmibull. Am. Archives. 5th Seric«,
iii. 1265.
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second assailant, and then appeal to his sword. While in this
" unpleasant situation," as he terms it, he heard a voice declare,
" If the general does not surrender in five minutes, I will set

fire to the house ! " After a short pause the threat was re-

peated, with a solemn oath. Within two minutes he heard it

proclaimied, " Here is the general, he has surrendered."

There was a shout of triumph, but a great hurry to make sure

of the prize before the army should arrive to the rescue. A
trumpet sounded the recall to the dragoons, who were chasing
the scattered guards. The general, bareheaded, and in his

slippers and blanket coat, was mounted on Wilkinson's horse,

which stood at the door, and the troop clattered off with
their prisoner to Brunswick. In three hours the booming
of the cannon in that direction told the exultation of the

enemy.* They boasted of having taken the American Palla-

dium ; for they considered Lee the most scientific and expe-

rienced of the rebels generals.

On the departure of the troops, Wilkinson, finding the coast

clear, ventured from his stronghold, repaired to the stable,

mounted the first horse he could find, and rode full speed in

quest of General Sullivan, whom he found under march toward
Pluckamin. He handed him the letter to Gates, written by
Lee the moment before his capture, and still open. Sullivan

having read it, returned it to Wilkinson, and advised him to

rejoin General Gates without delay : for his own part, being now
in command, he changed his route, and pressed forward to join

the commander-in-chief.

The loss of Lee was a severe shock to the AmericaYis ; many
of whom, as we have shown, looked to him as the man who was
to rescue them form their critical and well-nigh desperate situa-

tion. With their regrets, however, were mingled painful doubts,

caused by his delay in obeying the repeated summons of his

commander-in-chief, when the latter was in peril ; and by his

exposing himself so unguardedly in the very neighborhood of

the enemy. Some at the first suspected that he had done so

designedly, and with collusion ; but this was soon disapproved

by the indignities attending his capture, and his rigorous

treatment subsequently by the British ; who affected to consider

him a deserter, from his having formerly served in their army.

Wilkinson, who was at that time conversant with the cabals

of the camp, and apparently in the confidence of some of the

leaders, points out what he considers the true secret of Lee's

conduct. His military reputation, originally very high, had
been enhanced of late, by its being generally known that he had

* Joseph Trumbull to Governor Trumbull. Am. Archives, 5th Series,

UL 1265.
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been opposed to the occupation of Fort Washington ; while the

fall of that fortress and other misfortunes of the campaign,
though beyond the control of the commander-in-chief, had quick-

ened the discontent which, according to Wilkinson, had been
generated against him at Cambridge, and raised a party against

him in Congress. " It was confidently asserted at the time,"

adds he, " but is not worthy of credit, that a motion had been
made in that body tending to supersede him in the command of

the army. In this temper of the times, if General Lee had
anticipated General Washington in cutting the cordon of the

enemy between New York and the Delaware, the commander-
in-chief would probably have been superseded. In this case,

Lee would have succeeded him."
What an unfortunate change would it have been for the

country ! Lee was undoubtedly a man of brilliant talents,

shrewd sagacity, and much knowledge and experience in the art

of war ; but he was willful and uncertain in his temper, self-

indulgent in his habits, and an egoist in warfare : boldly dash-

ing for a soldier's glory rather than warily acting for a country's

good. He wanted those great moral qualities which, in addi-

tion to military capacity, inspired such universal confidence in

the wisdom, rectitude, and patriotism of Washington, enabling

him to direct and control legislative bodies as well as armies

;

to harmonize the jarring passions and jealousies of a wide and
imperfect confederacy, and to cope with the varied exigencies of

the Revolution.

The very retreat which Washington had just effected through
the Jerseys bore evidence to his generalship. Thomas Paine,

who had accompanied the army "from Fort Lee to the edge of

Pennsylvania," thus speaks in one of his writings published at

the time :
" With a handful of men we sustained an orderly re-

treat for near an hundred miles, brought off our ammunition,
all our field-pieces, the greatest part of our stores, and had four

rivers to pass. None can say that our retreat was precipitate,

for we were three weeks in performing it, that the country
might have time to come in. Twice we marched back to meet
the enemy, and remained out until dark. The sign of fear was
not seen in our camp ; and had not some of the cowardly and
disaffected inhabitants spread false alarms through the country,

the Jerseys had never been ravaged."

And this is his testimony to the moral qualities of the com-
mander-in-chief, as evinced in this time of perils and hardships.

"Voltaire has remarked, that King William never appeared to

full advantage but in difficulties and in action. The same re-

mark may be made of General Washington, for the character fits
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him. There is a natural firmness in some minds, which cannot

he unlocked by trifles ;
but which, when unlocked, discovers a

cabinet of fortitude ; and I reckon it among those kinds of

public blessings which we do not immediately see, that God
hath blessed him with uninterrupted health, and given him a

mind that can even flourish upon care." *

CHAPTEK XII.

WASHINGTON CLOTHED WITH ADDITIONAL POWERS. RECRUIT-
MENT OF THE ARMY. INCREASED PAY. COLONEL JOHN
CADWALADER. ARRIVAL OF SULLIVAN. GATES. WILKIN-
SON. A " COUP DE MAIN " MEDITATED. POSTURE OF
AFFAIRS AT TRENTON. GATES DECLINES TO TAKE A PART.
HIS COMMENTS ON WASHINGTON'S PLANS. PREPARATIONS
FOR THE " COUP DE MAIN." CROSSING OF THE DELAWARE.
ATTACK ON THE ENEMy's FORCES AT TRENTON. DEATH OF
RAHL. HIS CHARACTER.

Before you receive this letter," writes Washington to his

brother Augustine, " you will undoubtedly have heard of the

captivity of General Lee. This is an additional misfortune ; and
the more vexatious, as it was by his own folly and imprudence,
and without a view to effect any good, that he was taken. As
he went to lodge three miles out of his own camp, and within
twenty miles of the enemy, a rascally tory rode in the niglit to

give notice of it to the enemy, Avho sent a party of light horse

that seized him, and carried him off with every mark of triumph
and indignity."

This is the severest comment that the magnanimous spirit of

Washington permitted him to make on the conduct and fortunes

of the man who would have supplanted him ; and this is made
in his private correspondence with his brother. No harsh strict-

ures on them appear in his official letters to Congress or the

Board of War ; nothing but regret for his capture, as a loss to

the service.

In the same letter he speaks of the critical state of affairs

:

" If every nerve is not strained to recruit the army with all

possible expedition, I think the game is pretty nearly up. . .

. . You can form no idea of the perplexity of my situation.

No man I believe ever had a greater choice of evils and less

means to extricate himself from them. However, under a full

* American Crisis^ No. 1.
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persuasion of the justice of our cause, I cannot entertain an

idea that it will finally sink, though it may remain for some
time under a cloud."

Fortunately, Congress, prior to their adjournment, had re-

solved that " until they should otherwise order, General Wash'
ington should be possessed of all powers to order and direct all

things relative to the department and to the operations of war."

Thus empowered, he proceeded immediately to recruit three

battalions of artillery. To those whose terms were expiring,

he promised an augmentation of twenty-five per cent, upon their

pay, and a bounty of ten dollars to the men for six weeks' ser-

vice. " It was no time," he said, '' to stand upon expense ; nor

in matters of self-evident exigency, to refer to Congress at the

distance of a hundred and<thirty or forty miles." " If any good
officers will offer to raise men upon continental pay and estab-

lishment in this quarter, I shall encourage them to do so, and
regiment them when they have done it. It may be thought
that I am going a good deal out of the line of my duty, to adopt
these measures, or to advise thus freely. A character to lose,

an estate to forfeit, the inestimable blessings of liberty at stake,

and a life devoted, must be my excuse." *

The promise of increased pay and bounties had kept together

for a time the dissolving army. The local militia began to turn

out freely. Colonel John Cadwalader, a gentleman of gallant

spirit, and cultivated mind and manners, brought a large volun-

teer detachment, well equipped, and composed principally of

Philadelphia troops. Washington, who held Cadwalader in high
esteem, assigned him an important station at Bristol, with
Colonel Reed, who was his intimate friend, as an associate.

They had it in charge to keep a watchful eye upon Count
Donop's Hessians, who were cantoned along the opposite shore

from Bordentown to the Black Horse.
On the 20th of December arrived General Sullivan in camp,

with the troops recently commanded by the unlucky Lee. They
were in a miserable plight ; destitute of almost everything

;

many of them fit only for the hospital, and those whose terms
were nearly out, thinking of nothing but their discharge. About
four hundred of them, who were Rhode Islanders, were sent

down under Colonel Hitchcock to reinforce Cadwalader ; who
Was not styled brigadier-general by courtesy, lest the continen-

tal troops might object to act under his command.
On the same day arrived General Gates, with the remnants

of four regiments from the Northern army. With him came
Wilkinson, who now resumed his station as brigade major in

* Letter to the President of Congress.
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St. Clair's brigade, to which he belonged. To his memoirs
we are indebted for notices of the commander-in-chief. " When
the divisions of Sullivan and Grates joined G-eneral Washing-
ton/' writes Wilkinson, " he found his numbers increased, yet

his difficulties were not sensibly diminished ; ten days would
disband his corps and leave him 1,400 men, miserably provided
in all things. I saw him in that gloomy period; dined with
him, and attentively marked his aspect ; always grave and
thoughtful, he appeared at that time pensive and solemn in the

extreme."

There were vivid schemes forming under that solemn aspect.

The time seemod now propitious for the coup de main which
Washington had of late been meditating. Everything showed
careless confidence on the part of the enemy. Howe was in

winter quarters at New York. His troops were loosely can-

toned about the Jerseys, from the Delaware to Brunswick, so

that they could not readily be brought to act in concert on a

sudden alarm. The Hessians were in the advance, stationed

along the Delaware, facing the American lines, which were
along the west bank. Cornwallis, thinking his work ac-

complished, had obtained leave of absence, and was like-

wise at New York, preparing to embark for England.
Washington had now between five and six thousand men fit

for service ; with these he meditated to cross the river at night,

at different points, and make simultaneous attacks upon the

Hessian advance posts.

He calculated upon the eager support of his troops, who were
burning to revenge the outrages on their homes and families, com-
mitted by these foreign mercenaries. They considered the Hes-
sians mere hirelings ; slaves to a petty despot, fighting for sordid

pay, and actuated by no sentiment of patriotism or honor. They
had rendered themselves the horror of the Jerseys, by rapine,

brutality, and heartlessness. At first, their military discipline

had inspired awe, but of late they had become careless and
unguarded, knowing the broken and dispirited state of the

Americans, and considering them incapable of any offensive

enterprise.

A brigade of three Hessian regiments, those of Rahl.* Loss-

berg, and Knyphausen, was stationed at Trenton. Colonel

Rahl had the command of the post at his own solicitation, and
in consequence of the laurels he had gained at White Plains and
Fort Washington. We have before us journals of two Hessian

* Seldom has a name of so few letters been spelled so many ways as

that of this commander. We find it written Kail in the military jour-

nals before us
;
yet we adhere to the one hitherto adopted by us, apparentr

ly on good authority.
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Jieutenants and a corporal, which give grapliic particulars of

the colonel and his post. According to their representation, he,

with all his bravery, was little fitted for such an important
command. He lacked the necessary vigilance and forecast.

One of the lieutenants speaks of him in a sarcastic vein, and
evidently with some degree of prejudice. According to his

account, there was more bustle than business at the post. The
men were harassed with watches, detachments, and pickets,

without purpose and without end. The cannon must be drawn
forth every day from their proper places, and paraded about the

town, seemingly only to make a stir and uproar.

The lieutenant was especially annoyed by the colonel's

passion for music. Whether his men when off d-uty were well

or ill clad, whether they kept their muskets clean and bright,

and their ammunition in good order, was of little moment to

the colonel, he never inquired about it ; but the music ! that

was the thing ! the haut-boys—he never could have enough of

them. The main guard was at no great distance from his

quarters, and the music could not linger there long enough.
There was a church close by, surrounded by palings ; the offi-

cer on guard must march round and round it, with his men and
musicians, looking, says the lieutenant, like a Catholic proces-

sion, wanting only the cross and the banner, and chanting
choristers.

According to the same authority, Kahl was a boon companion
;

made merry until a late hour in the night, and then lay in bed
until nine o'clock in the morning. When the officers came to

parade between ten and eleven o'clock, and presented them-
selves at head-quarters, he was often in his bath, and the guard
must be kept waiting half an hour longer. On parade, too,

when any other commander would take occasion to talk with
his staff officers and others upon duty about the concerns of the

garrison, the colonel attended to nothing but the music—he
was wrapped up in it, to the great disgust of the testy

lieutenant.

And then, according to the latter, he took no precautions

against the possibility of being attacked. A veteran officer,

Major von Dechow, proposed that some works sliould be
thrown up, where the cannon might be placed, ready against

any assault. "Works!— pooh— pooh:" the colonel made
merry with the very idea—using an unseemly jest, which we
forbear to quote. " An assault by the rebels ! let them come I

We'll at them with the bayonet."
The veteran Dechow gravely persisted in liis counsel. "Herr

Colonel," said he, respectfully, " it costs almost nothing; if it
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does not help, it does not harm." The pragmatical lieutenant,

too, joined in the advice, and offered to undertake the work.

The jovial colonel only repeated his joke, went awaj'^ laughing

at them both, and no works were thrown up.

The lieutenant, sorely nettled, observes, sneeringly :
" He

believed the name of Rahl more fearful and redoutable than all

the works of Yauban and Cohorn, and that no rebel would dare

to encounter it. A fit man truly to command a corps ! and
still more to defend a place lying so near an enemy having a

hundred times his advantages. Everything with him was done

heedlessly and without forecast." *

Such is the account given of this brave, but inconsiderate

and light-heai'ted commander
;
given, however, by an officer

not of his regiment. The honest corporal already mentioned,

who was one of Rahl's own men, does him more justice.

According to his journal, rumors that the Americans meditated

an attack had aroused the vigilance of the colonel, and on the

21st of December he had reconnoitered the banks of the Dela-

ware, with a strong detachment, quite to Frankfort, to see if

there were any movements of the Americans indicative of an
intention to cross the river. He had returned without seeing

any ; but had since caused pickets and alarm posts to be sta-

tioned every night outside the town.f
Such was the posture of affairs at Trenton at the time the

coup de main was meditated.

Whatever was to be done, however, must be done quickly,

before the river was frozen. An intercepted letter had con-

vinced Washington of what he had before suspected, that Howe
was only waiting for that event to resume active operations,

cross the river on the ice, and push thriumphantly to Phila-

delphia.

He communicated his project to Gates, and wished him to go

to Bristol, take command there, and cooperate from that quarter.

Gates, however, pleaded ill health, and requested leave to

proceed to Philadelphia. $
The request may have surprised Washington, considering the

spirited enterprise that was on foot ; but Gates, as has before

been observed, had a disinclination to serve immediately under

the commander-in-chief ; like Lee, he had a disparaging opinion

of him, or rather an impatience of his supremacy. He had,

moreover, an ulterior object in view. Having been disap-

pointed and chagrined, in finding himself subordinate to

* Tagebuch eines Hessischen Oflficers.—MS.
t Tagebuch des Corporals Johannes Reuber.—MS.
X Washington to Gates. Gate's papers.
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General Schuyler in the Northern campaign, he was now intent

on making interest among the members of Congress for an
independent command. Washington urged that, on his way to

Philadelphia, he would at least stop for a day or two at Bristol,

to concert a plan of operations with Reed and Cadwalader, and
adjust any little questions of etiquette and command that might
arise between the continental colonels who had gone thither

with Lee's troops and tlie volunteer officers stationed there.

He does not appear to have complied even with this request.

According to Wilkinson's account, he took quarters at Newtown,
and set out thence for Baltimore on the 24th of December, the

very day before that of the intended coup de main. He pre-

vailed on Wilkinson to accompany him as far as Philadelphia.

On the road he appeared to be much depressed in spirits ; but
he relieved himself, like Lee, by criticising the plans of' the

commander-in-chief. " He frequently," writes Wilkinson, " ex-

pressed the opinion that, while Washington was watching the

enemy above Trenton, they would construct bateaux, pass the

Delaware in his rear, and take possession of Philadelphia before

he was aware; and that, instead of vainly attempting to stop

Sir William Howe at the Delaware, General Washington ought
to retire to the south of the Susquehanna, and there form an
army. ITe said it icas his intention to propose this measure
to Cmigress at Baltimore, and urged me to accompany him to

that place ; but my duty forbade the thought."

Here we have somewhat of a counterpart to Lee's project of

eclipsing the commander-in-chief. Evidently the two military

veterans who had once been in conclave with him at Mount
Vernon considered the truncheon of command falling from liis

grasp.

The projected attack apon the Hessian posts was to be three-

fold.

1st. Washington was to cross the Delaware with a con-

siderable force, at McKonkey's Ferry (now Taylorsville), about

nine miles above Trenton, and march down upon that place,

where Raid's cantonment comprised a brigade of fifteen hun-
dred Hessians, a troop of British light horse, and a number of

chasseurs.

2d. General Ewing, with a body of Pennsylvania militia,

was to cross at a ferry about a mile below Trenton ;
setmre the

bridge over the A.S8unpink creek, a stream flowing along the

south side of the town, and cut off any retreat of the enemy in

that direction.

3d. General Putnam, with the troops occupied in fortifying

Philadelphia, and those under General Cadwalader, was to cross
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below Burlington, and attack the lower posts under Count
Donop. The several divisons were to cross the Delaware at

night, so as to be ready for simultaneous a<jtion, by five o'clock

in the morning.
Seldom is a combined plan carried into full operation. Symp-

toms of an insurrection in Philadelphia, obliged Putnam to re-

main with some force in that city ; but he detached five or six

hundred of the Pennsylvania militia under Colonel Griffin, his

adjutant-general, who threw himself into the Jerseys, to be at

hand to cooperate with Cadwalader.

A letter from Washington to Colonel Reed, who was stationed

with Cadwalader, shows the anxiety of his mind, and his con-

sciousness of the peril of the enterprise.
" Christmas day at night, one hour before day, is the time

fixed upon for our attempt upon Trenton. For Heaven's sake
keep this to yourself, as the discovery of it may prove fatal to

us ; our numbers, I am sorry to say, being less than I had any
conception of; yet nothing but necessity, dire necessity, will,

nay must, justify an attack. Prepare, and in concert with
Griffin, attack as many of their posts as you possibly can, with
a prospect of success ; the more we can attack at the same in-

stant, the more confusion we shall spread, and the greater good
will result from it I have ordered our men to be
provided with three days' provision ready cooked, with which,
and their blankets, they are to march; for if we are successful,

which Heaven^rant, and the circumstances favor, we may push
on. I shall direct every ferry and ford to be well guarded, and
not a soul suffered to pass without an officer's going down with
the permit. Do the same with you."

It has been said that Christmas night was fixed upon for the

enterprise, because the Germans are prone to revel and carouse

on that festival, and it was supposed a great part of the troops

would be intoxicated, and in a state of disorder and confusion
;

but in truth Washington would have chosen an earlier day, had
it been in his power. "We could not ripen matters for the

attack before the time mentioned," said he in his letter to Reed,
" so much out of sorts, and so much in want of everything are

the troops under Sullivan."

Early on the eventful evening (Dec. 25tli), the troops destin-

ed for Washington's part of the attack, about two thousand
four hundred strong, with a train of twenty small pieces, were
paraded near McKonkey's Perry, ready to pass as soon as it

grew dark, in the hope of being all on the other side by twelve

o'clock. Washington repaired to the ground accompanied by
Generals Greene, Sullivan, Mercer, Stephen, and Lord Stirling.
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Greene was full of ardor for the enterprise ; eager, no doubt

to wipe out the recollection of Fort Washington. It was,

indeed, an anxious moment for all.

We have here some circumstances furnished to us by the

memoirs of Wilkinson. That officer had returned from Phila-

delphia, and brought a letter from Gates to Washington. There
was some snow on the ground, and he had traced the march of

the troops for the last few miles by the blood from the feet of

those whose shoes were broken. Being directed to Washing-
ton's quarters, he found him, he sa3's, alone, with his whip in

his hand, prepared to mount his horse. When I presented the

letter of General Gates to him, before receiving it, he exclaim-

with solemnity,— ' What a time is this to hand me letters
!

' I

answered that I had been charged with it by General Gates.
^ By General Gates ! Where is he ? ' ^ I left him this morning
in Philadelphia.' ^ What was he doing there ?

' ' I understood
him that he was on his way to Congress.' He earnestly re-

peated, ^ On his way to Congress.' then broke the seal, and I

made my bow, and joined General St. Clair on the bank of the

river."

Did Washington surmise the incipient intrigues and cabals,

that were already aiming to undermine him ? Had Gates' eager-

ness to push on to Congress, instead of remaining with the

army in a moment of daring enterprise, suggested any doubts

as to his object ? Perhaps not. Washington's nature was too

noble to be suspicious, and yet he had received sufficient cause

to be distrustful.

Boats being in readiness, the troops began to cross about sun-

set. The weather was intensely cold ; the wind was high, the

current strong, the river full of floating ice. Colonel Glover,

with his amphibious regiment of Marblehead fishermen, was in

advance ; the same who had navigated the army across the

Sound, in its retreat from Brooklyn on Long Island, to New
York. They were men accustomed to battle with the elements,

yet with all their skill and experience, the crossing was difficult

and perilous. Washington, who had crossed with the troops,

stood anxiously, yet patiently, on the eastern bank, while one
precious hour after another elapsed, until the transportation of

the artillery should be effected. The night was dark and tem-
pestuous, the drifting ice drove the boats out of their course,

and threatened them with destru(;tion. Colonel Knox, who at-

tended to the crossing of the artillery, assisted with his labors,

but still more with his " stentorian lungs," giving orders and
directions.

It was three o'clock before the artillery was landed, and nea«-
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ly four before the troops took up their line of march. Trenton
was nine miles distant, and not to be reached before daylight.

To surprise it, therefore, was out of the question. There was

no making a retreat without being discovered, and harassed in

repassing the river. Besides, the troops from the other points

might have crossed, and cooperation was essential to their

safety. Washington resolved to push forward, and trust to

Providence.

He formed the troops into two columns. The first he led

himself, accompanied by Greene, Stirling, Mercer, and Ste-

phen ; it was to make a circuit by the upper or Pennington road

to the north of Trenton. The other, led by Sullivan, and in-

cluding the brigade of St. Clair, was to take the lower river

road, leading to the west end of the town. Sullivan's column

was to halt a few moments at a cross-road leading to Howland's
Ferry, to give Washington's column time to effect its circuit,

so that the attack might be simultaneous. On arriving at Tren-

ton, they were to force the outer guards, and push directly in-

to the town before the enemy had time to form.

The Hessian journals before us enable us to give the reader

a glance into the opposite camp on this eventful night. The
situation of Washington was more critical than he was aware.

Nothwithstanding the secrecy with which his plans had been

conducted, Colonel Rahl had received a warning from General

Grant, at Princeton, of the intended attack, and of the very

time it was to be made, but stating that it was to be by a de-

tachment under Lord Stirling. Eahl was accordingly on the

alert.

It so happened that about dusk of this very evening, when
Washington must have been preparing to cross the Delaware,

there were alarm guns and firing at the Trenton outpost. The
whole garrison was instantly drawn out under arms, and Colon-

el Rahl hastened to the outpost. It was found in confusion,

and six men wounded. A body of men had emerged from the

woods, fired upon the picket, and immediately retired." Colon-

el Rahl, with two companies and a field-piece, marched through

the woods, and made the rounds of the outposts, but seeing

and hearing nothing, and finding all quiet, returned. Suppos-

ing this to be the attack against which he had been warned,

* Who it was that made this attack upon the outpost is not clearly

ascertained. The Hessian lieutenant who commanded at the picket,

says it was a patrol sent out by Washington, under command of a cap-

tain, to reconnoiter, with strict orders not to engage, but if discovered,

to retire instantly as silently as possible. Colonel Reed, in a memo-
randum, says, it was an advance party returning from the Jerseys to

Pennsylvania.

—

See Life and Corresp., vol. i. "p. 277.
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and that it was " a mere flash in the pan," ho relapsed into his

feeling of security; and, as the night was cold and stormy, per-

mitted the troops to return to their quarters and lay aside their

arms. Thus the garrison and its unwary commander slept in

fancied security, at the very time that Washington and his

troops were making their toilsome way across the Delaware.

How perilous would have been tlieir situation had their enemy
been more vigilant

!

It began to hail and snow as the troops commenced their

march, and increased in violence as they advanced, the storm
driving the sleet in their faces. So bitter was the cold that

two of the men were frozen to death that night. The day
dawned by the time Sullivan halted at the crossroad. It was
discovered that the storm had rendered many of the muskets
wet and useless. '^ What is to be done ? '^ inquired Sullivan of

St^ Clair. " You have nothing for it but to push on, and use the

bayonet," was the reply. While some of the soldiers were en-

deavoring to clear their muskets, and squibbing off priming,

Sullivan despatched an officer to apprise the commander-in-chief
of the condition of tlieir arms. He came back half dismayed
by an indignant burst of Washington, who ordered him to

return instantly and tell General Sullivan to " advance and
charge."

It was about eight o'clock when Washington's column arrived

in the vicinity of the village. The storm, which had rendered
the march intolerable, had kept every one within doors, and
the snow had deadened the tread of the troops and the rumbling
of the artillery. As they approached the village, Washington,
who was in front, came to a man that was chopping wood by
the roadside, and inquired. '^ Which way is the Hessian picket ?"

" I don't know," was the surly reply. " You may tell," said

Captain Forest of the artillery, "for that is General Washing-
ton." The aspect of the man changed in an instant. Raising
his hands to heaven, " God bless and prosper you ! " cried he.
" The picket is in that house, and the sentry stands near that

tree." *

The advance guard was led by a brave young officer, Captain
William A. Washington, seconded by Lieutenant James Monroe
(in after years J'rosident of the United States). They received

orders to dishxlge the picket. Here happened to be stationed

the very lieutenant whose censures of the negligence of Colonel
Kahl we have just quoted. By his own account, he was very
near being entrapi)ed in the guard-house. His sentries, he
says, were not alert enough ; and had he not stepped out of the

* Wilkinson's Memoirs, vol. i. p. 129.
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picket house himself and discovered the enemy, they would
have been upon him before his«men could scramble to their

arms. " Der feind ! der feiud ! heraus ! heraus !
" (the enemy !

the enemy ! turn out ! turn out !) was now the cry. He at first,

he says, made a stand, thinking he had a mere marauding party
to deal with ; but seeing heavy battalions at hand, gave way,
and fell back upon a company stationed to support the picket

;

but which appears to have been no better prepared against sur-

prise.

By this time the American artillery was unlimbered ; Wash-
ington kept beside it, and the column proceeded. The report

of fire-arms told that Sullivan was at the lower end of the town.

Colonel Stark led his advance guard, and did it in gallant style.

The attacks, as concerted were simultaneous. The outposts

were driven in; they retreated, firing from behind houses. The
Hessian drums beat to arms ; the trumpets of the light horse

sounded the alarm ; the whole place was in an uproar. Some
of the enemy made a wild and undirected fire from the windows
of their quarters ; others ruslied forth in disorder, and attempted
to form on the main street, while dragoons hastily mounted,
and galloping about, added to the confusion. Washington ad-

vanced with his column to the head of King Street, riding be-

side Captain Forest of the artillery. When Forest's battery of

six guns was opened the general kept on the left and advanced
with it, giving directions to the fire. His position was an ex-

posed one, and he was repeatedly entreated to fall back ; but

all such entreaties were useless, when once he became heated in

action.

The enemy were training a couple of cannon in the main
street to form a battery, which might have given the Americans
a serious check ; but Captain Washington and Lieutenant

Monroe, with a part of the advanced guard rushed forward,

drove the artillerists from their guns, and took the two pieces

when on the point of being fired. Both of these officers were

wounded ; the captain in the wrist, the lieutenant in the shoul-

der.

While Washington advanced on the north of the town, Sulli-

van approached on the west, and detached Stark to press on the

lower or south end of the town. The British light horse, and
about five hundred Hessians and chasseurs, had been quartered

in the lower part of the town. Seeing Washington's column
pressing in front, and hearing Stark thundering in their rear,

they took headlong flight by the bridge across the Assunpink,

and so along the banks of the Delaware towards Count Donop's

encampment at Bordentown. Had Washington's plan been
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carried into full effect, their retreat would have been cut off by
Greneral Ewing; but that officer had been prevented from cross-

ing the river bj the ice.

Colonel Rahl, according to the account of the lieutenant who
had commanded the picket, completely lost his head in the con-

fusion of the surprise. The latter, when driven in by the Amer-
ican advance, found the colonel on horseback, endeavoring to

rally his panic-stricken 'and disordered men, but himself sorely

bewildered. He asked the lieutenant what was the force of the

assailants. The letter answered that he had seen four or five

battalions in the woods, three of them had fired upon him before

he had retreated—" but," added he, " there are other troops to

the right and left, and the town will soon be surrounded." The
colonel rode in front of his troops : "Forward ! march ! advance !

advance ! " cried he. With some difficulty he succeeded in

extricating his troops from the town, and leading them into an
adjacent orchard. Now was the time, writes the lieutenant, for

him to have pushed for another place, there to make a stand.

At this critical moment he might have done so with credit, and
without loss. The colonel seems to have had such an intention.

A rapid retreat by the Princeton road was apparently in his

thoughts; but he lacked decision. The idea of flying before the

rebels was intolerable. Some one, too exclaimed at the ruinous

loss of leaving all their baggage to be plundered by the enemy.
Changing his mind, he made a rash resolve. " All who are my
grenadiers, forward !

" cried he, and went back, writes his cor-

poral, like a storm upon the town. "What madness was this !

"

writes the critical lieutenant. " A town that was of no use to

us ; that but ten or fifteen minutes before he liad ghidly left
;

that was now filled with three or four thousand enemies,

stationed in houses or behind walls and hedges, and a battery

of six cannon planted on the main street. And he to think of

retaking it with his six or seven hundred men and their bayo-
nets !

"

Still he led his grenadiers bravely but rashly on, when, in the

midst of his career, he received a fatal wound from a musket
ball, and fell from his horse. His men, left without their chief,

were struck with dismay ; heedless of the orders of the second
in command, they retreated by the right up the ])anks of the

Assunpink, intending to escape to- Princeton. Washington saw
their design, and throw Colonel Hand's corps of Pennsylvania
rifleman in their way ; while a body of Virginia troops gained
their left. Brought to a stand, and perfectly bewildered, Wash-
ingtvon thought they were forming in order of battle, and ordered a

discharge of canister shot. " Sir, they have struck," exclaimed
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Forest. " Struck !
" echoed the general. " Yes, sir, their colors

are dowh." " So they are !
" replied Washington, and spurred

in that direction, followed by Forest and his whole command.
The men grounded their arms and surrendered at discretion

;

" hut had not Colonel Kahl been severely wounded," remarks
his loyal corporal, "we would never have been taken alive !

"

The skirmishing had now ceased in every direction. Major
Wilkinson, who was with the lower column, was sent to the

commander-in-chief for orders. He rode up, he says, at the

moment that Colonel Rahl, supported by a file of sergeants, was
presenting his sword. " On my approach," continues he, " the

commander-in-chief took me by the hand and observed, ^ Major
Wilkinson, this is a glorious day for our country !' his counte-

nance beaming with complacency ; whilst the unfortunate Rahl,

who the day before would not have changed fortunes with him,

now pale, bleeding, and covered with blood, in broken accents

seemed to implore those attentions which the victor was well

disposed to bestow on him."

He was, in fact, conveyed with great care to his quarters,

which were in the house of a kind and respectable Quaker
family.

The number of prisoners taken in this affair was nearly one
thousand, of which thirty-two were officers. The veteran Major
von Dechow, who had urged in vain the throwing up of breast-

works, received a mortal wound, of which he died in Trenton.

Washington's triumph, however, was impaired by the failure of

the two simultaneous attacks. General Ewing, who was to have
crossed before day at Trenton Ferry, and taken possession of

the bridge leading out of the town, over which the light horse

and Hessians retreated, was prevented by the quantity of ice in

the river. Cadwalader was hindered by the same obstacle. He
got part of his troops over, but found it impossible to embark
his cannon, and was obliged, therefore, to return to the Penn-
sylvania side of the river. Had he and Ewing crossed, Donop's
quarters would have been beaten up, and the' fugitives from
Trenton intercepted.

By the failure of this part of his plan, Washington had been
exposed to the most imminent hazard. The force with which
he had crossed, twenty-four hundred men, raw troops, was not

enough to cope with the veteran garrison, had it been properly

on its guard ; and then there were the troops under Donop at

hand to cooperate with it. Nothing saved him but the utter

panic of the enemy ; their want of proper alarm places, and their

exaggerated idea of his forces : for one of the journals before us

(the corporal's) states that he had with him 15,000 men, and
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another 6,000.* Even now that the place was in his possession

he dared not linger in it. Thei*e was a superior force under
Donop below him, and a strong battalion of infantry at Prince-

ton. His own troops were exhausted by the operations of the

night and morning in cold, rain, snow, and storm. They had
to guard about a tliousand prisoners, taken in action or found
coitcealed in houses ; there was little prosj)ect of succor,

owing to the season and the state of the river. Washington
gave up, therefore, all idea of immediately pursuing the enemy
or keeping possession of Trenton, and determined to recross the

Delaware with his prisoners and captured artillery. Under-
standing that the brave but unfortunate Kahl was in a dying
state, he paid him a visit before leaving Trenton, accompanied
by General Greene. They found him at his quarters in the

house of a Quaker family. Their visit and the respectful con-

sideration and unaffected sympathy manifested by them, evi-

dently soothed the feelings of the unfortunate soldier; now
stripped of his late won laurels, and resigned to die rather than
outlive his honor.f

We have given a somewhat sarcastic portrait of the colonel

drawn by one of his lieutenants; another. Lieutenant Piel,

paints with a soberer and more reliable pencil.

" For our whole ill luck," writes he, " we have to thank Col-

onel E-ahl. It never occurred to him that the rebels might
attack us ; and, therefore, he had taken scarce any precautions

against such an event. In truth I must confess we have uni-

versally thought too little of the rebels, who, until now, have
never on any occasion been able to withstand us. Our brigadier

(Rahl) was too proud to retire a step before such an enemy
;

although nothing remained for us but to retreat.

"General Howe had judged this man from a wrong point of

view, or he would hardly have intrusted such an important post

as Trenton to him. He was formed for a soldier, but not for a

general. At the capture of Fort Washington he had gained

much honor while under the command of a great general, but
he lost all his renown at Trenton where he himself was general.

He had courage to dare the hardiest enterprise ; but he alone

wanted the cool presence of mind necessary in a surprise like

that at Trenton. His vivacity was too great ; one thought
crowded on another so that he could come to no decision. Con-

• The lieutenant gives the latter number on the authority of Lord Stir-

ling; bnt his lordship meant the whole number intended for the three
several attacks. The force that actually crossed with Washington wai
what we have stated.

t Journal of Lieutenant Piel,
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sidered as a private man, he was deserving of high regard. He
was generous, open-handed, hospitable ; never cringing to his

superiors, nor arrogant to his inferiors ; but courteous to all.

Even his domestics were treated more like friends than serv-

ants."

The loyal corporal, too, contributes his mite of praise to his

dying commander. " In his last agony," writes the grateful

soldier, " he yet thought of his grenadiers, and entreated Gen-
eral Washington that nothing might be taken from them but

their arms. A promise was given," adds the corporal, " and
was kept."

Even the satirical lieutenant half mourns over his memory.
" He died," says he, " on the following evening, and lies buried

in this place which he has rendered so famous, in the graveyard

of the Presbyterian church. Sleep well!. dear Commander!
(theurer Feldherr). The Americans will hereafter set up a stone

above thy grave with this inscription :

—

" ' Hier liegt der Oberst Rahl,
Mit ihm ist alles all !'"

(Here lies the Colonel Hahl,
With him all is over.)

CHAPTER XIII.

TREATMENT OF THE HESSIAN PRISONERS. THEIR INTERVIEWS
WITH WASHINGTON. THEIR RECEPTION BY THE PEOPLE.

The Hessian prisoners were conveyed across the Delaware by
Johnson's Ferry, into Pennsylvania ; the private soldiers were

marched off immediately to Newtown ; the officers, twenty-three

in number, remained in a small chamber in the Ferry House,

where, according to their own account, they passed a dismal

night ; sore at heart that their recent triumphs at White Plains

and Fort Washington should be so suddenly eclipsed.

On the following morning they were conducted to Newtown
under the escort of Colonel Weedon. His exterior, writes

Lieutenant Piel, spoke but little in his favor, yet he won all

our hearts by his kind and friendly conduct.

At Newtown the officers were quartered in inns and private

houses, the soldiers in the church and jail. The officers paid a

visit to Lord Stirling, whom some of them had known from his

being captured at Long Island. He received them with great
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kindness. " Your general, Van Heister," said he, " treated me
like a brother when I was a prisoner, and so, gentlemen, will

you be treated by me."
" We had scarce seated ourselves," continues Lieutenant

Piel, " when a long, meagre, dark-looking man, whom we took

for the parson of the place, stepped forth and held a discourse

in German, in which he endeavored to set forth the justice of

the American side in this war. He told us he was a Hanover-

ian born ; called the King of England nothing but the Elector

of Hanover, and spoke of him so contemptuously that his gar-

rulity became intolerable. We answered that we had not come
to America to inquire which party was in the right ; but to

fight for the king.
" Lord Stirling, seeing how little we were edified by the

preacher, relieved us from him by proposing to take us with

him to visit General Washington. The latter received us very

courteously, though we understood very little of what he said,

as he spoke nothing but English, a language in which none of

us at that time were strong. In his aspect shines forth noth-

ing of the great man that he is universally considered. His
eyes have scarce any fire. There is, however, a smiling ex-

pression on his countenance when he speaks, that wins affec-

tion and respect. He invited four of our officers to dine with

him ; the rest dined with Lord Stirling." One of those who
dined with the commander-in-chief, was the satirical lieutenant

whom we have so often quoted, and who was stationed at the

picket on the morning of the attack. However disparagingly

he may have thought of his unfortunate commander, he evi-

dently had a very good opinion of himself.
" General Washington," writes he in his journal, " did me

the honor to converse a good deal with me concerning the un-

fortunate affair. I told him freely my opinion that our dispo-

sitions had been bad, otherwise we should not have fallen into

his hands. He asked me if I could have made better dispo-

itions, and in what manner ? I told him yes ; stated all the

faults of our arrangements, and showed him how I would have

done ; and would have managed to come out of the affair with

honor."

We have no doubt, from the specimens furnished in the

lieutenant^s journal, that he went largely into his own merits

and achievements, and the demerits and short-comings of his

luckless commander. Washington, he added, not only ap-

plauded his exposition of what he would have done, but made
him a eulogy thereupon, and upon his watchfulness and the de-

fense he had made with his handful of men when his picket was
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attacked. Yet according to his own account, in his journal,

with all his watchfulness, he came near being caught napping.

'' General Washington," continues he, "is a courteous and
polite man, but very cautious and reserved; talks little; and
has a crafty (listige) physiognomy." We surmise the lieuten-

ant had the most of the talk on that occasion, and that the

crafty or sly expression in Washington's physiognomy may
have been a lurking but suppressed smile, provoked by the

lieutenant's self-laudation and wordiness.

The Hessian prisoners were subsequently transferred from

place to place, until they reached Winchester in the interior of

Virginia. Whenever they arrived, people thronged from far

and near to see these terrible beings of whom they had received

such formidable accounts ; and where surprised and disap-

pointed to find them looking like other men. At first they had

to endure the hootings and revilings of the multitude, for hav-

ing hired themselves out to the trade of blood ;
and they espe-

cially speak of the scoldings they received from old women in the

villages, who upbraided them for coming to rob them of their

liberty. " At length," writes the corporal in his journal, " Gen-

eral Washington had written notices put up in town and

country, that we were innocent of this war and had joined in

it not of our free will, but through compulsion. We should,

therefore, be treated not as enemies, but friends. From this

time," adds he, " things went better with us. Every day came
many out of the towns, old and young, rich and poor, and
brought us provisions, and treated us with kindness and human-
ity." *

CHAPTER XIV.

EPISODE. COLONEL GRIFFIN IN THE JERSEYS. DONOP DE-

COYED. INROAD OF CADWALADER AND REED. RETREAT
AND CONFUSION OF THE ENEMY's OUTPOSTS. WASHINGTON
RECROSSES THE DELAWARE WITH HIS TROOPS. THE GAME
REVERSED. THE HESSIANS HUNTED BACK THROUGH THE
COUNTRY. WASHINGTON MADE MILITARY DICTATOR.

There was a kind of episode in the affair at Trenton. Col-

onel Griffin, who had thrown himself previousl}" into the Jer-

seys with his detachment of Pennsylvania militia, found him-

self, through indisposition and the scanty number of his troops,

unable to render efficient service in the proj^osed attack. He
* Tagebuch des Corporal Johannes Reuber.—MS.
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sent word to Cadwalader, therefore, that he should probably

render him more real aid by making a demonstration in front

of Donop, and drawing him off so far into the interior as to be-

out of the way of rendering support to Colonel Rahl.

He accordingly presented himself in sight of Donop's can-

tonment on the 25th of December, and succeeded in drawing
him out with nearly his whole force of two thousand men. He
then retired slowly before him, skirmishing, but avoiding any-

thing like an action, until he had lured him as far as Mount
Holly ; when he left him to find his way back to his post at his

leisure.

The cannonade of Washington's attack in Trenton on the

morning of the 26th, was distinctly heard at Cadwalader's

camp at Bristol. Imperfect tidings of the result reached there

about eleven o'clock, and produced the highest exultation and
excitement. Cadwalader made another attempt to cross the

river and join Washington, whom he supposed to be still in the

Jerseys, following up the blow he had struck. He could not

effect the passage of the river with the most of the troops,

until midday of the 27tli, when he received from Washington
a detailed account of his success, and of his having recrossed

into Pennsylvania.

Cadwalader was now in a dilemma. Donop, he presumed,
was still at Mount Holly, whither Griffin had decoyed him

;

but he might soon march back. His forces were equal, if not
superior in number to his own, and veterans instead of raw
militia. But then there was the glory of rivaling the exploit

at Trenton, and the importance of following out the effort for

the relief of the Jerseys, and the salvation of Philadelphia.

Besides, Wasliington, in all probability, after disposing of his

prisoners, had again crossed into the Jerseys and might be
acting offensively.

Reed relieved Cadwalader from his dilemma, by proposing
that they should push on to Burlington, and there determine,
according to intelligence, wliether to proceed to Bordentown or

Mount Holly. The plan was adopted. There was an alarm
tliat the Hessian yagers lurked in a neighboring wood. Reed,
accompanied by two officers, rode in advance to reconnoiter.

He sent word to Cadwalader that it was a false alarm, and the

latter took up his line of march.
Reed and his companions spurred on to reconnoiter the en-

emy's outposts, about four miles from l')Urlington, but pulled

up at the place where the picket was usually stationed. There
wan no smoke, nor any sign of a human being. They rode up
and found the place deserted. From the country people in the
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neighborhood they received an explanation. Count Donop had
returned to his post from the pursuit of Griffin, only in time to

hear of the disaster at Trenton. He immediately began a re-

treat in the utmost panic and confusion, calling in his guards
and parties as he hurried forward. The troops in the neighbor-

hood of Burlington had decamped precipitately the preceding

evening.

Colonel Reed sent back intelligence of this to Cadwalader,
and still pushed on with his companions. As they rode along,

they observed the inhabitants pulling down red rags which had
been nailed to their doors ; tory signs to insure good-will from
the British. Arrived at Bordentown not an enemy was to be
seen ; the fugitives from Trenton had spread a panic on the

26th, and the Hessians and their refugee adherents had fled in

confusion, leaving their sick behind them. The broken and
haggard looks of the inhabitants showed what they had suffered

during the Hessian occupation. One of E-eed's companions re-

turned to Cadwalader, who had halted at Burlington, and ad-

vised him to proceed.

Cadwalader wrote in the night to Washington, informing him
of his whereabouts, and that he should march for Bordentown
in the morning. " If you should think proper to cross over,"

added he, " it may easily be effected at the place where we
passed ; a pursuit would keep up the panic. They went off

with great precipitation, and pressed all the wagons in their

reach ; I am told many of them are gone to South Amboy. If

we can drive them from West Jersey, the success will raise an

army next spring, and establish the credit of the continental

money to support it."

There was another letter from Cadwalader, dated on the fol-

lowing day, from Bordentown. He had eighteen hundred men
with him. Five hundred more were on the way to join him.

General Mifflin, too, had sent over five hundred from Philadel-

phia, and three hundred from Burlington, and was to follow

with seven or eight hundred more.

Colonel Reed, too, wrote from Trenton on the 28th. He had
found that place without a single soldier of either army, and in

a still more wretched condition than Bordentown. He urged

Washington to recross the river, and pursue the advantages

already gained. Donop might be overtaken before he could

reach Princeton or Brunswick, where the enemy were yet in

force.*

Washington needed no prompting of the kind. Bent upon
following up his blow, he had barely allowed his troops a day

* Life and Correspondence of Pres. Reed, vol. i. p. 281.
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or two to recover from recent exposure and fatigue, that they
might have strength and spirit to pursue the retreating enemy,
beat up other of their quarters, and entirely reverse affairs in

the Jerseys. In tliis spirit he had written to Generals Mc-
Dougall and ^laxwell at Morristown, to collect as large a body
of militia as possible, and harass the enemy in flank and rear.

Heath, also, had been ordered to abandon the Highlands, which
there was no need of guarding at this season of the year, and
hasten down with the eastern militia, as rapidly as possible, by
the way of Hackensack, continuing on until he should send him
further orders. " A fair opportunity is offered^" said he, " of

driving the enemy entirely from the Jerseys, or at least to the

extremity of the province."

Men of influence also were despatched by him into different

parts of the Jerseys, to spirit up the militia to revenge the oj>

pression, the ravage, and insults tbey had experienced from the

enemy, especially from the Hessians. "If what they have
suffered," said he, "' does not rouse their resentment, they must
not possess the feelings of humanity."
On the 29th his troops began to cross the river. It would

be a slow and difficult operation, owing to the ice ; two parties

of light troops, therefore, were detached in advance, whom
Colonel Reed was to send in pursuit of the enemy. They
marched into Trenton about two o'clock, and were immediately
put on the traces of Donop, to hang on his rear and harass him
until other troops should come up. Cadwalader also detached
a party of riflemen from Bordentown with like orders. Donop,
in retreating, had divided his force, sending one part by a cross-

road to Princeton, and hurrying on with the remainder to

Hrunswick. Notwithstanding the severity of the weather, and
the wretchedness of the road, it was a service of animation and
delight to the American troops to hunt back these Hessians
through the country tliey had recently outraged, and over

ground which tliey them.^elves had trodden so painfully and .d<-

spondingly in their retreat. In one instance the riflemen sur-

prised and captured a party of refugees who lingered in the

rear-guard, among whom were several newly-made officers.

Never was there a more sudden reversal in the game of war
than this retreat of the heavy German veterans, harassed by
light parties of a raw militia, which they so lately had driven

like fihaff before them.

While this was going on, Washington was effecting the pas-

sage of his main force to Trenton. He himself had crossed on
the 29th of Dereraber, but it took two days more to get the

troops and artillery over the icy river, and that with great labor
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and difficulty. And now came a perplexity. With the year
expired the term of several regiments, which had seen most
service, and become inured to danger. Knowing how indis-

pensable were such troops to lead on those which were raw and
undisciplined, Washington had them paraded and invited to

reenlist. It was a difficult task to persuade them. They were
haggard with fatigue, and hardship, and privation of every kind

;

and their hearts yearned for home. By the persuasions of their

officers, however, and a bounty of ten dollars, the greater pro-

portion of those from the eastward were induced to remain six

weeks longer.

Hard money was necessary in this emergency. How was it

to be furnished ? The military chest was incompetent. On the

30th, Washington wrote by express to Robert Morris, the pa-

triot financier at Philadelphia, whom he knew to be eager that

the blow should be followed up. " If you could possibly collect

a sum, if it were but one hundred, or one hundred and fifty

pounds, it would be of service."

Morris received the letter in the evening. He was at his

wit's end to raise the sum, for hard money was scarce. Fortu-

nately a wealthy Quaker in tliis moment of exigency supplied

tlie " sinews of war," and early the next morning the money
was forwarded by the express.

At this critical moment, too, Washington received a letter

from a committee of Congress, transmitting hiin resolves of that

body dated the 27th of December, investing him with military

powers quite dictatorial. "Happy is it for tli is country," write

the committee, " that the general of their forces can safely be
intrusted with the most unlimited power, and neither personal

security, liberty, or property, be in the least degree endangered
thereby." *

Washington's acknowledgment of this great mark of confi-

dence was noble and characteristic. " I find Congress have done
me the honor to intrust me with powers, in my military capac-

ity, of the highest nature and almost unlimited extent. Instead

of thinking myself freed from all civil obligations by this mark
of their confidence, I shall constantly bear in mind that, as the

sword was the last resort for the preservation of our liberties,

so it ought to be the first thing laid aside when those liberties

are firmly established."

* Am. Archives^ 5th Series, iii. 1510.
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CHAPTER XV.

HOWE HEARS OP THE AFFAIR AT TRENTOX. CORNWALLIS SENT
BACK TO THE JERSEYS. RECOXXOITERIXG EXPEDITION OP
REED. HIS EXPLOITS. WASHINGTON IN PERIL AT TRENTON.
REINFORCED BY TROOPS UNDER CADWALADER AND MIF-

FLIN. POSITION OF HIS MEN. CORNWALLTS AT TRENTON.
REPULSED AT THE ASSUNPINK. THE AMERICAN CAMP MEN-
ACED. NIGHT MARCH OF WASHINGTON. AFFAIR AT PRINCE-
TON. DEATH OF MERCER. ROUT OF BRITISH TROOPS.

PURSUED BY WASHINGTON. CORNWALLIS AT PRINCETON.
BAFFLED AND PERPLEXED. WASHINGTON AT MORRISTOWN.

HIS SYSTEM OF ANNOYANCE. THE TABLES TURNED UPON
THE ENEMY.

Genebal Howe was taking his ease in winter quarters at

New York, waiting for the freezing of the Delaware to pursue
his triumphant march to Philadelphia, when tidings were
brought him of the surprise and capture of the Hessians at

Trenton. " That three old established regiments of a people

who made war their profession, should lay down their arms to

a ragged and undisciplined militia, and that with scarcely any
loss on either side," was a matter of amazement. He instantly

stopped Lord Cornwallis, who was on the point of embarking
for England, and sent him back in all haste to resume the

command in the Jerseys.

The ice in the Delaware impeded the crossing of the Ameri-
can troops, and gave the British time to draw in their scattered

cantonments and assemble their whole force at Princeton.

While his troops were yet crossing, Washington sent out
Colonel Reed to reconnoiter the position and movements of the

enemy and obtain information. Six of the Philadelphia light

horse, spirited young fellows, but who had never seen service,

volunteered to accompany Reed. They patrolled the country
to the very vicinity of Princeton, but could collect no infor-

mation from the inhabitants ; who were harassed, terrified, and
bewildered by the ravaging marches to and fro of friend and
enemy.
Emerging from a wood almost within view of Princeton, they

caught sight, from a rising ground, of two or three red-coats

passing from time to time from a barn to a dwelling-house.
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Here must be au outpost. Keeping the barn in a line with the

house so as to cover their approach, they dashed up to the hitter

without being discovered, and surrounded it. Twelve British

dragoons were within, who, though well armed, were so panic-

stricken that they surrendered without making defense. A
commissary, also, was taken ; the sergeant of the dragoons
alone escaped. Colonel Reed and his six cavaliers returned in

triumph to head-quarters. Important information was obtained

from their prisoners. Lord Cornwallis had joined General
Grant the day before at Princeton, with a reinforcement of

chosen troops. They had now seven or eight thousand men, and
were pressing wagons for a march upon Trenton.*

Cadwalader, stationed at Crosswicks, about seven miles

distant, between Bordentown and Trenton, sent intelligence to

the same purport, received by him from a young gentleman
who had escaped from Princeton.

Word, too, was brought from other quarters, that General
Howe was on the march with a thousand light troops with
which he had landed at Amboy.
The situation of Washington was growing critical. The

enemy were beginning to advance their large pickets towards
Trenton. Everything indicated an approacliing attack. The
force with him was small ; to retreat across the river would
destroy the dawn of hope awakened in the bosoms of the Jersey
militia by the late exploit ; but to make a stand without rein-

forcements was impossible. In this emergency, he called to

his aid General Cadwalader from Crosswicks, and General
Mifflin from Bordentown, with their collective forces, amount-
ing to about three thousand six hundred men. He did it with

reluctance, for it seemed like involving them in the common
danger ; but the exigency of the case admitted of no alterna-

tive. They promptly answered to his call, and marching in the

night, joined him on the 1st of January.
Washington chose a position for his main body on the

east side of the Assunpink. There was a narrow stone bridge

across it, where the water was very deep—the same bridge

over which part of Rahl's brigade had escaped in the recent

affair. He planted his artillery so as to command the bridge
and the fords. His advance guard was stationed about three

miles off in a wood, having in front a stream called Shabbakong
Creek.

Early on the morning of the 2d, came certain word that

Cornwallis was approaching with all his force. Strong parties

were sent out under General Greene, who skirmished with the

* Life of Heed, i. 282.
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enemy aii<l liarassed thorn in tlieir adviince. By twelve o'clock

they reached the Shabbakong, and halted for a time on its

northern bank. Then crossing it, and moving forward with

rapidity, they drove the advance guard out of the woods, and
pushed on until they reached a high ground near the town.

Here Hand's corps of several battalions was drawn up, and held

them for a time in check. All the parties in advance ultimately

retreated to the main body, on the east side of the Assunpink,

and' found some difficulty in crowding across the narrow bridge.

From all these checks and delays, it was nearlj^ sunset before

Cornwallis with the head of his army entered Trenton. His
rear-guard under General Leslie rested at j\Iaiden Head, about

six miles distant, and nearly half way between Trenton and
Princeton. Forming his troop into columns, he now made re-

je.ited attempts to cross the Assunpink at the bridge and the

fjrds, but was as often repulsed by the artillery. For a part of

the time Washington, mounted on a white horse, stationed hini-

.self at the south end of the bridge, issuing his orders. Each
time the enemy was repul^-cd there was a shout along the

American lines. At length they drew off, came to a halt, and
lighted their camp fires. The American did the same, using
the neighboring fences for the purpose. Sir William Erskine,
who was with Cornwallis, urged him, it is said, to attack Wash-
ington that evening in his camp; but his lordship declined; he
felt sure of the game which had so often escaped him ; he had
at length, he thought, got Washington into a situation from
which he could not escape, but where he might make a des-

perate stand, and he was willing to give his wearied troops a
night's repose to prepare them for the closing struggle. He
would be sure, he said, to " bag the fox in the morning."
A cannona4le was kept up on both sides until dark ; but with

little damage to the Americans. When night closed in, the

two camps lay in sight of each other's fires, ruminating the

bloody action of the following day. It was the most gloomy
and anxious night that had yet closed in on the American Army,
throughout its series of perils and disasters ; for there was no
concealing the impending danger. But what must have been
the feelings of the commander-in-chief, as he anxiously patrolled

his camp, and considered his desperate position ? A small

stream, fordable in several places, was all that separated his raw,

inexperienced army, from an enem}' vastly superior in num-
bers and discipline, and stung to action by the mortification of

a late defeat. A general action with them must be ruinous

;

but how was he to retreat? Behind him was the Delaware, im-

passable from floating ice. Granting even (a tiling not to be
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hoped) that a retreat across it could be effected, the consequences

would be equally fatal. The Jerseys would be left in pos-

session of the enemy, endangering the immediate capture of

Philadelphia, and sinking the public mind into despondency.

In this darkest of moments a gl-eam of hope flashed upon his

mind : a bold* expedient suggested itself. Almost the whole of

the enemy's force must by this time be drawn out of Princeton,

and advancing by detachments toward Trenton, while their

baggage and principal stores must remain weakly guarded at

Brunswick. Was it not possible by a rapid night-march along

the Quaker road, a different road from that on which General

Leslie with the rear-guard was resting, to get past that force

undiscovered, come by surprise upon those left at Princeton,

capture or destroy what stores were left there, and then push
on to Brunswick ? This would save the army from being cut

off ; would avoid the appearance of a defeat ; and might draw
the enemy away from Trenton, while some fortunate stroke

might give additional reputation to the American arms. Even
should the enemy march on to Philadelphia, it could not in any
case be prevented ; while a counter-blow in the Jerseys would
be of great consolation.

Such was the plan which Washington revolved in his mind
on the gloomy banks of the Assunpink, and which he laid be-

fore his officers in a council of war, held after nightfall, at the

quarters of General Mercer. It met with instant concurrence,

being of that hardy, adventurous kind, which seems congenial

with the American character. One formidable difficulty pre-

sented itself. The weather was unusually mild ; there was a

thaw, by which the roads might be rendered deep and miry and
almost impassable. Fortunately, or rather providentially, as

AVashington was prone to consider it, the wind veered to the

north in the course of the evening ; the weather became in-

tensely cold, and in two hours the roads were once more hard and
frost-bound. In the meantime, the baggage of the army was
silently removed to Burlington, and every other preparation was
made for a rapid march. To deceive the enemy, men were em-
ployed to dig trenches near the bridge within hearing of the

British sentries, with orders to continue noisily at work until

daybreak ; others were to go the rounds ; relieve guards at the

bridge and fords ; keep up the camp fires and maintain all

the appearance of a regular encampment. At daybreak they

were to hasten after the army.

In the dead of the night, the army drew quietly out of the

encampment and began its march. General Mercer mounted
on a favorite gray horse, was in the advance with the remnant
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of his flying camp, now but about three hundred and fifty men,
principally relics of the brave Delaware and Maryland regi-

ments, with some of the Pennsylvania militia. Among the
latter were youths belonging to the best families in Philadel-

phia. The main body followed, under Washington's imme-
diate command.
The Quaker road was a complete roundabout, joining the main

road about two miles from Princeton, where Washington ex-

pected to arrive before daybreak. The road, however, was new
and rugged ; cut through woods, where the stumps of trees

broke the wheels of some of the baggage trains, and retarded

the march of the troops ; so that it was near sunrise of a bright

frosty morning, when Washington reached the bridge over

Stony Brook, about three miles from Princeton. After cross-

ing the bridge, he led his troops along the bank of the brook
to the edge of a wood, where a by-road led off on the right

through low grounds, and was said by the guides to be a short

cut to Princeton, and less exposed to view. By this road
Washington defiled with the main body, ordering Mercer to

continue along the brook with his brigade, until he should ar-

rive at the main road, where he was to secure, and if possible

destroy, abridge over which it passes; so as to intercept any
fugitives from Princeton, and check any retrograde movements
of the British troops which might have advanced towards
Trenton.

Hitherto the movements of the Americans had been undis-

covered by the enemy. Three regiments of the latter, the 17th,

40th, and 55th, with three troops of dragoons, had been quar-

tered all night in Princeton, under marching orders to join

Lord Cornwallis in the morning.- The 17th regiment under
Colonel Mawhood, was already on the march ; the 55th regi-

ment was preparing to follow. Mawhood had crossed the bridge

by which the old or main road to Trenton passes over stony
Brook, and was proceeding through a wood beyond, when, as

he attained the summit of a hill about sunrise, the glittering of

anns betrayed to him the movement of Mercer's troops to the

left, who were filing along the Quaker road to secure the bridge,

as they had been ordered.

The woods prevented him from seeing their number. He sup-

posed them to bo some broken portion of the American army
flying before Lord Cornwallis. With this idea, he faced about and
made a retrograde movement, to intercept them or hold them in

check ; while messengers spurred off at all speed, to hasten
forward the regiments still lingering at Princeton, so as con>
pletely to surround them.
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The woods concealed him until he had recrossed the hrldge

of Stony Brook, when he came in full sight of the van of

Mercer's brigade. Both parties pushed to get possession of

a rising ground on the right near the house of a Mr. Chirk, of

the peaceful Society of Friends. The Americans being nearest,

reached it first, and formed behind a hedge fence which ex-

tended along a slope in front of the house; whence being
chiefly armed with rifles, they opened a destructive fire. It

was returned with great spirit by the enemy. At the first dis-

charge Mercer was dismounted, "his gallant gray" being
crippled by a musket ball in the leg. One of his colonels, also,

was mortally wounded and carried to the rear. Availing them-
selves of the confusion thus occasioned, the British charged
with the bayonet ; the American riflemen, having no weapon
of the kind, were thrown into disorder and retreated. Mercer,

who was on foot, endeavored to rally them when a blow from the

butt end of a musket felled him to the ground. He rose and de-

fended himself with his sword, but was surrounded, bayoneted
repeatedl}^, and left for dead.

Mawhood pursued the broken and retreating troops to the

brow of the rising ground, on which Clark's house was situated,

when he beheld a large force emerging from a wood and advanc-

ing to the rescue. It was a body of Pennsylvania militia, which
Washington, on hearing the firing, had detached to the support

of Mercer. Mawhood instantly ceased pursuit, drew up his ar-

tillery, and by a heavy discharge brought the militia to a stand.

At this moment Washington himself arrived at the scene of

action, having galloped from the by-road in advance of his

troops. From a rising ground he beheld Mercer's troojis re-

treating in confusion, and the. detachment of militia checked by
Mawhood's artillery. Everything was at peril. Putting spurs

to his horse, he dashed jmst the hesitating militia, waving his

hat and cheering them on. His commanding figure and white

horse made him a conspicuous object for the enemy's marksmen,
but he heeded^ it not. Galloping forward under the fire of Maw-
hood's battery, he called upon Mercer's broken brigade. The
Pennsylvanians rallied at the sound of his voice, and caught
fire from his example. At the same time the 7th Virginia

regiment emerged from the wood, and moved forward with loud
cheers, while a fire of grapeshot was opened by Captain
Moulder of the American artillery, from the brow of a ridge to

the south.

Colonel Mawhood, who a moment before had thought his

triumph secure, found himself assailed on every side, and sep-

arated from the other British regiments. He fought, however.
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with great bravery, and for a sliort time the action was desper-

ate. Washington was in the midst of it ; equally endangered
by the random fire of his own men, and the artilleiy and musk-
etry of the enemy. His aide-de-camp. Colonel Fitzgerald, a young
and ardent Irishman, losing sight of him in the heat of the fight

when enveloped in dust and smoke, dropped the bridle on the

neck of his horse and drew his hat over his eyes, giving him up
for lost. When he saw him, however, emerge from the cloud,

waving his hat, and beheld the enemy giving way, he spurred

up to his side. '• Thank God," said he, " your Excellency is

safe!" *'Away, my dear colonel, and bring up the troops,"

was the reply ;
" the day is our own !

" It was one of those oc-

casions in which the latent fire of Washington's character blazed

forth.

Mawhood, by this time, had forced his way, at the point of

the bayonet, through gathering foes, though with heavy loss,

back to the main road, and was in full retreat towards Trenton
to join Cornwallis. Washington detached Major Kelly with a

party of Pennsylvania troops, to destroy the bridge at Stony
Brook, over which Mawhood had retreated, so as to impede the

advance of General Leslie from Maiden Head.
In the meantime the 55th regiment, which had been on the

left and nearer Princeton, had been encountered by the Ameri-
can advance guard under General St. Clair, and after some
sharp fighting in a ravine had given away, and was retreating

across fields and along a by-road to Brunswick. The remain-

ing regiment, the 40th, had not been able to come up in time
for the action ; a part of it fled toward Brunswick ; the residue

took refuge in the college at Princeton, recently occupied by
them as barracks. Artillery was now brought to bear on the

college, and a few shot compelled those within to surrender.

In this brief but brilliant action, about one hundred of the

British were left dead on the field, and nearly three hundred
taken prisoners, fourteen of whom were officers. Among the

slain was Captain Leslie, son of the Earl of Leven. His death
was greatly lamented by his captured companions.
The loss of the Americans was about twenty-five or thirty

men and several officers. Among the latter was Colonel Haslet,

who had distinguished himself throughout the campaign, by
being among the foremost in services of danger. He was in-

deed a gallant officer, and gallantly seconded by his Delaware
troops.

A greater loss was that of General Mercer. He was said to

be either dead or dying, in the house of Mr. Clark, whither he
had been conveyed by his aide-de-camp, Major Armstrong, who
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found him, after the retreat of Mawhood's troops, lymg on the

field gashed with several wounds, and insensible from cold and
loss of blood. Washington would have ridden back from Prince-

ton to visit him, and have him conveyed to a place of greater

security ; but was assured, that, if alive, he was too desperately

wounded to bear removal
; in the meantime he was in good

^

hands, being faithfully attended to by his aide-de-camp, Major
Armstrong, and treated with the utmost care and kindness by
Mr. Clark's family.*

Under these circumstances Washington felt compelled to

leave his old companion in arms to his fate. Indeed, he was
called away by the exigencies of his command, having to pursue
the routed regiments which were making a headlong retreat

to Brunswick. In this pursuit he took the lead at the head of

a detachment of cavalry. At Kingston, however, three miles

to the northeast of Princeton, he pulled up, restrainied his ardor,

and held a council of war on horseback. Should he keep on

to Brunswick or not ? The capture of the British stores and
baggage would make his triumph complete ; but, on the other

hand, his troops were excessively fatigued by their rapid march .

all night and hard fight in the morning. All of them had been
one night without sleep, and some of them two, and many
were half-starved. They were without blankets, thinly v^lad,

some of them bare-footed, and this in freezing weather. Corn-
wallis would be upon them before they could reach Brunswick.
His rear-guard, under General Leslie, had been quartered but

six miles from Princeton, and the retreating troops must have
roused them. Under these considerations, it was determined
to discontinue the pursuit and push for Morristown. There
they would be in a montainous country, heavily wooded, in an

abundant neighborhood, and on the flank of the enemy, with

various defiles by which they might change their position ac-

cording to his movements.
Filing off to the left, therefore, from Kingston, and breaking

down the bridges behind him, Washington took the narrow road

by Kocky Hill to Pluckamin. His troops were so exhausted,

that many in the course of the march would lie down in the

woods on the frozen ground and fall asleep, and were with dif-

ficulty roused and cheered forward. At Pluckamin he halted

for a time, to allow them a little repose and refreshment. While
they are taking breath we will cast our eyes back to the camp
of Cornwallis, to see what was the effect upon him of this

masterly movement of Washington. His lordship had retired

to rest at Trenton with the sportsman's vaunt that he would

* See Washington to Colonel Reed, Jan. 15.
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" bag tlie fox in the morning.'^ Nothing could surpass his sur-

prise and chagrin when at daybreak the expiring watchfires and
deserted camp of tlie Americans told him that the prize had
once more evaded his grasp ; that the general whose military

skill he had decried had outgeneralled him.

For a time he could not learn whither the army, which had
stolen away so silently, had directed its stealthy march. By
sunrise, however, there was the booming of cannon, like the

rumbling of distant thunder, in the direction of Princeton. The
idea flashed upon him that Washington had not merely escaped,

but was about to make a dash at the British magazines at Bruns-
wick, Alarmed for the safety of his military stores, his lordship

forthwith broke up his camp, and made a rapid march towards
Princeton. As he arrived in sight of the bridge over Stony
Brook, he beheld Major Kelly and his party busy in its de-

struction. A distant discharge of round shot from his field-

]>ieces drove tliem away, but the bridge was already broken. It

would talie time to repair it for the passage of the artillery ; so

Cornwallis in his ini2)atience urged his troops breast-high

through the turbulent and icy stream, and again pushed for-

ward. He was brought to a stand by the discharge of a thirt}^-

two pounder from a distant breastwork. Supposing the Ameri-
cans to be there in force, and prepared to make resistance, he
sent out some horsemen to reconnoiter, and advanced to storm
the batteiy. There was no one there. The thirty-two pounder
liud been left behind by the Americans, as too unwieldy, and a

match had been apj^lied to it by some lingerer of Washington's
rrarguard.

Without further delay Cornwallis hurried forward, eager to

save his magazines. Crossing the bridge at Kingston, he kept
• Ml along the l-Jrunswick road, supposing Washington still be-

fore him. Tlie latter had got far in the advance, during the

delays caused by the broken bridge at Stony Brook, and
the discharge of the thirty-two pounder ; and the alteration

of his course at Kingston had carried him completely
out of the way of Cornwallis. His lordship reached Brunswick
towards evening, and endeavored to console himself, by the

safety of the military stores, for being so completely foiled and
out-manoeuvered.

Washington, in the meantime, was all on the alert ; the lion

part of his nature was aroused ; and while his weary troops

were in a manner panting upon the ground around him, he was
despatching missives and calling out aid to enable him to follow

up his successes. In a letter to Putnam, written from Plucka-
min during the halt, he says :

" The enemy appear to be paniC'
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struck. I am in hopes of driving them out of the Jerseys.

March the troops under your command to Crosswicks, and keep a

strict watch upon the enemy in this quarter. Keep as many spies

out as you think proper. A number of horsemen in the dress

of the country must he kept constantly going backwards and
forwards for this purpose. If you discover any motion of the

enemy of consequence, let me be informed thereof as soon as

possible, by express."

To General Heath, also, who was stationed in the Highlands
of the Hudson, he wrote at the same hurried moment. " The
enemy are in great consternation ; and as the panic affords us

a favorable opportunity to drive them out of the Jerseys, it has

been determined in council that you should move down towards
New York with a considerable force, as if you had a design upon
the city. Tliat being an object of great importance, the enemy
will be reduced to the necessity of withdrawing a considerable

part of their force from the Jerseys, if not the whole, to secure

the city."

These letters despatched, he continued forward to Morristown,
where at length he came to a halt from his incessant and har-

assing marchings. There he learnt that General Mercer was
still alive. He immediately sent his own nephew. Major George
Lewis, under the protection of a flag, to attend upon him.

Mercer had indeed been kindly imrsed by a daughter of Mr.
Clark and a negro woman, who had not been frightened from
their home by the storm of battle which raged around it. At
the time that the troops of Cornwallis approached, Major Arm-
strong was binding up Mercer's wounds. The latter insisted

on his leaving him in the kind hands of Mr. Clark's household,

and rejoining the army. Lewis found him languishing in great

pain ; he had been treated with respect by the enemy, and
great tenderness by the benevolent family who had sheltered

him. He expired in the arms of Major Lewis on the 12th of

January, in the fifty-sixth year of his age. Dr. Benjamin
Rush, afterwards celebrated as a physician, was with him when
he died.

He was upright, intelligent, and brave ; esteemed as a soldier

and beloved as a man, and by none more so than by Washing-
ton. His career as a general had been brief ; but long enough
to secure him a lasting renown. His name remains one of the

consecrated names of the Eevolution.

From Morristown, Washington again wrote to General Heath,
repeating his former orders. To Major-general Lincoln, also,

who was just arrived at Peekskill, and had command of the

Massachusetts militia, he writes on the 7th, " General Heath
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W'ill communicate mine of this date to you, by which you will

find that the greater part of your troops are to move down to-

wards New York, to draw the attention of the enemy to that

quarter ; and if the}' do not throw a considerable body back
again, j'ou may, in all probability, carry the city, or at least

blockade them in it. . . . Be as expeditious as possible in

moving forward, for the sooner a panic-struck enemy is followed

the better. If we can oblige them to evacuate the Jerseys, we
must drive them to the utmost distress ; for they have depend-
ed upon the supplies from that State for their winter's sup-

port."

Colonel Reed was ordered to send out rangers and bodies of

militia to scour the countr}^, waylay foraging partfes, cut off

supplies, and keep the cantonments of the enemy in a state of

siege. " I would not suifer a man to stir beyond their lines,"

writes Washington, " nor suffer them to have the least commu-
nication with the country."

The expedition under General Heath toward New York,
from which much had been anticipated by "Washington, proved
a failure. It moved in three divisions, by different routes, but
all arriving nearly at the same time at the enemy's outpost at

King's Bridge. There was some skirmishing, but the great

feature of the expedition was a pompous and peremptory sum-
mons of Fort Independence to surrender. " Twenty minutes
only can be allowed," said Heath, " for the garrison to give

their answer, and should it be in the negative, they must abide

the consequences." The garrison made no answer but an oc-

casional cannonade. Heath failed to follow up his summons by
corresponding deeds. He hovered and skirmished for some
days about the outposts and Spyt den Duivel Creek, and then

retired before a threatened snow-storm, and the report of an
enemy's fleet from Rhode Island, with troops under Lord Percy,

who might land in Westchester, and take the besieging force

in rear.

Washington, while he spoke of Heath's failure with indul-

gence in his desj)atches to government, could not but give him
a rebuke in a private letter. "Your summons," writes he, "as
3'ou did not attempt to fulfill your threats, was not only idle,

but farcical; and will not fail of turning the laugh exceedingly

upon us. These things I mention to you as a friend, for you
will perceive that they have composed no part of my public

letter."

But though disappointed in this part of his plan, Washing-
ton, having received reinforcements of militia, continued, with

his scanty army, to carry on his system of annoyance. Tho
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situation of Cornwallis, wlio but a short time before traversed

the Jerseys so triumphantly, became daily more and more irk-

some. Spies were in his camp, to give notice of every move-
ment, and foes without to take advantage of it ; so that not a

foraging party could sally forth without being waylaid. By
degrees he drew in his troops which were posted about the

country, and collected them at New Brunswick and Amboy, so

as to have a communication by water with New York, whence
he was now compelled to draw nearly all his supplies ;

" present-

ing," to use the words of Hamilton, "the extraordinary spectacle

of a powerful army, straitened within narrow limits by the

phantom of a military force, and never permitted to transgress

those limits with impunity."

In fact, the recent operations in the Jerseys had suddenly
changed the whole aspect of the war, and given a triumphant
close to what had been a disastrous campaign.
The troops, which for months had been driven from post to

post, apparently an undisciplined rabble, had all at once turned
upon their pursuers, and astounded them by brilliant stratagems

and daring exploits. The commander, whose cautious policy

had been sneered at by enemies, and regarded with impatience
by misjudging friends, had all at once shown that he possessed

enterprise as well as circumspection, energy as well as endur-
ance, and that beneath his wary coldness lurked a fire to break
forth at the proper moment. This year's campaign, the most
critical one of the war, and especially the part of it which
occurred in the Jerseys, was the ordeal that made his great

qualities fully appreciated by his countrymen, and gained for

him from the statesmen and generals of Europe the appellation
of the American Fabius.
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CHAPTER XVI.

BURKE ON THE STATE OF AFFAIRS IN AMERICA.—NEW JERSEY
ROUSED TO ARMS. WASHINGTON GRANTS SAFE CONDUCT TO
HESSIAN CONVOYS ENCAMPMENT AT MORRISTOWN. PUT-
NAM AT PRINCETON. HIS STRATAGEM TO CONCEAL THE
WEAKNESS OF HIS CAMP. EXPLOIT OF GENERAL DICKINSON
NEAR SOMERSET COURT-HOUSE. WASHINGTON'S COUNTER
PROCLAMATION PREVALENCE OF THE SMALL-POX. INOCU-
LATION OF THE ARMY. CONTRAST OF THE BRITISH AND
AMERICAN COMMANDERS AND THEIR CAMPS.

The news of Washington's recrossing the Delaware, and of

his subsequent achievements in the Jerseys, had not reached
London on the 9th of January. " The affairs of America seem
to be drawing to a crisis," writes Edmund Burke. " The Howes
are at this time in possession of, or able to awe the whole mid-
dle coast of America, from Delaware to the western boundary
of Massachusetts Bay ; the naval barrier on the side of Canada
is broken. A great tract is open for the supply of the troops

;

the river Hudson opens a way into the heart of the provinces,

and nothing can, in all probability, prevent an early and offen-

sive campaign. What the Americans have done is, in their

circumstances, truly astonishing; it is indeed infinitely more
than I expected from them. But, having done so much for

some short time, I began to entertain an opinion that they
might do more. It is now, however, evident that they cannot
look standing armies in the face. They are inferior in every-
thing—even in numbers. There seem by the best accounts not
to be above ten or twelve thousand men at most in their grand
army. The rest are militia, and not wonderfully well composed
or disciplined. They decline a general engagement

;
prudently

enough, if their object had been to make the war attend upon
a treaty of good terms of subjection ; but when they look further,

this will not do. An army that is obliged at all times, and in
all situations, to decline an engagement, may delay their ruin,

but can never defend their country." *

At the time when this was written, the Howes had learnt, to

their mortification, that " the mere running through a pro-

rince, is not subduing it." The British commanders had been
* Burke's Works, vol. v. p. 126,
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outgeneraled, attacked, and defeated. They had nearly heen
driven out of the Jerseys, and were now hemmed in and held
in check by Washington and his handful of men castled among
the heights of Morristown. So far from holding possession of

the territory they had so recently overrun, they were fain to

ask safe conduct across it for a convoy to their soldiers captured
in battle. It must have been a severe trial to the pride of

Cornwallis, when he had to inquire by letter of Washington,
whether money and stores could be sent to the Hessians cap-

tured at Trenton, and a surgeon and medicines to the wounded
at Princeton ; and Washington's reply must have conveyed a

reproof still more mortifying : No molestation, he assured his

lordship, would be offered to the convoy by any part of the re-

gular army under his command ; but " he could not answerfor
the militia, who were resorting to arms in most parts of the

State, and were excessively exasperated at the treatment they

had met with from both Hessian aiid British troopsP
In fact, the conduct of the enemy had roused tlie whole

country against them. The proclamations and printed protec-

tions of the British commanders, on the faith of which the

inhabitants in general had stayed at home, and forbore to take

up arms, had proved of no avail. The Hessians could not or

would not understand them, but plundered friend and foe

alike.* The British soldier}^ often followed their example, and
the plunderings of both were at times attended by those brutal

outrages on the weaker sex, which inflame the dullest spirits to

revenge. The whole State was thus roused against its invaders.

In Washington's retreat of more than a hundred miles through
the Jerseys he had never been joined by more than one hun-

dred of its inhabitants ; now sufferers of both parties rose as one

man to avenge their personal injuries. The late quiet yeomanry
armed themselves, and scoured the country in small parties to

seize on stragglers, and the militia began to signalize themselves

in voluntary skirmishes with regular troops.

In effect, Washington ordered a safe conduct to be given to

to Hessian baggage as far as Philadelphia, and to the surgeoji

and medicines to Princeton, and permitted a Hessian sergeant

and twelve men, unarmed, to attend the baggage until it was
delivered to their countrymen.

Morristown, where the main armj^ was encamped, had not

been chosen by Washington as a permanent post, but merely
as a halting-place, where his troops might repose after their

* " These rascals plunder all indiscriminately, If they see anything
they like, they say, ' Rebel good for Hesse-mans,' and seize upon it for

their own use. They have no idea of the distinctions between whig and
tory."

—

Letter of Hazard the Postmaster,
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excessive fatigues and their sufferings from the inclement

-cason. Further considerations persuaded him that it was well

situated for the system of pretty warfare which he meditated,

and induced him to remain there. It was protected by forests

and rugged heights. AH approach from the seaboard was

render^ difficult and dangerous to a hostile force by a chain of

liarp hills, extending from Fluckamin, by Boundbrook and

Springfield, to the vicinity of the Passaic Eiver, while various

Jt'files in the rear afforded safer retreats into a fertile and

well-peopled region.* It was nearly equidistant from Ambo}^,

Newark, and Brunswick, the principal posts of the enemy
;
so

that any movement made from them could be met by a counter

movement on his part ; while the forays and skirmishes by
which he might harass them, would school and season his own
troops. He had three faithful generals with him : Greene, his

reliance on all occasions ; swarthy Sullivan, whose excitable

temper and quick sensibilities he had sometimes to keep in

check by friendly counsels and rebukes, but who was a good
officer, and loyally attached to him ; and brave, genial, generous

Knox, never so happy as when by his side. He had lately been
advanced to the rank of brigadier at his recommendation, and
commanded the artillery.

Washington's military family at this time was composed of

his aides-de-camp. Colonels Meade and Tench Tilghmanof Phil-

adelphia, gentlemen of gallant spirit, amiable tempers, and cul-

tivated manners ; and his secretary. Colonel Robert H. Harri-

son of Maryland—the "old secretarj^," as he was familiarly

••ailed among his associates, and by whom he was described as
•• one in whom every man had confidence, and by whom no man
was deceived."

Washington's head-quarters at first were in what was called

the Freemason's Tavern, on the north side of the village green.

His troops were encamped about the vicinity of the village, at

first in tents, until they could build log huts for shelter against

the winter's cold. The main encampment was near Bottle Hill,

in a sheltered valley which was thickly wooded, and had abund-
ant springs. It extended southeasterly from Morristown ; and
was called the Lowantica Valley, from the Indian name of a

beautiful, limj)id brook which ran through it, and lost itself in

I great swam p. f
The enemy being now concentrated at New Brunswick and

Amboy, General Putnam was ordered by Washington to move
from Crosswicks to Princeton, with the troops under his com-

* Willkinson's Memoirs, vol. 1 p. 149.

t Notes of the Rev. .Joseph F. Tattle, MS.
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mand. He was instructed to draw his forage as much as possi-

ble from the neighborhood of Brunswick, about eighteen mile.^

off, thereby contributing to distress the enemy ; to have good

scouting parties continually on the look-out; to keep nothing

with him but what could be moved off at a moment's warning,

and, if compelled to leave Princeton, to retreat towards the

mountains, so as to form a junction with the forces at Morris-

town.

Putnam had with him but a few hundred men. " You will

give out your strength to be twice as great as it is," writes

Washington ; a common expedient with him in those times of

scanty means. Putnam acted up to the advice. A British

officer. Captain Macpherson, was lying desperately wounded at

Princeton, and Putnam, in the kindness of his heart, was in-

duced to send in a flag to Brunswick in quest of a friend and
military comrade of the dying man, to attend him in his last

moments and make his will. To prevent the weakness of

the garrison from being discovered, the visitor was brought in

after dark. Lights gleamed in all the college windows, and in

the vacant houses about the town ; the handful of troops caj)-

able of duty were marched hither and thither, and backward and
forward, and paraded about to such effect, that the visitor on
his return to the British camp, reported the force under the old

general to be at least five thousand strong.*

Cantonments were gradually formed between Princeton and
the Highlands of the Hudson, which made the left flank of

Washington's position, and where General Heath had com-
mand. General Philemon Dickinson, who commanded the

New Jersey militia, was stationed on the west side of Millstone

River, near Somerset Court-house, one of the nearest posts to

the enemy's camp at Brunswick. A British foraging party,

of five or six hundred strong, sent out by Cornwallis with forty

wagons and upward of a liundred draught horses, mostly of the

English breed, having collected sheep and cattle about the

country, were sacking a mill on the opposite side of the river,

where a large quantity of flour was deposited. While thus

employed, Dickinson set upon them with a force equal in num-
ber, but composed of raw militia and fifty Philadelphia rifle-

men. He dashed through the river, waist deep, with his men,
and charged the enemy so suddenly and vigorously, that, though
supported by three field-pieces, they gave way, left their con-

voy, and. retreated so precipitately, that he made only nine

• * Sparks' A7n. Biography, vol. vii. p. 196.
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prisoners. A number of killed and wounded were carried off

bj the fugitives on light wagons.*
These exploits of the militia were noticed with high eji-

comiums b}- Washington, while at the same time he was rigid

in prohibiting and punishing the excesses into which men are

apt to nm when suddenly clothed with military power. Such
is the spirit of a general order issued at this time. " The
general prohibits, in both the militia and continental troops.

the infamous practice of plundering the inhabitants under the

specious pretense of their being tories It is our
business to give protection and support to the poor distressed

inhabitants, not to multiply and increase their calamities."

After the publication of this order, all excesses of this kind
were to be punished in the severest manner.
To counteract the proclamation of the British commissioners,

promising amnest}- to all in rebellion who should, in a given

time, return to their allegiance, Washington now issued a

counter proclamation (Jan. 25th), commanding every j^erson

who had subscribed a declaration of fidelity to Great Britain,

<»r taken an oath of allegiance, to repair within thirt}' days to

head-quarters, or the quarters to the nearest general office of

;he continental army or of the militia, and there take the oath

of allegiance to the United States of America, and give up any
.

protection, certificate, or passport he might have received from
the enemy; at the same time granting full liberty to all such

as preferred the interest and protection of Great Britain to

the freedom and happiness of their country, forthwith to witli-

draw themselves and families within the enemy's lines. All

who should neglect or refuse to comply with this order were to

be considered adherents to the crown, and treated as common
enemies.

This measure met with objections at the time, some of tin*

timid or over-cautious thinking it inexpedient; others, jealous

of the extraordinary powers vested in Washington, question-

ing whether he had not transcended these powers and exercised

a degree of despotism.

The small-pox, which had been fatally prevalent in the pre-

<;eding year, ha<l again broken out, and Washington feared it

might spread through the whole army. He took advantage of

the interval of comparative quiet to have his troops inoculated.

Houses were set apart in various places as hospitals for inocu-

lation, and a chun-h was appropriated for the use of those who
had taken the malady in the natural way. Among these the

* Washington to the President of Congress. Also note to Sparks, vol.

iv. p. 290.
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ravages were frightful. The traditions of the place and iieigh-

borhood give lamentable pictures of the distress caused by this

loathsome disease in the camp and in the villages, wherever it

had not been parried by inoculation.
" Washington," we are told, '^ was not an unmoved spectator

of the griefs around him ; and might be seen in Hanover and in

Lowantica Valley, cheering the faith and inspiring the courage
of his suffering men." * It was this paternal care and sympa-
thy which attached his troops personally to him. They saw
that he regarded them, not with the eye of a general, but of a

patriot, whose heart yearned towards them as countrymen suf-

fering in one common cause.

A striking contract was offered throughout the winter and
spring, between the rival commanders, Howe at New York, and
Washington at Morristown. Howe was a soldier by profes-

sion. War, with him, was a career. The camp was, for the

time, country and home. Easy and indolent by nature, of con-

vivial and luxurious habits, and somewhat addicted to gaming,
he found himself in good quarters at New York, and was in no
hurry to leave them. The tories rallied around him. The Brit-

ish merchants residing there regarded him with profound devo-

tion. His officers, too, many of them young men of rank and
fortune, gave a gayety and brilliancy to the place ; and the

wealthy royalists forgot in a round of dinners, balls, and assem-
blies, the hysterical alarms they had once experienced under
the military sway of Lee.

Washington, on the contrary, was a patriot soldier, grave,

earnest, thoughtful, self-sacrificing. War, to him, was a pain-

ful remedy, hateful in itself, but adopted for a great national

good. To the prosecution of it all his pleasures, his comforts,

his natural inclinations and private interests were sacrificed
;

and his chosen officers were earnest and anxious like himself,

with their whole thoughts directed to the success of the mag-
nanimous struggle in which they were engaged.

So, too, the armies were contrasted. The British troops,

many of them, perchance, slightly metamorphosed from vaga-

bonds into soldiers, all mere men of the sword, were well clad,

well housed, and surrounded hy all the convenienc/es of a thor-

oughly appointed army with a " rebel country " to forage.

The American troops for the most part were mere yeomanry,
taken from their rural homes ; ill sheltered, ill clad, ill fed, and
ill paid, with nothing to reconcile them to their hardships but love

for the soil they were defending, and the inspiring thought that

it was their country. Washington, with paternal care, endeav-

* Notes of the Rev. Joseph F. Tuttle, MS.
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ered to protect them from the depraving influences of the cam]).

"Let vice and immorality of every kind be discouraged as much
as possible in your brigade," writes he in a circular to his brig-

adier-generals ;
" and, as a chaplain is allowed to each regi-

ment, see that the men regularly attend divine worship. Gam-
ing of every kind is expressly forbidden, as being the founda-

tion of evil, and the cause of many a brave and gallant officer's

ruin."

CHAPTER XVII.

ne(xotiations for exchange of prisoners. case op
colonel ethan allen. of general lee. correspond-
ence of washington with sir william howe about ex-

changes of prisoners. referees appointed. letters
of lee from new york. case of colonel campbell.
Washington's advice to congress on the subject of re-

taliation.—his correspondence with lord HOWE about
*THE treatment of prisoners. THE HORRORS OF THE

JERSEY PRISON-SHIP AND THE SUGAR-HOUSE.

A CARTEL for the exchange of prisoners had been a subject

of negotiation previous to the affair of Trenton, without being

adjusted. The British commanders were slow to recognize the

claims to equality of those they considered rebels ; Washington
was tenacious in holding them up as patriots ennobled by their

I^P
cause.

^» Among the cases which came up for attention was that of

Ethan Allen, the brave but eccentric captor of Ticonderoga.

His daring attempts in the "path of renown" had cost him a

world of hardships. Tlirown into irons as a felon, threatened

»with a lialter, carried to England to be tried for treason, con-

fined in Pendennis Castle, retransported to Halifax, and now a

prisoner in New York. " I have suffered everything short of

deatli," writes lie to the Assembly of his native State, Connec-
ticut. He had, however, recovered health and suppleness of

limb, and with them all his swelling spirit and swelling rhe-

toric. " I am fired," writes he, " with adequate indignation to

revenge both my own and my country's wrongs. I am experi-

mentally' certain I have fortitude sufficient to face the invaders

of America in the place of danger, spread with all the horrors

of war." And he concludes with one of his magniloquent, but

really sincere expressions of patriotism: "Provided you can
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hit upon some measure to procure my liberty, I will appropriate

my remaining days, and freely hazard my life in the service of

the colony, and maintaining the American Empire. I thought
to have enrolled my name in the list of illustrious American
heroes, but was nipped in the bud !

"

Honest Ethan Allen ! his name will ever stand enrolled on
that list ; not illustrious, perhaps, but eminently popular.

His a})peal to his native State had produced an appeal to

Congress, and Washington had been instructed, considering his

long imprisonment, to urge his exchange. This had scarce

been urged, when tidings of the capture of General Lee
presented a case of still greater importance to be provided for.

" I feel much for his misfortune," writes Washington, " and
am sensible that in his captivity our country has lost a warm
friend and an able officer." By direction of Congress, he had
sent in a flag to inquire about Lee's treatment, and to convey
him a sum of money. This was just previous to the second

crossing of the Delaware.

Lee was now reported to be in rigorous confinement in New
York, and treated with harshness and indignity. The British

professed to consider him a deserter, he having been a lieuten-

ant-colonel in their service, although he alleged that he had
resigned his commission before joining the American army.

Two letters which he addressed to General Howe, were returned

to him unopened, inclosed in a cover directed to Lieutenant-
colonel Lee.

On the 13th of January, Washington addressed the following

letter to Sir William Howe. " I am directed by Congress to

propose an exchange of five of the Hessian field-officers taken

at Trenton for Major-general Lee ; or if this proposal should

not be accepted, to demand his liberty upon parole, within

certain bounds, as has ever been granted to your officers in our

custody. I am informed, upon good authority, that your
reason for keeping him hitherto in stricter confinement than

usual is, that you do not look upon him in the light of a com-

mon prisoner of war, but as a deserter from the British service,

as his resignation has never been accepted, and that you intend

to tr}'- him as such by a court-martial. I will not undertake to

determine how far this doctrine may be justifiable among
yourselves, but I must give you warning that Major-general

Lee is looked upon as an officer belonging to, and under the

protection of the United Independent States of America, and
that any violence you may commit upon his life and liberty,

will be severely retaliated upon the lives and liberties of the

British officers, or those of their foreign allies in our hands."
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In this letter he likewise adverted to the treatment of Amer-

ican prisoners in New York ; several who had recently been

released, having given the most shocking acconnt of the bar-

barities they had experienced, "which their miserable, ema-

ciated countenances confirmed."—" I would beg," added he,

I

'' that some certain rule of conduct towards prisoners may be
! settled; and, if you are determined to make captivity as dis-

tressing as possible, let me know it, that we may be upon equal

terms, for your conduct shall regulate mine."

Sir William, in repl}', proposed to send an officer of rank to

Washington, to confer upon a mode of exchange and subsist-

ence of prisoners. " This expedient," observes he, ^' appearing

to me effectual for settling all differences, will, I hope, be the

means of preventing a repetition of the improper terms in which
your letter is expressed and founded on the grossest misrepre-

st-ntations. I shall not make any further comment upon it,

lli.in to assure you, that your threats of retaliating upon the in-

nocent such punishment as may be decreed in the circumstances

of Mr. Lee by the laws of his country, will not divert me from
my duty in any resi)ect ; at the same time, you may rest satis-

1^^
fied that the proceedings against him will not be precipitated

;

^B and L trust that, in tliis, or in any other event in the course of

i ^^ my command, you will not have just cause to accuse me of in-

humanity, prejudice, or passion."

I-

Sir William, in truth, was greatly perplexed with respect to

Lee, and had written to England to Lord George Germaine for

instructions in the case. " General Lee," writes he, " being
considered in the light of a deserter, is kept a close prisoner

;

but I do not bring him to trial, as a doubt has arisen, whether,

by a public resignation of his half-pay prior to his entry into

the rebel army, he was amenable to the military law as a de-

serter."

Tlie proposal of Sir William, that all disputed points relative

to the exchange ami subsistence of prisoners should be adjusted

by referees, led to the appointment of two officers for the pur-

pose ; Colonel Walcott, by General Howe, and Colonel Harri-

8<jn, " tlie old secretary," by AVasliington. In the contemplated
exchanges was that of one of the Hessian fiehl-officers for Col-

onel Etlian Allen.

The haughty spirit of Lee had experienced a severe humilia-

tion in the late catastrophe ; his pungciiit and caustic humor is at

an end. In a letter addressed shortly afterwards to Washing-
ton, and inclosing one to Congress which Lord and General
Howe had permitted him to send, he writes, "as the contents

are of the last importance to me, and perhaps not less so to the
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community, I most earnestly entreat, my dear general, that you
will despatch it immediately, and order the Congress to be as

expeditious as possible."

The letter contained a request that two or three gentlemen
might be sent immediately to Kew York, to whom he would
communicate what he conceived to be of the greatest import-

ance. " If my own interests were alone at stake," writes he, " 1

flatter myself that the Congress would not hesitate a single

instant in acquiescing in my request ; but this is far from the

case ; the interests of the public are equally concerned

Lord and General Howe will grant a safe conduct to the gen-

tlemen deputed."

The letter having been read in Congress, Washington was
directed to inform General Lee that they were pursuing and
would continue to pursue every means in their power to provide

for his personal safety, and to obtain his liberty ; but that they

considered it improper to send any of their body to communi-
cate with him, and could not perceive how it would tend to his

advantage or the interest of the public.

Lee repeated his request, but with no better success. He
felt this refusal deeply ; as a brief, sad note to Washington in-

dicates.

"It is a most unfortunate circumstance for myself, and I

think not less so for the public, that Congress have not thought
proper to comply with my request. It could not possibly have

been attended with any ill consequences, and might with good
ones. At least it was an indulgence which I thought my situation

entitled me to. But I am unfortunate in everything, and this

stroke is the severest I have yet experienced. God send you a

different fate. Adieu, my dear general.
" Yours most truly and affectionately,

Charles Lee."

How different from the humorous, satirical, self-confident

tone of his former letters. Yet Lee's actual treatment was not

so harsh as had been represented. He was in close confine-

ment, it is true ; but three rooms had been fitted up for his re-

ception in the Old City Hall of New York, having nothing of

the look of a prison excepting that they were secured by bolts

and bars.

Congress, in the meantime, had resorted to their threatened

measure of rataliation. On the 20th of February, they had re-

solved that the Board of War be directed immediately to order

the five Hessian field-officers and Lieutenant-cc'onel Campbell
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into safe and close custody, " it being the unalterable resolution

of Congress to rataliate on them the same punishment as may
be inflicted on the person of General Lee."

The Colonel Campbell here mentioned had commanded one

of General Eraser's battalions of Highlanders, and had been
captured on board of a transport in Nantasket road, in the pre-

ceding summer. He was a member of Parliament, and a gen-

tleman of fortune. Retaliation was carried to excess in regard

to him, for he was thrown into the common jail at Concord in

Massachusetts.

From his prison he made an appeal to Washington, which at

once touched his quick sense of justice. He immediately wrote

to the council of Massachusetts Bay quoting the words of the

resolution of Congress. '* By this you will observe," adds he,

•• tliat exactly the same treatment is to be shown to Colonel

Campbell and the Hessian officers, that General Howe shows
to General Lee, and as he is only confined to a commodious
house with genteel accommodations, we have no right or reason

to be more severe on Colonel Campbell, who I would wish

>huuld upon the receipt of this be removed from his present

situation, and be put into a house where he may live comfort-

ably."

In a letter to the President of Congress on the following day,

IHj^e gives his moderating counsels on the whole subject of retali-

H!ation. "Though I sincerely commiserate," writes he, "the
misfortunes of General Lee, and feel much for his present un-

1^—happy situation, jet with all possible deference to the oj^inion

^bf Congress, I fear that these resolutions will not have the

^^desired effect, are founded on impolicy, and will, if adhered to,

produce consequences of an extensive and melancholy nat-

li

"^he balance of prisoners is greatly against us, and a general

regard to the happiness of the whole should mark our conduct.

Can we imagine that our enemies will not mete the same pun-
i.shments, the same indignities, the same cruelties, to those be-

longing to us, in their possession, that we impose on theirs in

our power? Why should we suppose them to possess more
liumanity than we have ourselves ? Or why should an ineffect-

ual attempt to relieve the distresses of one brave, unfortunate

man, involve many more in the same calamities ? . . . Sup-

pose," continues he, "the treatment prescribed for the Hes-
sians should be pursued, will it not establish what the enemy
liave been aiming to effect by every artifi(;e and the grossest

misrepresentations, I mean an opinion of our enmity towards

them, and of the cruel treatment they experience, when they
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fall into our hands, a prejudice wliich we on our part have here,

tofore thought it politic to suppress, and to root out by every

act of lenity and of kindness ?
"

'•'Many more objections/' added he, "might be subjoined,

were they material. I shall only observe, that the present

state of the army, if it deserves that name, will not autliorize

the language of retaliation, or the style of menace. This will

be conceded by all who know that the whole of our force is

weak and trifling, and composed of militia (very few regular

troops excepted) whose service is on the eve of expiring.'^

In a letter to Mr. Eobert Morris also, he writes :
" I wisli,

with all my heart, that Congress had gratified General Lee in

his request. If not too late I wish they would do it still. I

can see no possible evil that can result from it ; some good,

I think, might. The request to see a gentleman or two came
from the general, not from the commissioners ; there could

have been no harm, therefore, in hearing what he had to say

on any subject, especially as he had declared that his own per-

sonal interest was deeply concerned. The resolve to put in

close confinement Lieutenant-colonel Campbell and the Hes-
sian field-officers, in order to retaliate upon them General Lee's

punishment, is, in my opinion, injurious in every point of view,

and must have been entered into without due attention to the

consequences. ... If the resolve of Congress respecting

General Lee strikes you in the same point of view it has done
me, I could wish 3^ou would signify as much to that body, as I

really think it fraught with every evil."

Washington was not always successful in instilling his wise

moderation into public councils. Congress adhered to their

vindictive policy, merely directing that no other hardships

should be inflicted on the captive officers, than such confinement

as was necessary to carry their resolve into effect. As to their

refusal to grant the request of Lee, Robert Morris surmised
they were fearful of the injurious effect that might be produced
in the court of France, should it be reported that members of

Congress visited General Lee, by permission of the British com-
missioners. There were other circumstances beside the treat-

ment of General Lee, to produce this indignant sensibility on
the part of Congress. Accounts w^ere rife at this juncture,

of the cruelties and indignities almost invariably experienced
by American prisoners at ]^ew York; and an active correspond-

ence on the subject was going on between Washington and
the British commanders, at the same time with that regarding
General Lee.

The captive Americans who had been in the naval service
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were said to be confined, officers and men, in prison-ships, wliidi

from their loathsome condition, and tlie horrors and sufferings

of all kinds experienced on hoard of them, had acquired the ap-

pellation oifloating hells. Those who had been in the land

service, were crowded int<> jails and dungeons like the vilest

malefactors ; and were represented as pining in cold, in filth,

in hunger and nakedness.

" Our poor devoted soldiers,"' writes an eye-witness, "were
scantily supplied with provisions of bad quality, wretchedly

clothed, and destitute of sufficient fuel, if indeed they had any.

Disease was the inevitable consequence, and their prisons soon

became hospitals. A fatal malady was generated, and the mor-

tality, to every heart not steeled by the spirit of party, was
truly deplorable." * According to popular account, the prison-

ers confined on shipboard, and on shore, were perishing by
hundreds.

A statement made by Captain Gamble, recently confined on
board of a prison-ship, had especially roused the ire of Congress,

and by their directions had produced a letter from AVashington

to Lord Howe. " I am sorry," writes he, " that I am under the

disagreeable necessity of troubling 3''our lordsliip with a letter,

almost wholly on tlie subject of the cruel treatment which our

•officers and men in the naval department, wlio are unhappy
enough to fall into your hands, receive on board the prison-ships

in the harbor of New York." After specifying the case of Cap-

tain Gamble, and adding a few particulars, he proceeds : "From
the opinion, I have ever been taught to entertain of yourlordship's

humanity, I will not suj)pose that you are privy to proceedings

of 80 cruel and unjustifiable a nature ; and I hope, that, upon
making the proper inquiry, you will have the matter so regu-

lated, that the unhappy persons whose lot is captivity, may not

in future have the miseries of cold, disease, and famine, added
to their other misfortunes. You may call us rebels, and say

that we deserve no better treatment ; but remember, my lord,

that, supposing us rebels, we still have feelings as keen and
sensible as loyalists, and will, if forced to it, most assuredly re-

taliate upon those upon whom we look as the unjust invaders of

our rights, liberties, and properties. I should not have said

thus much, but my injured countrymen have long called upon
me to endeavor to obtain a redress of their grievances, and I

should'think myself as culpable as those who inflict such sever-

ities upon them, were I to continue silent," etc.

Lord Howe, in reply (January 17), expressed himself sur-

prised at the matter and language of Washington's letter, *^ so

Graydon' 8 Memoir8, p. 232.
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different from the liberal vein of sentiment he had been habltii-

uted to ex2)ect on every occasion of personal intercourse or

correspondence with him." He was surprised, too that " the

idle and unnatural report " of Captain Gamble, respecting the

dead and dying, and the neglect of precautions against infection,

should meet with any credit. " Attention to preserve the lives

of these men," writes he, " whom we esteem the misled subjects

of the Idng, is a duty as binding on us, where we are able from
circumstances to execute it with effect, as any you can plead

for the interest jon profess in their welfare."

He denied that prisoners were ill treated in his particular

department (the naval). The}'- had been allowed the general

liberty of the prison-ship, until a successful attempt of some to

escape, had rendered it necessary to restrain the rest within

such limits as left the commanding parts of the ship in posses-

sion of the guard. They had the same provisions in quality

and quantity that were furnished to the seamen of his own
ship. The want of cleanliness was the result of their ovsjn

indolence and neglect. In regard to health, they had the

constant attendance of an American surgeon, a fellow-prisoner;

who was furnished with medicines from the king's stores ; and
the visits of the physician of the fleet.

" As I al)hor every imputation of wanton cruelty in mul-
tiplying the miseries of the wretched," observes his lordship,

" or of treating them with needless severity. I have taken the

trouble to state these several facts."

In regard to the hint at retaliation, he leaves it to Washing-
ton to act therein as he should think fit ; but adds he grandly,
" the innocent at my disposal will not have any severities to

apprehend from me on that account."

We have quoted this correspondence tke more freely,

because it is on a subject deeply worn into the American mind
;

and about which we have heard too many particulars, from

childhood upwards, from persons of unquestionable veracity,

who suffered in the cause, to permit us to doubt about the fact.

The Jersey Prison-ship is proverbial in our revolutionary

history ;
and the bones of the unfortunate patriots who perished

on board, form a monument on the Long Island shore. The
horrors of the Sugar-house converted into a prison, are tradi-

tional in New York ; and the brutal tyranny of Cunningham,
the provost-marshal, over men of worth confined in the common
jail, for the siii of patriotism, has been handed down from

generation to generation.

That Lord Howe and Sir William were ignorant of the

extent of these atrocities we really believe, but it was their
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duty to be well informed. War is, at best, a cruel trade, that

habituates those who follow it to regard the sufferings of others

with indifference. There is not a doubt, too, that a feeling of

contumely deprived the patriot prisoners of all sympathy in the

early stages of the Revolution. They were regarded as crim-

inals rather than captives. The stigma of rebels seemed to

take from them all the indulgences, scanty and miserable as

they are, usually granted to prisoners of war. The British

officers looked down with haughty contempt upon the American
officers, who had fallen into their hands. The British soldiery

treated them with insolent scurrility. It seemed as if the very
ties of consanguinity rendered their hostility more intolerant,

for it was observed that American prisoners were better treated

by the Hessians than by the British. It was not until our
countrymen had made themselves formidable by their suc-

cesses that they were treated, when prisoners, with common
decency and humanity.
The difficulties arising out of the case of General Lee inter-

rupted the operations with regard to the exchange of prisoners;

I^Land gallant men, on both sides, suffered prolonged detention in

^P consequence ; and among the number the brave, but ill-starred

Ethan Allen.

Lee, in the meantime, remained in confinement, until

directions with regard to him should be received from govern-
ment. Events, however, had diminished his importance in the

eyes of the enemy ; he was no longer considered the American
,^_ palladium. " As the capture of the Hessians and the

l^fcmanoeuvres against the British took place after the surprise of
^^" General Lee," observes a London writer of the day, '' we find

that he is not the only effici«?nt officer in the American
iervice.'*

""
* Am. ArchiveSf 5th Series, ill. 1244.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

EXERTIONS TO FORM A NEW ARMY. CALLS ON THE DIFFERENT
STATES. INSUFFICIENCY OF THE MILITIA. WASHINGTON'S
CARE FOR THE YEOMANRY. DANGERS IN THE NORTHERN
DEPARTMENT. WINTER ATTACK ON TICONDEROGA APPRE-
HENDED. EXERTIONS TO REINFORCE SCHUYLER. PRECA-
RIOUS STATE OF Washington's army.—conjectures as to
THE designs of THE ENEMY. EXPEDITION OF THE BRIT-

ISH AGAINST PEEKSKILL.

The early part of the year brought the annual embarrass-

ments caused by short enlistments. The brief terms of service

for which the continental soldiery had enlisted, a few months
perhaps, at most a 3^ear, were expiring; and the men glad to

be released from camp duty, were hastening to their rustic

homes. Militia had to be the dependence until a new army
could be raised and organized ; and Washington culled on the

Council of Safety of Pennsylvania, speedily to furnish temporary
reinforcements of the kind.

All his officers that could be spared were ordered away, some
to recruit, some to collect the scattered men of the different

regiments, who were dispersed, he said, almost over the con-

tinent. General Knox was sent off to Massachusetts to ex-

pedite the raising of a battalion of artillery. Different States

were urged to levy and equip their quotas for the continental

army. "Nothing but the united efforts of every State in

America," writes he, " can save us from disgrace, and probably

from ruin."

Khode Island is repror.ched with raising troops for home
service before furnishing its supply to the general army. " If

each State," writes he, " were to prepare for its own defense

independent of each other, they would all be conquered, one by
one. Our success must depend on afirm union and a strict

adhereyice to the general plan.^^ *

He deplores the fluctuating state of the army while depend-

ing on militia ; full one day, almost disbanded the next. " I

am much afraid that the enemy, one day or other, taking ad-

vantage of one of these temj^orary weaknesses, will make them-
selves masters of our magazines of stores, arms, and artillery.

* Letter to Governor Cooke. Sparks, iv. 285.
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The militia, too, on being dismissed, were generally suffered

by their officers to carry home with them the arms with which
they had been furnished, so that the armory was in a manner
scattered over all the world, and forever lost to the public.

Then an earnest word is spoken 'by him in behalf of the

yeomanry, whose welfare always lay near his heart. " You
must be fully sensible," writes he, "of the hardships imposed
upon individuals, and how detrimental it must be to the public

to have fanners and tradesmen frequently called out of the

field as militia men, whereby a total stop is put to arts and
agriculture, without which we cannot long subsist.''

While thus anxiously exerting himself to strengthen his own
precarious army, the security of the Northern department was
urged upon liis attention. Schuyler represented it as in need
of reinforcements and supplies of all kinds. He apprehended
that Carleton might make an attack upon Ticonderoga, as soon

as he could cross Lake Champlain on the ice ; that important
fortress was under the command of a brave officer, Colonel An-
thony Wayne, but its garrison had dwindled down to six or

seven hundred m,en, cliiefly New England militia. In the

present destitute situation of his department as to troops,

Schuyler feared that Carleton might not only succeed in an at-

tempt on Ticonderoga, but might push his way to Albany.
He had written in vain, he said, to the Convention of New

York, and to the Eastern States, for reinforcements, and he en-

treated Washington to aiti him with his influence. He wished
to have his army composed of troops from as many different

States as possible ; the Southern people having a greater spirit

of discipline and subordination, might, he thought, introduce

it among the Eastern people.

He wished also for the assistance of a general officer or two
in his department. " I am alone," writes he, " distracted with
a variety of cares, and no one to take part of the burden." *

Although Washington considered a winter attack of the kind
specified by Schuyler too difficult and dangerous to be very
probable, he urged reinforcements from Massachusetts and
New Hampshire, whence they could be furnished most speedily.

Massachusetts, in fact, had already determined to send four regi-

ments to Schuyler's aid as soon as possible.

Washington disapproved of a mixture of troops in the

present critical juncture, knowing, he said, "the difficulty of

maintaining harmony among men from different States, and
bringing them to lay aside all attachments and distinctions of

a local and provincial nature, and cojisider themselves the same
* Schuyler's Letter Book, MS.
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people, engaged in the same noble struggle, and having one
general interest to defend.^^ *

The quota of Masscliusetts, under the present arrangement of

the arm}', was fifteen regiments ; and Washington ordered

General Heath, who was in Massachusetts, to forward them to

Ticonderoga as fast as they could be raised.!

Nothwithstanding all Washington's exertions in behalf of

the army under his immediate command, it continued to be
deplorably in want of reinforcements, and it was necessary to

maintain the utmost vigilance at all his posts to prevent his

camp from being surprised. The operation of the enemy might
be delayed by the bad condition of the roads, and the want of

horses to move their artillery, but he anticipated an attack as

soon as the roads were passable, and apprehended a disastrous

result unless speedily reinforced.
" The enemy," writes he, " must be ignorant of our numbers

and situation, or they would never suffer us to remain unmo-
lested, and I almost tax myself with imprudence in committing
the fact to paper, lest this letter should fall into other hands
than those for which it is intended." And again : "It is not

in my power to make Congress fully sensible of the real situ-

ation of our affairs, and that it is with difficulty I can keep the

life and soul of the army together. In a word, they are at a

distance ; they think it is but to say ^>res^o, begone, and every-

thing is done ; they seem not to have any conception of the

difficulty and perplexity of those who have to execute."

The designs of the enemy being mere matter of conjecture,

measures varied accordingly. As the season advanced, Wash-
ington was led to believe that Philadelphia would be their first

object at the opening of the campaign, and that they would
bring round all their troops from Canada by water to aid in the

enterprise. Under this persuasion he wrote to General Heath,
ordering him to send eight of the Massachusetts battalions to

Peekskill instead of Ticonderoga, and he explained his reasons

for so doing in a letter to Schuyler. "At Peekskill," he ob-

served, " they would be well j^laced to give support to any of

the Eastern or Middle States ; or to oppose the enemy, should

they design to penetrate the country up the Hudson ; or to

cover New England, should they invade it. Should they move
westward, the Eastern and Southern troops could easily form a

junction, and this, besides, would oblige the enemy to leave a
much stronger garrison at New York. Even should the enemy
pursue their first plan of an invasion from Canada, the troops

* Ibid.

t Sparks. WashingioftC^ Writings^ iv. 361, note.
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at Peekskill would not be badly placed to reinforce Ticonder-

oga, and cover the country around Albany." "I am very

sure/' concludes he, " the operations of this army will in a great

degree govern the motions of that in Canada. ly this is held

at bay, curbed aiid confined, the N'orthem army will not dare

attempt to penetrate.^'' The last sentence will be found to con-

tain the policy which governed Washington's personal move-
ments throughout the campaign.

On the 18th of March he despatched General Greene to

Philadelphia, to lay before Congress such matters as he could

not venture to communicate by letter. ^^ He is aii able and
good officer," writes he, " who has my entire confidence, and is

intimately acquainted with my ideas."

Greene had scarce departed when the enemy began to give

signs of life. The delay in the arrival of artillery, more than
his natural indolence, had kept General Howe from formally

taking the field ; he now made preparations for the next cam-
paign by detaching troops to destroy the American deposits of

military stores. One of the chief of these was at Peekskill,

the very place where Washington had directed Heath to send
troops from Massachusetts ; and which he thought of making
a central point of assemblage. Howe terms it "the port of

that rough and mountainous tract called the Manor of Court-

landt." Brigadier-general McDougall had the command of it

in the absence of General Heath, but his force did not exceed
two hundred and fifty men
As soon as the Hudson was clear of ice, a squadron of

vessels of war and transports, with five hundred troops under
Colonel Bird, ascended the river. McDougall had intelligence

of the intended attack, and while the ships were making their

way across the Tappan Sea and Haverstraw Bay, exerted him-
self to remove as much as possible of the provisions and stores

to Forts Montgomery and Constitution in the Highlands. On
the morning of the 23d, the whole squadron came to anchor in

Peekskill Bay ; and five hundred men landed in Lent's Cove,

on the south side of the bay, whence they pushed forward with
four light field-pieces drawn by sailors. On their approach,

McDougall set fire to the barracks and principal storehouses,

and retreated about two miles to a strong post commanding
the entrance to the Highlands, and the road to Continental
Village, the place of the deposits. It was the post which had
been noted by Washington in the preceding year, where a
small force could make a stand, and hurl down masses of rock
on their assaihints. Hence McDougall sent an express to

Lieutenant-colonel Marinus Wiilet, who had charge of Fort
Constitution, to hasten to his assistance.
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The British, finding the wharf in flames where they had in-

tended to embark their spoils, completed the conflagration, be-

side destroying several small craft laden with provisions.

They kept possession of the place until the following day, when
a scouting party, which had advanced towards the entrance of

the Highlands, was encountered by Colonel Marinus Willit

with a detachment from Fort Constitution, and driven back to

the main body after a sharp skirmish, in which nine of the

marauders were killed. Four more were slain on the banks of

Canopas Creek as they were setting fire to some boats. The
enemy were disappointed in the hope of carrying off a great

deal of booty, and finding the country around was getting

under arms, they contented themselves with the mischief they

had done, and reembarked in the evening by moonlight, when
the whole squadron swept down the Hudson.

CHAPTER XIX.

Schuyler's affairs in the northern depar ient.—misun-
derstandings WITH CONGRESS. GIVES OFFENSE BY A RE-

PROACHFUL LETTER. OFFICE OF ADJUTANT-GENERAL OFFER-
ED TO GATES. DECLINED BY HIM. SCHUYLER REPRIMANDED
BY CONGRESS FOR HIS REPROACHFUL LETTER. GATES aP-

POINTED TO THE COMMAND AT TICONDEROGA. SCHUYLER
CONSIDERS HIMSELF VIRTUALLY SUSPENDED.—TAKES HIS

SEAT AS A DELEGATE TO CONGRESS, AND CLAIMS A COURT OF
INQUIRY. HAS COMMAND AT PHILADELPHIA.

We have now to enter upon a tissue of circumstances con-

nected with the Northern department, which will be found
materially to influence the course of affairs in that quarter

throughout the current year, and ultimately to be fruitful of

annoyance to Washington himself. To make these more clear

to the reader, it is necessary to revert to events in the preced-

ing year.

The question of command between Schuyler and Gates, when
settled as we have shown by Congress, had caused no interrup-

tion to the harmony of intercourse between these generals

Schuyler directed the affairs of the department with energy

and activity from his head-quarters at Albany, where they had
been fixed by Congress, while Gates, subordinate to him, com-
manded the post of Ticonderoga.

The disappointment;; of an independent command, however,
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still rankled in the mind of the latter, and was kept alive by
the officious suggestions of meddling friends. In tlie course of

the autumn, his hopes in this respect revived. Schuyler was
again disgusted with the service. In the discharge of his vari-

ous and harassing duties, he had been annoyed by sectional

jealousies and ill will. His motives and measures had been
maligned. The failures in Canada had been attributed to him,

and he had repeatedly entreated Congress to order an inquiry

into the man}^ charges made against him, " that he might not

any longer be insulted."
" I assure you," writes he to Gates, on the 25th of August,

" that I am so sincerely tired of abuse, that I will let my
enemies arrive at the completion of their wishes by retiring, as

soon as I shall have been tried ; and attempt to serve my in-

jured country in some other way, where envy and detraction

will have no temptation to follow me."
On the 14th of September, he actually offered his resignation

of his commission as major-general, and of every other office and
appointment ; still claiming a court of inquiry on his conduct,

and expressing his determination to fulfill the duties of a good
citizen, and promote the weal of his native country, but in some
other capacity. " I trust," writes he, " that my successor,

whoever he may be, will find that matters are as prosperously
arranged in this department as the nature of the service will

L admit. I shall most readily give him any information and as-

l^p sistance in my power."" He immediately wrote to General Gates, apprising him of

his having sent in his resignation. " It is much to be la-

mented," writes he, " that calumny is so much cherished in this

unhappy country, and that so few of the servants of the public

escape the malevolence of a set of insidious miscreants. It has
driven me to the necessity of resigning."

As the command of the department, should his resignation be
accepted, would of course devolve on Gates, he assures him he

»will render every assistance in his power to any officer whom«
Gates might appoint to command in Albany.

All his letters to Gates, while they were thus in relation to

the department, had been kind and courteous ; beginning with,

"My dear General," and ending with "adieu" and "every
friendly wish." Schuyler was a warm-hearted man, and his ex-
pressions were probably sincere. '

^''^

(m The hopes of Gates, inspired by this proffered resignation,'

H were doomed to be again overclouded. Schuyler was informed
by President Hancock, " that Congress, during the present state

of affairs, could not consent to accept of his resignation : but
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requested that he would continue in the command he hekl, and
be assured that the aspersions thrown out by liis enemies against

his character, had no influence ujmn the minds oi tlie members
of that House ; and that more effectually to put calumny to

silence, they would at an early day appoint a committee to

inquire fully into his conduct, which they trusted would estab-

lish his reputation in the opinion of all good men."
Schuyler received the resolve of Congress with grim acquies-

cence, but showed in his reply that he was bu^ half soothed.
" At this very critical juncture," writes he, October 16, " I shall

waive those remarks which in justice to myself, I must make at

a future day. The calumny of my enemies has arisen to its

height. Their malice is incapable of heightening the injury.

In the alarming situation of our affairs, I shall

continue to act some time longer, but Congress must prej^are to

put the care of this department into other hands. I shall be
able to render my country better services in another line : less

exposed to a repetition of the injuries I have sustained."

He had remained at his post, therefore, discharging the

various duties of his department with his usual zeal and activity
;

and Gates, at the end of the campaign, had repaired, as we have

shown, to the vicinity of Congress, to attend the fluctuation of

events.

Circumstances in the course of the winter had put the worthy
Schuyler again on points of punctilio with Congress. Among
some letters intercepted by the enemy and retaken by the

Americans, was one from Colonel Joseph Trumbull, the com-
missary-general, insinuating that General Schuyler had secreted

or suppressed a commission sent for his brother. Colonel John
Trumbull, as deputy adjutant-general.* The purport of the

letter was reported to Schuyler. He spurned at the insinuation.
" If it be true that he has asserted such a thing," writes he to

the president, " I shall expect from Congress that justice which
is due to me."

Three weeks later he inclosed to the president a copy of

Trumbull's letter. " I hope," writes he, " Congress will not en-

tertain the least idea that I can tamely submit to such injurious,

treatment. I expect they will immediately do what is incum-

bent on them on the occasion. Until Mr. Trumbull and I art

upon a footing, I cannot do what the laws of honor and a regarc

to my own reputation render indispensably necessary. Congress

can put us on a par by dismissing one or the other from the

service."

* The reader may recollect that it was Commissary-general Trumbull
who wrote the letter to Gates calculated to inflame his jealousy against

Schuyler, when the question of command had risen between them. (See

vol. i. ch. 28.)
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Congress failed to comply with the general's request. They
added also to his chagrin by dismissing from the service an
army physician, in whose appointment he had particularly in-

interested himself.

Schuyler was a proud-spirited man, and, at times, somewhat
irascible. In a letter to Congress on the 8th of February, he
observed :

'' As Dr. Stringer had my recommendation to the

office he has sustained, perhaps it was a compliment due to me
that I should have been advised of the reason of his dismission."

And again :
" I was in hopes some notice would have been

taken of the odious suspicion contained in Mr. Commissary
Trumbull's intercepted letter. I really feel myself deeply cha-

grined on the occasion. 1 am incapable of the meanness he
suspects me of, and I confidently expected that Congress would
have done me that justice which it was in their power to give,

and which I humbly conceive they ought to have done."

This letter gave great umbrage to Congress, but no immediate
answer was made to it.

About this time the office of adjutant-general, which had re-

mained vacant ever since the resignation of Colonel Keed, to

the great detriment of the service, especially now when a new
army was to be formed, was offered to General Gates, who had
formerly filled it with ability ; and President Hancock informed
him, by letter, of the earnest desire of Congress that he should

resume it, retaining his present rank and pay.

Gates almgst resented the proposal. " Unless the comman-
der-in-<jhief earnestly makes the same request with your Excel-

lency," replies he, " all my endeavors as adjutant-general would
be vain and fruitless. I had, last year, the honor to command
in the second post in America; and had the good fortune to

prevent the enemy from making their so much wished-for

junction with General Howe. After this, to be expected to

dwindle again to the adjutant-general, requires more philosophy

on my part, and something more than words on yours." *

He wrote to Washington to the same effect, but declared

that, should it be his Excellency's wish, he would resume the

office with alacrity.

Washington promptly replied that he had often wished it in

secret, though he had never even hinted at it, supposing
Gates might have scruples on the subject. " You cannot con-

ceive the pleasure I feel," adds he, '• when you tell me that, if

it is ray desire that you should resume your former office, you
will with cheerfulness and alacrity proceed to Morristown."
He thanks him for this mark of attention to his wishes : as-

Gates' Paper*. N. Y. H. Lib.
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sures him that he looks upon his resumption of the office as the

only means of giving form and regularity to the new army;
and will be glad to receive a line from him mentioning the

time he would leave Philadelphia.

He received no such line. Gates had a higher object in

view. A letter from Schuyler to Congress, had informed
that body that he should set out for Philadelphia about the

21st of March, and should immediately on his arrival require

the promised inquiry into his conduct. Gates, of course, was
acquainted with this circumstance. He knew Schuyler had
given offense to Congress ; he knew that he had been offended

on his own part, and had repeatedly talked of resigning. He
had active friends in Congress ready to push his interests. On
the 12th of March his letter to President Hancock about the

proffered adjutancy was read, and ordered to be taken into con-

sideration on the following day.

On the 13th, a committee of five was appointed to confer

with him upon the general state of affairs.

On the 15th, the letter of General Schuyler of the 3d of

Pebruary which had given such offense, was brought before the

House, and it was resolved that his suggestion concerning the

dismission of Dr. Stringer, was highly derogatory to the honor
of Congress, and that it was expected his letters in future

would be written in a style suitable to the dignity of the rep-

resentative body of these free and independent States, and to

his own character as their officer. His expressions, too, respect-

ing the intercepted letter, that he had expected Congress would
have done him all the justice in their power, were pronounced,
" to say -the least, ill-advised and highly indecent." *

While Schujder was thus in partial eclipse, the House pro-

ceeded to appoint a general officer for the Northern depart-

ment, of which he had stated it to be in need.

On the 25th of March, Gates received the following note

from President Hancock :
" I have it in charge to direct that

you repair to Ticonderoga immediately, and take command of

the army stationed in that department.

Gates obeyed with alacritj*. Again the vision of an independ-

ent command floated before his mind, and he was on his way
to Albany, at the time that Schuyler, ignorant of this new ar-

rangement, was journeying to Philadelphia. Gates was ac-

companied by Brigadier-general Fermois, a Prench officer, re-

cently commissioned in the continental army. A rumor of his

approach preceded him. " What are the terms on which Gates
is coming on ? " was asked in Albany. " Has Schuyler been

* Journals of Congress.
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superseded, or is he to be so, or has he resigned ?" For a time

all was rumor and conjecture. A report reached his family that

he was to be divested of all titles and rank other than that of

Philip Schuyler, Esquire. They heard it with joy, knowing
the carking cares alid annoyances that had beset him in his com-
mand. His military friends deprecated it as a great loss to the

service.*

When Grates arrived in Albany, Colonel Yarick, Schuyler's

secretary, waited on him with a message from Mrs. Schuy-
ler, inviting him to take up his quarters at the general's

house, which was in the vicinity. He declined, as the de-

spatch of affairs required him to be continually in town ; but

took his breakfast with Mrs. Schuyler the next morning. He
remained in Albany, unwilling to depart for Ticonderoga until

there should be sufficient troops there to support him.

Schuyler arrived in Philadelphia in the second week in April,

and found himself superseded in effect by General Gates in the

Northern department. He inclosed to the committee of Albany
the recent resolutions of Congress, passed before his arrival.

"By these," writes he, "you will readily perceive that I shall

not return a general. Under what influence it has been brought
about, I am not at liberty now to mention. On my return to

Albany, I shall give the committee the fullest information." f
Taking his seat in Congress as a delegate from New York,

he demanded the promised investigation of his conduct during
the time he had held a command in the army.* It was his in-

tention, when the scrutiny had taken place, to resign his com-
mission, and retire from the service. On the 18th, a com-
mittee of inquiry was appointed, as at his request, composed of

a member from each State.

In the meantime, as second major-general of the United
States (Le'.' being the first), he held active command at Phila-

delphia, forming a camp on the western side of the Delaware,
completing the works on Fort Island, throwing up works on
Red Bank, and accelerating the despatch of troops and pro-

visions to the commander-in-chief. During his sojourn at

Philadelphia, also, he contributed essentially to reorganize

the commissary department ; digesting rules for its regulation,

which were mainly adopted by Congress.

* Letter of Colonel Richard Yarick, Schuyler's Letter Book,
t Schuyler's Letter Book.
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CHAPTER XX.

FOREIGN OFFICERS CANDIDATES FOR SITUATIONS IN THE ARMY.
DIFFICULTIES IN ADJUSTING QUESTIONS OF RANK.—DU-

COUDRAY.—CONWAY.—KOSCIUSZKO.—WASHINGTON' S GUARD.S.

ARNOLD OMITTED IN THE ARMY PROMOTIONS. WASHING-
TON TAKES HIS PART. BRITISH EXPEDITION AGAINST DAN-
BURY. DESTRUCTION OF AMERICAN STORES.—CONNECTICUT
YEOMANRY IN ARMS. SKIRMISH AT RIDGEFIELD. DEATH
OF GENERAL WOOSTER. GALLANT SERVICES" OF ARNOLD.
REWARDED BY CONGRESS. EXPLOIT OF COLONEL MEIGS AT
SAG HARBOR.

The fame of the American struggle for independence was
bringing foreign officers as candidates for admission into the

patriot army, and causing great embarrassment to the command-
er-in-chief. "They seldom/*' writes Washington, '"bring more
than a commission and a passport ; which we know may belong
to a bad as well as a good officer. Their ignorance of our lan-

guage, and their inability to recruit men, are insurmountable
obstacles to th^jr being engrafted in our continental battalions

;

for our officers, who have raised their men, and have served

through the war upon pay that has not hitherto borne their ex-

penses, would be disgusted if foreigners were put over their

heads ; and I assure you, few or none of these gentlemen look

lower than field officers' commissions Some gen-

eral mode of disposing of them must be adopted, for it is un-

generous to keep them in suspense, and a great charge to them-
selves ; but I am at a loss to know how to point out this mode."

Congress determined that no foreign officers should receive

commissions who were not well acquainted with the English

language, and did not bring strong testimonials of their abili-

ties. Still there was embarrassment. Some came with brevet

commissions from the French government, and had been assured

by Mr. Deane, American commissioner at Paris, that they would
have the same rank in the American army. This would put

them above American officers of merit and hard service, whose
commissions were of more recent date. One Monsieur Ducou-
dray, on the strength of an agreement with Mr. Deane, expect-

ed to have the rank of major-general, and to be put at the liead

of the artillery. Washington deprecated the idea of intrusting
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a department on which the very salvation of the army might
depend, to a foreigner, who hati no other tie to bind him to the

interests of the country than honor; besides, lie observed, it

would endanger the loss to the service of General Knox, " a

man of great military reading, sound judgment, and clear per-

ceptions. He has conducted the affairs of that department
with honor to himself and advantage to the public, and will re-

sign if any one is put over him."

In fact, the report that Ducoudray was to be a major-general

with a commission dated in the preceding year, caused a com-
motion among the American officers of that rank, but whose
commissions were of later date. Congress eventually deter-

mined not to ratify the contract entered into between Mr.
Deane and Monsieur Ducoudray, and resolved that the com-
missions of foreign officers received into the service, should bear

date on the day of their being filled up by Washington.
Among the foreign candidates for appointments was one

Colonel Conwa}', a native of Ireland, but who, according to his

own account, had been thirty years in the service of France,

and claimed to be a chevalier of the order of St. Louis, of which
he wore the decoration. Mr. Dean had recommended him to

Washington as an officer of merit, and had written to Congress
that he considered him well qualified for the office of adjutant

or brigadier-general, and that he had given him reason to hope
for one or the other of these appointments.. Colonel Conway
pushed for that of brigadier-general. It had been conferred

some time before by Congress on two French officers, De Fer-

mois and Deborre, who, he had observed, had been inferior to

him in the French service, and it would be mortifying now to

hold rank below them.
" I cannot pretend," writes Washington to the president, " to

speak of Colonel Conway's merits or abilities of my own knowl-
edge. He appears to be a man of candor, and, if he has been
in service as long as he says, I should suppose him infinitely

better qualified to serve us than many who have been promoted,

as he speaks our language."

Conway accordingly received the rank of brigadier-general,

of which he subsequently proved himself unworthy. He was
boastful and presumptuous, and became noted for his intrigues

and for a despicable cabal against the commander-in-chief,

which went by his name, and of which we shall have to speak
hereafter.

A candidate of a different stamp had presented himself in

the preceding year, the gallant, generous-spirited, Thaddeus
Kosciuszko. He was a Pole, of an ancient and noble family of
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Lithnania, and had been educated for the profession of arms at

the military school at Warsaw, and siihsoquently in France.

Disappointed in a love affair with a beautiful lady of rank with
whom he had attempted to elope, he had emigrated to this

country, and came provided with a letter of introduction from
Dr. Franklin to Washington.

" What do you seek here ? " inquired the commander-in-
chief.

" To fight for American independence."
" What can you do ?

"

"Try me."
Washington was pleased with the curt, yet comprehensive

reply, and with his chivalrous air and spirit, and at once re-

ceived him into his family as an aide-de-camp.* Congress
shortly afterwards appointed him an engineer, with the rank
of colonel. He proved a valuable officer throughout the Revolu-

tion, and won an honorable and lasting name in our country.

Among the regiments which had been formed in the spring,

one had been named by its officers " The Congress' Own," and
another " General Washington's Life Guards." A resolve of

Congress promptly appeared, pronouncing those appellations im-

proper, and ordering that they should be discontinued. Wash-
ington's own modesty had already administered a corrective. In
a letter to the President of Congress, he declared that the regi-

ments had been so named without his consent or privity. " As
soon as I heard of it," writes he, " I wrote to several of the offi-

cers in terms of severe reprehension, and expressly charged
them to suppress the distinction, adding that all the battalions

were on the same footing, and all under the general name of

Continental." No man was less desirous for all individual dis-

tinctions of the kind.

Somewhat later he really formed a company for his guard.

Colonel Alexander Spotswood had the selection of the men, four

from each regiment ; and was charged to be extremely cautious,

"because," writes Washington, "it is more than probable that,

in the course of the campaign, my baggage, papers, and other

matters of great public import, may be committed to the sole

care of these men." That the company might look well, and be

nearly of a size, none were to be over five feet ten, nor under
five feet nine inches in stature, and to be sober, young, active,

and well-made, of good character, and proud of appearing clean

and soldier-like. As there would be a greater chance for fidelity

among such as had family connections in the country. Spots-

wood was charged to send none but natives, and, if possible,

* Foreign Quarterly Beview, vol. xv. p. 114.
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men of some property. " I must insist," concludes Washing-
ton, " that, in making this choice, you give no intimation of my
preference of natives, as I do not want to create any invidious

distinction between them and the officers/' *

Questions of rank among his generals, were, as we have re-

peatedly shown, perpetual sources of perplexity to Washington,
and too often caused by what the sarcastic Lee termed " the

stumblings of Congress ;
" such was the case at present. In

recent army promotions. Congress had advanced Stirling,

Mifflin, St. Clair, Stephen, and Lincoln, to the rank of major-

general, while Arnold, their senior in service, and distinguished

by so many brilliant exploits, was passed over and left to re-

main a brigadier.

Washington was surprised at not seeing his name on the list,

but supposing it might have been omitted through mistake, he
wrote to Arnold, who was at Providence in Rhode Island, advis-

ing him not to take any hasty step in consequence, but to allow

time for reflection, promising his own endeavors to remedy any
error that might have been made. He wrote also to Henry Lee
in Congress, inquiring whether the omission was owing to ac-

cident or design. " Surely," said he, " a more active,' a more
spirited, and sensible officer, fills no department of your army.
Not seeing him, then, in the list of major-generals, and no men-
tion made of him, has given me uneasiness ; as it is not presum-
ed, being the oldest brigadier, that he will continue in service

under such a slight."

Arnold was, in truth, deeply wounded by the omission. " I

am greatly obliged to your Excellency," writes he to Washing-
ton, '• for interesting yourself so much in respect to my appoint-

ment, which I have had no advice of, and know not by what
means it was announced in the papers. Congress undoubtedly
have a right of promoting those whom, from their abilities, and
their long and arduous services, they esteem most deserving.

Their promoting junior officers to the rank of major-generals,

I view as a very civil way of requesting my resignation, as un-

qfUalified for the office I hold. My commission was conferred

unsolicited, and received with pleasure only as a means of serv-

ing my country. With equal pleasure I resign it, when I can
no longer serve my country with honor. The person who, void

of the nice feelings of honor, will tamely condescend to give up
his right, and retain a commission at the expense of his reputa-

tion, 1 hold as a disgrace to the army, and unworthy of the

glorious cause in which we are engaged In justice,

therefore, to my own character, and for the satisfaction of my
* Sp»rk«. Writings qf Waahington, iv. 407.
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friends, I must request a court of inquiry into my conduct ; and
though I sensibly feel the ingratitude of my countrymen, yet

every personal injury shall be buried in my zeal for the safety

and happiness of my country, in whose cause I have repeatedly

fought and bled, and am ready at all times to risk my life."

He subsequently intimated that he should avoid any hasty

step, and should remain at his post until he could leave it with-

out any damage to the public interest.

The principle upon which Congress had proceeded in their

recent promotions was explained to Washington. The number
of general officers promoted from each State was proportioned

to the number of men furnished by it. Connecticut (Arnold's

State) had already two major-generals, which was its full share.

"I confess," writes Washington to Arnold, "this is a strange

mode of reasoning ; but it may serve to show you that the pro-

motion, which was due to your seniority, was not overlooked

for want of merit in you."
" The point," observes he, " is of so delicate a nature, that I

will not even undertake to advise. Your own feelings must bei

your gi:iide. As no particular charge is alleged against you, I

do not see upon what grounds you can demand a court of in-

quiry. Your determination not to quit your present command,
while any danger to the public might ensue from your leaving

it, deserves my thanks, and justly entitles you to the thanks of

the country."

An opportunity occurred before long, for Arnold again to

signalize himself.

The amount of stores destroyed at Peekskill had fallen far

short of General Howe's expectations. Something more must
be done to cripple the Americans before the opening of the

campaign. Accordingly, another expedition was set on foot

against a still larger deposit at Danbury, within the borders of

Connecticut, and between twenty and thirty miles from Peek-
skill.

Ex-governor Tryon, recently commissioned major-general of

provincials, conducted it, accompanied by Brigadier-general

Agnew and Sir William Erskine. He had a mongrel force two
thousand strong ; American, Irish, and British refugees from
various parts of the continent ; and made his . appearance on
the Sound in the latter part of April, with a fleet of twenty-
six sail, greatly to the disquiet of every assailable place along

the coast. On the 25th, towards evening, he landed his troops

on the beach at the foot of Canepo Hill, near the mouth of the

Saugatuck River. The yeomaiuy of the neighborhood had
assembled to resist them, but a few cannon-shot made them
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give way, and the troops set off for Danbury, about twenty-

three miles distant
;
galled at first by a scattering fire from

behind a stone fence. They were in a patriotic neighborhood.

General Silliman, of the Connecticut militia, who resided at

Fairfield, a few miles distant, sent out expresses to rouse the

country. It so happened that General Arnold was at New
Haven, between twenty and thirty miles off, on his way to

Philadelphia for the purpose of settling his accounts. At the

alarm of a British inroad, he forgot his injuries and irritation,

mounted his horse, and, accompanied by General Wooster,

hastened to join General Silliman. As they spurred forward,

every farm-house sent out its warrior, until upwards of a hun
dred were pressing on with them, full of the fighting spirit.

Lieutenant Oswald, Arnold's secretary in the Canada campaign,

who had led the forlorn hope in the attempt upon Quebec, was
at this time at New Haven, enlisting men for Lamb's regi-

ment of artillery. He, too, heard the note of alarm, and mus-
tering his recruits, marched off with three field-pieces for the

scene of action." *

In the meanwhile the British, marching all night with short

baitings, reached Danbury about two o'clock in the afternoon

of the 26th. There were but fifty Continental soldiers and one

hundred militia in the place. These retreated, as did most of

the inhabitants, excepting such as remained to take care of the

sick and aged. Four men, intoxicated, as it was said, fired,

upon the troops from the windows of a large house. The
soldiers rushed in, drove them into the cellar, set fire to the

house, and left them to perish in the flames.

There was a great quantity of stores of all kinds in the

village, and no vehicles to convey them to the ships. The
work of destruction commenced. The soldiers made free with

the liquors found in abundance ; and throughout the greater

part of the night there was revel, drunkenness, blasphemy, and
devastation. Tryon, full of anxiety, and aware that the country

was rising, ordered a retreat before daylight, setting fire to the

magazines to complete the destruction of the stores. The
flames spread to the other edifices, and almost the whole village

was soon in a blaze. The extreme darkness of a rainy night

ma<lo the conflagration more balefully apparent throughout the

country.

While these scenes had been transacted at Danbury, the

Connecticut yeomanry had been gathering. Fairfield and the

adjacent counties had poured out their minute men. General

SiUiman had advanced at the head of five hundred. General

* Life qf Lamb, p. 157.
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Wooster and Arnold joined liim with their chance followers, as

did a few more militia. A heavy rain retarded tlieir march
;

it was near midnight when they reached Bethel, within four

miles of Daubury. Here they halted, to take a little repose

and put their arms in order, rendered almost unserviceable by
the rain. They were now about six hundred strong. Wooster
took the command, as first major-general of the militia of the

State. Though in the sixty-eighth year of his age, he was full

of ardor, with almost youthful fire and daring. A plan was
concerted to punish the enem^' on their retreat ; and the lurid

light of Danbury in flames redoubled the provocation. At dawn
of day, Wooster detached Arnold with four hundred men, to

push across the country and take post at Ridgefield, by which
the British must pass ; while he with two hundred remained,

to hang on and harass them in flank and rear.

The British began their retreat early in the morning, conduct-

ing it in regular style, with flanking parties, and a rear-guard

well furnished with artillery. As soon as they had passed his

position, Wooster attacked the rear-guard with great spirit and
effect ; there was sharp skirmishing until within two miles of

Ridgefield, when, as the veteran was cheering on his men, who
began to waver, a musket-ball brought him down from his

horse, and finished his gallant career. On his fall his men re-

treated in disorder.

The delay which his attack had occasioned to the enemy, had
given Arnold time to throw up a kind of breastwork or barri-

cade across the road at the north end of Ridgefield, protected by
a house on the right, and a high rocky bank on the left, where
he took his stand with his little force now increased to about
five hundred men. About eleven o'clock the enemy advanced
in column, with artillery and flanking parties. They were
kept at bay for a time, and received several volleys from the

barricade, until it was outflanked and carried. Arnold ordered

a retreat, and was bringing off the rear-guard, when his horse

was shot under him, and came down upon his knees. Arnold
remained seated in the saddle, with one foot entangled in the

stirrups. A tory soldier seeing his plight, rushed towards him
with fixed bayonet. He had just time to draw a pistol from
the holster. " You're my prisoner," cried the tory. " Not
yet," exclaimed Arnold, and shot him dead. Then extricating

his foot from the stirrup, he threw himself into the thickets of

a neighboring swamp, and escaped, unharmed by the bullets

that whistled after him, and joined his retreating troops.

General Tryon intrenched for the night in Eidgefield, his

troops having suffered greatly in their harassed retreat. The
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next morning, after having set fire to four houses, he continued

liis marcli for tlie ships.

Colonel Huntingdon, of the Continental army, with the troops

which had been stationed at Danbury, the scattered forces of

Wooster which had joined him, and a number of militia, hung
on the rear of the enemy as soon as they were in motion.

Arnold was again in the field, with his rallied forces stength-

ened by Lieutenant-colonel Oswald with two companies of

Lamb's artillery regiment and three field-pieces. With these

he again posted himself on the enemy's route.

Difficulties and annoyances had multiplied upon the latter at

every step. When they came in sight of the position where
Arnold was waiting for them, they changed their route, wheeled
to the left, and made for a ford of Saugatuck River. Arnold
hastened to cross the bridge and take them in flank, but they
were too quick for him. Colonel Lamb had now reached the

scene of action, as had about two hundred volunteers. Leaving
to Oswald the charge of the artillery, he put himself at the

head of the volunteers, and led them up to Arnold's assistance.

The enemy, finding themselves hard pressed, pushed for

Canepo Hill. They reached it in the evening, without a round
of ammunition in their cartridge-boxes. As they were now with-

in cannon-shot of their ships, the Americans ceased the pursuit.

The British formed upon high ground, brought their artillery

to the front, and sent oH to the ships for reinforcements. Sir

William Erskine landed a large body of marines and sailors,

who drove the Americans back for some distance, and covered

the embarkation of the troops. Colonel Lamb, while leading

on his men gallantly to capture the British field-pieces, was
wounded by a grape-shot, and Arnold, while cheering on the

militia, had another horse shot under him. In the meantime,
the harassed marauders effected their embarkation, and the

fleet got under way.
In this inroad the enemy destroyed a considerable amount of

military stores, and seventeen hundred tents prepared for the

use of Washington's army in the ensuing campaign. The loss

of General Wooster was deeply deplored. He survived the action

long enough to be consoled in his dying moments at Danbury,
by the presence of his wife and son, who hastened thither from
New Haven. As to Arnold, his gallantry in this affair gained
him fresh laurels, and Congress, to remedy their late error, pro-

moted him U) the rank of major-general. Still this promotion
did not restore him to his proper position. He was at the bot-

tom of the list of major-generals, with four officers above him,

his juniors in service. Washington felt this injustice on the
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part of CongresSj and wrote about it to the president. " He
has certainly discovered," said he, " in every instance where lie

has had an opportunity, much bravery, activity, and enterprise.

But what will be done about his rank ? He will not act, most
probably, under those fie commanded but a few weeks ago."

As an additional balm to Arnold's wounded pride. Congress
a few days afterwards voted that a horse, properly caparisoned,

should be presented to him in their name, as a token of their

approbation of his gallant conduct in the late action, " in which
he had one horse shot under him and another wounded." But
after all he remained at the bottom of the list, and the wound
still rankled in his bosom.
The destructive expeditions against the American depots of

military stores, were retaliated in kind by Colonel Meigs, a

spirited officer, who had accompanied Arnold in his expedition

through the wilderness against Quebec, and had caught some-
thing of his love for hardy exploit. Having received intelligence

that the British commissaries had collected a great amount of

grain, forage, and other supplies at Sag Harbor, a small port in

the deep bay which forks the east end of Long Island, he cross-

ed the Sound on the 23d of May from Guilford in Connecticut,

with about one hundred and seventy men in whaleboats con-

voyed by two armed sloops : landed on the island near South-
hold ; carried the boats a distance of fifteen miles across the
north fork of the bay, launched them into the latter, crossed it,

landed within four miles of Sag Harbor, and before daybreak
carried the place, which was guarded by a company of foot. A
furious fire of round and grape shot was opened upon the Ameri-
cans from an armed schooner, anchored about one hundred and
fifty yards from shore ; and stout defense was made by the crews
of a dozen brigs and sloops lying at the wharf to take in freight

;

but Meigs succeeded in burning these vessels, destroying every-

thing on shore, and carrying off ninety prisoners ; among
whom were the officers of the company of foot, the commissaries
and the captains of most of the small vessels. " With these he
and his party recrossed the bay, transported their boats again
across the fork of land, launched them on the Sound, and got
safe back to Guilford, having achieved all this, and traversed

about ninety miles of land and water, in twenty-five hours.

Washington was so highly pleased with the spirit and success of

this enterprise, that he publicl}^ returned thanks to Colonel Meigs
and the officers and men engaged in it. It could not fail, he
said, greatly to distress the enemy in the important and essen-

tial article of forage. But it was the moral effect of the enter-

prise which gave it the most value. It is difficult, at the

1
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present day, sufficiently to appreciate the importance of partisan

xploits of the kind, in the critical stage of the war of which
we are treating. They cheered the spirit of the people, de-

pressed by overshadowing dangers and severe privations, and
kept alive the military spark that was to kindle into the future

flame.

CHAPTER XXI.

CHUYLER ON THE POINT OF RESIGNING. COMMITTEE OF IN-

QUIRY REPORT IN HIS FAVOR. HIS MEMORIAL TO CONGRESS
PROVES SATISFACTORY. DISCUSSIONS REGARDING THE
NORTHERN DEPARTMENT. GATES MISTAKEN AS TO HIS POSI-

TION. HE PROMPTS HIS FRIENDS IN CONGRESS. HIS PETU-
LANT LETTER TO WASHINGTON. DIGNIFIED REPLY OF THE
LATTER. POSITION OF GATES DEFINED. SCHUYLER REIN-
STATED IN COMMAND OF THE DEPARTMENT. GATES AP-

PEARS ON THE FLOOR OF CONGRESS.—HIS PROCEEDINGS
THERE.

The time was at hand for the committee of inquiry

on General Schuyler's conduct to make their report to

Congress, and he awaited it with impatience. "I propose
in a day or two to resign my commission," writes he to

Washington on the 3d of May. " As soon as I have done it, I

shall transmit to your Excellency my reasons for such a step."

Washington was grieved at receiving this intimation. He
had ever found Schuyler a faithful coadjutor. He knew his

peculiar fitness for the Northern department from his knowl-
edge of the country and its people, his influence among its

most important citizens, his experience in treating with the

Indians, his fiery energy, his fertility in expedients, and his
" sound military sense." But he knew also his sensitive nature,

and the peculiar annoyances with which he had had to contend.

On a former occasion he had prevented him from resigning, by
an appeal to his patriotism; he no longer felt justified in inter-

fering. " I am sorry," writes he, " that circumstances are

such as to dispose you to a resignation ; but you are the best

judge of the line of conduct most reconcilable to your duty,

both in a public and personal view; and your own feelings

must determine you in a matter of so delicate and interesting a
nature." *

* Schuyler's Letter Book.
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Affairs, however, were taking a more favorable turn. The
committee of inquiry made a report which placed the character

of Schuyler higher than ever as an able and active commander,
and a zealous and disinterested patriot.

He made a memorial to Congress explaining away or apolo-

gizing for the expressions in his letter of the 4th of February,

which had given offense to the House. His memorial was sat-

isfactory ; and he was officiously informed that Congress now
" entertained the same favorable sentiments concerning him,

that they had entertained before that letter was received."

There were warm discussions in the House on the subject of

the Northern department. Several of the most important of

the New York delegates observed that General Gates misap-

prehended his position. He considered himself as holding the

same command as that formerly held by General Schuyler.

Such was not the intention of Congress in sending him to take

command of the army at Ticonderoga. There had been a

question between sending him to that post, or giving him the

adjutancy general, and it had been decided for the former.

It would be nonsense, they observed, to give him command
of the Northern department, and confine him to Ticonderoga
and Mount Independence, where he could not have an exten-

sive idea of the defense of the frontier of the Eastern States
;

but only of one spot, to which the enemy were not obliged to

confine their operations, and, as it were, to knock their heads
against a single rock. The affairs of the northeast, it was
added, and of the State of New York in particular, were in a

critical condition. Much disaffection prevailed, and great

clashing of interests. There was but one man capable of keep-

ing all united against the common enemy, and he stood on the

books as commander-in-chief of the Middle, or, as it was some-
times called, the Northern department. His presence was
absolutely necessary in his home quarters for their immediate
succor, but if he returned, he would be a general, without an
array or a military chest ; and why was he thus disgraced ?

The friends of Gates, on the other hand, who were chieflj^

delegates from New England, pronounced it an absurdity,

that an officer holding such an important post as Ticonderoga,
should be under the absolute orders of another one hundred
miles distant, engaged in treaties with Indians, and busied in

the duties of a provedore. The establishment of commands in

departments was entirely wrong ; there should be a command-
er-in-chief, and commanders of the different armies.

We gather these scanty particulars from a letter addressed
to Gates by Mr. Lovell. The latter expresses himself with a
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proper spirit. '* I wish," writes he, " some course could be

taken which would suit you both. It is plain all the Northern
army cannot be intended for the single garrison of Ticonderoga.

Who then has the distribution of the members ? This must
depend on one opinion, or there can be no decision in the de-

fense of the Northern frontiers. It is an unhappy circum-

stance that such is the altercation at the opening of the cam-
paign."

This letter produced an anxious reply :
" Why," writes Gates,

" when the argument in support of General Schuyler's com-
mand was imposed upon Congress, did not you or somebody
say, ^ the second post upon this continent next campaign will

be at or near Peekskill. There General Schuyler ought to go
and command ; that will be the curb in the mouth of the New
York tories, and the enemy's army. He will then be near the

convention and in the centre of the colon}', have a military

chest, and all the insignia of office.' This command in honor
could not be refused, without owning there is something more
alluring than command to General Schuyler, by fixing him at

Albany. By urging this matter home j'ou would have proved
the man. He would have resigned all command, have accepted
the government of New York, and been fixed to a station where
he must do good, and which could not interfere with, or prevent
any arrangement Congress have made, or may hereafter make.
Unhappy State I That has but one man in it who can fix the
wavering minds of its inhabitants to the side of freedom ! How
could you sit patiently, and, uncontradicted, suffer such imper-
tinence to be crammed down your throats ?

"

" Why is it nonsense," pursues Gates, " to station the com-
manding general in the Northern department at Ticonderoga ?

Was it not the uniform practice of the royal army all last war ?

Nothing is more certain than that the enemy must first possess

that single rock before they can penetrate the country
It is foolish in the extreme, to believe the enemy this year
can form any attack from the northward but by Ticonderoga.
Where, then, ought the commanding general to be posted ?

Certainly at Ticonderoga. If General Schuyler is solely to

possess all the j>ower, all the intelligence, and that particular

favorite, the military chest, and constantly reside at Albany, I

cannot, with any peace of mind, serve at Ticonderoga." *

This letter was despatched by private hand to Philadelphia.

While Gates was in this mood, his aide-de-camp. Major
Troup, reported an unsuccessful application to the commander-

* Letter to .Jas, Lovell of Massachusetts's . Gate's Papers, N. Y.
Hist. Lib.
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in-chief for tents. In the petulance of the moment, Gates inl-

dressed the following letter to Washington :
" Major Troup;

upon being disappointed in procuring tents at Fishkill, ac-

quaints me that he went to head-quarters to implore your Ex-
cellency's aid in that particular for the Northern army. He
says your Excellency told him you should want every tent upon
the continent for the armies to the southward, and that you did

not see any occasion the Northern army could have for tents,

for, being a fixed post, they might hut. Refusing this army
what you have not in your power to bestow, is one thing," adds
Gates, " but saying that this army has not the same necessities

as the Southern armies, is another. I can assure your Excel-

lency the service of the northward requires tents as much as

any service I ever saw." *

However indignant Washington may have felt at the disre-

spectful tone of this letter, and the unwarrantable imputation

of sectional partiality contained in it, he contented himself with

a grave and measured rebuke. " Can you suppose," writes he,
^' if there had been an ample supply of tents for the whole arm}-,

that I should have hesitated one moment in complying with

your demand ? I told Major Troup that on account of our loss

at Danbury there would be a scarcity of tents ; that our army
would be a moving one, and that consequently nothing but

tents would serve our turn ; and that, therefore, as there would
be the greatest probability of your being stationary, you should

endeavor to cover your troops with barracks and huts. Cer-

tainly this was not a refusal of tents, but a request that you
should, in our contracted situation, make every shift to do with-

out them, or at least with as few as possible.

"The Northern army is, and ever has been, as much the ob-

ject of my care and attention as the one immediately under my
command I will make particular inquiry of the

quartermaster-general, concerning his prospect and expectation

as to the article of tents and if, as I said before, there appears

a sufficiency for the whole army, you shall most willingly have
your share. But, if there is not, surely that army whose move-
ment is uncertain, must give up its claims for the present to

that which must inevitably take the field the moment the

weather will admit, and must continue in it the whole cam-

paign." t
Notwithstanding this reply. Gates persisted in imputing sec-

tional partiality to the commander-in-chief, and sought to im
part the same idea to Congress. " Either I am exceedingly

* Gates's Papers.
Washington's Writings^ Sparks, iv. 427.

J
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dull or unreasonably jealous," writes he to his correspondent

Mr. Lovell, " if I do not discover by the style and tenor of the

letters from Morristown how little I have to expect from thence.

Generals are so far like parsons, they are all for christening

their own child first ; but, let an impartial moderating power
decide between us and do not suffer Southern prejudices to

weigh heavier in the balance than the Northern." *

A letter from Mr. Lovell, dated the 23d of May, put an end
to the suspense of the general with respect to his position.

" Misconceptions of past resolves and consequent jealousies,"

writes he, " have produced a definition of the Northern depart-

ment, and General Schuyler, is ordered to take command of it.

The resolve, also, which was thought to fix head-quarters at

Albany, is repealed."

Such a resolve had actually been passed on the 22d, and
Albany, Ticonderoga, Fort Stanwix, and their dependencies,

were thenceforward to be considered as forming the Northern
department. The envoy of Gates, bearing the letter in which
he had carved out a command for Schuyler at Peekskill, arrived

at Philadelphia too late. The general was already provided for.

Schuyler was received with open arms at Albany, on the 3d
of June. " I had the satisfaction," writes he, " to experience

the finest feeling which my country expressed on my arrival

and reappointment. The day after my arrival, the whole
country committee did me the honor in form to congratulate

me."
Gates was still in Albany, delaying to proceed with General

Fermois to Ticonderoga until the garrison should be sufficiently

strengthened. Although the resolve of Congress did but de-

fine his position, which had been misunderstood, he persisted in

considering himself degraded ; declined serving under General

Schuyler, who would have given him the post at Ticonderoga

in his absence ; and obtaining permission to leave the depart-

ment, set out on the 9th for Philadelphia, to demand redress of

Congress.

General St. Clair was sent to take command of the troops at

Ticonderoga, accompanied by General Fermois. As the whole
force in the Northern department would not be sufficient to

command the extensive works there on both sides of the lake,

St. Clair was instructed to bestow his first attention in fortify-

ing Mount Independence, on the east side, Schuyler consider-

ing it much the most defensible, and that it might be made
f^apable of sustaining a long and vigorous siege.

" I am fully convinced," writes he, " that between two and
* Gates's Paper$, N. Y. Hist. Lib.
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three thousand men can effectually maintain Mount Independ
ence and secure the pass."

It would be imprudent, he thought, to station the greater

part of the forces at Fort Ticonderoga ; as, should the enemy
he able to invest it, and cut off the communication with the

country on the east side, it might experience a disaster similar

to that at Fort Washington.
The orders of Schuyler to officers commanding posts in the

department, are characterized by his Dutch attention to clean-

liness as to the quarters of the soldiers, their bedding,

clothing, and equipments.

All officers mounting guard, were to have their hair dressed

and powdered. The adjutants of the several corps were to be

particularly careful that none of the non-commissioned officers

and soldiers mount guard without having their hair dressed

and powdered, their persons perfectly clean, and their arms and
accoutrements in the most complete order.

While Schuyler was thus providing for the security of Ticon-

deroga, and enforcing cleanliness in his department, Gates was
wending his way to Philadelphia, his bosom swelling with im-

aginary wrongs. He arrived there on the 18th. The next

day at noon, Mr. Roger Sherman, an Eastern delegate, informed

Congress that Greneral Gates was waiting at the door, and
wished admittance.

" For what purpose ? " it was asked.
" To communicate intelligence of importance," replied Mr.

Sherman.
Gates was accordingly ushered in, took his seat in an elbow

chair, and proceeded to give some news concerning the Indians
;

their friendly dispositions, their delight at seeing French offi-

cers in the American service, and otlier matters of the kind

;

then, drawing forth some papers from his pocket, he opened

upon the real object of his visit; stating from his notes, in a

flurried and disjointed manner, the easy and happy life he had

left to take up arms for the liberties of America ; and how stren-

uously he had exerted himself in its defense ; how that some

time in March he had been appointed to a command in the

Northern department ; but that a few days since, without

having given any cause of offense, without accusation, without

trial, without hearing, without notice, he had received a reso-

lution by which he was, in a most disgraceful manner, supersed-

ed in his command. Here his irritated feelings got the better

of his judgment, and he indulged in angry reproaches of Con-

gress, and recitals of a conversation which had taken place be-

tween him and Mr. Duane, a member of the House whom he
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considered his enemy. Here Mr. Duane rose, and addressing

liiinself to the president, hoped the general would observe

order, and cease any personal observations, as he could not, in

Congress, enter into any controversy with him upon the sub-

ject of former conversations.

Other of the members took fire ; the conduct of the general

was pronounced disrespectful to the House, and unworthy of

himself, and it was moved and seconded that he be requested

to withdraw. Some of the Eastern delegates opposed the mo-
tion, and endeavored to palliate his conduct. A wordy clamor

ensued^ during which the general stood, his papers in his hand,

endeavoring several times to be heard, but the clamor increas-

ing, he witlidrew with the utmost indignation. It was then de-

termined that he should not again be admitted on the floor

;

but should be informed that Congress were ready and willing

to hear, by way of memorial, any grievances of which he might
have to complain.*

CHAPTER XXII.

THE HIGHLAND PASSES OF THE HUDSON. GEORGE CLINTON IN
COMMAND OF THE FORTS. HIS MEASURES FOR DEFENSE.
GENERALS GREENE AND KNOX EXAMINE THE STATE OF THE
FORTS. THEIR REPORT.—THE GENERAL COMMAND OF THE
HUDSON OFFERED TO ARNOLD. DECLINED BY HIM. GIVEN
TO PUTNAM. APPOINTMENT OF DR. CRAIK IN THE MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT. EXPEDITION PLANNED AGAINST FORT IN-

DEPENDENCE. BUT RELINQUISHED. WASHINGTON SHIFTS
HIS CAMP TO MIDDLEBROOK. STATE OF HIS ARMY. GEN-
ERAL HOWE CROSSES INTO THE JERSEYS. POSITION OF THE
TWO ARMIES AT MIDDLEBROOK AND BEHIND THE RARITAN.
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN WASHINGTON AND COLONEL

REED.

The Highland passes of the Hudson, always objects of anx-
ious thought to Washington ; were especially so at this junct-

ure. Generel McDougall still commanded at Peekskill, and
General George Clinton, who resided at New Windsor, had
command of the Highland forts. The latter, at the earnest re-

quest of the New York Convention, had received from Congress
the command of brigadier-general in the Continental army.
** My precarious state of health and want of military knowl-

• Letter of the Hon: Wm. Duer. Schuyler's Paper*

,
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edge," writes he, " would have rather induced me to have led

a more retired life than that of the army, had I been consulted

on the occasion ; but as,.early in the present contest, I laid it

down as a maxim not to refuse my best, though poor services,

to my country in any way they should think proper to employ
me, I cannot refuse the honor done me in the present appoint-

ment." *

He was perfectly sincere in what he said. George Clinton

was one of the soldiers of the Revolution who served from a

sense of duty, not from military inclination or a thirst for glory.

A long career of public service in various capacities illustrated

his modest worth and devoted patriotism.

When the " unhappy affair of Peekskill " had alarmed the

Convention of New York for the safety of the forts on the

Highlands, Clinton, authorized by that body, had ordered out

part of the militia of Orange, Dutchess, and Westchester
counties, without waiting for Washington's approbation of the

measure. He had strengthened, also, with anchors and cables,

the chain drawn across the river at Fort Montgomery. " Had
the Convention suffered me to have paid my whole attention

to this business," writes he to Washington (18th April), " it

would have been nearly completed by this time."

A few days later came word that several transports were
anchored at Dobb's Ferry in the Tappan Sea. It might be
intended to divert attention from a movement towards the

Delaware ; or to make incursions into the country back of Mor-
ristown, seize on the passes through the mountains, and cut

off the communication between the army and the Hudson.
To frustrate such a design, Washington ordered Clinton to

post as good a number of troops from his garrison as he could

spare, on the mountains west of the river.

In the month of May, he writes to General McDougall :

" The imperfect state of the fortifications of Fort Montgom-
ery gives me great uneasiness, because I think, from a con-

currence of circumstances, that it begins to look as if the en-

emy intended to turn their view towards the North River
instead of the Delaware. I therefore desire that General
George Clinton and yourself will fall upon every measure to

put the fortifications in such a state that they may at least

resist a sudden attack, and keep the enemy employed till re-

inforcements may arrive. If the North River is their object,

they cannot accomplish it unless they withdraw their forces

from the Jerseys, and that they cannot do unknown to us."

On the 12th of May, General Greene received instructions

* Clinton to Washington. •
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from Washington to proceed to the Highlands, and examine
the state and condition of the forts, especially Fort Montgom-
ery : the probability of an attack by water, the practicability

of an approach by land; where and how this could be effected,

and the eminences whence the forts could be annoyed. This
done, and the opinions of the general officers present having
been consulted, he was to give such orders and make such dis-

position of the troops as might appear necessary for the greater

security of the passes by land and water. When reconnoitering
the Highlands in the preceding year, Washington had re-

marked a wild and rugged pass on the western side of the Hud-
son round Bull Hill, a rocky, forest-clad mountain, forming an
advance rampart at the entrance to Peekskill Bay. "This
pass," he observed, " should also be attended to, lest the enemy
by a coup de inaiii should possess themselves of it, before a
sufficient force cotdd be assembled to oppose themJ' Subse-
quent events will illustrate, though unfortunately, the sagacity

and foresight of this particular instruction.

Greneral Knox was associated with General Greene in this

visit of inspection. They examined the river and the passes of

the Highlands in compan}'^ with Generals McDougall, George
Clinton, and Anthony Wayne. The latter, recently promoted
to the rank of brigadier, had just returned from Ticonderoga.
The five generals made a joint report to Washington, in which
they recommended the completion of the obstructions in the
river already commenced. These consisted of a boom, or heavy
iron chain, across the river from Fort Montgomery to Anthony's
Nose, with cables stretched in front to break the force of any
ship under way, before she could strike it. The boom was to

be protected by the guns of two ships and two row galleys

stationed just above it, and by batteries on shore. This, it' was
deemed, would be sufficient to prevent the enemy's ships from
ascending the river. If these obstructions could be rendered
effective, they did not think the enemy would attempt to operate

by land, " the passes through the Highlands being so exceed-
ingly difficult."

The general command of the Hudson, from the number of

troops to be assembled there, and the variety of points to be
guarded, was one of the most important in the service, and re-

quired an officer of consummato energy, activity and judgment.
It wa.s a major-general's command, and as such was offered by
Washington to Arnold; intending thus publicly to manifest
his opinion of his deserts, and hoping, by giving him so import-
ant a post, to appease his irritated feelings.

Arnold, however, declined to accept it. In an interview with
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Washington at Morristown, he alleged his anxiety to proceed
to Philadelphia and settle his public accounts, which were of

considerable amount ; especially as reports had been circulated

injurious to his character as a man of integrity. He intended,

therefore, to wait on Congress, and request a committee of in-

quiry into his conduct. Besides, he did not consider the pro-

motion conferred on him by Congress sufficient to obviate their

previous neglect, as it did not give him the rank he had a claim

to, from seniority in the line of brigadiers. In their last re-

solve respecting him, they had acknowledged him competent to

the station of major-general, and, therefore, had done away
every objection implied by their former omission. With these

considerations he proceeded to Philadelphia, bearing a letter

from Washington to the President of Congress, countenancing
his complaints, and testifying to the excellence of his military

character. We may here add, that the accusations against him
were pronounced false and slanderous by the Board of War

;

that the report of the board was confirmed by Congress, but
that Arnold was still left aggrieved and unredressed in point of

rank.

The important command of the Hudson being declined by
Arnold, was now given to Putman, who repaired forthwith to

Peekskill. General McDougall was requested by Washington
to aid the veteran in gaining a knowledge of the post. '• You
are well acquainted," writes he, " with the old gentleman's tem-

per ; he is active, disinterested, and open to conviction."

Putman set about promptly to carry into effect the measures
of security which Grreene and Knox had recommended ; espe-

cially the boom and chain at Fort Montgomery, about which
General Clinton had busied himself. Putman had a peculiar

fancy for river obstructions of the kind. A large part of the

New York and New England troops were stationed at this

post, not merely to guard the Hudson, but to render aid either

to the Eastern or Middle States in case of exigency.

About this time, Washington had the satisfaction of drawing
near to him his old friend and travelling companion. Dr. James
Craik, the same who had served with him in Braddock's cam-
paign, and had voyaged with him down the Ohio; for whom
he now procured the appointment of assistant director-general

of the hospital department of the Middle district, which included

the States between the Hudson and the Potomac. In offer-

ing the situation to the doctor, he writes, " You know how far

you may be benefited or injured by such an appointment, and
whether it is advisable or practicable for you to quit your family

and practice at this time, I request, as a friend, that my pro
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posing this matter to you may have no influence upon your

acceptance of it. I have no other end in view than to serve

you." Dr. Cmik, it will he found, remained his attached and
devoted friend through life.

It had heen Washington's earnest wish in the early part of

the spring, to take advantage of the inactivity of the enemy,
and attempt some " capital stroke " for the benefit of the next

campaign ; but the want of troops prevented him. He now
planned a night expedition for Putnam, exactly suited to the

humor of the old general. He was to descend the Hudson in

boats, surprise Fort Independence at Spyt den Duivel Creek,

capture the garrison, and sweep the road between that post and
the Highlands. Putnam was all on fire for the enterprise,

when movements on the part of the enemy, seemingly indica-

tive of a design upon Philadelphia, obliged Washington to

abandon the project, and exert all his vigilance in watching the

hostile operations in the Jerseys.

Accordingly, towards, the end of May, he broke up his can-

tonments at Morristown, and shifted his camp to Middlebrook,

within ten miles of Brunswick. His whole force fit for duty
was now about seven thousand three hundred men, all from the

States south of the Hudson. There were forty-three regiments,

forming ten brigades, commanded by Brigadiers Muhlenberg,
Weedon, Woodford, Scott, Smallwood, Deborre, Wayne, Dehaas,

Conway, and Maxwell. These vere apportioned into five divis-

ions oftwo brigades each, under Major-generals Greene, Stephen,

Sullivan, Lincoln, and Stirling. The artillery was commanded
by Knox. Sullivan, with his division, was stationed on the

right at Princeton. With the rest of his force Washington
fortified himself in a position naturally strong, among hills, in

the rear of the village of Middlebrook. His camp was, on all

sides, difficult of approach, and he rendered it still more so by
intrenchments. The high grounds about it commanded a wide
view of the country around Brunswick, the road to Philadel-

phia, and the course of the Raritan, so that the enemy could

make no important movement on land, without his perceiving it.

It was now the beautiful season of the year, and the troops

from their height beheld a fertile and well cultivated country

sprea^l before them, "painted with meadows, green fields, and
orchards, studded with villages, and affording abundant sup-

plies and forage." A part of their duty was to guard it from
the ravage of the enemy, while they held themselves ready to

counteract his movements in every direction.

On the 31 st of May, reports were brought to camp that a
fleet of a hundred sail had left New York, and stood out to sea.
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Whither bound, and how freighted, was unknown. If they
carried troops, their destination might be Delaware Bay.
Eighteen transports, also, hail arrived at New York, with troops

in foreign uniforms. Were they those which had been in

Canada, or others immediately from Germany ? Those who
had reconnoitered them with glasses could not tell. All was
matter of anxious conjecture.

Lest the fleet which had put to sea should be bound further

south than Delaware Bay, Washington instantly wrote to

Patrick Henry, at that time governor of Virginia, putting him
on his guard. " Should this fleet arrive on your coast, and the

enemy attempt to penetrate the country, or make incursions I

would recommend that the earliest opposition be made by parties

and detachments of militia, without waiting to collect a large

body. I am convinced that this would be attended with the

most salutary consequences, and that greater advantages would
be derived from it, than by deferring the opposition till you as-

sembled a number equal to that of the enemy.^'

The troops in foreign uniforms which had landed from the

transports, proved to be Anspachers, and other German mer-

cenaries ; there were British reinforcements also ; and, what
was particularly needed, a supply of tents and camp equipage.

Sir William Howe had been waiting for the latter, and likewise

until the ground should be covered with grass.*

The country was now in full verdure, affording '"green

forage" in abundance, and all things seemed to Sir William
propitious for the opening of the campaign. Early in June,
therefore, he gave up ease and gayety, and luxurious life at

New York, and crossing into the Jerseys, set up his head-

quarters at Brunswick.
As soon as Washington ascertained that Sir William's atten-

tion was completely turned to this quarter, he determined to

strengthen his position with all the force that could be spared

from other parts, so as to be able, in case a favorable opportu-

nity presented, to make an attack, upon the enemy ; in the

meantime, he would harass them with his light militia troops,

aided by a few Continentals, so as to weaken their numbers by
continual skirmishes. With this view, he ordered General
Putnam to send down most of the continental troops from Peeks-

kill, leaving only a number sufficient, in conjunction with the

militia, to guard that post against surprise. They were to pro-

ceed in three divisions, under Generals Parsons, McDougall,
and Glover, at one day's march distant from each other.

Arnold, in this critical juncture, had been put in command
* Evidence of Major-general Grey before the House of Commons.
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of Philadelphia, a post which he had been induced to accept,

although the question of rank had not been adjusted to his sat-

isfaction. His command embraced the western bank of the

Delaware with all its fords and passes, and he took up his

station there with a strong body of militia, supported by a few
Continentals, to oppose any attempt of the enemy to cross the

river. He was instructed by Washington to give him notice

by expresses, posted on the road, if any fleet should appear in

Delaware Bay; and to endeavor to concert signals with the camp
of Sullivan at Princeton, by alarm fires upon the hills.

On the night of the 13th of June, General Howe sallied forth

in great force from Brunswick, as if pushing directly for the

Delaware, but his advanced guard halted at Somerset court-

house, about eight or nine miles distant. Apprised of this

movement, Washington at day-break reconnoitered the enemy
from the heights before the camp. He observed their front

halting at the court-house, but a few miles distant, while troops

and artillery were grouped here and there along the road, and
the rear-guard w^as still at Brunswick. It was a question with
Washington and his generals, as they reconnoitered the enemy
with their glasses, whether this was a real move toward
Philadelphia, or merely a lure to tempt them down from their

strong position. In this uncertainty, Washington drew out

his army in battle array along the heights, but kept quiet. In
the present state of his forces it was his plan not to risk a

general action; but, should the enemy really march toward the

Delaware, to hang heavily upon their rear. Their principal

difficulty would be in crossing that river, and there, he trusted,

they would meet with spirited opposition from the continental

troops and militia, stationed on the western side under Arnold
and Mifflin.

The British took up a strong position, having Millstone

Creek on their left, the Raritan all along their front, and their

right resting on Brunswick, and proceeded to fortify themselves
with bastions.

While thus anxiously situated, Washington, on the 14th,

received a letter from Colonel Reed, his former secretary and
confidential friend. A coolness had existed on the general's

part, ever since he had unwarily opened the satirical letter of

General Lee
;
yet he had acted towards Heed with his habitual

highmindedness, and had recently nominated him as general of

c-avalry. The latter had deeply deplored the interruption of

their once unreserved intercourse: he had long, he said, desired

to have one hour of private conversation with Washington on
the sii>)jf'ct of Lee's letter, but had deferred it in the hope of
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obtaining his own letter to which that was an answer. In that

lie had been disappointed by Lee's captivity. On the present

occasion, Reed's heart was full, and he refers to former times

in language that is really touching :

—

" I am sensible, my dear sir," writes he, " how difficult it is

to regain lost friendship ; but the consciousness of never having
justly forfeited yours, and the hope that it may be in my power
fully to convince you of it, are some consolation for an event
which I never think of but with the greatest concern. In the

meantime, my dear general, let me entreat you to judge of me
by realities, not by appearances; and believe that I never

entertained or expressed a sentiment incompatible with that

regard I professed for your person and character, and which,

whether I shall be so happy as to possess your future good
opinion or not, I shall carry to my grave with me.
"A late perusal of the letters you honored me with at

Cambridge and New York, last year, afforded me a melancholy
pleasure. I cannot help acknowledging myself deeply affected,

in a comparison with those which I have since received. I

should not, my dear sir, have trespassed on your time and
patience at this juncture so long, but that a former letter upon
this subject I fear has miscarried; and whatever may be my
future destination and course of life, I could not support the

reflection of being thought ungrateful and insincere to a friend-

ship which was equally my pride and my pleasure. May God
Almighty crown your virtue, my dear and much respected

general, with deserved success, and make your life as happy
and honorable to yourself as it has been useful to your country."

The heart of Washington was moved by this appeal, and
though in the midst of military preparations, with a hostile

army at hand, he detained Colonel Reed's messenger long

enough to write a short letter in reply :
" to thank you," said

he, " as I do most sincerely, for the friendly and ' affectionate

sentiments contained in yours towards me, and to assure you
that I am perfectly convinced of the sincerity of them.

" True it is, I felt myself hurt by a certain letter which ap-

peared at that time to be the echo of one from you ; I was hurt

—not because I thought my judgment wronged by the expres-

sions contained in it, but because the same sentiments were not

communicated immediately to myself. The favorable manner
in which your opinions, upon all occasions, had been received,

the impressions they made, and the unreserved manner in which
I wished and required them to be given, entitled me, I thought,

to your advice upon any point in which I appeared to be want-

ing. To meet with anything, then, that carried with it a com-
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plexion of withholding that advice from me, and censuring my
conduct to another, was such an argument of disingenuity, that

I was not a little mortified at it. However, I am perfectly sat-

isfied that matters were not as they appeared from the letter

alluded to.''

Washington was not of a distrustful spirit. From this

moment, we are told that all estrangement disappeared, and the

ancient relations of friendly confidence between him and Col-

onel Reed were restored.* His whole conduct throughout the

afEair bears evidence of his candor and magnanimity.

I

CHAPTER XXIII.

FEIGNED M0\T:MENTS OF SIR WILLIAM HOWE. BAFFLING CAU-
TION OF WASHINGTON. RUMORED INROADS FROM THE
NORTH. SCHUYLER APPLIES FOR REINFORCEMENTS. RE-

NEWED SCHEMES OF HOWE TO DRAW WASHINGTON FROM HIS

STRONGHOLD. SKIRMISH BETWEEN CORNWALLIS AND LORD
STIRLING. THE ENEMY EVACUTE THE JERSEYS. PERPLEXI-
TY AS TO THEIR NEXT MOVEMENT. A HOSTILE FLEET ON
LAKE CHAMPLAIN. BURGOYNE APPROACHING TICONDEROGA.
SPECULATIONS OF WASHINGTON HIS PURPOSE OF KEEP-

ING SIR WILLIAM HOWE FROM ASCENDING TH^ HUDSON.
ORDERS GEORGE CLINTON TO CALL OUT MILITIA FROM ULSTER
AND ORANGE COUNTIES.—-SENDS SULLIVAN TOWARDS THE
HIGHLANDS. MOVES HIS OWN CAMP BACK TO MORRISTOWN.
STIR AMONG THE SHIPPING. THEIR DESTINATION SURMISED
TO BE PHILADELPHIA. A DINNER AT HEAD-QUARTERS.
ALEXANDER HAMILTON. GRAYDOn's RUEFUL DESCRIPTION
OF THE A&MY. HIS CHARACTER OF WAYNE.

The American and British armies, strongly posted, as we
have shown, the former along the heights of Middlebrook, the

other beyond tlie Raritan, remained four days grimly regarding
each other : both waiting to be attacked. The Jersey militia,

which now turned out with alacrity, repaired, some to Washing-
ton's camp, others to that of Sullivan. The latter had fallen

back from Princeton, and taken a position behind the Sourland
Hills.

Howe pushed out detachments, and made several feints, as if

to pass by the American camp and march to the Delaware ; but
Washington was not to be deceived. "The enem,y will not

* J^fe of BeeUt by his graudsou.
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move that way," said he, " until they have given this army a

severe blow. The risk would be too great to attempt to cross a
river where they must expect to meet a formidable opposition

in front, and would have such a force as ours in their rear."

He kept on the heights, therefore, and strengthened his in-

trenchments.

Baffled in these attempts to draw his cautious adversary into

a general action, Howe, on the 19th, suddenly broke up his

camp, and pretended to return with some precipitation to

Brunswick, burning as he went several valuable dwelling-

houses. Washington's light troops hovered round the enemy
as far as the Raritan and Millstone, which secured their flanks,

would permit ; but the main army kept to its stronghold on
the heights.

On the next day came warlike news from the North. Ames-
bury, a British spy, had been seized and examined by Schuy-
ler. Burgoyne was stated as being arrived at Quebec to com-
mand the forces in an invasion from Canada. While he ad-

vanced with his main force by Lake Champlain, a detachment
of British troops, Canadians and Indians, led by Sir John
Johnson, was to penetrate by Oswego to the Mohawk River,

and place itself between Fort Stanwix and Fort Edward.
If this information was correct, Ticonderoga would soon be

attacked. The force there might be sufficient for its defense,

but Schuyler would have no troops to oppose the inroad of Sir

John Johnson, and he urged a reinforcement. Washington
forthwith sent orders to Putnam to procure sloops, and hold

four Massachusetts regiments in readiness to go up the river at

a moment's warning. Still, if the information of the spy was
correct, he doubted the ability of the enemy to carry the re-

ported plan into effect. It did not appear that Burgoyne had
brought any reinforcements from Europe. If so, he could not

move with a greater force than five thousand men. The garri-

son at Ticonderoga was sufficiently strong, according to former
accounts, to hold it against an attack. Burgoyne certainly

would never leave it in his rear, and if he invested it, he would
not have a sufficient number left to send one body to Oswego
and another to cut off the communications between Fort Ed-
ward and Fort George. Such was Washington's reasoning in

a reply to Schuyler. In the meantime he retained his mind
unflurried by these new rumors ; keeping from his heights a

vigilant eye upon General Howe.
On the 22d, Sir William again marched out of Brunswick,

but this time proceeded towards Amboy, again burning several

houses on the way ; hoping, perhaps, that the sight of columns
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of smoke rising from a ravaged country would irritate the

Americans and provoke an attack. Washington sent out three

brigades under General Green to fall upon the rear of the

enemy, while iMorgan hung upon their skirts with his riflemen.

At the same time the army remained paraded on the heights,

ready to yield support, if necessary.

Finding that Howe had actually sent his heavy baggage and
part of his troops over to Staten Island by a bridge of boats

which he had thrown across, Washington, on the 24th, left the
heights and descended to Quibbletown (now New Market), six

or seven miles on the road to Amboy, to be nearer at hand for

the protection of his advanced parties ; while Lord Stirling

with his division and some light troops was at Matouchin church,
closer to the enemy's lines, to watch their motions, and be
ready to harass them while crossing to the island.

General Howe now thought he had gained his point. Re-
calling those who had crossed, he formed his troops into two
columns, the right led by Cornwallis, the left by himself, and
marched back rapidly by different routes from Amboy. He
had three objects in view ; to cut off the principal advanced
parties of the Americans ; to come up with and bring the main
body into an engagement near Quibbletown ; or that Lord
Cornwallis, making a considerable circuit to the right, should
turn the left of Washington's position, get to the heights, take
possession of the passes, and oblige him to abandon that strong-
hold where he had hitherto been so secure.*

Washington, however, had timely notice of his movements,
and penetrating his design, regained his fortified camp at

Middlebrook, and secured tlie passes of the mountains. He
then detached a body of light troops under Brigadier-general
Scott, together with Morgan's riflemen, to hang on the flank of

the enemy and watch their motions.

Cornwallis, in his circuitous march, dispersed the light parties

of the advance, but fell in with Lord Stirling's division,

strongly posted in a woody country, and well covered by artillery

judiciously disposed. A sharp skirmish ensued, when the
Americans gave way and retreated to the hills, with the loss of

a few men and three fieldpieces ; while tlie British halted at

Westfield, disappointed in the main objects of their enterprise.

They remained at Westfield until the afternoon of the 27th,
when they moved toward Spanktown (now Rahwa^^), plunder-
ing all before them, and, it is said, burning several liousos; but
pursued and harassed the whole way by the Am(;ritan light

troops.*

* Civil War in America, vol. i, p. 247.
t Letter to the President of Congress, 28th June, 1777.
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Perceiving that every scheme of bringing the Americans to

a general action, or at least of withdrawing them from their

strongholds, was rendered abortive by the caution and prudence
of Washington, and aware of the madness of attempting to march
to the Delaware, through a hostile country, with such a force

in his rear. Sir William Howe broke up his head-quarters at

Amboy on the last of June, and crossed over to Staten Island

on the floating bridge ; his troops that were encamped opposite

to Amboy struck their tents on the following day, and marched
off to the old camping ground on the bay of New York ; the

ships got under way, and moved down round the island ; and
it was soon apparent, that at length the enemy had really

evacuated the Jerseys.

The question now was, what would be their next move ? A
great stir among the shipping seemed to indicate an expedition

by water. But whither ? Circumstances occurred to perplex

the question.

Scarce had the last tent been struck, and the last transport

disappeared from before Amboy, when • intelligence arrived

from General St. Clair, announcing the appearance of a hostile

fleet on Lake Champlain, and that General Burgoyne with the

whole Canada army was approaching Ticonderoga. The judg-

ment and circumspection of Washington were never more
severely put to the proof. Was this merely a diversion with a

small force of light troops and Indians, intended to occupy the

attention of the American forces in that quarter, while the

main body of the army in Canada should come round by sea,

and form a junction with the army under Howe ? But General
Burgoyne, in Washington's opinion, was a man of too much
spirit and enterprise to return from England merely to execute

a plan from which no honor was to be derived. Did he really

intend to break through by the way of Ticonderoga ? In that

case it must be Howe's plan to cooperate with him. Had all

the recent manoeuvers of the enemy in the Jerseys, which had
appeared so enigmatical to Wasliington,been merely a stratagem

to amuse him until they should receive intelligence of the move-
ments of Burgoyne ? If so. Sir William must soon throw off

the mask. His next move, in such case, would be to ascend
the Hudson, seize on the Highland passes before Washington
could form a union with the troops stationed there, and thus

open the way for the junction with Burgoyne. Should Wash-
ington, however, on such a presumption, hasten with his troops

to Peekskill, leaving General Howe on Staten Island, what
would prevent the latter from pushing to Philadelphia by South
Amboy or any other route ?
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Such were the perplexities and difficulties presenting them-
selves under every aspect of the case, and discussed by Wash-
ington in his correspondence witli his accustomed clearness. In
this dilemma he sent generals Parsons and Varnum with a
couple of brigades in all haste to Peekskill, and wrote to gener-
als George Clinton and Putnam ; the former to call out the
Xew York militia from Orange and Ulster counties ; the latter

to summon the militia from Connecticut ; and as soon as such
reinforcements should be at hand, to despatch four of the

strongest Massachusetts regiments to the aid of Ticonderoga
;

at the same time the expediency was suggested to General
Schuyler, of having all the cattle and vehicles removed from
such parts of the country which he might think the enemy in-

tended to penetrate.

General Sullivan, moreover, was ordered to advance with his

division towards the Highlands as far as Pompton, while
Washington moved his own camp back to Morristown, to be
ready either to push on to the Highlands, or fall back upon his

recent position at Middlebrook, according to the movements of

the enemy. " If I can keep General Howe below the Highlands,"
said he, " I think their schemes will be entirely baffled.^'

Deserters from Staten Island and New York soon brought
word to the camp that transports were being fitted up with
berths for horses, and taking in three weeks' supply of water
and provender. All this indicated some other destination than
that of the Hudson. Lest an attempt on the Eastern States

should be intended, AVashington sent a circular to their gov-
ernors to put them on their guard.

In the midst of his various cares, his yeoman soldiery, the

Jersey militia, were not forgotten. It was their harvest time
;

and the State being evacuated, there was no immediate call for

their services ; he dismissed, therefore, almost the whole of

them to their homes.

Captain Graydon, whose memoirs we have heretofore had
occasion to quote, naid a visit to the camp at this juncture,

in company with Colonel Miles and Major West, all

American prisoners on Long Island, but who had been
liberated on parole. Graydon remarks that, to their great

surprise, they saw no military parade upon their journey, nor
any indication of martial vigor on the part of the country.

Here and there a militia man with his contrasted colored cape
and facings ; doubtless some one who had received his furlough,

and was bound home to his farm. Captains, majors, and
colonels abounded in the land, but were not to be found at the

head of their men.
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When lie arrived at the camp, he could see nothing which
deserved the name of army. " I was told, indeed," remarks
he, " that it was much weakened by detachment*, and I was
glad to find there was some cause for the present paucity of

soldiers. I could not douLt, however, that things were going
on well. The commander-in-chief and all about him were in

excellent spirits." The three officers waited on Washington at

his marquee in the evening. In the course of conversation, he
asked them what they conceived to be the objects of General
Howe. Colonel Miles replied, a cooperation with the Northern
army by means of the Hudson. Washington acknowledged
that indications and probabilities tended to that conclusion

;

nevertheless, he had little doubt the object of Howe was
Philadelphia.

Graydon and his. companions dined the next day at head-
quarters ; there was a large party, in which were several ladies.

Colonel Alexander Hamilton, who, in the preceding month of

April, had been received into Washington's family as aide-de-

camp, presided at the head of the table, and "acquitted himself,"

writes Graydon, " with an ease, propriety, and vivacity which
gave me the most favorable impression of his talents and
accomplishments."

We may here observe that the energy, skill, and intelligence

displayed by Hamilton throughout the last year's campaign,
whenever his limited command gave him opportunity of evinc-

ing them, had won his entrance to head-quarters ; where his

quick discernment and precocious judgment were soon fully ap-

preciated. Strangers were surprised to see a youth, scarce

twenty years of age, received into the implicit confidence, and
admitted into the gravest counsels of a man like Washington.
While his uncommon talents thus commanded respect, rarely

inspired by one of his years, his juvenile appearance and buoy-

ant spirit made him a universal favorite. Harrison, the " old

secretary," much his senior, looked upon him with an almost

paternal eye, and regarding his diminutive size and towering

spirit, used to call him " the little lion ;
' • while Washington

would now and then speak of him by the cherishing appellation

of "my boy."*

* Communicated to the author by the late Mrs. Hamilton.
Note.—A veteran officer of the Revolution used to speak in his old

days of the occasion on which he first saw Hamilton. It was during the
memorable retreat through the Jerseys. " I noticed," said he, "a youth,

a mere stripling, small, slender, almost delicate in frame, marching be-

side a piece of artillery with a coclced hat pulled down over his eyes,

apparently lost in thought, with his hand resting on the cannon, and
every now and then patting it as bemused, as if it were a favorite horse,

or a pet plaything."
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The following is Graydon's amusing account of Wayne,
whom he visited at his quarters. " He entertained the most
sovereign contempt for the enemy. In his confident way, he
affirmed that the two armies had interchanged their original

modes of warfare. That for our parts, we had thrown away the

shovel, and the British had taken it up ; as they dared not face

us without the cover of an intrenchment. I made some allow-

ance for the fervid manner of the general, who, though unques-

tionably as brave a man as any in the army, was nevertheless

somewhat addicted to the vaunting style of Marshal Villers, a

man who, like himself, could fight as well as brag."

Graydon speaks of the motley, shabby clothing of the troops.

"Even in General Wayne himself, there was in this particular

a considerable falling off. His quondam regimentals as colonel

of the 4th battalion were, I think, blue and wliite, in which he

had been accustomed to appear with exemplary neatness

;

whereas he was now dressed in character for Macheath or Cap-
tain Gibbet, in a dingy red coat, with a black rusty cravat and
tarnished hat." Wayne was doubtless still rusty from his cam-
paign in the north.

Graydon, during his recent captivity, had been accustomed
to the sight of British troops in the completeness of martial

array, and looked with a rueful eye on patriotism in rags. From
all that he saw at the camp, he suspected affairs were not in a

prosperous train, notwithstanding the cheerful countenances at

head-quarters. There appeared to be a want of animated co-

operation both on the part of the government and the people.
" General Washington, with the little remnant of his army at

Morristown, seemed left to scuffle for liberty, like another Cato

at Utica." *

We will now turn to the north, and lift the curtain for a mo-
ment, to give the reader a glance at affairs in that quarter,

about which there was such dubious rumors.

* Graydon's Memoir8^ 282.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

BRITISH INVASION FROM CANADA. THE PLAN. COMPOSITION
OF THE INVADING ARMY. SCHUYLER ON THE ALERT. HIS

SPECULATIONS AS TO THE ENEMy's DESIGNS. BURGOYNE ON
LAKE CHAMPLAIN. HIS WAR-SPEECH TO HIS INDIAN ALLIES.

SIGNS OF HIS APPROACH DESCRIED FROM TICONDEROGA.
CORRESPONDENCE ON THE SUBJECT BETWEEN ST. CLAIR, MAJ-
OR LIVINGSTON, AND SCHUYLER. BURGOYNE INTRENCHES
NEAR TICONDEROGA. HIS PROCLAMTION. SCHUYLEr's EX-

ERTIONS AT ALBANY TO FORWARD REINFORCEMENTS. HEARS
THAT TICONDEROGA IS EVACUATED. MYSTERIOUS DISAP-

PEARANCE OF ST. CLAIR AND HIS TROOPS. AMAZEMENT AND
CONCERN OF WASHINGTON. ORDERS REINFORCEMENTS TO
SCHUYLER AT FORT EDWARD, AND TO PUTNAM AT PEEKSKILL.
ADVANCES WITH HIS MAIN ARMY TO THE CLOVE.—HIS

HOPEFUL SPIRIT MANIFESTED.

The armament advancing against Ticonderoga, of which Gen-
eral St. Clair had given intelligence, was not a mere diversion,

but a regular invasion ; the plan of which had been devised by
the king, Lord George Germaine, and General Burgoyne, the

latter having returned to England from Canada in tlie preced-

ing year. The junction of the two armies—that in Canada and
that under General Howe in New York—was considered the

speediest mode of quelling the rebellion : and as the security

and good government of Canada required the presence of Gov-
ernor Sir Guy Carleton, three thousand men were to remain
there with him ; the residue of the army was to be employed
upon two expeditions ; the one under General Burgoyne, who
was to force his way to Albany, the other under Lieutenant-col-

onel St. Leger, who was to make a diversion on the Mohawk
River.

The invading army was composed of three thousand seven

hundred and twenty-four British rank and file, three thousand

and sixteen Germans, mostly Brunswickers, two hundred and*

fifty Canadians, and four hundred Indians ; beside these there

were four hundred and seventy-three artillery-men, in all nearly

eight thousand men. The army was admirably appointed.

Its brass train of artillery was extolled as perhaps the finest

ever allotted to an army of the size. General Phillips who com-
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manded the artiller}', had gained great reputation in the wars
in Germany. Brigadier-generals Fraser, Powel, and Hamilton,
were also officers of distinguished merit. So was Major-general

the Baron Riedesel, a Brunswicker, who commanded the Ger-
man troops.

While Burgoyne with the main force proceeded from St.

John's, Colonel St. Leger, with a detachment of regulars and
Canadians about seven hundred strong, was to land at Oswego,
and, guided by Sir John Johnson at the head of his loyalist

volunteers, tory refugees from his former neighborhood, and a

body of Indians, was to enter the Mohawk country, draw the
attention of General Schuyler in that direction, attack Fort
Stanwix, and, having ravaged the valley of the Mohawk, rejoin

Burgoyne at Albany where it was expected they would make a

triumphant junction with the army of Sir William Howe.
General Burgoyne left St. John's on the 16th of June.

Some idea may be formed of his buoyant anticipation of a
triumphant progress through the country, by the manifold and
lumbering appurtenances of a European camp with which his

army was encumbered. In this respect he had committed the
same error in his campaign through a wilderness of lakes and
forests, that had once embarrassed the unfortunate Braddock in

his march across the mountains of Virginia. •

Schuyler was uncertain as to the plans and force of the.

enemy. If information gathered from scouts and a captured
spy might be relied on Ticonderoga would soon be attacked

;

but he trusted the garrison was sufficient to maintain it. This
information he transmitted to Washington from Fort Edward
on the 16th, the very day that Burgoyne embarked at St. John's.

On the following day Schuyler was at Ticonderoga. The
works were not in such a state of forwardness as he had antici-

pated, owing to the tardy arrival of troops, and the want of a
sufficient number of artificers. The works in question related
chiefly to Mount Independence, a high circular hill on the east

side of the lake, immediately opposite to the old fort, and consid-
ered the most defensible. A star fort with pickets crowned the
summit of the hill, which was table land ; half way down the
side of the hill was a battery, and at its foot were strongly in-

trenched works well mounted with cannon. Hero the French
General de Fermois, who had charge of this fort, was posted.
As this part of Lake Champlain is narrow, a connection was

kept up between the two forts by a floating bridge, supported
on twenty-twcf sunken piers in caissons, formed of very strong
timber. Between the piers were separated floats, fifty feet

long and twelve feet wide, strongly connected b^ iron chains
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and rivets. On the north side of the bridge was a boom, com-
posed of large pieces of timber, secured by riveted bolts, and
beside this was a double iron chain with links an inch and a

half square. The bridge, boom, and chain were four hundred
yards in length. This immense work, the labor of months, on

which no expense had been spared, was intended, while it af-

forded a communication between the two forts, to protect the

upper part of the lake, presenting, under cover of their guns, a

barrier, which it was presumed no hostile ship would be able to

break through.

Having noted the state of affairs and the wants of the gar-

rison, Schuyler hastened to Fort George, whence he sent on

provisions for upwards of sixty days ; and from the banks of

the Hudson additional carpenters and working cattle. " Busi-

ness will now go in better train, and I hope with much more
spirit," writes he to Congress ;

" and I trust we shall still be

able to put everything in such order as to give the enemy a

good reception, and, I hope, a repulse, should they attempt a real

attack, which I conjecture will not be soon, if at all ; although

I expect they will approach with their fleet to keep us in alarm,

and to draw our attention from other quarters where they may
mean a real attack."

Hife idea was that, while their fleet and a small body of troops

might appear before Ticonderoga, and keep up continual alarms,

the main army might march from St. Fran9ois and St. John's

towards the Connecticut River, and make an attempt on the

Eastern States. " A manoeuvre of this kind," observes he,

"would be in General Burgoyne's way, and, if successful,

would be attended with much honor to him I am
the more confirmed in this conjecture, as the enemy cannot be

ignorant how very difficult, if not impossible, it will be for them
to penetrate to Albany, unless in losing Ticonderoga we should

lose not only all our cannon, but most of the army designed

for this department."
In the meanti-me, Burgoyne, with his amphibious and semi-

barbarous armaments was advancing up the lake. On the 21st

of June he encamped at the River Boquet, several miles north

of Crown Point ; here he gave a war feast to his savage allies,

and made them a speech in that pompous and half poetical vein

in which it is the absurd practice to address our savages, and
wh'ch is commonly reduced to flat prose by their interpreters.

At the same time he was strenuous in enjoining humanity to-

ward prisoners, dwelling on the difference between ordinary

wars carried on against a common enemy, and this against a

country in rebellion, where the hostile parties were of the sg.me
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blood, and loyal subjects of the crown might be confounded
with the rebellious. It was a speech intended to excite their

ardor, but restrain their cruelty, a difficult medium to attain

with Indian warriors.

The garrison of Ticonderoga, meanwhile, were anxiously on

the lookout. Their fortress, built on a hill, commanded an
extensive prospect over the bright and beautiful lake and its

surrounding forests, but there .were long points and promon-
tories at a distance to intercept the view.

By the 24th, scouts began to bring in word of the approach-

ing foe. Bark canoes had been seen filled with white men and
savages. Then three vessels under sail, and one at anchor,

above Split Rock, and behind it the radeau Thunderer, noted

in the last year's naval fight. Anon came word of encamp-
ments sufficient for a large body of troops, on both sides of

Gilliland's Creek, with bateaux plying about its waters, and
painted warriors gliding about in canoes ; while a number of

smokes rising out of the forest at a distance beyond, gave signs

of an Indian camp.
St. Clair wrote word of all this to Schuyler and that it was

supposed the enemy were waiting the arrival of more force ; he
did not, however, think they intended to attack, but to harass,

for the purpose of giving confidence to the Indians.

Schuyler transmitted a copy of St. Clair's letter to Wash-
ington. "If the enemy's object is not to attack Ticonderoga,"
writes he, " I suspect their movement is intended to cover an
attempt on New Hampshire, or the Mohawk River, or to cut

off the communication between Fort Edward and Fort GeOrge,
or perhaps all three, the more to distract us and divide our
force." He urged Washington for reinfoftements as soon as

possible. At the same time he wrote to St. Clair, to keep scouts

on the east side of the lake near the road leading from St. John's
to New Hampshire, and on the west, on the road leading to the

north branch of the Hudson. This done, he hastened toAlbany
to forward reinforcements and bring up the militia.

While there, he received word from St. Clair, that the enemy's
fleet and army were arrived at Crown Point, and had sent

off detachments, one up Otter Creek to cut off the com-
munication by Skenesborough ; and another on the west
side of the lake to cut off Fort George. It was evident a real

attack on Ticonderoga was intended. Claims for assistance

came hurrying on from other quarters. A large force ('St.

Leger's) was said to be arrived at Oswego, and Sir John Jonn-
son with his myrmidons on his way to attack Fort Schuyler,
the garrison of which was weak and poorly supplied with can-

non.
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Schuyler bestirs himself with his usual zeal amid the thick-

ening alarms. He writes urgent letters to the Committee of

Safety of New York, to General Putnam at Peekskill, to the

governor of Connecticut, to the president of Massachusetts, to

the committee of Berkshire, and lastly to Washington, stating

the impending dangers and imploring reinforcements. He ex-

liorts Greneral Herkimer to keep the militia of Tryon County
in readiness to protect the western frontier and to check the

inroad of Sir John Johnson, and he assures St. Clair that he
will move to his aid with the militia of New York, as soon as

lie can collect them.
Dangers accumulate at Ticonderoga according to advices

from St. Clair (28th). Seven of the enemy's vessels are lying

at Crown Point ; the rest of their fleet is probably but a little

lower down. Morning guns are heard distinctly at various

places. Some troops have debarked and encamped at Chimney
Point. There is no prospect, he says, of being able to defend
Ticonderoga unless militia come in, and he has thought of call-

ing in those from Berkshire. "Should the enemy invest and
blockade us," writes he, " we are infallibly ruined ; we shall be
obliged to abandon this side (of the lake), and then they will

soon force the other from us, nor do I see that a retreat will in

any shape be practicable. Everything, however, shall be done
that is practicable to frustrate the enemy's designs ; but what
can be expected from troops ill-armed, naked, and unac-

coutred ?
"

Schuyler's aide-de-camp. Major Livingston,* who had been
detained at Ticonderoga by indisposition, writes to him (June
30th) in a different vein, and presents a young man's view of

affairs. •

•'The enemy, after giving us several alarms, made their ap-

pearance early this morning off Three Mile Point, in eighteen

ji^unboats, and, about nine, landed a party of two or three hun-
dred Indians and Canadians. These soon fell in with a scout

fL'om us, but being superior in number, obliged them to retreat,

though without any loss on our side. The Indians then
marched to the front of the French lines, drove in a picket

j^nard, and came so near as to wound two men who were stand-

i ig behind the works. They have stopped the communication
between this and Lake George.

" We have a fair view of their boats, but cannot see that they
have brought many regulars with them. At least the number
< f red-coats in them is very small. The wind having been

* Henry Brockholst Livingston : in after years judge of the Supreme
Court of the United States.
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contrary for several days, has prevented their fleet from coming
up. The first fair breeze I shall expect to see them. Many
bets are depending that we shall be attacked in the course of

this week. Our troops are determined, and in great spirits.

They wish to be permitted to drive the savages from Three
Mile Point, but General St. Clair chooses to act on the sure

side, and risk nothing. The few alarms we have had have been
of great service in making the men alert and vigilant ; but I am
afraid the enemy will repeat them so frequently as to throw
them into their former indolence and inattention. General St.

Clair has taken the precaution to move most of the stores to the

mount [Independence]. This moment two ships and as many
sloops have hove in sight. Spirits of the men seem to increase

in proportion to the number of the enemy.
" I cannot but esteem myself fortunate that indisposition

prevented my returning with you, as it has given me an oppor-

tunity of being present at a battle, in which I promise myself
the pleasure of seeing our army flushed with victory."*

The enemy came advancing up the lake on the 30th, their

main body under Burgoyne on the west side, the German re-

serve under Baron Biedesel on the east ; communication being
maintained by frigates and gunboats, which, in a manner, kept
pace between them. It was a magnificent array of warlike

means ; and the sound of drum and trumpet along the shores,

and now and then the thundering of a cannon from the ships,

were singularly in contrast with the usual silence of a region

little better than a wilderness.

On the first of July, Burgoyne encamped four miles north of

Ticonderoga, and began to intrench, and to throw a boom
across the lake. His advanced guard und*r General Eraser

. took post at Three Mile point, and the ships anchored just out

of gunshot of the fort.

Here he issued a proclamation still more magniloquent than
his speech to the Indians, denouncing woe to all who should
persist in rebellion, and laying particular stress upon his means,
with the aid of the Indians, to overtake the hardiest enemies
of Great Britain and America wherever they might lurk.

General St. Clair was a gallant Scotchman, who had seen
service in the old French war as well as in this, and beheld
the force arrayed against him without dismay. It is true his

garri.son was not so numerous as it had been represented to

Washington, not exceeding three thousand five hundred men,
of whom nine hundred were militia. They were badly equipped
also, and few had bayonets : yet as Major Livingston re-

* Letter of Major Livingston to General Schuyler, MS,
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ported, they were in good heart. St. Clair confided, however,

in the strength of his position and the works which had been

constructed in connection with it, and trusted he should be

able to resist any attempt to take it by storm.

Schuyler at this time was at Albany, sending up reinforce-

ments of continental trooj^s and militia, and awaiting the arrival

of further reinfarcements, for which sloops had been sent down
to Peekskill.

He was endeavoring also to provide for the security of tlie

department in other quarters. The savages had been scalping

in the neighborhood of Fort Schuyler ; a set of renegade Indi-

ans were harassing the settlements on the Susquehanna ; and
the threatenings of Brant, the famous Indian chief, and
the prospect of a British inroad by the way of Oswego, had
spread terror though Tryon County, the inhabitants of which
called upon him for support.

" The enemy are harassing us in every quarter of this de-

partment," writes he. " I am, however, happily, thank God,
in full health and spirits to enable me to extend my attention

to those various quarters, and hope we shall all do well."*

The enemy's manoeuvre of intrenching themselves and throw-

ing a boom across the lake, of which St. Clair informed him,

made him doubt of their being in great force, or intending a

serious attack. " I shall have great hopes," writes he to St.

Clair, " if General Burgoyne continues in the vicinity of your

post until we get up, and dares risk an engagement, we shall

give a good account of him."t

To General Herkimer, who commanded the militia in Tryon
County, he writes in the same encouraging strain. "From in-

telligence which I have just now received from Ticonderoga, I

am not very apprehensive that any great effort will be made
against the Mohawk Kiver. I shall, however, keep a watchful

eye to the preservation of the western quarter, and have tliere-

fore directed Colonel Van Schaick to remain in Tryon County
with the [continental] troops under his command.

"If we act with vigor and spirit, we have nothing to fear;

but if once despondency takes place, the worst consequences are

to be apprehended. It is, therefore, incumbent on you to labor

to keep up the spirits of the people."

In the meantime he awaited the arrival of the troops from
Peekskill with impatience. On the 5th they had not aiipeared.

"The moment they do," writes he, "I shall move with them.

If they do not arrive by to-morrow, I go without them, and will

* Letter to the Hon. George Clymer.
+ Schuyler's Letter Book.
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do the best I can with the militia." He actually did set out at

8 o'clock on the morning of the 7th.

Such was the state of affairs in the north, of which Washing-
ton from time to time had been informed. An attack on Ticon-

deroga appeared to be impending ;
but as the garrison was in

good heart, the commander resolute, and troops were on the way
to reinforce him, a spirited, and perhaps successful resistance

was anticipated by Washington. His surprise may therefore

be imagined, on receiving a letter from Schuyler dated July
7th, conveying the astounding intelligence that Ticonderoga
was evacuated

!

Schuyler had just received the news at Stillwater on the

Hudson, when on his way with reinforcements for the fortress.

The first account was so vague that Washington hoped it might
prove incorrect. It was confirmed by another letter from
Schuyler, dated on the 9th at Fort Edward. A part of the

garrison had been pursued by a detachment of the enemy as

far as Fort Anne in that neighborhood, where the latter had
been repulsed; as to St. Clair himself and the main part of his

forces, they had thrown themselves into the forest, and nothing
was known what had become of them !

" I am here,'' writes Schuyler, " at the head of a handful of

men, not above fifteen hundred, with little ammunition, not
above five rounds to a man, having neither balls nor lead to

make any. The country is in the deepest consternation; no
carriages to remove the stores from Fort George, which I expect
every moment to hear is attacked ; and what adds to my
distress is, that a report prevails that I had given orders for

the evacuation of Ticonderoga."
Washington was totally at a loss to account for St. Clair's

movement. To abandon a fortress which he had recently

pronounced so defensible : and to abandon it apparently without
firing a gun ! and then the strange uncertainty as to his

subsequent fortunes, and the whereabouts of himself and the

main body of his troops !
" The affair," writes Washington,

" is 80 mysterious that it baffles even conjecture."

His first attention was to supply the wants of General
Schuyler. An express was sent to Springfield for musket
cartridges, gunpowder, lead, and cartridge papers. Ten pieces

of artillery with harness and proper officers were to be forwarded
from Peekskill, as well as intrenching tools. Of tents he had
none to furnish, neither could heavy cannon be spared from
the defense of the Highlands.

Six hundred recruits, on their march from Massachusetts to

Peekskill were ordered to repair to the reinforcement of
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Schuyler ; this was all the force that Washington could venture

at this moment to send to his aid ; hut this addition to liis

troops, supposing those under St. Clair should have come in,

and any number of militia have turned out, would probably

form an army equal, if not superior,' to that said to be under

Burgoyne. Besides, it was Washington's idea that the latter

wduld suspend his operations until General Howe should make
a movement in concert. Supposing that movement would be

an immediate attempt against the Highlands, he ordered

Sullivan with his division to Peekskill to reinforce General

Putnam. At the same time he advanced with his main army
to Pompton, and thence to the Clove, a rugged defile through

the Highlands on the west side of the Hudson. Here he
encamped within eighteen miles of the river, to watch, and be

at hand to oppose the designs of Sir William Howe, whatever
might be their direction.

On the morning of the 14th came another letter from
Schuyler, dated Port Edward, July 10th. He had that morn-
ing received the first tidings of St. Clair and his missing troops,

and of their being fifty miles east of him.

Washington hailed the intelligence with that hopeful spirit

which improved every ray of light in the darkest moments.
*' I am happy to hear," writes he, " that General St. Clair and
his army are not in the hands of. the enemy. I really feared

they had become prisoners. The evacuation of Ticonderoga

and Mount Independence is an event of chagrin and surprise

not apprehended, nor within the compass of my reasoning. . . .

This stroke is severe indeed, and has distressed us much. But,

notwithstanding things at present have a dark and gloomy
aspect, I hope a spirited opposition will check the progress of

General Burgoyne's army, and that the confidence derived from
his success, will hurry him into measures that will in their

consequences be favorable to us. TFe should never despair.

Our situation before has been unprovnisirKj and has changed
for the better, so Itrust it will again. If new difficidties arise

loe must only put forth new exertions, and proportion our
efforts to the exigency of the times. ^^

His spirit of candor and moderation is evinced in another

letter. "I will not condemn or even pass censure upon any
officer unheard, but I think it a duty which General St. Clair

owes to his own character, to insist upon an opportunity of giv-

ing his reasons for his sudden evacuation of a post, which, but
a few days before, he by his own letters, thought tenable, at

least for a while. People at a distance are apt to form wrong
conjectures, and if General St. Clair has good reasons for the
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stfp he has taken, I think the sooner he justifies himself the

hetter. I liave mentioned these matters, because he may not

know that his conduct is looked upon as very unaccountable by
all ranks of people in this part of the country. If he is repre-

hensible, the public have an undoubted right to call for that

justice which is due from an officer, who betrays or gives up his

post in an unwarrantable manner." *

Having stated the various measures adopted by Washington
for the aid of the Northern army at this critical juncture, we
will leave him at his encampment in the Clove, anxiously

watching the movements of the fleet and the lower army, while

we turn to the north, to explain the mysterious retreat of

General St. Clair.

CHAPTER XXV.

PARTICULARS OF THE EVACUATION. INDIAN SCOUTS IN THK
VICINITY OP THE FORT. OUTPOSTS ABANDONED BY ST. CLAIR.

BURGOYNE SECURES MOUNT HOPE. INVESTS THE FORTRESS.
SEIZES AND OCCUPIES SUGAR HILL. THE FORTS OVERLOOKED
AND IN IMMINENT PERIL. DETERMINATION TO EVACUATE.
PLAN OF RETREAT. PART OF THE GARRISON DEPART FOR

SKENESBOROUGH IN THE FLOTILLA. ST. CLAIR CROSSES WITH
THE REST TO FORT INDEPENDENCE.^—A CONFLAGRATION RE-

VEALS HIS RETREAT. THE BRITISH CAMP AROUSED. FRASER
PURSUES ST. CLAIR. BURGOYNE WITH HIS SQUADRON MAKES
AFTER THE FLOTILLA. PART OF THE FUGITIVES OVERTAKEN.
FLIGHT OF THE REMAINDER TO FORT ANNE. SKIRMISH OP

COLONEL LONG. RETREAT TO FORT. EDWARD. ST. CLAIR AT
CASTLETON. ATTACK OF HIS REAR-GUARD. PALL OF COL-

ONEL FRANCIS. DESERTION OF COLONEL HALE. ST. CLAIR
REACHES FORT EDWARD.—CONSTERNATION OF THE COUNTRY.
EXULTATION OF THE BRITISH.

I-V tlie accounts given in the preceding chapter of tlie ap-

proach of Burgoyne to Ticonderoga, it was stated that he had
encamped four miles north of the fortress, and intrenched him-
self. On tlie 2d of July, Indian scouts made their appearance
in the vicinity of a blockhouse and some outworks about the
strait or channel leading to Lake George. As General St. Clair

did not think the garrison sufficient to defend all the outposts,

the.se works with some adjacent saw-mills were, set on fire and
* Lettor to Schuyler, 18th July, 1777
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abandoned. The extreme left of Ticonderoga was weak, and
might easily be turned ; a post had therefore been established

in the preceding year, nearly half a mile in advance of the old

French lines, on an eminence to the north of them. General

St. Clair, through singular remissness, had neglected to seciu-e

it. Burgoyne soon discovered this neglect, and hastened to de-

tach Generals Phillips and Eraser with a body of infantry and

light artillery, to take possession of this post. They did so

without opposition. Heavy guns were mounted upon it ; Eraser's

whole corps was stationed there ; the post commanded the com-

munication by land and water with Lake George, so as to cut

off all supplies from that quarter. In fact, such were the ad-

vantages expected from this post thus neglected by St. Clair,

that the British gave it the significant name of Mount Hope.
The enemy now proceeded gradually to invest Ticonderoga.

A line of troops was drawn from the western part of Mount
Hope round to Three Mile Point, where General Eraser was
posted with the advance guard, while General Eiedesel en-

camped with the German reserve in a parallel line, on the op-

posite side of Lake Champlain, at the foot of Mount Independ-
ence. Eor two days the enemy occupied themselves in making
their advances and securing these positions, regardless of a can-

nonade kept up by the American batteries.

St. Clair began to apprehend that a regular seige was in-

tended, which would be more difficult to withstand than a direct

assault; he kept up a resolute aspect, however, and went about

among his troops, encouraging them with the hope of a success-

ful resistance, but enjoining incessant vigilance, and punctual

attendance at the alarm posts at morning and evening roll-call.

With all the pains and expense lavished by the Americans
to render these works impregnable, they had strangely

neglected the master key by which they were all commanded.
This was Sugar Hill, a rugged height, the termination of a

mountain ridge which separates Lake Champlain from Lake
George. It stood to the south of Ticonderoga, beyond the nar-

row channel which connected the two lakes, and rose pre-

cipitously from the waters of Champlain to the height of six

hundred feet. It had been pronounced by the Americans too

distant to be dangerous. Colonel Trumbull, some time an
aide-de-camp to Washington, and subsequently an adjutant, had
proved the contrary in the preceding year, by throwing a shot

from a six-pounder in the fort nearly to the summit. It was
then pronounced inaccessible to an enemy. This Trumbull
had likewise proved to be an error, by clambering with Arnold
and Wayne to the top, whence they perceived that a practicable
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road for artillery might easily and readily be made. Trumbull
had insisted that this was the true point for the fort, command-
ing the neighboring heights,, the narrow parts of both lakes,

and the communication between. A small, but strong fort

here, with twenty-five heavy guns and five hundred men, would
be as efficient as one hundred guns and ten thousand men on

the extensive works of Ticonderoga.* His suggestions were
disregarded; their wisdom was now to be proved.

The British General Phillips, on taking his position, had re-

garded the hill with a practiced eye. He caused it to be re-

connoitered by a skillful engineer. The report was, that it

overlooked, and had the entire command of Fort Ticonderoga
and Fort Independence, being about fourteen hundred yards

from the former, and fifteen hundred from the latter ; that the

ground could be leveled for cannon, and a road cut up the de-

files of the mountain in four-and-twenty hours.

Measures were instantly taken to plant a battery on that

height. While the American garrisons were entirely engaged
in a different direction, cannonading Mount Hope and the

British lines without material effect, and without provoking a

reply, the British troops were busy throughout the day and
night cutting a road through rocks and trees and up rugged
defiles. Guns, ammunition, and stores, all were carried up the

hill in the night ; the cannon were hauled up from tree to tree,

and before morning the ground was leveled for the battery on
which they were to be mounted. To this work, thus achieved
by a coup de main, they gave the name of Fort Defiance.

On the 5th of July, to their astonishment and consternation,

the garrison beheld a legion of red-coats on the summit of this

hill, constructing works which must soon lay the fortress at

their mercy.

In this sudden and appalling emergency. General St. Clair

called a council of war. What was to be done ? The batteries

from this new fort would probably be open the next day : by
that time Ticonderoga might be completely invested, and the

whole garrison exposed to capture. They had not force suffi-

cient for one half the works, and General Schuyler, supposed to

be at Albany, could afford them no relief. The danger was
imminent; delay might prove fatal. It was unanimously de-

termined to evacuate both Ticonderoga and Mount Independ-
ence that very night, and retreat to Skenesborough (now White-
hall), at the upper part of the lake, about thirty miles distant,

where there was a stockaded fort. The main body of the army,
led by General St. Clair, were to cross to Mount Independence

* TrumbuH's Autobiography, p. 32.
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and push for Skenesborough by land, taking a circuitous route

through the woods on the east side of the lake, by way of Cas-

tleton.

The cannon, stores, and provisions, together with the

wounded and the women, were to be embarked on board of

two hundred bateaux, and conducted to the upper extremity

of the lake, by Colonel Long with six hundred men ; two hun-

dred of whom in five armed galleys were to form a rear-

guard.

It was now three o'clock in the afternoon ; \et all the prep-

arations were to be made for the coming night, and that with

as little bustle and movement as possible ; for they were over-

looked by Fort Defiance, and their intentions might be sus-

pected. Everything, therefore, was done quietly, but alertly

;

in the meantime, to amuse the enemy, a cannonade was kept

up every half hour toward the new battery on the hill. As
soon as the evening closed, and their movements could not be

discovered, they began in all haste to load the boats. Such of

the cannon as could not be taken were ordered to be spiked.

It would not do to knock off their trunnions, lest the noise

should awaken suspicions. In the hurry several were left unin-

jured. The lights in the garrison being previously extin-

guished, their tents were struck and put on board of the boats,

and the women and the sick embarked. Everything was con-

ducted with such silence and address, that, although it was a

moonlight night, the flotilla departed undiscovered, and was
soon under the shadows of the mountains and overhanging

forests.

The retreat by land was not conducted with equal discretion

and mystery. General St. Clair had crossed over the bridge

to the Vermont side of the lake by three o'clock in the morning,

and set forward with his advance through the woods toward
Hubbardton; but, before the rear-guard under Colonel Erancis

got in motion, the house at Fort Independence, which had
been occupied by the French General de Fermois, was set on
fire—by his orders, it is said, though we are loth to charge him
with such indiscretion, such gross and wanton violation of the

plan of retreat. The consequences were disastrous. The
British sentries at Mount Hope were astonished by a conflag-

ration suddenly lighting uj) Mount Independence, and reveal-

ing the American troops in full retreat ; for the rear-guard, dis-

concerted by this sudden exposure, pressed forward for the

woods in the utmost haste and confusion.

The drums beat to arms in the British camp. Alarm guns
were fired from Mount Hope : General Eraser dashed, into
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Ticonderoga with his pickets, giving orders for liis brigade to

arm in all haste and follow. By daybreak he had hoisted the

British flag over the deserted fortress ; before sniirise he had
passed the bridge, and was in full pursuit of the American rear-

guard. Burgoyne Avas roused from his morning slumbers on
board of the frigate Royal George, by the alarm guns from
Fort Hope, and a message from General Fraser, announcing
the double retreat of the Americans by land and water. From
the quarter-deck of the frigate he soon had confirmation of the

news. The British colors were flying on Fort Ticonderoga,

and Fraser's troops were glittering on the opposite shore.

Burgoyne's measures were prompt. General Kiedesel was
ordered to follow and support Fraser with a part of tlie German
troops

;
garrisons were thrown into Ticonderoga and Mount

Independence ; the main part of the army was embarked on
board of the frigates and gunboats ; the floating bridge with
its boom and chain, which had cost months to construct, was
broken through by nine o'clock ; when Burgoyne set out with
his squadron in pursuit of the flotilla.

We left the latter making its retreat on tlie preceding even-

ing towards Skenesborough. The lal:e above Ticonderoga be-

comes 80 narrow that, in those times, it was frequently called

South River. Its beautiful waters wound among mountains
covered with primeval forests. The bateaux, deeply laden,

made their way slowly in a lengthened line; sometimes under
the shadows of the mountains, sonn^tinies in tlie gleam of moon-
light. The rear-guard of armed galleys f )lloNved at wary dis-

tance. No immediate pursuit, howi^ver, was a])prehended. The
floating bridge was coiisidenul an effectual impediment to the

enemy's fleet. Gayety, therefore, prevailed among the fugi-

tives. They exulted in the secrecy and dexterity with which
they had managed tlieir retreat, and amused themselves with
tlie id«'a of what would be tlu; astonishment of the enemy at

daybreak. Tlie ofti<-ers rc'galed merrily on the stores saved
from Ticonderoga, ami knocking off the necks of bottles of wine,

drank a pleasant recelUe to General Burgoyne.
About three o'clock in the afternoon of the succeeding day,

the heavily laden bateaux arrived at Skene8l:>orough. The dis-

embarkation ha«l scarcely romnienced when the thundering of

artillery' was heanl from Ix-low. Could the enemy be at hand ?

It was even so. The British gun-boats having pushed on in

advance of the frigates, had overtaken and were liring upon the

galleys. The latter defended themselves for a while, but at

length two struck, and three were blown up. The fugitives

from them brought word that the British ships not being able
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to come up, troops and Indians were landing from them and
scrambling up the hills ; intending to get in the rear of the

fort and cut off all retreat.

All now was consternation and confusion. The bateaux, the

storehouses, the fort, the mill were all set on fire, and a general

flight took place toward Fort Anne, about twelve miles distant.

Some made their way in boats up Wood Creek, a winding
stream. The main body, under Colonel Long, retreated by a

narrow defile cut through the woods, harassed all night by
alarms that the Indians were close in pursuit. Both parties

reached Fort Anne by daybreak. It was a small picketed fort,

near the junction of Wood Creek and East Creek, about sixteen

miles from Fort Edward. General Schuyler arrived at the

latter place on the following day. The number of troops with

him was inconsiderable, but, hearing of Colonel Long's situa-

tion, he immediately sent him a small reinforcement, with pro-

visions and ammunition, and urged him to maintain his post

resolutely.

On the same day Colonel Long's scouts brought in word that

there were British red-coats approaching. They were in fact a

regiment under Lieutenant-colonel Hill, detached from Skenes-

borough by Burgoyne in pursuit of the fugitives. Long sallied

forth to meet them
;
posting himself at a rocky defile, where

there was a narrow pathway along the border of Wood Creek.

As the enemy advanced he opened a heavy fire upon them in

front, while a part of his troops crossing and recrossing the

creek, and availing themselves of their knowledge of the ground,

kept up a shifting attack from the woods in flank and rear.

Apprehensive of being surrounded, the British took post upon
a high hill to their right, where they were warmly beseiged for

nearly two hours, and, according to their own account, would
certainly have been forced, had not some of their Indian allies

arrived and set up the much-dreaded war whoop. It was an-

swered with three cheers by the British upon the hill. This

changed the fortune of the day. The Americans had nearly

expended their ammunition, and had not enough left to cope

with this new enemy. They retreated, therefore, to Fort Anne,
carrying with them a number of prisoners, among whom were
a captain and surgeon. Supposing the troops under Colonel

Hill an advance guard of Burgoyne's army, they set fire to the

fort and pushed on to Fort Edward ; where they gave the alarm

that the main force of the enemy was close after them, and that

no one knew what had become of General St. Clair and the

troops who had retreated with him. We shall now clear up the

Inystery of his movements.
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His retreat through the woods from Mount Independence

continued the first day until night, when he arrived at Castle-

ton, thirty miles from Ticonderoga. His rear-guard halted

about six miles short, of Hubbardton, to await the arrival of

stragglers. It was composed of three regiments under colonels

Seth Warner, Frances, and Hale ; in all about thirteen hundred
men.

Early the next morning, a sultry morning of July, while they

were taking their breakfast, they were startled by the report of

fire-arms. Their sentries had discharged their muskets, and
came running in with word that the enemy were at hand.

It was General Fraser, with his advance of eight hundred
and fifty men, who had pressed forward in the latter part of the

night, and now attacked the Americans with great spirit, not-

withstanding their superiority in numbers ; in fact, he expected

to be promptly reinforced by Riedesel and his Germans. The
Americans met the British with great spirit ; but at the very

commencement of the action. Colonel Hale, with a detachment
placed under his command to protect the rear, gave way, leaving

Warner and Francis with but seven hundred men to bear the

brunt of the battle. These posted themselves behind logs and
trees in " backwoods " style, whence they kept up a destructive

fire, and were evidently gaining the advantage, when General

Reidesel came pressing into the action with his German troops,

drums beating and colors flying. There was now an impetuous
charge with the bayonet. Colonel Francis was among the first

who fell, gallantly fighting at the head of his men. The Amer-
icans, thinking the whole German force upon them, gave way
and fled, leaving the ground covered with their dead and
wounded. Many others who had been wounded perished in the

woods, where they had taken refuge. Their whole loss in

killed, wounded and taken, was upwards of three hundred ; that

of the enemy one hundred and eighty-three. Several officers

were lost on both sides. Among those wounded of the British

was Major Ackland of the grenadiers, of whose further fortunes

in the war we shall have to speak hereafter.

The noise of the firing when the action commenced had
reached General St. Clair at Castleton. He immediately sent

orders to two militia regiments which were in his rear, and
within two miles of the battle-ground, to hasten to the assistance

of his rear-guard. They refused to obey, and hurried forward to

Castleton. At this juncture St. Clair received information of

Burgoyne's arrival at Skenesborough, and the destruction of the

American works there : fearing to be intercepted at Fort Anne,
he immediately changed his route, struck into the woods on his
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left, and directed his march to Rutland, leaving word for War-
ner to follow him. The latter overtook him two days after-

wards, with his shattered force reduced to ninety men. As to

Colonel Hale, who had pressed towards Castleton at the begin-

ning of the action, he and his men were overtaken the same day
by the enemy, and the whole party captured, without making
any fight. It has been alleged in his excuse, with apparent
justice, that he and a large portion of his men were in feeble

health, and unfit for action ; for his own part, he died while yet

a prisoner, and never had the opportunity which he sought, to

vindicate himself before a court-martial.

On the 12th St. Clair reached Fort Edward, his troops hag-

gard and exhausted by their long retreat through the woods.

Such is the story of the catastrophe at Fort Ticonderoga, which
caused so much surprise and concern to Washington, and of the

seven days' mysterious disappearance of St. Clair, which kept
every one in the most painful suspense.

The loss of artillery, ammunition, provisions, and stores, in

consequence of the evacuation of these northern posts, was
prodigious ; but the worst effect was the consternation spread

throughout the country. A panic prevailed at Albany, the

people running about as if distracted, sending off their goods
and furniture.* The great barriers of the North, it was said,

were broken through, and there was nothing to check the

triumphant career of the enemy.
The invading army, both officers and men, according to a

British writer of the time, " were highly elated with their fort-

une, and deemed that and their prowess to be irresistible.

They regarded their enemy with the greatest contempt, and
considered their own toils to be nearly at an end, and Albany
already in their hands."

In England, too, according to the same author, the joy and
exultation were extreme ; not only at court, but with all those

who hoped or wished the unqualified subjugation and uncondi-

tional submission of the colonies. " The loss in reputation was
greater to the Americans," adds he, " and capable of more fatal

consequences, than that of ground, of posts, of artillery, or of

men. All the contemptuous and most degrading charges which
had been made by their enemies, of their wanting the resolu-

tion and abilities of men, even in defense of what was dear to

them, were now repeated and believed." . ..." It was
not difficult to diffuse an opinion that the war, in effect, was
over, and that any further resistance would render the terms

of their submission worse. Such," he concludes, " were some
* MS. Letter of Richard Varick to Schuyler.
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of the immediate effects of the loss of those grand keys of

North America, Tironderoga and the lakes." *

CHAPTEE XXVI.

capture of general prescott. proffered in exchange
for lee. reinforcements to schuyler, arnold sent
to the north. eastern militia to repair to sara-
toga. further reinforcements. generals lincoln
and arnold recommended for particular service.*

Washington's measures and suggestions for the
. northern campaign. british fleet puts to sea.

conjectures AS TO ITS DESTINATION.—A FEIGNED LETTER.
APPEARANCE AND DISAPPEARANCE OF THE FLEET. ORDERS

AND COUNTER-ORDERS OF WASHINGTON. ENCAMPS AT
GERMANTOWN. ANXIETY FOR THE SECURITY OF THE HIGH-
LANDS. GEORGE CLINTON ON GUARD. CALL ON CONNECTI-
CUT

A SPIRITED exploit to the eastward was performed during
the prevalence of adverse news from the North. General Pres-
cott had command of the British forces in Rhode Island. His
harsh treatment of Colonel Ethan Allen, and his haughty and
arrogant conduct on various occasions, had rendered him pecul-

iarly odious to the Americans. Lieutenant-colonel Barton, who
was stationed with a force of Rhode Island militia on the main-
land, received word that Prescott was quartered at a country
house near the western shore of the island, about four miles

from Newport, totally unconscious of danger, though in a very
exposed situation. He determined, if possible, to surprise and
capture him. Forty resolute men joined him in the enterprise.

Embarking at night in two boats at Warwick Neck, they pulled
quietly a^rross the bay with muffled oars, undiscovered by the
ships of war and guard-boats ; landed in silence ; eluded the
vigilance of the guard stationed near the house ; captured the
sentry at the door, and surprised the general in his bed. His
aide-de-<ramp leaped from the window, but was likewise taken.

Colonel Barton returned with equal silence and address, and
arrived safe at Warwick with his prisoners. A sword was voted
to him by Congress, and he received a colonel's commission in

the regular army.
Washington hailed the capture of Prescott as a peculiarly

* Hist. Civil War in AmeHca, vol. i. p. 283.
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fortunate circumstance, furnishing him with an equivalent for

General Lee. He accordingly wrote to Sir William Howe, pro-

posing the exchange. " This proposition," writes he, " being
agreeable to the letter and spirit of the agreement subsisting

between us, will, I hope, have your approbation. I am the

more induced to expect it, as it will not only remove one ground
of controversy between us, but in its consequences effect the ex-

changes of Lieutenant-colonel Campbell and the Hessian of-

ficers, for a like number of ours of equal rank in your pos-

session."

jSTo immediate reply was received to this letter. Sir William
Howe being at sea; in the meantime Prescott remained in

durance. "I would have him genteelly accommodated, but
strongly guarded," writes Washington. " I would not admit
him to parole, as General Howe has not thought proper to grant
General Lee that indulgence." *

Washington continued his anxious exertions to counteract

the operations of the enemy ; forwarding artillery and ammuni-
tion to Schuyler, with all the camp furniture that could be

spared from his own encampment and from Peekskill. A part

of Kixon's brigade was all the reinforcement he could afford in

his present situation. " To weaken this army more than is pru-

dent," writes he, " would perhaps bring destruction upon it, and
I look upon the keeping it upon a respectable footing as the

only means of preventing a junction of Howe's and Burgoyne's
armies, which, if effected, may have the most fatal consequences."

Schuyler had earnestly desired the assistance of an active of-

ficer well acquainted with the country. Washington sent him
Arnold. " I need not," writes he, " enlarge upon his well known
activity, conduct, and bravery. The proofs he has given of all

these have gained him the confidence of the public and of the

army, the Eastern troops in particular."

The question of rank, about which Arnold was so tenacious,

was yet unsettled, and though, had his promotion been regular,

he would have been superior in command to General St. Clair,

he assured Washington that, on the present occasion, his claim

should create no dispute.

Schuyler, in the meantime, aided by Kosciuszko the Pole,

who was engineer in his department, had selected two position!

on Moses Creek, four miles below Fort Edward ; where the

troops which had retreated from Ticonderoga, and part of the

militia, where throwing up works.

To impede the advance of the enemy, he had caused trees to

* Letter to Governor Trumbull. Correspondence of the Eevolution,

vol. i. Sparks.
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be felleil into Wood Creek, so as to render it unnavigable, and

the roads between Fort Edward and Fort Anne to be broken

up ; the cattle in that direction to be brought away, and the

forage destroyed. He had drawn off the garrison from Fort

George, who left the buildings in flames. " Strengthened by

that garrison, who are in good health," writes he, " and if the

militia, who are here, or an equal number, can be prevailed on

to stay, and the enemy give me a few days more, which I think

they will be obliged to do, I shall not be apprehensive that they

will be able to force the posts I am about to occupy."

Washington cheered on his faithful coadjutor. His reply to

Schuyler (July 22d) was full of that confident hope, founded

on sagacious forecast, with which he was prone to animate his

generals in times of doubt and difficulty. " Though our affairs

for some days past have worn a dark and gloomy aspect, I yet

look forward to a fortunate and happy change. I trust Gen-

eral Burgoyne's army will meet sooner or later an effectual

check, and, as I suggested before, that the success he has had

will precipitate his ruin. From your accounts, he appears to

be pursuing that line of conduct, which, of all others, is most

favorable to us ; I mean acting in detachment. This conduct

will certainly give room for enterprise on our part, and expose

his parties to great hazard. Could we be so happy as to cut

one of them off, supposing it should not exceed four, five, or

six hundred men, it would inspirit the people, and do away
much of their present anxiety. In such an event they would

lose sight of past misfortunes, and, urged at the same time by

a regard to their own security, they would fly to arms and

ford every aid in their power."

While he thus suggested bold enterprises, he cautioned

Schuyler not to repose too much confidence in the works he was

projecting, so as to collect in them a large quantity of stores.

" I begin to consider lines as a kind of trap," writes he, " and

not to answer the valuable purposes expected from them, unless

they are in passes which cannot be avoided by the enemy."

In circulars addressed to the brigadier-generals of militia in

the western parts of Massachusetts and Connecticut, he warned

them that the evacuation of Ticonderoga had opened a door by
which the enemy, unless vigorously opposed, might penetrate

the northern part of the State of New York, and the western

parts of New Hampshire and Massachusetts, and, forming a

junction with General Howe, cut off the communication be-

tween the Eastern and Northern States. " It cannot be sup-

posed," arlds he, " that the small number of continental troops

assembled at Fort Edward, is alone sufficient to check the pro-
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gress of the enemy. To the militia, therefore, must we look

for support in this time of trial ; and I trust that you will im-

mediately upon receipt of this, if you have not done it already,

march with at least one third of the militia under your com-
mand, and rendezvous at Saratoga, unless directed to some other

place by General Schuyler or General Arnold.''

Washington now ordered that all the vessels and river craft,

not required at Albany, should be sent down to New Windsor
and Fishkill, and kept in readiness ;

for he knew not how soon

the movements of General Howe might render it suddenly nec-

essary to transport part of his forces up the Hudson,
Further letters from Schuyler urged the increasing exigencies

of his situation. It was harvest time. The militia, impatient

at being detained from their rural labors, were leaving him in

great numbers. In a council of general officers, it had been
thought advisable to give leave of absence to half, lest the whole
should depart. He feared those who remained would do so but

a few days. The enemy were steadily employed cutting a road

toward him from Skenesborough. From the number of horse

they were reported to have, and to expect, they might intend to

bring their provisions on horseback. If so, they would be able

to move with expedition. In this position of affairs, he urged

to be reinforced as speedily as possible.

Washington, in reply, informed him that he had ordered a

further reinforcement of General Glover's brigade, which was
all he could possibly furnish in his own exigencies. He trusted

affairs with Schuyler would soon wear a more smiling aspect,

that the Eastern States, who were so deeply concerned in the

matter, would exert themselves, by effectual succor, to enable

him to check the progress of the enemy, and repel a danger

by which they were immediately threatened. From the informa-

tion he had received, he supposed the force of the enemy to be

little more than five thousand. " They seem," said he, " to be

unprovided with wagons to transport the immense quantity of

baggage and warlike apparatus, without which they cannot

pretend to penetrate the country. You mention their having

a great number of horses, but they must nevertheless require a

considerable number of wagons, as there are many things

which cannot be transported on horses. They can never think

of advancing without securing their rear, and the force with

which they can act against you, will be greatly reduced jy de-

tachments necessary for that purpose ; and as they have to cut

out their passage, and to remove the impediments you have

thrown in their way, before they can proceed, this circumstance,

with the encumbrance they must feel in their baggage, stores,

I
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etc., will inevitably retard their march, and give yon leisure

and opportunity to prepare a good reception for them
I have directed General Lincoln to repair to you as speedily as

the state of his health, which is not very perfect, will permit

;

this gentleman has always supported the character of a judi-

cious, brave, active officer, and he is exceedingly popular in the

State of Massachusetts, to which he belongs ; he will have a

degree of influence over the militia which cannot fail of being

highly advantageous. I have intended him more particularly

for the command of the militia, and I promise myself it will

have a powerful tendency to make them turn out with more
cheerfulness, and to inspire them with perseverance to remain
in the field, and with fortitude and spirit to do their duty while

in it/' *

Washington highly approved of a measure suggested by

ISchu3der, of stationing a body of troops somewhere about the

Hampshire Grants (Vermont), so as to be in the rear or on the

flank of Burgoyne, should he advance. It would make the

latter, he said, very circumspect in his advances, if it did not

entirely prevent them. It would keep him in continual anxiety

for his rear, and oblige him to leave the posts behind him
much stronger than he would otherwise do. He advised that

General Lincoln should have the command of the corps thus

posted, " as no person could be more proper for it."

He recommended, moreover, that in case the enemy should

make any formidable movement in the neighborhood of Fort

I^B
Schuyler (Stanwix), on the Mohawk River, General Arnold, or

^Bsome other sensible, spirited officer, should be sent to take

charge of that post, keep up the spirits of the inhabitants, and
cultivate and improve the favorable disposition of the Indians.

The rea<ler will find in the sequel what a propitious effect all

these measures had upon the fortunes of the Northern cam-
paign, and with what admirable foresight Washington calculated

all its chances. Due credit must also be given to the saga-

cious counsels and executive energy of Schuyler ; who suggested

some of the best moves in the campaign, and carried . them
rigorously into action. Never was Washington more ably and
loyally seconded by any of his generals.

But now the attention of the commander-in-chief is called to

the seaboard. On the 23d of July, the fleet, so long the object

of watchful solicitude, actually put to sea. The force embarked,

according to subsequent accounts, consisted of thirty-six British

and Hessian battalions, including the light infantry and grena-

diers, with a powerful artillery ; a New York corps of proviii-

* Schuyler's Letter Book.
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cials, or royalists, called the Queen's Kangers, and a regi

ment of light horse ; between fifteen and eighteen thousand
men in all. The force left with General Sir Henry Clinton for

the protection of New York, consisted of seventeen battalions, a

regiment of light horse, and the remainder of the provincial

corps.*

The destination of the fleet was still a matter of conjecture.

Just after it had sailed, a young man presented himself at one
of General Putnam's outposts. He had been a prisoner in New
York, he said, but had received his liberty and a large reward
on undertaking to be the bearer of a letter from General Howe
to Burgoyne. This letter his feelings of patriotism prompted
him to deliver up to General Putnam. The letter was imme-
diately transmitted by the general to Washington. It was in

the handwriting of Howe, and bore his signature. In it he in-

formed Burgoyne, that instead of any designs up the Hudson,
he was bound to the east against Boston. " If," said he, " ac-

cording to my expectations, we may succeed in getting posses-

sion of it, I shall, without loss of time, proceed to cooperate

with you in the defeat of the rebel army opposed to you. Clin-

ton is sufficiently strong to amuse Washington and Putnam. I
am now making demonstrations to the southward, which I

think will have the full effect in carrying our plan into execu-

tion."

Washington at once pronounced the letter a feint. "No
stronger proof could be given," said he, " that Howe is not go-

ing to the eastward. The letter was evidently intended to fall

into our hands. If there were not too great a risk of the dis-

persion of their fleet, I should think their putting to sea a mere
manoeuvre to deceive, and the North River still their object. I

am persuaded, more than ever, that Philadelphia is the place of

destination."

He now set out with his army for the Delaware, ordering

Sullivan and Stirling with their divisions to cross the Hudson
from Peekskill, and proceed towards Philadelphia. Every
movement and order showed his doubt and perplexity, and the

circumspection with which he had to proceed. On the 30th,

he writes from Coryell's Ferry, about thirty miles from Phila-

delphia, to General Gates, who was in that city :
" As we are

yet uncertain as to the real destination of the enemy, though
the Delaware seems the most probable, I have thought it pru-

dent to halt the army at this place, Howell's Ferry, and Trenton,

at least till the fleet actually enters the bay and puts the mat-
ter beyond a doubt. From hence we can be on the proper

* Civil War in America, vol. i. p. 250.
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ground to oppose tliein before they can possibly make their ar-

rangements and dispositions for an attack. . . . That the

post in the Highlands may not be left too much exposed^ I

have ordered General Sullivan's division to halt at Morristown,
whence it will march southward if there should be occasion, or

northward upon the first advice that the enemy should be
throwing any force up the North Kiver. General Howe's in a

manner abandoning General Burgoyne, is so unaccountable a

matter, that, till I am fully assured it is so, I cannot help

casting my eyes continually behind me. As I shall pay no
regard to any flying reports of the appearance of the fleet, I

shall expect an account of it from you, the moment you have
ascertained it to your satisfaction."

On the 31st, he was informed that the enemy's fleet of two
hundred and twenty-eight sail had arrived the day previous at

the Capes of Delaware. He instantly wrote to Putnam to hurry
on two brigades, which had crossed the river, and to let Schuy-
ler and the commanders in the Eastern States know that they
had nothing to fear from Howe, and might bend all their forces,

continental and militia, against Burgoyne. In the meantime
he moved his camp to Germantown, about six miles from Phila-

delphia to be at hand for the defense of that city.

The very next day came word, by express, that the fleet had
again sailed out of the Capes, and apparently shaped its course

eastward. " This surprising event gives me the greatest anx-
iety," writes he to Putnam (August 1), " and unless every
possible exertion is made, may be productive of the happiest

consequences to the enemy and the most injurious to us

The importance of preventing Mr. Howe's getting possession

of the Higlilands by a coup de main, is infinite to America

;

and, in the present situation of things, every effort that can be
thought of must be used. The probability of his going to the

eastward is exceedingly small, and the ill effects that might at-

tend such a step inconsiderable in comparison with those that

would inevitably attend a successful stroke on tlie Highlands."
Under this impression Washington sent orders to Sullivan

to hasten back with his divison and the two brigades which
had recently left Peekskill and to recross the Hudson to that

{»ost as speedily as possible, intending to forward the rest of

the army with all the expedition in his power. He wrote, also,

to General George Clinton, to reinforce Putnam with as many
of the New York militia as could be collected. Clinton, be it

observed, had just been installed governor of the State of New
York—the first person elevated to that office under the consti-

tution. He still continued in actual command of the militia of
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the State, and it was with great satisfaction that Washington
subsequently learnt he had determined to resume the command
of Fort Montgomery in the Highlands :

" There cannot be a
more proper man," writes he, " on every account."

Washington, moreover, requested Putnam to send an express
to Governor Trurabul, urging assistance from the militia of his

State without a moment's loss of time. " Connecticut cannot
be in more danger through any channel than this, and every
motive of its own interast and the general good demands its

utmost endeavors to give you effectual assistance. Governor
Trumbull will, I trust, be sensible of this.

And here we take occasion to observe, that there could be no
surer reliance for aid in time of danger than the patriotism of

Governor Trumbull ; nor were there men more ready to obey a
sudden appeal to arms than the yeomanry of Connecticut ; how-
ever much their hearts might subsequently yearn toward the
farms and firesides they had so promptly abandoned. No portion

of the Union was more severely tasked, throughout the Revo-
lution, for military services; and Washington avowed, when
the great struggle was over, that, " if all the states had done
their duty as well as the little State of Connecticut, the war
would have been ended long ago." *

CHAPTER XXVII.

GATES ON THE ALERT FOB A COMMAND. SCHUYLER UNDER-
MINED IN CONGRESS. PUT ON HIS GUARD. COURTS A SCRU-
TINY, BUT NOT BEFORE AN EXPECTED ENGAGEMENT. SUM-
MONED WITH ST. CLAIR TO HEAD-QUARTERS. GATES AP-
POINTED TO THE NORTHERN DEPARTMENT. WASHINGTON'S
SPECULATIONS ON THE SUCCE.SSES OF BURGOYNE. ILL-

JUDGED MEDDLINGS OF CONGRESS WITH THE COMMISSA-
RIAT. COLONEL TRUMBULL RESIGNS IN CONSEQUENCE.

We have cited in a preceding page a letter from Washington
to Gates at Philadelphia, requiring his vigilant attention to the

movements of the enemy's fleet ; that ambitious officer, how-
ever, was engrossed at the time by matters more important to

his individual interests. The command of the Northern de-

partment seemed again within his reach. The evacuation of

Ticonderoga had been imputed by many either to cowardice or

treachery on the part of General St. Clair, and the enemies of

* Communicated by Professor B. Sillinmn.
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Schuyler had, for some time past, been endeavoring to involve

him in the disgrace of the transaction. It is true he was ab-

sent from the fortress at the time, zealously engaged, as we
have shown, in procuring and forwarding reinforcements and
supplies ; but it was alleged that the fort had been evacuated by
his order, and that, while there, he had made such dispositions

as plainly indicated an intention to deliver it to the enemy.
In the eagerness to excite popular feelings against him, old

slanders were revived, and the failure of the invasion of Cana-

da, and all the subsequent disasters in that quarter, were again

laid to his charge as commanding general of the Northern de-

partment. " In short," writes Schuyler in one of his letters,

" every art is made use of to destroy that confidence which it

is so essential the army should have in its general officers, and
this too by people pretending to be friends to the country." *

These charges, which for some time existed merely in popu-

lar clamor, had recently been taken up in Congress, and a

strong demonstration had been made against him by some of

the New England delegates. " Your enemies in this quarter,"

writes his friend, the Hon. William Duer (July 29th), " are

leaving no means unessayed to blast your character, and to

impute to your appointment in that department a loss which,

rightly investigated, can be imputed to very different causes.

"Be not surprised if you should be desired to attend Con-
gress, to give an account of the loss of Ticonderoga. With
respect to the result of the inquiry I am under no apprehen-

sions. Like gold tried in the fire, I trust that you, my dear

friend, will be found more pure and bright than ever. . . .

From the nature of your department, and other unavoidable

causes, you have not had an opportunity, during the course of

this war, of evincing that spirit which Zand your more inti-

mate friends know you to possess : of this circumstance preju-

dice takes a cruel advantage, and malice lends an easy ear to

her dictates. A hint on this subject is sufficient. You will

not, I am sure, see this place till your conduct gives the lie to

this insinuation, as it has done before to every other which
your enemies have so industriously circulated."*

Schuyler, in reply, expressed the most ardent wish that Con-

gress would order him to attend and give an account of his con-

duct. He wished his friends to push for the closest scrutiny,

confident that it would redound to his honor. " I would not,

however, wish the scrutiny to take place immediately," adds he,

"as we shall probably soon have an engagement, if- we are so

• Schuyler to Governor Trumbull. Letter Book«
t Schuyler's Papers.
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reinforced with militia as to give us a probable chance of suc-

cess Be assured, mj dear friend, if a general

engagement takes place, whatever may be the event, you will

not have occasion to blush for your friend." *

It seemed to be the object of Mr. Schuyler's enemies to fore-

stall his having such a chance of distinguishing himself. The
business was pushed in Congress more urgently than even Mr.
Duer had anticipated. Besides the allegations against him in

regard to Ticonderoga, his unpopularity in the Eastern States

was urged as a sufficient reason for discontinuing him in his

present command, as the troops from that quarter were unwill-

ing to serve under him. This had a great effect in the present

time of peril, with several of the delegates from the East, who
discredited the other charges against him. The consequence

was, that afte. long and ardent debates, in which some of the

most eminent delegates from New York, who intimately knew
his worth, stood up in his favor, it was resolved (August 1st)

that both General Schuyler and Greneral St. Clair should be

summoned to head-quarters to account for the misfortunes in

the North, and that Washington should be directed -to order

such general officer as he should think proper to succeed

General Schuyler in the command of the Northern department.

The very next day a letter was addressed to Washington by
several of the leading Eastern members, men of unquestionable

good faith, such as Samuel and John Adams, urging the ap-

pointment of Gates. "No man, in our opinion," said they,
" will be more likely to restore harmony, order, and discipline,

and retrieve our affairs in that quarter. He has, on experience,

acquired the confidence and stands high in the esteem of the

Eastern troops." Washington excused himself from making
any nomination, alleging that the Northern department had, in

a great measure, been considered 'a separate one ; that, more-

over, the situation of the department was delicate, and might
involve interesting and delicate consequences. The nomina-
tion, therefore, was made by Congress ; the Eastern influence

prevailed, and Gates received the appointment, so long the

object of his aspirations, if not intrigues.

Washington deeply regretted the removal of a noble-hearted

man, with whom he had acted so harmoniously, whose exer-

tions had been so energetic and unwearied, and who was so pe-

culiarly fitted for the varied duties of the department. He con-

soled himseK, however, with the thought that the excuse of

want of confidence in the general officers, hitherto alleged by

* Schuyler's Letter Book.
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the Eastern States for withholding reinforcements, would be

obviated by the presence of this man of their choice.

With the prevalent wisdom of his pen, he endeavored to allay

the distrusts and apprehensions awakened by the misfortune at

Ticonderoga, which he considered the worst consequence of that

event. " If the matter were coolly and dispassionately con-

sidered," writes he to the Council of Safety of the State of New
York, ''there would be nothing found so formidable in General
Burgoyne and the force under him, with all his successes, to

countenance the least degree of despondency ; and experience

would show, that even the moderate exertions of the States

more immediately interested, would be sufficient to check his

career, and, perhaps, convert the advantages he has gained to

his ruin. . . . . If I do not give so effectur»j/aidas I could

wish to the Northern army, it is not from want of inclination,

nor from being too little impressed with the importance of doing
it; but because the state of affairs in this quarter will not

possibly admit of it. It would be the height of impolicy to

weaken ourselves too much here, in order to increase our

strength there ; and it must certainly be considered more diffi-

cult, as well as of greater moment, to control the main army of

I^^tlie enemy, than an inferior, and, I may say, dependent one

;

H||or it is pretty obvious that if General Howe can be kept at bay,

^^and prevented from effecting his purposes, the successes of

General Burgoyne, whatever they may be, must be partial and
temporary."

Tlie sagacity and foresight of his policy will be manifested
by after events.

On the same day on which the above letter was written, he
officially announced to Gates his appointment, and desired him
to proceed immediately to the place of his destination : wishing
him success, and that he " might speedily be able to restore the

face of affairs in that quarter."

About this time took effect a measure of Congress, making a
complete change in tlie commissariat. This important and
complicated department luid hitherto been under the manage-
ment of one commissary-general. Colonel Josejdi Trumbull of

Connecticut. By the new arrangement there were to be two

t
commissary-generals, one of purchases, the other of issues ; each
to be appointed by Congress. They were to have several dep-
uty commis.saries under them, but accountable to Congress, and
to be appointed and removed by that body. Tliese, and many
subordinate arrangements, had been adopted in opposition to

the opinion of Washington, and, most unfortunately, were
brought into operation in the midst of tliis perplexed and criti-

cal campaign.
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Their first effect was to cause tlie resignation of Colonel

Trumbull, who had been nominated commissary of purchases
;

ftnd the entrance into office of a number of inexperienced men.
The ultimate effect was to paralyze the organization of this

vital department ; to cause delay and confusion in furnishing

and forwarding supplies ; and to retard and embarrass the

operations of the difiPerent armies throughout the j^ear. Wash-
ington had many dangers and difficulties to harass and perplex

him throughout this complicated campaign, and not among the

least may be classed the " stumblings of Congress."

NOTE.

An author, eminent for his historical researches, expresses himself at

a loss to explain the prejudice existing against General Schuyler among
the people of the New England States. " There was not an individual
connected with the Revolution," observes he, " concerning whom there
is more abundant evidence of his patriotism and unwearied services in

the cause of his country."
Wilkinson, at that time a devoted follower of Gates, and likely to know

the influences that operated against his rival, traces this prejudice up to

times prior to the Revolution, when Schuyler acted as commissioner on
the part of New York in settling the partition line between that colony
and Massachusetts Bay. This gave rise to the feuds and controversies

concerning the Hampshire Grants, in which, according to Wilkinson,
the parties were distinguished by the designations of Yankee and Yorker.
The zealous exertions of Scliuyler on behalf of New York, gained him the
ill will of the Hampshire grantees, and of eastern men of the first rank
with whom he came in collision. This feeling survived the controversy,

and existed among the militia from those parts. On the other hand,
Wilkinson observes, " It was General Gates' policy to favor the views
of the inhabitants of the Hampshire Grants, which made him popular
with these people."
Somewhat of the prejudice against Schuyler Wilkinson ascribes to

social habits and manners, " those of New England at the time being dem-
ocratic and puritanical, whilst in New York they were courtly and
aristocratical." Schuyler was a man of the world, and of society, cul-

tivated, and well bred; he was an e'leve too of Major-general Bradstreet
in the seven years' war; and had imbibed notions of military carriage and
decorum in an aristocratic school; all this rendered him impatient at

times of the deficiencies in these respects among the raw militia officers,

and made the latter consider him haughty and reserved.
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CHAPTER XXYIII.

Washington's perplexities about the British fleet—Put-
nam AND governor CLINTON PUT ON THE ALERT IN THE
HIGHLANDS. MORGAN AND HIS RIFLEMEN SENT TO THE
NORTH. WASHINGTON AT PHILADELPHIA. HIS FIRST IN-

TERVIEW WITH LAFAYETTE. INTELLIGENCE ABOUT THE
FLEET. EXPLANATIONS OF ITS MOVEMENTS. REVIEW OF
THE ARMY. LAFAYETTE MISTAKES THE NATURE OF HIS
COMMISSION. HIS ALLIANCE WITH WASHINGTON. MARCH
OP THE ARMY THROUGH PHILADELPHIA. ENCAMPMENT AT
WILMINGTON.

For several days Washington remained at Germantown in

painful uncertainty about the British fleet ; whether gone to

the south or to the east. The intense heat of the weather
made him unwilling again to move his army, already exces-

sively harassed by marchings and counter-marchings. Conclud-
ing, at length, that the fleet had actually gone to the east, he was
once more on the way to recross the Delaware, when an express
overtook him on the 10th of August, with tidings that three

days before it had been seen off Sinepuxent Inlet, about sixteen

leagues south of the Capes of Delaware.
Again he came to a halt, and waited for further intelligence.

Danger suggested itself from a different quarter. Might it

not be Howe's plan, by thus appearing with his ships at

different places, to lure the army after him, and thereby leave
the country open for Sir Henry Clinton with the troops at New
York to form a junction with Burgoyne ? With this idea
Washington wrote forthwith to the veteran Putnam to be on
the alert ; collect all the force he could to strengthen his post
at Peekskill, and send down spies to ascertain whether Sir
Henry Clinton was actually at New York, and what troops he
had there. " If he has the number of men with him that is re-

ported," observes Washington, " it is probably with the inten-

tion to attack you from below, while Burgoyne comes down upon
you from above."

The old general, whose boast it was that he never slept but
with one eye, was already on the alert. A circumstance had
given him proof positive that Sir Henry was in New York, and
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had rousea nis military ire. A spy, sent by that commander,
had been detected furtively collecting information of the force

and condition of the post at Peekskill, and had undergone a
military trial. A vessel of war came up the Hudson in all

haste, and landed a flag of truce at Verplanck's Point, 'by
vrhich a message was transmitted to Putnam from Sir Henry
Clinton, claiming Edmund Palmer as a lieutenant in the Brit-

ish service.

The reply of the old general was brief but emphatic.

" Head-quarters, "ith. Aug., 1777.

" Edmund Palmer, an officer in the enemy's service was
taken as a spy lurking within our lines ; he has been tried as

a spy, condemned as a spy, and shall be executed as a spy

:

and the flag is ordered to depart immediately.
" Israel Putnam.

" P. S.—He has, accordingly, been executed."

Governor Clinton, the other guardian of the Highlands, and
actually at his post at Fort Montgomery, was equally on the

alert. He had faithfully followed Washington's directions, in

ordering out militia from different counties to reinforce his own
garrison and the army under Schuyler. " I never knew the

militia come out with greater alacrity," writes he: "but, as

many of them have yet a great part of their harvests in the

field, I fear it will be difficult to detain them long, unless the

enemy will make some movements that indicate a design of

coming this way suddenly, and so obvious as to be believed by
the militia."

At the same time, the worthy governor expressed his surprise

that the Northern army had not been reinforced from the east-

ward. " The want of confidence in the general officers to the

northward," adds he, " is the specious reason. To me it appears
a very weak one. Common gratitude to a sister State, as well

as duty to the continent at large, conspire in calling on our
eastern neighbors to step forth on this occasion."

One measure more was taken by Washington, during this in-

terval, in aid of the northern department. The Indians who
accompanied Burgoyne were objects of great dread to the

American troops, especially the militia. As a counterpoise to

them, he now sent up Colonel Morgan with five hundred riflemen

to fight them in their own way. " They are all chosen men," said

he, " selected from the army at large, and well acquainted with
the use of rifles and with that mode of fighting. I expect the
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most eminent services from them, and I shall be mistaken if

their presence does not go far towards producing a general de-

sertion among the savages." It was, indeed, an arm of strength,

which he could but ill spare from his own army.
Putnam was directed to have sloops ready to transport them

up the Hudson, and Gates was informed of their being on the

way, and about what time he might expect them, as well as two
regiments from Peekskill, under Colonels Van Courtlandt and
Livingston.

" With these reinforcements, besides the militia under Gen-
eral Lincoln," writes Washington to Gates, " I am in hopes you
will find yourself at least equal to stop the progress of Mr, Bur-
goyne, and, by cutting 'off his supplies of provisions, to render

his situation very ineligible." Washington was thus, in a

manner, carrying on two games at once, with Howe on the sea-

board and with Burgoyne on the upper waters of the Hudson,
and endeavoring by skillful movements to give check to both.

It was an arduous and complicated task, especially with his

scanty and fluctuating means, and the wide extent of country

and great distances 'Over which he had to move his men.
His measures to throw a force in the rear of Burgojnie were now

in a fair way of being* carried into effect. Lincoln was at Ben-
nington, Stark had joined him with a body of Kew Hampshire
militia, and a corps of Massachusetts militia was arriving. " Such
a force in his rear," observed Washington, "will oblige Bur-

goyne to leave such strong posts behind as must make his main
body very weak, and extremely capable of being repulsed by
the force we have in front."

During his encampment in the neighborhood of Philadelphia,

Washington was repeatedly at that city, making himself ac-

quainted with the military capabilities of the place and its sur-

rounding country, and directing the construction of fortifications

on the river. In one of these visits he became acquainted with

the young Marquis de Lafayette, who had recently arrived

from France, in company with a number of French, Polish, and
German officers, among whom was the Baron de Kalb. The
marquis was not quite tsventy years of age, yet had already

been married nearly three years to a lady of rank and fortune.

Full of the romance of liberty, he had torn himself from his

youthful bride, turned his back upon the gayeties and splendors

of a court, and in defiance of impediments and difficulties mul-
tiplied in his path, had made his way to America to join its

hazardous fortunes.

He sent in his letters of recommendation to Mr. Lovell,

Chairman of the Committee of Foreign Affairs j and applied the
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next day at tlie door of Congress to know his success. Mr.
Lovell came forth, and gave him but little encouragement

;

Congress, in fact, was embarrassed by the number of foreign

applications, many without merit. Lafayette imraediatel}^ sent

in the following note :
" After my sacrifices, I have the right

to ask two favors ; one is to serve at my own expense ; the

other, to commence by serving as a volunteer." *

This simple appeal had its effect : it called attention to his

peculiar case, and Congress resolved on the 31st of July, that

in consideration of his zeal, his illustrious family and connec-

tions, he should have the rank of major-general in the army of

the United States.

It was at a public dinner, where a number of members . of

Congress were present, that Lafayette first saw Washington.
He immediately knew him, he said, from the officers who sur-

rounded him, by his commanding air and person. When the-

party was breaking up, Washington took him aside, compli-

mented him in a gracious manner on his disinterested zeal and
the generosity of his conduct, and invited him to make head-

quarters his home. "I cannot promise you 'the luxuries of a

court," said he, "but as you have become an American soldier,

you will, doubtless, accommodate yourself to the fare of an
American army."
Many days had now elapsed without further tidings of the

fleet. What had become of it ? Had Howe gone against

Charleston ? If so, the distance was too great to think of fol-

lowing him. Before the army, debilitated and wasted by a

long march, under a summer sun, in an unhealthy climate, could

reach there, he might accomplish every purpose he had in view,

and reembark his troops to turn his arms against Philadelphia,

or'any other point, without the army being at hand to oppose

him.

What, under these uncertainties, was to be done ? Remain
inactive, in the remote probability of Howe's returning this

way ; or proceed to the Hudson with a view either to oppose

Burgoyne, or make an attempt upon New York ? A success-

ful stroke with respect to either, might make up for any losses

sustained in the South. The latter was unanimously determin-

ed in a council of war, in which the Marquis Lafayette took

part. As it was, however, a movement that might involve the

most important consequences, Washington sent his aide-de-

camp. Colonel Alexander Hamilton, with a letter to the Presi-

dent of Congress, requesting the opinion of that body. Con-

gress approved the decision of the council, and the army was
* Memoires du Gen, Lafayette, tom. i, p. 19«
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about to be put in march, when all these tormenting uncertain

ties were brought to an end by intelligence that the fleet had
actually entered the Chesapeake, and anchored at Swan Point,

at least two hundred miles within the capes. "By General

Howe's coming so far up the Chesapeake," writes Washington,
" he must mean to reach Philadelphia by that route, though to

be sure it is a strange one."

The mystery of these various appearances and vanish ings,

which had caused so much wonder and perplexity, is easily ex-

plained. Shortly before putting to sea with the ships of war,

Howe had sent a number of transports, and a ship cut down as

a floating battery, up the Hudson, which had induced Washing-
ton to despatch troops to the Highlands. After putting to sea,

the fleet was a week in reaching the Capes of Delaware. When
there, the commanders were deterred from entering the river

by reports of measures taken to obstruct its navigation. It was
then determined to make for Chesapeake Bay, and approach, in

that way, as near as possible to Philadelphia. Contrary winds,

however, kept them for a long time from getting into the bay.

Lafayette, in his memoirs, describes a review of Washing-
ton's arm}' which he witnessed about this time. "Eleven thou-

sand men, but tolerably armed, and still worse clad, presented,"

he said, "a singular spectacle; in this parti-colored and often

naked state, the best dresses were hunting shirts of brown lin-

en. Their tactics were equally irregular. They were arranged
without regard to size, excepting that the smallest men were
the front rank ; with all .this, there were good-looking soldiers

conducted by zealous officers.'*

"We ought to feel embarrassed," said Washington to him,
" in presenting ourselves before an officer just from the French
army."

" It is to learn, and not to instruct, that I come here," «v^as

Lafayette's apt and modest reply ; and it gained him immediate
popularity.

The marquis, however, had misconceived the nature of his

appointment ; his commission was merely honorary, but he had
supposed it given with a view to the command of a division of

the army. This misconception on his part caused Washington
some embarrassment. The marquis, with his characteristic

vivacity and ardor, was eager for immediate employ. He ad-

mitted that he was young and inexperienced, l)ut always ac-

companied the admission with the assurance that, so soon as

Washington should think him fit for the command of a division,

he would be ready to enter upon the duties of it, and, in the
meantime, offered his services for a smaller command. " What
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the designs of congress respecting this gentleman are, and what
line of conduct I am to pursue to comply with their design and
his expectations," writes Washington, " I know not, and beg
to be instructed."

" The numberless applications for employment by foreigners
under their respective appointments," continues he, "add no
small embarrassment to a command, which, without it, is

abundantly perplexed by the different tempers I have to da
with, and the different modes which the respective States have
pursued in nominating and arranging their officers; the combi-
nation of all is but tooJ test a representation 6j a great chaos,

from whence ice are endeavoring^ Jioto successfully time only
can shota, to draio some regularity and orderP * How trulj-

is here depicted one of the great difficulties of his command,
continually tasking his equity and equanimity. In tlie present
instance it was intimated to Washington, that he was not
bound by the tenor of Lafayette's commission to give him a
command ; but was at liberty to follow his own judgment in

the matter. This still left him in a delicate situation, with
respect to the marquis, whose prepossessing manners and self-

sacriiicing zeal inspired regard ; but wliose extreme youth and
inexperience necessitated caution. Lafayette, however, from
the first attached himself to Washington with an affectionate

reverence, the sincerit}' of wliich could not be mistaken, and
soon won his way into a heart, which, with all its apparent
coldness, was naturally confiding, and required sympathy and
friendship ; and it is a picture well worthy to be hung up in

history,—this cordial and enduring alliance of the calm, digni-

fied, sedate Washington, mature in 3'ears and wisdom, and the

3''0ung, buoj^ant, enthusiastic Lafayette.

The several divisions of the army had been summoned to the

immediate neighborhood of Philadelphia, and the militia of

Pennsylvania, Delaware, and the northern parts of Virginia
were called out. Many of the militia, with Colonel Proctor's

corps of artillery, had been ordered to rendezvous at Chester on
the Delaware, about twelve miles below Philadelphia ; and, by
Washington's orders, General AVayne left his brigade under the

next in command, and repaired to Chester, to arrange the troops

assembling there.

As there had been much disaffection to the cause evinced in

Philadelphia, Washington, in order to encourage its friends and
dishearten its enemies, marched with the whole army through
the city, down Front and up Cliestnut Street. Great pains

were taken to make the display as imposing as possible.

* Washington to Benjamin Harrison. Sparks, v. 35,
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All were charged to keep to tlieir ranks, carry their arms well,

and step in time to the jiiusic of tlie drums and fifes, collected

in the centre of each brigade. '' Though indifferently dressed,"

says a spectator, " they held well-burnished arms, and carried

them like soldiers, and looked, in short, as if they might have

faced an equal number with a reasonable prospect of success."

To give them something of the uniform appearance, they had
sprigs of green in their hats.

Washington rode at the head of the troops attended by his

numerous staff, with the Marquis Lafayette by his side. The
long column of the army, broken into divisions and brigades,

the pioneers with their axes, the squadrons of horse, the ex-

tended trains of artillery, the tramp of steed, the bray of trum-

pet, and the spirit-stirring sound of drum and fife, all had an
imposing effect on a peaceful cit}'- unused to the sight of mar-

shalled armies. The disaffected, who had been taught to

believe the American forces much less than they were in reality,

were astonished as they gazed on their lengthening procession

of a host, which, to their unpracticed eyes, appeared innumer-

able; while the whigs, gaining fresh hope and animation from

the sight, cheered the patriot squadrons as they passed.

Having marched through Philadelphia, the army continued

on to Wilmington, at the confluence of Christiana Creek and
the Brandywine, where Washington set up his head-quarters,

his troops being encamped on the neighboring heights.

We will now revert to the other object of Washington's care

and solicitude, the invading army of Burgoyne in the north

;

and will see how far his precautionary measures were effective.

CHAPTER XXIX.

BUBGOYNE AT SKENESBOROUGH. PREPARES TO MOVE TOWARDS
THE HUDSON. MAJOR SKENE THE ROYALIST. SLOW MARCH
TO FORT ANNE. SCHUYLER AT FORT MILLER. PAINTED
WA*RRIORS. LANGLADE. ST. LUC. HONOR OP THE TOMA-
HAWK. TRAGICAL HISTORY OF MISS m'cREA. ITS RESULTS.

BURGOYNE ADVANCES TO FORT EDWARD. SCHUYLER AT
STILLWATER.—JOINED BY LINCOLN.—BURGOYNE DESERTED
BY HIS INDIAN ALLIES.

In a preceding chapter we left Burgoyne, early in July, at

Skenesborough, of which he had just gained possession. He
remained there nearly three weeks, awaiting tlie arrival of the
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residue of his troops, with tents, baggage and provisions, anc!

preparing for his grand move toward the Hudson River. Man}'
royalists flocked to his standard. One of the most important

was Major Skene, from whom the place was named, being its

founder, and the owner of much land in its neighborhood. He
had served in the French War, but retired on half pay ; bought
" soldiers' grants " of land lying within this township, at a

trifling price, had their titles secured by royal patent, and thus

made a fortune. Burgoyne considered him a valuable adjunct

and counselor, and frequently took advice from him in his cam-
paign through this part of the country.

The progress of the army towards the Hudson was slow and
difficult, in consequence of the impediments which Schuyler
had multiplied in his way during his long halt at Skenes-

borough. Bridges broken down had to be rebuilt
;
great trees

to be removed which had been felled across the roads and into

Wood Creek, which stream was completely choked. It was not

until the latter part of July that Burgoyne reached Fort Anne.
At his approach. General Schuyler retired from Fort Edward
and took post at Fort Miller, a few miles lower down the Hud-
son.

The Indian allies who had hitherto accompanied the British

army had been more troublesome than useful. Neither Bur-
goyne nor his officers understood their language, but were
obliged to communicate with them through Canadian interpret-

ers ; too often designing knaves, who played false to both par-

ties. The Indians, too, were of the tribes of Lower Canada,

corrupted and debased by intercourse with white men. It had
been found difficult to draw them from the plunder of Ticonder-

oga, or to restrain their murderous propensities.

A party had recently arrived of a different stamp. Braves
of the Ottawa and other tribes from the upper country

;
painted

and decorated with savage magnificence, and bearing trophies

of former triumphs. They were, in fact, according to Bur-

goyne, the very Indians who had aided the French in the defeat

of Braddock, and were under the conduct of two French leaders
;

one, named Langlade, had command of them on that very occa-

sion ; the other, named St. Luc, is described by Burgoyne as a

Canadian gentleman of honor and abilities, and one of the best

partisans of the French in the war of 1756.

Burgoyne trusted to his newly arrived Indians to give a

check to the operations of Schuyler, knowing the terror they

inspired throughout the country. He thought also to employ
them in a wild foray to the Connecticut Biver, to force a sup-

ply of provisions, intercept reinforcements to the American
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army, and confirm the jealousy which he had, in many ways,

endeavored to excite in tlie Xew England provinces. He was
naturally a humane man, and disliked Indian allies, but these

had Iritherto served in company with civilized troops, and he
trusted to the influence possessed over them by St. Luc and
Langlade, to keep them within the usages of war. A circum-

stance occurred, however, which showed how little the " wild

honor " of these warrriors of the tomahawk was to be depended
upon.

In General Fraser' s division was a young officer. Lieutenant
David Jones, an American loyalist. His family had their

home in the vicinity of Fort Edward, before the Kevolution.

A mutual attachment had taken place between the 3'outh and
a beautiful girl, Jane McCrea. She was the daughter of a

Scotch Presbyterian clergyman of the Jersc\ys, some time de-

ceased, and resided with her brother on the banks of the Hud-
son, a few miles below Fort Edward. The lovers were en-

gaged to be married, when the breaking out of the war severed

families and disturbed all the relations of life. The Joneses

were royalists ; the brother of Miss McCrea was a stanch whig.

The former removed to Canada, where David Jones was among
the most respectable of those who joined the royal standard,

and received a lieutenant's commission.

The attachment between the lovers continued, and it is prob-

able that a correspondence was kept up between them. Lieu-

tenant Jones was now in Eraser's camp ; in his old neighbor-

hood. Miss McCrea was on a visit to a widow lady, Mrs.
CNiel, residing at Fort Edward. The approach of Burgoyne's
army had spread an alarm through the country ; the inhabitants

were flying from their liomes. The brother of Miss McCrea
determined to remove to Albany, and sent for his sister to

return home and make ready to accompany him. She hesitated

to obey. He sent a more urgent message, representing the

danger of lingering near the fort, which must inevitably fall

into the hands of the enemy. Still she lingered. The lady

with whom she was a guest was a royalist, a friend of General
Eraser ; her roof would be respected. Even should Fort Ed-
ward be captured, what had Jane to fear ? Her lover was in

the British camp; the capture of the fort would reunite them.
Her brother's messages now became peremptory. She pre-

pared, reluctantly, to obey, and was to embark in a large bateau
which was to convey several families down the river. The
very morning when the embarkation was to take place, the
neighborhood was a scene of terror. A marauding party of

Indians, sent out by Burgoyne to annoy General Schuyler,
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were harassing the country. Several of them burst into the

house of Mrs. O'T^iel; sacked and j^lundered it, and carried off

her and MissMcCrea prisoners. In her fright the latter prom-
ised tliie savages a large reward, if thej' would spare her life

and take her in safety to the British camp. It was a fatal

promise. Halting at a spring, a quarrel arose among the

savages, inflamed most probably with drink, as to whose prize

she was, and who was entitled to the reward. . The dispute be-

came furious, and one, in a paroxysm of rage, killed her on the

spot. He completed the savage act by bearing off her sculp as

a trophy.

General Burgoyne was struck with horror when he heard of

this bloody deed. • What at first heightened the atrocity was a

report that the Indians had been sent by Lieutenant Jones to

bring Miss McCrea to the camp. This he positively denied,

and liis denial was believed. Burgoyne summoned a council of

the Indian chiefs, in which he insisted that the murderer of

Miss McCrea should be given up to receive the reward of his

crime. Tlie demand produced a violent agitation. The culprit

was a great warrior, a chief, and the " wild honor " of his brother

sachems was roused in liis behalf. St. Luc took Burgoyne
aside, and entreated him not to push the matter to extremities

;

assuring him that, from what was passing among the chiefs, he
was sure they and their warriors would all abandon the army,
should the delinquent be executed. The British officers also in-

terfered, representing the danger that might accrue should the

Indians return through Canada, with their savage resentments

awakened, or, what was worse, should they go over to the

Americans.
Burgoyne was thus reluctantly brought to spare the offender,

but thenceforth made it a rule that no party of Indians should
be permitted to go forth on a foray unless under the conduct of

a British officer, or some other competent person, who should be

responsible for their behavior.

The mischief to the British cause, however, had been effected.

The murder of Miss McCrea resounded throughout the land,

counteracting all the benefit anticipated from the terror of

Indian hostilities. Those people of the frontiers, who had
hitherto remained quiet, now flew to arms to defend their fami-

lies and firesides. In their exasperation they looked beyond
the savages to their employers. They abhorred an army, which,
professing to be civilized, could league itself with such barbar-

ians ; and they execrated a government which, pretending to

reclaim them as subjects, could let loose such fiends to desolate

their homes.
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The blood of this unfortunate girl, therefore, was not shed in

vain. Armies sprang up from it. Her name passed as a note

of alarm, along the banks of the Hudson ; it was a ralljdng

word among the Green Mountains of Vermont, and brought
down all their hardy yeomanry.*
As Burgoyne advanced to Fort Edward, Schuyler fell still

further back, and took post at Saratoga, or rather Stillwater,

about thirty miles from Albanj'. He had been joined by Major-
general Lincoln, who, according to Washington's directions,

had hastened to his assistance. In pursuance of Washington's
plans, Lincoln proceeded to Manchester in Vermont, to take

command of the militia forces collecting at that point. His
presence inspired new confidence in the country people, who
were abandoning their homes, leaving their crops ungathered,

and taking refuge with their families in the lower towns. He
found about five hundred militia assembled at Manchester,

under Colonel Seth Warner ; others were coming on from New
Hampshire and IMassachusetts, to protect their uncovered fron-

tier. His letters, dated the 4th of August, expressed the ex-

pectation of being, in a few days, at the head of at least two
thousand men. With these, according to Washington's plan,

lie was to hang on the flank and rear of Burgoyne'-s army, cramp
its movements, and watch for an opj^ortunitj^ to strike a blovv.

Burgoyne was now at Fort Edward. " Tlie enthusiasm of

the army, as well as of the general, upon their arrival on the

Hudson River, which had been so long the object of tlieir hopes
and wishes, may be better conceived than described," says a

l^ritish writer of tlie day. The enthusiatm of the general was
soon checked, liowever, by symptoms of ill-humor among his

Indians allies. They resented his conduct in regard to the

affair of Miss McCrea, and were impatient under the restraint

to which they were subjected. He suspected the Canadian in-

teq)reter8 of fomenting this discontent, they being accustomed
to profit by tlie rapine of the Indians. At the earnest request

* The sad story of Miss McCrea, like many other incidents of the
llevohition, lias been related in such a variety of ways, and so wrought
up by tradition, that it is difficult now to get at the simple truth. Some
of tlie above circumstances were derived from a niece of Miss McCrea,
whom the author met upwards of fifty years since, at her residence on
the banks of the St. Lawrence. A stone, with her name cut on it, still

marks the grave of Miss McCrea near the ruins of Fort Edward; and a
tree is pointed out near which she was murdered. Lieutenant Jones is

said to have been completely broken in spirit by the shock of her death.
Procuring lier scalp, with its long silken tresses, he brooded over it in
anguish, and preserved it as a sad, but precious relic. Disgusted with
the service, he threw up his commission, and retired to Canada; never
marryijig, but living to bean old man; taciturn and melancholy, and
haunted by painful recollections.
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of St. Luc, in wliom lie still had confidence, lie called a council

of the chiefs ; when, to his astonishment, the tribe for whom
that gentleman acted as interpreter, declared their intention of

returning home, and demanded his concurrence and assistance.

Burgoyne was greatly embarrassed. Should he acquiesce, it

would be to relinquish the aid of a force obtained at an im-

mense expense, esteemed in England of great mportance, and
which really was serviceable in furnishing scouts and outposts

;

yet he saw that a cordial reconciliation with them could only be
effected by revoking his prohibitions, and indulging their pro-

pensities to blood and rapine.

To his credit be it recorded, he adhered to what was right,

and rejected what might be deemed expedient. He refused

iheir proposition, and persisted in the restraints he had imposed
upon them, but appealed to the wild honor, of which he yet con-

sidered them capable, by urging the ties of faith, of generosity,

of everything that has an influence with civilized man. His
speech appeared to have a good effect. Some of the remote
tribes made zealous professions of loyalty and adhesion. Others,

of Lower Canada, only asked furloughs for parties to return

home and gather in their harvests. These were readily granted,

and perfect- harmony seemed restored. The next day, however,

the chivalry of the wilderness deserted by scores, laden with

such spoil as they had collected in their maraudings. These
desertions continued from day to day, until there remained in

the camp scarce a vestige of the savage warriors that had joined

the army at Skenesborough.

CHAPTER XXX.

DIFFICULTIES OF BURGOYNE. PLANS AN EXPEDITION TO BEN-

NINGTON. ST. LEGER BEFORE FORT STANWIX. GENERAL
HERKIMER AT ORISKANY. HIGH WORDS WITH HIS OFFICERS.

A DOGGED MARCH. AN AMBUSCADE. BATTLE OF ORISK-

ANY.

—

Johnson's greens.—death of herkimer.—spirited

sortie of colonel willett. sir john johnson driven
to the river. flight of the indians. sacking of sir

John's camp.—colonel gansevoort maintains his post.

colonel willett sent in quest of aid. arrives at

New difficulties beset Burgoyne at Fort Edward. The horses

which had been contracted for in Canada, for draft, burden, and
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saddle, arrived slowly and scantily ; having to come a long dis-

tance through the wilderness. Artillery and munitions, too,

of all kinds, had to be brought from Ticonderoga by the way
of Lake George. These, with a vast number of boats for freight,

or to form bridges, it was necessary to transport over the carry-

ing-places between the lakes ; and by land from Port George to

Fort Edward. Unfortunately, the arm}- had not the requisite

supply of horses and oxen. So far from being able to bring

forward provisions for a march, it was with difficulty enough
could be furnished to feed the army from day to day.

While thus situated, Burgoyne received intelligence that the

part of his army which he had detached from Canada under
Colonel St. Leger, to proceed by lake Ontario and Oswego and
make a diversion on the Mokawk, had penetrated to that river,

and were actually investing Fort Stanwix, the stronghold of

that part of the country.

To carry out the original plan of his campaign, it now be-

hooved him to make a rapid move down the Hudson, so as to

be at hand to cooperate with St. Leger on his approach to

Albany. But how was he to do this, deficient as he was in

horses and vehicles for transportation ? In this dilemma Colo-

nel (late major) Skene, the royalist of Skenesborough, to whom,
from his knowledge of all this region, he had of late resorted

for counsel, informed him that at Bennington, about twenty-

four miles east of tlie Hudson, the Americans had a great depot

of horses, carriages, and supplies of all kinds, intended for their

Northern army. This place, he added, might easily be surprised,

being guarded by only a small militia force.

An expedftion was immediately set on foot, not only to sur-

prise this place, but to scour the country from Bockingham to

Otter Creek; go down the Connecticut as far as Brattleborough,

and return by tlie great road to Albany, there to meet Burgoyne.
They were to make prisoners of all officers, civil and military,

whom they might meet, acting under Congress ; to tax the

towns where tho^' halted with everything they stood in need
of, and bring off all horses fit for the dragoons, or for battalion

service, with as many saddles and bridles as could be found.

They were everywliere to give out that this was the vanguard
of the British army, which would soon follow on its way to

Boston, and would soon be joined by tlie army from Rliode

Island. Before relating the evonts of this expedition, we will

turn to notice those of the detachment under St. Leger, with
which it was intended to cooperate, and which was investing

Fort Schuyler.

This fort, built in 1756, on the site of an old French fortifica*
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tion, and formerly called Fort Staiiwix, from a British general

of that name, was situated on the right bank of the Mchawk
Kiver, at the head of its navigation, and commanding tlie carry-

ing-place between it and Wood Creek, whence the boats passed

to the Oneida Lake, the Oswego River, and Lake Ontario. It was
thus a key to the intercourse between Upper Canada and the

valley of the Mohawk. The fort was square, with four bastions,

and was originally a place of strength ; having l)ombproof

magazines, a deep moat and draw-bridge, a sallyport, and
covered way. In the long interval of peace subsequent to the

French war, it had fallen to decay. Recently it had been re-

paired by order of General Schuyler, and had received his name.
It was garrisoned by seven hundred and fifty continental troops

from i^ew York and Massachusetts, and was under the command
of Colonel Gansevoort of the New York line, a stout-hearted

officer of Dutch descent, who had served under General Mont-
gomery in Canada.

It was a motley force which appeared before it ; British,

Hessian, Royalist, Canadian, and Indians, , about seventeen
hundred in all. Among them were St. Leger's rangers and
Sir John Johnson's royalist corps, called his greens. Many of

the latter had followed Sir John into Canada from the valley

of the Mohawk, and were now returned to bring the horrors of

war among their former neighbors. The Indians, their worthy
allies, were led by the famous Brant.

On the 3d of August, St. Leger sent in a flag with a sum-
mons to surrender ; accompanied by a proclamation in style and
spirit similar to that recently issued by Burgoyne, and intended
to operate on the garrison. Both his summons and his proc-

lamation were disregarded. He now set his troops to work
to fortify his camp and clear obstructions from Wood Creek and
the roads, for the transportation of artillery and provisions, and
sent out scouting parties of Indians in all directions, to cut

off all communication of the garrison with the surrounding
country. A few shells were thrown into the fort. The chief

annoyance of the garrison was from the Indians firing with
their rifles from behind trees on those busied in repairing the

jjarapets. At night they seemed completely to surround the

fort, filling the woods with their yells and bowlings.

On the 6th of August, three men made their way into the

fort through a swamp, which the enemy had deemed impassable.

They brought the cheering intelligence that General Herkimer,
the veteran commander of the militia of Tryon County, was at

Oriskany, about eight miles distant, with upwards of eight

hundred men. The people of that county were many of them
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of German origin ; some of them Germans by birtli. Herki-

mer was among the former ; a hirge and powerful man, about
sixty-five years of age. He requested Coh^nel Gansevoort,

through his three messengers, to fire three signal-guns on re-

ceiving'word of his vicinage ; upon hearing which, he would
endeavor to force his way to the fort, depending upon the co-

operation of the garrison.

The messengers had been despatched by Herkimer on the

evening of the 5th, and he had calculated that they would
reach the fort at a very early hour in the morning. Through
some delay, they did not reach it until between ten and eleven

o^clock. Gansevoort instantly complied with the message.

Three signal-guns were fired, and Colonel Willett, of the New
York Continentals, with two hundred and fifty men ftnd an
iron three-pounder, was detached to make a diversion, by
attacking that part of the enemy's camp occupied by Johnson
and his royalists.

The delay of the messengers in the night, however, discon-

certed the plan of Plerkimer. He marshaled his troops by
daybreak and waited for the signal-guns. Hour after hour
elapsed, but no gun was heard. His ofiicers became impatient
of delay, and urged an immediate march. Herkimer repre-

sented that they were too weak to force their way to the fort

without reinforcements, or without being sure of cooperation

from the garrison, and was still for awaiting the preconcerted
signals. High words ensued between him and two of his

officers. He had a brother and other relatives among the enemy,
and hence there were some doubts of his fidelity, though they
sul>sequently proved to be unmerited. Colonels Cox and Paris
were particularly urgent for an advance, and suspicious of the

motives for holding back. Paris was a prominent man in Tryon
County, and member of the Committee of Safety, and in com-
pliance with the wishes of that committee, accompanied Herki-
mer as his volunteer aide. Losing his temper in the dispute,

he accused the latter of being either a tory or a coward. " No,"
replied the brave old man, "I feel toward you all as a father,

and will not lejul you into a scrape from which I cannot extri-

cate you." His discretion, however, was overpowered by re-

j)eated tauntS, and he at length, about nine o'clock, gave the
word to march; intimating, however, that those who were the
most eager to advance, would be the first to run away.
The march was rather dogged and irregular. There was ill-

hnmor between the general and his officers. Colonels ]*aris

and Cox advised him to throw out a reconnoitering j)arty in the
advance, but he disregarded their advice, and perhaps in very
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opposition to it, neglected so necessary a precaution. About
ten o'clock they came to a place where the road was carried on
a causeway of logs across a deep marshy ravine, between high
level banks. The main division descended into the ravine, fol-

lowed by the baggage-wagons. They had scarcely crossed it,

when enemies suddenly sprang up in front and on either side,

with deadly volleys of musketry, and deafening 3^ells and war-
whoops. In fact, St. Leger, apprised by his scouts of their in-

tended approach, had sent a force to waylay them. This was
composed of a division of Johnson's greens, led by his brother-

in-law. Major Watts; a company of rangers under Colonel But-
ler, a refugee from this neighborhood, and a strong body of

Indians under Brant. The troops were stationed in front just

beyond the ravine, the Indians along each side of the road.

The plan of the ambuscade was to let the van of the Americans
pass the ravine and advance between the concealed parties,

when the attack was to be commenced by the troops in front,

after which, the Indians were to fall on the Americans in rear

and cut off all retreat

The savages, however, cou • not restrain their natural feroc-

ity and hold back as ordered, but discharge their rifles simul-

taneously with the troops, and instantly rushed forward with
spears and tomahawks, yelling like demons, and commencing^
a dreadful butchery. The rear-guard, which had not entered
the ravine, retreated. The main body, though thrown into

confusion, defended themselves bravely. One of those severe

conflicts ensued, common in Indian warfare, v.liere the combat-
ants take post with their rifles, behind rock and tree, or come
to deadly struggle with knife and tomahawk.

^
The veteran Herkimer was wounded early in the action. A

musket ball shattered his leg just below the knee, killing his

horse at the same time. He made his men place him on his

saddle at the foot of a large beech tree, against the trunk of

which he leaned, continuing to give his orders.

The regulars attempted to charge with the bayonet ; but the

Americans formed themselves in circles back to back, and re-

pelled them. A heavy storm of thunder and rain caused a

temporary lull to the fight, during which the patriots changed
their ground. Some of them stationed themselves' in "pairs be-

hind trees ; so that when one had fired the other could cover

him until he had reloaded ; for the savages were apt to rush up
with knife and tomahawk the moment a man had discharged
his piece. Johnson's greens came up to sustain the Indians,

who were giving way, and now wr-i the fiercest part of the

fight. Old neighbors met in deadly feud ; former intimacy
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gave bitterness to present hate, and war was literalh' carried to

the knife ; for tlie bodies of combatants were afterwards found
on the field of battle, grappled in death, with the hand still

grasjiing the knife plunged in a neighbor's heart. The very

savages seemed inspired with unusual ferocit}^ by the confusion

and death struggle around them, and the sight of their prime
warriors and favorite chiefs shot down. In their blind fury

tjiey attacked the white men indiscriminately, friend or foe, so

that in this chance-medley fight many of Sir John's greens were
slain by his own Indian allies.

A confusion reigns over the accounts of this fight, in whicli

every one saw little but what occurred in his immediate vicinity.

The Indians, at length, having lost many of tlieir bravest war-

riors, gave the retreating cr}', " Oonah ! Oonah ! " and fled to

the woods. .The greens and rangers, hearing a firing in the

direction of the fort, feared an attack upon their camp, and
hastened to its defense, carrying off with them man}' prisoners.

The Americans did not pursue them, but placing their wounded
on litters made of branches of trees, returned to Oriskany.

Both parties liave claimed the victory ; but it does not appear
that either was entitled to it. The dead of both parties lay for

days unburied on the field of action, and a wounded officer of

the enemy (Major Watts) lay there two daj's unrelieved, until

found by an Indian scout. It would seem as if each party
gladly abandoned this scene of one of the most savage conflicts

of the Revolution. The Americans had two hundred killed,

and a number wounded. Several of these were officers. The
loss of the enemy is thouglit to have been e<puilly great as to

numbers ; but then the difference in value between regulars

and militia ! the former often the refuse of mankind, mere hire-

ling.s, whereas among the privates of the militia, called out
fron] their homes to defend their neighborhood, were many of

the worthiest and most valuable of the yeomanry. Tlie prema-
ture haste of the Indians in attacking, had saved the Americans
from being completely surrounded. The rear-guard, not having
entered the defile, turned and made a rai)id retreat, but were
pursued by the Indians, and suffered greatly in a running fight.

We may add that those who had been most urg(;nt with General
Herkimor for this movement, were among tlie first to suffer

from it. Colonel Cox was shot down at the first fire, so was a
son of Colonel Paris ; the colonel himself was taken prisoner,

and fell beneath the tomahawk of the famous Eed Jacket.
As to General Herkimer, he was conveyed to his residence

on the Mohawk River, and died nine days after the battle, not
so much from his wound as from bad surgery ; sinking gradu-
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ally through loss of blood from an unskillful amputation. He
died like a philosopher and a Christian, smoking his pipe and
reading hi-s Bible to the last. His name has been given to a

county in that part of the State.*

The sortie of Colonel Willett had been spirited and successful.

He attacked the encampments of Sir John Johnson and the

Indians, which were contiguous, and strong detachments of

which were absent on the ambuscade. vSir John and his men
were driven to the 'river, and the Indians fled to the woods.
Willett sacked their camps ; loaded wagons with camp equip-

age, clothing, blankets, and stores of all kinds, seized the

baggage and papers of Sir John and of several of his officers,

and retreated safely to the fort, just as St. Leger was coming
up with a powerful reinforcement. Five colors, which he had
brought away with him as trophies, were displayed under the

flag of the fort, while his men gave three cheers from the

ramparts.

St. Leger now endeavored to operate on the fears of the

garrison. His prisoners, it is said, were compelled to write a

letter, giving dismal accounts of the affair of Oriskany, and of

the impossibility of getting any succor to the garrison ; of the

probalftility that Burgoyne and his army were before Albany,
and advising surrender to prevent inevitable destruction. It is

probable that they were persuaded, rather than compelled, to

write the letter, which took its tone from their own depressed

feelings and the misrepresentations of those around them. St.

Leger accompanied the letter with warnings that, sliould the

garrison persist in resistance, he would not be able to restrain

the fury of the savages ; who, though held in check for the

present, threatened, if further provoked, to revenge the deaths

of their warriors and chiefs by slaughtering the garrison, and
laying waste the whole valley of the Mohawk.

All this failing to shake the resolution of Gansevoort, St.

Leger next issued an appeal to the inhabitants of Tryon County,

signed by their old neighbors. Sir John Johnson, Colonel Claus,

and Colonel Butler, promising pardon and protection to all who
should submit to royal authority, and urging them to send a

deputation of their principal men to overcome the mulisli

obstinacy of the garrison, and save the whole surrounding
country from Indian ravage and massacre. The people of the

county, however, were as little to be moved as the garrison.

St. Leger now began to lose heart. The fort proved more
capable of defense than he had anticipated. His artillerj^

* Some of the particulars of this action were given to the author by a
son of Colonel Paris.
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»ras too light, and the ramparts, being of sod, were not easily

battered. He was obliged reluctantly to resort to the process

of sapping and mining, and began to make regular approaches.

Gansevoort, seeing the siege was likely to be protracted, re-

solved to send to General Schuyler for succor. Colonel Willett

volunteered to undertake the perilous errand. He was accom-
panied by Lieutenant Stockwellj an excellent woodsman, who
served as a guide. They left the fort on the lOtli, after dark,

by a sally-port, passed by the British sentinels and close by the

Indian camp, without being discovered, and made their way
tlirough bog and morass and pathless forests, and all kinds of

Hsks and hardships, until they reached the German Flats on
the Mohawk. Here Willett procured a couple of horses, and hj
dint of hoof arrived at the camp of General Schuj^ler at Still-

water. A change had come over the position of that command-
er four days previous to the arrival of Colonel Willett, as w«
shall relate in the ensuing chapter.
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CHAPTER XXXL

SCHUYLER HEARS OF THE AFFAIR OF ORISKANY. APPLIES FOR
REINFORCEMENTS. HIS APPEAL TO THE PATRIOTISM OF
STARK. SCHUYLER SUPERSEDED. HIS CONDUCT THEREUPON.
RELIEF SENT TO FORT STANWIX. ARNOLD VOLUNTEERS

TO CONDUCT IT. CHANGE OF ENCAMPMENT. PATRIOTIC DE-

TERMINATION OF SCHUYLER.—DETACHMENT OF THE ENEMY
AGAINST BENNINGTON. GERMANS AND THEIR INDIAN AL-

LIES. BAUM, THE HESSIAN LEADER. STARK IN THE FIELD.

MUSTERING OF THE MILITIA. A BELLIGERENT PARSON.
BATTLE OF BENNINGTON. BREYMAN TO THE RESCUE.
ROUTED. RECEPTION OF THE NEWS IN THE RIVAL CAMPS.
WASHINGTON URGES NEW ENGLAND TO FOLLOW UP THE
BLOW.

Schuyler was in Albany in the early part of August, mak-
iiig stirring appeals in every direction for reinforcements.

Burgoyne was advancing upon him ; he had received news of

the disastrous affair at Oriskany, and the death of General Her-

kimer, and Tryon County was crying to him for assistance.

One of his appeals was to the veteran John Stark, the comrade
of Patman in the French war and the battle of Bunkerx Hill.

He had his farm in the Hampshire G-rants, and his name was a

tower of strength among the Green Mountain Boys^ But Stark

wag soured wdth government, and had retired from service, liic

name having been omited in the list of promotions. Hear-

ing that he was on a visit to Lincoln's camp at Manchester,

Schuyler wrote to that General, " Assure Gereral Stark that I

have acquainted Congress of his situation, and that I trust and
entreat he will, in the present alarming crisis, waive his right

;

the greater the sacrifice he makes to his feelings, the greater

will be the honor due to him for not having suffered any con-
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sideration whatever to come in competition with the weal of

his country : entreat him to march immediately to our army."
Schuyler had instant call to practice the very virtue he was

inculcating. He was about to mount his horse on the 10th, to

return to the camp at Stillwater, when a despatch from Con-
gress was put into his'hand containing the resolves which re-

called him to attend a court of inquiry about the affair of Ti-

conderoga, and requested Washington to appoint an officer to

succeed him.

Schuyler felt deeply the indignity of being thus recalled at a

time when an engagement was apparently at hand, but en-

deav^ored to console himself with the certainty that a thorough
investigation of his conduct would prove how much he was en-

titled to the thanks of his country. He intimated the same in

his reply to Congress ; in the meantime, he considered it his

dut}' to remain at his post until his successor should arrive, or

some officer in the department be nominated to the command.
Returning, therefore, to the camp at Stillwater, he continued
to conduct the affairs of the army with unremitting zeal. " Un-
til the countr}-- is in safety," said he, " I will stifle my resent-

ment."
His first care was to send relief to Gansevoort and his be-

leaguered garrison. Eight hundred men were all that he could
spare from his army in its present threatened state. A spirited

and effective officer was wanted to lead them. Arnold was in

camp; recently sent on as an efficient coadjutor, by Washing-
ton ; he was in a state of exasperation against the government,
having just learnt that the question of rank had been decided
against him in Congress. Indeed, he would have retired in-

stantly from the service, had not Schuyler prevailed on him to

remain until the impending danger was over. It was hardly

to be expected, that in his irritated mood he would accept the
command of the detachment, if offered to him. Arnold, how-
over, was a combustible character. The opportunity of an ex-

ploit flashed on his adventurous spirit. He stejjped promptly
forward and volunteered to lead the enterprise. "No public

nor private injury or insult," said he, "shall prevail on me to

forsake the cause of my injured and oppressed country, until I

see peace and liberty restored to her, or nobly die in the at-

tempt."*

After the departure of this detachment, it was unanimously
determined in a council of war of Schuyler and his general
officers, that the post at Stillwater was altogether untenable

• Letter to Gates. Gates's Papers.
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with their actual force
;
part of the army, therefore, retired to

tlie islands at the fords on the mouth of the Mohawk River,

where it empties into the Hudson, and a brigade was posted

above the Falls of the Mohawk, called the Cohoes, to prevent

the enemy from crossing there. It was considered a strong

position, where they could not be attacked without great disad-

vantage to the assailant.

The feelings of Schuyler were more and more excited as the

game of war appeared drawing to a crisis. " I am resolved,"

writes he to his friend Duane, " to make another sacrifice to

my country, and risk the censure of Congress by remaining in

this quarter after I am relieved, and bringing up the militia to

the support of this weak army."
As yet he did not know who was to be his successor in the

command. A letter from Duane informed him that General
Gates was the man.

Still the noble part of Schuyler's nature was in the ascend-

ant. " Your fears may be up," writes he in reply, " lest the ill-

treatment I have experienced at his hands, should so far get

the better of my judgment as to embarrass him. Do not, my
dear friend, be uneasy on that account. I am inca2)able of sac-

rificing my country to a resentment, however just ; and I trust

I shall give an example of what a good citizen ought to do

when he is in my situation."

We will now take a view of occurrences on the right and left

of Burgoyne, and show the effect of Schuyler's measures, poor-

ly seconded as they were, in crippling and straitening the in-

vading army. And first, we will treat of the exjjedition against

Bennington. This was a central place, whither the live stock

was driven from various parts of the Hampshire Grants, and
whence the American army derived its supplies. It was a great

deposit, also, of grain of various kinds, and of wheel carriages

;

the usual guard was militia, varying from day to day. Ben-
nington was to be surprised. The country was to be scoured

"from Rockingham to Otter Creek, in quest of provisions for the

army, horses and oxen for draft, and horses for the cavalry.

All public magazines were to be sacked. All cattle belonging

to royalists, and which could be spared by their owners, were

to be paid for. All rebel flocks and herds were to be driven

away.

Generals Phillips and Riedesel demurred strongly to the ex-

pedition, but their counsels were outweighed by those of Col-

onel Sk^ne, the royalist. He knew, he said, all the country
thereabout. The inhabitants were as five to one in favor of the
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royal cause, and would be promi)t to turn out on the first ap-

pearance of a protecting armj-. He was to accompany the ex-

pedition, and much was expected from his personal influence

and authority.

Lieutenant-colonel Baum was to command the detachment.

He had under him, according to Burgoyne, two hundred dis-

111 Hinted dragoons of the regiment of Eiedesel, Captain Eraser's

marksmen, which were the only lU-itish, all the Canadian vol-

unteers, a party of the provincials who perfectly knew the

country, one hundred Indians, and two light pieces of cannon.

The whole detachment amounted t;) about five hundred men.

The dragoons, it was expected, would supply themselves with

horses in the course of the foray, and a skeleton corps of royal-

ists would be filled u[) by recruits.

The Germans had no great liking for the Indians as fellow

c-impaigners ; especially those who had come from Upper Can-

ada under St. Luc. " These savages are heathens, huge, war-

1 ke, and enterprising, but wicked as Satan," writes a Hessian

officer. " Some say they are cannibals, but I do not believe it

;

though in their fury they will tear the flesh off their enemies

with their teeth. They have a martial air, and their wild or-

naments become them." * St. Luc, who commanded them, had

been a terror to the English colonists in the French war, and
it was intimated that he possessed groat treasures of ^'old Eng-
lish scalps." He and his warriors, however, had disappeared

from camp since the affair of Miss McCrea. The present were
Indians from Lower Canada.

The choice of German troops for this foray, was much sneer-

ed at by the British officers. " A corps could not have oeen

found in the v/hole army," said they, " so unfit for a service re-

quiring rapidity of motion, as Eiedesel's dragoons. The very
hat and sword of one of them weigKed nearly as much as the

whole equipment of a British soldier. The worst British regi-

ment in the service would march two miles to their one." •

To be nearer at hand in case assistance should be required,

Burgoyne encamj)ed on the east side of the Hudson, nearly op-

j>osite Saratoga, throwing over a bridge of boats by which Gen-
eral Fra.ser, with the advanced guard, crossed to that place.

Colonel Baum set out from camp at break of day, on the 13th
of Augu.st. All that had been predicted of his movements was
jjrerified. The badness of the road, the excessive heat of the

weather, and the want of carriages and horses were alleged in

* Schlazer'8 Bri^voechsel Th. iii. Heft xvli.
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excuse ; but slow and unapt men ever meet with impediments.
Some cattle, carts, and wagons, were captured at Cambridge ; a

few horses also were brought in ; but the Indians killed or

drove off all that fell into their hands, unless they were paid in

cash for their prizes. ^'The country people of these parts,"

writes the Hessian narrator, ^' came in crowds to Governor
Skene, as he was called, and took the oath of allegiance ; but
even these faithless people," adds he, " were subsequently our
bitterest assailants."

Baum w^as too slow a man to take a place by surprise. The
people of Bennington heard of his approach and were on the

alert. The veteran Stark was there with eight or nine hundred
troops. During the late alarms the militia of the State had
been formed into two brigades, one to be commanded by Gen-
eral William Whipple ; Stark had with difficulty been prevailed

upon to accept the command of the other, upon the express con-

dition that he should not be obliged to join the main army, but
should be left to his own discretion, to make war in his own
partisan style, hovering about the enemy in their march through
the country, and accountable to none but the authorities of

New Hani2)shire.

General Lincoln had informed Stark of the order of General
Schuyler, that all the militia should repair to Stillwater, but
the veteran refused to comply. He had taken up arms, he
said, in a moment of exigency, to defend the neighborhood,
which would be exposed to the ravages of the enemy, should he
leave it, and he held himself accountable solely to the authori-

ties of New Hampshire. This act of insubordination might
have involved the doughty but somewhat testy old general in

subsequent difficulty, had not his sword carved out an ample
excuse for him.

Having heard that Indians liad appeared at Cambridge,
twelves miles to the north of Bennington, on the 13th, he sent

out two hundred men under Colonel Gregg in quest of them.
In the course of the night he learnt that they were mere scouts

in advance of a force marching upon Bennington. He immedi-
ately rallied his brigade, called out the militia of the neighbor-

hood, and sent off for Colonel Seth Warner (the quondam
associate of Ethan Allen) and his regiment of militia, who were
with General Lincoln at Manchester.

Lincoln instantly detached them, and Warner and his men
marched all night through drenching rain, arriving at Stark^s

camp in the morning, dripping wet.

Stark left them at Bennington to dry and rest themselves,
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lud then to follow oii ; in the lueaiitiiiie, ho pii^^heJ forward

with his men to support the party sent out the preceding day,

under Gregg, in quest of the Indians. He met them about

five miles off, in full retreat, Baum and his force a mile in their

rear.

Stark halted and prepared for action. Baum also halted,

posted himself on a high ground at a bend of tlie little river

Walloomscoick, and began to intrench himself. Stark fell

back a mile, to wait for reinforcements and draw down Baum
from his strong position. A skirmish took place between the

advance guards ;
thirty of Baum's men were killed, and two

Indian chiefs.

An incessant rain on the 15th, prevented an attack on

Baum's camp, but there was continual skirmishing. The
colonel strengthened his intrenchments, and finding he had a

larger force to contend with than he had anticipated, sent off

in all haste to Burgoyne for reinforceuients. Colonel Brej'-man

marched off immediately, with five hundred Hessian grenadiers

and infantry and two six-pounders, leaving behind him his

tents, baggage, and standards. He also found the roads so

deep, and the horses so bad, that he was nearly two days get-

ting four-and-twenty miles. The tactics of the Hessians were

against them. " So foolishly attached were they to forms of

discipline," writes a British historian, " that in marching
through thickets they stopped ten times an hour to dress their

ranks." It was here, in fact, that they most dreaded the

American rifle. " In the open field," said they, " the rebels

are not much ; but they are redoubtable in the woods." *

In the meantime the more alert and active Americans had
been mustering from all quarters to Stark's assistance, with

such weapons as they had at hand. During the night of the

15th, Colonel Symonds arrived with a body of Berkshire militia.

Among them was a belligerent parson, full of fight, Allen by
name, possibly of the bellicose family of the hero of Ticonder-

oga. " General," cried he, " the people of Berkshire have

been often called out to no purpose ; if you don't give them a

chance to fight now they will never turn out again." "You
would not turn out now, while it is dark and raining, would
you ? " demanded Stark. " Not just now," was the reply.

"Well, if the Lord should once more give us sunshine, and I

don't give you fighting enough," rejoined the veteran, " I'll

never ask you to turn out again."

On the following morning the sun shone bright, alid Stark

* Schlozer's Bri^wechsel.
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prepared to attack Baum in his intrenchments ; thougli he had
no artillery, aud his men, for the most part, had only their or-

dinary brown firelocks without bayonets. Two hundred of his

men, under Colonel Nichols, were detached to the rear of the

enem^-'s left ; three hundred under Colonel Herrick, to the rear

of his right j they were to join their forces and attack him in

the rear, while colonels Hubbard and Stickney, with two
hundred men, diverted his attention in front.

Colonel Skene and the roj^alists, w^hen they saw the Ameri-
cans issuing out of the woods on different sides, persuaded

themselves, and endeavored to persuade Baum, that these were
the loyal people of the country flocking to his standard. The
Indians were the first to discover the truth. " The woods are

full of Yankees," cried they, and retreated in single file between
the troops of Nichols and Herrick, yelling like demons and
jingling cow bells. Several of them, however, were killed or

wounded as they thus ran the gauntlet.

At the first sound of fire-arms Stark, who had remained with

the main body in camp, mounted his horse and gave the word,

forward! He had promised his men the plunder of the British

camp. The homely speech made by him when in sight of the

enemy, has often been cited. ^' Now, my men ! There are the

red-coats ! Before night they must be ours, or Molly Stark

will be a widow !

"

Baum soon found himself assailed on every side, but he de-

fended his works bravely. His two pieces of artillery, advanta-

geously planted, were very effective, and his troops, if slow in

march, were steady in action. For two hours the discharge of

fire-arms was said to have been like the constant rattling of the

drum. Stark in his despatches compared it to a " continued

clap of thunder." It was the hottest fight he had ever seen.

He inspired his men with his own impetuosity. They drove

the royalist troops upon the Hessians, and pressing after them
stormed the works with irresistible fury. A Hessian eye-wit-

ness declares that this time the rebels fought with desperation,

l^ressing within eight paces of the loaded cannon to take surer

aim at the artillerists. The latter were slain ; the cannon
captured. The royalists and Canadians took flight, and escaped

to the woods. The Germans still kept their ground, and fought

bravely, until there was not a cartridge left. Baum and his

dragoons then took to their broadswords and the infantry to

their bayonets, and endeavored to cut their M^ay to a road in

the woods, but in vain ; many were killed, more wounded, Baum
among the number, and all who survived were taken prisoners.*

* Briefe aus Amerika. Schlozer's Briefwechsel, Th. iii. Heft. xiii.
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The victors now dispersed, some to collect booty, some to at-

tend to the wounded, some to guard the prisoners, and some to

seek refreshments, being exhausted by hunger and fatigue. At
this critical juncture, Breyman's tardy reinforcement came,

making its way heavily and slowly to the scene of action, joined

by many of the enemy who had fled. Attempts were made to

rally the militia ; but they were in complete confusion.

Nothing would have saved them from defeat, had not Colonel

Seth Warner's corps fortunately arrived from Bennington, fresh

from repose, and advanced to meet the enemy, while the others

regained their ranks. It was four o'clock in the afternoon when
this second action commenced. It was fought from wood to

wood, and hill to hill, for several miles, until sunset. The last

stand of the enemy was at Van Schaick's mill, where, having
expended all their ammunition, of which each man had forty

rounds, they gave way, and retreated, under favor of the night,

leaving two field-pieces and all their baggage in the hands of

the Americans. Stark ceased to pursue them, lest in the dark-

ness his men should fire upon each other. " Another hour of

daylight," said he in his report, "and I should have captured
the whole body." The veteran had had a horse shot under him,
but escaped without wound or bruise.

Four brass field-pieces, nine hundred dragoon swords, a thou-
sand stand of arms, and four ammunition wagons were the spoils

of this victory. Thirty-two officers, five hundred and sixty-

four privates, including Canadians and loyalists were taken
prisoners. The number of slain was very considerable, but
could not be ascertained, many having fallen in the woods.
The brave but unfortunate Baum did not long survive. The
Americans had one hundred killed and wounded.
Burgoyne was awakened in his camp towards daylight of the

17th, by tidings that Colonel Baum had surrendered. Next
came word that Colonel Breyman was engaged in severe and
doubtful conflict. The whole army was roused, and were pre-

paring to hasten to his assistance, when one report after another
gave assurance that he was on his way back in safety. The
main body, therefore, remained in camp at the Batten kiln ; but
Burgoyne forded that stream with the 47th regiment and push-
ed forward until four o'clock, when he met Breyman and his

troops, weary and haggard with hard fighting and hard march-
ing, in hot weather. In the evening all returned to their old

encampments.*
General Schuyler was encamped on Van Schaick's Inland at

the mouth of the Mohawk River, when a letter from General
* Schlozer's Briefwechsel, Th. iii. Heft. xiii.
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Liiu'cjln, dated Bciiniugtoii, August IStli, informed liiin of ^'tlie

capital blow given the enemy by General Stark." "I trust/'

replied lie, August 19th, ^' tliiit the severity with which they
have been handled will retard General Burgoyne's j^rogress.

Part of his force was yesterday afternoon about three miles and
a half above Stillwater. If the enemy have entirely left that

part of the country you are in, I think it would be advisable

for you to move towards Hudson River tending towards Still-

water."
" Governor Clinton," writes he to Stark on the same day,

" is coming up with a body of militia, and I trust that after

what the enemy have experienced from you, their progress will

be retarded, and that we shall see them driven out of this

part of the country."

He now hoped to hear that Arnold had raised the siege of

Eort Stanwix. "If that take place," said he, "it will be
possible to engage two or three hundred Indians to join this

army, and Congress may rest assured that my best endeavors
shall not be wanting to accomplish it."

Tidings of the affair of Bennington reached Washington,
just before he moved his camp from the neighborhood of Phila-

delphia to Wilmington, and it relieved his mind from a world
of anxious perplexity. In a letter to Putnam he writes, "As
there is not now the least danger of General Howe's going to

New England, I hope the whole force of that country will turn
out, and, by following the great stroke struck by General Stark
near Bennington, entirely crush General Burgoyne, who, by
his letter to Colonel Baum, seems to be in want of almost every-

thing."

We will now give the fate of Burgoyne's detachment, under
St. Leger, sent to captur* Fort Slanwix, and ravage the valley

of the Mohawk.
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CHAPTER XXXII.

STRATAGEM OF ARNOLD TO RELIEVE FORT STANWIX. YAN
YOSTCUYLER. THE SIEGE PRESSED. INDIANS INTRACTABLE.
—SUCCESS OF Arnold's stratagem.—harassed retreat
OF ST. LEGER. MORAL EFFECT OF THE TWO BLOWS GIVEN TO

THE ENEMY. BRIGHTENING PROSPECTS IN THE AMERICAN
CAMP. ARRIVAL OF GATES. MAGNANIMOUS CONDUCT OF
SCHUYLER. POORLY REQUITED BY GATES. CORRESPOND-
ENCE BETWEEN GATES AND BURGOYNE CONCERNING THE
MURDER OF MISS m'cRKA.

Arnold's marcli to tlie relief of Fort Stanwix was slower

than suited his ardent and impatient spirit. He was detained

in the valley of the ^lohawk by bad roads, by the necessity of

waiting for baggage and ammunition wagons, and for militia

recruits who turned out reluctantl3\ He sent missives to Col-

onel Gansevoort assuring him that he would relieve him in the

course of a few days. " Be under no kind of apprehension,"

writes he. *' I know the strength of the enemy, and how to

deal with thern^

In fact, conscious of the smallness of his force, he had re-

sorted to stratagem, sending emissaries ahead to spread exag-

gerated reports of the number of his troops, so as to work on
the fears of the enemy's Indian allies and induce them to desert.

The most important of these emissaries was one Yan Yost Cuy-
ler, an eccentric half-witted fellow, known throughout the

country as a rank tory. He had been convicted as a spy, and
only spared from the halter on the condition that he would go
into St. Leger's camp, and spread alarming reports among the

Indians, by whom he was well known. To insure a faithful

discharge of his mission, Arnold detained his brother as a

liostage.

On his way up the Mohawk Valley, Arnold was joined by a

New York regiment, under Colonel James Livingston, sent by
Gates to reinforce him. On arriving at the German Flats he
received an express from Colonel Gansevoort, informing him
that he was still besieged, but in high spirits and under no ap-

prehensions. In a letter to Gates, written from the German
Flats (August 2l8t), Arnold says, "I leave this place this

morning with twelve hundred continental troops and a handful
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of militia for Fort Schuyler, still besieged by a number equal

to ours. You will hear of my being victorious—or no more.
As soon as the safety of this part of the country will permit, 1

will fly to your assistance. '^ *

All this while St. Leger was advancing his parallels and
pressing the siege ; while provisions and ammunition were
rapidly decreasing within the fort. St. Leger's Indian allies,

however, were growing sullen and intractable. This slow kind
of warfare, this war with the spade, they were unaccustomedio,
and they by no means relished it. Beside, they had been led

to expect easy times, little fighting, many scalps, and much
plunder; whereas they had fought hard, lost many of their best

chiefs, been cb 1 in their cruelty, antWguined no booty.

At this juii^'ifiure, scouts brought w^ord that a force one thou-

sand strong wa^ marching to the relief of the fort. Eager to

put his savages in action, St. Leger in a council of war offered

to their chiefs to place himself at their head, with three hun-
dred of his best troops, and meet the enemy as they advanced.

It was agreed, and they sallied forth together to choose a

fighting ground. By this time rumors stole into tlie camp
doubling the number of the apj^roaching enemy. Burgoyne's
whole army were said to have been defeated. Lastly came
Yan Yost Cuyler, with his coat bull of bullet holes, giving out

that he had escaped from the hands of the Americans, and had
been fired upon by tliem. His story was believed, for liis

wounded coat corroborated it, and he was known to be a royal-

ist. Mingling among his old acquaintances, the Indians, he

assured them that the Americans were close at hand and
" numerous as the leaves on the trees."

Arnold's stratagem succeeded. The Indians, fickle as the

winds, began to desert. Sir John Johnson and Colonels Claus

and Butler endeavored in vain to reassure and retain them.

In a little while two hundred had decamped, and the rest

threatened to do so likewise, unless St. Leger retreated.

The unfortunate colonel found too late what little reliance

was to be placed upon Indian allies. He determined, on the

22d, to send off his sick, his wounded, and his artillery by
Wood Creek that very night, and to protect them by the line

of march. The Indians, however, goaded on by Arnold's emis-

saries, insisted on instant retreat. St. Leger still refused to

depart before nightfall. The savages now became ungovern-

able. They seized upon liquor of the officers about to be em-

barked, and getting intoxicated, behaved like very fiends.

In a word, St. Leger was obliged to decamp about noon, in

* Gates's Papers.
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such hurry and confusion that he left his tents standing, and
his artillery, with most of his baggage, ammunition, and stores,

fell into the hands of the Americans.

A detachment from the garrison pursued and harassed him
for a time; but his greatest annoyance was from his Indian

allies, who plundered the boats which conveyed such baggage
as had been brought off; murdered all stragglers who lagged

in the rear, and amused themselves by giving false alarms to

ke^p up the panic of the soldiery ; who would throw away
muskets, knapsacks, and everything that impeded their

flight

It was not until he reached Onondaga Falls, that St. Leger
discovered by a letc^r from Burgoyne, acii/lftaating reports

brought by the bearer, that he had been the dm»e of a ruse de
guerre, and that at the time the advancing lue were reported

to be close upon his haunches, they were not within forty

miles of him.

Such was the second blow to Burgoyne's invading army ; but
before the news of it reached that doomed commander, he had
already been half paralyzed by the disaster at Bennington.
The moral effect of these two blows was such as Washington

had predicted. Fortune, so long adverse, seemed at length to

have taken a favorable turn. People were roused from their

despondency. There was a sudden exultation throughout the

country. The savages had disappeared in their native forests.

The^rerman veterans, so much vaunted and dreaded, had been
vanquished by militia, and British artillery captured by men,
some of whom had never seen a cannon.

Means were now augmenting in Schuyler's hands. Colonels

Livingston and Pierre Van Courtlandt, forwarded by Putnam,
were arrived. Governor Clinton was daily expected with New
York militia from the Highlands. The arrival of Arnold was
anticipated with troops and artillery, and Lincoln with the New
England militia. At this propitious moment, when everything
was ready for the sickle to be put into the harvest, General
Gates arrived in the camp.

Schuyler received him with the noble courtesy to which he
pledged himself. After acquainting him with all the affairs of

the department, the measures he had taken and those he had
projected, he informed him of his having signified to Congress
his intention to remain in that quarter for the present, and
render every service in his power ; and he entreated Gates to

call upon him for counsel and assistance whenever he thought
proper.

Gates was in high \*i)iritH. His letters to Washington show
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how completely, he was aware that an easy path of victory had
been opened for him. *^ Upon my leaving Philadelphia," writes

he, " the prospect this way appeared most gloomy, but the
severe checks the enemy have met with at Bennington and
Tryon County, have given a more pleasing view of public af-

fairs. Particular accounts of the signal victory gained by
General Stark, and of the severe blow General Herkimer gave
Sir John Johnson and the scalpers under his command, have
been transmitted to your Excellency by General Schuyler. I

anxiously expect the arrival of an express from General Arnold,
with an account of the total defeat of the enemy in that quar-
ter.

" I cannot sufficiently thank your Excellency for sending
Colonel Morgan's corps to this army. They will be of the

greatest service to it ; for, until the late success this way, I am
told the army were quite panic-struck by the Indians, and their

tory and Canadian assassins in Indian dress.

Governor Clinton was immediately expected in camp, and he
intended to consult with him and General Lincoln upon the
best plan to distress, and, he hoped, finally to defeat the enemy.
^^ We shall no doubt," writes he, "unanimously agree in senti-

ment with your Excellency, to keep generals Lincoln and Stark
upon the flank and rear of the enemy, while the main body op-

poses them in front."

ISTot a word does he say of consulting Schuyler, who, more
than any one else, was acquainted with the department and its

concerns, who was in constant correspondence with Washington,
and had cooperated with him in affecting the measures which
had produced the present promising situation of affairs. So
far was he from responding to Schuyler's magnanimity, and
profiting by his nobly offered counsel and assistance, that he
did not even ask him to be present at his first council of war,

although he invited up General Ten Broeck of the militia from
Albany to attend it.

His conduct in this respect provoked a caustic remark from
the celebrated Gouverneur Morris. " The commander-in-chief
of the Northern department," said he, " may, if he please,

neglect to ask or disdain to receive advice, but those who know
him, will, I am sure, be convinced that he wants it."

Gates opened hostilities against Burgoyne with the pen.

He had received a letter from that commander, complaining of

the harsh treatment experienced by the royalists captured at

Bennington. " Duty and principle," writes Burgoyne, " made
me a public enemy to the Americans who have taken up arms

;

but I seek to be a generous one ; nor have I the shadow of
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resentment against any individual who does not inauce it by
jicts derogatory to those maxims upon which all men of honor

think alike."

There w\as nothing in this that was not borne out by the

conduct and character of Burgoyne ; but Gates seized upon the

occasion to assail that commander in no measured terms in

regard to his Indian allies.

" That the savages," said he, " should in their warfare

mangle tlie unhappy prisoners who fall into their hands, is

neither new nor extraordinary ; but that the famous General
Burgoyne, in whom the fine gentleman is united with the

scholar, should hire the savages of America to scalp Europeans

;

nay more, that he should pay a price for each scalp so barbar-

ously taken, is more than will be believed in Europe, until

authenticated facts shall in every gazette confirm the horrid

tale."

After this prelude, he went on to state the murder of Miss
McCrea, alleging that her murderer was employed by Burgoyne.
" Two parents," added he, " with their six children, were
treated with the same inhumanity while quietly resting in their

once happy and peaceful dwelling. Upwards of one hundred
men, women, and children, have perished by the hands of the

ruffians, to whom it is asserted you have paid the price of blood."

Gates showed his letter to General Lincoln and Colonel

Wilkinson, who demurred to its personality j but he evidently

conceived it an achievement of the pen, and spurned their

criticism.*

Burgoyne, in a manly reply, declared that he would have
disdained to justify himself from such rhapsodies of fiction and
calumny, but that his silence might be construed into an ad-

mission of their truth, and lead to acts of retaliation. He pro-

nounced all the intelligence cited respecting the cruelties of

the Indians to be false, with the exception of the case of Miss
McCrea. This he put in its true light, adding, that it had
been as sincerely lamented and abhorred by him, as it could bo
by the tenderest of her friends. " I would not," declared he,
" be conscious of the acts you presume to impute to me for the

whole continent of America; though the wealth of worlds was
in its bowels, and a paradise upon its surface."

• After General Gates bad written his letter to Burgoyne, he called

General Lincoln and myself into his apartment,read it to U8,and requested
our opinion of it, which we declined giving ; but being pressed by him.
with diffidence we concurred in judgment, that he had bcfui too per-
sonal; to which the old gentlemen replied with his characteristic blunt-
ness, " By G— ! I don't believe eit.lier of you can mend it: and the con-
sultatiou terminated.—Wilkinson's Memoirs, vol. il. p. 231.
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We have already shown what was the real conduct of Bur-
goyne in this deplorable affair, and General Gates conld and
should have ascertained it, before "he presumed to impute '^ to

a gallant antagonist and a humane and cultivated gentleman,
such base and barbarous policy. It was the government under
which Burgoyne served that was chargeable with the murder-
ous acts of the savages. He is rather to be pitied for being
obliged to employ such hell-hounds, whom he endeavored in

vain to hold in check. Great Britain reaped the reward of her
policy in the odium which it cast upon her cause, and the de-

termined and successful opposition which it provoked in the

American bosom.
We will now shift the scene to Washington's camp at Wil-

mington, where we left him watching the operations of the

British fleet, and preparing to oppose the army under Sir Wil-
liam Howe in his designs upon Philadelphia.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

LANDING OF HOWe's ARMY OX ELK RIVER. MEASURES TO
CHECK IT. EXPOSED SITUATION OF WASHINGTON IN RECON-
NOITERING. ALARM OF THE COUNTRY. PROCLAMATION
OF HOWE. ARRIVAL OF SULLIVAN. FOREIGN OFFICERS IN
CAMP. DEBORRE. CONWAY. FLEURY.—COUNT PULASKI.
FIRST APPEARANCE IN THE ARMY OF " LIGHT-HORSE HARRY ''

OF VIRGINIA.

—

Washington's appeal to the army.—
MOVEMENTS OF THE RIVAL FORCES. BATTLE OF THE BRANDY-
WINE. RETREAT OF THE AMERICANS. HALT IN CHESTER.
SCENES IN PHILADELPHIA DURING THE BATTLE. CONGRESS
ORDERS OUT MILITIA. CLOTHES WASHINGTON WITH EX-

TRAORDINARY POWERS. REMOVES TO LANCASTER. RE-

WARDS TO FOREIGN OFFICERS.

On the 25th of August, the British army under General

Howe began to land from the fleet in Elk River, at the bottom
of Chesapeake Bay. The place where they landed was about

six miles below the Head of Elk (now Elkton), a small town, the

capital of Cecil County. This was seventy miles from Phila-

delphia ; ten miles further from that city than they had been

when encamped at Brunswick. The intervening country, too

was less open than the Jerseys, and cut up by deep streams.

Sir William had chosen this circuitous route in the expectation

of finding friends among tlie people of Cecil County, and c^
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the lower counties of Pennsylvania; many of whom were
Quakers and noncombatants, and many persons tlisaffected to

the patriot cause.

Early in the evening, Washington received intelligence that

the enemy were landing. There was a quantity of public and
private stores at the Head of Elk, which he feared would fall

into their hands if they moved quickly. Every atNnnpt was
to be made to check them. The divisions of Generals Greene
and Stephen were within a few miles of Wilmington; orders

were sent for them to march thither immediately. The two
other divisions, which had halted at Chester to refresh, were
to hurry forward. Major-general Armstrong, the same who had
surprised the Indian village of Kittaning, in the French war,

and who now commanded the Pennsylvania militia, was urged to

send down, in the cool of the night, all the men he could muster,
properly armed. " The first attempt of the enemy," writes

Washington, " will be with light parties to seize horses, car-

riages, and cattle, and we must endeavor to check them at the
outset."

General Rodney, therefore, who commanded the Delaware
militia, was ordered to throw out scouts and patrols toward the
enemy to watch their motions ; and to move near them with
his troops, as soon as he should be reinforced by the Maryland
militia.

Light troops were sent out early in the morning to hover
about and harass the invaders. Washington himself, accom-
panied by General Greene and the Marquis de Lafayette and
their aides, rode forth to reconnoiter the country in the neigh-
borhood of the enemy, and determine how to dispose of his

forces when they should be collected. The only eminences
near Elk were Iron Hill and Gray's Hill ; the latter within
two miles of the enemy. It was difficult, however, to get a
good view of their encampment, and judge of the number that
had landed. Hours were passed in riding from place to place
reconnoitering, and taking a military survey of the surround-
ing country. At length a severe storm drove the party to take
shelter in a farm-house. Night came on dark and stormy.
Washington showed no disposition to depart. His companions
became alarmed for his safety ; there was risk of his being sur-

prised, being so near the enemy's camp. He was not to be
moved either by advice or entreaties, but remained all night
under the farmer's roof. When he left the house at daybreak,
however, says Lafayette, he acknowledged his imprudence, and
that the most insignificant traitor might have caused his ruin.

Indeed, he ran a similar risk to that which in the previous
year had produced General Lee's catastrophe.
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The country was in a great state of alarm. The inhabitants

were hurrying off their most valuable effects, so that it was
difficult to procure cattle and vehicles to remove the public

stores. The want of horses, and the annoyances given by the

American light troops, however, kept Howe from advancing
promptly, and gave time for the greater nart of the stores to be
saved.

To allay the public alarm, Howe issued a proclamation on
the 27th, promising the strictest regularity and order on the

part of his army ; with security of person and property to all

who remained quietly at home^ and pardon to those under
arms, who should promptly return to their obedience. The
proclamation had a quieting effect, especially among the loyal-

ists, who tebounded in these parts.

The divisions of generals Greene and Stephen were now sta-

tioned several miles in advance of Wilmington, behind White
Clay Creek, about ten miles from the Head of Elk. General

Smallwood and Colonel Gist had been directed by Congress to

take command of the militia of Maryland, who were gathering

on the western shore, and Washington sent them orders to

cooperate with General Kodney and get in the rear of the

enemy.
Washington now felt the want of Morgan and his riflemen,

whom he had sent to assist the Northern army ; to supply

their place, he formed a corps of light troops, by drafting a

hundred men from each brigade. The command was given to

Major-general Maxwell, who was to hover about the enemy and
give them continual annoyance.

The army about this time was increased by the arrival of

General Sullivan and his division of three thousand men. He
had recently, while encamped at Hanover in Jersey, made a

gallant attempt to surprise and capture a corps of one thousand

provincials stationed on Staten Island, at a distance from the

fortified camp, and opposite the Jersey shore. The attempt

was partially successful ; a number of the provincials were

captured ; but the regulars came to the rescue. Sullivan had
not brought sufficient boats to secure a retreat. His rear-guard

was captured while waiting for the return of the boats, yet not

without a sharp resistance. There was loss on both sides, but

the Americans suffered most. Congress had directed Washing-
ton to appoint a court of inquiry to investigate the matter; in

the meantime Sullivan, whose gallantry remained undoubted,

continued in command.
There were now in camp several of those officers and gentle-

men from various parts of Europe who had recently pressed
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into the service, and the suitable employment of whom had been

a source of much perplexity to Washington. General Deborre,

the French veteran of thirty years' service, commanded a brig-

ade in Sullivan's division. Brigadier-general Conway, the

Grallicized Hibernian, was in the division of Lord Stirling. Be-

side these, there was Louis Tleury, a French gentleman of noble

descent, who had been educated as an engineer, and had come
out at the opening of the Bevolution to offer his services.

Washington had obtained for him a captain's commission. An-
other officer of distinguished merit was the Count Pulaski, a

Pole, recommended by Dr. Franklin, as an officer famous
throughout Europe for his bravery and conduct in defense of

the liberties of his country against Russia, Austria, and Prussia.

In fact, he had been commander-in-chief of the forces of the in-

surgents. He served at present as a volunteer in the light horse,

and as that department was still without a head, and the cavalry

was a main object of attention among the military of Poland,

Washington suggested to Congress the expediency of giving

him the command of it. " This gentleman, we are told," writes

Washington, "has been, like us, engaged in defending the

liberty and indej^endence of his country, and has sacrified his

fortune to his zeal for those objects. He derives from hence a

title to our respect, that ought to operate in his favor as far as

the good of the service will permit."

At this time Henry Lee of Virginia, of military renown,
makes his first appearance. He was in the twenty-second year

of his age, and in the preceding year had commanded a com-
pany of Virginia volunteers. He had recently signalized him-
self in scouting parties, harassing the enemy's pickets. Wash-
ington, in a letter to the President of Congress (August 30th),

writes; "This minute twenty-four British prisoners arrived,

taken yesterday by Captain Lee of the light horse." His ad-

venturous exploits soon won him notoriety, and the popular

appellation of " Light-horse Harry." He was favorably noticed

by Washington throughout the war. Perhaps there was some-
thing beside his bold, dashing spirit, which won him this favor.

There may have been early recollections connected with it. Lee
was the son of the lady who first touched Washington's heart

in his schoolboy days, the one about whom he wrote rhymes at

Mount Vernon and Greenway Court—his " lowland beauty."

Several days were now passed by the commander-in-chief
almost continually in the saddle, reconnoitering the roads and
passes, and making himself ac(juainted with the surrounding
country ; which was very much intersected by rivers and
small streams, running chiefly from northwest to southeast,
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He liad now made up his miiid to risk a battle in the open
field. It is true his troops were inferior to those of the enem}'
in number, equipments, and discipline. Hitherto, according,

to Lafayette, "they had fought combats but not battles."

Still those combats had given them experience ; and though
many of them were militia, or raw recruits, yet the divisions of

the army had acquired a facilit}^ at moving in large masses,
and were considerably improved in military tactics. At any rate,

it would never do to let Philadelphia, at that time the capital

of the States, fall without a blow. There was a carping spirit

abroad ; a disposition to cavil and find fault, which was prev-

alent in Philadelphia, and creeping into Congress ; something
of the nature of what had been indulged respecting General
Schuyler and the army of the North. Public impatience
called for a battle; it was expected even by Europe ; his own
valiant spirit required it, though hitherto he had been held in

check by superior .considerations of expediency, and by the
controlling interference of Congress. Congress itself now
spurred him on, and he gave way to the native ardor of his

character.

The British army having effected a landing, in which by. the
way, it had experienced but little molestation, was formed into

two divisions. One, under Sir William Howe, was stationed

at Elkton, wath its advanced guard at Gray's Hill, about two
miles off. The other division, under General Knyphausen,
was on the opposite side of the ferry, at Cecil Court House.
On the third of September the enemy advanced in considerable

force, with th»ee field-pieces, moving with great caution, as the

country was difiicult, woody, and not well known to them.
About three miles in front of White Clay Creek, their van-

guard was encountered by General Maxwell and his light

troops, and a severe skirmish took place. The fire of the

American sharpshooters and riflemen, as usual, was very effect-

ive ; but being inferior in number, and having no artillery.

Maxwell was compelled to retreat across White Clay Creek,

with the loss of about forty killed and wounded. The loss of

the enemy was supposed to be much greater.

The main body of the American army was now encamped
on the east side of Red Clay Creek, on the road leading from
Elkton to Philadelphia. The light infantry were in the ad-

vance, at White Clay Creek. The armies were from eight to

ten miles apart. In this position Washington determined to

await the threatened attack.

On the 5th of September he made a stirring appeal to the

army, in his general orders^ stating the object of the enemy^
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the capture of Philadelphia. They had tried it before, from
the Jerseys, and had failed. He trusted they would he again

disappointed. In their present attempt their all was at stake.

The whole would be hazarded in a single battle. If defeated

in that, they were totally undone, and the war would be at an
end. Now then was the time for the most strenuous exertions.

One bold stroke would free the land from rapine, devastation,

and brutal outrage. " Two 5^ears," said he, " have we main-
tained the war, and struggled with difficulties innumerable,

but the prospect has brightened. Now is the time to reap the

fruit of all our toils and dangers ; if we behave like men this

third campaign will be our last." Washington's numerical

force at this time was abput fifteen thousand men, but from
sickness and other causes the effective force, militia included,

did not exceed eleven thousand, and most of these were indif-

ferently armed and equipped. The strength of the British was
computed at eighteen thousand men, but, it is thought, not

more than fifteen thousand were brought into action.

On the 8th, the enemy advanced in two columns ; one ap-

peared preparing to attack the Americans in front, while the

other extended its left up the west side of the creek, halting

at Milltown, somewhat to the right of the American position.

Washington now suspected an intention on the part of Sir

William Howe to march by his right, suddenly pass the Brandy-
wine, gain the heights north of that stream, and cut him off

from Philadelphia. He summoned a council of war, therefore,

that evening, in which it was determined immediately to change
their position, and move to the river in question. By two
o^clock in the morning, the army was under march, and by the

next evening was encamped on the high grounds in the rear of

the Brandywine. The enemy on the same evening moved to

Kennet Square, about seven miles from the American position.

The Brandywine Creek, as it is called, commences with two
bninches, called the East and West branches, which unite in

one stream, flowing from west to east about twenty-two miles,

and emptying itself into the Delaware about twenty-five miles

below Philjvdelphia. It has several fords; one called Chadd's
Ford, was at that time the most practicable, and in the direct

route from the enemy's camp to Philadelphia. As the princi-

pal attack was expected here, Washington made it the centre

of his position, where he stationed the main body of his army,
com{>osed of Wayne's, Weedon's, and Muhlenberg's brigades,
with the light infantry under Maxwell. An eminence immedi-
ately above the ford ha^l been intrenched in the night, and
was occupied by Wayne and Proctor's artillery. Weedon's
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and Muhlenberg's brigades, which were Virginian troops, and
formed General Greene's division, were posted in the rear of

the heights, as a reserve to aid either wing of the army. With
these Washington took his stand. Maxwell's light infantry
were thrown in the advance, south of the Brandywine, and
posted on high ground, each side of the road leading to the

ford.

The right wing of the army, commanded by Sullivan, and
composed of his division and those of Stephen and Stirling, ex-

tended up the Brandywine two miles beyond Washington's pos-

ition. Its light troops and videttes were distributed quite up
to the forks. A few detachments of ill-organized and undisci-

plined cavalry extended across the creek on the extreme right.

The left wing, composed of the Pensylvannia militia, under Ma-
jor-General Armstrong, was stationed about a mile and a half

below the main body, to protect the lower fords, where the least

danger was apprehended. The Brandywine, which ran in front

of the whole line, was now the only obstacle, if such it might
be called, betw^een the two armies.

Early on the morning of the 11th, a great column of troops

was descried advancing on the road leading to Chadd's Ford.

A skirt of woods concealed its force, but it was supposed to be
the main body of the enemy ; if so, a general conflict was at

hand.

The Americans were immediately drawn out in order of bat-

tle. Washington rode along the front of the ranks, and was
everywhere received with acclamations. A sharp firing of small

arms soon told that Maxwell's light infantry were engaged with
the vanguard of the enemy. The skirmishing was kept up for some
time with spirit, when Maxwell was driven across the Brandy-
wine below the ford. The enemy, who had advanced but slowly,

did not attempt to follow, but halted on commanding ground
and appeared to reconnoiter the American position with, a view
to an attack. A heavy cannonading commenced on both sides,

about ten o'clock. The enemy made repeated dispositions to

force the ford, which brought on as frequent skirmishes on both
sides of the river, for detachments of the light troops occasion-

ally crossed over. One of these skirmishes was more than usu-

ally severe
; the British flank-guard was closely pressed, a cap-

tain and ten or fifteen men w^ere killed, and the guard was put
to flight ; but a large force came to their assistance, and the

Americans were again driven across the stream. All this while

there was the noise and uproar of a battle, but little of the re-

ality. The enemy made a great thundering of cannon, but no
vigorous onset, and Ct)l<)nel Harrison, Washington's " old secre-
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tary," seeing this cautious and dilatory conduct on their part,

wrote a hurried note to Congress, expressing his confident be-

lief that the enemy would be repulsed.

Towards noon came an express from Sullivan, with a note

received from a scouting party, reporting that General Howe,
with a large body of troops and a park of artillery, was pushing

up the Lancaster road, doubtless to cross at the upper fords and
turn the riglit flank of the American position.

Startled by the information, Washington instantly sent off

Colonel Theodoric Bland, with a party of horse, to reconnoiter

above the forks and ascertain the truth of the report. In the

meantime, he resolved to cross the ford, attack the division in

front of him with his whole force, and rout it before the other

could arrive. He gave orders for both wings to cooperate,

when, as Sullivan was preparing to cross, Major Spicer of the

militia rode up, just from the forks, and assured him there was
no enemy in that quarter. Sullivan instantly transmitted the

intelligence to Washington, whereupon the movement was sus-

pended until positive information could be obtained. After a

time came a man of the neighborhood, Thomas Cheyney by
name, spurring in all haste, the mare he rode in foam, and him-
self out of breath. Dashing up to the commander-in-chief, he
informed him that he must instantly move, or he would be sur-

rounded. He had come upon the eneni}' unawares ; had been
pursued and fired uj)on, but the fleetness of his mare liad saved

him. The main body of the British was coming down on the

east side of the stream,* and was near at hand. Washington re-

plied, that from information just received, it could not be so.

"You are mistaken, general," replied the other vehemently;
"my life for it, you are mistaken." Then reiterating the fact

with an oath, and making a draft of the road in the sand, "put
me under guard," added he, " until you find my story true."

Another despatch from Sullivan corroborated it. Colonel
Bland, whom Washington had sent to reconnoiter above the
forks, had seen tlie enemy two miles in the rear of Sullivan's

right, marching down at a rapid rate, while a cloud of dust
showed that there were more troops behind them.

In fact, the old Long Island stratagem had been played over
again. Knyphausen with a small division had engrossed the
attention of the Americans by a feigned attack at Chadd's
Ford, kept up with great noise and prolonged by skirmishes

;

while the main body of the army under Cornwallis, led by ex-

perienced guides, had made a circuit of seventeen miles, crossed
the two forks of the Brandywine, and arrived in the neighbor-
hood of Birmingham meeting-house, two miles to the right of
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Sullivan. It was a capital stratagem, secretly and successfully

conducted.

Finding that Cornwallis had thus gained the rear of the

army, Washington sent orders to Sullivan to oppose him with
the whole right wing, each brigade attacking as soon as it ar-

rived upon the ground. Wayne, in the meantime, was to keep
Knyphausen at bay at the ford, and Greene, with the reserve,

to hold himself ready to give aid wherever required.

Lafayette, as a volunteer, had hitherto accompanied the com-
mander-in-chief, but now, seeing there was likely to be warm
work with the right wing, he obtained permission to join Sul-

livan, and spurred off with his aide-de-camp to the scene of

action. From his narrative, we gather some of the subsequent
details.

Sullivan, on receiving Washington's orders, advanced with
his own, Stephen's, and Stirling's divisions, and began to form
a line in front of an open piece of wood. The time which had
been expended in transmitting intelligence, receiving orders,

and marching, had enabled Cornwallis to choose his ground
and prepare for action. Still more time was given him from
the apprehension of the three generals, upon consultation, of

being outflanked upon the right ; and that the gap between
Sullivan's and Stej^hen's divisions was too wide, and should be

closed up. Orders were accordingly given for the whole line to

move to the right ; and while in execution, Cornwallis advanced
rapidly with his troops in the finest order, and opened a brisk

fire of musketry and artillery. The Americans made an obsti-

nate resistance, but being taken at a disadvantage, the right

and left wings were broken and driven into the woods. The
centre stood firm for a while, but being exposed to the whole
fijre of the enemy, gave way at length also. The British, in

following up their advantage, got entangled in the wood. It

was here that Lafayette received his wound. He had thrown
himself from his horse and was endeavoring to rally the troops,

when he was shot through the leg with a musket ball, and had
to be assisted into the saddle by his aide-de-camp.

The Americans rallied on a height to the north of Dilworth,

and made a still more spirited resistance than at first, but were
again dislodged and obliged to retreat with a heavy loss.

While this was occurring with the right wing, Knyphausen,
as soon as he learnt from the heavy firing that Cornwallis was
engaged, made a push to force his way across Chadd's Ford in

earnest. He was vigorously opposed by Wajme with Proctor's

artillery, aided by Maxwell and his infantry. Greene was pre-

paring to second him with tlie reserve, when he was summoned
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by Washington to the support of the right wing, which the

commander-in-chief had found in imminent peril.

Greene advanced to the relief with such celerity, that it is

said, on good authority, his division accomplished the march,
or rather run, of five miles, in less than fifty minutes. He ar-

rived too late to save the battle, but in time to protect the

broken masses of the right wing, which he met in full flight.

Opening his ranks from time to time for the fugitives, and
closing them the moment they had passed, he covered their re-

treat by a sharp and well-directed fire from his field-pieces.

His grand stand was made at a place about a mile beyond Dil-

worth, which, in reconnoitering tlie neighborhood, Washington
had pointed out to him, as well calculated for a second position,

should the army be driven out of the first ; and here he was
overtaken by Colonel Pinckney, an aide-de-camp of the com-
mander-in-chief, ordering him to occupy this position and pro-

tect the retreat of the army. The orders were implicitly

obeyed. Weedon's brigade was drawn up in a narrow defile,

flanked on both sides by woods, and perfectly commanding the

road ; while Greene, with Muhlenberg's brigade, passing to the

right took his station on the road. The British came on impet-

uously, expecting but faint opposition. They met with a des-

perate resistance, and were repeatedly driven back. It was
the bloody conflict of the bayonet ; deadly on either side, and
lasting for a considerable time. Weedon's brigade on the left

maintained its stand also with great obstinacy, and the check
given to the enemy by these two brigades, allowed time for the

broken troops to retreat. Weedon's was at length compelled
by superior numbers to seek the protection of the other brigade,

which he did in good order, and Greene gradually drew off the

whole division in face of the enemy, who, checked by this vig-

orous resistance, and seeing the day far spent, gave up all

further pursuit.

The brave stand made by these brigades had, likewise, been
a great protection to Wayne. He had for a long time with-

stood the attacks of the enemy at Chadd's l^^ord, until the ap-

proach, on the right, of some of the enemy's troops who had
been entangled in the woods, showed him that the right wing
had been routed. He now gave up the defense of his post, and
retreated by the Chester road. Knyphausen's troops were too

fatigued to pursue him ; and the others had been kept back, as

we have shown, by Greene's division. So ended the varied con-

flict of the day.

Lafayette gives an animated picture of the general retreat,

in which he became entangled. He had endeavored to rejoin
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Washington, but loss of blood compelled him to stop and have

his wound bandaged. While thus engaged, he came near being

captured. All around him was headlong terror and confusion.

Chester road, the common retreat of the broken fragments of

the army, from every quarter, was crowded with fugitives, with

cannon, with baggage cars, all hurrying forward pell-mell, and
obstructing each other ; while the thundering of cannon, and vol-

leying of musketry by the contending parties in the rear, add-

ed to the confusion and panic of the flight.

The dust, the uproar, and the growing darkness, threw every-

thing into chaos ; there was nothing but a headlong struggle

forward. At Chester, however, twelve miles from the field of

battle, there was a deep stream with a bridge, over which the

fugitives would have to pass. Here Lafayette set a guard to

prevent their further flight. The commander-in-chief, arriving

soon after with Greene and his gallant division, some degree of

order was restored, and the whole army took its post behind
Chester for the night.

The scene of this battle, which decided the fate of Philadel-

phia, was within six-and-twenty miles of that city, and each dis-

charge of cannon could be heard there. The two parties of the

inhabitants, whig and tory, were to be seen in groups in the

squares and public places, waiting the event in anxious silence.

At length a courier arrived. His tidings spread consternation

among the friends of liberty. Many left their homes ; entire

families abandoned everything in terror and despair, and took

refuge in the mountains. Congress, the same evening deter-

mined to quit the city and repair to Lancaster, whence they
subsequently removed to Yorktown. Before leaving Philadel-

phia, however, they summoned the militia of Pennsylvania, and
the adjoining States, to join the main army without delay; and
ordered down fifteen hundred continental troops from Putnam's
command on the Hudson. They also clothed Washington with
power to suspend officers for misbehavior ; to fill up all vacan-

cies under the rank of brigadiers ; to take all provisions, and
other articles necessary for the use of the army, paying, or giving

certificates for the same ; and to remove, or secure for the ben-

efit of the owners, all goods and effects which might otherwise

fall into the hands of the enemy and be serviceable to them.
These extraordinary powers were limited to the circumference

of seventy miles round head-quarters, and were to continue in

force sixty daj^s, unless sooner revoked by Congress.

It may be as well here to notice in advance, the conduct of

Congress towards some of the foreigners who had mingled in

this battle. Count Pulaski, the Polish nobleman, heretofore
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mentioned, who acted with great spirit as a volunteer in the

light horse, riding up within pistol shot of the enemy to recon-

noiter, was given a command of cavalry with the rank of hrig-

adier-general. Captain Louis Fleury, also, who had acquitted

himself with gallantry, and rendered essential aid in rallying

the troops, having had a horse killed under him was presented
hy Congress with another, as a testimonial of their sense of

his merit.

Lafayette speaks, in his memoirs, of the hrillian* manner in

which General Conway, the chevalier of St. Louis, acquitted

himself at the head of eight hundred men, in the encounter with
the troops of Cornwallis near Birmingham meeting-house. The
veteran Deborre was not equally fortunate in gaining distinction

on this occasion. In the awkward change of position in the
line when in front of the enemy, he had been the first to move,
and without waiting for orders. The consequence was, his

brigade fell into confusion, and was put to flight. He endeav-
ored to rally it, and was wounded in the attempt ; but his ef-

forts were in vain. Congress ordered a court of inquiry on his

conduct, whereupon he resigned his commission, and returned
to France, complaining bitterly of his hard treatment. '' It

was not his fault," he said, " if American troops would run
away,"

CHAPTER XXXIV.

6ENEBAL HOWE NEGLECTS TO PURSUE HIS ADVANTAGE. WASH-
INGTON RETREATS TO GERMANTOWN. RECROSSES THE
SCHUYLKILL AND PREPARES FOR ANOTHER ACTION. PRE-
VENTED BY STORMS OF RAIN. RETREATS TO FRENCH CREEK.
WAYNE DETACHED TO FALL ON THE ENEMY's REAR. HIS

PICKET SURPRISED. MASSACRE OF WAYNE's MEN. MANCEU-
VBES OFHOWE ON THE SCHUYLKILL. WASHINGTON SENDS FOR
REINFORCEMENTS. HOWE MARCHES INTO PHILADELPHIA.

Notwithstanding the route and precipitate retreat of the
American army. Sir William Howe did not press the pursuit,

but, passed the night on the field of battle, and remained the
two following days at Dilworth, sending out detachments to

take post at Concord and Chester, and seize on Wilmington,
whither the sick and wounded were conveyed. "Had the
enemy marched directly to Derby," observes Lafayette, " the

American army would have been cut ujj and destroyed j they
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lost a precious niglit, and it is perhaps the greatest fault in a
war in which they have committed many."*
Washington, as usual, profited hy the inactivity df Howe

;

quietly retreating through Derby (on the 12th) across the
Schuylkill to Germantown, within a short distance of Philadel-

phia, where he gave his troops a day's repose. Finding them
in good spirits, and in nowise disheartened by the recent aifair,

which they seemed to consider a check rather than a defeat, he
resolved to seek the enemy again and give him battle. As pre-

liminary measures, he left some of the Pennsylvania militia in

Philadelphia to guard the city; others, under General Arm-
strong, were posted at the various passes of the Schuylkill, with
orders to throw up works ; the floating bridge on the lower road

was to be unmoored, and the boats collected and taken across

the river.

Having taken these precautions against any hostile move-
ment by the lower road, Washington recrossed the Schuylkill

on the 14th, and advanced along the Lancaster road, with the

intention of turning the left flank of the enemy. Howe, ap-

prised of his intention, made a similar disposition to outflank

him. The two armies came in sight of each other, near the

Warren Tavern, twenty-three miles from Philadelphia, and
were on the point of engaging, but were prevented by a vio-

lent etorm of rain, which lasted for four-and-twenty hours.

This inclement weather was particularly distressing to the

Americans, who were scantily clothed, most of them destitute

of blankets, and separated from their tents and baggage. The
rain penetrated their cartridge-boxes and the ill-fitted locks of

their muskets, rendering the latter useless, being deficient in

bayonets. In this plight, Washington gave up for the present

all thought of attacking the enemy, as their discipline in the

use of the bayonet, with which they were universally furnished,

would give them a great superiority in action. "The hot-

headed politicians," writes one of his officers, " will no doubt
censure this part of his conduct, while the more judicious will

approve it, as not only expedient, but, in such a case, highly

commendable. It was, without doubt, chagrining to a person

of his fine feelings, to retreat before an enemy not more in

number than himself
;
yet, with a true greatness of spirit, he

sacrificed them to the good of his country." f There was evi-

dently a growing disposition again to criticise Washington's
movements, yet how well did this officer judge of him.

The only aim, at present, was to get some dry and secure

* Memoirs^ tom. i. p . 26.

\Memoirs of Major Samuel ShaWi by Hon. Josiah Quincy.
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place, where the army might repose and refit. All day, and
for a great part of the night, they marched under a cold and
pelting rain, and through deep and miry roads, to the Yellow
Springs, thence to Warwick, on French Creek ; a weary march
in stormy weather for troops destitute of every comfort, and
nearly a thousand of them actually barefooted. At Warwick
furnace, ammunition and a few muskets were obtained, to aid

in disputing the passage of the Schuylkill, and the advance of

the enemy on Philadelphia.

From French Creek, Wayne was detached with his division,

to get in the rear of the enemy, form a junction with General

Smallwood and the ^Iiiryland militia, and keeping themselves

concealed, watch for an opportunity to cut off Howe's baggage
and hospital train ; in the meantime, Washington crossed the

Schuylkill at Parker's Ford, and took a position to defend
that pass of the river.

Wayne set off in the night, and, by a circuitous march, got

within three miles of the left wing of the British encamped at

Tredyffrin, and concealing himself in a wood, waited the arrival

of Smallwood and his militia. At daybreak he reconnoitered

the camp, where Howe, checked by the severity of the weather,

had contented himself with uniting his columns, and remained
under shelter. All day Wayne hovered about the camp ; there

were no signs of marching; all kept quiet, but lay too compact
to be attacked with prudence. He sent repeated messages to

Washington, describing the situation of the enemy, and urging
him to come on and attack them in their camp. " Their supine-

ness," said he, in one of his notes, '• answers every purpose
of giving you time to get up : if they attempt to move, I shall

attack them at all events There never was, nor
never will be, a finer opportunity of giving the enemy a fatal

blow than at present. For God's sake push on as fast as pos-

sible."

Again, at a later hour, he writes :
" The enemy are very

quiet, washing and cooking. I expect General Maxwell on the

left flank every moment, and, as I lay on the right, we only
want you in their rear to complete Mr. Howe's business. I

believe he knows nothing of my situation, as I have taken every
precaution to prevent any intelligence getting to him, at the

same time keeping a watchful eye on his front, flanks, and
rear."

His motions, however, had not been so secret as he imagined.
He was in a part of the country full of the disaffected, and Sir

William had received accurate information of his force and
where he was encamped. General Grey, with a strong detach-
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ment, was sent to surprise him at night in his lair. Late in

the evening, when Wayne had set his pickets and sentinels,

and thrown out his patrols, a countryman brought him word of

the meditated attack. He doubted the intelligence, but
strengthened his pickets and patrols, and ordered his troops to

sleep upon their arms.

At eleven o'clock, the pickets were driven in at the point of

the bayonet—the enemy were advancing in column. Wayne
instantly took post on the right of his position, to cover the

retreat of the left, led by Colonel Humpton, the second in com-
mand. The latter was tardy, and incautiously paraded his

troops in front of their fires, so as to be in full relief. The
enemy rushed on without firing a gun : all was the silent, but

deadly work of the bayonet and the cutlass. Nearly three hun-
dred of Humpton's men were killed or wounded, and the rest

put to flight. Wayne gave the enemy some well-directed

volleys, and then retreating to a small distance, rallied his

troops, andprepajipd for further defense. The British, however,

contented themselves with the blow they had given, and re-

tired with very little loss, taking with them between seventy

and eighty prisoners, several of them officers, and eight bag-

gage wagons heavily laden.

General Smallwood, who was to have cooperated with Wayne,
was within a mile of him at the time of his attack ; and would
have hastened to his assistance with his well-known intrepidity

;

but he had not the corps under his command with which he had
formerly distinguished himself, and his raw militia fled in a

panic at the first sight of a return party of the enemy.
Wayne was deeply mortified by the result of this affair, and,

finding it severely criticised in the army, demanded a court-

martial, which pronounced his conduct everything that was to

be expected from an active, brave, and vigilant officer ; what-

ever blame there was in the matter fell upon his second in com-

mand, who, by delay, or misapprehension of orders, and an un-

skillful position of his troops, had exposed them to be massacred.

On the 21st, Sir William Howe made a rapid march high up
the Schuylkill, on the road leading to Reading, as if he in-

tended either to capture the military stores deposited there, or

to turn the right of the American army. Washington kept

pace with him on the opposite side of the river, up to Pott's

Grove, about thirty miles from Philadelphia.

The movement on the part of Howe was a mere feint. No
sooner had he drawn Washington so far up the river, than, by
a rapid countermarch on the night of the 22d, he got to the

lord below, threw his troops across on the next morning, and
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pushed forward for Philadelphia. By the time Washington
was apprised of this counter-movement, Howe was too far on

his way to be overtaken by harassed, barefooted troops, worn
out by constant marching. Feeling the necessitj^ of immediate

reinforcements, he wrote on the same day to Putnam at Peek-

skill :
" The situation of our affairs in this quarter calls for

every aid and for every effort. I therefore desire that, without

a moment's loss of time, you will detach as many effective rank

and file under proper generals and officers, as will make the

whole number, including those with General McDougall, amount
to twenty-five hundred privates and non-commissioned fit for

duty.
" I must urge you, by every motive, to send this detachment

without the least possible delay. No considerations are to pre-

vent it. It is our first object to defeat, if possible, the army
now opposed to us here."

On the next day (24th) he wrote also to General Gates.
" This army has not been able to oppose General Howe's with

the success that was wished, and needs a reinforcement. I

therefore request, if you have been so fortunate as to oblige

General Burgoyne to retreat to Ticonderoga, or if you have not,

and circumstances will admit, that you will order Colonel Mor-
gan to join me again with his corps. I sent him up when I

thought you materially wanted him ; and, if his services can
be dispensed with now, you will direct his immediate return."

Having called a council of officers and taken their opinions,

which concurred with his own, Washington determined to re-

main some days at Pott's Grove, to give repose to his troops,

and await the arrival of reinforcements.

Sir William Howe halted at Germantown, within a short

distance of Philadelphia, and encamped the main body of his

army in and about that village; detaching Lord Cornwallis

with a large force and a number of officers of distinction, to take

formal possession of the city. That general marched into Phila-

delphia on the 26th, with a brilliant staff and escort, and fol-

lowed by splendid legions of British and Hessian grenadiers,

long trains of artillery and squadrons of light dragoons, the

finest troops in the army, all in their best array ; stepping to

the swelling music of the band playing " God save the King," and
presenting with their scarlet uniforms, their glittering arms and
flaunting feathers, a striking contrast to the poor patriot troops,

who had recently passed through the same streets, weary and
wayworn, and happy if they could cover their raggedness witli

a brown linen hunting-frock, and decorate their caps with a
sprig of evergreen.
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In tliis way the British took possession of the city, so long
the object of their awkward attempts, and regarded by them as a

triumpliant acquisition, having been the seat of the general

government, the capital of the confederacy. Washington
maintained his characteristic equanimity. "This is an event,"

writes he to Governor Trumbull, " which we have reason to

wish had not happened, and which will be attended with several

ill consequences ; but I hope it will not be so detrimental as

many apprehend, and that a little time and perseverance will

give us some favorable opportunity of recovering our loss, and
of putting our affairs in a more flourishing condition."

He had heard of the prosperous situation of affairs in the

Northern department, and the repeated checks given to the

enem}'. " I flatter myseK," writes he, " we shall soon hear that

they have been succeeded by other fortunate and interesting

events, as the two armies, by G-eneral Gates' letter were en-

camped near each other."

We will now revert to the course of the campaign in that

quarter, the success of which he trusted would have a beneficial

influence on the operations in which he was personally engaged.
Indeed the operations in the Korthern department formed, as

we have shown, but a part of his general scheme, and were con-

stantly present to his thoughts. His generals had each his own
individual enterprise, or his own department to think about

;

Washington had to think for the whole.

CHAPTER XXXV.

DUBIOUS POSITION OF BURGOYNE. COLLECTS HIS FORCES.
LADIES OF DISTINCTION IN HIS CAMP. LADY HARRIET ACK-
LAND. THE BARONESS DE RIEDESEL. AMERICAN ARMY RE-
INFORCED. SILENT MOVEMENTS OF BURGOYNE. WATCHED
FROM THE SUMMIT OF THE HILLS. HIS MARCH ALONG THE
HUDSON. POSITION OF THE TWO CAMPS. BATTLE OF THE
19th SEPTEMBER. BURGOYNE ENCAMPS NEARER. FORTI-
FIES HIS CAMP. PROMISED CO-OPERATION BY SIR HENRY
CLINTON. DETERMINES TO AWAIT IT. QUARREL BETWEEN
GATES AND ARNOLD.—ARNOLD DEPRIVED OF COMMAND.
BURGOYNE WAITS FOR CO-OPERATION.

The checks which Burgoyne had received on the right and
left, and, in a great measure, through the spontaneous rising of

the country, had opened his eyes to the difficulties of his situ-
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^tioU; and the errors as to public feeling into which lie had

been led by his tory counselors. " The great bulk of the coun-

try is undoubtedly with the Congress in principle and zeal,"

writes he, " and their measures are executed with a secrecy

and despatch that are not to be equaled. Wherever the king's

forces point, militia, to the amount of three or four thousand,

assemble in twenty-four hours : thei/ bring with them their

subsistencej etc., mid, the alarm over, they return to their

farms. The Hampshire Grants, in particular, a country un-

peopled and almost unknown last war, now abounds in the

most active and most rebellious race of the continent, and hangs
like a gathering storm upon my left." What a picture this gives

of a patriotic and warlike yeomanry. He complains, too, that

no operation had 3"et been undertaken in his favor ; the High-
lands of^the Hudson had not even been threatened ; the con-

sequence was that two brigades had been detached from them to

strengthen the army of Gates, strongly posted near the mouth
of the Mohawk River, with a superior force of continental

troops, and as many militia as he pleased.

Burgoyne declared, that had he any latitude in his orders, he

would remain where he was, or perhaps fall back to Fort Ed-
ward, where his communication with Lake George would be

secure, and wait for some event that might assist his move-
ment forward ; his orders, however, were positive to force a

junction with Sir William Howe. He did not feel at liberty,

therefore, to remain inactive longer than would be necessary to

receive the reinforcements of the additional companies, the

German drafts and recruits actually on Lake Champlain, and
to collect provisions enough for twenty-five days. These rein-

forcements were indispensable, because, from the hour he should
pass the Hudson River and proceed towards Albany, all safety

of communication would cease.

" I yet do not despair," adds he, manfully. " Should I suc-

ceed in forcing my way to Albany, and find that country in a

state to subsist my army, I shall think no more of a retreat,

but, at the worst, fortify there, and await Sir William's opera-

tions."*

A feature of peculiar interest is given to this wild and rug-

ged expedition, by the presence of two ladies of rank and re-

finement, involved in its perils and hardships. One was Lady
Harriet Ackland, daughter of tlie Earl of Ilchester, and wife

uf Major Ackland of the grenadiers ; the otlier was the Karon-
ess De Riedesel, wife of the Hessian major-general. Both of

these ladies had been left behind in Cana<la. Liv<ly lliuiirt,

* LeUer \iO Lord Georgu Gormal;io.
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however, on hearring that her husband was wounded in the
affair at Hubbardton, instantly set out to rejoin him, regard-

less of danger, and of her being in a condition before long to

become a mother.

Crossing the whole length of Lake Champlain, she found him
in a sick bed at Skenesborough. After his recovery, she re-

fused to leave him, but had continued with the army ever since.

Her example had been imitated by the Baroness De Riedesel,

who had joined the army at Fort Edward, bringing with her
her three small children. The friendship and sympathy of

these two ladies in all scenes of trial and suffering, and their

devoted attachment to their husbands, afford touching episodes

in the story of the campaign. When the army was on the
march, they followed a little distance in the rear. Lady Harriet
in a two-wheeled tumbril, the Baroness in a calash, capable of

holding herself, her children and two servants. The latter has
left a journal of her campaigning, which we may occasionally

cite. "They moved," she says, "in the midst of soldiery, who
were full of animation, singing camp songs, and panting for

action. They had to travel through almost impassable woods

;

in a picturesque and beautiful region ; but which was almost
abandoned by its inhabitant, who had hastened to join the

American army." " They added much to its strength," ob-

serves she, " as they were all good marksmen, and the love of

their country inspired them with more than ordinary cour-

age." *

The American army had received various reinforcements :

the most efficient was Morgan's corps of riflemen, sent by
Washington. He had also furnished it with artillery. It was
now about ten thousand strong. Schuyler, finding himself and
his proffered services slighted by Gates, had returned to Al-

bany. His patriotism was superior to personal resentments.

He still continued to promote the success of the campaign, ex-

erting his influence over the Indian tribes, to win them from
the enemy. At Albany he held talks and war feasts with dep-

utations of Oneida, Tuscarora, and Onondaga warriors ; and
procured scouting parties of them, which he sent to the camp,
and which proved of great service. His former aide-de-camp.

Colonel Brockholst Livingston, and his secretary. Colonel
Varick, remained in camp, and kept him informed by letter of

passing occurrences. They were much about the person of

General Arnold, who, since his return from relieving Fort Stan-

wix, commanded the left wing of the army. Livingston, in

fact, was with him as aide-de-camp. The jealousy of Gates was
* Riedesel's Memoirs^
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awakeced by these circumstances. He knew their attachment
to Schuyler, aiui suspected they were prejudicing the mind of

Arnold against him; and this suspicion may have been the

origin of a coolness and neglect which he soon evinced toward
Arnold himself. These young officers, however, though de-

votedly attached to Schuyler from a knowledge of his generous

character, were above any camp intrigue. Livingston was
again looking forward with youthful ardor to a brush with the

enemy; but regretted that his former chief would not be there

to lead it. "Burgoyne," writes he to Schuyler exultingly, "is

in such a situation that he can neither advance nor retire with-

out fighting. A capital battle must soon be fought. I am
chagrined to the soul when I think that another person will

reap the fruits of your labors." *

Colonel Varick, equally eager, was afraid Burgoyne might
be decamping. "His evening guns," writes he, "are seldom
heard, and when heard, are very low in sound." f
The dense forests, in fact, which covered the country between

the hostile armies, concealed their movements, and as Gates
threw out no harassing parties, his information concerning the

enemy was vague. Burgoyne, however, was diligently collecting

all his forces from Skenesborough, Fort Anne and Fort George,

and collecting provisions; he had completed a bridge by which
he intended to pass the Hudson, and force his way to Albany,
where he expected cooperation from below. Everything was
conducted with as much sil"nre and caution as possible. His
troops paraded without beat of drum, and evening guns were
discontinued. So stood matters on the 11th of September,
when a report was circulated in the American camp, that Bur-
goyne was in motion, and that he had made a speech to his sol-

diers, telling them that the fleet had returned to Canada, and
their only safety was to fight their way to New York.
As General Gates was to receive an attack, it was thought he

ought to choose the ground where to receive it ; Arnold, there-

fore, in company with Kosciuszko, the Polish engineer, recon-

noitered the neighborhood in quest of a good camping-ground,
and at length fixed upon a ridge of hills called Bemis^s Heights,
which Kosciuszko proceeded to fortify.

In the meantime Colonel Colburn was sent off with a small
party to ascend the high hills on the east side of the Hudson,
and watch the movements of the enemy with glasses from their

summits, or from the tops of the trees. For three days he kept
thus on the look-out, sending word from time to time to camp
of all that he espied.

• MS. Letter to Schuyler.

t Ibid«
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On the llth there were the first signs of movement among
Burgoyne's troops. On the 13th and 14th, they slowly passed

over a bridge of boats, which they had thrown across the

Hudson, and encamped near Fish Creek. Colburn counted eight

hundred tents, including marquees. A mile in advance were
fourteen more tents. The Hessians remained encamped on the

eastern side of the river, but intervening woods concealed the

number of their tents. There was not the usual stir of military

animation in the camps. There were no evening nor morning
guns.

On the 15th, both English and Hessian camps struck their

tents, and loaded their baggage wagons. By twelve o'clock both
began to march. Colburn neglected to notice the route taken
by the Hessians ; his attention was absorbed by the British,

who made their way slowly and laboriously down the western
side of the river, along a wretched road intersected by brooks
and rivulets, the bridges over which Schuyler had broken down.
The division had with it eighty-five baggage wagons and a

great train of artillery ; with two unwieldy twenty-four pounders,

acting like drag-anchors. It was a silent, dogged march, with-

out beat of drum, or spirit-stirring bray of trumpet. A body
of light troops, new levies, and Indians, painted and decorated

for war, struck off from the rest and disappeared in the forest,

up Fish Creek. From the great silence observed by Burgoyne
in his movements, and the care he took in keeping his men to-

gether, and allowing no straggling parties. Colonel Colburn
apprehended that he meditated an attack. Having seen the

enemy advance two miles on its march, therefore, he descended

from the heights, and hastened to the American camp to make
his report. A British prisoner, brought in soon afterwards,

stated that Burgoyne had come to a halt about four miles

distant.

On the following morning, the army was under arms at day-

light ; the enemy, however, remained encamped, repairing

bridges in front, and sending down guard boats to reconnoiter
;

the Americans, therefore, went on to fortify their position. The
ridge of hills called Bemis's Heights, rises abruptly from the

narrow flats bordering the west side of the river. Kosciuszko

had fortified the camp with intrenchments three-quarters of a

mile in extent, having redoubts and batteries, which commanded
the valley, and even the hills on the opposite side of the river

;

for the Hudson, in this upper part, is comparatively a narrow
stream. From the foot of the heights, an intrenchment

extended to the river, ending with a battery at the water edge,

commanding a floating bridge.
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The right wing of the army, under the immediate command
of Gates, and composed of Glover's, Nixon's, and Patterson's

brigades, occupied the brow of the hill nearest to the river, with

the flats below.

The left wing, commanded by Arnold, was on the side of the

camp furthest from the river, and distant from the latter about

three-quarters of a mile. It was composed of the New Hamp-
shire brigade of General Poor, Pierre Van Courtlandt's and
James Livingston's regiments of New York militia, Morgan's
riflemen, and Dearborn's infantry. The centre was composed
of Massachusetts and New York troops.

Burgoyne gradually drew nearer to the camp, throwing ouc

large parties of pioneers and workmen. The Americans dis-

puted every step. A Hessian officer observes :
" The enemy

bristled up his hair, as we attempted to repair more bridges.

At last, we had to do him the honor of sending out whole regi-

ments to protect our workmen." *

It was Arnold who provoked this honor. At the head of fif-

teen hundred men he skirmished bravely with the superior

force sent out against him, and retired with several prisoners.

Burgoyne now encamped about two miles from General Gates,

disposing his army in two lines ; the left on the river, the right

extending at right angles to it, about six hundred yards, across

the low grounds to a range of steep and rocky hills, occuj^ied by
the elite ; a ravine formed by a rivulet from the hills passed in

front of the camp. The low ground between the armies was
cultivated ; the hills were covered with woods, excepting three

or four small openings and deserted farms. Beside the ravines

which fronted each camp there was a third one, midway between
them, also at right angles to the river.f

On the morning of the 19th, General Gates received intelli-

gence that the enemy were advancing in great force on his left.

It was, in fact, their right wing, composed of the British line

and led by Burgoyne in person. It was covered by the grena-

diers and light infantry under General Fraser and Colonel

Breyman, who kept along the high grounds on the right ; while

they, in turn, were covered in front and on the flanks by In-

dians, provincial royalists, and Canadians. The left wing and
artillery were advancing at the same time, under Major-gen-
erals Phillips and Riedesel, along the great road and meadows
by the river side, but they were retarded by the necessity of re-

pairing broken bridges. It was the plan of Burgoyne, that the

Canadians and Indians should attack the central outposts of th«

* Schlozer's Briefwec/isel.

Wilkinson's Memoirs \. ^Sg.
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Americans, and draw their attention in that direction, while he
and Eraser, making a circuit through the woods, should join

forces and fall upon the rear of the American camp. As the

dense forests hid them from each other, signal guns were to

regulate their movements. Three, fired in succession, were to

denote that all was ready, and be the signal for an attack in front,

flank, and rear.

The American pickets, stationed along the ravine of Mill

Creek, sent repeated accounts to General Gates of the move-
ments of the enemy ; hut he remained quiet in his camp, as if

determined to await an attack. The American officers grew
impatient. Arnold especially, impetuous by nature, urged re-

peatedly that a detachment should be sent forth to check the

enemy in their advance and drive the Indians out of the woods.

At length he succeeded in getting permission, about noon, to

detach Morgan with his riflemen and Dearborn with his infantry

from his division. They soon fell in with the Canadians
and Indians, which formed the advance guard of the enemy's
right, and attacking them with spirit, drove them in, or rather

dispersed them. Morgan's riflemen, following up their advan-

tage with too much eagerness, became likewise scattered, and a

strong reinforcement of royalists arriving on the scene of action,

the Americans, in their turn, were obliged to give wa3\

Other detachments now arrived from the American camp, led

by Arnold, who attacked Eraser on his right to check his attempt

to get in the rear of the camp. Finding the position of Eraser

too strong to be forced, he sent to head-quarters for reinforce-

ments, but they were refused by Gates, who declared that no
more should go ;

" he would not suffer his camp to be exposed."*

The reason he gave was that it might be attacked by the enemy's

left wing.

Arnold now made a rapid counter-march, and, his movement
being masked by the woods, suddenly attempted to turn Eraser's

left. Here he came in full conflict with the British line, and
threw himself upon it with a boldness and impetuosity that for

a time threatened to break it, and cut the wings of the army
asunder. The grenadiers and Breyman's riflemen hastened to

its support. General Pliillips broke his way through the woods
with four pieces of artillery, and Hiedesel came on with his

heavy dragoons. Beinforcements came likewise to Arnold's

assistance j his force, however, never exceeded three thousand

men, and with these, for nearly four hours, he kept up a con-

flict, almost hand to hand, with the whole right wing of the

British army. Part of the time the Americans had the advan-

Colonel Varick to Schuyler. Schuyler^ s Papers,
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tage of fighting under the cover of a wood, so favorable to their

militia and sharpshooters. Burgoyne ordered the woods to be
cleared by the bayonet. His troops rushed forward in columns
with a hurrah ! The Americans kept within their intrench-

ments, and repeatedly repulsed them ; but if they pursued their

advantage, and advanced into open field, they were in their

turn driven back.

Night alone put an end to the conflict, which the British

acknowledged to have been the most obstinate and hardly

fought they had ever experienced in America. Both parties

claimed the victory. But, though the British remained on the

field of battle, where they lay all night upon their arms, they
had failed in their object ; they had been assailed instead of

being the assailants; while the American troops had accom-
plished the purpose for which they had sallied forth ; had
checked the advance of the enemy, frustrated their plan of at-

tack, and returned exulting to their camp. Their loss, in

killed and wounded, was between three and four hundred, in-

cluding several officers ; that of the enemy upwards of five

hundred.
Burgoyne gives an affecting picture of the situation of the

ladies of rank already mentioned, during this action. Lady
Harriet had been directed by her husband. Major Ackland, to

follow the route of the artillery and baggage, which was not ex-

posed. " At the time the action began," writes Burgoyne,
" she found herself near a small uninhabited hut, where she
alighted. When it was found the action was becoming general

and bloody, the surgeons of the hospital took possession of the

same place, as the most convenient for the first care of the

wounded. Thus was the lady in hearing of one continual fire

of cannon and musketry, for four hours together, with the pre-

sumption, from the post of her husband, at the head of the
grena^liers, that he was in the most exposed part of the action.

She had three female companions, the Baroness of Riedesel,

and the wives of two British officers, Major Harnage and Lieu-
tenant Reynell ; but in the event their presence served but
little for comfort. Major Harnage was soon brought to the sur-

geons very badly wounded ; and in a little time after came in-

telligence that Lieutenant Reynell was shot dead. Imagination
wants no helps to figure the state of the whole group."

.Arnold was excessively indignant at Gates' withholding the
reinforcements he had required in the heat of the action ; had
they been furnished, he said he might have severed the line of

the enemy and gained a complete victory. He was urgent to

resume the action on the succeeding morning, and follow up the
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advantage he had gained, but Gates declined, to his additional

annoyance. He attributed the refusal to pique or jealousy, but
Gates subsequently gave as a reason the great deficiency of

powder and ball in the camp, which was known only to himself,

and which he kept secret until a supply was sent from Albany.
Burgoyne now strengthened his position with intrenchments

and batteries, part of them across the meadows which bordered
the river, part on the brow of the heights which commanded
them. The Americans likewise extended and strengthened

their line of breastworks on the left of the camp; the right

was already unassailable. The camps were within gunshot, but
with ravines and woods between them.

Washington's predictions of the effect to be produced by
Morgan's riflemen approached fulfillment. The Indians, dis-

mayed at the severe treatment experienced from these veteran

bush fighters, were disappearing from the British camp. The
Canadians and royal provincials, " mere trimmers," as Burgoyne
called them, were deserting in great numbers, and he had no
confidence in those who remained.

His situation was growing more and more critical. On thr

21st, he heard shouts in the American camp, and in a little

while their cannon thundered a. feu de joie. Xews bad been
received from General Lincoln, that a detachment of New
England troops under Colonel Brown had surprised the carry-

ing-place, mills, and French lines at Ticonderoga, captured an
armed sloop, gunboats, and bateaux, made three hundred pris-

oners, beside releasing one hundred American captives, and
were laying siege to Fort Independence.*

Fortunately for Burgoyne, while affairs were darkening in

the North, a ray of hope dawned from the South. While the

shouts from the American camp were yet ringing in his ears,

came a letter in cipher •from Sir Henry Clinton, dated the 12th
of September, announcing his intention in about ten days to

attack the forts in the Highlands of the Hudson.
Burgoyne sent back the messenger the same night, and de-

spatched, moreover, two officers in disguise, by different routes,

all bearing messages informing Sir Henry of his perilous

situation, aud urging a diversion that might oblige General
Gates to detach a part of his army ; adding, that he would en-

deavor to maintain his present position, and await favorable

events until the 12th of October.f
The jealousy of Gates had been intensely excited at finding

the whole credit of the late affair given by the army to Arnold :

in his despatches to government he made no mention of him.

* Colonel Vaiick to Schuyler. Schuyler\'i Papers.
^ "^orgoyne to Lord George Germaine.
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This increased the schism between them. Wilkinson, the ad-

jutant-general, who was a sycophantic adherent of Gates,

pandered to his pique by withdrawing from Arnold's divisioTi

Morgan's rifle corps and Dearborn^s liglit infantry, its arms of

strength, wliicli had done such brilliant service in the late af-

fair : they were henceforth to be subject to no order, but those

from head-quarters.

Arnold called on Gates on the evening of the 22d, to remon-

strate. High words passed between them, and matters came to

an open rupture. Gates, in his heat, told Arnold that he did

not consider him a major-general, he having sent his resigna-

tion to Congress : that he had never given him the command of

any division of the army ; that General Lincoln would arrive

in a day or two, and then he would have no further occasion for

him, and would give him a pass to go to Philadelphia, when-
ever he chose.*

Arnold returned to his quarters in a rage, and wrote a note

to Gates, requesting the proffered permit to depart for Philadel-

phia ; by the time he received it his ire had cooled and he had
changed his mind. He determined to remain in camp and
abide the anticipated battle.

Lincoln, in the meantime, arrived in advance of his troops
;

which soon followed to the amount of two thousand. Part of

the troops, detached by him under Colonel Brown, were be-

sieging Ticonderoga and Fort Independence. Colonel Brown
himself, with part of his detachment, had embarked on Lake
George in an armed schooner, and a squadron of captured gun-

boats and bateaux, and was threatening the enemy's deposit of

baggage and heavy artillery at Diamond Island. The toils so

skillfully spread were encompassing Burgoyne more and more

;

the gates of Canada were closing behind him.

A morning or two after Lincoln's arrival, Arnold observed

him giving some directions in the left division, and quickly

inquired whether he was doing so by order of General Gates
;

being answered in the negative, he observed that the left divi-

sion belonged to him ; and that he believed his (Lincoln's) prop-

er station was on the right, and that of General Gates ought
to be in the center. He requested him to mention this to Gen
eral Gates, and have the matter adjusted.

"He is determined," writes Varick, "not to suffer any one
to interfere in his division, and says it will be death to any
officer who does so in action.'^ Arnold, in fact, was in a belli-

cose vein, and rather blustered about the camp. Gates, he
said, could not refuse him his command, and lie would not
yield it now that a batth^ was expected,

•Col. Livingiton to Sobuyler. Schuyler Papers,
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Some of the general officers and colonels of his division pro-

posed to make him an address, thanking him for his past ser-

vices, particularly in the late action, and entreating him to

stay. Others suggested that the general officers should en-

deavor to produce a reconciliation between the jarring parties.

Lincoln was inclined to do so ; but, in the end, neither measure
was taken through fear of offending General Gates. In the

meantime Arnold remained in camp, treated, he said, as a
cipher, and never consulted ; though when Congress had sent

him to that department, at the request of General Washing-
ton, they expected the commander would at least have taken
his opinion on public matters.

On the 30th, he gave vent to his feelings in an indignant
letter to Gates. "Notwithstanding I have reason to think
your treatment proceeds from a spirit of jealousy," writes he,
" and that I have everything to fear from the malice of my
enemies, conscious of my own innocency and integrity, I am
determined to sacrifice my feelings, present peace, and quiet, to

the public good, and continue in the army at this critical junc-

ture, when my country needs every support.
" I hope," concludes he, " you will not impute this hint to a

wish to command the army, or to outshine you, when I assure

you it proceeds from my zeal for the cause of my country, in

which I expect to rise or fall." *

All this time the Americans were harassing the British

camp with frequent night alarms and attacks on its pickets

and outposts.

"From the 20th of September to the 7th of October," writes

Burgoyne, " the armies were so near, that not a night passed

without firing, and sometimes concerted attacks upon our ad-

vanced pickets. I do not believe either officer or soldier ever

slept in that interval without his clothes ; or that any general

officer or commander of a regiment passed a single night, with-

out being upon his legs occasionally at different hours, and
constantly an hour before daylight." f

Still Burgoyne kept up a resolute mien, telling his soldiers,

in a harangue, that he was determined to leave his bones on the

field, or force his way to Albany. He yet clung to the hope,

that Sir Henry Clinton might operate in time to relieve him
from his perilous position.

We will now cast a look toward New York, and ascertain the

cause of Sir Henry's delay in his anxiously expected operations

on the Hudson.

* Gates' Papers, N. Y. Hist. Lib.

t Burgoyne' s Expedition^ p. 166.
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